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Foreword

Bring up the topic of Latin prose composition and Bradley’s Arnold is
the textbook most often mentioned in response. It’s an almost guaranteed
word association match!

Indeed, for generations of Latin students, Bradley’s Arnold Latin Prose
Composition served as the bible for rendering English into proper Latin.
Surf the internet today, and you’ll find that this classic continues as a key-
stone for scores of Latin programs in the United States and throughout the
English-speaking world.

Latin prose composition for the serious Latin student is a compelling
undertaking, one that many consider the sine qua non for really mastering
Latin. Some deem it the most effective means for internalizing Latin sen-
tence structure and developing a sophisticated understanding of Latin gram-
mar and syntax. The student who has personally tried to render English
prose into Latin may bring to Latin literature a far greater sensitivity, a
more profound appreciation, and a fuller depth of insight and understand-
ing.

Bradley’s Arnold is a comprehensive review of Latin grammar in the
service of Latin prose composition. Its explanations are precise and thor-
ough. Its lessons, complete with exercises for practice, lead the student to a
gradual mastery of the intricacies of Latin language production, moving
methodically from the fairly simple to the increasingly complex and
lengthy. The text culminates in a series of continuous prose passages added
when J. F. Mountford revised the text in 1938. 

To follow in the footsteps of Mountford and Bradley in revising the
venerable Arnold was a singularly humbling experience. Thus, with due
reverence, I undertook the daunting task of maintaining the integrity of
Arnold’s text while updating it for the modern student. To that end, this new
edition offers a redesigned format, one easier on the eye and more user-
friendly. We have “opened up” the text through more generous spacing for
a less dense and more accessible text. Nomenclature like “indirect dis-
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course” and “purpose clause,” more common to the American student,
stands side-by-side with Arnold’s original terms. Most of the British
spellings remain with a minimum of modernization, while the auxiliary
verbs used in conditions have been changed to reflect standard American
English usage. The text retains one remnant of a bygone era that, had it not
been so extensively and intricately interwoven into the text, I would have
purged: the patina of the English school boy. In the interest of time econo-
my only, I resisted the inclination to render the text’s pronouns more inclu-
sively.

I am grateful to the Doctors Bolchazy, Lou and Marie, for the opportu-
nity to join them in their vocation of making the classics more accessible
and available; to Laurie Haight Keenan and Jody Cull for their patience in
introducing me to publishing production; to Jennifer Mitten and Jennifer
Hilliard, for their invaluable assistance with proofreading; to Dom Roberti
for his patience with me and his painstaking-attention-to-detail typesetting;
and to the late Rev. John Waterbury Kelley, SJ, whose Latin I and II class-
es at Boston College High School first sparked in me a love of Latin and
the classics.

Donald E. Sprague
November, 2004 
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Introduction

WHAT, it may be asked, is the object of studying Latin Prose
Composition?

Until comparatively recent times Latin was an important means of com-
munication between men of different nationalities. During the Middle Ages
it was extensively used as the international language of Europe, both for
speaking and writing; and within more modern times, until the end of the
eighteenth century, theologians, philosophers, and men of science com-
posed their chief works in Latin.

Although Latin is not now used so widely for such practical purposes,
Prose Composition is still studied because it is an invaluable means of
acquiring a real mastery of the language. Sound progress is not achieved in
any language until some successful effort is made to use the language as a
medium of expression. Latin Prose Composition helps, firstly, to fix in the
memory the various inflections of nouns and verbs and the rules of Latin
syntax; it gives us a closer insight into the workings of the Roman mind;
like composition in any foreign language, it trains the student to penetrate
beneath the superficial appearances of words to the meanings they are
intended to convey; and, finally, when a student has himself employed the
language as a tool, he is better able to appreciate the achievements of the
great Roman writers.

In this Introduction will be found information about some grammatical
terms and ideas of fundamental importance, about types of sentences, and
about the order of words and clauses in Latin. To these sections the student
should frequently refer.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

1. By Parts of Speech we mean the various classes, or headings, under
which all words used in speaking or writing may be arranged.
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2. In Latin, as in English, the Parts of Speech are eight in 
number:

(i) Noun (or Substantive) (v) Adverb
(ii) Adjective (vi) Preposition

(iii) Pronoun (vii) Conjunction
(iv) Verb (viii) Interjection

3. English has a Definite Article, the, and an Indefinite Article, a, an;
both of them are classed as Adjectives.

Latin has no Article; thus l»x may mean either the light, a light, or sim-
ply light.

4. In Latin five of the eight Parts of Speech (i.e. all except Prepositions,
Conjunctions, and Interjections) have inflections, that is to say, changes in
form (most often at the end of a word) whereby various grammatical rela-
tionships are indicated.

It is assumed that all who use this book are thoroughly familiar with
these inflections.

(i) Nouns

5. A NOUN is the name which we give to any person (Caesar), place
(R«ma), thing (m¡nsa), or conception of the mind (virt»s).

6. Nouns are sometimes called Substantives because they denote what
was once called the substantia, or essential nature of a person or thing.

7. Nouns denoting the names of persons or places, such as Cicer«,
Metell¿, R«ma, Italia, are called proper nouns.

All other nouns are called common nouns, and they may be classified
as:

(a) Concrete nouns, which denote any object we can perceive with any
one of our five senses. In the plural they designate a whole class of
objects, and in the singular any individual of that class: vir, vir¿ “a
man, men”; arbor, arbor¡s, “a tree, trees.”

(b) Collective nouns, or nouns of multitude, which in the singular
denote a group of individuals who can be regarded as forming a
unity: exercitus “an army”; sen§tus “the senate.”

(c) Abstract nouns, which denote some quality, or state, or action as
“withdrawn” (abstractum) from the person or thing in which we
see it embodied, and looked on as existing by itself. Thus candor is
the quality of “whiteness,” wherever that quality is found; servitium
is the state of “servitude” which we see existing in a number of
serv¿.
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(ii) Adjectives

8. An ADJECTIVE is a word which we add or apply to a noun to denote
some one quality possessed by a person or thing: bonus “good,” candidus
“white,” parvus “small.”

9. Adjectives may be divided into:

Adjectives of quality, as bonus “good,” malus “bad,” fortis “brave.”
Adjectives of quantity and number: mult¿ “many,” pauc¿ “few,”

ducent¿ “two hundred.”

There is also a large number of pronominal adjectives closely connect-
ed with pronouns: meus “mine,” tuus “thine (yours),” »llus “any.”

10. When an adjective is attached to a noun in order to define it more
closely, it is called an attributive adjective; thus in equ¿ alb¿ “white hors-
es,” homin¡s bon¿ “good men,” the adjectives are used attributively.

11. When a quality denoted by an adjective is asserted to belong to a
noun, the adjective is said to be used predicatively; thus in homin¡s sunt
bon¿, the adjective is a predicative adjective.

12. Though an adjective is primarily used for attaching to or being
predicated of a noun, yet, where no ambiguity can arise, it is capable of
being used by itself as a noun: bon¿ “good men,” bona “good things.” In
such instances, this use is known as the noun substantive.

(iii) Pronouns

13. PRONOUNS are words used in place of nouns to indicate or point to
a person or thing without naming that person or thing: ille “he.”

14. Pronouns may be classified as:

(a) Personal ego “I,” t» “thou (you, sing),” n«s “we,” v«s “you”
(b) Reflexive s¡ “-self”
(c) Demonstrative hic “this”; is, ille, iste, “that”
(d) Definitive ¿dem “the same”
(e) Intensive ipse “-self”
(f) Relative qu¿ “who,” qu¿cumque “whoever”
(g) Interrogative quis “who,” qu¿ “what sort of,” quot “how many”
(h) Indefinite quis “any,” aliquis “someone,” qu¿dam “a certain one”

15. All these pronouns except the Personal, Reflexive, and Relative are
also used as adjectives: hic vir “this man.”

16. A personal pronoun is not used as the subject of a verb except for
emphasis: d¿c« “I say”; but ego d¿c« “it is I who say.” (See 55.)
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(iv) Verbs

17. A VERB denotes an action or state.

Val¡s “you are well”; curr« “I run”; host¡s vincuntur “the enemy are being
conquered”; R«ma manet “Rome remains.”

18. The distinctions between the following different kinds of verb must
be carefully attended to in composition:

19. Transitive verbs are those denoting an action which necessarily
affects some person or thing, or produces some result: thus, interfici« “I
kill” and aedific« “I build” are not complete in sense until it is clear whom
“I kill” and what “I build.”

20. The person or thing that is directly affected or effected by the action
is called the direct object of the verb, and is always in the accusative case:
latr«nem interf¡c¿ “I killed the robber,” templum aedificant “they build a
temple.”

21. But in appropriate contexts many Latin transitive verbs may be used
absolutely (i.e. without an expressed object): vinc« “I conquer (my ene-
mies),” scr¿b« “I am writing (a letter or a book).”

22. Intransitive verbs are those denoting an action which has no direct
object: St« “I stand,” curr« “I run,” cad« “I fall,” sum “I exist.”

23. Many intransitive verbs, however, denote an action which indirect-
ly affects some person or thing which is then indicated by the dative case.
Thus in tibi noce« “I am hurtful to you,” mihi p§ret “he is obedient to me,”
tibi and mihi are the indirect objects of intransitive verbs.

24. It is important to realise that in some instances the nearest English
equivalent to a Latin intransitive verb is transitive. We feel that “I spare” is
transitive; the Romans felt that parc« was intransitive. Furthermore,
approximately the same idea may be expressed in Latin sometimes by an
intransitive, sometimes by a transitive verb. Thus noce« “I hurt, I am hurt-
ful,” and place« “I please, I am pleasing” are intransitive, but laed« and
d¡lect« are transitive.

25. The Active Voice of a verb expresses what the subject of the verb
is or does: vale« “I am well,” am« “I love.”

26. The Passive Voice of a verb either expresses what is done to the
subject of the verb, or it expresses the verbal activity regarded impersonal-
ly. In interficit “he kills,” the subject “he” performs the action; but in inter-
ficitur “he is being killed,” the subject “he” is no longer the actor but the
recipient or sufferer of the action.
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27. It is only transitive verbs that have a full passive voice. If we think
carefully about the meaning of intransitive verbs like curr« “I run, v¿v« “I
live,” it will be obvious that forms like curror, v¿vor can have no meaning.

28. But the third person singular passive of intransitive verbs is fre-
quently used (without any identifiable subject) to denote that the action
described by the verb is produced or effected; H§c ¿tur “there is a going (i.e.
men go) in this direction”; tibi noc¡tur “harm is done to you (i.e. you are
injured).” Owing to the large number of verbs which, like noce«, are intran-
sitive in Latin, this impersonal construction is of great importance. (See 5.)

29. Deponent verbs are those which have an active meaning though
most of their forms are passive. Of these, some are transitive, some intran-
sitive.

T¡ sequor “I follow you.”
Tibi ¿r§scor “I am angry with you.”

30. Semi-deponent verbs have an active form in the present stem, a
passive form in the perfect stem, but an active meaning in both.

Gaude«Ð“I rejoice”;Ðg§v¿sus sumÐ“I rejoiced.”
Aude«Ð“I dare”;Ðausus sumÐ“I dared.”

31. It is important to remember that deponent and semideponent verbs
differ from other Latin verbs in having both a present and a past (i.e. per-
fect) participle with an active sense. (See 14.)

Profic¿scor “I set out”
Profic¿sc¡ns “setting out” and 
Profectus “having set out”

32. Impersonal verbs are those which have only the third person sin-
gular of each tense, Infinitives, and a Gerund.

The subject of such verbs is not a person, but either 

(a) unidentifiable (like the English “it”), or 
(b) an infinitive, or 
(c) a clause, or 
(d) a neuter pronoun:

M¡ pudet.ÐIt shames me.
Haec f¡cisse piget.ÐIt is painful to have done this.
Accidit ut abessem.ÐIt happened that I was absent.
Hoc r¡fert.ÐThis is of importance.

33. By Auxiliary (helping) verbs we mean verbs used as aids (auxilia)
to enable other verbs to form moods and tenses which they cannot express
within the compass of a single word. Thus in the English “I have fallen,”
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“have” has lost the sense of possession, and only serves as an auxiliary to
the verb “fall.” 

Such verbs abound in English—may, would, should, shall, will, let,
etc.—to express what can be expressed in Latin by the form of the verb
itself. Compare “I was loving” with am§bam; “let him go” with eat.

In Latin the only auxiliary verb is esse, “to be,” which is used largely
in the passive voice and future infinitive: aud¿tus sum, aud¿t»rum esse.

34. Some Latin verbs1 have as their object the infinitive of another verb.
(See 42.)

Possum (neque«, d¡sin«, vol«) haec d¿cere.
I am able (unable, cease, wish) to say this.

35. Copulative or Link(ing) verbs are those which simply unite the
subject and some noun, pronoun, or adjective which is asserted or predicat-
ed of that subject.

Caesar est dict§tor.ÐCaesar is dictator.

Note—The principal of these is the verb sum; others are app§re« “I appear,”
videor “I seem,” audi« “I am called.”

When sum means “I am,” “I exist,” it is called a substantive verb, because it
expresses the idea of existence, substantia.

When it merely joins together the subject and a predicative noun or adjective,
as above, it is called a copulative (linking) verb.

When it forms part of the compound tenses of another verb, it is called an aux-
iliary (helping) verb. (See 33.)

36. Factitive verbs are those which express the idea of making by deed,
word, or thought. In the passive they are used as copulative (linking) verbs:

f¿«, I am made, I become feror, I am reported
appellor, I am called legor, I am chosen
creor, I am created putor, I am thought
d¡cl§ror, I am declared vocor, I am called

Caesar fit (cre§tus est) dict§tor.
Caesar becomes (was created) dictator.

37. Those parts of verbs which are defined by person and number are
called finite: sedet “he sits,” v¡nimus “we have come.”

6Ð ÐIntroduction PARTS OF SPEECH
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(v) Adverbs

38. The ADVERB is so called because its main use is to qualify the verb
by adding some particular as to the manner, amount, time, or place of the
state or action denoted by the verb.

Fortiter pugn§vit. Tum excessit. Ibi cecidit.
He fought bravely. Then (at that time) He fell there

he went out. (in that place).

39. But adverbs, especially those of amount or degree, may also quali-
fy adjectives, or other adverbs.

Satis sapi¡ns Admodum neglegenter
Sufficiently wise Very carelessly

(vi) Prepositions

40. PREPOSITIONS are words which are joined with, and almost invari-
ably placed before (praeposita), nouns and pronouns, to define their rela-
tion to other words in the sentence.

Ad m¡ v¡nit. Ø Caesare victus est. Pr« patri§ mor¿
He came to me. He was conquered by Caesar. To die for one’s native land

41. In Latin a case alone will often express what in English must be
expressed by a noun with a preposition.

Ênse m¡ percussit. R«mam Narb«ne rediit.
He struck me with a sword. He returned to Rome from Narbonne.

(instrument (means)). (motion from and to a town).

42. Prepositions were originally adverbs, and some of them were used
in classical Latin both as adverbs and as prepositions.

Ante t¡ n§tus sum. Hoc numquam ante v¿deram.
I was born before you (prep). I had never before seen this (adverb).

43. Many prepositions are prefixed to and compounded with verbs and
modify their meaning. 

Pugn«, I fight;Ðoppugn«, I assault (a place).

Because of these changes of meaning, some intransitive verbs which
had neither direct nor indirect object may, when compounded, have a direct
object (compare pugn« and oppugn« above); others may have an indirect
object (veni« “I come,” tibi subveni« “I aid you”); and some transitive
verbs which had only a direct object may, when compounded, take an indi-
rect object also (pontem f¡cit “he made a bridge,” c«pi¿s l¡g§tum praef¡cit
“he put a general in charge of the forces”). (See 252, 253.)
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In Old English also, prepositions were closely compounded as prefixes
with verbs, and we still use overcome, withstand, gainsay. In later English
the preposition is placed after the verb: He is sent for, I am laughed at.

(vii) Conjunctions

44. CONJUNCTIONS are indeclinable words which join together (con-
iung«) words, phrases, and sentences.

Caelum suspici« ut l»nam et s¿dera videam.
I look up to the sky that I may see the moon and stars.

They are divided into two classes: Coordinating and Subordinating
conjunctions.

45. Coordinating conjunctions join together words and sentences on
equal terms. Sentences so connected are of equal grammatical rank, or coor-
dinate («rd« “rank”); each is grammatically independent of the other.

T» ab¿s et (sed) ego sequor.
You go away and (but) I follow.

46. Subordinating conjunctions attach to a sentence or clause another
clause which holds a grammatically subordinate position.

Hoc f¡c¿ n¡ tibi displic¡rem.
I did this in order not to displease you.

47. The chief Coordinating conjunctions in Latin are:
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Connective: et neque
-que nec
atque etiam
ac quoque

item

Separative: aut s¿ve
vel seu
-ve

Adversative: sed autem, but, however
at c¡terum
atqu¿ v¡rum
tamen v¡r«

Causal: nam, namque enimv¡r«, for indeed
enim, etenim

Conclusive: erg« qu§r¡
itaque quam ob rem
igitur qu§propter

qu«circ§
}wherefore

}or, either

} also 

} therefore

}but, moreover

}but

}but, yet

}for

}nor, and not

}whether, or

} and



48. Et simply joins words and clauses; ~que couples words to form one
whole (s¡ suaque “himself and his belongings”), or couples two closely
related clauses; atque connects with emphasis: “and also, and I may add.”
Ac, a shorter form of atque, is not used before words that begin with a
vowel.

49. Aut marks a sharp distinction, and aut … aut exhausts the possible
alternatives: hoc aut v¡rum est aut falsum “this is either true or false.” Vel
and ~ve treat the difference as unimportant, and vel … vel does not neces-
sarily exhaust the possible alternatives: hoc velim vel v¿ vel clam faci§s “I
would have you do this either by force or secretly (as you prefer).”

50. Frequently the relative pronoun qu¿ is used in the sense of et is and
is then the equivalent of a coordinating conjunction and a demonstrative
pronoun.

F¿lium v¿d¿ qu¿ haec mihi n§rr§vit.
I saw your son and he told me this news.

51. The chief Subordinating conjunctions in Latin are:
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Final (purpose): ut, in order that n¡ve, neu, and that … not
n¡, that … not, lest qu«minus, whereby … not
qu«, whereby

Consecutive (result):
ut, so that qu¿n, that … not
ut … n«n, so that … not

Temporal: cum antequam
ut priusquam
ubi postquam, after that
quand«
dum while, simul ac, as soon as
d«nec so long as, quoti¡ns, as often as
quoad until

Causal: quod quippe
quia
cum siquidem
quoniam s¿ quidem
quand«

Conditional: s¿, if s¿n, but if
s¿ve, seu, whether, or if nisi, n¿, unless
s¿ modo, if only s¿ n«n, if not

}when

} in as much as

}

} since

} because

}before that

{seeing that,
for as much as



Concessive: ets¿ even if, tamets¿, although
etiamsi although although,
quamquam however much
utut cum, whereas, although
ut, licet, granting that

Comparative: ut, ut¿ qu«modo as,
velut, veluti quem ad modum how
s¿cut, s¿cuti quam, than, as
utpote, as being tamquam, as though
quasi, quam s¿
ut s¿, velut s¿

Interrogative: num c»r? why?
utrum ubi? where?
an, or quand«? when?
necne, or not quem ad modum? how?

52. The relative pronoun qu¿ is often used to introduce final (purpose),
consecutive (result), causal, or concessive clauses. (See 498-513.)

(viii) Interjections

53. INTERJECTIONS are so called because they are words inserted or
thrown in among (interiecta) the other words of a sentence to express some
feeling or emotion. Such are: heu, vae, alas! woe!

ANALYSIS OF THE LATIN SENTENCE

THE SIMPLE SENTENCE

54. By a sentence, whether in Latin or in English, we mean a grammat-
ical combination of words which either 

(1) makes a statement, or 
(2) asks a question, or 
(3) conveys a command, or 
(4) expresses a desire.

Every such sentence, however long or however short, involves two ele-
ments:

55. First, a subject who (or which) performs an action or is in a certain
state; secondly, a predicate which indicates the action or state of the sub-
ject.

Veni«. Venitne? Ven¿! Utinam adesset!
I come. Is he coming? Come! Would he were here!
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}

}as if

} whether

}as

{quamv¿s
}
} although



In these Latin sentences the subject is not expressed, because the form of
the verb sufficiently indicates whether the subject is first, second, or third
person; and personal pronouns are used only for emphasis. (See 16.)

56. But such short sentences are comparatively rare in all languages.
The following is a more frequent type:

H¿ omn¡s lingu§, ¿nstit»t¿s, m«ribus, inter s¡ differunt.
These all (or all of these) differ from one another in language, 

institutions, and habits.

Here H¿ omn¡s “these all” is the subject; all the rest is the predicate.
The main part of the predicate is the verb differunt, the remainder being
adjuncts or additions to the verb, explaining and limiting it, telling us from
whom all of these differ, and in what points.

57. A sentence of this kind, which has only one predicate, is called a
simple sentence.

58. The subject, when expressed, is a noun or its equivalent. The equiv-
alent may be a pronoun (13), an adjective (12), a participle, an infinitive, or
some combination of words used as a substantive. (See Examples in 61.)
But when the meaning is clear from the context, the subject is not
expressed.

59. The subject of a sentence is said to be compound when it consists
of several parts united by conjunctions.

Caesar et Pompeius inim¿c¿ erant.
Caesar and Pompey were enemies.

60. The subject may be enlarged by the addition of adjectives, adjecti-
val phrases,1 pronouns, words in apposition, etc.

Bon¿ r¡g¡s amantur.
Good kings are loved.
Gaius, vir optimus et magnae auct«rit§tis, interfectus est.
Gaius, an excellent man and one of great influence, was slain.

61. The predicate either consists of a verb or contains a verb.

Caesar v¿xit.ÐCaesar has lived.
Sapient¡s sunt be§tissim¿.ÐWise men are the happiest.
Hic r¡x est.ÐHe (this man) is king.
Agrum colere mihi gr§tum est.ÐCultivating the land (or farming) is a

delight to me.
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62. The predicate may not only consist of a verb and the nouns which
express its direct and indirect objects, but these nouns may have various
adjuncts, such as adjectives or other substantives in apposition.

Pater f¿li«, puer« c§rissim«, librum preti«sissimum R«mae ¡mptum, d«n«
dedit.

The father gave his much-loved son a present of a costly book bought at
Rome.

Pater “the father” is the subject; all the rest is the predicate.

Note–The verb dedit says of the father that he gave something. The dative case
d«n«, closely combined with the verb, explains (by a special use of that
case) that he gave the book as, or for, a present. The dative case f¿li« does
the regular work of the dative, i.e. specifies the indirect object of the “giv-
ing,” the son who benefited by it; the substantive and adjective in apposi-
tion, puer« c§rissim«, give some further particulars as to that indirect
object.

The accusative case librum is the direct object of the idea expressed by d«n«
dedit. This is in turn made more distinct by its combination with an adjec-
tive, preti«sissimum, and by a participle combined with the locative case of
a noun, R«mae ¡mptum. These tell us its value and the place where it was
purchased.

But the main and essential parts of the predicate are the verb dedit with
its two accompanying nouns f¿li« and librum.

63. Again, the action described by the verb may be explained and made
distinct by the addition of adverbs, of cases of nouns used adverbially
(especially the ablative and locative cases), or of adverbial phrases.

Di» v¿xit.ÐHe lived long.
V¿xit n«n§gint§ ann«s.ÐHe lived ninety years.
Fam¡ interiit.ÐHe died of hunger.
Summ§ cum celerit§te v¡nit ( = celerrim¡ v¡nit).
He came with the utmost speed.
Londin¿ v¿xit.ÐHe lived at London.

64. When the predicate contains a copulative (linking) verb (see 35,
36), the predicative noun or adjective is in the same case as the subject: ego
c«nsul er« “I shall be consul”; r¡x Numa appell§tur “the king is named
Numa.”
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THE COMPOUND SENTENCE

65. Simple sentences are in English and in Latin rather the exception
than the rule.

In Latin, as in English, we can neither converse nor write without using
sentences which are either combined with other sentences, or contain with-
in themselves other sentences as part of their subject or predicate.

66. A Compound sentence is a combination of two or more simple sen-
tences linked together by one or more Coordinating conjunctions. (See 47.)

Domum ¿b« et ibi c¡n§b« sed n«n dormiam.
I shall go home and take a meal there but I shall not sleep.

67. Sometimes coordinate sentences are placed side by side without any
conjunction.

V¡n¿, v¿d¿, v¿c¿.ÐI came, I saw, I conquered.
Contemps¿ Catil¿nae gladi«s, n«n pertim¡scam tu«s.
I despised the sword of Catiline, I shall not dread yours.

68. The syntax of the coordinate sentence will cause no special difficul-
ty. The characteristic of a coordinate sentence is that it does not grammati-
cally depend on another; it is a sentence combined with another, but on an
independent footing. The mood and tense of its verb, the case of its noun or
nouns, are in no way dependent upon any other sentence.

THE COMPLEX SENTENCE

69. A Complex sentence consists of a Simple sentence (called the
Main Sentence) on which another sentence (called a Subordinate Clause)
is grammatically and logically dependent. The main sentence and the sub-
ordinate clause (or clauses) are generally linked by Subordinating conjunc-
tions. (See 51.)

Fabius, qu¿ pauc§s c«pi§s habuit, d¡cl§r§vit s¡ pugn§re n«n posse, 
nisi sen§tus subsidia mitteret.

Fabius, who had few troops, asserted that he could not fight unless the
senate sent aid.

Here the main sentence is Fabius d¡cl§r§vit; all the rest consists of sub-
ordinate clauses.

70. Such subordinate clauses will answer to the three different parts of
speech—the noun, the adjective, and the adverb—which form with the verb
the chief component parts of a sentence.
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(i) Noun Clauses

71. A Noun Clause is an Indirect Statement, Command, Wish, or
Question standing, like a noun, in some case-relation (generally that of
nominative or accusative) to the verb of the main sentence.

(a) S¡ r¡gem esse d¿xit. He said that he was a king.
(b) Ut ab¿rem imper§vit. He commanded me to go away.
(c) Quid fieret quaes¿vit. He asked what was being done.

In each of these Latin sentences the main clause consists of a single
word, the verbs d¿xit, imper§vit, quaes¿vit; but each has appended to it a
subordinate clause, answering to an accusative case, and containing (a) a
statement, (b) a command, (c) a question.

(ii) Adjectival Clauses

72. An Adjectival clause qualifies some noun or pronoun (called the
antecedent) in the main sentence like an attributive adjective. (See 10).

For Bon¿ r¡g¡s amantur we may say R¡g¡s, qu¿ bon¿ sunt, amantur.
For Serv«rum fid¡lissimum m¿s¿ we may say Servum m¿s¿, quem 

fid¡lissimum habu¿.

(iii) Adverbial Clauses

73. An Adverbial clause qualifies the main sentence like an adverb,
answering such questions as how? when? where? why? Compare–

Hoc c«nsult« f¡c¿, with Hoc f¡c¿ ut tibi plac¡rem;
I did this purposely, with I did this in order that I might please you;

where the adverbs c«nsult« and “purposely” are replaced by adverbial
clauses.

74. Adverbial clauses are divided into seven classes:

1. Final, those which denote a purpose
2. Consecutive, “ result
3. Temporal, “ time
4. Causal, “ reason or cause
5. Conditional, “ supposition
6. Concessive (or adversative), contrast
7. Comparative, “ comparison or proportion

75. They are connected with the main clause sometimes by subordinat-
ing conjunctions, a list of which has been given above (see 51), sometimes
by the relative qu¿, the use of which in Latin is far wider and more varied
than the use of “who,” “which” in English.
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76. The following are instances:

Final (purpose)
H»c v¡n¿, ut t¡ vid¡rem.
I came here in order to see you.

Consecutive (result)
Hum¿ s¿c cecidit ut cr»s fr¡gerit.
He fell on the ground so that he broke his leg.

Temporal
Cum haec d¿xisset, ab¿re voluit.
When he had spoken thus, he wished to depart.

Causal
Quod haec f¡cist¿, gr§ti§s tibi ag«.
I return thanks to you for acting thus.

Conditional
S¿ hoc f¡ceris, poen§s dabis.
If you do this, you will be punished.

Concessive
Quamquam fest¿n«, tamen h¿c mor§bor.
Though I am in haste, yet I will delay here.

Comparative
Proinde ac meritus es, t¡ »tar.
I will deal with you as you have deserved.

ORDER OF WORDS AND CLAUSES

IN A LATIN SENTENCE

77. The order of words in a Latin sentence differs, in many important
respects, from the English order. There are very few sentences in which the
natural order of the one language corresponds to that of the other. There is
much greater freedom and variety in Latin, especially as regards nouns,
adjectives, pronouns, and verbs. For these parts of speech are each suscep-
tible to a great variety of changes in their terminations, called inflections. It
is these inflections, and not the place of a word in the sentence, which mark
the relation of one word to another. As we have far fewer inflections in
English, we are obliged to look for the precise meaning of a word not to its
form but to its position.

78. If we take the English sentence, “The soldier saw the enemy,” we
cannot invert the order of the two nouns, and write “The enemy saw the sol-
dier,” without entirely changing the meaning; but in Latin we may write
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m¿les v¿dit hostem, hostem v¿dit m¿les, or m¿les hostem v¿dit, without any
further change than that of shifting the emphasis from one word to another.

But for all this, the following general principles should be carefully
attended to in writing Latin, and variations from them noticed in reading
Latin prose authors.

ARRANGEMENT OF WORDS

79. The subject of the sentence stands, as in English, at the beginning
of or early in the sentence.

Caesar (or Tum Caesar) exercitum in Aedu«rum f¿n¡s d»cit.
Compare: Thereupon Caesar leads his army into the territory of the Aedui.

80. The verb (or if not the verb, some important part of the predicate)
comes last of all, as d»cit in the sentence above.

Ea r¡s mihi fuit gr§tissima.
That circumstance was most welcome to me.

Note—Sum, when used as a linking verb, rarely comes last.

81. But if great stress is laid on the verb it is placed at the beginning,
and the subject removed to the last place.

Tulit hoc vulnus graviter Cicer«.ÐCicero doubtless felt this wound deeply.
Est caeleste n»men.ÐThere really is (or there exists) a heavenly power.

The position of sum often distinguishes its substantive from its copula-
tive (linking) and auxiliary uses. (See 35, Note.)

82. It must always be remembered that:

The degree of prominence and emphasis to be given to a word is that
which mainly determines its position in the sentence. And:

The two emphatic positions in a Latin sentence are the beginning and
the end. By the former our attention is raised and suspended, while the full
meaning of the sentence is rarely completed till the last word is reached.

Hence, from the habit of placing the most important part of the predi-
cate, which is generally the verb, last of all, we rarely see a Latin sentence
from which the last word or words can be removed without destroying the
life, so to speak, of the whole sentence.

This can easily be illustrated from any chapter of a Latin author.

83. The more unusual a position is for any word, the more emphatic it
is for that word. Thus:

Arbor¡s seret d¿lig¡ns agricola, qu§rum adspiciet b§cam ipse
numquam. (Cic.)
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Here the adverb is made emphatic by position; in English we must
express the emphasis differently, as by “though the day will never come
when he will see their fruit,” or “though never will he see.”

A word that generally stands close by another receives emphasis by
separation from it; especially if it be thus brought near the beginning or end
of a sentence.

Volupt§tem perc¡p¿ maximam.ÐVery great was the pleasure I felt.
Aliud iter habent n»llum.ÐThey have no other route at all.
Equit¡s ad Caesarem omn¡s revertuntur.
The cavalry return to Caesar without exception.

84. As regards the interior arrangement of the sentence, the accusative
or dative, expressive of the direct or indirect objects of verbs, come usual-
ly before the verb. In this Latin differs markedly from English.

Hunc librum f¿li« ded¿.
Contrast: I gave this book to my son.

But a genitive usually follows the word on which it depends: f¿lius
r¡gis, trib»nus pl¡bis.

85. Adjectives, when used as attributes (see 10), are oftener than not
placed after the noun with which they agree; but demonstrative and inter-
rogative pronouns, numerals, and adjectives denoting size or quantity come
before the noun they qualify.

Vir bonus; c¿vit§s opulentissima; pater meus; 
but: haec op¿ni«; permult¿ homin¡s.

When a noun is combined both with an adjective and a genitive, the
usual order is this:

V¡ra anim¿ magnit»d«.ÐTrue greatness of mind.

86. A word in apposition generally stands, as does an adjective, after
the word to which it relates.

Q. M»cius augur; M. Tullius Cicer« c«nsul; Pythagor§s philosophus.
Luxuria et ign§via, pessimae art¡s.

87. Adverbs and their equivalents, such as ablative and other cases, and
adverbial phrases, come before the verbs which they qualify.

Hic r¡x di» v¿xit.ÐThis king lived long.
Agrum ferr« et ign¿ vast§vit.
He laid waste the land with fire and sword.
Libenter hoc f¡c¿.ÐI did this cheerfully.
Tr¿gint§ ann«s r¡gn§vit.ÐHe reigned thirty years.
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88. The adverbs of time tum and deinde are often the first word in a sen-
tence.

Tum e«s vehementer hort§tus sum.
Then I vigorously exhorted them.

89. Enim, v¡r«, autem, quoque, quidem (with the enclitics,1 ~que, ~ve,
~ne), cannot be the first words of a clause; enim, v¡r«, and autem are gen-
erally second word; quoque and quidem immediately follow the words they
emphasise.

90. The negative adverbs n«n, haud, neque, are placed always before
the words which they qualify. N¡ … quidem “not even” always enclose the
word which they emphasise: n¡ hic quidem “not even he.”

91. It may be well to add that a repeated word, or a word akin to anoth-
er in the sentence (such as one pronoun to another), is generally placed as
near to that word as possible.

N»lla virt»s virt»t¿ contr§ria est.
No kind of virtue is opposed to virtue.
T¡ne ego aspici«?ÐIs it you whom I see?
Ali¿s aliunde est per¿culum.
Danger threatens different men from different quarters.
Timor tim«rem pellit.ÐFear banishes fear.

We see that Latin has a great advantage in this respect over English.

ARRANGEMENT OF CLAUSES

Noun Clauses

92. No general rule applies to noun clauses. But indirect questions and
noun clauses introduced by ut, n¡, qu«minus, and qu¿n generally follow the
main sentence, especially if the noun clause is long or important.

Quaeris c»r h«c homine tant« opere d¡lecter.
You ask why I am so greatly pleased by this person.
ør« ut m¡, s¿cut ante§, attent¡ audi§tis.
I beg you to listen carefully to me, as previously.
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Adjectival Clauses

93. Though a relative clause usually comes after the word it qualifies
(as in English), it may be placed earlier and more in the centre of the sen-
tence than is possible in English.

In h¿s, quae nunc ¿nstant, per¿cul¿s.
In these dangers which now threaten us.

The relative pronoun is placed at the beginning of the clause it intro-
duces unless it depends upon a preposition.

Patriam, pr« qu§ pugn§v¿, n«n d¡seram.
I will not desert my country for which I have fought.

Adverbial Clauses

94. Temporal, causal, conditional, concessive, and comparative clauses
usually come before the main sentence; but final (purpose) and consecutive
(result) clauses usually follow it (as in English).

95. The following are examples of the usual order:

Cum haec d¿xisset, abiit Having said this, he departed.
(temporal).

Quoniam vir es, congredi§mur Since you are a man, let us close
(causal). in fight.

S¿ fut»rum est, f¿et (conditional). If it is to be, it will come to pass.

R«m§n¿, quamquam fess¿ erant, The Romans advanced to meet
tamen obviam pr«cess¡runt (them) in spite of their fatigue.
(concessive).

Ut s¡mentem f¡ceris, ita met¡s You will reap as you have sown.
(comparative).

Êsse oportet, ut v¿v§s (final (purpose)). You should eat to live.

Quis fuit tam ferreus, ut me¿ n«n Who was so hard-hearted as not
miser¡r¡tur (consecutive (result)). to pity me?

96. When a word is the common subject or object of both main sentence
and subordinate clause, it generally is placed before both.

Aedu¿, cum s¡ d¡fendere n«n possent, l¡g§t«s ad Caesarem mittunt.
Since the Aedui could not defend themselves, they sent ambassadors to

Caesar.
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97. When several clauses depend on one main sentence and on one
another, Latin so arranges them that a succession of verbs is avoided. In the
following sentence:

Imper§tor, quamquam «r§ti«nem l¡g§t«rum qu¿ aderant aud¿verat,
pr«gressus est,

The commander set forth although he had heard the speech of the
ambassadors who were present,

the position of every word is in accordance with the general principles men-
tioned above. But the following order would be preferable in the circum-
stances:

Quamquam l¡g§t«rum qu¿ aderant «r§ti«nem aud¿verat, imper§tor 
pr«gressus est.

98. Of two corresponding clauses or groups of words of parallel con-
struction, the order of the first is often reversed in the second, so that two
of the antithetical words are as near as possible.

Fragile corpus animus sempiternus movet.ÐRati« nostra c«nsentit;
pugnat «r§ti«.ÐQuae m¡ m«v¡runt, m«vissent eadem t¡ profect«.

99. To many of these rules exceptions may be found. For the order in
Latin is determined not only by general principles, but also by considera-
tions of emphasis, clearness, sound, rhythm, and variety.

As a general rule, in any but the shortest clause, the English order is
sure to be ill adapted to a Latin sentence.
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Exercises

EXERCISE I
ELEMENTARY RULES

1. A finite verb (see Intr. 37) agrees with its subject in number and per-
son.

Avis canit. The bird sings.
Av¡s canunt. The birds sing.

2. An adjective, pronoun, or participle agrees with the noun to which it
is attached, or of which it is predicated, in gender, number, and case.

R¡x ille, vir i»stissimus, pl»rima foedera pactus est.
That just king contracted many treaties.

3. When to a noun or personal pronoun there is added a noun explain-
ing or describing it, the latter is said to be placed in apposition to the for-
mer, and must agree in case with the noun to which it is added.

Alexander, tot r¡gum atque popul«rum victor.
Alexander, the conqueror of so many kings and nations.

4. A transitive verb, whether active or deponent, takes an accusative
of the direct object; that is to say, of the person or thing acted upon or result
produced.

Sacerd«s hostiam cec¿dit.ÐThe priest struck down the victim.
Alius alium hort§tur.ÐOne man exhorts another.
Pontem f¡c¡runt.ÐThey made a bridge.

This rule is invariable; every really transitive verb governs an accu-
sative.

5. But many verbs that are transitive in English must be translated into
Latin by verbs that are really intransitive. Such verbs take a dative of the
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person (or thing) interested in the action of the verb, i.e. an indirect object.
(Intr. 24.) Thus,

I favour you. Tibi fave«. (I am favourable to you.)
I obey you. Tibi p§re«. (I am obedient to you.)
I persuade you. Tibi persu§de«. (I am persuasive to you.)
I please you. Tibi place«. (I am pleasing to you.)
I spare you. Tibi parc«. (I am sparing (merciful) to you.)

In the passive voice these verbs cannot be used otherwise than imper-
sonally.

You are favoured. Tibi fav¡tur. (Favour is shown to you.)
You are spared. Tibi parcitur. etc.
You are pardoned. Tibi ign«scitur.
You are persuaded. Tibi persu§d¡tur.
You are obeyed. Tibi p§r¡tur.

6. The dative of the indirect object is sometimes, but by no means
always, marked in English by the preposition to or for.

But the dative does not express to in the sense of motion to.

“I gave this to my father” is: Hoc patr¿ me« ded¿;

but

“I came to my father” is: Ad patrem v¡n¿.

Note—For to in the sense of motion to a town, see 9, b. For, when it means “in
defence of,” “in behalf of,” is expressed by pr« with the ablative.

Pr« patri§ mor¿. To die for one’s country.

7. The verb to be, and such verbs as to become, to turn out, to contin-
ue, etc., passive verbs of being named, considered, chosen, found, and the
like, do not govern any case, but act as links between the subject and pred-
icate, and therefore have the same case after as before them. (See Intr. 35,
36.)

Gaius est i»stus.ÐGaius is a just man.
Scio Gaium i»stum fier¿.ÐI know that Gaius is becoming just.
Gaius imper§tor sal»t§tus est.ÐGaius was saluted as Imperator.

8. (a) With passive verbs and participles, the thing by which or with
which (the instrument (means)) the action is performed, stands in the abla-
tive; the person by whom (the agent), in the ablative with the preposition
§ or ab.

Castra vall« foss§que § m¿litibus m»n¿ta sunt.
The camp has been fortified by the soldiers with a rampart and ditch.
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(b) But when English “with” means “together or in company with” the
preposition cum must be used with the ablative.

Cum t¡l« v¡nit.ÐHe came with a weapon.
Cum Caesare hoc f¡c¿.ÐI did this with Caesar.

Note—Cum is written after, and as one word with, the ablatives of the person-
al and reflexive pronouns (m¡cum, t¡cum, s¡cum, n«b¿scum, v«b¿scum), and
sometimes after the relative, as quibuscum.

9. (a) The ablative also expresses the time at or in which a thing takes
place, the accusative the time during which it lasts.

H«c m¡nse qu¿ndecim di¡s aegr«t§v¿. I have been ill for fifteen days in
this month.

Tr¡s ibi di¡s commor§tus sum, qu§rt« di¡ domum redi¿. I stayed there
three days, I returned home on the fourth day.

(b) The ablative of names of towns (without a preposition) is used to
express motion from.

R«m§ v¡nit, “he came from Rome”; but ex or ab Itali§, “from Italy.”

Motion to a town is expressed by the accusative without a preposition.

Ne§polim rediit, “he returned to Naples”; but ad or in Italiam, “to Italy.”

The ablative and accusative of domus and of r»s are used in the same
way without a preposition.

Dom« v¡nitÐ“he came from home”;Ðr»s abiitÐ“he went off to the
country.”

10. A noun in close connection with another which it qualifies is put in
the genitive case.

Hort¿ patrisÐThe gardens of my father = my father’s gardens
Laus ducisÐThe praise of the general
Fortium vir«rum factaÐThe deeds of brave men

This case corresponds often to the English “possessive” case.

11. (a) A nominative pronoun is not used as the subject of a sentence,
except for the sake of clarity or emphasis.

This is because the termination of the verb indicates sufficiently the
first, second, and third persons, and singular and plural number. (See Intr.
55.)

Ego hoc vol«.ÐFor myself I wish this.

(b) When there is a distinction or contrast between persons to be
expressed, the personal pronouns must be used.

T» Tarentum §m¿sist¿, ego rec¡p¿.ÐYou lost Tarentum, I retook it.
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(c) A possessive adjective is also omitted when there can be no doubt
as to whose the thing is.

Tum ille dextram porrigit.
Then he (the other) holds out his right hand.

But it must be used when emphatic, or when its omission would cause
a doubt as to the meaning.

Su« s¡ gladi« vulner§vit.ÐHe wounded himself with his (own) sword.
Patrem meum v¿d¿.ÐI have seen my father.

(d) He, she, it, they, and their oblique cases, when they carry no empha-
sis, but merely refer to some person or thing already named, should be
translated by is, ea, id, not by ille. Ille is much more emphatic, and often
means “the other” in a story where two persons are spoken of; and some-
times it means “that distinguished person.” Iste is “that of yours,” and often
implies scorn or depreciation.

(e) But when him, her, them denote the same person as the subject of
the verb, the reflexive s¡ must be used.

He says he (himself) will do it.ÐHoc s¡ fact»rum esse ait.

The possessive adjective suus also refers to the subject of the verb.

12. The relative pronoun qu¿ agrees in gender and number with a noun
or demonstrative pronoun in a preceding sentence. Its case depends on the
construction of its own clause. The noun to which it thus refers is called its
antecedent. (See Intr. 72.)

Ille est equus, quem ¡m¿.ÐThat is the horse which I have bought.

13. A relative clause is often used where English prefers a coordinate
sentence. (See Intr. 50.)

D¿viti§s optat, qu§s adept»rus est numquam.ÐHe is praying for riches,
but will never obtain them.

14. As compared with English, Latin is deficient in participles; and in
writing Latin prose it is essential to keep clearly in mind the following
facts:

(a) The Latin past (i.e. perfect) participle is passive and not active
(except when derived from a deponent verb: see Intr. 31) am§tus
means “having been loved,” not “having loved.”

(b) The present and future participles are always active.
The lack of a past (i.e. perfect) participle active is especially trou-
blesome when turning English into Latin; but there are two com-
mon ways in which the difficulty can be surmounted.
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Either (i) a subordinate clause may be used; for “having heard this, he
returned” we may write: cum hoc aud¿visset, rediit.

Or (ii) advantage may be taken of the past (i.e. perfect) participle pas-
sive ¿tself, by using a construction known as the Ablative
Absolute. In this construction a noun (or pronoun) and a past
(i.e. perfect) participle passive are put in the ablative case to
show in what circumstances the action of a finite verb takes
place. Thus, for “having heard this, he returned,” we may write:
h«c aud¿t« (literally “this having been heard”), rediit.

15. Where in English two finite verbs are coupled by and we may often
substitute a Latin participle in the proper case for one, and omit the and.

They marvelled and went away. Adm¿r§t¿ abi¡re.
He attacked and took the city. Urbem oppugn§tam c¡pit.

Note—Observe that adm¿r§t¿ in the first example has an active sense because
it is derived from a deponent verb. (See 14.)

Exercise 1

1. I have been elected consul by the votes of the Roman people; you are
favoured by the enemies of the human race.

2. The town had now been blockaded for three days; it was taken by
assault on the fourth day.

3. I sent three messengers to you in the month (of) January.1

4. If you are (fut.) obeyed, I shall be spared.

5. That district had been laid waste by the enemy2 with fire and sword.

6. I am envied, but you are despised.

7. Fortune favours the brave (pl.), but sometimes envies the fortunate.

8. Having arrived at the city at daybreak, he sent for the chiefs.

9. I never injured you, but you have always envied me, and you hate my
friends.

10. Having heard this, he halted for three hours, but at mid-day began his
march again.

11. Having spoken thus3 and having stretched forth his right hand, he
showed him the way.
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EXERCISE II
MEANING OF WORDS AND PHRASES

16. Though Latin words answering to all the English words in the fol-
lowing Exercises will be found in the Vocabulary, yet continual care and
thought will be necessary.

The same English word is often used in very different senses, some lit-
eral, some figurative. It is most unlikely that a single word in Latin will
answer to all the various meanings of a single English word.

(a) Thus we use the word “country” (connected through the French
with the Latin contr§, “opposite to us”) in a great variety of mean-
ings: “rural districts,” as opposed to “town”; “our native land,” as
opposed to a foreign country; “the territory” of any nation; “the
state,” as opposed to an individual; even “the inhabitants or citizens
of a country.” Each of these senses is represented by a different
word in Latin. Thus:

R»s abiit. He went into the country.

Pr« patri§ mor¿.
To die for one’s (native) land or country.

In f¿n¡s (or in agr«s) Helv¡ti«rum exercitum d»xit.
He led his army into the country of the Helvetii.

Re¿ p»blicae (or c¿vit§t¿), n«n sibi c«nsuluit.
He consulted the interests of the country, not of himself.

C¿vibus omnibus c§rus fuit.
He was dear to the whole country (or nation).

No Vocabulary or Dictionary therefore will be of any real use, unless
we clearly understand the precise meaning of the English.

(b) Again, we might meet with the word “world” in an English sen-
tence; but we cannot translate it into Latin till we know whether it
means “the whole universe,” or “this globe,” or “the nations of the
world,” or “people generally,” or “mankind,” or “life on earth.”

Num c§s» factus est mundus?
Was the world (sun, moon, stars, and earth) made by chance?

L»na circum tell»rem mov¡tur.
The moon moves round the world (this planet).
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Orb¿ terr§rum (or omnibus gentibus) imper§bant R«m§n¿.
The Romans were rulers of the world.

Omn¡s (homin¡s) ¿ns§n¿re eum cr¡dunt.
The whole world thinks him out of his mind.

N¡m« »squam.ÐNo one in the world.

Multum hominibus nocuit. He did the world much harm.

In h§c v¿t§ numquam eum sum v¿s»rus.
I shall never see him in this world.

Since many words are used in various senses we must ask ourselves
their precise meaning. Assistance will be given in the present book; but the
learner cannot too soon accustom himself to dispense with this kind of aid,
and to think for himself.

17. There are a great many metaphorical expressions in English which
we cannot possibly render literally into Latin. We say, “His son ascended
the throne,” or “received the crown,” or “lost his crown”; and we might be
tempted to translate such phrases literally after finding out the words for “to
ascend,” for “a throne,” for “to receive,” for “a crown,” and so on.

But the fact is that these words when so combined mean something
quite different from what they appear to say, and to translate the actual
words literally would be to say in Latin something quite different from the
idea which the English conveys.

F¿lius solium ascendit, or c«nscendit, would (except in a poem) merely
mean that his son “went up,” or “climbed up,” a throne; F¿lius cor«nam
acc¡pit that he “received a (festal or other) garland.” A Roman would cer-
tainly say r¡gnum exc¡pit, “received in turn (inherited) the sovereignty.”

This is only a specimen of the kind of mistake which we may make by
not asking ourselves what words mean as well as what they say.

Compare such common expressions as “he held his peace,” “he took his
departure,” answering to conticuit, abiit. Mistakes in such phrases as these
are more likely to occur in translating longer passages without the aid
afforded in these Exercises; but the warning cannot be given too early.

18. There are many English words whose derivation from Latin
words is obvious. We are apt to think that if we know the parent word in
Latin we cannot do better than use it to represent the English descendant,
which so much resembles it in sound and appearance; but we can hardly
have a worse ground than that of the similarity of sound in Latin and
English words on which to form our belief that their meaning is identical.
Most of these words have come to us through French. The Latin language
spoken by Roman soldiers and settlers was borrowed from them by the
Gauls; the Gauls in turn communicated the dialect of Latin which they
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spoke to their German conquerors; from these the Normans, a Scandinavian
people, learnt, and adopted, what was to them a foreign tongue, with words
from which, after conquering England, they enriched the language spoken
by our English or Saxon forefathers. It would be strange if the meanings of
words had not altered greatly in such a process.

When, therefore, we meet such a word as “office” in an Exercise we
must beware of turning it by officium, which means “a duty,” or an “act of
kindness.” We shall learn in time, by careful observation, when the English
and Latin kindred words correspond in meaning, and when they differ; but
we cannot too early learn that they generally differ.

19. Thus:

“Acquire” is not acqu¿rere (= add to), but adip¿sc¿, c«nsequ¿.

A man’s “acts” are not §cta (= transactions), but facta.

“Attain to” is not attin¡re ad, or attingere ad (= appertain to), 
but perven¿re ad, or c«nsequ¿.

“Famous” is not f§m«sus (= infamous), but praecl§rus.

“Mortal” (wound) is not (vulnus) mort§le (= liable to die), 
but mortiferum.

“Nation” is not n§ti« (= a tribe), but c¿vit§s, populus, r¡s p»blica, c¿v¡s.

“Obtain” is not obtin¡re (= hold fast), but c«nsequ¿, adip¿sc¿, etc.

“Office” is not officium (= duty), but magistr§tus.

“Oppress” is not opprimere (= overwhelm), but vex§re, etc.

“Perceive” is not percipere (= take possession of), but intellegere.

“Receive” is not recipere (= regain, retake), but accipere.

“Ruin” (as a metaphor) is not ru¿na (= a falling), but pernici¡s,
interitus, etc.

“Secure” (safe) is not s¡c»rus (= free from care), but t»tus.

“Vile” is not v¿lis (= cheap), but turpis.

These are only specimens. The Vocabulary will afford guidance, but
the learner cannot too early be on his guard against a fruitful source of blun-
ders, or learn too soon to lay aside, as far as possible, the use of vocabular-
ies and similar aids, and trust to his own knowledge as gained from reading
Latin.
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Exercise 2
A

1. I was made king by the votes of the whole nation.

2. He attained to the highest offices in (his) native country.

3. I hate the din of cities; the country is always most pleasing to me.

4. Our forefathers acquired this district by the sword.

5. The whole world was at that time obedient to the empire of Rome.

6. He reigned long; the crown which he had acquired by violence he held
to1 the great advantage of the nation.

7. He was a most famous orator, and all the world admired him 
greatly.

8. He was most dear to the whole nation, for he was ever ready to do all
things for the country.

9. He received a mortal wound (while) fighting for his native land.

10. At last he held his peace; he had said much (neut. pl.), and (spoken)
long.

11. He succeeded to the crown (while) a boy; (as) king he attained to the
highest glory.

12. He never attained to his father’s glory, but all things that were vile he
always hated.

13. He foretold the ruin of his country.

B

1. Not even2 the vilest of mankind wished to injure his own father.

2. Yesterday he returned from Naples,3 tomorrow he will set out from
Italy to Spain.
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3. No one in the world is more secure against1 violence; for no one2 ever
consulted to such3 a degree the interests of the country.

4. Having obtained the throne by violence, he yet became before long4

most dear to the whole nation; for no one2 ever less consulted his own
interests.

5. On the fourth day after his father’s death he ascended the throne, on the
fifth he was saluted Emperor by the soldiers, on the sixth, having led
his army into the enemy’s country, he was wounded by his own sword
while he was mounting5 his horse.

6. No one was ever more famous, and no one ever attained to higher
(greater) rank, or acquired such wealth; yet he was dear to few, hated
by many, and no one ever did his country greater harm.

7. You are obeyed by no one, yet your father was the ruler6 of a mighty
nation.

8. That7 deed of yours will never be pardoned by your countrymen.

EXERCISE III
MEANING AND USE OF WORDS: VERBS

20. In translating an English verb into Latin, it is most important to be
sure of the precise sense in which the English verb is used.

We have in English a large number of verbs which are used in two sens-
es: sometimes transitively with an expressed object, and sometimes
absolutely (Intr. 21), or intransitively.

We say “he changed his seat,” and “the weather is changing”; “he
moved his arm,” and “the stars move”; “we dispersed the mob,” and “the
fog dispersed”; “he turned his eyes,” and “he turned to his brother”; “he col-
lected books” and “a crowd collected”; “he joined this to that,” “he joined
his brother,” “the two ends joined.”
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But in translating such verbs into Latin, we must carefully distinguish
between these different senses of the same verb.

21. If the English transitive verb is used absolutely (see Intr. 21), as in
“the crowd dispersed,” we must either (a) use the passive of the Latin verb,
or (b) insert the reflexive pronoun s¡, or (c) use a different verb. Thus:

(a) He changed his seat. S¡dem m»t§vit.
The weather is changing or altering. M»t§tur tempest§s.
He broke up the crowd. Multit»dinem dissip§vit.
The fog broke up. Dissip§ta est nebula.
He moved his arm. Bracchium m«vit.
The moon moves round the earth. L»na circ§ tell»rem mov¡tur.
He rolled down stones. Lapid¡s d¡volvit.
The stones roll down. D¡volvuntur lapid¡s.

(b) He will surrender the city. Urbem d¡det.
The enemy will surrender. S¡ d¡dent host¡s.

(c) Riches increase. Cr¡scunt d¿vitiae.
He increased his wealth. Op¡s su§s auxit.
He collected books. Libr«s coll¡git.
A crowd was collecting. Conveni¡bat multit»d«.

22. Many English verbs, usually intransitive, become transitive by the
addition of a preposition: “to hope, to hope for”; “to wait, to wait for”; “to
sigh, to sigh for”; similarly “to gaze on,” “to look at,” “to smile at,” and
many others.

To determine whether the preposition really belongs to the verb, the
verb may be turned into the passive; if the preposition remains attached to
the verb, we may be sure that the two words form one transitive verb.

Thus, “to wait” is converted by the addition of the preposition “for”
from an intransitive to a compound transitive verb, “to wait for.”

He waits for his brother. Fr§trem exspectat.
His brother is waited for. Fr§ter exspect§tur.

23. Examples of such words are:

I aim at distinctions (high office). Hon«r¡s pet«.
I crave for leisure. øtium d¡s¿der«.
I hope for peace. P§cem sp¡r«.
I listen to you. T¡ audi«.
I look or wait for you. T¡ exspect«.
I look up at the sky. Caelum suspici«.
I pray for (i.e. greatly desire) this. Hoc opt«.

The number of such English verbs is very large.
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24. In Latin (as in older English: “I forego, I bespeak”) an intransitive
verb very often becomes transitive by composition with a preposition pre-
fixed to the verb. (See Intr. 43.)

Sede«, I sit, obside«, I blockade (a town);Ðvehor, I am carried, 
or I ride;Ðpraetervehor, I ride past;Ðveni«, I come, conveni«, 
I have an interview with (as: Caesarem conv¡n¿).

25. A single Latin verb will often indicate what English expresses by a
verbal phrase, i.e. a combination of a verb with a noun or other words.
Thus:

Tace«, I keep silence;Ðabe«, I take my departure;Ðn§vig«, I take, or
have, a voyage;Ð¿ns§ni«, I am out of my senses;Ðminor, I utter threats;
colloquor, I have a conversation;Ðt¡ l¿ber«, I give you your liberty;
ade« mortem pertim¡scit, such is his terror of death.

Exercise 3
A

Verbs marked in italics are to be expressed by participles, and the con-
junction that follows is to be omitted (15).

1. We were all craving for peace, for we had carried on a long and bloody
war.

2. They at last surrendered the city, which-had-been-besieged (part.) for
eight months (9, a).

3. He prays for peace and leisure, but1 he will never obtain these things.

4. All the world is looking for war, but heaven will bestow upon us the
peace for which we pray.

5. Then he turned (part.) towards his friends, and in vain endeavoured to
look up at them.

6. He looked round for his friends, but all for whom he looked round
(imperf.) had deserted him.

7. The enemy had swarmed out of the gates and were mingling with our
soldiers.

8. The multitude which had gathered together in the morning dispersed
before noon.

9. Many rocks were rolling down from the mountains, and one of our
guides was struck by a vast mass and received a mortal wound.
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10. On that fatal day I craved for you, but you were absent in the country.

11. A vast multitude had flocked together, and was now waiting for the
return of the exiles. 

B

1. For three days1 we waited for you (pl.) and hoped in vain for your
arrival. On the fourth day the Indians, who were blockading our camp,
dispersed and2 took their departure: a3 circumstance which gave us free-
dom from long-continued fear and anxiety.

2. You (pl.) crave for freedom, and are going4 to fight for5 your native
land, for your altars and hearths; these (men) pray for peace, and are
afraid of the hardships and toils of war. You I honour, them6 I despise.

3. Your riches increase daily, but they neither increase your leisure nor
bring you (243) either happiness or peace of mind.

4. Your native land, which was once the ruler of many nations, is now
most cruelly oppressed by the vilest enemy, whom lately you both
despised and hated.

5. I am waiting here in vain for the arrival of the soldiers whom I sent for
yesterday; the enemy’s forces are increasing daily, and we shall soon
despair of peace.

6. By a bloody and long-continued war we have freed our country and
repelled from our walls a haughty foe; we now pray for peace.

7. Having7 advanced into the thick8 of the battle, he received a mortal
wound; while9 dying, he foretold the ruin of his nation and the triumph
of the enemy.
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EXERCISE IV
AGREEMENT OF THE SUBJECT AND VERB

26. If one verb is predicated of a compound subject (see Intr. 59)
whose parts refer to different grammatical persons, it will be in the plural
number, and agree with the first person rather than the second, and with the
second rather than the third.

Et ego1 et t» man»s sustulimus.
Both you and I raised our hands.

Et t» et fr§ter meus man»s sustulistis.
Both you and my brother lifted up your hands.

27. But sometimes in Latin authors a verb which has a compound sub-
ject is singular, especially when it is placed immediately before or after the
first part of the compound subject.2

Et t» ades et fr§ter tuus.ÐBoth you and your brother are here.

28. If a single verb is predicated of several subjects of the third per-
son, it is normally plural; but it sometimes agrees with a singular noun near-
est itself.

Appius et soror eius et fr§ter meus man»s sustul¡runt.
Appius and his sister and my brother lifted up their hands.

Nunc mihi nihil libr¿, nihil litterae, nihil doctr¿na pr«dest.
Now neither do books avail me, nor letters, nor does learning.

29. After the conjunctions neque (nec) … neque and aut … aut, though
either construction may be used, a singular verb is much more usual and
more logical.

Neque t» neque fr§ter tuus adfuistis; or Neque t» adfuist¿ neque fr§ter tuus.
Neither you nor your brother was present.

30. A singular collective noun (see Intr. 7, b), especially if it denotes a
united body which acts as one man, is followed by a singular verb.

Vult populus R«m§nus.ÐIt is the wish of the Roman people.
Exercitus ¡ castr¿s profectus est.ÐThe army started from the camp.
Sen§tus d¡cr¡vit.ÐThe senate decreed.
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But it may be followed by a plural verb if the writer has in mind the sepa-
rate individuals.

Magna pars f»g¡re.ÐA large proportion of the men fled. 

Note—The singular is always used with Sen§tus populusque; the two words
are looked on as forming one idea.

Exercise 4
A

1. If the army and you are in good health, it is well.

2. Both you and I have waged many wars for our country.

3. The Gauls were conquered by Caesar before the end of the summer.

4. The flock returned home safe the next day.

5. Neither you nor your brother have ever done this.

6. A great number of my countrymen were at that time in exile.

7. Both you and I have been made consuls by the votes and by the kind-
ness of the Roman people.

8. I have spared my countrymen, you the Gauls.

9. Having settled1 these matters, he returned home on the third day.

10. Clitus was killed by Alexander with a sword.

11. The Roman people and senate decreed many honours to you and to
your father.

12. Neither you nor I had looked for this reward of all our toil.

B

1. Both your brother and you were at that time in exile; my father and I
were at home, exposed to the fury and cruelty of our deadliest2 enemies.
We had provoked no one either by words or acts, yet we endured much;
long and sorely3 we sighed in vain for freedom and safety; now you and
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1 Abl. abs. (See 14.)
2 inimic¿ssim¿.
3 multum di»que.



I are secure and free from care, and no4 one will any longer5 inflict on
us injury or wrong.

2. Freed from the barbarous tyranny of an alien race, we have spared
those6 who had most cruelly oppressed our country, (and) we have par-
doned7 those who in (the face of) national ruin had neglected8 the wel-
fare of the nation, and were consulting merely their own interests; but
neither you nor I will any longer9 consent to forgive the offences of
these10 men, or to listen to those who, having obtained rank and riches
by the vilest arts, are now urging upon us a dishonourable peace.

EXERCISE V

ACCUSATIVE WITH INFINITIVE

ør§ti« Obl¿qua (Indirect Discourse)

31. One of the most noteworthy features of the Latin language is the use
of dependent noun clauses (see Intr. 71) whose verb is an infinitive and
whose subject is an accusative.

Such clauses are especially used:

(a) as the subject of impersonal verbs and phrases like piget “it
grieves,” pudet “it shames,” taedet “it wearies,” paenitet “it causes
regret,” libet “it pleases,” oportet “it is one’s duty,” c«nstat “it is
agreed,” app§ret “it is evident,” manif¡stum est “it is plain.”

Haec m¡ f¡cisse pudet (paenitet).
I am ashamed (I repent) of having done this.

C«nstat R«mam n«n sine lab«re conditam esse.
It is agreed that Rome was not built without toil.

Manif¡stum est nivem esse albam.
It is plain that snow is white.
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4 358, i, Note.
5 iam. (See 328, a.)
6 is. (70.)
7 See 5.
8 Abl abs. (14.)
9 di»tius. (See 328, a.)
10 iste, contemptuous. (See 338, Note 2.)



(b) As the object after active verbs of saying, thinking, knowing,
believing, feeling (verba sentiend¿ ac d¡cl§rand¿).

Host¡s adesse d¿xit.
He said that the enemy was near.

Respondit s¡ esse it»rum.
He answered that he would go.

Fr§trem tuum fortem esse intelleg«.
I perceive that your brother is a brave man.

Rem ita s¡ hab¡re vide«.
I see that the fact is so.

Sent¿mus cal¡re ignem.
We perceive-by-our-senses that fire is hot.

Instead of an infinitive with subject accusative, English generally uses
a subordinate clause beginning with that and having a finite verb. But in
turning such sentences into Latin, that must be omitted. The English nomi-
native must be turned into the accusative, and the English verb into the
infinitive.1

The statement made by the noun clause dependent upon a verb of “say-
ing, thinking,” etc., is said to be in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse),
because it is not made directly («r§ti« r¡cta) (direct discourse), but indirect-
ly and in dependence upon another verb. (See also Exercises LVI and
LXV.)

32. Cautions:

(a) Beware of ever using quod or ut to represent that after any verb or
phrase sentiend¿ vel d¡cl§rand¿.
Never say Scio quod err§s “I know that you are wrong”; but always
t¡ err§re scio.

(b) In English we often express a statement or an opinion as though it
were a fact, but with such words as he said, he thought, etc., insert-
ed in a parenthesis.

You were, he said, mistaken.
You were absent, he thought, from Rome.
He is, it is plain, quite mad.

In Latin this construction must not be used; such expressions as he said,
he thought, it is plain, must become main sentences on which an accusative
with infinitive depends.
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We must write—not t», d¿xit, err§st¿, but t¡ err§re d¿xit; not R«m§,
cr¡didit, aber§s, but R«m§ t¡ abesse cr¡didit.

The only exception to this rule is dealt with in 40.

33. The English verb say when joined to a negative is translated into
Latin by the verb of denial, neg«.

He says that he is not ready.ÐS¡ par§tum esse negat.
He said he would never do this.ÐS¡ hoc umquam esse fact»rum neg§vit.
He says he has done nothing.ÐNegat s¡ quidquam f¡cisse.

34. The personal or demonstrative pronouns which are not used, except
for clarity or emphasis (see Intr. 16), as the subject of a verb in «r§ti« r¡cta
(direct discourse), must always be inserted in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course).

Currit “he runs”; but: s¡ currere ait “he says he is running.” 
Furit “he is mad”; but: s¡ furere simulat “he pretends to be mad.”

He, she, they must be translated by the reflexive pronoun s¡ 
(11, e) whenever one of these pronouns stands for the same person as the
subject of the verb of “saying” or “thinking.”

Hoc s¡ f¡cisse negat.ÐHe says that he (himself) did not do this.

Eum or illum would be used if the second “he” denoted a different per-
son from the first “he.” Latin is therefore much less ambiguous than
English, as it carefully distinguishes the different persons denoted by “he.”

Tenses of the Infinitive

35. The tenses of the Latin infinitive do not indicate time absolutely but
only in reference to the verb on which they depend. Thus, in relation to the
verb of “saying,” etc., the present infinitive indicates a contemporaneous
action, the perfect infinitive a prior action, and the future infinitive a subse-
quent action.

36. Therefore in translating the verb in an English that-clause depend-
ent on a verb of “saying,” we must attend carefully to the following rule:

An English past tense in the that-clause will be translated by the pres-
ent infinitive, if the time denoted by the verb of the subordinate clause is the
same as that of the main verb.

S¡ in Asi§ esse d¿cit.
He says that he is in Asia.

S¡ in Asi§ esse d¿xit.
He said that he was in Asia. (When? at the time of his speaking.)
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The perfect infinitive will be used only if the verb in the that-clause
denotes a time prior to that of the verb sentiend¿ vel d¡cl§rand¿.

S¡ in Asi§ fuisse d¿cit.
He says he was (or has been) in Asia.

S¡ in Asi§ fuisse d¿xit.
He said that he had been, or was, in Asia.

(When?—at some time earlier than that at which he was speaking.)

The future infinitive (-»rum esse) will be used if the verb in the that-
clause denotes a time subsequent to that of the verb of “saying,” etc.

He says that he will go. d¿cit.
He said that he would go. d¿xit.

The English would have in a dependent statement is represented in
Latin by ~»rum fuisse. (See also 472.)

He says (said) that he would have gone.
S¡ it»rum fuisse d¿cit (d¿xit).

Verbs that have no future infinitive are dealt with in 38.

Exercise 5

1. He had waged many wars, he answered, and was now sighing for peace
and repose.

2. He says that he has not sinned.

3. Both you and your brother, he replied, were in good health.

4. He perceived that the enemy1 would soon attack the city.

5. He says that Caesar will not break the laws.

6. It is plain that the place pleases you.

7. It was plain that the place pleased you.

8. It was plain that the place had pleased you.

9. Pompey believed that his countrymen would, one and all, follow him.

10. The soldiers said that they had not taken up arms against their country
and the laws.

11. Brave men, remember, are trained by toils.
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12. The soldiers answered that they would have gladly attacked the town in
the preceding year, but that now they hoped for repose.

13. Having returned to the camp, he said that he had ridden past the ene-
mies’ line, and had an interview with their1 general.

EXERCISE VI
ACCUSATIVE WITH INFINITIVE

37. Verbs of “hoping” (sp¡r«), “promising” (pr«mitt«, polliceor),
“swearing” (i»r«), “threatening” (minor) generally have reference to a sub-
sequent action. In Latin, therefore, the infinitive of a verb dependent upon
them is future.

Since the English equivalents of such verbs often have a present infini-
tive associated with them, special care must be taken when translating into
Latin.

Sp¡rat pl¡rumque adul¡sc¡ns di» s¡ v¿ct»rum (esse)2

A young man generally hopes to live a long time.

Hoc s¡ fact»rum esse min§tus est.
He threatened to do this.

38. When the verb in a dependent statement is an active one which has
no future infinitive, Latin is compelled to use fut»rum esse or fore (the
future infinitive of esse) with the subjunctive of the verb concerned intro-
duced by ut.

Sp¡r§vit fore ut id sibi contingeret.
He hoped that this would fall to his lot.

This periphrastic construction is also generally used when the depend-
ent verb is passive, and is sometimes used even as a substitute for the ordi-
nary construction.

Sp¡r« fore ut d¡le§tur Carth§g«.
I hope that Carthage will be annihilated.

Note—The tense of the subjunctive after fore depends upon that of the verb of
“hoping,” etc.; after the present, perfect with have, future, and future per-
fect, the present subjunctive is used; after a past tense, the imperfect sub-
junctive is used.
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39. In a dependent statement, the present infinitive posse is often used
with future meaning.

Hoc s¡ facere posse sp¡rat.
He hopes he will be able to do this.

40. The great exception to the construction of verba d¡cl§rand¿ is
inquam, inquit, “say I,” “says he.”

Inquit always quotes the exact words used, and never stands first.

Domum, inquit, red¿b«.
“I will,” says he, “return home.”

Domum s¡ redit»rum esse d¿cit.
He says he will return home.

Inquit therefore is always used with «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse); all
other words of saying with «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse).

Note—Ai« is occasionally used, like inquam, parenthetically in «r§ti« r¡cta
(direct discourse).

41. The infinitive with subject accusative is used also as the object of:

(a) A small number of verbs of “commanding” (iube«), “allowing”
(sin«, patior), and “forbidding” (vet«, prohibe«).

M¿lit¡s ab¿re iussit (s¿vit, vetuit).
He ordered (allowed, forbade) the soldiers to depart.

(b) The verbs vol«, n«l«, m§l«, cupi«, but only when the subject of the
infinitive is different from that of the main verb. (Contrast 45.)

T¡ ven¿re n«l«.
I do not wish you to come.

(c) Verbs expressing “joy, sorrow, indignation, wonder.”

T¡ incolumem rediisse gaude« (m¿ror).
I rejoice (am surprised) that you have returned safely.

Exercise 6
A

1. Solon pretended to be out of his mind.

2. I will pretend, says he, to be out of my mind.

3. He promised to come to London shortly.

4. I hope that you will have a satisfactory voyage.

5. He hopes to obtain the crown presently.
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6. He was pretending to be quite mad.

7. Caesar threatened to lay waste our country with fire and sword.

8. He replied that he had had a satisfactory voyage.

9. He swore to finish the business by force.

10. He says that he will not return home earlier than the fifth day.

11. He replied that he had not yet seen his sister, but (that he) hoped to find
both her and her husband at home.

12. The army hoped that the land of the enemy would now be laid waste
with fire and sword.

13. He hopes soon to attain to the highest honours, but1 I believe that he
will never win them.

14. I rejoice greatly that your nation, (which has been) so long oppressed
by a cruel foe, has at last asserted its freedom by the sword.

15. I have not, says she, yet seen my sister, but I hope to find both her and
her2 husband at home.

B

1. You and I were, he replied, in the country with3 your brother, and would
not return to Naples on the first4 of August. I believe that he made5 a
great mistake, and that6 not designedly but by pure7 accident; for I do
not imagine that he would have endeavoured to deceive a friend and
guest; but we shall, it is plain, be looked for in vain both by your father
and my relations.

2. He ascertained that the weather had changed,8 and that the crowd,
which had gathered together in the morning, would soon disperse. He
hoped therefore before night to be able to leave his house, and reach our
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1 See 13.
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camp in safety. Having arrived there,1 he wished to have an interview
with Caesar, whom he hoped to join, and from whom he was anxious
to obtain safety and assistance; for he hoped by his2 aid to attain to the
highest rank and office in his2 own nation.

EXERCISE VII
NOMINATIVE WITH INFINITIVE

42. (i) There is in Latin, as in English, a large number of verbs which
generally have as their object the infinitive of another verb. (See Intr. 34.)

Such are verbs of:

(a) Possibility (or the reverse)ÐPossum, neque«
(b) Duty, habitÐD¡be«; sole«, assu¡sc«, c«nsu¡v¿
(c) Wish,3 purpose, daring, endeavourÐVol«, n«l«, m§l«, cupi«, opt«;

statu«, c«nstitu«; aude«; c«nor
(d) Beginning,4 ceasing, continuingÐCoep¿, incipi«; d¡sin«, d¡sist«; perg«,

persev¡r«
(e) Hastening, hesitatingÐFest¿n«, proper«, m§t»r«; dubit«5

(f) Learning, knowing howÐDisc«, doce«; scio.6

(ii) When, as often happens, the infinitive is accompanied by a pred-
icative noun or adjective referring to the subject of the governing verb, that
noun or adjective is nominative (not accusative).

C¿vis R«m§nus fier¿ (voc§r¿) cupi«.ÐI am anxious to become (to be called) a
citizen of Rome.

Sole« (incipi«, fest¿n«) «ti«sus esse.ÐI am accustomed (I am beginning, I
am making haste) to be at leisure.

Mor¿ m§l« quam servus esse.ÐI had rather die than be a slave.
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1 “Whither when he had arrived.” (14.)
2 See 11, d and e.
3 Sometimes expressed by the termination ~uri«: ed«, I eat; ¡suri«, I am hungry.

Such verbs are called desiderative.
4 Sometimes expressed by the termination ~sc« of the verb: sen¡sc«, I begin to

grow old. Such verbs are called inchoative.
5 Dubit« takes an infinitive only when it means “I hesitate” and is also negatived

or used in an interrogative sentence. See also 136.
6 Distinguish between scio n§re “I know how to swim” and scio t¡ fortem esse

“I know that you are brave.”



43. A similar construction is used with the passives of verbs of “say-
ing” and “thinking,” which in Latin are used personally rather than imper-
sonally.

D¿citur Cicer« c«nsul fuisse.
Cicero is said to have been consul.

If d¿citur were regarded as impersonal, “it is said,” it would be followed
by an accusative with infinitive clause; but the Romans preferred to regard
d¿citur as personal, “he is said,” and consequently used with it an infinitive
and (where necessary) a nominative noun or adjective in the predicate.
D¿citur Cicer«nem c«nsulem fuisse would be bad Latin.

Note 1—When a first or second person is involved, special care is necessary.
For “it is said that I am just” we must write d¿cor i»stus esse, not d¿citur m¡
i»stum esse.

Note 2—The passive of vide« is also used personally with a similar construc-
tion: videor esse fortis “I seem to be brave”; vid¡tur esse cactus “he seems
to be blind.” Consequently “It seems that I am dear to you” should be ren-
dered by videor tibi c§rus esse, not by vid¡tur m¡ tibi c§rum esse.

44. But very common is the use of the active forms ferunt, d¿cunt,
tr§dunt, “they or men say,” followed by the accusative and infinitive. So
that for “There is a tradition that Homer was blind,” we may say either
Tr§ditur Hom¡rus caecus fuisse, or Tr§dunt Hom¡rum caecum fuisse, but
not Tr§ditur Hom¡rum caecum fuisse.

45. Verbs of wish and purpose obviously can have this infinitive with
nominative construction only when the subject of the infinitive is the same
as that of the main verb.

C«nstituit (voluit) Caesar c«nsul fier¿.
Caesar determined (wished) to become consul.

But

C«nstituit Caesar ut Ant«nius c«nsul fieret. (See 118, d.)
Voluit Caesar Ant«nium c«nsulem fier¿. (See 41, b.)
Caesar determined (wished) that Antony should be made consul.

46. EXCEPTIONS

(a) The perfect passive of verbs of “saying” and “thinking” is often
used impersonally, and is consequently followed by the accusative and
infinitive.

Caesar¿ n»nti§tum est adesse Gall«s.
News was brought to Caesar that the Gauls were at hand.
(b) Vid¡tur can be used impersonally, but means, not “it seems,” but “it

seems good.”
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Haec mihi facere v¿sum est.
It seemed good to me (I resolved) to do this.

(c) Impersonal verbs and phrases (see 31, a), from their very nature,
cannot take the nominative with infinitive construction, but must be fol-
lowed by the accusative and infinitive.

Exercise 7
A

1. I had rather keep my promises than be the richest man in the world.

2. I begin to be troublesome to you.

3. Cease then to be cowards and begin to become patriots.

4. He resolved to return at once to Rome and become a good member of
the state.

5. It seems that he was unwilling to become king, and preferred to be a
private person.

6. It is said that by the verdict of the jury you had been freed from all
blame.

7. Having1 resolved to be a candidate for office, I ventured to return home
and ask for your votes.

8. We would rather die free than live (as) slaves.

9. There is a tradition that he refused to accept the crown (when) offered
by the nation and (its) chief men.

10. It was clear2 that the destined day was now at hand; but the townsmen
were unwilling either to despair or to surrender.

11. He said that he had neither broken his word nor deceived the nation.

12. The senate3 and people resolved that ambassadors should be sent to
Pyrrhus.
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B

1. News was now brought to me that my brother, having been struck by a
javelin, and exhausted by many1 serious wounds, was no longer able
either to keep2 the saddle, or lead his men3 against the enemy. Having4

heard this, I was much affected, for I could neither hurry to him as5 I
wished to do, nor did I expect that he would be able any longer to keep
the enemy in check. It seemed, moreover, that the soldiers who were
with6 me were losing heart, and it was said that the enemy was expect-
ing large reinforcements before night, and would soon take the offen-
sive. I resolved therefore to try to finish the matter by a single charge.

2. Your brother was, he said, a man of7 kindly heart, and abounded8 in
wealth and resources; and he was sure that he would never desert his
friends, nor wish such a blow to be inflicted on his own relations.

3. It seems that he had resolved to become consul in that year, but that he
pretended to be craving for repose and quiet.

4. He was unwilling, he replied, to despair, but would rather be in exile
than be a slave.
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EXERCISE VIII
ADJECTIVES

Agreement of Adjectives

47. When a single adjective or participle is predicated of several
nouns, much variety of construction is allowed.

(a) If several persons are spoken of, the adjective is generally in the
plural, and the masculine gender takes precedence over the feminine.

Et pater mihi et m§ter mortu¿ sunt.
Both my father and mother are dead.

(b) But the predicate may agree both in gender and number with the
substantive nearest to itself, especially when it precedes the compound sub-
ject. Thus a brother might say for “Both my sister and I had been summoned
to the praetor,” either Et ego et soror mea ad praet«rem voc§t¿ er§mus, or
Voc§tus eram ad praet«rem ego et soror mea. Compare the use of a singu-
lar verb with a compound subject (27).

48. (a) If the nouns are not persons but things, the adjective or partici-
ple is usually in the plural, and agrees in gender if all the nouns are of the
same gender.

Fid¡s tua et piet§s laudandae sunt.
Your good faith and dutifulness are to be praised.

But laudanda est or laudanda sunt would also be allowable. (See c and d.)

(b) If they are of different genders the adjective is generally in the
neuter.

Gl«ria, d¿vitiae, hon«r¡s incerta ac cad»ca sunt.
Glory, riches, and distinctions are uncertain and perishable (things).

(c) Where the subject consists of abstract nouns (Intr. 7, c), the neuter
is common in the predicate, even if the nouns are of the same gender.

Fid¡s et piet§s laudanda sunt.
Good faith and a sense of duty are to be praised.

The neuter laudanda means “things to be praised” (as incerta ac cad»ca in
b).

(d) Sometimes, but more rarely, the predicate agrees in gender and
number with the substantive nearest itself.

Spernendae igitur sunt d¿vitiae et hon«r¡s.
Riches then, and distinctions, are to be despised.

Mihi pr¿ncip§tus atque imperium d¡l§tum est.
The sovereignty and chief power were offered to me.
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49. When a single adjective is used as the attribute of two or more sub-
stantives of different genders, it usually agrees with the one nearest itself.
Either Terr§s omn¡s et maria perl»str§vit, or Terr§s et maria omnia
perl»str§vit “He travelled over all lands and seas.”

It is sometimes repeated with each: terr§s omn¡s, maria omnia, etc.

These rules will cause very little real difficulty, as the freedom which
they allow is great. The Exercise will be mainly on what follows.

Adjectives Used as Nouns

50. Where English uses the nouns “men,” “things,” qualified by an
adjective, Latin frequently uses an adjective as a noun; for the inflections of
the Latin adjective are a sufficient indication of gender. (See Intr. 12.)

Bon¿1 sapient¡sque (ex)2 c¿vit§te pelluntur.
The good and wise men are being banished (literally, driven from the state).

Iam nostr¿ aderant.
Our men (or soldiers) were now at hand. 

Omnia mea m¡cum port«.
I am carrying all my property with me.

51. Hence many adjectives, pronominal adjectives, and participles, both
singular and plural, masculine and neuter, are used precisely as nouns, and
may even have other adjectives attached, or attributed to them.

(a) Masculine

(Singular) adul¡sc¡ns,3 iuvenis (young man), am¿cus, inim¿cus; aequ§lis
(a contemporary, one of the same age), candid§tus, socius.

(Plural) n«bil¡s,4 optim§t¡s (the aristocracy), mai«r¡s5 (ancestors),
poster¿ (posterity), d¿vit¡s (the rich), and many others.
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1 Bon¿ thus used means generally, “the well-affected,” “the patriotic party”;
opposed to improb¿ “the disaffected.”

2 The ablative may be used here without the preposition.
3 Adul¡sc¡ns denotes a younger age than iuvenis—it embraces the period from

boyhood to the prime of life; iuvenis is used of all men fit to bear arms.
4 N«bil¡s “nobles,” i.e. men whose ancestors had borne a curule office; opposed

to nov¿ homin¡s “self-made men.” N«bilis never means “noble” in a moral sense.
Optim§t¡s, the aristocracy, as opposed to the popular party, or popul§r¡s.

5 Patr¡s, av¿, are never used in prose for “forefathers,” but denote “men of the
last generation” and “of the last but one.” Min«r¡s, nep«t¡s, etc., are used for “pos-
terity” only in poetry.



(b) Neuter

factum, a deed; dictum, a saying; bona, property; d¡cr¡tum, a decree;
pr«missa, promises; ¡dictum, a proclamation; sen§t»s c«nsultum, a
vote or resolution of the senate, etc.

(c) Also the neuter adjectives honestum, »tile, commodum, v¡rum, are
used in the singular, and still more in the plural, for the English abstract
words “duty,” “expediency,” “advantage,” “truth.”

Note—But when an oblique case or an adjectival qualification is needed the
abstract nouns honest§s, »tilit§s are preferred.

52. Ambiguous expressions must be avoided in Latin, no less than in
English. Consequently an adjective is not used as a noun when it would be
doubtful whether “men” or “things” was meant. In such circumstances we
must use r¡s “thing” with a feminine adjective, or vir (hom«) with a mas-
culine adjective. So,

Fut»ra, the future; but r¡rum fut»r§rum, of the future; bon¿, the good, or
well-affected; but bon«rum vir«rum, of the well-affected.

53. The neuter plural of Latin adjectives is constantly used in the nom-
inative and accusative cases where we use a singular noun. So 

V¡ra et falsa; Truth and falsehood
V¡ra d¿c¡bat. He was speaking the truth.

Words similarly used are

Multa, much Perpauca, very little
Permulta, very much Omnia, everything
Pauca, little Haec omnia, all this

54. Such plural neuter adjectives are used as nouns in Latin where we
use not “things,” but some more specific noun, as property, objects, posses-
sions, performances, thoughts, reflections, etc

His hopes were high. Magna sp¡r§bat.
He was revolving many thoughts. Multa c«git§bat.
He ventured on those enterprises. Illa ausus est.
He told many falsehoods. Multa ment¿tus est.

The neuter of pronouns is also used in this way.

This was his object. Haec sec»tus est.
What falsehoods has he told? Quae ment¿tus est?

These are some of the many instances in which the English noun can-
not be translated literally into Latin.
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Note—Observe from the above examples that Latin often uses a verb of strong
and distinctive meaning where English uses a strong and distinctive noun.

55. The fact that adjectives and participles can be used sometimes as
nouns and sometimes as true adjectives or participles, makes possible some
variety of expression.

So we can say:

Cicer«nis est am¿cus (substantival);Ð“he is the friend of Cicero,”
or Cicer«n¿ est am¿cus (adjectival);Ð“he is friendly to Cicero.”

Multa fu¡re eius et praecl§ra facta (substantival), “many and distinguished
were his deeds,” or multa ab e« praecl§r¡ facta sunt (participial), “many
distinguished things were performed by him.”

Other Uses of Adjectives

56. In English we join the adjective many with another adjective,
“many excellent men.” In Latin we should insert a conjunction: homin¡s
mult¿ optim¿que; mult¿ atque optim¿ homin¡s; or … mult¿, i¿que optim¿.

Of course we can say adul¡scent¡s mult¿ or am¿c¿ mult¿, because these
words are used as substantives.

If an adjective is so constantly united with its noun as to form a single
expression, the whole phrase may be qualified by another adjective without
a conjunction.

Multae n§v¡s longae. Many ships of war.

57. (a) The superlative degree of adjectives and adverbs is often used
in Latin to mark merely a high degree of a quality.

Optimus, excellent;Ðpraecl§rissimus, famous or noble.
Hoc molestissimum est.ÐThis is exceedingly, or very troublesome.
Hoc saepissim¡ d¿x¿.ÐI have said this repeatedly, or again and again.

(b) So also the comparative degree is often used, without any direct idea
of comparison, to express a considerable, excessive, or too great amount. It
may then be translated by “rather,” “somewhat,” “too,” etc., or by a simple
adjective in the positive degree.

Saepius, somewhat often; asperius, with excessive harshness; morbus grav-
ior, a serious illness.

Exercise 8
A

1. He said that he would never1 banish the good and wise.

2. We are all ignorant of much.
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3. He said that courage and cowardice were contrary to each other.

4. It appears that he was banished with you, not by the dictator himself,
but by a praiseworthy vote of the senate.

5. He resolved to abandon the aristocratic and to join the popular party.

6. He said that rashness and change of purpose were not to be praised.

7. He was an excellent youth, and a most faithful friend to me; he had
much conversation with me that day about the future.

8. Having returned to Rome, he promised to transact everything for1 his
father.

9. The army was led by Hannibal through many pathless defiles, and
across many broad rivers, many lofty mountains, and unhealthy2 marsh-
es, into the country of the enemy.

10. You will scarcely venture to deny that duty was sometimes at variance
with interest.

11. I know that your forefathers ventured on many glorious enterprises.

12. He makes many promises, many threats, but I believe that he will
accomplish very little.

B

1. You, said he, were meditating on the past; I was attempting to foretell
the future. I now perceive that both you and I were mistaken.

2. He tells (us) that he has been driven by these brothers, his deadly ene-
mies, from his throne and native land; that they are persecuting with
unjust3 proclamations and decrees all the well-affected, all the wise;
that no one’s property or good name is4 spared; that rich and poor are
alike oppressed.

3. I hope to write a list of the many striking sayings of your grandfather.

4. These objects, said he, did our forefathers pursue; these hopes did they
form; these traditions have they handed down to posterity.
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5. It is allowed that many noble deeds were done by him.

6. I rejoice that you spoke little and thought much.

7. It is said that many merchant vessels were shattered and sunk or driven
on shore by many violent storms last winter.

C

1. He talked very little about the past; about the future his hopes were
high, but he perceived that he was at variance on this question1 with
many excellent men; and he preferred being2 silent to disagreeing2 with
them. Neither you nor I can think that he was mistaken, for we know
that his good sense, honesty, and courage were worthy of all praise.

2. He promised to send me3 a letter on the 15th of March,4 and made many
other fine pretences5; but he has neither kept his promises, nor does he
any longer venture to make a secret of having purposely broken his
word.

3. He threatens, they say, to take from me all the distinctions which I have
obtained from the senate and people of Rome; for myself,6 I hardly
think he will succeed in this design.

4. He would rather, he replied, obey the most unjust laws than be at vari-
ance with true patriots and disagree with every sensible7 man.

5. We scarcely dare to hope that your brother will return to Rome and imi-
tate the noble acts of his forefathers; but all his contemporaries can
guarantee8 that he will never desert his friends, or break his word, or
join the enemies of his native land.
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EXERCISE IX
ADJECTIVES, ADVERBS

58. In Latin, as in English, the meaning of a noun is sometimes quali-
fied not by an adjective but by the genitive case of another noun; so with
“the royal palace,” compare “the king’s army.” But though the relation
between adjective and genitive case is very similar in both languages, the
Latin usages are not precisely identical with the English.

(i) The Latin adjective is often used where in English we employ the prepo-
sition “of” with a noun. Thus,

R¡s ali¡nae The affairs of others
Condici« serv¿lis The condition (or state) of slavery
Vir fortis A man of courage

So often with proper names

Pugna Cann¡nsis (not Cann§rum) The battle of Cannae
Populus R«m§nus (never R«mae) The people of Rome

Note—So vir fortissimus “a man of the greatest courage.” In Latin an adjecti-
val genitive of quality may be used only when the genitive itself is qualified
by an adjective or pronoun. We can say vir summae fortit»dinis; not vir for-
tit»dinis. (See 303.)

59. (ii) Sometimes we must use a genitive because the adjective is
wanting, or rarely used, in Latin.

Corporis (anim¿) dolor Bodily (mental) pain
Omnium i»dici« (sententi¿s) By a unanimous verdict, or unanimously
In h«c omnium l»ct» In this universal mourning
Me§ »n¿us sententi§ By my single vote
Post hominum memoriam Within human memory

60. (iii) Certain Latin adjectives are used where we use a noun express-
ing whole, end, middle, top, etc., followed by “of.” Thus,

Summus m«ns The top of the mountain
In mediam viam Into the middle (or centre) of the road
Reliquum opus The rest of the work
‡ma vallis The bottom of the valley
Novissimum agmen The rear of the line of march
T«ta Graecia The whole of Greece
Summa temerit§s The height of rashness

Note—These adjectives, especially where, as with summus, medius, etc., ambi-
guity might arise, generally stand before the substantive, not, as the attrib-
ute usually does, after it. (See Intr. 85.)
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61. (iv) An adjective in agreement with the subject (or object) of the
sentence is often used where in English we should use either an adverb or
an adverbial phrase, i.e. a preposition and noun.

Inv¿tus haec d¿c«. I say this unwillingly, or with reluctance, or 
against my will.

Tacitus haec c«git§bam. I was meditating silently, or in silence, on 
these subjects.

Impr»d¡ns h»c v¡n¿. I came here unawares.

Incolumis redi¿. I returned safely, or in safety.

Abs¡ns condemn§tus est. He was condemned in his absence.

T«tus dissenti«. I disagree wholly (or entirely).

Frequent¡s conv¡n¡re. They came together in crowds.

V¿vus In his lifetime

Mortuus After his death

D¿vers¿ f»g¡re. They fled in opposite (or different) directions.

62. (v) The adjectives s«lus (»nus), pr¿mus (prior if of two), ultimus,
are used in agreement with the subject of a sentence to express “only,”
“first,” “last,” where we should add a relative clause, or an infinitive mood,
and put the adjective in the predicate of the main sentence.

Pr¿mus haec f¡cit. He was the first who did this, or to do this.
S«lus mala nostra s¡nsit. He was the only person who perceived our evils.
Ultimus v¡nisse d¿citur. It is said (43) that he was the last to come.

63. Certain nouns also, especially those which relate to time, age, and
office, are used in apposition to the subject (or object) of a verb, where in
English we should use an adverbial phrase.

Hoc puer (adul¡sc¡ns, senex) didic¿.
I learned this lesson (54) in my boyhood (youth, old age).

Hoc c«nsul v«vit.
He made this vow in his consulship, or as consul.

Victor rediit.
When victorious (in the hour of triumph), he returned.

64. A single adverb in Latin will often represent a whole adverbial
phrase in English; and on the other hand, an English adverb will often
require a Latin phrase, or whole clause, or combination of words. Thus:

Pi¡ With a good conscience
D¿v¿nitus By a supernatural interposition
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Omn¿n« Speaking in general, as a general rule, etc

Easily N»ll« neg«ti«
Indisputably Dubit§r¿ n«n potest qu¿n … (See 135)
Fortunately Opport»n¡ accidit ut … (See 126)
Possibly Fier¿ potest ut …
You are obviously mistaken. Err§re t¡ manif¡stum est.
You are apparently unwell. Aegr«t§re vid¡ris.

It must therefore never be taken for granted that an adverb in one lan-
guage can be translated by the same part of speech in the other.

Exercise 9
A

1. He said that the management of other people’s affairs was always
exceedingly1 troublesome.

2. In this universal panic your brother was the first to recover himself.

3. I obeyed, said he, the law2 in my youth; I will not break it in my old age.

4. I was the first to venture on these enterprises; I will be the last to relin-
quish them.

5. In his lifetime we neglected this poet; after his death we honour him
with a state funeral, a marble tomb, many beautiful3 monuments, and
every kind of distinction.

6. The king, having been (14) the first to reach the summit of the moun-
tain, looked down in silence on the fair plains spread beneath his eye
(pl.).

7. He turned4 to his companions and pointed out the farmhouse in which
he had been born, and brought up in his boyhood; too late, said he, has
fortune changed.

8. He promised to supply the army of Rome with food and clothing.

9. I read through the whole of this proclamation in silence; it seemed to
me that he who wrote and posted it up (when) written was out of his
mind.
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10. He was unanimously acquitted, and returned home in safety; the next
year he attained with universal consent to the highest office in the
nation.

11. The soldiers, having gathered together in crowds, listened to his speech
in silence.

12. I entrust myself wholly to your good faith and kindness.

13. No one can with a good conscience deny that your brother returned
home in safety by a miraculous interposition.

B

1. You (pl.) have come here1 manifestly with reluctance, and you say that
you will not2 wait any longer for the arrival of your friends, who will,
you think,3 be far from4 secure in our camp. For myself, I have prom-
ised you again and again to say nothing about the past, and I have
resolved both to pardon you, and to spare them. But you apparently
expect that in the hour of triumph I shall break my word and act5

towards6 you and them with the height of treachery. I know that you can
scarcely believe that I am speaking the truth, and that you are silently
despairing both of your own and your children’s safety. What false-
hood7 have I ever told? When have I ever broken my word?

2. It is said that the king himself was the only one of8 the whole of his
army to ride in safety past the fatal marsh (pl.), and the first to reach the
foot of the mountains, whence on the next day he mournfully and reluc-
tantly led back his troops. He never9 again ventured to form such high
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hopes or embark1 on such great enterprises. It seemed that as2 he had
been the first to hope for the best,3 so he was the first to abandon his
undertaking; he preferred to appear fickle and cowardly rather than to
bring ruin and destruction on his country.

EXERCISE X
THE RELATIVE

65. The relative pronoun qu¿ which introduces an adjectival clause (see
Intr. 72) agrees in number and gender with its antecedent, but its case
depends on the construction of its own clause.

Mulierem aspici« quae pisc¡s v¡ndit.
I see a woman who is selling fish.

Ubi est puer cui librum dedist¿?
Where is the boy to whom you gave the book?

Adsum qu¿ f¡c¿.
I, who did the deed, am here.

66. Where there is more than one antecedent, the rules for the number
and gender of the relative are the same as those for predicative adjectives.
(See 47, 48.)

Pater eius et m§ter qu¿ aderant.
His father and mother who were present. (47, a.)

D¿vitiae et hon«r¡s quae cad»ca sunt.
Riches and distinctions, which are perishable (things). (48, b.)

67. Sometimes a relative clause refers not to a single word, but to the
whole statement made by the main sentence. When this is the case, the main
sentence is summed up in an appositional id (or r¡s), to which the quod (or
quae) of the subordinate clause refers.

T¿mole«n, id quod difficilius put§tur, sapientius tulit secundam quam adver-
sam fort»nam.

Timoleon, though this (lit. a thing which) is thought the more difficult (task),
bore prosperity more wisely than adversity.
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Multae c¿vit§t¡s § Cyr« d¡f¡c¡runt, quae r¡s mult«rum bell«rum causa fuit.
Many states revolted from Cyrus; and this (see 13) (circumstance) was the

cause of many wars.

Note—As is often used in English as equivalent to a thing which, or which, in
reference to a whole clause.

He, as you have heard, died at Rome.
Ille, id quod audiist¿, R«mae mortem obiit.

68. A relative pronoun in the accusative case is frequently omitted in
English, but never in Latin.

This is the man I saw. Hic est quem v¿d¿.
He found the books he wanted. Libr«s qu«s voluit repperit.

69. In English an adjective which refers to the antecedent is kept in the
main sentence; but in Latin a superlative adjective, or any emphatic adjec-
tive (especially those of number or amount) which refers to the antecedent,
is placed in the relative clause.

Volsc¿ c¿vit§tem, quam hab¡bant optimam, perdid¡runt.
The Volsci lost the best city they had.

Equit¡s, qu«s pauc«s s¡cum habuit, d¿m¿sit.
He sent away the few mounted men whom he had with him.

Note—Frequently in Latin we find parenthetic relative clauses like: qu§ es
pr»denti§ “such is your prudence.” They arise from the placing of the log-
ical antecedent (pr»denti§) in the relative clause. So anim¿ benignit§te, qu§
erat, omnibus veniam dedit becomes qu§ erat anim¿ benignit§te, omnibus
veniam dedit, “Such was his kindliness, he pardoned all.”

Use of qu¿ with is

70. The demonstrative pronoun which corresponds to qu¿, as “he” to
“who,” is not ille, but is. Ille is used only when great emphasis is laid on the
“he”; “that well known, or that other person.” Is may be thus used of all
three persons.

I am the man I always was.
Is sum qu¿ semper fu¿.

71. When the antecedent is would be in the same case as the relative, it
is generally omitted; but otherwise it must be used.

Qu¿ haec vid¡bant, fl¡bant.
Those who saw this (the spectators) wept.

E¿s, qu¿ adst§bant, ¿r§sc¡b§tur.
He was angry with those who stood by (the bystanders).
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72. Is, i¿, etc., often answer to our “one,” “men,” “a man,” when used
to denote a class of persons.

Eum qu¿ haec facit «d¿.
I hate one who (or a man who) does this.

E«s qu¿ haec faciunt «d¿.
I hate men who do this.

Is, however, is omitted under the conditions mentioned in 71.

Qu¿ haec faciunt, pei«ra facient.
Men who are doing this will do worse.

73. A relative clause, however, is not the only way of denoting a class
of persons; for the oblique cases of a participle, especially the genitive and
dative, are often used to represent “him who,” “those who.”

Adstantium cl§m«re perterritus.
Alarmed by the shouts of the bystanders (or of those who stood by, or of

those standing by).

Interrogantibus respondit.
He replied to those who questioned him (or to those questioning him, or to

his interrogators).

74. But we must never combine any case of is with a participle to
denote a class. E«rum adstantium, e«s adstant¡s, is very bad Latin for
“those who stood by,” or “those standing by.” (See 346.)

75. Sometimes the force of the demonstrative in is qu¿, and similar
combinations, hic qu¿, etc., is emphasised by placing the relative clause
first, and the demonstrative pronoun with the main sentence afterwards.

Qu¿ tum t¡ d¡fendit, is hodi¡ acc»sat.
He who (the very man who) then defended you is today accusing you.
Your former advocate is your present accuser.

This construction is always to be used where a strong contrast is dwelt
on.

76. Observe how often an English noun has to be expressed in Latin by
a clause beginning with qu¿, is qu¿, ea quae, etc., i.e. by an adjectival
clause. Thus,

Qu¿ m¡ c¡p¡runt, my captors;Ðqu¿ m¡ v¿cit, my conqueror;Ð(ea) quae v¡ra
sunt, the truth. (See 175.)
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Exercise 10

1. Those1 who were in agreement with you yesterday, today entirely dis-
agree (with you).

2. Both you and I despise one who1 would rather be a slave with2 riches
than free with poverty.

3. We know that he, concerning whom you have told us this story, expects
to attain to the highest offices, the greatest distinctions; but3 I hope that
he will never obtain them, for I know the man.

4. I who4 repeatedly opposed you in your youth, will gladly come to your
assistance in your old age and helplessness.

5. I sent you the best and bravest foot-soldiers that I had with me; and hav-
ing promised5 to send them back, you reluctantly kept your word.

6. He ordered those standing by (him) to follow him; but they were dis-
mayed by the shouts of those who were coming to meet (him). They
first halted, and then suddenly scattered and fled in different directions.

7. The woman for whom you were seeking is present; I will therefore3

hear and dismiss her.

8. The best institutions and laws you have set at nought, and this6 will be
your ruin today.

9. The things4 which I treated lightly in my boyhood, I value highly in my
old age.

10. I who7 was the last to come to your assistance on that occasion, will be
the first to join you tomorrow.
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EXERCISE XI
THE RELATIVE

77. When the relative qu¿ introduces a clause which merely states a fact
about the antecedent, the verb is indicative.

Est fl»men quod appell§tur Tamesis.
There is a river which is called the Thames.

Note—But if the verb in the main sentence is in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course), i.e. is an infinitive after a verb of saying or thinking, the verb in the
qu¿-clause (as in all other types of subordinate clause) will be subjunctive.

Thus,

Mulierem aspici« quae pisc¡s v¡ndit. (ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse).)
I see a woman who is selling fish.

But

Ait s¡ mulierem aspicere quae pisc¡s v¡ndat. (ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course).)

He says that he sees a woman who is selling fish.

Qu¿-clauses which have a subjunctive verb even in «r§ti« r¡cta (direct
discourse) are dealt with in Exercises LXIII, LXIV.

78. A qu¿-clause is often used in Latin where English uses a coordinat-
ing conjunction (and, but, so, therefore, etc.) and a demonstrative, to con-
nect together coordinate sentences. (See 13.)

Ad r¡gem v¡n¿, quem cum v¿dissem…. I came to the king, and when I had
seen him….

Note—Such clauses are sometimes called coordinating qu¿-clauses, and the qu¿
which introduces them is equivalent to et is.

79. Indeed the Latin relative is often used where we should use a
demonstrative only. Thus nothing is commoner than for Latin sentences to
begin with—Quibus aud¿t¿s, having heard this; Quod ubi v¿dit, when he saw
this; quam ob rem, and therefore, or therefore. But in all such sentences the
Latin relative refers to what has gone before.

Note—When a relative clause that is felt to be coordinate in thought to the
main sentence forms part of «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse), its verb is
put in the infinitive like the verb of the main sentence.

D¿xit pr«dit«rem esse eum … quem brev¿ perit»rum esse.
He said that he was a traitor … and that he would soon perish.
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80. “But” after universal negatives, such as “nobody” (in Latin n¡m«,
n»llus), is equivalent to “who not,” and should be translated by qu¿ n«n, or
by qu¿n1 if the relative is in the nominative (or occasionally the accusative)
case; and the verb in such a clause should be subjunctive. (See 505.)

N¡m« est qu¿n t¡ d¡mentem putet.
There is no one but thinks you mad; or the whole world thinks, etc.

N¡m« fuit qu¿n v¿derim.
There was no one whom I did not see (but quem n«n is more usual).

81. It has been already said (62) that where English uses a relative with
a word such as only, first, last as its antecedent, Latin uses not a relative
clause, but an adjective in agreement with the subject of the sentence.

He was the first who did this.
Pr¿mus haec f¡cit.

82. An emphatic order of words often expresses in Latin what English
can express only by a relative clause following a main sentence which
begins with the impersonal it.

Agricolam laudat i»ris l¡gumque per¿tus.
It is the farmer whom the lawyer praises.

Note—For other examples of this English usage, see 156, Note.

83. When a relative clause contains a predicative noun, the relative
itself is often attracted into the gender of the predicative noun instead of
agreeing with its antecedent.

Th¡bae, quod Boe«tiae caput est.
Thebes, which is the capital of Boeotia

Note—A demonstrative pronoun used as a subject is also attracted to the gen-
der of a predicative noun.

Ea (not id) v¡ra est piet§s.
That is true piety.

Exercise 11
A

In the following Exercise the italics indicate the use of the coordinating
relative, 78, Note.

1. He pretended that he had met the man2 who had killed the king by poi-
son.
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2. There is no one but knows that one who does not till his land will look
in vain for a harvest.

3. The exiles believed that they had reached the locality from which
(whence) their forefathers were sprung.

4. I hope to avert this ruin from my country and therefore I am willing to
venture on or endure anything.

5. He promised to lead his troops into the country of the Remi, and (said)
that he hoped he could1 soon recall them to their allegiance.

6. Having heard this, he perceived that the ambassadors spoke the truth2

and that the danger was increasing.

7. He said that he had never preferred expediency to duty, and (that)
therefore he would not abandon allies whom he had promised to suc-
cour.

8. Having ascertained this fact, he promised to break up the crowd which
had gathered around the king’s3 palace.

9. He pretended that it was not for the sake of gain but of friendship that
he had given me all the books which his brother had left.

10. He said that the friends for whom you were looking round were all safe,
and therefore that he for his part was free from anxiety.

11. He pretends to reject glory, which is the most honourable reward of true
virtue.

12. All the world4 knows that the moon moves round the earth.

B

1. As5 I was making my way through the lowest part of the valley, I fell
unawares into an ambush of brigands. My captors6 had, it seemed, been
long expecting my arrival, and having seized7 and made7 me fast with
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chains, and dragged me from the road1 into the neighbouring forest,
they again and again threatened me with (244) torture and death. At
last, when I promised to send a large amount2 of gold within four days,
my chains3 were struck off and I was set at liberty, and in company4

with two armed guards, returned to the place5 whence I had set out.

2. He had now, he said, ceased to hope for much, for he had lost (he said)
the best friends he had,6 and was going to live with men who had
always been his deadly enemies, by whom he had been both accused
and condemned in his absence, and who had reluctantly spared his life.

3. Your accusers7 will, I expect, reach the city tomorrow; I hope that you
will be (38) unanimously acquitted.

4. You8 who once set at nought bodily (59) pain (pl.), are now apparently
dismayed by it. It is9 with reluctance that I say this of (d¡) the son of so
great a man.

5. You obviously treat lightly the affairs of others; I hope that you will
value highly the good opinion of your countrymen.

EXERCISE XII
CORRELATIVES

84. The relative pronouns and pronominal words, qu¿ (who), qu§lis (of
what kind), quantus (of what size), quot (how many), answer respectively
to the demonstratives is (he), t§lis (of such a kind), tantus (of such a size),
tot (so many).
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1 d¡ vi§.
2 pondus, n.
3 Abl. abs.
4 8, b.
5 e« … unde. (See 89.)
6 Mood? (See 77, Note.)
7 Not acc»s§t«r¡s (see 76.)
8 See 75.
9 See 82.



It will be observed that when they answer to demonstratives, all rela-
tives except qu¿ (and even qu¿ when it answers to ¿dem) are to be translated
by the English “as.”

T§lis est qu§lis semper fuit.
He is such as (of the same character as) he has ever been.

Tantam1 habe« volupt§tem quantam t».
I have as much pleasure as you.

Tot erant m¿lit¡s quot maris fl»ct»s.
The soldiers were as many as the waves of the sea.

‡dem est qu¿ semper fuit.
He is the same as (or that) he has always been.

R¡s per§cta est e«dem mod« qu« ante§.
The thing has been done in the same manner as before.

85. When thus used, the two pronouns which correspond with each
other are called correlative, or corresponding, words.

Note—Just as a relative qu¿-clause is sometimes placed before the main sen-
tence and its demonstrative (see 75), so a clause introduced by qu§lis, quan-
tus, quot is often placed first.

This is in accordance with the general tendency of Latin to place the most
emphatic part of a sentence at or near the end. (Intr. 82.)

Quot adst§bant homin¡s, tot erant sententiae.
There were as many opinions as there were men standing by.

Qu§lis fuit domina, t§lem ancillam inveni¡s.
You will find the maid of the same character as her mistress was.

86. “Such” in English is often used where size or amount is meant
rather than kind or quality. Such … as should then be translated into Latin
by tantus … quantus, not by t§lis … qu§lis.

Note—We must therefore always ask ourselves whether “such” means “of
such a kind” or “so great.” Thus, in “the storm was such as I had never seen
before,” “such” evidently means “so violent” or “so great”; in “his manners
were such as I had never seen,” “such” evidently means “of such a kind.” In
the former case we must use tantus, in the latter t§lis.
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87. When “such” means “of such a kind,” the place of the demonstra-
tive t§lis is often taken by eius mod¿, huius mod¿, ist¿us mod¿, “of such a
kind, of such a kind as this, of such a kind as you speak of.”

Huius mod¿ homin¡s «d¿.
I hate such men (as these).

Note—Mod¿ is here a genitive of quality (see 58, Note).

88. “Such” in English is often an adverb qualifying an adjective: “such
good men,” “such a broad river.” T§lis and tantus cannot of course be used
as adverbs. We must say: tam bonus vir, or t§lis tamque bonus vir; tam
l§tum fl»men, or tantum tamque l§tum fl»men; not, t§lis bonus vir, t§le
l§tum fl»men.

Note—But tantus and t§lis are often combined with hic, sometimes with ille;
haec tanta multit»d« “this great number of men,” or “so great (or such) a
multitude as this.” In such instances tantus or t§lis with the noun is felt to
form a single concept. Similarly when tam qualifies an adjective, the whole
phrase may be further defined by hic or ille.

Hic tam bonus vir So good a man as this or this good man.

89. The following pairs of words correspond as relatives and demon-
stratives.

Ubi (where) to ibi, ill¿c (there), h¿c (here)
Unde (whence) to inde (thence), hinc (hence)
Qu« (whither) to e«, ill»c (thither), h»c (hither)
Qu§ (in the direction in which) to e§, h§c (in that or this direction)

Inde v¡nist¿, unde ego.
You have come from the same place as I.

E« rediit, unde profectus est.
He returned to the place from which he had set out.

90. Observe also that ¿dem is frequently followed by ac1 (atque) instead
of qu¿.

Eadem ac (= quae) t» senti«.
My views (54) are the same as yours.

91. Alius, contr§, aliter, and words signifying contrast, are almost
always followed by ac (or atque). Aliter ac t» senti«. My views are differ-
ent from yours.
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But sometimes quam is used instead of ac.

R¡s aliter quam (or atque) exspect§v¿ ¡v¡nit.
The matter turned out contrary to my expectation.

(See Comparative Clauses, Ex. LXII.)

92. Where a strong difference is pointed out, a repeated alius is often
used; aliud est d¿cere, aliud facere, “there is all the difference between
speaking and acting”; “speaking is one thing, acting another.”

93. What has been said (77) about the mood of the verb in qu¿-clauses
applies equally to every kind of relative clause, whether introduced by a rel-
atival or pronominal adjective, such as qu§lis, etc., or by a relatival adverb,
such as ubi, unde. Thus,

Ubi t» es, ibi est fr§ter tuus.
Your brother is in the same place as you.

Note—But, of course, the verb of such a clause in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course) will be subjunctive (see 77, Note).

Qu§lis fuerit fr§ter tuus, t§lem t¡ esse d¿cunt.
They say that you are of the same character as your brother was.

Exercise 12
A

This Exercise (A) contains examples of various relative constructions;
instances of relative clauses in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) will be
found in B.

1. This is the same as that.

2. You are of the same character as I have always believed you to be.

3. All the world knows that the past cannot be changed.

4. The waves were such as I had never seen before.

5. He died in the place where he had lived in boyhood.

6. He was the first who promised to help me.

7. I will send the most faithful slave I have with me.1

8. There is no one but knows that the Gauls were conquered by Caesar.

9. The island is surrounded by the sea which you (pl.) call ocean.

10. The Gauls are the same today as they have ever been.
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11. He was the first to deny the existence of gods.

12. I was the last to reach Italy.

13. That expediency and honour are sometimes contrary to each other (is a
fact that)1 all the world knows.

14. I believe him to have been the first within human memory2 to perpetrate
such a monstrous crime; and I hope he will be the last to harm his coun-
try in such a way.

This Exercise may be also varied by placing “he said” before 2, 4, 7,
10, and altering the sentence accordingly; thus: “he said that you were of
the same character as he had always believed you to be.”

B

1. All the world allows that you are of the same character as your father
and grandfather.

2. The scouts having returned to the camp, brought back word that the
enemy, who had flocked together in crowds the-day-before, were now
breaking up and stealing away in different directions.

3. He said that he would never abandon such good and kindly men, who
had so often come to his aid in adversity.

4. My objects1 are different from yours, nor are my hopes3 the same as
yours.

5. He said that he himself4 was the same as he had ever5 been, but that both
the state of the nation and the views of his countrymen had gradually
changed, and that the king, the nobles, and the whole people were now
exposed to dangers such as they had never before experienced.

6. Many ships of war were shattered and sunk by the violence of the
storm; a single merchantman returned in safety to the point from6 which
it had set out.
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EXERCISE XIII
THE INFINITIVE AS A NOUN

94. The infinitive is a verbal noun of the neuter gender. Thus,

Sed¡re m¡ d¡lectat.ÐTo sit, or sitting, delights me.

Note—The English word “sitting” is here a verbal noun, and must be careful-
ly distinguished from the participle, which has an identical form. Compare
“sitting rests me” with “he rested sitting on a bank.”

95. But the infinitive may be used as a noun in two cases only: nomi-
native and accusative.

(i) In the nominative:

(a) As the subject of an impersonal verb, or of a verb used imperson-
ally, or of est, fuit, etc., with a neuter predicative adjective.

Nihil agere m¡ d¡lectat.
Doing nothing is a pleasure to me.

Turpe est ment¿r¿.
It is disgraceful to lie, or lying is disgraceful.

(b) Occasionally as a predicative nominative.

Hom« cui v¿vere est c«git§re.
Man, to whom living is thinking (to live is to think).

(ii) In the accusative:

(a) As the object of verbs mentioned in 42.

(b) As one of two accusatives depending on a factitive verb (see Intr.
36).

Err§re, nesc¿re, et malum et turpe d»cimus.
To err, to be ignorant, we deem both unfortunate and disgraceful.

Note—Obviously when the infinitive is the antecedent to a relative pronoun,
the relative will be in the neuter gender.

Laud§r¿, quod (or id quod) pl¡r¿sque gr§tissimum est, mihi 
molestissimum est.

To be praised, which is very pleasant to most men, is to me most 
disagreeable.

96. But though the infinitive is thus used as a noun, it retains some char-
acteristics of a verb. For
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(a) It is qualified, not by an adjective, but by an adverb.

“Good writing” is bene scr¿bere, not bonum scr¿bere.
Bene ar§re est bene colere.
Good ploughing is good farming. (See 95, (i) b.)

(b) It takes the case constructions of the verb to which it belongs.

Haec perpet¿ et patri§ car¡re, miserrimum est.
To endure these things and to be deprived of one’s country, is most

wretched.

(c) It has three tenses.

Haec facere (f¡cisse, fact»rum esse).
The doing (the having done, the being about to do) this. 

(d) It may have a subject (which is always in the accusative case).

T¡ hoc d¿cere mihi est gr§tissimum.
Your saying this is most welcome to me.

Note—In English, when an infinitive (or a sentence introduced by “that”) is the
nominative to a verb, it generally follows the verb, and the pronoun “it” is
used as its representative before the verb “It is pleasant to be praised.” “It is
strange that you should say so.” In Latin we simply write: Laud§r¿ i»cun-
dum est. T¡ hoc d¿cere m¿rum est.

97. In the accusative and infinitive constructions (see 31), the infinitive
with its subject accusative is the subject or object of the governing verb. In
t¡ ment¿r¿ d¿c«, t¡ is subject accusative to ment¿r¿ and t¡ ment¿r¿ is the object
of d¿c«. In d¿xit turpe esse ment¿r¿, the object of d¿xit is turpe esse ment¿r¿
and ment¿r¿ is the (accusative) subject of (turpe) esse.

98. The infinitive, either by itself or with other words, can often be used
to render English abstract nouns. Thus,

(a) Sibi plac¡re “self-satisfaction”; su¿s r¡bus contentum esse “con-
tentment”; ment¿r¿ “falsehood”; c»nct§r¿ “procrastination” (=
c»nct§ti«); improb«s laud§re “praise of the bad”; f¡l¿cem esse
“success”; prosper¿s r¡bus »t¿ “prosperity.”

(b) Thus, since Latin has no single word to express “happiness” or
“gratitude,” the infinitive is mostly used.

Be§t¡ v¿vere, or be§tum esse = v¿ta be§ta, happiness.
Gr§tiam hab¡re = gr§tus animus, the feeling of gratitude.
Gr§ti§s agere, the returning thanks, or expression of gratitude.
Gr§tiam d¡b¡re, the being under an obligation.
Gr§tiam referre, the returning a favour, or the showing gratitude.
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Notice that these are instances of the general tendency of Latin to pre-
fer direct and simple to more general and abstract modes of expression.

99. The infinitive cannot be used as a genitive, dative, or ablative; nor
can it be used as an accusative governed by a preposition. These cases and
prepositional uses are supplied by another verbal noun, the Gerund. (See
Exercise XLIX.)

Pugn§re, to fight, or fighting; but pugnand¿ cupidus, desirous of fighting; ad
pugnandum par§tus, prepared for fighting; pugnand« vinc¡mus, we shall
win the day by fighting.

Exercise 13
A

1. It is always delightful1 to parents that their children should be praised.

2. He said that it was disgraceful to break one’s word, but keeping one’s
promises was always honourable.

3. Both your brother and you2 have told many falsehoods3; falsehood is
always vile.

4. It is one thing to be praised, another to have deserved praise.

5. To be praised by the unpatriotic is to me almost the same thing as to be
blamed by patriots.

6. Feeling gratitude, says4 he, is one thing, returning thanks another.

7. Procrastination, which in all things was dangerous, was, he5 said, fatal
in war.

8. Pardoning the wicked is almost the same thing as condemning the inno-
cent.

9. Procrastination in showing gratitude is never praiseworthy; for myself,6

I prefer returning kindness to being under an obligation.

10. Happiness is one thing; success and prosperity another.
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11. Brave fighting, says1 he, will today be the same thing as victory; by vic-
tory we shall give freedom to our country.

B

1. It is generally2 agreed among historians that this king, trained by toil
(pl.) and accustomed to bear with patience the frowns3 of fortune,
showed4 in the midst of disaster (pl.) and ruin the same character as in
prosperity. As he had been the first to help his country in its hour5 of
distress, so he was the last to despair of it (when) conquered and down-
trodden. But he preferred being an exile in his old age to living in safe-
ty at home, and obeying one whom the rest of the world, almost with-
out exception, believed would keep his word.

2. There is all the difference between returning thanks and showing grat-
itude. As I was the last to believe that you would have set at nought
honour, honesty, and the good opinion of your countrymen, so today I
refuse to think that you have proved6 to be of such a character as the rest
of the world represent7 you to be; and it is with reluctance that I yield
to those who deny that you are the same man as I once fancied you
were.

EXERCISE XIV
FINAL CLAUSES (PURPOSE CLAUSES)

100. A subordinate clause which expresses the purpose or end in view
(f¿nis) of the action of the main verb is called a Final Clause (Purpose
Clause).

101. In English, purpose can be expressed either by the infinitive (pre-
ceded sometimes by “in order to”), or by a clause introduced by “that, in
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order that, or so that” and containing an auxiliary verb (“may, might,
should”).

In Latin prose, purpose is never expressed by the infinitive,1 but most
generally by a clause (introduced by ut) whose verb is subjunctive.

Mult¿ ali«s laudant, ut ab ill¿s2 laudentur.
Many men praise others, that they may be praised by them (or to be praised

by them, or in order to be praised by them).

Mult¿ ali«s laud§bant, ut ab ill¿s laud§rentur.
Many men were praising others, in order to be praised by them.

Note 1.—Purpose may, however, be expressed in various ways in Latin.
Although “he sent ambassadors to sue for peace” is never expressed in Latin
prose by l¡g§t«s m¿sit p§cem petere, it may be expressed by:

(a) l¡g§t«s m¿sit, ut p§cem peterent (Final (Purpose) Clause)
(b) ” qu¿ p§cem peterent (Relative Clause)
(c) ” ad p§cem petendam (Gerundive)
(d) ” p§cis petendae caus§ (Gerundive)
(e) ” p§cem pet¿tum (Supine)

Note 2.—The subjunctive in a final (purpose) clause is jussive (see 149).

But when the purpose is a negative one and the subordinate clause indi-
cates that which the action of the main verb seeks to avoid, the subordinate
clause is introduced by the negative conjunction n¡, instead of ut.

Gall¿nae av¡sque reliquae penn¿s fovent pull«s, n¡ fr¿gore laedantur.
Hens and other birds cherish their young with their feathers, that they may

not be hurt by the cold.

Gall¿nae av¡sque reliquae penn¿s fov¡bant pull«s, n¡ fr¿gore laederentur.
Hens and other birds were cherishing their young with their feathers, that

they might not be hurt by the cold.

Note 3.—The combination ut … n«n must never be used in a final (purpose)
clause; and for ut … n¡m« and ut … numquam, we must use n¡ … quis and
n¡ … umquam. (See 109.)

102. When the final (purpose) clause contains a comparative adjective
or adverb, the conjunction used is qu« = by which; but qu« must never be
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used to introduce a final (purpose) clause unless it contains a comparative
adjective or adverb.

Medic« puto aliquid dandum esse, qu« sit studi«sior.
I think that something should be given to the physician, that he may be the

more attentive (or to make him more attentive).

103. When a final (purpose) clause is followed by a negative one, the
conjunction n¡ve (or neu), not neque, connects the two clauses.

Hoc f¡c¿ n¡ tibi displic¡rem n¡ve am¿c¿s tu¿s noc¡rem.
I did this to avoid displeasing you, or injuring your friends.

Sequence of Tenses

104. The tenses of the Indicative and Subjunctive moods are classified
as Primary and Secondary (or Historic) in the following manner:

Indicative Subjunctive
Primary Present Present

Future —
Perfect (with have) Perfect
Future Perfect —

Secondary Imperfect Imperfect
Perfect (without have) —
Pluperfect Pluperfect

Note—The Latin perfect indicative has two meanings corresponding to two
English tenses; f¡c¿ may mean “I have done” (primary) or “I did” (second-
ary). (See 187.)

105. When the verb of the main sentence is a Primary tense, the tense
of a subjunctive verb in a subordinate clause is also Primary; and when the
verb of the main sentence is a Secondary tense, the tense of a subjunctive
verb in a subordinate clause is also Secondary.

This is the rule for Normal Sequence of Tenses.

Haec scr¿b« (scr¿ps¿, scr¿bam, scr¿pser«) ut bon« s¿s anim«.
I write (have written, shall write, shall have written) this, in order that you

may be in good spirits.
Haec scr¿b¡bam (scr¿ps¿, scr¿pseram) ut bon« ess¡s anim«.
I was writing (wrote, had written) this, in order that you might be in good

spirits.

In Primary sequence the Present subjunctive, and in Secondary
sequence the Imperfect subjunctive are used for actions contemporaneous
with or subsequent to that of the main verb; the Perfect and Pluperfect sub-
junctive (according to sequence) are used for actions prior to that of the
main verb.
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Note 1.—Since the Latin Perfect Indicative may be either Primary or
Secondary, the tense of the subjunctive in a subordinate clause generally
depends upon the sense in which the Perfect Indicative form is used. (See
example of scr¿ps¿ given above.)

Note 2.—A little reflection will show that the action of the verb in a Final
(Purpose) clause can never take place before the action of the main sen-
tence. Consequently, only the present or imperfect subjunctive can be used
in Final (purpose) clauses.

Note 3.—A Perfect infinitive (or Perfect subjunctive), even when dependent on
a Present tense, is itself often followed by Secondary sequence: D¿c« eum
v¡nisse ut p§cem peteret, I say he came to seek peace.

Exercise 14

1. In order not to be driven into exile, I shall pretend to be mad.

2. That you might not be punished for this crime, both your brother and
you told many falsehoods.

3. He pardoned, it is said,1 the wicked, in order to obtain a reputation for
clemency.

4. He spared the best patriots when he was2 victorious, in order that his
own crimes might be forgiven.

5. He praised your countrymen again and again in their presence in order
to be praised by them in his absence.

6. The enemy will, they say,1 be here tomorrow with3 a vast army in order
to4 besiege our city.

7. That he might not be condemned in his absence, he hastened to go to
Rome.

8. It is said that he told many falsehoods to make5 himself seem younger
than he really was.
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9. It seems that he wishes to return home in order to1 stand for the consul-
ship.

10. There is a tradition that he refused to accept the crown to avoid dis-
pleasing his brother or injuring the lawful heir.

11. In order to testify his zeal and loyalty, he hastened in his2 old age to
Rome, and was the very first3 to pay his respects to the new king.

Exercise XV
Consecutive Clauses (Result Clauses)

106. A subordinate clause which expresses the result of the action of
the main verb is called a Consecutive Clause (Result Clause).

Note—For the difference between a final (purpose) and a consecutive (result)
clause, compare:

(a) I ran against him in order to throw him down (Final (Purpose));
(b) I ran against him with such force that I threw him down 

(Consecutive (Result)).

In the former sentence, (a), nothing is said of the result; only the end in
view, or motive, is mentioned. In the latter, (b), nothing is said of the motive;
only the result is named.

107. In English, result can be expressed either by an infinitive (preced-
ed by “so as to”), or by a clause introduced by “that, so that.”

In Latin, result is expressed by a clause (introduced by ut) whose verb
is subjunctive; but never by an infinitive.

N¡m« tam pot¡ns est ut omnia efficere possit.
Nobody is so powerful as to be able to perform everything.

Note—It is the peculiarity of Latin that the verb should be subjunctive, even
though the result is presented as an actual fact

Tanta v¿s probit§tis est ut eam vel in hoste d¿lig§mus.
Such is the force of honesty that we love it even in an enemy.

“That we love it” is stated as a fact, and would be indicative in other languages;
but in Latin d¿ligimus would never be used in a consecutive (result) clause.
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108.

Note l.—Although both final (purpose) and consecutive (result) clauses in
Latin are introduced by ut (when positive) and have a subjunctive verb, the
context will almost always prevent ambiguity. In such a sentence as puer
hum¿ pr«l§psus est ut cr»s frangeret, “the boy fell down so as to break his
leg,” intention would be absurd. Furthermore, a final (purpose) clause will
very often correspond to some such word or phrase as idcirc«, e« c«nsili«,
ob eam causam, etc., in the main sentence; and a consecutive (result) clause
to ade«, tam, ita, tantus, or t§lis.

Contrast: Hoc e« c«nsili« d¿x¿ ut tibi pr«dessem.
I said this to be of use to you (or with the intention of being of use).

with: Hoc ita d¿x¿ ut tibi pr«dessem. 
I said this so as to be of use to you (or in such a manner that I was

of use to you).

Note 2.—Remember that ut is used to introduce various kinds of clauses, not
final (purpose) and consecutive (result) clauses only. Particular care is nec-
essary when translating into Latin to distinguish a comparative clause intro-
duced by ut and having its verb in the indicative, from a consecutive (result)
clause.

Ut multit»d« solet, concurrunt.
They are running together, as a multitude is wont to do.

Contrast: T§lis fuit ut n¡m« e¿ cr¡deret.
He was of such a character that no one believed him.

with: T§lis fuit qu§lem n¡m« ante§ viderat.
He was of such a character as no one had seen before.

109. A consecutive (result) clause is negatived by the adverb n«n.

Tanta fuit vir¿ moder§ti« ut repugnant¿ mihi n«n ¿r§scer¡tur.
The self-control of the man was so great, that he was not angry with me

when I opposed him.

Consequently the following differences between negative final (pur-
pose) and negative consecutive (result) clauses are most important:

Final (Purpose) Consecutive (Result)
That not n¡ ut n«n
That nobody n¡ quis ut n¡m«
That nothing n¡ quid ut nihil
That no … n¡ »llus ut n»llus
That never n¡ umquam ut numquam
That nowhere n¡ »squam ut n»squam
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Contrast: The gates were shut that no one might leave the city. 
Portae clausae sunt n¡ quis urbem relinqueret.

with: The fear of all men was so great that no one left the city. 
Tantus fuit omnium metus ut n¡m« urbem rel¿querit.

110. When a consecutive (result) clause is followed by a negative one,
the conjunction neque (nec) (not n¡ve; contrast 103) connects the two
clauses.

Note—Consequently: and no one is nec quisquam

and nothing ” nec quidquam

and no ” nec »llus,

and never ” nec umquam

and nowhere ” nec »squam

111. Sometimes a consecutive (result) clause has a limiting force. Such
clauses often correspond to an ita in the main sentence; and when negative
they can frequently be translated by the English “without …”

Ita bonus est ut interdum peccet.
He is good to this extent (or he is only so far good), that he makes mistakes

sometimes.

Nec per¿re potes ut n«n ali«s perd§s.
Nor can you be ruined without ruining others.

Note—With the first example above, compare the use of tantus in a limiting
sense. (See 84, footnote.)

Tenses in Consecutive (Result) Clauses

112. The tense of a subjunctive verb in a consecutive (result) sentence
is in accordance with the rule for normal sequence (105), with two excep-
tions:

(i) After a Secondary tense in the main sentence, a Present Subjunctive
is used in the result clause if the result is still true at the time of writing.

Hoc eum ade« terruit ut vix hodi¡ pr«d¿re audeat.
This so terrified him that he scarcely ventures to come forward today.

Verr¡s Siciliam ita perdidit ut ea restitu¿ n«n possit.
Verres so ruined Sicily that it cannot now be restored.

113. (ii) After a Secondary tense in the main sentence, a Perfect
Subjunctive is used to stress the result as something completed.

Tanta fuit pestis ut r¡x ipse morb« abs»mptus sit.
The pestilence was so great that the King himself was cut off by the disease.
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114. If the meaning of the result clause is such that stress is laid on its
futurity, we must use the future participle in ~»rus with a subjunctive tense
of the verb sum.

Ade« territ¿ sumus ut numquam posth§c pugn§t»r¿ s¿mus.
We were so frightened that we shall never fight again.

So in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse):

D¿xit s¡ ade« territ«s esse ut numquam poste§ pugn§t»r¿ essent.
He said that they (himself and his companions) had been so frightened that

they would never fight again.

115. When the English result clause contains the words would have,
they must be translated by the future participle in ~»rus with the perfect sub-
junctive of sum.

Tanta fuit caed¡s ut … n¡m« superfut»rus fuerit.
The slaughter was such that no one would have survived.

(See 474.)

116. The following examples should be studied:

Hoc ita faci« (f¡c¿, faciam) ut tibi displiceam.
I do (am doing, have done, will do) this in such a way as to displease you.

Hoc ita f¡c¿ (faci¡bam, f¡ceram) ut tibi displic¡rem
I did (was doing, had done) this in such a way as (then) to displease you.

Hoc ita f¡c¿ ut tibi displiceam (rare).
I did this in such a way as to be displeasing to you now.

Hoc ita f¡c¿ ut tibi displicuerim.
I did this in such a way as to have now displeased you (or so that, as a matter

of fact, I displeased you).

D¿xit s¡ hoc ita f¡cisse ut tibi displic¡ret.
He said that he did this in such a way as to displease you.

Hoc ita f¡c¿ ut tibi displicit»rus sim.
I have done this in such a way that I shall displease you.

Exercise 15
A

1. I have lived, said1 he, so virtuously that I quit life with resignation.

2. He had lived, he said,1 so virtuously as to quit life with resignation.
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3. I will endeavour, said he, to live so as to be able to quit life with resig-
nation.

4. He said that he had lived so as to be able to quit life with resignation.

5. The charge of the enemy was so sudden that no one could find his arms
or proper rank.

6. Thereupon the enemy made a sudden1 charge in order to prevent any of
our men from finding either his arms or proper rank.

7. Thereupon he2 began to tell many3 falsehoods with the intention of pre-
serving his life.

8. He told so many falsehoods that no one believed him then and (that) no
one has ever put faith in him since.

9. He was so good a king that his subjects loved him in his lifetime, sighed
for him after his death, honour his name and memory today with grate-
ful4 hearts, and will never forget his virtues.

10. The waves were such as to dash over the whole of5 the ship, and the
storm was of such a kind as I had never seen before.

11. The cavalry charged so fiercely that had6 not night interfered with the
contest, the enemy would have7 turned their backs.

12. You cannot, said he, injure your country without8 bringing loss and ruin
upon yourself and your own affairs.

13. I said this with the intention of benefiting you and yours, but the mat-
ter has so turned out that I shall injure you whom I wished to benefit,
and benefit those whom I wished to injure.

14. So little did he indulge even a just resentment that he pardoned even
those who had slain his father.
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B

On the next day the king, to avoid wearying by a long march his sol-
diers (who were) exhausted with a long and indecisive battle, kept his men
within their lines. Meantime the enemy, having sent for reinforcements,
were waiting for an attack (on the part) of our men, so that they seemed by
no means desirous of fighting. After noon-day the king, seeing1 that the
strength and spirits of his men were now so much restored, that they were
likely to shrink from no danger, and were well prepared for fighting,2 threw
open3 two gates, and having made a sudden4 sally, surprised the enemy
(who were taken) unawares and looking for nothing of the5 kind. Great
numbers they surrounded and slew, and so great was the slaughter that out
of (ex) more than6 3000 soldiers scarcely 500 escaped unwounded; and,
had7 not night interposed, not even these would have survived. So (entire-
ly) did fortune change (sides), that those who quite lately8 were on the point
of winning the day, were now stealing away and praying for night and dark-
ness, and those who but lately9 were despairing of their safety, and looking
for death or slavery, were exulting in victory and freedom.

Exercise XVI
Ut, N¡, Introducing a Noun Clause

117. One of the main difficulties in translating English into Latin is to
know when to represent the English infinitive by a Latin infinitive, and
when to use a subordinate clause containing a finite verb.
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Note 1.—We have already seen that the Latin accusative and infinitive con-
struction is used where English has a that-clause after verbs of saying, think-
ing, etc. (31-32).

On the other hand we have seen that the Latin infinitive must never be used
to express either a purpose or a result (101, 107).

In English, a verb which implies an act of the will (“command, entreat,
urge, persuade,” etc.) or a wish, is followed sometimes by an infinitive and
sometimes by a that-clause.

“I command you to go.”
“The senate decreed that he should lead the army.”

In Latin, such verbs have dependent upon them a clause introduced by
ut (if positive) or n¡ (if negative) and having its verb in the subjunctive. The
dependent clause is substantival (see Intr. 71) and is an indirect command
(or wish).

T¡ rog« atque «r« ut eum iuv¡s.
I ask and beg you to help him.

Note 2.—These noun clauses after a verb of will are very similar to final (pur-
pose) clauses, for both express the intention or end in view of the main verb.
But a final (purpose) clause is adverbial to the main sentence whereas the
noun clause stands in the same relation to the main verb as would an accu-
sative case. Thus the final (purpose) clause in haec d¿c« ut intelleg§s per-
forms a function similar to the adverb in haec c«nsult« d¿c«; but the noun
clause in rog« ut veni§s corresponds to the accusative in hoc rog«.

118. The commonest verbs implying an act of the will or a wish and
thereby set up an indirect command are:

(a) “Command, entreat”: imper«, mand«, praecipi«, ¡d¿c«, oportet, necesse
est; rog«, «r«, pet«, postul«, obsecr«, precor

(b) “Exhort, urge”: hortor, exhortor; su§de«, mone«

(c) “Persuade, induce”: persu§de«; impetr«, impell«

(d) “Resolve”: c¡nse«, d¡cern«, c«nstitu«

(e) “Take care”: c»r«, vide«, cave«, operam d«, id ag«

(f) “Permit”: permitt«, conc¡d«

(g) “Wish”: opt« (and vol«, n«l«, m§l«, cupi«; but see 120)

Mihi n¡ quid facerem imper§vit.
He ordered me to do nothing.

Hoc t¡ rog«, n¡ d¡mitt§s animum.
I beg of you not to be disheartened (literally, not to let your mind sink).

Magn« opere t¡ hortor ut h«s libr«s studi«s¡ leg§s.
I earnestly advise you to read these books attentively.
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Helv¡ti¿s persu§sit ut ex¿rent.
He persuaded the Helvetii to depart.

C«nsul¿ permissum est ut du§s legi«n¡s scr¿beret.
The consul was permitted to enroll two legions.

119. The tense of the subordinate clause follows the rule for normal
sequence (105); and the use of n¡, n¡ quis, etc., is identical with the use in
final (purpose) clauses. (See 109.)

Note—A second clause of this type if negative is joined to the first by n¡ve.
(See 103.)

120. But the following verbs implying an act of the will take the accu-
sative and infinitive construction and must be carefully noted: iube« “I
command,” patior, sin« “I allow.” (See also 41 a.)

C«nsul m¿lit¡s pedem referre iussit (passus est).
The consul ordered (allowed) the soldiers to retreat.

The following verbs of wishing sometimes have a dependent subjunc-
tive clause, but most frequently they take an infinitive (42, i c), or an accu-
sative and infinitive (41 b) vol«, n«l«, m§l«, cupi«.

121. With many verbs of will (especially rog«, mone«, su§de«, imper«,
c»r«, oportet, necesse est) and with velim, n«lim, m§lim, “I should wish,
not wish, prefer,” the subjunctive clause is used without the conjunction ut,
especially when the verb of the subordinate clause is second person singu-
lar.

Culpam fate§re necesse est.
You must needs avow your fault.

Hoc faci§s velim.
I would have you do this.

122. Special care must be taken to use the proper case with verbs imply-
ing an act of the will. If the person commanded is mentioned in the main
sentence, the accusative case is used with rog«, «r«, obsecr«, oportet, hor-
tor, exhortor, impell«; but the dative is used with imper«, mand«, ¡d¿c«,
praecipi«, su§de«, persu§de«, permitt«, conc¡d« (and these verbs are used
in the passive only impersonally); and § with the ablative is used with pet«,
postul«, impetr« (and sometimes with posc«, fl§git«, and precor).

123. Iube« expresses our “bid,” and may be used in a wide sense.
Salv¡re t¡ iube« = salv¡. It may express the wish of equals, superiors, or
inferiors.

Imper« implies an order from a higher authority, as from a commanding offi-
cer.
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Êd¿c«, a formal order from someone in office, as a praetor, etc.

Praecipi«, a direction or instruction from one of superior knowledge.

Mand«, a charge or commission entrusted by anyone.

Permitt« differs from sin«, as meaning rather to give leave actively; sin«, not
to prevent. Permitt« sometimes means “entrust wholly to,” “hand over
to.”

124. It is important to observe that some verbs may be used in two sens-
es, and therefore with two constructions.

If a verb is used as a verb of “saying,” “thinking,” etc., it will take the
accusative and infinitive (31) of indirect statement; if it is used as a verb of
will, it will be followed by a subjunctive clause of indirect command (117).
Thus,

(a) Mone« adesse hostem.
I warn you that the enemy is at hand.
N¡ hoc faci§s mone«.
I warn you not to do this.

(b) Mihi persu§sum est (5) f¿nem adesse.
I was persuaded (i.e. convinced) that the end was near.
Mihi persu§sum est n¡ hoc facerem.
I was persuaded not to do this.

(c) Mihi scr¿psit s¡ vent»rum esse.
He wrote me word that he would come.
Mihi scr¿psit n¡ ad s¡ ven¿rem.
He wrote to me (to order or beg me) not to come to him.

Note—Observe that in the above instances the English verbs have two sens-
es and a double construction; but where we use the conjunction “that”
Latin uses the infinitive, and Latin uses a conjunction where we use the
infinitive.

125. A subjunctive clause introduced by ut (or n¡) is the object of faci«
and its compounds when they are used in the sense of “bring it about, suc-
ceed in.”

Eff¡cit n¡ ex urbe ex¿rent.
He prevented their leaving the city.

Eff¡cit n¡ poen§s daret.
He contrived not to be punished.

Note—The conjunction ut is often omitted (see 121): Fac veni§s “Be sure to
come.”

126. Many impersonal verbs and phrases which express “happening,
occurrence” (accidit, ¡venit, fit, fier¿ potest) have as their subject a noun
clause (introduced by ut) whose verb is subjunctive.
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Accidit ut n¡m« sen§tor adesset.
It happened that no senator was present 

(or no senator happened to be present).

Ex qu« factum est ut bellum ind¿cer¡tur.
The consequence of this (79) was that war was declared (or the result was a

declaration of war).

Note 1.—The clauses mentioned in 126 are analogous to consecutive (result)
clauses (106); hence ut n¡m«, not n¡ quis, in the first example. (See 109.)
Compare them with the noun clauses mentioned in 117 (and see 117, Note
2).

Note 2.—Never translate “it happened to him to be absent” or “he happened
to be absent” by accidit e¿ abesse, but by e¿ accidit ut abesset, or else by is
forte §fuit.

127. The following are examples of the commonest verbs and phrases
which have a subjunctive noun clause as their subject:

(C§s») accidit.ÐIt happens (by chance).
Êvenit.ÐIt happens.
Ita fit.ÐThus (hence) it happens.
Qu¿ (old abl.) fit?ÐHow happens it, how is it?
Fier¿ potest.ÐIt can happen, it is possible, possibly.
N»ll« mod« fier¿ potest.ÐIt is quite impossible.
Sequitur, proximum est.ÐIt follows, the next thing is.
Reliquum est, restat.ÐIt remains.

128. Tantum abest “so far is it from” is always used impersonally, and
is followed by two ut-clauses, of which one is substantival and subject to
abest, and the other is an adverbial consecutive (result) clause explaining
tantum abest.

Tantum abest ut nostra m¿r¡mur, ut n«b¿s n«n satisfaciat ipse 
D¡mosthen¡s.

So far are we from admiring our own works, that Demosthenes himself does
not satisfy us.

Ut nostra m¿r¡mur is a noun clause, standing as the subject to abest.
Ut n«b¿s n«n satisfaciat ipse D¡mosthen¡s is a consecutive (result) clause

which qualifies tantam abest like an adverb of degree or quantity. 
The same idea might also be expressed by using ade« n«n …ut, or n«n modo

n«n … sed, as:
(a) Ade« n«n nostra m¿r§mur ut n«b¿s n«n satisfaciat, etc.; or,

(b) N«n modo n«n nostra m¿r§mur, sed n«b¿s n«n satisfacit… .

Notice carefully the moods used in (a) and (b).
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Exercise 16
A

1. I entreated him not to do this, but urged him to trust his father.

2. He exhorted the soldiers not to be disheartened on account of the late
disaster.

3. He made it his aim to avoid injuring any one of his subjects, but to con-
sult the good of the whole nation.

4. He gave orders to the soldiers to get ready for fighting, and exhorted
them to fight bravely.

5. The senate passed a resolution that the consuls should hold a levy.

6. I resolved to warn your brother not to return to Rome before night.

7. To prevent him from telling any more falsehoods, I bade him hold his
peace.

8. It happened (on) that day1 that the consuls were about to hold a levy.

9. I prevailed on him to spare the vanquished (pl.), and not2 to allow his
(soldiers) to massacre women and children.

10. I was the first to warn him not to put faith in the falsest and most cruel
of mankind.

11. You3 and I happened that day to be in the country; the consequence4 of
this was that we have been the last5 to hear of this disaster.

12. He said that he would never allow himself to promise to betray his
allies.

B

1. Thereupon he earnestly implored the bystanders not to obey men6 who
were (subj.) ready to betray both their allies and themselves in order to
avoid incurring a trifling loss.
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2. He succeeded at last in persuading the Spaniards that it was quite
impossible to leave the city, (which was1) blockaded on all sides by the
enemy.

3. He says2 that he never asked you to pardon the guilty or condemn the
innocent.

4. I will not, said he, allow myself to be the last to greet my king after so
heavy a disaster.

5. The jury were at last persuaded that my brother was innocent; they
could not be persuaded to acquit him by their verdict, such was their
terror3 of the mob.

6. News has been brought to me in my absence that the city has been
taken; it remains (for me) to retake it by the same arts as4 those by
which I have lost it.

7. So far am I from praising and admiring that king, that it seems5 to me
that he has greatly injured not only his own subjects, but the whole
human race.

8. So far am I from having said everything, that I could take up the whole
of the day in speaking; but I do not wish to be tedious.6

9. It never before happened to me to forget a friend in his absence, and
this7 circumstance is a great consolation to me today.

C

Thereupon, he sent8 for their chief men, and exhorted them not to be
disheartened on account of such a serious disaster. He had warned them, he
said,9 that the enemy was at hand, but it had been impossible to persuade
them not to put faith in idle rumours and fictitious messages. The Indians
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earnestly implored him to forgive them1 for this great error; they succeed-
ed at last by their prayers or tears in persuading him that they would never
again2 allow themselves to be so easily over-reached and entrapped
(caught). While3 they were thus4 conversing, it happened that a5 prisoner
who professed to be one6 of the king’s7 bodyguard, was brought to Cortes.
The general ordered his fetters to be struck off and himself to be set at lib-
erty, and sent him back with a letter to the king. He did this with the inten-
tion of appearing to be anxious for a truce; but so far was he from wishing
for anything8 of the kind, that he was ready to reject any9 conditions, and
preferred to put the fortune of war a second time to the test (rather) than to
accept from the king even the most honourable peace.

EXERCISE XVII
Qu«minus, Qu¿n. Verbs of Fearing

129. Verbs of “hindering, preventing, and forbidding” (impedi«,
d¡terre«, retine«, obst«, obsist«; interd¿c«, rec»s«, prohibe«) take a noun
clause of Indirect Command which is introduced by n¡, qu«minus (“where-
by the less”), or qu¿n (“whereby not”) and whose verb is subjunctive.

Atticus, n¡ qua sibi statua p«ner¡tur, restitit.
Atticus opposed having any statue raised to himself.

N§v¡s vent« ten¡bantur qu«minus in portum red¿rent.
The ships were prevented by the wind from returning into harbour.

Note—If imper« ut veni§s means “I command you to come,” why should not
prohibe« ut veni§s mean “I forbid you to come?” The reason is that origi-
nally these clauses were independent of the verb of “commanding” or “for-
bidding.” (Ut) veni§s, imper« meant “You are to come; I command it”; and
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n¡ veni§s, prohibe« meant “You are not to come; I forbid it.” Consequently
the negative conjunction is necessary with the verbs mentioned above.

130. Vet« (always) and prohibe« (often) have an accusative and infini-
tive clause instead of a subjunctive clause.

Caesar m¿lit¡s pedem referre vetuit.
Caesar forbade his soldiers to retreat.

Rec»s« (from re- and causa) means properly “I protest against, give
reasons against,” and consequently as a verb of “hindering” it takes a sub-
junctive clause introduced by n¡, qu«minus, or qu¿n. But n«n rec»s« is
sometimes used with a meaning approximating to that of vol« and conse-
quently takes an infinitive (see 42): n«n rec»s« ab¿re “I do not object to
going.”

131. If the verb of “preventing,” etc., is itself positive, the conjunction
is either n¡ or qu«minus; if it is negative, or virtually negative (see 132), the
conjunction is either qu«minus or (more usually) qu¿n.

Pl»ra n¡ d¿cam impedior.
I am prevented from saying more.

Per t¡ stetit qu«minus vincer¡mus.
You were the cause of our not winning the day.

N«n rec»s§b« qu«minus t¡ in vincula d»cam.
I will not object to taking you to prison.

Germ§n¿ retin¡r¿ n«n poterant qu¿n t¡la conicerent.
The Germans could not be restrained from hurling their weapons.

Note—These clauses correspond to the English verbal noun in ~ing with a
preposition.

132. A verb or sentence is said to be virtually negative if it is qualified
by such a word as vix, aegr¡ “scarcely, with difficulty,” or if it is a ques-
tion which expects a negative answer.

Vix inhib¡r¿ potuit qu¿n saxa iaceret.
He could scarcely be prevented from throwing stones.

Num quis obstat qu¿n v¡ra d¿cas?
Does anyone prevent your telling the truth?

133. Qu¿n is derived from an old ablative form qu¿ and the interrogative
particle ~ne, and originally meant “why not?” as in qu¿n t» tac¡s “why do
you not keep silent?” It was also associated with commands: qu¿n Deci«s
aspice (Virgil, Aen., 6, 824) “Look at the Decii (why not?)” and sometimes
was used as an emphatic particle = “nay.” But its commonest use in classi-
cal Latin is as a conjunction.
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134. Qu¿n is often, but not invariably, used instead of ut n«n to intro-
duce negative consecutive (result) clauses (both adverbial, 106, and sub-
stantival, 126), when the main verb is also negative, or virtually so.

Nihil tam difficile est qu¿n invest¿g§r¿ possit.
Nothing is so difficult that it cannot be discovered. (Adverbial clause.)

Nec multum §fuit qu¿n interficer¡mur.
And we were not far from losing our lives. (Noun clause.)

N»ll« mod« fier¿ potest qu¿n errem.
It is quite impossible that I am not mistaken, or but that I am, etc. (Noun

clause.)

Facere vix potu¿ qu¿n t¡ acc»s§rem.
It was scarcely possible for me not to accuse you. (Noun clause.)

Note—In nec eum umquam adspexit, qu¿n fr§tric¿dam compell§ret, “And she
never beheld him without calling him a fratricide,” we have a consecutive
(result) clause used in a limiting sense (see 111), dependent upon a negative
main verb.

135. A clause introduced by qu¿n and having its verb in the subjunctive
is used as the subject or object of negative and interrogative expressions of
“doubt.”

N«n dubium erat qu¿n pl»rimum Helv¡ti¿ possent.
There was no doubt that the Helvetii were the most powerful.

Quis dubitat qu¿n hoc f¡cer¿s?
Who doubts (= no one doubts) but that (or that) you did this?

136. When dubit« means “I doubt” and is interrogative or negatived, it
takes a qu¿n-clause; when it means “I hesitate” and is interrogative or neg-
ative, it takes an infinitive (see 42, i. and footnote); when it means “I am
uncertain” it takes an Indirect Question (see 172): dubit« num veniat, “I am
uncertain whether he is coming.”

Verbs of Fearing

137. The constructions used in Latin after verbs of “fearing” are quite
different from that which follows verbs of “hoping.” (See 37.)

But they will cause no difficulty if the student grasps the fact that the
subordinate noun clause dependent on such a verb in Latin is an Indirect
Wish, and that the verb of the main sentence (naturally) fears the reverse of
the wish.

Note 1.—”May he live! I fear he will not,” is a logical sequence of ideas; “May
he live! I fear he will” would be nonsense. Similarly “May he not come! I
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fear he will” is reasonable; but “May he not come! I fear he will not” is not
reasonable.

Consequently, what we fear will happen is expressed in Latin by a sub-
junctive clause introduced by n¡; and what we fear will not happen by a
subjunctive clause introduced by ut.

Vereor n¡ veniat.
I fear that he will come (or I fear or am afraid of his coming).

Vereor ut veniat.
I fear that he will not come (or I am afraid of his not coming).

Meritus sum ut ven¿ret.
I feared that he would not come.

Per¿culum erat n¡ host¡s urbem expugn§rent
There was a danger of the enemy’s taking the city.

Note 2.—Observe that whereas English concentrates attention on the positive
or negative happening, Latin keeps in mind the positive or negative nature
of the wish.

Note 3.—Occasionally n¡ … n«n is used instead of ut: Vereor n¡ exercitum fir-
mum hab¡re n«n possit, “I fear he cannot have a strong army.”

138. The tense of the verb in the subordinate clause is determined by
the rule for normal sequence (105).

But where stress is laid on the idea of futurity, the future participle with
a tense of sum is used.

Vereor ut hoc tibi pr«fut»rum sit.
I am afraid that this is not going to do you good.

139. Verbs of “fearing” sometimes approximate in meaning to n«l«;
and then they take an infinitive instead of a subjunctive clause.

Caesar tim¡bat fl»min¿ exercitum obicere.
Caesar feared (was unwilling) to expose his army to the river.

Exercise 17

1. I never beheld him without imploring him to come to the aid of his
oppressed and suffering country; but I fear that he will never listen to
my prayers.

2. I cannot refrain from blaming those who were ready to hand over our
lives, liberties, rights, and fortunes to our deadliest enemies.

3. All the world believes that you did wrong, and I am afraid that it is quite
impossible that all mankind have been of one mind with me in a blun-
der.
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4. He pretends that I was the cause of my countrymen not defending the
homes of our allies.

5. The soldiers could not be restrained from hurling their darts into the
midst of the mob.

6. He promises to leave nothing undone to persuade your son not to hurry
away from the city to the country.1

7. We were within a very little of all being killed, or at least of being
wounded or cut off either by famine or by disease.

8. Nothing,2 he said, had ever prevented him3 from defending the freedom
and privileges of his countrymen.

9. What circumstance prevented you from keeping your word and coming
to my aid with your army, as you4 had promised to do?

10. I will no longer then protest against your desiring to become a king, but
I am afraid you will not be able to obtain your desire.

11. What reason is there why he should not be ready to return in his old5

age to the scenes which he left unwillingly in his boyhood?5 

12. Such was his terror6 of Caesar’s victory, that he could scarcely be
restrained from committing suicide.

13. He could not, he replied,7 help waging war by land and sea.

14. News has been brought me that our brave general has been struck by a
dart, and I fear that he has received a mortal wound.

15. He was not afraid, he replied, of our being unable to reach Italy in8 safe-
ty; the danger was9 of our being unable ever to return.
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EXERCISE XVIII

COMMANDS AND PROHIBITIONS (NEGATIVE COMMANDS)

IMPERATIVE MOOD

140. The imperative mood is used freely in Latin, as in English, in
commands and entreaties, in the second person singular and plural.

Ad m¡ ven¿.ÐCome to me. Aud¿te1 hoc.ÐHear this.

141. But, especially in the singular, where one person, an equal, is
addressed, there are many substitutes for so peremptory a mode of speak-
ing.

For example, instead of scr¿be we might say:

t», quaes« (obsecr«), ad m¡ scr¿be scr¿be s¿s (= s¿ v¿s “please”)
c»r§ ut scr¿b§s (see 118) fac scr¿b§s (see 125, Note)
scr¿b§s velim (see 121)

142. For commands, entreaties, and exhortations in the first and third
persons, Latin uses the present subjunctive (in a jussive sense; see 149). (In
the first person, this use is also called the hortatory subjunctive while in the
third person, it is also called the iussive subjunctive.)

Mori§mur, let us die; abeat, let him go; n¡ sim salvus, may no good befall
me; n¡ exeat urbe, let him not go out of the city. In older English and in
poetry we have “turn we to survey,” “hallowed be thy name.”

Note—A (jussive) subjunctive is sometimes used instead of the imperative in
the second person singular where no definite person is addressed, but a gen-
eral maxim given.

Postr¡mus loqu§ris: pr¿mus tace§s.
Be you (or a man should be) the last to speak, the first to be silent.

143. Negative commands or prohibitions in the second person are
expressed most commonly in Latin by the imperative of n«l« (i.e. n«l¿,
n«l¿te) and an infinitive; or by the imperative of cave« and vide« with a
dependent subjunctive clause (see 118) introduced by n¡.

N«l¿ hoc facere.ÐCav¡ n¡ hoc faci§s.Ð“Do not do this.”
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Note 1.—In English also (though in older English and in poetry we constantly
find “go not,” “fear not,” etc.) we generally use the infinitive with the
imperative of an auxiliary verb: do not go, do not fear.

Note 2.—When cav¡ is used, the conjunction n¡ is often omitted.

Less frequently the second person of the perfect subjunctive with n¡ is
used.

N¡ dubit§ver¿s.ÐDo not hesitate.

Note 3.—The second person present subjunctive is used for general maxims.

N¡ multa disc§s, sed multum.
Do not learn many things, but learn deeply.

Note 4.—The imperative with n¡ is not used to express a negative command
in prose.

144. Prohibitions (negative commands) in the (first and) third persons
are expressed by n¡ and the present subjunctive.

N¡ veniat.ÐLet him not come.

145. When a (subjunctive) prohibition (negative command) follows
another prohibition or a command, n¡ve (neu) is used as the conjunction.

Exeat n¡ve pl»ra d¿cat.
Let him go out and say no more.

Hoc facit«; illud n¡ f¡cer¿s, n¡ve d¿xer¿s.
Do this; do not do or say that.

Note—Two infinitives dependent on n«l¿ (143) are connected by ac, aut, or
(somewhat illogically) nec.

146. V¿deris and v¿derint are sometimes used in the sense of “you, they,
must look to it.”

D¡ h§c r¡ t» v¿deris, or v¿derint sapienti«r¡s.
I leave this to you, or to wiser men; do you, or let wiser men, decide.

These forms are probably future perfect indicatives, not perfect sub-
junctives. A statement of what will have happened has here the force of a
polite command.
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Exercise 18
A

1. Do not then lose (sing.) such an opportunity as1 this, but rather let us,
under your leadership, crush the eternal enemies of our country.

2. Do not, my countrymen, fear the foes who are threatening you with
massacre and slavery; let them rather meet the same lot which they are
preparing for us.

3. Pardon (sing.) this fault of mine; and be sure you remember that I, who
have done wrong today, have repeatedly brought you help before.

4. Let us then refuse to be slaves, and have the courage not only to become
free ourselves, but to assert our country’s freedom also.

5. Therefore2 do not object to3 enduring everything on behalf of your suf-
fering country and your exiled friends.

6. I exhort you, my countrymen, not to believe that I, who have so often
led you to the field of battle, am afraid today of fortune abandoning me.

7. Let us be the same in the field (of battle) as4 we have ever been; as5 to
the issue of the battle let the gods decide.

B

I am afraid that this letter will not reach you across the enemies’ lines.
We have now been6 invested here for a whole month (321), and I cannot
help beginning to despair of the whole state7 of affairs. The numbers8 of the
enemy are such as we had never dreamed of,9 and as10 all the roads are
closed, no supplies can be brought up; scarcely any letters reach us, so that
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it is impossible to doubt that we are involved in very serious danger. Do you
therefore not hesitate to write to the general to hasten to bring us assistance,
and do not allow yourself to think that I am writing thus with the intention
of calling1 him away from his great designs and bringing him here for the
sake of our safety. I fear that the enemy (if once) victorious here, will soon
become formidable to him also; and I do not think that we can be crushed
without2 drawing others into the same ruin.

EXERCISE XIX
REMARKS ON MOODS:

THE SUBJUNCTIVE USED INDEPENDENTLY

147. By a Mood we mean a group of verb-forms which (either by them-
selves or in relation to a given context) represent a verbal activity (or state)
as being real, willed, desired, or hypothetical. These forms mark the man-
ner (modus) in which the speaker is viewing the verbal activity.

Note 1.—No language has a separate mood for every conceivable aspect of
verbal activity; for example, Latin (unlike Greek) has no separate mood to
express wish, as distinct from command. On the other hand, one aspect of
verbal activity may be expressed by more than one mood; for example, in
Latin both the Imperative and the Subjunctive are used to express com-
mand.

The functions of the Latin moods are as follows:
The Indicative makes a statement or inquiry about a fact, or about

something which will be a fact in the future.

Am«.Ð“I love.”
Amatne? “Does he love?”
S¿ v¡nerit, vid¡bit.Ð“If he comes, he will see.”
N«n ¡mit.Ð“He did not buy.”

The Imperative expresses the will of the speaker as a command,
request, entreaty.

Am§ “love thou” or “you (s.) love!”; mihi ign«sce “pardon me”; val¡
“farewell.”
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The Subjunctive represents a verbal activity as willed, desired, condi-
tional, potential or prospective.

Istam n¡ rel¿quer¿s!Ð“Do not leave her!” 
D¿ prohibeant.Ð“May the gods forbid.”
S¿ veni§s, vide§s.Ð“If you should come, you would see.”

Note 2.—In modern English the subjunctive mood has largely fallen into dis-
use, although it is still found in clauses like: “though he fail”; “if it be so.”

148. The Subjunctive is used in Latin (a) in simple sentences and in
the main sentence of a complex sentence; (b) in subordinate clauses. This
Exercise is mainly concerned with its use in simple sentences.

Note—The mood takes its name from the fact that it is used in many types of
subordinate (or subjoined) clauses. But many subordinate clauses were orig-
inally independent of the verb which, in classical Latin, seems to “govern”
them (see 129, Note and 137, Note for striking examples); and the subjunc-
tive in such clauses is used not to indicate subordination, but because the
subjunctive is the only mood to express the precise meaning required.

For the use of the subjunctive simply as a mood of subordination see,
e.g. 164, Note.

149. The Subjunctive of Will (Volitive or Jussive Subjunctive) has
various uses in simple sentences:

(a) It is used (in the present and perfect tenses) to express commands
and exhortations, (also known as hortatory and iussive subjunctives) and
(with the negative n¡) prohibitions (negative commands). (See 142, 143,
144.)

Abeat.ÐLet him go away.
Am¡mus patriam.ÐLet us love our country.
N¡ dubit§ver¿s.ÐDo not hesitate.
N¡ veniat.ÐLet him not come.

Note 1.—It is a subjunctive of this type which is used in Final (purpose) claus-
es (101) and in Indirect commands (117). Originally such subjunctives were
felt to be merely placed by the side of another sentence, so that hoc faci«:
n¡ veni§s meant “I do this: you are not to come,” and imper«: n¡ veni§s
meant “I give an order you are not to come.” This juxtaposition of sentences
of which neither is yet felt to be subordinate is called parataxis. Later the
subjunctive of will (hortatory and iussive) was felt to be subordinate to the
verb of the other sentence and the use of the subordinating conjunction ut
(when the subjunctive was not negatived by n¡) became common, but not
invariable. (See 121.)
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(b) The Subjunctive of Will is also used (in the present and perfect tens-
es, sometimes in the imperfect) in concessions and suppositions (negative
n¡).

Sit f»r.ÐGranted that he is a thief.
Fuerit malus c¿vis.ÐSuppose he was a bad citizen.

(c) The Subjunctive of Will is also used (in the present and imperfect
tenses, sometimes in the pluperfect) to express what ought to be done or
was to be done as a matter of obligation or propriety. In this usage the neg-
ative is n«n (not n¡).

Qu« m¡ nunc vertam?
Where am I now to turn?

N«nne argentum redderem? N«n redder¡s.
Ought I to have returned the money? You ought not.

Note. 2.—When, as is often the case, a subjunctive of this type is in an inter-
rogative sentence, it is sometimes called a deliberative subjunctive.

Note 3.—Obligation can also be expressed by using the Gerundive (see 387-
92).

150. The Subjunctive of Desire (Optative Subjunctive) expresses a
wish or a prayer. The present (and sometimes the perfect) expresses a wish
for the future: the imperfect a wish that something were so now; the pluper-
fect a wish that something had been so in the past. Such wishes are often
introduced by utinam when positive, and by n¡ or utinam n¡ when negative.

S¿s f¡l¿x!ÐMay you be happy!
Utinam adess¡s!ÐWould that you were here!
Utinam potuissem!ÐWould I had been able!
Quod utinam n¡ faci§tis!ÐAnd may you never do this!

Note—A subjunctive of desire (optative subjunctive) is used in subordinate
clauses dependent upon: (a) verbs of “wishing” like opt«, cupi«, velim
(see 120), and (b) verbs of “fearing” (see 137). The tense of the subjunc-
tive verb in such subordinate clauses, however, follows the normal rule
for sequence (105).

151. The Subjunctive of Conditioned Futurity expresses one verbal
activity as being dependent upon the fulfilment of another. It is negatived
by n«n (not n¡).

(Hanc viam s¿ asperam esse negem), mentiar.
(If I should deny that this road is rough), I would lie.

Note—Subjunctives of this type are so called because the verbal activity is
“future” in so far as it has not yet taken place, and its fulfilment is con-
ditioned by the fulfillment of another action. The English “would” (and
“should”) are generally to be translated by such a subjunctive.
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The present (and sometimes the perfect) tense denotes what would hap-
pen (in a vague future) if some imagined condition of the present or future
were fulfilled.

The imperfect and pluperfect tenses denote what would be happening
or would have happened if some imagined condition of the past were being
fulfilled or had been fulfilled. The reference of the imperfect is generally to
the present, that of the pluperfect always to the past.

(S¿ faci§s), pecc¡s.
(If you should do it), you would sin. (The British are more likely to use

“were to” in the protasis than is common in American English.)
(S¿ facer¡s), pecc§r¡s.Ð(If you were doing it), you would be sinning.
(S¿ f¡ciss¡s), pecc§viss¡s.Ð(If you had done it), you would have sinned.

152. Subjunctives of Conditioned Futurity are most frequently used in
the main sentence of a conditional statement (see 455-8); but sometimes the
condition is taken for granted and therefore not expressed. These are also
known as potential subjunctives.

Hoc t» d¿cere aude§s?
Would you dare to say this (e.g. if you realised what you were doing)?

Migrant¡s cern§s (Virg.).
One would see them leaving (if one were there).

Cr¡der¡s vict«s (Livy).
You would think (have thought) they were vanquished (e.g. if you had seen

them).

Three common types of expression in which the condition is not
expressed are

(a) D¿cat aliquis.ÐSomeone would say (e.g. if he gave his opinion).

Note 1.—This phrase often introduces an imaginary objection, which the
writer proposes to forestall.

(b) Vix cr¡diderim.ÐI should scarcely believe (e.g. if I were sane).

Note 2.—Such phrases are sometimes called modest assertions; thus ausim
(an old Perf. Subj.) means “I am inclined to venture.” (This use is also
known as the subjunctive of modesty, a subset of the potential subjunctive.)

(c) Velim ads¿s.
I (should) wish you were here (e.g. if wishes counted for anything).

Vellem adess¡s.
I wish you had been here.

Note 3.—In this type, the velim amounts to little more than a polite expression
for vol«. The ads¿s and adess¡s are dependent wishes (see 120, 121).
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Note 4.—It is quite legitimate in many contexts to translate such phrases as
those given above by the English “may” and “could”: D¿cat aliquis “some-
one may say”; vix cr¡diderim “I could scarcely believe”; velim “I could
wish.” But it must be clearly understood that the Subjunctive cannot of itself
and apart from a particular context express such ideas as “may” (= may
possibly), “may” (= am permitted), “can” (= am able). “He may (possibly)
come” is to be expressed in Latin by fortasse veniet, forsitan veniat (169),
or fier¿ potest ut veniat (127); “he may (= is permitted to) come” by e¿ ven¿re
licet; “he can (= is able to) come” by ven¿re potest. See the whole of
Exercise XXIV.

153. An indicative instead of a subjunctive of conditioned futurity is
used when a verb of “duty” or “possibility” is involved.

Potu¿ hoc facere.ÐI might have (could have) done this.
Hoc d¡buist¿ facere.ÐYou should (ought to) have done this.

Note 1.—The reason for this apparent exception is that the duty or ability is not
conditioned by the fulfilment of another action; what is conditioned is the
accomplishment of the possible or obligatory activity. (See further 461.)

Note 2.—Observe that the idea of past time in such Latin phrases is expressed
by the tense of the finite verb, and not by the tense of the infinitive.

The indicative of sum is also used (instead of the subjunctive of condi-
tioned futurity) when the predicate consists of that verb and a gerundive or
a neuter adjective. (See 463.)

Ille interficiendus erat, s¿ hoc f¡cisset.
He ought to have been killed if he had done this.

Haec omnia d¿cere longum (melius, satius) est.
It would be a lengthy task (better, preferable) to tell the whole story.

Exercise 19

1. This at least I would venture to say, that as1 I was the first to urge you
to undertake this work, so1 I promise to be the last to advise you to
abandon the undertaking.

2. What was I to do, said he, what to say? Who would care to blame me
because I refused to listen to such2 abandoned men?

3. I would neither deny nor assert that he had looked forward to all this
(pl.), but he should have provided against the country being over-
whelmed by such disasters.
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4. On that day my brother was reluctantly absent from the battle at your
suggestion; would that he had been1 there! For it would have been bet-
ter to fall on the field of battle than to submit to such dishonour.

5. In return2 then for such acts of kindness, I would have you not only feel
but also show your gratitude.

6. I could have wished that you had sent me the best3 soldiers that you had
with you.

7. The soldiers stood (imperf.) drawn up in line, eager for the fight,4 with5

eyes fixed on the foe, clamouring for the signal.

8. I have consulted, as6 I ought to have done, your (pl.) interests rather
than my own; may you not ever impute this to me as a fault!

Exercise XX
Interrogative Sentences

I. Direct (Single and Alternative)

154. Interrogative sentences or questions are either Direct or Indirect.

Note—A direct question is a simple sentence which differs from a statement
or a command inasmuch as the connection between the subject and the pred-
icate is not stated, or willed, but only enquired about.

The indicative mood is used in all direct questions except those whose
meaning requires a deliberative subjunctive (149, Note 2) or a subjunctive
of conditioned futurity (151).

Cur v¡nit?ÐWhy did he come?
Quid faciam?ÐWhat am I to do?
Num id f¡ciss¡s?ÐWould you have done it?

155. In English we mark a question by the order of the words, and
sometimes by the insertion of an auxiliary verb. Compare “Saw ye (you)?
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“with “you saw”; “Is he well?” with “he is well”; “Did you see?” with “you
saw”; and in French “Va-t-il?” with “il va.”

But in Latin, where the order of the words would have no such effect
(Intr. 78), an interrogation is usually indicated by an interrogative particle
(-ne, num, n«nne, an), or by interrogative pronoun or pronominal adverb.

Note—Occasionally, the interrogative particle is omitted when the context pro-
vides sufficient indication that a question is being asked.

156. The interrogative particles used in Direct Single Questions are:
~ne, num, n«nne.

(a) ~ne (enclitic, see Intr. 89, Note) is used in questions that ask simply
for information, and to which the answer may be either “yes” or “no.”

Scr¿bitne Gaius?
Is Gaius writing? (The person who asks the question does not expect one

answer more than another.)

Note—Ne is always attached to the emphatic word placed at the beginning of
the sentence.

Praet«remne acc»s§s?ÐIs it a praetor whom you are accusing?
M¡ne fugis?ÐIs it from me that you are fleeing?

Notice here how English emphasises a noun by making it the predicate
of a sentence whose subject is “it,” and puts the less important verbal notion
into a subordinate clause. For another example of this English usage, see
82.

(b) Num expects the answer “no.”

Num put§s?ÐDo you fancy? = Surely you don’t fancy, do you? (expect-
ed answer “no”).

(c) N«nne expects the answer “yes.”

N«nne put§s?ÐDon’t you fancy? = Surely you do fancy, don’t you?
(expected answer “yes”).

157. Other interrogative words are either (i) Pronouns, or (ii) Adverbs.

(i) The interrogative Pronouns are:

quis, quid, who, what? qu§lis, of what kind?

qu¿, quae, quod, what sort of? quantus, how great?

ecquis, ecquid, is there any who? quantum, how much?

quisnam, quaenam, quidnam, quot, how many? 

who, pray?

uter, which of the two? quotus, which in a series?
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Note 1.—Distinguish carefully between quis (quid) which is a pronoun and qu¿
(quae quod) which is a pronominal adjective.

Quid f¡cit?ÐWhat has he done?
Quod facinus adm¿sit?ÐWhat (sort of) crime has he committed?

Note 2.—Num is frequently associated with quis: num quis est qu¿ … “Is there
anyone who …”

Note 3.—Quantum is followed by a partitive genitive: quantum cib¿ “how
much food?” (See 234.)

Note 4.—Quotes quisque is used to imply “few” or “none”: quotus quisque est
disertus “how few men are eloquent” (i.e. “in what order (of merit) is each
one eloquent,” implying that few or none take any rank as orators).

(ii) The interrogative Adverbs are:

ubi, where? qu«modo how, in what
unde, whence, from where? quem ad modum manner?
qu«, whither, to where? c»r, qu§r¡,
qu§, by what way? quam ob rem
quand«, ubi, when? quantum, quantopere, how greatly?
quoti¡ns, how often? quo»sque, how long, how far?
quamdi», how long? quam, how? (with adjectives and adverbs)

Note 5.—The adverb tandem is often placed immediately after an interrogative
word to give emphasis.

Quo»sque tandem?Ð To what point, I ask?
Quae tandem causa?Ð What possible cause?

Note 6.—The old ablative form qu¿ “how” is used in the phrase qu¿ fit 
ut …? “how comes it that …?” (See. 127.)

Note 7.—Observe that cum “when” is never used as an interrogative.

Alternative Direct Questions

158. In English two or more questions may be combined by the disjunc-
tive conjunction “or,” so that an affirmative answer to the one negatives the
other or others. These are called alternative, disjunctive, or double ques-
tions.

“Are you going to Germany, or (are you going) to Italy, or to France?”

We have here simple sentences joined together by coordination. (See
Intr. 66.)

In English the first question has no interrogative particle (“whether”
being obsolete in direct questions), the second and any further questions are
introduced by “or,” which however is sometimes, where the verb is sup-
pressed, confined to the last.
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“Did you mean me, or think of yourself, or refer to some one else? “
“Did you mean me, him, or yourself? “

159. In Latin the first question is introduced by utrum, or the enclitic
~ne; the second, or any further question, by an (never by aut or vel).

Utrum hostem, an ducem, an v«smet ips«s culp§tis?
Is it the enemy, or your general, or yourselves that you blame?

Serv¿ne estis an l¿ber¿?
Are you slaves or freemen?

But frequently, as in English, no interrogative particle introduces the
first question; and the second question is then introduced by an, or anne, or
(more rarely) by the enclitic ~ne.

Erum v¿dist¿ an ancillam?Ð Did you see the master or the maid?
Hoc illudne f¡cist¿?Ð Did you do this or that?

“Or not I” in a direct question should be translated by ann«n. Contrast with
168.

‡vitne ann«n?Ð Did he go, or not?

160. Thus alternative questions are introduced by:

1. utrum
2. ~ne … an, anne, ann«n?
3. ——

161. Num is occasionally used for utrum where a negative answer is
expected.

An is sometimes found before a single question. But there is always an
ellipsis, or suppression of a previous question, so that even here an means
“or is it that?” “can it be that?” In such circumstances the answer “no” is
generally expected.

An serv¿ esse vultis? Ð(Or is it that) you wish to be slaves?

Answers to Questions

162. The affirmative or negative answer is rarely given in Latin so sim-
ply as by the English “yes” and “no.”

An affirmative answer may be indicated by etiam, ita v¡r«, s§n¡; and a
negative by minim¡, minim¡ v¡r«, n¡qu§quam, n«n.

But more often some emphatic word is repeated from the interrogative
sentence (with or without etiam, etc.); such a question as d§sne hoc mihi?
could be answered by d«, d« v¡r« (= “yes”); or by n«n do, minim¡ ego qui-
dem (= “no”). Other types of answer may be illustrated by:

V¿sne hoc facere? Velle s¡, n«lle s¡, respondit.
Are you ready to do this? He answered “yes,” “no.”
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Num hoc f¡cist¿?Ð Have you then done this?
Neg«.Ð I answer “no.” 
F¡c¿, inquam.Ð I answer “yes.”
Ai«.Ð I say “yes.”

Exercise 20
A

1. Is it possible for a true patriot to refuse to obey the law1?

2. Where, said he, did you come from, and whither and when do you hope2

to start hence?

3. Can we help fearing that your brother will go away into exile with
reluctance?

4. What crime, what enormity, has my client3 committed, what falsehood
has he told, what, in short, has he either said or done that you, gentle-
men of the jury, should be ready to inflict on him either death or exile
by your verdict?

5. Will any one venture to assert that he was condemned in his absence in
order to prevent his pleading his cause at home, or impressing the jury
by his eloquence?

6. Was it by force of arms, or by judgment, courage, and good sense, that
Rome was able to dictate terms to the rest of the world?

7. Does it seem4 to you that death is an eternal sleep, or the beginning of
another life?

8. Are you ready to show yourselves men of courage, such as the country
looks for in such a crisis as this? You answer “yes.” Or are you ceasing
to wish to be called Roman soldiers? “No,” you all reply.

9. Do you believe that the character of your countrymen is altering for the
better, or for the worse?

10. Whom am I to defend? Whom am I to accuse? How much longer shall
I pretend to be in doubt? Was it (156) by accident or design that this
murder was committed?
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11. What am I to believe? Did the enemy or our men win the battle yester-
day? Do not tell more falsehoods on such1 an important question.

12. Was he not a prophet of such a kind that no one ever believed2 him?

B

Are we to say that Caesar was foully3 murdered or that he was rightful-
ly4 slain? That either one5 or the other is true is most certain. Do you (sing.)
then choose whichever6 you like; but do not say now this, now that, and7 do
not today look on Brutus as a patriot, tomorrow as an assassin. Did Caesar
pay the penalty of his crimes? You answer “No”; then let his slayers be
either banished or put8 to death as traitors. Or9 did Brutus speak the truth,
when10 (while) raising aloft the bloody dagger, he exclaimed that the
nation’s freedom was recovered? “Yes,” you reply. Then why do you heap
abuse on one to whom alone11 you are indebted for your freedom? Or7 do
you think that what Brutus did was in12 itself right and a benefit13 to the
nation, but that he himself acted criminally, and should be punished14 with
banishment, or imprisonment, or death? For myself I decline to meddle with
so nice15 a question: I leave it (146) to philosophers.
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EXERCISE XXI

Interrogative Sentences
II. Dependent or Indirect

163. The dependent or indirect question is a noun clause dependent
upon a verb of “asking, enquiring, telling, knowing,” etc., and introduced
by an Interrogative Pronoun, Adverb, or Particle.

Quis es? “Who are you?”; C»r hoc f¡cist¿? “Why have you done this?”
are direct questions, and each is a simple sentence.

But rog« quis sit, “I ask who he is”; d¿c mihi c»r hoc f¡cer¿s, “Tell me
why you did this,” are two complex sentences. Neither taken as a whole is
a question: the first is a statement, the second a command; but each contains
an indirect question.

164. In Latin the verb in an indirect question is invariably subjunc-
tive. It is of the utmost importance to remember this, as the subjunctive
mood is not used in such clauses in English.

Compare the English and Latin moods in

Quis eum occ¿dit?ÐWho killed him?
Quis eum occ¿derit quaer«.ÐI ask who killed him.

Note—The subjunctive in such clauses is simply the mood of subordination; it
has here no distinctive meaning of its own (see 148, Note). Indeed, in early
Latin the indicative was used in indirect questions.

165. An indirect question may depend not only on a verb like rog«
which has no other meaning except that of “inquiry,” but also upon any
verb or phrase which in a given context implies a question.

Quid faciendum sit mone« mon¡b«que.
I warn and will warn you what you ought to do.

Quand« esset redit»rus metu¿.
I had fears as to when he would return.

C»r haec f¡cerit m¿ror.
I wonder why he did this.

Incertum (difficile dict» est, magn¿ r¡fert) num hoc v¡rum sit.
It is uncertain (difficult to say, of great importance) whether this is true.

Note—This illustrates the important principle that many Latin verbs do not
have a fixed construction; for the construction of a verb is not determined
mechanically, but by its meaning. If it has several shades of meaning, it
may have several constructions. With the construction of mone« above,
compare its use as a verb of “command” (118); and with the construction of
metu« above, compare its use as a verb of “fearing” (137).
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166. In English the interrogative nature of a subordinate clause is not
always obvious; and this point must be kept in mind when translating into
Latin. Thus, “I know what you have found” contains not a relative clause
(quod inv¡nist¿) but an indirect question (quid inv¡ner¿s). There is ambigu-
ity in “Tell me when your father arrives”; for according to the context the
subordinate clause is either temporal (cum) or an indirect question
(quand«).

167. Single Indirect Questions are introduced in the same ways as
Single Direct Questions (155-7), except that num does not imply a negative
answer and n«nne is used only after quaer«.

Epam¿n«nd§s quaes¿vit salvusne esset clipeus.
Epaminondas asked whether his shield was safe.

D¿c mihi num eadem quae ego senti§s.
Tell me if you have the same opinion as I.

Quaes¿er§s ex m¡, n«nne put§rem, etc
You had inquired of me whether I did not suppose, etc.

Note—In English an indirect question is often introduced by “if” (see second
example above). When “if” is so used, it must not be translated by s¿.

Alternative Indirect Questions

168. Alternative Indirect Questions are introduced like Alternative
Direct Questions (159), except that anne is rare, and necne is used instead
of ann«n.

Thus, “It matters not whether you are slaves or free” may be rendered
by:

Utrum serv¿ s¿tis an l¿ber¿
Serv¿ne s¿tis an l¿ber¿ nihil r¡fert.
Serv¿ s¿tis an l¿ber¿

Note—It is important to remember that “or not” in an indirect question is
necne.

It»rus sit necne, rog§bimus.
We shall ask whether or not he is about to go.

169. (i) An normally introduces a second or third question; but haud
scio “I know not” is followed by an indirect question introduced by an
because a first question is suppressed (see 161).
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Difficile hoc est, tamen haud1 scio an fier¿ possit.
This is difficult, yet perhaps (I incline to think that) it is possible.

(ii) Forsitan (= fors sit an “it would be a chance whether”) is also fol-
lowed by an indirect question.

(iii) Both haud scio an and forsitan mean little more than “perhaps, pos-
sibly.”

(iv) Nescio quis when used as if one word forms an indefinite pronoun
(see 362) and the nescio is not then regarded as governing an indi-
rect question. Contrast:

Nescio quis venit.ÐSomeone is coming; with
Nescio quis veniat.ÐI do not know who is coming.

(v) Similarly nescio qu¿ (adjectival) is used for “some sort of” and
nescio qu« mod« for “somehow.”

170. Forte is not “perhaps,” but “by accident.”

Forte cecidit is “he happened to fall,” not “perhaps he fell.” 
Forte abest, “he is accidentally absent.”

“Perhaps” may be expressed in the following ways:

Forsitan absit, “perhaps (it may be that) he is absent.”
Nescio (haud scio) an absit, “perhaps (I incline to think that) he is absent.”
Fortasse abest, “perhaps (it is likely that) he is absent.”

171. Notice how the English “if,” “whether,” and “or,” are rendered in
the following sentences; and observe that s¿,2 s¿ve, seu, aut,3 vel, are not
used as interrogatives in Latin.

(a) You shall die if (conditional) you do this.
Mori¡re s¿ haec f¡ceris (fut. perf. ind.).

(b) I ask if (interrogative) you did this.
Num haec f¡cer¿s (subj.) rog«.

(c) He shall go, whether he likes it or no (alternative condition).
Seu vult seu n«n vult, ¿bit.
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(d) I ask whether he likes it or not (alternative question).
Utrum velit an n«lit rog«.

(e) He is either a wise man or a fool (disjunctive sentence).
Aut sapi¡ns est aut stultus.

(f) I don’t know whether he is a wise man or a fool.
Utrum sapi¡ns sit an stultus nescio.

Exercise 21

1. Whether Caesar was rightfully put to death, or foully murdered, is open
to question. It1 is allowed by all that he was killed on the 15th2 of March
by Brutus and Cassius and the rest of the conspirators.

2. It is still uncertain whether our men have won the day or not; but
whether they have won or lost it, I am certain that they have been false
neither to their allies nor to their country.

3. It is hard to say whether he injured the world3 or benefited it most; it is
unquestionable that he was a man, alike in his ability (abl.) as in his
achievements, such as we cannot hope to see again in this world.

4. It is scarcely credible how often you and I have advised that (friend) of
yours4 not5 to break his word; but it6 seems that we shall lose our labour
tomorrow, as yesterday and the day before.

5. Be sure you write me word when the king will start for7 the army. He
is perhaps lingering purposely in order to raise an army and increase his
resources. I am afraid he will not8 effect this,9 for people are either
alarmed or disaffected.
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6. Some one has warned me not to forget how much you once injured me
in my boyhood. Whether you did so (this) or not matters little; what1 is
of importance to me is whether you are ready to be my friend now.

7. As2 he felt himself sinking (inf.) under a severe wound, he asked first if
his shield was safe; they answered yes; secondly, if the enemy had been
routed; they replied in the affirmative.

8. They asked if it was not better to die than to live dishonourably.

9. He was the dearest to me of my soldiers, and perhaps the bravest of
(them) all.

EXERCISE XXII
DEPENDENT INTERROGATIVE

Mood and Tense—Interrogative Clauses 
for English Nouns

172. As has been explained, the mood used in direct questions is gen-
erally the indicative (154), and in indirect questions it is always subjunctive
in classical Latin (164).

If the meaning of a direct question is such that the subjunctive mood is
required, no change of mood can take place when such a question becomes
indirect. Thus a deliberative question is expressed by the subjunctive (149,
Note 2): quid faciam? “What am I to do?” When a deliberative question is
dependent upon a verb of “enquiring” it can often not be distinguished from
an indirect question relating to fact. Thus rog§s quid faciam may mean
either “you ask what I am doing” or “you ask what I am to do.” When it was
necessary to bring out the second meaning, the Romans made use of the
gerundive, which could express obligation: rog§s quid mihi faciendum sit
(388, 390).

For subjunctives of conditioned futurity which are themselves in an
indirect question see 474.

173. The tense of a subjunctive verb in an indirect question is general-
ly determined by the rule for normal sequence of tenses (105).
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Note 1.—The application of this rule sometimes involves difficulties. How are
we to render “tell me what you were doing?” If we write: d¿c mihi quid
f¡cer¿s, the perfect subjunctive will imply that the activity was not continu-
ous but completed; but if we write: d¿c mihi quid facer¡s, we shall violate
the rule for normal sequence. The Romans sometimes avoided the difficul-
ty by keeping the question independent: d¿c mihi! quid faci¡b§s? Sometimes
they neglected the sequence for the sake of the sense:

Quaer« ab t¡ c»r Corn¡lium n«n d¡fenderem.
I ask you why I was not to defend Cornelius.

Quid causae fuerit postr¿di¡ intell¡x¿.
I realised next day what the reason was.

But in the majority of instances the normal sequence is followed.

Note 2.—If the question is such that stress is laid on the future, we must use
the future participle and a tense of sum:

Quand« esset redit»rus rog§v¿.
I asked when he would return.

174. Indirect questions introduced by quis (qu¿), qu§lis, quantus, quot,
quand«, c»r, etc., are very often used in Latin where in English we use a
single word, such as nature, character, amount, size, number, date, object,
origin, motive, etc.

Latin does not use nearly so many abstract terms as English. Thus,

(a) Quot essent host¡s, quant§s hab¡rent op¡s, quand« dom« profect¿ essent,
rog§vit.
He asked the number of the enemy, the magnitude of their resources, the
date of their departure from home.

(b) Qu§le ac quantum sit per¿culum d¡m«nstrat.
He explains the nature and extent of the danger.

(c) Qu§lis sit, quem ad modum senex v¿vat, vid¡tis.
You see the kind of man he is, his manner of life in his old age (63).

(d) Haec r¡s qu« ¡v§s»ra sit, exspect«.
I am waiting to see the issue of this matter.

(e) Quam repent¿num sit hoc malum intelleg«, unde ortum sit nescio.
I perceive the suddenness of this danger, its source I know not.

These are only a few of the many instances where Latin prefers simple
and direct modes of expression to the more abstract and general forms of
noun with which we are familiar in English. (See 54.)

175. For the same reason, as well as from a lack of substantives in Latin
to express classes of persons, and also of verbal substantives denoting
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agents, such English substantives must often be translated into Latin by a
relative (adjectival) clause (see 76). Thus,

“Politicians,” qu¿ in r¡p»blic§ versantur; “students,” qu¿ litter¿s dant operam;
“my father’s murderers,” qu¿ patrem meum occ¿d¡runt; 
“my well-wishers,” qu¿ m¡ salvum volunt; 
“the government,” qu¿ re¿ p»blicae praesunt; 
“his predecessors on the throne,” qu¿ ante eum r¡gn§verant.

For the use or omission of i¿ with this use of qu¿ see 71.

176. Remember, however, that the difference between these two kinds
of dependent clause, the relative (adjectival) and the indirect interrogation,
will be marked by the use of the indicative in the one, the subjunctive in the
other. Thus in:

(a) H¿ sunt qu¿ patrem tuum occ¿d¡runt.
These are your father’s murderers.

the relative qu¿ introduces an adjectival clause; but in:

(b) Qu¿ patrem suum occ¿derint nescit.
He knows not who were his father’s murderers.

the interrogative qu¿ (pl. of quis) introduces a dependent question.
Similarly, in:

(a) Quae v¡r¡ senti« d¿cam,
I will utter my real sentiments; quae is a relative.

but in

(b) Quae v¡r¡ sentiam d¿cam,
I will tell you what are my real sentiments.

quae is interrogative.

Exercise 22
A

1. I am waiting to see why this crowd has gathered and what will be the
issue of the uproar.

2. I wish1 you would explain to me his manner of life in boyhood; I know
pretty well the kind of man that he is now.

3. We perceived well enough that danger was at hand; of its source,
nature, character, and extent, we were ignorant.
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4. Do but reflect on the greatness of your debt to your country and your
forefathers; remember who you are and the position that you occupy.

5. I knew not (imperf.) whither to turn, what to do, how to inflict punish-
ment on my brother’s murderers.

6. Who did this evil deed I know not, but whoever he was, he shall be pun-
ished.

7. The reason why politicians do not agree with the commanders of armies
is pretty clear.

8. I wonder who were the bearers of this message, whether (they were) the
same as the perpetrators of the crime or no.

9. He was superior to all his predecessors on the throne in ability; but he
did not perceive the character of the man who was destined to be his
successor.

10. The government was aware of the suddenness of the danger, but they
did not suspect its magnitude and probable1 duration.

B

The king summoned his staff and set before them the nature and extent
of the danger, the numbers of the enemy, the magnitude of their resources,
their aims,2 designs,2 and hopes. For my part, said he, I will utter my real
sentiments and will not hide the fact3 that I have no doubt that all (of) you
and I myself are today involved in the greatest danger. I know that it is dif-
ficult to say4 whether the reinforcements which we look for will ever reach
us, or whether we shall perish first,5 overwhelmed by the weapons of this
enormous6 host. But whether7 we live or die, I venture to feel confident of
this at least, that no one of us will allow himself to think it a light8 matter,
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whether our countrymen are to be grateful to us in our graves1 or to scorn
(despise) us while we still live. We need deliberate on one single question:
by what2 course of action or what endurance we shall best benefit our coun-
try. Possibly we can consult our own safety by remaining here, sheltered
and preserved by these walls; and perhaps this3 is the safer plan; but it
sometimes happens that the most daring4 course is the safest; and I hope to
persuade you that it will so turn out today.

EXERCISE XXIII
TENSES OF THE INDICATIVE

177. The Latin indicative tenses express two things: (a) a time at which
the action of the verb takes place (Present, Future, or Past); (b) a kind of
action, either Momentary, Continuous, or Completed. The tenses may
therefore be arranged thus:
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I was asking
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Note 1.—It will be seen (i) that some tenses (Present and Future) can express
either momentary or continuous action; (ii) that the Perfect can express
either an action completed from the point of view of the present (Present
Perfect) or a momentary action in the past (Historic Perfect); (iii) that there
are no tenses corresponding to “I have been asking,” “I had been asking,” “I
shall have been asking.”

Note 2.—The tenses which denote Present and Future time (Present, Present
Perfect, Future, and Future Perfect) are called Primary tenses; those which
denote past time (Historic Perfect, Imperfect, and Pluperfect) are called
Secondary or Historic. (See 104.)

The Present

178. The Latin Present tense corresponds to both forms of the English
present; scr¿b« = “I write” (momentary), and “I am writing” (continuous).

179. In English and (far more commonly) in Latin, the Present tense is
often, in an animated narrative, substituted for the Historic Perfect. The
writer visualises the events as taking place in the present.

So far as tense sequence is concerned this Historic Present is some-
times regarded as Primary, sometimes as Secondary.

Sulla su«s hort§tur ut fort¿ anim« sint.
Sulla exhorts (= exhorted) his men to be stout-hearted. (Primary Sequence.)

Subit« ¡d¿cunt c«nsul¡s ut ad suum vest¿tum sen§t«r¡s red¿rent.
The consuls suddenly publish (= published) an edict, that the senators were

to return to their usual dress. (Secondary Sequence.)

180. The Historic Present is always used when a temporal clause intro-
duced by dum (“while”) denotes a period of time within which something
else happened.

Dum R«m§n¿ tempus terunt, Saguntum captum est.
While the Romans were wasting time, Saguntum was captured.

181. Since the Latin Perfect cannot express “I have been doing” (see
177, Note 1), the Romans used the Present in its continuous sense and
expressed the idea of the past by the adverbs iampr¿dem, iamdi»,
iamd»dum.

Iampr¿dem cupi« ab¿re.
I have long been desiring to depart.

Similarly, since the Latin Pluperfect cannot express “I had been doing,”
the Romans used the Imperfect (a continuous tense of past time) with the
adverbs iampr¿dem, etc.

C«piae qu§s iam di» compar§bant, aderant.
The forces which they had long been collecting, were at hand.
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Note—Both Greek and French have a similar idiom: BV8"4 8X(T. Depuis long-
temps je parle.

182. The present is used sometimes, but far less widely than in English,
in an anticipatory sense for the future.

Hoc n¿ proper¡ fit… . Unless this is done at once… .
Antequam d¿cere incipi«… . Before I begin to speak… .

See 190, Note.

The Imperfect

183. The Latin Imperfect tense denotes an action which was continu-
ous in the past, and corresponds to the English “I was doing.”

184. It is the tense of description as opposed to mere narrative or state-
ment.

Thus it is often used to describe the circumstances, or feelings, which
accompany the main fact as stated by a verb in the historic perfect:

Caesar arm¿s rem gerere c«nstituit, vid¡bat enim inim¿c«rum in di¡s
mai«rem fier¿ exercitum, reput§batque, etc.

Caesar decided to have recourse to arms, for he saw the army of his personal
enemies increasing daily and he reflected, etc.

Notice how we use the same tense for all three verbs; decided, saw,
reflected; but the two last explain the continued circumstances which
accounted for the single fact of his decision.

185. For the same reason, the imperfect often expresses ideas equiva-
lent to “began to,” “proceeded to,” “continued to,” “tried to,” “were in the
habit of,” “used to,” “were wont to,” sometimes even to the English
“would.” It must therefore, often be used where we loosely use a preterite,
and we must always ask ourselves the precise meaning of the English past
tense before we translate it.

Barbar¿ saxa ingentia d¡volv¡bant.
The barbarians began to (or proceeded to) roll down huge stones.

St§bat imper§tor imm«tus.
The general continued to stand motionless (or was seen to stand, as if in a

picture).

Haec puer¿ disc¡b§mus.
When we were boys we used to learn (or we learned) this.

Huius mod¿ homin¡s adul¡scens adm¿r§bar.
These were the men whom I admired (or would admire) in my youth.
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186. What is called the Historic Infinitive is often used as a substitute
for the imperfect, especially when a series of actions is described. The sub-
ject of such an infinitive is always nominative.

Interim cott¿di¡ Caesar Aedu«s fr»mentum fl§git§re; … diem ex di¡ d»cere
Aedu¿ … d¿cere, etc. Meanwhile Caesar was daily importuning the
Aedui for provisions; they kept putting off day after day, asserting, etc.

The Perfect

187. The Latin Perfect represents two English tenses. (See 177.) F¡c¿
is both “I did” (Historic Perfect), and “I have done” (Present Perfect).

The Historic Perfect indicates that an action took place in the past, and
it differs from the Imperfect in that it does not imply continuous action. It
is the ordinary tense used in simply narrating or mentioning a past event.

The Present Perfect indicates that from the point of view of present time
an action is completed. It represents an act as past in itself; but in its result
as coming down to the present. “I have been young, and now am old.” So:
v¿x¡runt, “they have lived,” i.e. and “are now dead.” We should say of a
recent event, with the result still fresh in the mind, “My friend has been
killed”; we should not say, “Cain has killed Abel.”

Though in Latin the same word d¿x¿ may mean “I have spoken,” i.e. “I
have finished my speech,” or “I spoke,” the context will generally make it
quite clear in which sense the Latin tense is used.

Note—The English auxiliary am, are, etc., with a past (i.e. perfect) participle,
may mislead. “All are slain” may be either occ¿s¿ sunt (= have been killed
or were killed), or occ¿duntur (= are being killed), according to the context.

188. Sometimes the verb habe«, “I have,” or “possess,” is used in com-
bination with a participle (especially of verbs of “knowing”) in a use
approaching that of the English auxiliary “have.”

Hoc compertum, cognitum, expl«r§tum habe«.
I have found out, ascertained, made sure of this.

Hunc hominem iamdi» n«tum habe«.
I have long known this man.

Future and Future Perfect

189. The Latin Future indicates what will happen in the future; it has
both momentary and continuous meanings. Scr¿bam is “I shall write” and
“I shall be writing.”

The Latin Future Perfect indicates that which will be a completed
action at some time in the future. Scr¿pser«, “I shall have written.”
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190. The Latin future and future perfect are used in many circumstances
where English uses a present.

Note—There was no true future in Old English, and we are obliged to use the
auxiliaries shall and will to indicate futurity. We still say, “I return home
tomorrow,” whereas Latin says cr§s domum red¿b« (or redit»rus sum).

191. (i) If the indicative verb of a subordinate clause refers to an action
which is genuinely future, the future tense is used in Latin.

Dum h¿c er« t¡ am§b«.
As long as I am here, I shall love you.

Facit« hoc ubi vol¡s.
Do this when you please.

Tum, qu¿ poterunt, veniant.
Then let those come who are able to.

192. (ii) If the indicative verb of a subordinate clause refers to an action
which, although genuinely future, is also prior to the action of the main
verb, the future perfect is used in Latin.

S¿ t¡ rog§ver« aliquid, n«nne respond¡bis?
If I put any question to you, will you not answer?

Cum Tullius r»re redierit, ad t¡ eum mittam.
When Tullius returns from the country, I will send him to you.

Quodcumque imper§tum erit, f¿et.
Whatever is ordered shall be done.

Note 1.—In English the perfect is sometimes used where Latin has a future
perfect.

Quae cum f¡cer«, R«mam ¿b«.
When I have done this, I shall go to Rome.

Note 2.—For v¿deris, v¿derint, see 146.

Pluperfect

193. The Latin pluperfect indicates that which from the point of view
of the past was completed; it does not differ materially from the correspon-
ding English tense, “I had done.” So d¿xerat “he had spoken, he had fin-
ished speaking.”

Note 1.—Observe that Latin indicates by the pluperfect in a subordinate clause
that an action prior to the main verb was already completed.

Cum e« v¡nerat, loc« d¡lect§b§tur.
As often as (432) he came there, he was charmed with the situation.
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Qu«s v¿derat ad s¡ voc§bat. Whomsoever he saw he summoned to him.

Note 2.—For the use of the perfect indicative instead of the pluperfect after
postquam, etc., see 428, Note 1.

194. Further examples of the use of Latin tenses:

1. Dum haec inter s¡ loquuntur, advesper§sc¡bat.

2. Iamdi» t¡ exspect«; … iampr¿dem exspect§bam.

3. D¿x¿, i»dic¡s; v«s, cum c«ns¡der«, i»dic§te.

4. Signum pugnand¿ datum est; st§bant imm«t¿ m¿lit¡s, respicere, circum-
spicere; host¡s quoque parumper c»nct§t¿ sunt; mox s¿gna ¿nferre; et iam
prope intr§ t¡l¿ iactum aderant, cum subit« in c«nspectum veniunt soci¿.

5. S¿ mihi p§r¡s, salvus eris.

6. S¿ mihi p§r¡bis, salvus eris.

7. S¿ hoc f¡ceris, mori¡re.

8. Veniam, s¿ poter«.

9. Quemcumque c¡perat truc¿d§r¿ iub¡bat.

Exercise 23
A

1. I have long been anxious to know the reason why you were so afraid of
the nation forgetting1 you.

2. Both my father and I had for some time been anxious to ascertain your
opinion on this question.

3. When you come to Marseilles, I wish2 you would ask your brother the
reason of my having received no letter from him.

4. My speech is over, gentlemen, and I have sat down, as3 you see. You
must now decide on this question. For myself, I hope, and have long
been hoping, that my client will be acquitted by your unanimous4 ver-
dict.

5. While the Medes were making these preparations, the Greeks had
already met at the Isthmus.

6. Up to extreme old age your father would learn something fresh daily.
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1 137.
2 See 152, c.
3 See 67, Note.
4 See 59.



7. As often as the enemy stormed a town belonging1 to this ill-starred race,
they would spare none; women, children, old men, infants, were
butchered, without2 any distinction being made either of age or sex.

B

1. He promises to present the man3 who shall be the first to scale the wall,
with a crown of gold.4

2. When I have returned from Rome, I will tell you5 why I sent for you.

3. The Gauls had long been refusing6 either to go to meet our ambassa-
dors, or to accept the terms which Caesar was offering.

4. Suddenly the enemy came to a halt, but while they7 were losing time,
our men raised8 a cheer, and charged into the centre of the line of their
infantry.

5. The general had for some time seen that his men were hard pressed by
the superior numbers of the enemy, who hurled darts and arrows, and
strove to force our men from the hill.

6. I have now finished my speech, judges: when you9 have given your ver-
dict it will be clear whether the defendant is going to return home with
impunity, or to be punished for his many crimes.
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1 Use a possessive genitive.
2 Abl. abs.: “no distinction made.”
3 See 72.
4 See 58.
5 Of course dative: “you” is the indirect object of “tell.”
6 Use neg« here, because their refusal was expressed in words.
7 Use ill¿, to distinguish the enemy from our men. (See 70.)
8 See 186.
9 V«s, to be placed first. (See 11.)



EXERCISE XXIV
HOW TO TRANSLATE Can, Could, May, Might, Shall,

Must, etc.
195. The ideas of possibility, permission, duty, necessity, are

expressed in English by auxiliary verbs, “can,” “may,” “ought,” “should,”
“must,” etc. (Intr. 33.)

Note—These words have, in modern English, owing to their constant use as
mere auxiliaries, ceased to be used as independent verbs. In Latin no verb
has been reduced to this merely auxiliary function, though the verb sum is
largely used as an auxiliary. (Intr. 35, Note.)

These ideas are expressed in Latin in the following ways:

196.  Possibility is expressed by possum “I am able,” which is followed
by an infinitive.

(a) Hoc facere possum (poter«).
I can do this (now, or in the future).

(b) Hoc facere poteram (potu¿).
I could have (or might have) done this (past).

Note 1.—F¡cisse, the literal translation of our “have done,” would be quite
wrong, for it would mean “have finished doing” (see 153, Note 2).

Note 2.—Potest cannot be used impersonally (= “it is possible”) except when
the infinitive of an impersonal passive depends upon it (see 219). Hence we
must render “It is possible to see you” by vid¡r¿ potes, not by t¡ vid¡re
potest.

197. The English words “possible,” “impossible,” “possibility,”
“impossibility,” are often used in a sense which is near to “practicable,”
“impracticable.” In such circumstances, we should translate them into Latin
by fier¿ potest, fier¿ n«n potest with a noun clause introduced by ut or qu¿n.
(See 127, 134.)

There was a possibility of our escaping.
Fier¿ potuit ut effuger¡mus.

It is impossible for us not to do this.
Fier¿ n«n potest qu¿n hoc faci§mus.

When “possibly” means no more than “perhaps,” haud scio an or for-
sitan with an indirect question is used. (See 169 (iii), 170.)

198. Permission is expressed by the impersonal verb licet, which is
constructed with the dative and infinitive.
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(a) Hoc mihi facere licet (lic¡bit).
I may do this (now or hereafter).

(b) Hoc mihi facere lic¡bat (licuit).
I might have done this (past).

Note 1.—Here again, facere and not f¡cisse is used as in the example in 196.

Note 2.—Licet is also used with the subjunctive. (See 118, 121.)

Hoc faci§s licet. You may do this.

Note 3.—”May,” “might,” must be translated by possum or licet according as
they mean “I have the power,” or “have permission.”

Note 4.—A very common construction is:

Hoc tibi per m¡ facere licuit.
You might have done this, so far as I was concerned, or,

I should have allowed you to do this.

Hoc per m¡ faci§s lic¡bit.
I shall leave you free to do this.

199. To express duty, obligation (“ought,” “should,” etc.), three con-
structions may be used:

(i) The personal verb d¡be«.

(a) Hoc facere d¡b¡s (d¡b¡bis).
You ought to do this, you should do this (present and future).

(b) Hoc facere d¡buist¿ (d¡b¡b§s).
You ought to (or should) have done this (past).

(ii) The impersonal verb oportet1 with the accusative and infinitive (see
31, a).

(a) Hoc t¡ facere oportet (oport¡bit).
You ought to do this.

(b) Hoc t¡ facere oport¡bat (oportuit).
You ought to have done this.

Note—Oportet is also used with the subjunctive. (See 118, 121).

Hoc facer¡s oportuit.
You should have done this.
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1 Oportet expresses a duty as binding on oneself; d¡be« the same duty, but rather
as owed to others, “I am bound to,” “under an obligation to.” The gerundive
implies both duty and necessity, and is commoner than either oportet or necesse
est.



200. (iii) The gerundive used impersonally (neuter nominative) if the
verb is intransitive, or used as a predicative adjective if the verb is transi-
tive. (See Exercises XLIX. and L.) This is often called the Passive
Periphrastic.

The person on whom the duty lies is in the dative except when an intran-
sitive verb is itself constructed with the dative; in such circumstances the
person is indicated by the ablative with §.

Impersonal use:

(a) Tibi currendum est.
You must run.

(b) Tibi currendum fuit.
You ought to have run.

(c) C¿vibus § t¡ c«nsulendum est.
You ought to take heed for your fellow citizens.

Predicative use:

(a) Haec tibi facienda sunt (erunt).
You ought to do this (present and future).

(b) Haec tibi facienda erant (fu¡runt).
You ought to have done this (past).

201. To express necessity, use either the gerundive, which implies both
duty and necessity:

(a) Tibi moriendum est (erit).
You must die (will have to die).

(b) Tibi moriendum fuit (erat).
You had to die.

Or, more rarely, necesse est with the infinitive or a subjunctive clause as its
subject.

(a) Tibi mor¿ necesse est; or mori§re necesse est.

(b) Tibi mor¿ necesse erat; or morer¡re necesse erat.

Note—With necesse est and a subjunctive clause the conjunction ut is general-
ly not used. Compare 121.

202. Licet and necesse est both take a dative of the person to whom
something is permitted or for whom something is necessary. Consequently
when licet or necesse est has as its subject the infinitive of a copulative
(linking) verb which is accompanied by a predicative noun or adjective, the
case of that noun or adjective is also dative.
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Ali¿s licet ign§v¿s esse, v«b¿s necesse est vir¿s fortibus esse.
Others may be cowards, you must needs be brave men.

Exercise 24

1. We ought long ago to have listened to the teaching of so great a philoso-
pher1 as this.

2. Was it not your duty to sacrifice your own life and your own interests
to the welfare of the nation?

3. The conquered and the coward (pl.) may be slaves; the defenders of
their country’s freedom must needs be free.

4. I blush at having persuaded you to abandon this noble undertaking.

5. You had my leave to warn your friends and relations not to run head-
long into such danger and ruin.

6. It was impossible for a citizen of Rome2 to consent to obey a despot of
this kind.

7. You might have seen what the enemy was doing, but perhaps you pre-
ferred to be improvident and blind.

8. This (is what) you ought to have done; you might have fallen fighting
in battle; and you were bound to die a thousand deaths rather than sac-
rifice the nation to your own interests.

9. Are you not ashamed of having in your old age,3 in order to please your
worst enemies, been false to your friends and betrayed your country? 

10. I shall gladly give you leave to come to Rome as often as you please;
and when you come4 there5 be sure you stay in my house if you can.
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1 88, Note.
2 58.
3 63.
4 Tense? (See 191.)
5 For “and … there” use “whither,” qu«. (See 78.)



EXERCISE XXV
CASES

General Remarks

203. There is nothing in which Latin differs more from English than in
what are called its cases.

A Case is a form of a noun, adjective, pronoun, or participle standing
in a particular relation to other words in a sentence.

204. In English the relation of a noun, etc., to the rest of the sentence is
shown, not by its ending (except when it is possessive), but by its position
in the sentence or by the aid of a preposition.1

205. In Latin the order of the words will tell us little or nothing of the
relation of a noun to the rest of the sentence; the form of a noun tells us a
great deal. But as there are only six or at most seven cases, and the number
of relations which language has to express is far greater than six or seven,
the case-system is largely assisted by a great number of prepositions, which
help to give precision and clearness to the meaning of the case.

206. The word “case” is an English form of a Latin word, c§sus (Gk.
BJäF4l), used by grammarians to denote a falling, or deviation, from what
they held to be the true or proper form of the word. The nominative was
called, fancifully enough, the c§sus r¡ctus, as that form of the word which
stood upright, or in its natural position. The other cases were called c§s»s
obl¿qu¿, as slanting or falling over from this position; and by d¡cl¿n§ti«, or
“declension,” was meant the whole system of these deviations, or, as we
call them, inflections.

207. The Latin cases are six in number: the Nominative, Accusative,
Dative, Ablative, Genitive, Vocative. Besides these there is a case, nearly
obsolete in the classical period of Latin, the Locative.

208. (i) The Nominative indicates the subject of the verb.
Without a subject, expressed or understood, a verb is meaningless. The

nearest approach to the absence of a subject is in such impersonal forms of
intransitive verbs as curritur, “there is a running,” pugn§tum est, “there was
fighting.” (See Intr. 28.)
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1 The English language once possessed, as German does still, a case-system; but
this only survives in the strictly possessive case, “King’s speech,” etc., and in cer-
tain pronouns, he, him; who, whose, whom, etc.



209. (ii) In its commonest use, the Accusative completes the meaning
of a transitive verb by denoting the immediate (direct) object of its action.
T¡ vide«, I see you. (Intr. 19.)

210. The object in English is usually indicated by its position after the
verb; the subject by its position before the verb: “The sun illuminates the
world”; “the world feels the sunlight.” In Latin the object (accusative) usu-
ally precedes the verb. (Intr. 84.)

211. (iii) The Dative is mainly used to represent the remoter (indirect)
object, or the person or thing interested in the action of the verb.

For the great importance and wide use of the Dative with intransitive
verbs which are represented in English by verbs really or apparently transi-
tive, see Intr. 23, 24.

212. (iv) The Ablative gives further particulars as to the mode of action
of the verb in addition to those supplied by its nearer and remoter objects.
Its functions are very wide, for it can express the source, cause, instrument
(means), time, place, manner, circumstances, of the action of the verb, as
well as the point from which motion takes place.

H«r§ eum septim§ v¿d¿.
I saw him at the seventh hour.

Gladi« eum interf¡c¿.
I slew him with a sword.

R«m§ profectus est.
He set out from Rome.

213. (v) The Locative case, answering to the question, where? at what
place? has a form distinct from the ablative only in certain words.

R«mae, at Rome; Londin¿, at London

214. (vi) The Genitive is most commonly used in Latin to define or
qualify another noun, pronoun, adjective, or participle to which it is close-
ly attached, or of which it is predicated.

Hence its extremely common use as a substitute for the adjective.

Vir summae virt»tis = vir optimus.

Its use with certain verbs (memin¿, obl¿viscor, indige«) is treated in
Exercise XL.

215. (vii) The Vocative case indicates the person to whom a remark is
addressed, and is always parenthetic.
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The Nominative

216. There is no special difficulty in the syntax of the nominative.
The object (accusative) of an active verb becomes the subject (nomina-

tive) when the verb is changed to the passive.

Br»tus Caesarem interf¡cit.
Brutus killed Caesar;

but

Caesar § Br»t« interfectus est.
Caesar was killed by Brutus.

Note—It is often advisable in translating from English into Latin, and vice
vers§, to substitute one voice for the other. Thus, to prevent ambiguity, “I
know that Brutus killed Caesar,” should be translated by scio Caesarem §
Br»t« interfectum esse, not by Caesarem Br»tum interf¡cisse. Ai« t¡,
Aeacid§, R«m§n«s vincere posse (“I say that you, Pyrrhus, can overcome
the Romans” or “that the Romans can overcome you”) is an instance of
oracular ambiguity which should be carefully avoided in writing Latin.

217. It has been already explained that many English transitive verbs
are represented in Latin by intransitive verbs, i.e. verbs which complete
their sense, not by the aid of the accusative, but by that of the dative. (See
Intr. 24.)

The passive voice of such verbs can only be used impersonally (see 5);
hence the subject of an English passive is often represented in Latin by the
dative.

N¡min¿ § n«b¿s noc¡tur.
No one is hurt by us.

Puer« imper§tum est ut r¡gem excit§ret.
The servant was ordered to wake the king.

Tibi § n»ll« cr¡ditur.
You are believed by no one.

Gl«riae tuae invid¡tur.
Your glory is envied.

Note—Similarly, an impersonal construction is used in the passive with those
intransitive verbs which complete their sense by a preposition and substan-
tive.

Ad urbem perv¡nimus.
We reached the city.

Iam ad urbem perventum est.
The city was now reached.
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218. This impersonal construction is frequently used where English has
an abstract or verbal noun.

In urbe maxim¡ trepid§tum est.
The greatest confusion reigned in the city.

Ad arma subit« concursum est.
There was a sudden rush to arms.

Øcriter pugn§tum est.
The fighting was fierce.

Note—In such phrases the English adjective will be represented by a Latin
adverb.

219. (i) When this impersonal passive construction becomes an infini-
tive dependent on possum, coep¿, or d¡sin«, potest is used impersonally (see
198, Note 2) and coep¿ and d¡sin« themselves have the impersonal passive
form (coeptum, d¡situm est).

Huic culpae ign«sc¿ potest.
It is possible to pardon this fault.

Resist¿ n«n potuit.
Resistance was impossible.

Iam pugn§r¿ coeptum (d¡situm) est.
The fighting has now begun (ceased).

(ii) When the passive infinitive of a transitive verb depends upon coep¿
and d¡sin«, these verbs themselves are put into the personal passive.

Urbs obsid¡r¿ coepta est.
The siege of the city was begun.

Veter¡s «r§ti«n¡s leg¿ d¡sitae sunt.
The old speeches ceased to be read.

220. The use of a predicative nominative with an infinitive has been
dealt with in 42-6; these sections should be read again before translating the
following sentences.
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Exercise 25
A

1. Your goodness will be envied.

2. Liars are never believed.

3. As for you1 (pl.), do you not want to be free?

4. Do not become slaves; slaves will be no more pardoned than freemen.

5. It seemed that you made no answer to his2 question.

6. So far from being hated by us, you are even favoured.

7. For myself,3 it seems to me that I have acted rightly; but you possibly
take a different view.

8. I will ask which of the two is favoured by the king.

9. The fighting has been fierce today; the contest will be longer and more
desperate tomorrow.

B

1. Thereupon a sudden4 cry arose in the rear, and a strange1 confusion
reigned along5 the whole line of march.

2. When I said “yes” you believed me; I cannot understand why you
refuse to trust my word when I say “no.”

3. When6 a boy, I was with difficulty persuaded not to become a sailor and
face the violence of the sea, the winds, and storms; as an old man I pre-
fer sitting at leisure at home to either sailing or travelling; you perhaps
have the same views.7
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1 V«s v¡r«; “as for” is simply emphatic. The emphasis is given in Latin by the
use and place of v«s. (11, a.)

2 “To him questioning.”
3 Equidem.
4 Adjectives will become adverbs. (See 218, Note.)
5 “Along” may be expressed here by the ablative of place.
6 See 63.
7 “Views,” etc., not to be expressed, see 54: cf. 91.



4. You ought to have been content with such good fortune as this, and
never to have made it your aim to endanger everything by making
excessive demands.1

5. So far from cruelty having been shown in our case, a revolt and rebel-
lion on the part of our forefathers has been twice over pardoned by
England.

6. It seems that your brother was a brave man, but it is pretty well allowed2

that he showed himself rash and improvident in this matter.

7. It seems that he was the first of3 that nation to wish to become our fel-
low-subject, and it is said that he was the last who preserved in old age
the memory of (their) ancient liberties.

EXERCISE XXVI
APPOSITION

221. Apposition is not confined to the nominative; but it is more often
used with the nominative and accusative than with other cases.

The general rule was given in 3; see also 227.

Note—A noun in apposition stands in an adjectival relation to the noun with
which it is combined; in Th¡bae, Boe«tiae caput, the words in apposition
define Thebes by adding the special quality of its being the capital of
Boeotia.

T¡ ducem sequimur.
We follow you as4 (or in the capacity of) our leader.

222. A noun in apposition agrees not only in case but, if possible, in
gender also with the noun to which it is in apposition.

Ûsus, magister ¡gregius
Experience, an admirable teacher

But

Philosophia, magistra m«rum
Philosophy, the teacher of morals
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1 “Views,” etc., not to be expressed, see 54: cf. 91.
2 = agreed on.
3 ex.
4 We must always ask what “as” means. “We follow you as (= as though) a God”
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223. Where a geographical expression, such as “city,” “island,”
“promontory,” is defined in English by “of” with a proper name, apposition
is used in Latin. Thus,

Urbs Vei¿, the city of Veii; ¿nsula Cyprus, the island of Cyprus; Ath¡n§s,
urbem inclutam, the renowned city of Athens.

Note 1.—R¡s with a qualifying adjective is frequently used appositively.

L¿bert§s, r¡s preti«sissima
The precious possession of freedom.

Note 2.—Some substantives are very frequently used in apposition and have a
markedly adjectival relation to the nouns they accompany.

Cum exercit» t¿r«neÐWith a newly levied army
N¡m«1 pictor, no painter; always n¡m« (never n»llus) R«m§nus, no

Roman.

224. The Romans did not combine, as we do, an adjective of praise or
blame with the actual name of a person (and rarely with a word denoting a
person). They employed vir (or hom«) with an adjective, in apposition.

“The learned Cato” is Cat«, vir doctissimus.
“Your gallant (excellent) brother” is Fr§ter tuus, vir fortissimos (optimus).
“The abandoned Catiline” is Catil¿na, hom« perditissimus. (See 57, a.)

Note 1.—Occasionally an adjective was added as a permanent cogn«men or
title to a person’s name: C. Laelius Sapi¡ns.

Note 2.—The appositional use of vir or hom« with an adjective often supplies
the place of the absent participle of esse.

Haec ille, hom«2 innocentissimus, perpessus est.
This is what he, being (i.e. in spite of being) a perfectly innocent man,

endured.

Note 3.—Sometimes it represents our “so good (bad, etc.) as.”

T¡ hominem3 levissimum (virum optimum) «dit.
He hates so trifling a person (so good a man) as you; or one so good. etc.,

as you.
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conveyed. R¡x comes before the proper name as applied to hereditary kings, pr«
r¡ge D¡iotar«.

3 Hom« is “a human being” as opposed to an animal or a god: vir “a man” as
opposed to a woman or child. Hence hom« is joined with adjectives of either praise
or blame; vir with adjectives of strong praise, fortissimus, optimus, etc.



225. A noun is often used in apposition to an unexpressed personal pro-
noun.

M§ter t¡ appell«.
I your mother call you; or it is your mother who calls you.

Hoc facitis R«m§n¿.
This is what you Romans do.

226. The verb (and predicative adjective, if any) will agree not with the
appositive noun, but with the noun to which the apposition applies.

Br»tus et Cassius, sp¡s nostra, occid¡runt.
Brutus and Cassius, our (only) hope, have fallen.

Note—But if urbs, oppidum, etc., is used in apposition to the name of a town
which is plural, the verb is singular, in agreement with urbs, etc.

Th¡bae, Boe«tiae caput, paene d¡l¡tum est.
Thebes, the capital of Boeotia, was nearly annihilated.

227. Single words are used in apposition to all cases of nouns; phras-
es, i.e. combinations of words, only if they define a nominative or accusa-
tive; when other cases are to be defined, a qu¿-clause is preferred to a
phrase.

Exst¿nct« Pompei«, quod huius re¿ p»blicae lumen fuit.
After the death of Pompey who was the light of this commonwealth.

Ad Leucopetram, quod agr¿ R¡g¿n¿ pr«munturium est.
Near Leucopetra which is a promontory in the territory of Regium.

Notice in both examples the attraction of the relative to the gender of
the predicate. (See 83.)

Exercise 26

1. Philosophy, he says, was (32) the inventor of law,1 the teacher of
morals and discipline.

2. There is a tradition that Apiolae, a city of extreme2 antiquity, was taken
in this campaign.

3. It is said that your gallant father Flaminius founded in his consulship
the flourishing colony of Placentia.

4. I earnestly implore you, my countrymen, he said, not to throw away the
precious jewels of freedom and honour, to humour a tyrant’s caprice.
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5. The soldier, in spite of his entire innocence, was thrown into prison; the
gallant centurion was butchered then and there.

6. There is a story that this ill-starred king was the first of his race to visit
the island of Sicily, and the first to have beheld from a distance the
beautiful city of Syracuse.

7. I should scarcely believe that so shrewd a man as your father would
have put confidence in these1 promises of his.

EXERCISE XXVII
ACCUSATIVE

228. The accusative is used most commonly as the case of the direct or
nearer object of a transitive verb.

T¡ vide«; t¡ sequimur; t¡ piget.

Note—When we say that in Latin the words p§re« “I obey,” »tor “I use,”
memin¿ “I remember,” govern a dative, ablative, and genitive respectively,
we really mean that the Romans put the ideas which we express by these
English verbs into a shape different from that which we employ; and that in
none of the three they made use of a transitive verb, combined with a direct
object. In the first case we say, “I obey you”; they said, tibi p§re« “I am
obedient to you.” In the second we say, “I use you”; they said, »tor v«b¿s “I
serve myself with you.” In the third we say, “I remember you”; they said, tu¿
memin¿ “I am mindful of you.” On the other hand, where the Romans said
t¡ sequimur, the Greeks said F@Â ©B`:,2", “we are followers to you.”
They looked, that is, on the person followed as nearly interested in, but not,
as the Romans did, as the direct object of the action described by the verb
(©B`:,2").

229. The meaning of intransitive verbs in Latin, as in English, is mod-
ified when they are compounded with a preposition; and in consequence the
compound verb is often transitive. (See also Intr. 43, and 24.)

Note 1.—This is especially the case with verbs that express some bodily move-
ment or action.

Urbem oppugn«, expugn«, obside«, circumsede«.
I assault, storm, blockade, invest, a city.

Caesarem conveni«, circumveni«.
I have an interview with, overreach or defraud, Caesar.
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Compare 

“I outran him,” “I overcame him,” etc.

Note 2.—Such transitive compound verbs are of course used freely in the pas-
sive: A t¡ circumventus sum “I was defrauded by you.”

Note 3.—Verbs compounded with tr§ns may have two accusatives, one the
object of the verb and the other depending on the preposition. 

C«pi§s Hell¡spontum tr§nsd»xit
“He led his forces over the Hellespont.”

In the passive, the accusative dependent on the preposition is retained.

C«piae Rh¡num tr§iectae sunt.
“The forces were transported across the Rhine.”

Tr§icere means not only “transport something across,” but also “cross over”;
hence tr§iect« Rh¡n« “the Rhine having been crossed.”

230. Certain verbs of “teaching” (doce«), “concealing” (c¡l«),
“demanding” (posc«, fl§git«), “asking questions” (rog«, interrog«), may
take two accusatives, one of the person, another of the thing.

Quis m»sicam docuit Epam¿n«ndam?
Who taught Epaminondas music?

Nihil n«s c¡lat.
He conceals nothing from us.

Verr¡s parent¡s pretium pr« sepult»r§ l¿berum posc¡bat.
Verres used to demand of parents a payment for the burial of their children.

Meli«ra de«s fl§git«.
I implore better things of the gods (122).

Racilius m¡ pr¿mum rog§vit sententiam.1

I was the first whom Racilius asked for his opinion.

231. But this double-accusative construction is commonest when the
thing is indicated by a neuter pronoun, hoc, illud, or by nihil; otherwise very
frequently (and with some verbs always) either the person or the thing is
indicated by an ablative with a preposition.

Thus doce« always takes the accusative of the person, but prefers the
ablative with d¡ for the thing about which information is given. After pet«
and postul«, and sometimes after the other verbs of begging, the person is
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put in the abl. with §; and after rog«, interrog«, etc., the thing often stands
in the abl. with d¡.

D¡ h¿s r¡bus Caesarem docet.
He informs Caesar of these facts.

Haec § v«b¿s postul§mus atque petimus.
We demand and claim this of you.

Haec ab t¡ poposc¿.
I have made this request of you.

Haec omnia § t¡ prec§mur.
We pray for all these things from you.

D¡ h§c r¡ t¡ rog«.
I ask you about this.

Hoc or (d¡ h§c r¡) t¡ c¡l§tum vol«.
I want you kept in the dark about this.

232. Some verbs which are usually intransitive are used occasionally in
a transitive sense; such as horre« (oftener perhorr¡sc«) “I shudder,” used
for “I fear,” and siti« “I am thirsty,” used as “I thirst for,” with accusative.
But these constructions are far commoner in poetry than in prose and should
not be imitated.

Pars stupet inn»ptae d«num exiti§le Minervae.—VIRGIL.
Some are amazed at the deadly gift of virgin Minerva.

233. (i) An accusative indicating the thing put on, or the part affected,
is used frequently in poetry with passive forms (the past (i.e. perfect) par-
ticiple, in particular) of verbs of “dressing,” etc.

Longam ind»tus vestem.
Having put on a long garment.

øs impressa tor«.
Having pressed (or pressing) her face upon the couch.

The accusative is the direct object and the passive forms are used semi-
reflexively like the forms of the Greek middle voice. The construction is not
to be imitated in writing Latin prose.

(ii) In poetry also an accusative of specification or respect, partly imi-
tated from the Greek, is used with participles which are passive in meaning
(as well as in form) and with adjectives.

Tr§iectus femur tr§gul§.
Having had his thigh pierced with a dart.

øs umer«sque de« similis.
Like a god in face and shoulders.
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This usage also is to be avoided in prose.

234. The accusative of the person is used with the following imperson-
al verbs: decet, d¡decet; piget, pudet, paenitet, taedet, miseret.

An infinitive is used as the impersonal subject of decet and d¡decet.

ør§t«rem ¿r§sc¿ minim¡ decet, simul§re n«n d¡decet.
It by no means becomes an orator to feel anger, it is not unbecoming to 

feign it.

With the last five the cause or object of the feeling is denoted by the
genitive.

Eum fact¿ su¿ neque pudet neque paenitet.
He feels neither shame nor remorse for his deed.

235. With verbs of “movement” the bare accusative was originally
capable of indicating the goal or motion towards. But with certain definite
exceptions, motion towards is expressed in classical Latin not by the bare
accusative but by the accusative and a preposition (ad, in, sub) which helps
to define the meaning of the case.

The exceptions are:

(i) Names of towns and small islands: R«mam e«.
(ii) A few words and phrases: domum “homewards,” r»s, for§s “out of

doors,” v¡num d« “I sell,” ¿nfiti§s e« “I deny.”
(iii) The Supine in ~um which is used to express purpose.

M¡ h§s ini»ri§s questum mittunt.
They send me to complain of these wrongs.

Note—With the accusative of names of towns the preposition ad is used to
indicate “to (or in) the neighbourhood of.”

Exercise 27

1. As the army mounted up the highest part of the ridge, the barbarians
attacked its flanks with undiminished vigour.

2. I have repeatedly warned your brother not to conceal anything from
your excellent father.

3. You ought surely to have been the first to encounter death, and to show
yourself the brave son of so gallant a father. Why then were you the
first to be horrified at a trifling danger?

4. If Caesar leads (192) his troops across the Rhine, there will be the great-
est agitation throughout the whole of Germany.
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5. Our spies have given us much information as to the situation and size
of the citadel; it seems that they wish to keep us in the dark as to1 the
size and character of the garrison.

6. Having2 perceived that all was lost, the general rode in headlong flight
past the fatal marsh (pl.), and reached the citadel in safety.

7. In order to avoid the heavy burden of administering the government, he
pleaded his age and bodily3 weakness.

8. Many have coasted along distant lands; it is believed that he4 was the
first to sail round the globe.

9. I should be sorry for you to be kept in the dark about my journey, but
this request I make of you, not to forget me in my absence.

10. About part of his project he told me everything; the rest he kept secret
even from his brother.

EXERCISE XXVIII
ACCUSATIVE II

Cognate and Predicative
236. Many verbs, which are otherwise intransitive, take an accusative

(called cognate) containing the same idea as the verb and often etymologi-
cally connected (cogn§tus) with it.

Hunc cursum cucurr¿.ÐI ran this race.
Multa proelia pugn§v¿.ÐI have fought many battles.

Thus we say in English, “I struck him a blow.”

237. A noun used as a cognate accusative generally, but not always, has
an adjective or its equivalent attached to it.

Longam v¿tam v¿x¿.ÐLong is the life I have led.
H§s not§v¿ not§s.ÐI set down these marks.
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But in prose the cognate accusatives most commonly used are neuter
pronouns (as hoc, illud, idem), neuter plural adjectives (as pauca, multa),
and the word nihil.

Illud tibi assentior, in this I agree with you.
Nihil mihi succ¡nset, he is in no way angry with me.
Idem gl«ri§tur, he makes the same boast.
Multa peccat, he commits many sins (see 54).
Hoc laetor (= h§c r¡ laetor), this is the cause of my joy.

238. This accusative is the origin of many constructions:

(i) The adverbial use of multum, minimum, nescio quid, quantum.

(ii) The poetical use of the neuter singular and plural of many adjec-
tives: dulce r¿dentem, sweetly smiling. Even in prose we find:
maius excl§mat, he raises a louder cry.

(iii) Such adverbial expressions as id temporis, at that time; cum id
aet§tis puer«, with a boy of that age; tuam vicem dole«, I grieve
for your sake.

(iv) The accusative of space, of time, and of distance. Tr¡s ann«s
absum, I have been away for three years; tria m¿lia (passuum)
pr«cess¿, I advanced three miles.

239. Factitive verbs (Intr. 36) have an accusative of the direct object
and another accusative (called predicative) agreeing with the object.

M¡ m§trem tuam appellant.ÐThey call me your mother.
M¡ c«nsulem creant.ÐThey make me consul.
S¡ virum bonum praestitit.1ÐHe proved himself a good man.

Note—Remember that the passives of factitive verbs are used as copulative
(linking) verbs (see Intr. 36).

Ego m§ter tua appellor.ÐI am called your mother.

240. Examples of predicative accusatives:

Haec r¡s m¡ sollicitum habuit.
This made me anxious.

Mare ¿nf¡stum habuit.
He infested (or beset) the sea.
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Haec missa faci«.
I dismiss these matters.

Hoc cognitum (compertum, mihi persu§sum) habe«.
I am certain (assured, convinced) of this. (See 188.)

Note 1.—S¡ m«nstr§re and s¡ ostendere are not used in Latin in the sense of
“show one’s self to be something,” i.e. they are not used as factitive verbs.
“He showed himself a man of courage” or “he showed courage” can be ren-
dered by: virum fortem s¡ praestitit (or praebuit), or fortissim¡ s¡ gessit, or
fortissimus exstitit.

Note 2.—In place of the predicative accusative a phrase may often be used.

I consider you as my friend.ÐT¡ am¿c«rum in numer« habe«.
I look on this as certain.ÐHoc pr« cert« habe«.
I behaved as a citizen.ÐM¡ pr« c¿ve gess¿.

241. An accusative noun or pronoun accompanied by an adjective is
used in exclamations: Miserum hominem! “Wretched man!”; ø spem v§nis-
simam! “Foolish hope!”

Exercise 28

Before doing this Exercise read carefully 54; also, for the different
senses of “such,” 86.

1. Perhaps he is himself going to commit the same fault as his ancestors
have repeatedly committed.

2. He makes many complaints, many lamentations; at this one thing he
rejoices, that1 you are ready to make him your friend.

3. For myself, I fear he will keep the whole army anxious for his safety,
such2 is his want of caution and prudence.

4. England had long covered the sea with her fleets; she now ventured at
last to carry her soldiers across the Channel and land them on the con-
tinent.

5. The rest of her allies Rome left alone; the interests of Hiero, the most
loyal of them all, she steadily consulted.

6. Whether he showed himself wise or foolish I know not, but a boy of
that age will not be allowed to become a soldier; this at least I hold as
certain.
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7. This is the life that I have led, judges; you possibly feel pity for such a
life. For myself, I would1 venture to make this boast, that I feel neither
shame,2 nor weariness, nor remorse for it.

8. He behaved so well at this trying crisis that I hardly know whether to
admire his courage most or his prudence.

EXERCISE XXIX
DATIVE

I. Dative with Verbs

242. The Dative indicates the person or thing which, though not the
direct object, is interested in, or affected by, the state or action described by
the verb.

As the accusative answers the question, whom? what? so the dative
answers the question, to or for whom or what?

243. Many relations expressed by the dative in Latin are expressed in
English by “to” and “for.” But very often English dispenses with these
prepositions. “He built me a house”; “he saddled him the horse”; “I paid
them their debt”; “I told him my story”—are just as correct sentences as “He
built a house for me”; “I told my story to Caesar,” etc. In translating into
Latin, therefore, we must look to the meaning of the English.

244. Some transitive verbs (especially those of “giving,” “showing,”
“saying”) take not only an accusative of the direct object but a dative of the
indirect object also.

Fr»mentum e¿s suppedit§vit.
He supplied corn to them.

Haec tibi m«nstr« (d¿c«, polliceor).
I show (say, promise) this to you.

Poen§s mihi persolvet.
He shall pay me the penalty.

Note l.—Observe that in the following instances the person is the indirect
object of the Latin verb but is the direct object of the English verb of
approximately similar meaning.
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Mortem mihi min§tus est.
He threatened me with death.

Hanc rem tibi perm¿s¿ or mand§v¿.
I entrusted you with this.

Haec pecc§ta mihi cond«n§vit.
He pardoned me for these offences.

Facta sua n»ll¿ prob§vit.
He won no one’s approval for his acts.

Note 2.—A dative is also used with adim« “I take away.”

V¿tam n«b¿s adimunt.
They are robbing us of life.

245. The Latin equivalents of many transitive English verbs are intran-
sitive, and complete their meaning not by an accusative but by a dative
alone. (See 217.) Verbs of this kind which are most frequently used are:

(a) Verbs of aiding, favouring, obeying, pleasing, serving:

Auxilior, medeor (“heal”), opitulor, subvenio; faveo, studeo; pareo, 
obsequor, oboedio; placeo, indulgeo; servio.

(b) Verbs of injuring, opposing, displeasing:

Noce«; adversor, obst«, repugn«; displice«

(c) Verbs of commanding, persuading, trusting, distrusting, spar-
ing, pardoning, envying, being angry:

Imper«, praecipi«; su§de«, persu§de«; f¿d«; diff¿d«; parc«; ign«sc«;
invide«; ¿r§scor, succ¡nse«

Fortibus favet fort»na.
It is the brave whom fortune favours.

Haec r¡s omnibus hominibus nocet.
This fact injures the whole world.

L¡gibus p§ruit c«nsul.
He obeyed the law in his consulship (63).

Vict¿s victor pepercit.
He spared the vanquished in the hour of victory (63).

Note 1.—Remember that these verbs must be used impersonally in the passive.

Mihi repugn§tur.ÐI am resisted.
Tibi diff¿ditur.ÐYou are distrusted. (See 217.)

Note 2.—Verbs of “commanding” and “persuading” often have a noun clause
as their direct object (see 117, 118). When imper« is used in the sense of
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“demand” it has a direct and an indirect object: Pec»niam n«b¿s imper§vit
“he demanded money from us (ordered us to supply, exacted from us).”

Note 3.—Observe: n»b« vir« “I marry a husband”; but d»c« ux«rem “I marry
a wife.”

Note 4. C«nf¿d« is used with a dative of the person but with an ablative of the
thing relied on.

246. Some Latin verbs whose meaning is similar to that of verbs given
in 245 are transitive.

aid, iuv«, adiuv«; heal, c»r«; please, d¡lect«; harm. laed«, offend«; com-
mand, iube«; exhort, hortor.

Fort»na fort¡s adiuvat. Fortune helps the bold.
Libr¿s m¡ d¡lect«. I amuse myself with books.
Offendit n¡minem. He offends nobody.
Haec laedunt ocul«s. These things hurt the eyes.

247. The impersonal verbs accidit, contingit, expedit, libet, licet, placet,
take a dative of indirect object (contrast 234).

Hoc tibi d¿cere libet.
It is your pleasure, suits your fancy, to say this.

248. Many Latin verbs have various shades of meaning according to
which they take an accusative alone, a dative alone (either of the indirect
object or of the person interested), or both accusative and dative. No gener-
al rule can be given and the student should continually observe the actual
usages of the Latin authors whom he is reading. The following examples,
however, should be studied:

Host¡s timet “he fears the enemy”; f¿li« timet pater “the father fears for his
son”; f»rem p«mis timet agricola “the farmer fears the thief for his
apples.”

Sen§tum c«nsulit “he consults the senate”; re¿ p»blicae c«nsulit “he consid-
ers the interests of the state.”

Foss§s cavet “he is on his guard against the ditches”; veter§n¿s c§verat “he
had taken care for the veterans”; also: cave« ab t¡ “I am on the lookout
against you.”

Tempest§tem pr«spicit “he foresees a storm”; sibi pr«spicit “he looks out for
himself.”

Cr¡d« hoc tibi “I entrust this to you”; cr¡d« tibi “I believe you”; cr¡d« t¡
hoc f¡cisse “I believe you have done this.”

Note—Observe the distinction between philosophiae vacat “he has leisure for
philosophy” and culp§ vacat “he is free from fault.”
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249. Temper« and moderor in the sense of “to govern” or “direct” take
the accusative; when they mean “to set limits to” they have the dative.
Temper§re in the sense of “to abstain from,” “to spare,” takes either the
dative or § with the ablative.

Hanc c¿vit§tem l¡g¡s moderantur.
This state is governed by law. (216, Note.)

Fac anim« moder¡ris.
Be sure you restrain your feelings, or temper. (125, Note.)

Ab inermibus or inermibus (dative) temper§tum est.
The unarmed were spared. (The past (i.e. perfect) participle of parc« is rare.)

250. D«n« takes either a dative of the person and an accusative of the
thing, or an accusative of the person and an ablative of the thing.

Cicer«n¿ immort§lit§tem d«n§vit; or Cicer«nem immort§lit§te d«n§vit.
(The Roman people) conferred immortality on Cicero.

So in English we may say either “I present this to you” or “I present you
with this.”

Circumd« has a similar variety of construction:

Circumdat m»rum urb¿ or circumdat urbem m»r«.
He surrounds the city with a wall.

Exercise 29
A

1. I have long been warning you whom it is your duty to guard against,
whom to fear.

2. I know that one so good as1 your father will always provide for his chil-
dren’s safety.

3. It is impossible2 to get anyone’s approval for such3 a crime as this.

4. On my asking4 what I was to do, whether and how and when5 I had
offended him, he made no reply.
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5. Is it1 your country’s interest, or your own that you (pl.) wish consulted?

6. I pardoned him for many offences; he ought not to have shown such
cruelty toward you.

7. In his2 youth I was his opponent; in his age and weakness I am ready to
assist him.

8. I foresee many political storms, but I fear neither for the nation’s safe-
ty nor for my own.

B

1. It is said that he wrenched the bloody dagger from the assassin, raised3

it aloft, and flung it away on the ground.

2. Do not (pl.) taunt with his lowly birth one who has done such good
service to his country.

3. It matters not whether4 you cherish anger against me or not. I have no
fears for my own safety and you may5 henceforth threaten me with
death daily, if you please.6

4. You were believed, and must have7 been believed; for all were agreed
(imperf.) that you had never broken your word.

5. He complained that the office with which the nation had just entrusted8

him had not only been shared with others, but would be entirely taken
away from him, by this law.

6. You have deprived us of our liberties and rights in our absence (61),
and perhaps tomorrow you will wrench from us our lives and fortunes.

7. The soldiers were all slain to a man, but the unarmed were spared.9
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8. We are all of us1 ignorant of the reason2 for so gentle a prince as ours
exacting from his subjects such enormous quantities of corn and
money.

9. He never spared any one3 who had withstood him, or pardoned any who
had injured him.

10. I have always wished your interests protected; but I did not wish one so
incautious4 and rash as you to be consulted on (d¡) this matter.

EXERCISE XXX
DATIVE

II. Dative with Verbs

251. The verb sum is either a copulative (linking) verb (Intr. 35), an
auxiliary verb, or means “I exist”; in none of these senses can it have a
direct object. But the person who is interested is indicated by the dative.

Erat e¿ dom¿ f¿lia. He had a daughter at home.
Mihi hoc »tile est. This is useful for me.

The compounds of sum are intransitive verbs and may take a dative.

Mihi adfuit, h¿s r¡bus n«n interfuit.
He gave me the benefit5 of his presence, he took no part in these matters.

Note—‡nsum, however, is frequently followed by the ablative with the prepo-
sition in; and absum by the ablative with §, ab.

252. When a simple verb is compounded with a preposition, with re-,
or with the adverbs satis, bene, male, its meaning is changed. Whether the
compound verb is transitive or intransitive does not depend upon the tran-
sitive or intransitive nature of the simple verb but upon the meaning of the
compound verb itself.
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No infallible rule can therefore be given about the construction used
with compound verbs. The most that can be said is that very many com-
pound verbs, because of their meaning, take a dative of the indirect object,
and that many of them take an accusative of the direct object as well.

253. (i) Many compound verbs are intransitive and take a dative of the
indirect object only. Such are:

Assent§r¿, to flatter;Ðimmin¡re, to hang over, be threatening;Ð
c«nf¿dere (see 245, Note 4), to trust in;Ð¿nst§re, ¿nsistere, to press on, urge; 
interc¡dere, to put a veto on;Ðobst§re, repugn§re, to resist;
occurrere (= obviam ¿re), to meet; obsequ¿, to comply with; 
satisfacere, to satisfy;Ðmaled¿cere, to abuse (see also 245).

(ii) Some are intransitive but complete their meaning not by a dative but
by another case with a preposition.

Ad urbem perv¡nit.ÐHe reached the city.

(iii) Many are transitive, and have both direct and indirect objects.

T¡ ill¿ posthabe«.
I place you behind him (= illum tibi antep«n«, I prefer him to you).

S¡ per¿cul¿s obi¡cit.
He exposed himself to dangers.

Mortem sibi c«nsc¿vit. He committed suicide, laid violent 
Vim sibi intulit. hands on himself.

T¡ exercitu¿ praef¡c¡runt.
They have placed you in command of the army.

Bellum n«b¿s ind¿xit (intulit).
He declared (made) war against us.

(iv) Others are transitive and have only a direct object. (See 229.)

Øvers§r¿, to loathe;Ðattingere, to touch lightly;Ð
alloqu¿, to speak (kindly) to;Ðinr¿d¡re, to deride

(v) Some take a direct object and complete their meaning by a case with
a preposition.

Hoc m¡cum comm»nic§vit.ÐHe imparted this to me.
Ad scelus n«s impellit.ÐHe is urging us to crime.
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Exercise 30

1. Possibly one so base as you1 will not hesitate to prefer slavery to hon-
our.

2. He says2 that as a young man he took no part in that contest.

3. He promises never to fail his friends.

4. To my question who was at the head of the army he made no reply.

5. All of us know well the baseness of failing3 our friends in a trying cri-
sis.

6. I pledge myself not to fail our general, or4 to neglect so great an oppor-
tunity; but possibly fortune is opposing our designs.

7. It is said that Marcellus wept over the fair city of Syracuse.5

8. For myself, I can scarcely believe6 that so gentle a prince as ours could
have acted so sternly.

9. In the face of these dangers, which are threatening the country, let all
of us devote ourselves to the national cause.

10. It concerns his reputation immensely for us to be assured whether he
fell in battle or laid violent hands on himself.

11. You ought to have gone out to meet your gallant brother; but you pre-
ferred to sit safely at home.

12. I would fain know whether he is going to declare and make war on his
country, or to sacrifice his own interests to the nation.

13. To prevent his urging others to a like crime, I reluctantly laid the mat-
ter before the magistrates.

14. He never consented either to fawn upon the powerful, or to flatter the
mob; he always relied on himself, and would7 expose himself to any
danger.
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15. Famine is threatening us daily and the townsmen are urging the gover-
nor to surrender the city to the enemy; but he refuses to impart his deci-
sion to me, and I am at a loss what to do.

EXERCISE XXXI
DATIVE

III. The Dative with Adjectives and Adverbs

254. The dative is used not only with verbs, but also with adjectives
(and even adverbs), to mark the person, or thing affected by the quality
which the adjective denotes.

The adjectives (and adverbs) so qualified are, in general, those whose
English equivalents are followed by “to” or “for”; e.g. adjectives signify-
ing: advantage, agreeableness, usefulness, fitness, facility, nearness, and
likeness (with their opposites). So,

R¡s popul«1 gr§ta.
A circumstance pleasing to the people.

Puer patr¿ similis.
A child like his father.

C«nsilium omnibus »tile.
A policy useful to all.

Tempora virt»tibus ¿nf¡sta.
A time fatal to virtues.

Convenienter n§t»rae v¿vendum est.
We should live agreeably to (or in accordance with) nature.

255. But some of these adjectives have alternative constructions.
Thus, with similis the genitive is also used (especially of a pronoun, and

usually of a proper name).

Pompei¿ similis, “resembling Pompey”;
v¡r¿ simile, “probable”; 
n»lla r¡s similis su¿ manet, “nothing remains like itself.”

The genitive or dative is used also with aff¿nis “akin,” ali¡nus “for-
eign,” comm»nis “common,” p§r “equal,” proprius “peculiar (to),” super-
stes “surviving.”
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Hoc quidem vitium n«n proprium senect»tis est.
This vice is not the special property of old age.

Adjectives of “fitness” are sometimes qualified by the accusative with
ad. 

Aptus (id«neus, »tilis) ad rem.

Adjectives of “disposition” may take in or erg§ with the accusative. 

Benevolus erg§ aliquem.

Ali¡nus may be qualified also by the ablative with § (see also 265).
Ali¡nus § litter¿s “unversed in literature.”

The participles assu¡tus, assu¡factus, like the verbs to which they
belong, take an ablative; but ¿nsu¡tus usually takes a genitive.

256. Some adjectives which are qualified by a dative may also be used
as nouns (e.g. aequ§lis, aff¿nis, v¿c¿nus, f¿nitimus, propinquus, am¿cus,
inim¿cus). As nouns they are qualified by the genitive, or by a possessive
pronoun (meus, tuus, etc.).

Thus, n«b¿s v¿c¿n¿ “near us,” but v¿c¿n¿ nostr¿ “our neighbours.”
The construction of such words therefore varies according as they are

regarded as adjectives or substantives. (See 55.)

Exercise 31

1. I could not doubt that falsehood was most inconsistent with your broth-
er’s character.

2. All of us are apt to love those1 like ourselves.

3. I fear that in so trying a time as2 this so trifling a person3 as your friend
will not show4 himself the equal of his illustrious father.

4. This5 circumstance was most acceptable to the mass of the people, but
at the same time6 most distasteful to the king.

5. He had long been an opponent of his father’s policy, whom in (abl.)
almost every point he himself most closely resembled.
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6. He was both a relation of my father and his close friend from boyhood;
he was also1 extremely well disposed to myself.

7. For happiness, said he, which2 all of us value above every blessing, is
common to kings and herdsmen, rich and poor.

8. To others he was, it seemed,3 most kindly disposed, but he was, I sus-
pect,3 his own worst enemy.

9. He is a man far removed from all suspicion of bribery, but I fear that he
will not be acquitted by such an unprincipled judge as this.

10. It was, he used to say,4 the special peculiarity of kings to envy men5

who had done6 the state the best service.

EXERCISE XXXII
DATIVE

IV. Further Uses of the Dative

257. (i) A dative of the possessor is used with esse when more stress is
laid on the thing possessed than on the possessor.

Est mihi fr»ment¿ acervus.
I have a heap of corn.

(ii) With other verbs than esse a dative of the person interested in or
affected by the action (see 211) is used where English uses a possessive.

Tum Pompei« ad ped¡s s¡ pr«i¡c¡re.
Then they threw themselves at Pompey’s feet.

Hoc mihi spem minuit.
This lowered my hopes.

Gladium e¿ ¡ manibus extorsit.
He forced the sword out of his hands.
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258. The dative sometimes indicates the person who is interested in the
action to the extent of being its agent:

(i) In association with the Gerundive it indicates the person on whom a
duty or necessity for action lies (see 200, 201).

Haec r¡s tibi facienda fuit.
This ought to have been done by you.

(ii) The dative is sometimes used with passive participles (especially
those of verbs of seeing, thinking, hearing, planning) to indicate the agent.

Haec omnia mihi perspecta et c«ns¿der§ta sunt.
All these points have been studied and weighed by me.

Hoc mihi prob§tum ac laud§tum est.
This has won my approval and praise = has been approved of and praised by

me.

(iii) The use of a dative to mark the agent with finite forms of passive
verbs is occasionally found in poets, but must be avoided in writing Latin
prose.

259. (i) The dative is also used (especially in military language) to
express a purpose or end in view, and is often accompanied by another
dative of the person interested.

Receptu¿ canere.
To sound the trumpet for retreat.

Caesar¿ c«pi§s auxili« (subsidi«) add»xit (m¿sit).
He led (sent) forces to be an aid (a support) to Caesar.

(ii) A dative (called predicative) is also used instead of a predicative
nominative or accusative (i) after sum “I am, I serve as”; (ii) after verbs like
habe«, d»c«, vert«, ¡lig« “I consider as, reckon as, choose as.” Such a
dative is almost invariably accompanied by another dative indicating the
person interested.

Haec r¡s e¿ magn« fuit d¡decor¿.
This was (or proved) a great disgrace to him.

Ipse sibi odi« erit.
He will be odious (or an object of dislike) to himself = be hated by himself.

N«l¿ hanc rem mihi viti« vertere.
Do not impute this to me as a fault.

Haec r¡s sal»t¿ n«b¿s fuit.
This fact saved us (proved our salvation).

Quaerere sol¡bat cui bon« fuisset.
He used to ask to whom it had been advantageous.
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Note 1.—Hence the English “proves,” “serves,” etc., may often be rendered by
sum with a predicative dative; and sometimes an English predicative adjec-
tive may be rendered by a noun in the dative: hoc mihi »su¿ est “this is use-
ful to me.”

Note 2.—The predicative dative is never itself qualified unless by an adjective
of quantity or size.

Note 3.—A word denoting a person must not be put into the predicative dative,
but must agree with the object of the verb: t¡ ducem ¡ligimus “we choose
you as our leader.”

260. Examples of common phrases containing predicative datives:

To impute as a fault, culpae dare; viti« vertere
To give as a present, d«n« (m»ner¿) dare
To consider as a source of gain, hab¡re quaestu¿
To be very dishonourable or discreditable, magn« esse d¡decor¿ (Note 1)
To be hated by, to be hateful, odi« esse (Note 2)
To be a hindrance, imped¿ment« esse
To be creditable or honourable, hon«r¿ esse
To be hurtful or detrimental, d¡tr¿ment« (damn«) esse
To cause pain or sorrow, dol«r¿ esse
To be a proof, arg»ment« (document«) esse
To profit, to be profitable, bon« esse
To be a reproach or disgraceful, opprobri« esse

Note 1.—When an English predicative adjective is rendered by a predicative
dative in Latin, the accompanying adverbs “very,” “how,” will be represent-
ed in Latin by the adjectives magn« (summ«), quant«.

Quant« hoc tibi sit d¡decor¿ vid¡s.
You see how disgraceful this is to you.

Note 2.—The phrase odi« esse forms a passive voice to «d¿. Thus Hannibal,
when at the close of his life he expresses to Antiochus his hatred of the
Romans, says (Livy xxxv. 19): ød¿ odi«que sum R«m§n¿s. I hate the
Romans and am hated by them.

261. The dative in the predicate with licet, etc., has been noticed (202).

Liceat n«b¿s qui¡t¿s esse.
Let us be allowed to be at rest.

The actual name of a person which is used with the phrases alicui
n«men (cogn«men) est (add«, d«, additur, datur) often agrees, not with
n«men, but with the dative alicui.

Puer« cogn«men I»l« additur.
The surname of Iulus is given to the boy.
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Exercise 32
Words and phrases marked * will be found in 259-60.

A

1. He promises to come shortly to the assistance * of your countrymen.

2. Thereupon he forced the bloody dagger out of the assassin’s1 hand.

3. I fear that these things will not prove very creditable * to you.

4. I don’t quite understand what your friends2 have said.

5. It is very honourable * to you to have been engaged in such (86) a bat-
tle.

6. Such (87) superstition is undoubtedly a reproach * to a man.

7. I fear that this will prove both detrimental * and dishonourable * to the
government.

8. Cassius was wont to ask3 who had gained by the result.

9. It is vile to consider politics a source * of gain.

10. I would fain inquire what place you have chosen for your dwelling.

11. I am afraid that this will be very painful * and disgraceful * to you.

12. I will warn the boy what (quantus) a reproach * it is to break one’s
word.

13. He promised to give them the island of Cyprus as a present*.

14. I hope that he will perceive how odious * cruelty is to all men.

15. Then the ambassadors of the Gauls threw themselves at Caesar’s feet. 

16. It seems that he hates our nation and is hated * by us.

17. I hope soon to come to your aid with three legions.

B

1. He gives his word to take care that the ambassadors shall be allowed to
depart home in safety.
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2. To this prince, owing to a temperament (which was) almost intolerable
to the rest of the world, (men) had given the name of the Proud.

3. This circumstance is a proof * that no1 Roman took part in that contest.

4. So many and so great are your illustrious brother’s (224) achievements
that they have by this time been heard of, praised, and read of by the
whole world.

5. We know that the name of deserters is hated * and considered execrable
by all the world; but we earnestly implore that our change of sides may
bring us neither reproach * nor credit.*

6. Not even (Intr. 90) in a time of universal2 joy were we allowed to enjoy
repose.

7. I can scarcely believe that so monstrous a design as this has been heard
of and approved by you.

8. This circumstance, which is now in every one’s mouth, he communi-
cated to me yesterday; I suspect it concerns you more than me.

9. When my colleague comes3 to my assistance * I can4 supply you with
provisions and arms.

EXERCISE XXXIII
THE ABLATIVE

262. The Ablative answers the questions whence, from where? by what
means? how? from what cause? in what manner? when? and where?

263. Its various meanings may be thus classified:

(i) Separation; from.

(ii) Instrumentality or Means; by, with.

(iii) Accompaniment; with, etc.

(iv) Locality; at or in a place or time.

264. An ablative of separation is used with verbs meaning “keep away
from, free from, deprive, lack.”
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Abstin¡re ini»ri§, to abstain from wrong

ab¿re magistr§t», to go out of office

d¡sistere c«n§t», to abandon (or cease from) an attempt

c¡dere patri§, to leave one’s native land

pellere c¿vit§te, to banish

solvere l¡gibus, to exempt from the laws

Note—The ablative with § is commonly used with l¿ber« and with compounds
of dis-, s¡-, ab- (e.g. discern«, s¡par«, abhorre«).

Disc¡dant ab arm¿s.ÐLet them depart from arms.
Abhorret ab eius mod¿ culp§.ÐHe is far removed from such blame.

265. An ablative of separation (often with § or ab) also qualifies
adjectives signifying “want” or “freedom from.”

Met» vacuus.
Free from fear.

Loca sunt ab arbitr¿s l¿bera.
The locality is free from witnesses. 

Ab eius mod¿ scelere ali¡nissimus.
Quite incapable of (removed from) such a crime.

266. An ablative of separation is used (generally without § or ab) with
verbs (chiefly past (i.e. perfect) participles) indicating “origin” or
“descent.”

C«nsul§r¿ famili§ ortus.
Sprung from a consular family.

Hom« optim¿s parentibus n§tus.
A man of excellent parentage.

Note—Ablatives of this type are sometimes called ablatives of origin.

267. The ablative (always with § or ab) is used with a passive verb to
indicate the agent by whom an action is done. (See 8, a.)

Cl¿tus ab Alexandr« interfectus est.
Clitus was killed by Alexander.

Note 1.—This ablative is one of separation and marks that from which the
action proceeds.

Note 2.—A secondary agent, i.e. a person used as an instrument, is expressed
by per with an accusative or by oper§ with a genitive or a possessive pro-
noun.

Haec per expl«r§t«r¡s cognita sunt.
These facts were ascertained by means of scouts.
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Tu§, non ill¿us, oper§ haec facta sunt.
By your instrumentality, not his, were these things done.

268. The ablative (always without § or ab) indicates the instrument
with which (or means by which) an action is performed.

Cl¿tus gladi« interfectus est.
Clitus was killed by (with) a sword.

Note 1.—This ablative is one of instrumentality (means).

Note 2.—A similar ablative (without § or ab) is used to denote cause.

Iam v¿r¡s lassit»dine d¡fici¡bant.
Their strength was now beginning to fail through (from) weakness.

Note 3. Propter and ob with the accusative are also used to express the cause.
The ablative is mostly used when a bodily, or mental, or other property of
the subject of the verb is concerned. Tu§ fortit»dine hoc meruist¿, “by (or
through) your courage you deserved this”; but, propter tuam fortit»dinem
hoc d¡cr¡vit sen§tus, “because of your courage the senate decreed this.”

269. The ablative of accompaniment or association (with the preposi-
tion cum) is used with verbs of motion to denote “in company with.”

Cum fr§tre me« v¡n¿.
I came with my brother.

Cum t¡l« v¡nit.
He came with a weapon.

T¡cum (m¡cum, n«b¿scum) ¿bit.
He will go with you (me, us). (See 8, Note.)

270. The ablative of manner (which is nearly related to the ablative of
accompaniment) is used with cum; but cum may be omitted if the noun in
the ablative is qualified by an adjective or a demonstrative.

Cum dignit§te mor¿ satius est quam cum ign«mini§ v¿vere.
It is better to die with honour than to live in disgrace.

Summ§ haec d¿ligenti§ f¡c¿.
I did this with the greatest care.

Note 1.—A few words are used as ablatives of manner without an adjective or
cum:

c§s» “by chance”Ð c«nsili« “by design”Ð c«nsult« “deliberately”
forte “by chance”Ð fraude “deceitfully”Ð i»re “rightly”
ini»ri§ “unjustly”Ð silenti« “in silence”Ð v¿ “by force”

Note 2.—The words given in Note 1 are used exactly as adverbs; they differ
from adverbs only in being more obviously what most other adverbs were
originally, oblique cases of nouns.
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Note 3.—With a number of common phrases cum is never used:

h«c c«nsili« “with this intention”
h«c mod«, h§c rati«ne “in this way”
summ« opere “earnestly, energetically”
aequ« anim« “calmly”
iuss» tu« “at your command”
iniuss» Caesaris “without Caesar’s permission”
bon§ tu§ veni§ “with your kind permission”
n»ll« neg«ti« “without trouble”
nescio qu« pact« “in some way or other”

Note 4.—The preposition in is never used with ablatives of manner: in h«c
mod« would be bad Latin.

271. The ablative of quality (which also is an ablative of accompani-
ment) is used without cum but is always defined by an adjective.

Eximi§ fuit corporis pulchrit»dine.
He was a man of great personal beauty.

Note—For the genitive of quality and the distinction between it and the abla-
tive, see 303.

Exercise 33
A

1. He replied that nearly the whole of the army was annihilated, and1 that
it made no difference whether it had been overwhelmed by famine, or
by pestilence, or by the enemy.

2. Having been chosen king not only by his own soldiers, but also by the
popular2 vote,3 he aimed at establishing and securing by the arts of
peace a throne gained by the sword4 and violence.

3. Sprung as he was from an illustrious family, he entered public life as5 a
young man, and retired at last from office as an old one.

4. Freed from the fear of foreign war, the nation was now6 able to drive
traitors from its territory and show its gratitude to patriots.
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5. Whether1 your unprincipled relation has abandoned this attempt, or
intends to persevere in it, I know not; but whether1 he means to take one
course2 or the other, it seems to me that he is not yet willing to abstain
from wrong.

6. So far is my unfortunate brother from having been freed from debt, that
he is even now leaving his country for3 no other cause. 

B

1. I would fain ask, with your kind permission, whether it4 was by acci-
dent, or by design that you acted5 thus.

2. We set forth from home with tears, with wailing, and with the deepest
anxiety; we reached the end of our journey relieved of a load of cares,
free from fear, and amidst great and universal rejoicing.

3. He is a man of the most spotless character, and so far removed from
such a crime that for my part, I wonder6 how he can have been suspect-
ed of such monstrous impiety.

4. We had rather die with honour than live as slaves (42, ii); but we refuse
to perish in this manner for the sake of such7 a person as this.

5. I might have8 faced death itself without trouble, but I cannot endure
such a heavy disaster as this9 with resignation.

6. He was so transported with passion that he threatened not only his
brother, but all the bystanders, with death.
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EXERCISE XXXIV
ABLATIVE

272. The ablative of place and time indicates “where” or “when” an
action takes place.

Proxim§ aest§te in Graeci§ mortuus est.
He died in Greece in the following summer.

Note—These functions of the ablative originally belonged to the locative case,
which is almost extinct in Latin as a separate form. When so used, the abla-
tive may be described as local.

273. A preposition (in, ex, §, ab) is generally used with words denoting
place, but not with words denoting time (See 311, 320.)

Note 1.—The following expressions of “place where” are regularly used with-
out a preposition: terra mar¿que “by land and sea”: h«c loc« “in this place”;
dextr§, laev§ “on the right, left.”

Note 2.—Distinguish between t§l¿ tempore “at such a time” and in t§l¿ 
tempore “in such circumstances, in spite of (in the face of) such a crisis.”

274. The ablative of respect or limitation (which is related to the abla-
tive of accompaniment) denotes that “in respect of which.”

Lingu§, m«ribus, arm«rum genere inter s¡ discrep§bant.
They differed from one another in language, habits, and type of arms.

Note—Very common are: speci¡ “in appearance”; r¡ ips§ “in reality”; n«mine
“in name”; maior n§t» “elder (in age).”

An ablative of this type is used also with adjectives.

Alter« saucius bracchi«
Wounded in one arm

Dignus (indignus) laude
Worthy (unworthy) of praise

275. In English, a comparative adjective or adverb is connected by the
conjunction “than” with the clause or word with which the comparison is
made: He is older than he was; He is more than twenty years old.

In Latin, quam is the regular particle of comparison. As it is a conjunc-
tion, and not a preposition, things compared by quam will be in the same
case.

Eur«pa minor est quam Asia.
Europe is smaller than Asia.

D¿xit Eur«pam min«rem esse quam Asiam.
He said that Europe was smaller than Asia.
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A n»ll« libentius quam § t¡ litter§s accipi«.
I receive a letter from no one with more pleasure than from you.

Note—With numerals, pl»s, minus, amplius, longius are often used as the
equivalents of pl»s quam, minus quam, etc.

Minus qu¿nque m¿lia pr«cessit.
He advanced less than five miles.

276. Instead of the quam construction, Latin often uses an ablative of
comparison.

H«c homine nihil contemptius esse potest.
Nothing can be more despicable than this man.

Haec n«nne l»ce cl§ri«ra sunt?
Are not these things clearer than daylight?

Note 1.—This ablative is one of separation and denotes the point from which
the comparison is made.

Note 2.—The ablative of comparison is used only when the other noun is nom-
inative or accusative; otherwise the quam construction must be used.

Tu¿ studi«sior sum quam ill¿us.
I am fonder of you than of him.

Tu¿ studi«sior ill« sum.
I am fonder of you than he is.

Note 3.—For “than those of,” see 345.

277. The ablatives of sp¡s, op¿ni«, f§ma, exspect§ti«, i»stum, and 
aequum are frequently used after comparative adjectives and adverbs.

Sp¡ omnium celerius v¡nit.
He came sooner than any one had hoped.

N«l¿ pl»s i»st« dol¡re.
Do not feel undue pain.

278. Notice how this construction may be used to render the English
“superior to,” “inferior to.”

Omnia virt»te ¿nferi«ra d»cit.
He counts everything inferior to (of lower rank than) goodness.

Negant quemquam t¡ forti«rem esse.
They say that no one is superior to you in courage.

Note—N¡m« tibi virt»te praestat (where virt»te is an ablative of respect)
would also be good Latin for “no one is superior to you in courage.” (See
239, footnote.)
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279. An ablative (instrumental) is often used with comparatives to indi-
cate measure of difference.

Mult« m¡ doctior
Greatly my superior in learning

Hom« paul« sapientior
A man of somewhat more wisdom than is common (of fair, or average, 

wisdom)

Sen§tus paul« frequentior
A somewhat crowded senate

Note—These ablative forms, paul«, mult«, e«, tant«, etc., must never be used
with adjectives or adverbs in the positive degree.

But they may be used with words which, though not comparative in
form, imply comparison.

Paul« anteÐA little before, or earlier
Mult« tibi praestat.ÐHe is much superior to you.

280. The ablative of price (instrumental) is used with verbs of “buying”
and “selling.”

V¿gint¿ talent¿s »nam «r§ti«nem ‡socrat¡s v¡ndidit.
Isocrates sold one oration for twenty talents.

Note 1.—A similar ablative is used with verbs of “exchanging.”

P§cem bell« m»t§vit.
He exchanged peace for (at the cost of) war.

Note 2.—The adjectives magn«, parv«, nimi«, quant«, etc., are used by them-
selves to indicate price.

V¡ndit«r¿ expedit rem v¡n¿re quam pl»rim«.
It is for the interest of the seller that the thing should be sold for as high
a price as possible.

Mult« sanguine vict«ria n«b¿s stetit (c«nstitit).
The victory cost us much blood.

Note 3.—Verbs of “valuing, esteeming,” etc., as distinct from actual buying,
take the genitive. (See 305.)

Exercise 34

1. It is pretty well agreed on by all of you that the sun is many times1 larg-
er than the moon.
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2. I have known this man from boyhood; I believe him to be greatly your
superior in both courage and learning.

3. The general himself, while he was1 fighting in front of the foremost line
of battle, was wounded in the head. In spite of this2 great confusion and
universal panic, he refused to withdraw from the contest.

4. By this means he rightly became dear to the nation,3 and reached the
extremity of old age, in name a private citizen, in reality almost the par-
ent of his country.

5. This4 crime must be at once atoned for by your blood; for your5 guilty
deeds are clear and plain as6 this sun-light, and7 it is quite impossible
that any citizen can wish you to be pardoned.

6. It seems8 to me, said he, that all of you are soldiers in name, deserters
and brigands in reality.

7. The battle9 was now much more desperate, and on the left our men were
beginning to fail through weariness. The general, himself wounded in
one arm, was the first to become aware of this.

8. You might10 but lately have exchanged war for peace; too late (adv.) are
you repenting today of your blunder.

9. I was anxious yesterday for your safety; but the matter has turned out
much better than I had looked for.

10. How much better would11 it have been in the presence of such a crisis
to have held all considerations inferior to the national safety!
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EXERCISE XXXV
ABLATIVE

281. An (instrumental) ablative is used to complete the sense of the fol-
lowing verbs:

Fungor, fruor, »tor, potior, v¡scor, and their compounds.

Hannibal, cum vict«ri§ posset »t¿, fru¿ m§luit.
Hannibal at a time when10 (although) he might have used his victory pre-

ferred enjoying it.

Mortis per¿cul« d¡f»nct¿ sumus.
We have got over the danger of death.

Nostr¿ vict«ri§ pot¿t¿ sunt.
Our soldiers gained the victory.

Note—The ablative is used with these verbs because of their meaning: »tor, I
serve myself with; fruor, I enjoy myself with; v¡scor, I feed myself with;
potior, I make myself powerful with; fungor, I busy myself with. (See 228,
Note.)

282. Potior sometimes takes the genitive, “I am master of.” Ûtor qual-
ified by an adverb is a convenient verb for rendering many English expres-
sions: male, pervers¡, immoder§t¡ »tor, “I make a bad, or immoderate use
of,” = “I abuse.”

T¡ famili§riter, t¡ am¿c« »sus sum.
I was on intimate terms with you, I found a friend in you.

Note—Instrumental ablatives are sometimes used also with gl«rior “I boast,
glorify myself with,” n¿tor “I rely on, support myself with,” c«nf¿d« “I
trust.” But gl«rior sometimes takes an ablative with in or d¡, n¿tor an abla-
tive with in, and c«nf¿d« (see 245, Note 4) the dative of a word referring to
a person.

283. Observe that in the following instances what is the direct object of
the English verb is indicated by an ablative of the instrument with the Latin
transitive verb. (Compare 244, Note 1.)

Hon«re (praemi«) t¡ aff¡c¿.
I conferred on you a distinction (a reward).

Poen§ (supplici«) eum afficiam.
I will inflict punishment on him (= poen§s d¡ e« s»mam).

Hon«ribus t¡ cumul§vimus.
We have heaped (showered) honours on you.
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Omn¿ observanti§ eum pr«sec»tus sum.
I have paid him every kind of respect.

284. Verbs of “filling, abounding,” and their opposites, such as verbs of
“depriving of, emptying of, lacking,” take an ablative.

Such verbs are:

compl¡re, oner§re, referc¿re, cumul§re (hon«ribus), abund§re; car¡re, eg¡re,
vac§re (culp§), orb§re, pr¿v§re, fraud§re.

N§v¡s m¿litibus onerat.
He loads the ships with soldiers.

Fl»men piscibus abundat.
The river is full of fish.

Mortu¿ c»r§ et dol«re carent.
The dead are free from anxiety and pain.

Note 1.—Ege«, indige« (especially), compl¡re, repl¡re sometimes take a gen-
itive.

R¡s maxim¡ necess§riae n«n tam artis indigent quam lab«ris.
The most necessary things do not require skill so much as labour.

Note 2.—The ablative used with verbs of “filling” and “abounding” is instru-
mental; that used with verbs of “depriving,” “lacking,” etc., is one of sepa-
ration (see 264).

285. The ablative in many of its various senses is also used to qualify
adjectives. (See 265, 274.)

Vir omn¿ hon«re dignus
A man worthy of every distinction (274)

Vir maxim« ingeni« praeditus
A man endowed with remarkable ability

D¿viti¿s opibusque fr¡tus
Relying on his wealth and resources

Note 1.—Adjectives of “fullness” take either a genitive (see 301) or an abla-
tive; but pl¡nus generally takes a genitive.

Note 2.—Remember that dignus takes an ablative (see 274), not a genitive.

286. An (instrumental) ablative is used also with opus and »sus when
they bear the sense of “need of.”

Ubi r¡s adsunt, quid mihi verb¿s opus est?
When facts are here, what need have I of words?

Ait sibi c«nsult« opus esse.
He says he has need of deliberation.
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Note—Sometimes the thing needed is the subject to opus est.

Dux n«b¿s et auctor opus est.
We need a leader and adviser.

This indeed is the rule with neuter pronouns and adjectives: Quae n«b¿s
opus sunt; pauca tibi opus sunt; omnia, quae ad v¿tam opus sunt, “all the
necessaries of life.” The infinitive is also used as the subject (see 95, i).

Quid haec scr¿bere opus est?
What need is there to write this?

Exercise 35
A

1. I have now lived long on most intimate terms with your son; it seems
to me that he resembles his father in ability and in character, rather than
in features or in personal appearance.

2. Do1 not deprive (pl.) of well-earned distinction and praise one who has
made so good and so sensible a use2 of the favours of heaven.

3. I cannot but believe1 that it is by your instrumentality that I have sur-
mounted this great danger.

4. All of us, your well-wishers, make this one prayer, that you may be per-
mitted to discharge the duties of your office with2 honour and advan-
tage to yourself; we all rely on your honesty and self-control, and are
all proud of your friendship.

5. Relying on your support, I have ventured to inflict severe punishment
on the rebels.

6. He always put confidence in himself, and in3 spite of humble means and
scanty fare preferred contentment (98, a) to resting4 on other men’s
resources.

7. He preferred dispensing with all the necessaries of life (as) a free man,
to abounding in riches in the condition of a slave.
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B

1. He promises to supply us with everything that is1 necessary.

2. We have need of deliberation rather than haste, for I fear that this vic-
tory has already cost us too much.

3. In my youth I enjoyed the friendship of your illustrious father; he was
a man of remarkable abilities, and of the highest character.

4. He hopes to visit with condign punishment the murderers of his father
and those who conspired against their sovereign.

5. I fear that he seems far from worthy of all2 the compassion and indul-
gence of which he stands in need today.

6. Nothing can ever be imagined more happy than my father’s lot in life;
he discharged the duties of the highest office without3 failing to enjoy
the charms of family life.

7. Relying on your good-will, I have not hesitated4 to avail myself of the
letter which you sent me by5 my son.

8. Can any one be more worthy of honour, more unworthy of punishment,
than this man?

EXERCISE XXXVI
Genitive 

The Possessive Genitive
287. The commonest function of the genitive is to define or complete

the meaning of another noun on which it depends.

288. It does this in various ways; and the relation between one noun and
another, as denoted in Latin by the genitive, may be very variously
expressed in English: by the “possessive” case, by various prepositions,
and by the adjective. Thus:
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libr¿ Cicer«nis, Cicero’s books
hominum optimus, the best of men
mortis fuga, flight from death
Helv¡ti«rum ini»riae popul¿ R«m§n¿, the wrongs done by the Helvetii to the

people of Rome
mortis remedium, a remedy against death
fossa qu¿ndecim pedum, a trench fifteen feet wide
l¡gum oboedientia, obedience to law
corporis r«bur, bodily strength
§miss¿ f¿li¿ dolor, pain for the loss of his son

289. The genitive thus used to define a noun is similar to an adjective;
it may be called the adjectival case, and in fact often corresponds exactly
to an adjective. (See 58.)

Caesaris caus§, me§ caus§, on behalf of Caesar, on my behalf;
tu§ (ill¿us) oper§, with your (his) aid;
so Sull§n¿ m¿lit¡s = Sullae m¿lit¡s, the soldiers of Sulla.

290. The possessive use of the genitive answers to the English “posses-
sive” case in “-s,” to the preposition “of,” to the possessive pronoun, and to
the adjective.

Pompei¿ aequ§lis ac meus
Pompey’s contemporary and my own

Noster atque omnium par¡ns
Our own, and the universal parent

Sc¡ptrum r¡gis (or r¡gium)
The king’s sceptre

Illud Plat«nis
That saying of Plato

Note 1.—Observe that Latin prefers to use a possessive adjective rather than
the genitive of a personal pronoun: me§ gr§ti§ “for my sake,” rather than
me¿ gr§ti§.

Note 2.—The genitive used in such expressions as the following is possessive:
tu¿ similis, Cicer«nis inim¿cissim¿ (see 256); Pompei¿ caus§, gr§ti§, “in the
interest of, for the sake of, Pompey.”

Note 3.—The genitive in su¿ i»ris, suae dici«nis facere “to bring under one’s
own jurisdiction or power” is either possessive or partitive (293).

Note 4.—A demonstrative pronoun is not qualified in Latin by a possessive
genitive. (See 345.)

291. Not far removed in sense from the possessive is the genitive of
characteristic. This genitive is used as a predicate with a copulative 
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(linking) verb to denote such ideas as English expresses by “property,”
“duty,” “part,” “mark,” etc.

T§lia d¿cere sapientis (stultitiae, r¡gis) est.
It is the mark of a wise man (of folly, of a king) to speak thus.

Note 1.—The genitive of those third declension adjectives that have the same
termination for masculine and neuter in the nominative singular, is almost
invariably preferred to the predicative use of the neuter nominative.
(Contrast carefully with 295, a.)

“It is foolish” may be translated by stultum est or by stult¿ est; but “it is
wise” is always sapientis (or sapientiae) est, never sapi¡ns est.

Note 2.—But in place of the genitive of personal pronouns the neuter of the
possessive adjective is used. (Compare 290, Note 1.)

Meum (not me¿) est, it is my part (duty), it is for me to, etc.

Note 3.—Observe that various English phrases may be rendered by this con-
struction:

It is characteristic of; it is incumbent on; it is for (the rich, etc.); it is not
every one who; any man may; it demands or requires; it betrays, shows,
etc.; it belongs to; it depends upon; it tends to, etc.

292. Examples

1. Imb¡cill¿ anim¿ est superstiti«.
Superstition is a mark of (or betrays) a weak mind.

2. I»dicis est l¡gibus p§r¡re.
It is the part (or duty) of a judge to obey the law.

3. Ingeni¿ hoc magn¿ est.
This requires great abilities.

4. Cuiusv¿s hominis est err§re.
Any man may err.

5. Meum est.
It is my business (duty).

6. Summae est d¡mentiae.
It is the height of madness.

7. Tempor¿ c¡dere semper sapientis est habitum.
It has always been held a wise thing to yield to circumstances (to tempo-
rise).

8. Hoc d¡mentiae esse summae d¿xit.
He said that this showed the height of madness.

9. Hoc su¿ esse arbitri¿ neg§vit.
He said that this did not depend upon his own decision.
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10. Hoc ¡vertendae esse re¿ p»blicae1 d¿xit.
He said that this tended to the destruction of the constitution. (But this
use of the gerundive is rather rare; see 399, Note 2.)

Exercise 36

1. Whether you (pl.) will be2 slaves or free, depends upon your own deci-
sion.

2. We know that any man may err, but it is foolish to forget that error is
one thing, persistency (98, a) in error another.

3. He brought under his own jurisdiction, sooner than he had hoped, the
privileges and liberty of all his countrymen.

4. Living3 for the day only, and making no provision for the future was,
he said,4 rather the characteristic of barbarians than of a free nation.

5. Your father’s contemporaries were,5 he said, his own, and none of them
had5 been dearer to him than your uncle.

6. In my absence I did not cease to do everything in your interest and
(that) of your excellent brother.

7. A sensible man will6 yield, says he, to circumstances, but it is the height
of folly to pay attention to threats of this kind.

8. Whether we have won the day or not (168, Note), I hardly dare7 say; it
is, I know,8 a soldier’s duty to wait for his general’s orders.
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9. It will be1 for others to draw up and bring forward laws, it is our part to
obey the law.

10. You were, he said, evading the law which you had2 yourself got enact-
ed; a course which, he believed, tended to3 the overthrow of the consti-
tution.

EXERCISE XXXVII
GENITIVE

The Partitive Genitive
293. A word in the genitive often indicates that whole of which a part

is mentioned. This is called the partitive genitive.

Note—This genitive defines not only words meaning “a part,” as in: magna
pars exercit»s, but is also used with comparative and superlative adjectives
and adverbs, with interrogative and other pronouns, with numerals, and
with any word which can denote in any way a part of a larger whole, such
as n¡m«, quisquam, mult¿, pauc¿, uterque, quisque, etc. Thus:

»nus4 omnium ¿nf¡l¿cissimus, the most unfortunate of all mankind
t» maxim¡ omnium, you most of all
uterque vestrum, each of you two
mult¿ h«rum, many of these
duo h«rum, two of these 
quotus quisque (see 157, Note 4) philosoph«rum, how few (of) philosophers

294. A partitive genitive is also used with the neuter singular of adjec-
tives and pronouns which express quantity or degree, and with pl»s, nihil,
satis, nimis, parum.

Compare Latin and English in:

quantum volupt§tis, how much pleasure
pl»s d¡tr¿ment¿, greater loss
nihil praemi¿, no reward
satis (parum) v¿rium, sufficient (insufficient) strength
quid nov¿? what news? 
nimium temporis, too much time
hoc ¡molument¿, this (of) gain 
quid hoc r¡¿ est? what is the meaning of this?
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Note—This genitive is even used with adverbs: tum temporis, at that time; e«
aud§ciae, to such a pitch of boldness; ubi gentium, where in the world? and
in such adverbial phrases as cum id aet§tis puer«, with a boy of that age; ad
id loc«rum, up to that point (of time). (See 238, iii.)

295. Cautions in the use of the partitive genitive.

(a) The genitive of an adjective of the second declension used as a noun
may be employed as a partitive genitive: aliquid bon¿; but the genitive 
of third declension adjectives is not so used:

aliquid humile “something degrading,” not aliquid humilis. (Contrast
carefully with 291, Note 1.)

(b) Adjectives expressing “whole, middle, top,” etc., are not used as nouns
with a partitive genitive depending on them. So,

t«ta (media) urbs, not urbis t«tum (medium), for “the whole,” “middle of
the city.” (See 60.)

(c) The partitive genitive is used to define neuter pronouns or adjectives
only if they are nominative or accusative without a preposition.

Ad multum noctem (not ad multum noctis)
To a late hour

Tant« sanguine (not tant« sanguinis)
At the cost of (280) so much blood

296. With numerals, and words expressing number, as n¡m«, mult¿,
»nus, pauc¿, etc., and even with superlatives, the ablative with ex, ¡, d¡, or
the accusative with inter, is often used instead of a partitive genitive: mult¿
(n¡m«, »nus) ¡ v«b¿s, for mult¿ (etc.) vestrum.

Note—Where the whole is itself a numeral, or contains a numeral or an adjec-
tive expressing number or quantity, a prepositional construction is always
used.

D¡ tot m¿libus vix pauc¿ superfu¡re.
Of so many thousands scarcely a few survived.

297. Further Cautions.—The partitive genitive is only used to denote
a larger amount than the word which it qualifies.

If the two words denote the same persons, or the same amount, appo-
sition is used. (N«s) omn¡s, “all of us” (i.e. “we all”). Equit¡s, qu¿ pauc¿
aderant, “the cavalry, few of whom were there” (lit. “who were there in
small numbers”). (See 69 and 225.)
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298. (a) Uterque “each of two” is used as a noun governing a partitive
genitive only if the genitive is a pronoun; otherwise it is treated as an adjec-
tive.

Uterque vestrum; but fr§ter uterque.
(b) The genitive in the following phrases is partitive:

Nihil reliqu¿ f¡cit.Ð He left nothing remaining.
Nihil p¡ns¿ habuit.Ð He cared not at all.

Exercise 37

1. There was1 nothing mean in this sovereign, nothing base, nothing
degrading; little learning (but2) fair ability, some experience of life and
a dash of eloquence, much good sense, abundance of honesty and
strength of mind.

2. Of the many3 contemporaries of your father and myself, I incline to
think that no one was more deserving than he of universal praise and
respect.

3. Which of you two has caused greater loss and4 injury to the nation it is
hard to say. I hope and trust that you will5 both before long repent your
crimes.

4. Fate has left us nothing6 except either to die with honour or to live in
disgrace.

5. The battle7 has been most disastrous. Very few of us out of so many
thousands survive, the rest are8 either slain or taken prisoners, so that I
greatly fear that (138) all is lost.
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6. Where in the world are we to1 find a man like him2? It would3 be tedious
to enumerate, or express in words his many4 good qualities; and5 would
that he had been6 here today!

7. So much blood has this victory cost us, that for myself I doubt whether
the conquerors or the conquered have sustained7 the greater loss.

EXERCISE XXXVIII
GENITIVE

Subjective and Objective Genitive
299. The genitive case always implies a close relation between the noun

in that case and another noun.

(i) Sometimes that relation is such that, if the other noun were convert-
ed into a verb, the word now in the genitive would become the sub-
ject of that verb.

Thus: post fugam Pompei¿ = postquam f»git Pompeius.
Such a genitive is called subjective.

(ii) Sometimes the relation of a genitive to its governing noun resem-
bles that of an object to its verb.

Thus: propter mortis tim«rem = quod mortem timuit.
Such a genitive is called objective.

300. The objective genitive is very common in Latin and often depends
upon a noun whose verbal cognate takes, not the accusative, but the dative
or ablative, or some prepositional construction. It represents therefore many
English phrases besides those containing the preposition “of.” Instances
are:

litter§rum studium (stud¡re litter¿s), devotion to literature

dol«ris remedium (dol«r¿ med¡r¿), a remedy against pain
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re¿ p»blicae diss¡nsi« (d¡ r. p. dissent¿re), a disagreement on political 
matters, or a political disagreement

Pyrrh¿ r¡gis bellum (cum Pyrrh« bellum gerere), the war with, or against,
King Pyrrhus

su¿ f¿d»cia (sibi c«nf¿dere), confidence in one’s-self

l¡gum oboedientia (l¡gibus oboed¿re), submission to law

de«rum op¿ni« (d¡ d¿s aliquid op¿n§r¿), an impression about the gods.

301. An objective genitive is used also with adjectives in which a ver-
bal notion is prominent.

(i) Such adjectives are those which signify desire, knowledge, recol-
lection, fear, fullness, participation, and their opposites; and those
which end in ~§x.

R¡rum nov§rum cupidus, desirous of change;
m¿litiae ign§rus, ignorant of warfare;
imperi¿ cap§x, with a capacity for rule.

(ii) Many of these adjectives such as cupidus, ign§rus, memor, etc.,
answer to English adjectives which are followed by the preposition
“of,” and will cause no difficulty; with others the Latin genitive
represents various English prepositions and constructions. (See
300.)

Re¿ p»blicae per¿tus (imper¿tissimus, rudis)
Skilled (most unskilled, unversed) in the management of the state

Pugnand¿ ¿nsu¡tus
Unaccustomed to fighting

Litter§rum studi«sissimus
Most devoted to literature

Huius sceleris particeps (expers, aff¿nis)
With part in (free from, connected with) this guilt

Benefici¿ immemor
Apt to forget a favour

Note 1.—Pl¡nus sometimes takes the ablative (285, Note 1); pr»d¡ns and rudis
sometimes take in with ablative.

Note 2.—Certi«rem facere (= to inform) has a double construction. 

“He has informed me of his plan” is either Certi«rem m¡ su¿ c«nsili¿
f¡cit or Certi«rem m¡ d¡ su« c«nsili« f¡cit.
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302. An objective genitive is used to qualify the present participle of
transitive verbs, when the latter is used as an adjective, i.e. to denote a per-
manent quality, not a single act.

Thus r¡gnum appet¡ns = “while aspiring to the crown,” but r¡gn¿
appet¡ns = aspiring to kingly power (habitually, or by character).

Note 1.—These present participles, when thus used, admit, as adjectives, of
degrees of comparison: tu¿ amantissimus, etc.

Note 2.—An objective genitive is used with a past (i.e. perfect) participle in
i»ris c«nsultus “one consulted on the law.”

Exercise 38

1. He was most devoted to literature, and at the same time (366) most
uncomplaining under toil, cold, heat, want of food and of sleep. My
fear,1 however, is that he consents to allow himself too little repose and
rest.

2. Such was the soldiers’ ardour for the fight,2 such the universal enthusi-
asm, that they refused to obey the orders of their general, who was thor-
oughly versed in warfare of that kind. Full of self-confidence and con-
tempt for the enemy, and cheering each other on, they advanced as3 to
certain victory, but fell unawares into an ambuscade.

3. In spite of the greatest disagreement on politics, the friendship4 which
existed5 between your gallant father and myself remained firm longer
than either (et) he or I had hoped.6

4. He had7 enough wealth and to spare, but he was at the same8 time most
inexperienced in political life, with but little desire for fame, praise,
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influence, or power, and very averse to (265) all competition for office1

or distinction.1

5. But these2 men (though) they have borne3 no part in all these toils, crav-
ing only for pleasure and repose, most indifferent to the public interest,
devoted to feasting and gluttony, have reached such a pitch of shame-
lessness, that they have ventured in my hearing to taunt with luxury an
army that has borne uncomplainingly4 all the hardships of a prolonged
warfare.

EXERCISE XXXIX
GENITIVE

Quality and Definition

303. The resemblance of the Latin genitive to the adjective is to be fur-
ther noticed in its next use, the genitive of quality.

(i) A Latin noun in the genitive often defines another noun by denot-
ing some quality.

Vir summae fortit»dinis.
A man of the greatest courage.

(ii) A genitive of quality invariably has an adjective attached to it. “A
man of courage” is not hom« fortit»dinis, but hom« fortis; “a man
of good sense” is hom« pr»d¡ns, not hom« pr»dentiae

Note—Since the ablative can also be used to denote quality (271), it is impor-
tant to remember:

(i) If number, amount, precise dimensions, age, or time is to be denoted,
the genitive and not the ablative is used.

septu§gint§ n§vium classis, a fleet of seventy ships

v¿gint¿ pedum erat agger, the embankment was twenty feet high

puer tredecim ann«rum, a boy thirteen years old
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pr«vectae (ex§ctae) aet§tis hom«, a man advanced (far advanced) in
years

tot ann«rum f¡l¿cit§s, so many years of good fortune

qu¿ndecim di¡rum supplic§ti«, a thanksgiving of fifteen days’ dura-
tion.

(ii) The genitive is used mainly to express permanent and inherent qual-
ities: optimae spe¿ adul¡sc¡ns, a youth of the highest promise; the
ablative is used to express both these and external characteristics of
dress or appearance:

senex c§n¿s capill¿s et veste sordid§ (not c§n«rum capill«rum)
an old man with white hair and unclean garments

The ablative is also used for any state or feeling of the moment: fac
bon« s¿s anim« “be of good cheer.”

304. A defining or appositional genitive is sometimes added to anoth-
er substantive to explain or define its sense: virt»s i»stitiae, the virtue of
justice; gl«riae praemium, a reward consisting in glory.

Note—Cautions: The resemblance of the uses of the Latin genitive to those of
an English noun with the preposition “of” is obvious, but it must be remem-
bered that:

(i) After such words as urbs, ¿nsula, etc., apposition is used, not the
defining genitive, to express the English “of” with the proper
name.

Urbs Saguntum, the city of Saguntum
‡nsula Britannia, the island of Britain (See 223.)

(ii) Latin often uses an adjective instead of the possessive genitive of
names of towns or countries.

R¡s R«m§nae, the affairs of Rome
C¿vis Th¡b§nus, a citizen of Thebes (See 58.)

(iii) Remember also: media urbs, the middle of the city (295, b); quot
estis? how many of you are there? (297).
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Exercise 39

1. It is said that serpents of vast size are found in the island of Lemnos.

2. No one denies that he was a man of courage1; the real question is
whether he was (one) of good sense,1 and experience.1

3. It seems that your son is a boy of the highest promise and of great influ-
ence with2 those of his own age.

4. After three days’3 procrastination he at last set out with a fleet of thirty
ships; but being4 far advanced in life, he was scarcely competent to
carry out so difficult a task.

5. I would have5 you therefore be of good cheer. Do not on account of a
short-lived panic throw away the result of so many years of toil.

6. As all of us know, he is a person6 of old-world, and perhaps of exces-
sive sternness: but at the same time a man6 of justice and honesty and
of the most spotless life.

7. Gallant fighting7 and an honourable death in the field becomes citizens
of Rome; let the few therefore of us8 who survive show ourselves wor-
thy alike of our ancestors and of the nation of Rome.

8. It seemed that there stood by him in his sleep an old man far advanced
in years, with white hair, and kindly countenance, who bade him be of
good cheer and hope for the best,9 and promised that he would reach in
safety the island of Corcyra after a voyage of some10 days.
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1 303, ii.
2 Apud (with acc.).
3 303, Note (i).
4 Use hom« in apposition. (See 224, Note 2.)
5 Fac or velim. (141.)
6 See 224, Note 3, footnote.
7 96, a.
8 297.
9 Neut. plur.
10 aliquot.



EXERCISE XL
GENITIVE

Genitive with Verbs

The genitive is also used to complete or define the sense not only of
nouns but of certain verbs.

305. A genitive of value is used with verbs of “valuing” and “buying,”
etc., especially the former.

Magn¿, maxim¿, pl»ris; parv¿, min«ris, minim¿; tant¿, quant¿, nihil¿, are used
with factitive verbs such as faci«, habe«, aestim«, etc.; and pl»ris, min«ris,
tant¿, and quant¿ are used with em« and v¡nd« (Compare 280.)

T¡ in di¡s pl»ris faci«.
I value you more highly every day.

Rem p»blicam nihil¿ habet, sal»tem suam maxim¿.
He sets no value on the national cause, the highest on his own safety.

Êmit hort«s tant¿ quant¿ Pythius voluit.
He bought the pleasure-grounds at the full (or, exactly at the) price that

Pythius wished for.

Note—This genitive of value is also used as a predicate with copulative (link-
ing) verbs, such as sum, f¿«.

Tua mihi am¿citia pl»ris est quam c¡ter«rum omnium plaus»s.
Your friendship is of more value to me than the applause of all the

world besides.

306. Verbs of accusing, condemning, acquitting, such as acc»s§re,
arguere, reum facere, condemn§re, absolvere, take a genitive defining the
charge.1

Pr«diti«nis acc»s§re, reum facere.
To accuse, to prosecute, for treachery.

F»rt¿ ac repetund§rum condemn§tus est.
He was condemned for (found guilty of) theft and extortion.

Parric¿di¿ eum inc»sat.
He taxes him with parricide.

Sacrilegi¿ absol»tus est.
He was acquitted of sacrilege.
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1 Sometimes the genitive depends on cr¿mine “on the charge (of)” or n«mine
“under the heading (of)”; but the simple genitive construction with these verbs is
not only the more frequent but the earlier, and did not arise from the omission of
cr¿mine or n«mine.



Note—Instead of the genitive, the ablative with d¡ is often used.

D¡ pec»ni¿s repetund¿s damn§r¿.
To be condemned for extortion.

Aliquem d¡ ambit» reum facere.
To bring an action against a man for bribery.

So: D¡ v¿, d¡ sacrilegi«, d¡ caede, d¡ ven¡fici¿s, etc., s¡ p»rg§re. 
To clear oneself of assault, sacrilege, murder, poisoning.

Notice also: Inter s¿c§ri«s acc»s§tus est. He was accused of assassination.

307. The punishment is sometimes expressed by the genitive; far
oftener by the ablative.

Capitis (or capite) damn§tus est.
He was capitally condemned, i.e. to death or exile.

Octupl¿ condemn§tus est.
He was condemned to pay eightfold.

But: Morte, exsili« condemn§tus (mult§tus) est.
He was condemned to (punished with) death, exile.

308. The genitive is also used to complete the sense of verbs of remem-
bering, reminding, forgetting, pitying.

Such are memin¿; admone«, commonefaci«; obl¿v¿scor; miser¡sc«, mis-
ereor.

Note 1.—Memin¿ takes the genitive of a personal pronoun, but the accusative
of other words referring to persons; either the genitive or accusative of
words referring to things may be used.

Cicer«nem memin¿; r¡rum praeterit§rum (“the past”) memin¿.

Note 2.—Even an impersonal phrase equivalent to a verb of remembering is
followed by a genitive.

Venit mihi in mentem eius di¡¿.
I have a recollection of that day.

Note 3. Recordor “I recall to my thoughts” generally takes an accusative.

Note 4.—With verbs of “reminding,” the person concerned is indicated by the
accusative, and the thing by the genitive. But if the thing of which some one
is reminded is indicated by a neuter pronoun, the accusative is used for it
also.

Foederis t¡ admone« “I remind you of the treaty”;
but: hoc1 (illud) t¡ admone«.
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1 This may be looked on as a cognate accusative (238, 237).



Note 5.—Miser§r¿ “to express pity for,” “to bemoan the lot of,” takes an accu-
sative. Thus,

C§sum nostrum miser§b§tur.
He bemoaned our disaster.

The Genitive with Impersonal Verbs

309. The impersonals, pudet, piget, paenitet, taedet, miseret, take an
accusative of the person feeling, a genitive of what causes the feeling.

Ign§vum paenit¡bit aliquand« ign§viae.
The slothful man will one day repent of his sloth.

M¡ n«n s«lum piget stultitiae meae, sed etiam pudet.
I am not only sorry for my folly, but also ashamed of it.

Taedet m¡ v¿tae.
I am weary of my life.

Tu¿ m¡ miseret; me¿ piget.
I pity you; I am vexed with myself.

Note 1.—Instead of a genitive, we often find an infinitive, or an indicative
clause introduced by quod, or a neuter pronoun used as the impersonal sub-
ject of the verb.

Taedet eadem aud¿re m¿lit¡s.
The soldiers are tired of hearing the same thing.

haec f¡cisse.
quod haec f¡cimus.

Hoc pudet, illud paenitet.
This causes shame, that causes regret.

Note 2.—The genitive with pudet is also used for the person before whom the
shame is felt.

Pudet m¡ veter§n«rum m¿litum.
I blush before the veterans.

310. The constructions used with the impersonals interest, “it makes a
difference, it matters” and r¡fert “it concerns,” should be carefully noticed.

(i) The person to whom something is of importance is either (a) put in
the genitive, or (b) is referred to by the ablative singular feminine
of a possessive adjective (me§, tu§, etc.).1
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1 The r¡- in r¡fert was regarded as the ablative singular of r¡s; hence the femi-
nine ablatives me§, tu§, etc., were used in agreement. The use of such ablatives
with interest is due to the fact that this verb resembles r¡fert in meaning. The gen-
itive of the person concerned is presumably possessive; but it is in fact rarely used
with r¡fert.

Paenitet n«s We are sorry that we acted so.}{



Interest omnium r¡ct¡ facere.
It is the interest of all to do right.

Quid nostr§ interest (r¡fert)?
Of what importance is it to us? (or What does it signify to us?)

(ii) The thing that is of importance is the impersonal subject of these
verbs and may be either (a) an infinitive, or (b) a neuter pronoun
(hoc, id, illud, quod) or (c) a noun clause (infinitive with subject-
accusative, indirect question, or even an indirect command).

(iii) The degree of importance is expressed either (a) by a genitive of
value (magn¿, tant¿, pl»ris), or (b) by an adverb (magnopere, vehe-
menter, magis, parum), or (c) by an accusative neuter used adver-
bially (multum, pl»s, nihil, nimium, quantum, etc.).

(iv) The thing with reference to which something else is of importance
is sometimes indicated by the accusative with ad.

Examples: The following examples of the usages with interest should
be well studied and analysed:

Multum interest qu«s quisque cott¿di¡ audiat.
It is of great consequence whom a man listens to every day.

Illud1 me§ pl»ris interest t¡ ut videam.
It is of more consequence to me that I should see you.

Vestr§ interest, comm¿lit«n¡s, n¡ imper§t«rem pessim¿ faciant.
It is of importance to you, my comrades, that the worst sort should not

elect your commander.

Hoc et tu§ et re¿ p»blicae interest.
This concerns both yourself and the nation.

Nihil me§ interest quant¿ me faci§s.
Your estimate of me is of no concern to me.

Magn¿ interest ad laudem c¿vit§tis haec v«s facere.
Your doing this is of great importance to the credit of the state.

Note—Cicero and Caesar prefer to use interest rather than r¡fert.

Exercise 40

1. He was a man of moderate abilities, but of the highest character, and in
the greatest crisis of a perilous war he was valued more highly in his
old age than any2 of (his) juniors.

GENITIVE WITH INTEREST, RÊFERT Exercise XLÐ Ð183

1 The substantival ut-clause is often used in apposition to an illud or hoc at the
beginning of the sentence.

2 Quisquam. (See 358, ii.)



2. He was a man of long-tried honour and rare incorruptibility; yet at that
time he was taxed with avarice, suspected of bribery, and prosecuted
for extortion. You all know that he was unanimously acquitted of that
charge. Who is there of you but remembers1 that day on which he not
only cleared himself of an unjust accusation, but exposed the malice
and falsehoods of his accusers? None2 of those who were present in the
court that day will easily forget his magnificent address; nothing ever
made a deeper impression on his audience.3

3. The whole nation has long4 been weary of the war, regrets its own rash-
ness, and blushes for the folly and incompetence of its general.

4. I remember well the man5 whom you mention. He was a person of very
low origin, of advanced age, with white hair, mean dress, of uncultivat-
ed and rustic demeanour. Yet no one was ever more skilled in (301, ii)
the science of war, and his being made general6 at such an emergency
was of the utmost importance to the welfare of the state.

5. It makes no difference to us, who are waiting for your verdict, whether
the defendant be acquitted or condemned; but it is of general interest
that he should not in his absence and unheard be sentenced to either
exile or death.

EXERCISE XLI
PLACE, SPACE

Locative Case
311. Place at which is generally expressed by the local ablative (272)

with the preposition in: in Itali§, in urbe.

But the ablatives of a few words (273, Note 1) express “place where”
without a preposition; and the preposition is sometimes omitted when a
noun is qualified by an adjective medi§ urbe, t«t§ Itali§.
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1 308, Note 2.
2 N¡m«.
3 “The mind (pl.) of his audience.” Either genitive of present participle of audi«

or a relative clause. (73, 76.)
4 Tense? (See 181.)
5 Ille. (339, iii.)
6 310, ii, c.



312. But, whenever it exists, the locative case is used to express “place
where.”

V¿x¿ R«mae, Tarent¿, Carth§gin¿.
I lived at Rome, Tarentum, Carthage.

Note 1.—There is a distinct locative singular form of names of towns and
small islands of the first and second declensions, and occasionally of the
third. Dom¿ “at home,” bell¿ “at war,” m¿litiae “on service,” r»r¿ “in the
country,” hum¿ “on the ground,” are also locative forms.

Note 2.—The noun in pend¡re anim¿ “to be in suspense” is possibly a locative
also.

313. Place to which is generally expressed by the accusative with the
prepositions ad, in: In (ad) Italiam rediit.

But the accusative of names of towns and small islands (and of domus
and r»s) is used without a preposition (see 235): Syr§c»s§s (R«mam,
domum, r»s) rediit.

Note—When a town is mentioned, ad with the accusative expresses “in the
neighbourhood of.”

Ad (sometimes apud) Cann§s pugn§tum est.
There was a battle at (near) Cannae.

Notice also: Ad1 urbem est.
He is in the neighbourhood of (outside) the city.

314. Place from which is usually expressed by the ablative with the
prepositions ¡ (ex), § (ab): § Pyrrh«, ex Itali§, ab Øfric§, ¡ n§ve, ab urbe.

But the ablative of names of towns and small islands (and of domus and
r»s) are used without a preposition.

R«m§ venit.
He comes from Rome.

Tarquini«s Corinth« f»git.
He fled (went into exile) to Tarquinii from Corinth; r»re rediit, he returned

from the country.

315. In English we say “He came to his father at Rome,” or “from
Carthage in Africa.” But in Latin, with verbs of motion, all such phrases
must follow the rules for motion to or from, given above. Thus,

He returned home from his friends at Corinth.
Corinth« ab am¿c¿s domum rediit.
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1 This phrase is often used of Roman generals, who could not enter the city with-
out laying down their imperium.



He sent a dispatch to the senate at Rome.
R«mam ad sen§tum litter§s m¿sit.

He returned to his friends in Africa.
In Øfricam ad am¿c«s rediit.

316. (i) When the name of a town or small island is qualified by an
adjective, the ablative is used for “place at which” because the adjective has
no locative form. So: t«t§ Corinth« “in the whole of Corinth.”

(ii) When urbs, or oppidum, comes before the proper name (see 223),
the preposition must be used.

In urbe Londini«, in the city of London;
ad urbem Ath¡n§s, ex urbe R«m§.

(iii) When a possessive adjective qualifies the locative dom¿ it also has
a locative form. But when other adjectives are involved, the ablative (or
accusative) of domus is used with a preposition.

Dom¿ meae (or apud me) commor§tus est.
He stayed at my house.

But In vetere dom«, ad veterem domum. In, or to, his old home.

317. An adjective is not directly applied to the name of a town (com-
pare the construction used with the names of persons: 224).

The name of the town is placed first, in either the locative, accusative,
or ablative, according to the meaning; then follows the word urbs or
oppidum qualified by the adjective, with or without a preposition according
to the rules already given. Thus,

Archi§s Antioch¿ae n§tus est, celebr¿ quondam urbe (local ablative).
Archias was born in the once famous city of Antioch.

Ath¡n§s, in urbem praecl§rissimam v¡n¿.
I reached the illustrious city of Athens.

Syr§c»s¿s, ex urbe opulentissim§, profectus est.
He set out from the flourishing city of Syracuse.

318. (i) Space covered (in answer to the question how far?) is gener-
ally expressed by the accusative.

Tr¿du¿ iter pr«cessit.
He advanced a three days’ march.

Ab offici« cav¡ tr§nsversum, ut aiunt, digitum disc¡d§s.
Do not swerve “a finger’s breadth” from your duty. (ut aiunt = as they say.)

(ii) For distance from (question, how far off?), either the accusative
(238, iv) or ablative (279) is used.
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Ariovistus vix duo m¿lia (or du«bus m¿libus) passuum aberat.
Ariovistus was at a distance of scarcely more than two miles.

(iii) Dimension (question, how high, deep, broad?) is generally
expressed by the accusative.

M¿lit¡s aggerem l§tum ped¡s trecent«s exstr»x¡runt.
The soldiers threw up a mound three hundred feet broad (or in breadth).

Note—Occasionally the genitive of quality (303, Note) is used for the actual
measurement, and the idea of “length, depth,” etc., is left unexpressed; fossa
qu¿ndecim pedem, a ditch fifteen feet deep (or wide).

319. In English the name of a town or country is often personified and
used for the nation or people: “Spain,” “France,” “England,” etc. This is
much rarer in Latin prose. (Cf. 17.)

“The war between Rome and Carthage” is Bellum, quod populus
R«m§nus cum Carth§gini¡nsibus gessit.

For “Rome” in this sense we may use Populus R«m§nus, r¡s p»blica
R«m§na, or R«m§n¿, but rarely R«ma.

Exercise 41

1. After living1 many years2 at Veii, a town at that period of great popula-
tion3 and vast resources, he removed thence late in life to the city4 of
Rome, which was at a distance of about fourteen miles from his old
home.

2. His parents, sprung originally from Syracuse, had been5 long resident at
Carthage. He himself was sent6 in boyhood to his uncle at Utica, and
was absent from home for full three years; but after his7 return to his
mother, now8 a widow, at Carthage, he passed the rest of his youth at
his own home.
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1 “After living,” i.e. “having lived.” (14.)
2 Case? (See 321.)
3 May be turned either by “flourishing (superlative of florins) with a multitude

of citizens and vast resources,” or by “most populous and wealthy.”
4 Urbs may be removed into the relative clause: “which city.”
5 Tense? (See 181.)
6 Participle; and omit “and.” (15.)
7 Use verb and postquam. (14.)
8 Why not nunc? (See 328, b.)



3. The enemy (pl.) was now1 scarcely a single day’s march off. The walls
of the fortress, scarcely twenty feet high, surrounded by a ditch of (a
depth of) less than six feet, were falling into ruin from age. The gener-
al, after waiting2 six days for reinforcements, sent a dispatch by3 a spy
to the governor at Pisa, earnestly imploring4 him not to waste time any
longer, but to bring up troops to5 his aid without delay.

4. Born and brought up in the vast and populous city of London, I have
never before had permission to exchange the din and throng of the city
for the repose and peace and solitude of rural life. But now I hope short-
ly to travel to my son at Rome, and from Italy to sail, before the mid-
dle of winter, to the city of Constantinople, which I have long been
eager to visit. You, I fancy,6 will winter at Malta, an island7 which I am
not likely ever to see. In the beginning of spring I have decided to stay
in the lovely city of Naples, and to betake myself to my old home at
London in the month of May or June.

5. Caesar shows himself, I fancy, scarcely less tenacious of his purpose at
home than in the field. It is said8 that he is outside the city waiting for
his triumph, and wishes to address the people.

6. Exasperated and provoked by the wrongs and insults of Napoleon,
Spain turned at last to England, her ancient foe.

EXERCISE XLII
Expressions of Time

320. In answer to the question when? at what time? Latin uses the
local ablative (272) of words which in themselves denote time.

V¡re, autumn«, nocte, s«lis occ§s», prima l»ce, etc.
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1 Why not nunc? (See 328, b.)
2 “After waiting,” i.e. “having waited.” (14.)
3 Why not ab? (See 267, Note 2.)
4 “(in) which he implored.” Why not participle? (See 411.)
5 For construction, see 259. Is “his” e¿ or sibi? (See 349.)
6 See 32, b.
7 “Which island.”
8 See 43, 44.



But the preposition in is generally used with words which do not in
themselves denote time, unless they are qualified by an adjective. (Compare
311.)

In bell« “in time of war,”

But 

Bell« P»nic« secund« “in the second Punic war.”

Note 1.—If the time is simply indicated as “before” or “after” some other
event, ante or post with the accusative is used: ante noctem, post proelium.

Note 2.—For the difference made by the preposition in, see 273, Note 2. In
tempore means “at the right moment,” but Alcibiadis temporibus, “at the
time (in the days) of Alcibiades.”

321. In answer to the question how long? the accusative is used. (See
238, iv.)

Mult«s iam ann«s h¿c domicilium habe«.
I have now been living (181) here for many years.

Note 1.—Sometimes the idea of duration is emphasised by the addition of per:
Per t«tam noctem, per hiemem.

Note 2.—The answer to for how long past? is often expressed by a singular
noun with an ordinal adjective.

Annum iam (or hunc) v¿c¡nsimum r¡gnat.
He has been king for the last twenty years.

322. In answer to how long before? how long after? two constructions
may be used.

(a) The word, or words, expressing the length of time may be in the
ablative of measure of difference (279) associated with post or ante
used as an adverb. Or:

(b) Post or ante may be used as a preposition with the accusative of a
word or words denoting an amount of time.

For example, for the phrase “the fleet returned after three years,”
we may write either: tribus post ann¿s (terti« post ann«) classis
rediit, or post tr¡s ann«s etc.

Note—In pauc¿s di¡bus ante eius mortem “a few days before his death,” ante
eius mortem indicates vaguely the “time when” (320, Note 1), and pauc¿s
di¡bus is the ablative of difference. In haec f¡cit pauc¿s ante di¡bus quam ¡
v¿t§ excessit, the compound conjunction antequam is separated (as often)
into its elements, and ante functions within its own sentence as an adverb.
(See also 443.)
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323. The following examples should be studied:

(a) Three hundred and two years after the foundation of Rome.
1. Ann« trecent¡nsim« alter« quam R«ma condita est. Or:
2. Post trecent¡nsimum alterum annum quam R«ma condita est.

(b) Pr¿di¡ quam excessit ¡ v¿t§
The day before his death

Postr¿di¡ quam § v«b¿s discess¿
The day after I left you

Poster« ann« quam, etc.
The year after, etc.

Pri«re ann« quam, etc.
The year before, etc.

324. How long ago?, reckoning from the present time, is answered by
the adverb abhinc in association with the accusative.

Abhinc ann«s quattuor Vergilium v¿d¿.
I saw Virgil four years ago.

Note—Abhinc is placed before the accusative. The use of abhinc and an abla-
tive of difference (which would seem to us a natural construction) is rare in
classical Latin.

325. Within what time? is answered by the ablative, or by intr§ and
the accusative.

Decem ann¿s (or intr§ decem ann«s) urbem capi¡mus.
We shall take the city in (or within) ten years.

Note 1.—A singular noun with an ordinal adjective is often used instead of a
plural noun with a cardinal numeral.

Intr§ decem ann«s or intr§ decimum annum.

(Compare 321, Note 2.)

Note 2.—Observe the following expressions: H¿s tribus di¡bus, in (or for) the
last three days (from the present time); ill¿s, etc, from a past time; h«c bien-
ni«, within two years from this time.

Note 3.—The ablative with in is sometimes used for time “within which.”

326. In with the accusative denotes a time for which provision or
arrangements or calculations are made:

In diem v¿vere, to live for the day (only)

In sex di¡s ind»tiae factae sunt.
A truce was made for six days.
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Ad c¡nam m¡ in posterum diem inv¿t§vit.
He invited me to supper for the next day.

Ad with the accusative denotes an exact date in the future: 
ad Kalend§s solvam, I will pay on, or by, the 1st; 
ad tempus, at the appointed time, punctually.

Ex or ab with the ablative denotes the time at which a period begins: 
Ex e« di¡ »sque ad extr¡mum v¿tae diem, 
from that day to the very end of his life.

327. In answer to the question how old? the usual construction is n§tus
with the accusative.

Ann«s qu¿nque et oct«gint§ n§tus excessit ¡ v¿t§.
He died at the age of eighty-five.

Note 1.—The accusative here is similar to that used to express dimensions
(318, iii).

Note 2.—Cum ann«s qu¿nque et oct«gint§ hab¡ret, or cum annum 
oct«g¡nsimum qu¿ntum ageret, would be equally good Latin.

Note 3.—A genitive of quality (303) may also be used: puer »ndecim
ann«rum.

Note 4.—“Under (over) twenty years,” may best be expressed by an adjectival
or temporal clause: qu¿ n«ndum v¿gint¿ ann«s hab¡bat; cum v¿c¡nsimum
annum n«ndum ageret.

Notes on Adverbs of Time

328. The correct use of certain adverbs of time is important.

(a) No longer is only n«n di»tius when a long time has already passed,
otherwise n«n iam; “no one any longer” is n¡m« iam, or (with
“and”) nec quisquam iam.

(b) Now. Nunc is “at the present moment,” or “as things are now.” It
cannot be used of the past. “Caesar was now tired of war” is: iam
Caesarem bell¿ taed¡bat. Occasionally, if the “now” of the past is
very precise: tum. Iam can be used also of the future: quid hoc re¿
sit, iam intelleg¡s, “you will soon be aware of the meaning of this.”

(c) Daily is generally cott¿di¡; in di¡s (or in singul«s di¡s) is used only
in association with comparatives, or verbs of increasing or the
reverse. Diem d¡ di¡, day after day; d¡ nocte, after night has begun.
The adjective diurnus is “daily” as opposed to nocturnus;
cott¿di§nus is “daily” in the sense of “everyday.”

(d) Not yet is n«ndum, necdum; “no one yet” n¡m« umquam, or, where
the present is opposed to the future, adh»c n¡m«.
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(e) Still (= even now) is etiam nunc (or etiam tunc in reference to the
past).

(f) Iam di» is “now for a long while” simply; iam pr¿dem looks back
rather to the beginning of the time that is past; iam d»dum “for
some, or a considerable, time.”

(g) Again. R»rsus, “once more”; iterum, “a second time,” opposed to
semel or pr¿mum; d¡ integr«, “afresh” as though the former action
had not taken place; saepe, saepissim¡, “again and again.” (57, a.)

Exercise 42

1. Mithridates, who in a single day had butchered so many citizens of
Rome, had now been on the throne two and twenty years from that date.

2. It seems that here too the swallows are absent in the winter months. I at
least have seen not a single1 one for the last three weeks.

3. He died at the age of three and thirty. When less than thirty years old
he had already performed achievements unequalled2 by any of his pred-
ecessors or successors.

4. The famine is becoming sorer daily. Exhausted by daily toil (pl.), we
shall soon be compelled3 to discontinue the sallies which up to this day
we have made both by night4 and by day. Day after day we look in vain
for the arrival of our troops.

5. He promised to be by my side by the first of June; but for the last ten
years I have never once known5 him to be present in good time.

6. Nearly three years ago I said that I had never yet seen any one6 who sur-
passed7 your brother in character or ability, but in the last two years he
seems to be growing daily sterner and harsher, and I no longer value
him as highly as I did before.
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1 = “not even one.” (Intr. 90.)
2 “Such as (86) not even one (had performed).”
3 “The sallies must be,” etc. (See 200.)
4 Use adjectives. (328, c.)
5 Cogn«sc«, “I find or ascertain.”
6 328, d.
7 Mood? (77, Note and 505, Note 1.)



7. I saw your father about three weeks after1 his return from India. Years2

had not yet dulled the keenness of his intellect or the vigour of his spir-
it; in spite of his advancing years, he had been in command of an army
within the last six months, and had won a great victory.

8. Misled by a mistake in the date,3 I thought you had stayed at Athens
more than six months.

9. I have spoken enough on this question, and will detain you no longer;
six months ago I might4 have spoken at greater length.5

EXERCISE XLIII
PREPOSITIONS

329. (i) Prepositions are indeclinable words which, besides other uses,
are placed before substantives and pronouns to define their relation to other
words. (Intr. 40-43.)

(ii) Since the number of cases is not nearly sufficient to mark all the dif-
ferent relations of a noun to other words, prepositions are used to make the
meaning of the cases more definite and clear (see 205). Thus, to take the
simplest instance, the use of the preposition distinguishes the relation of the
agent from that of the instrument (means) (267, 268).

(iii) Prepositions were originally adverbs which, because of their fre-
quent association with a given case (or cases), were eventually felt to “gov-
ern” that case. (See also Intr. 42.)

(iv) In Latin, as in modern languages, they come, as a rule, before6 the
noun, and all (except tenus) are used exclusively with the accusative and
ablative cases.

Note—The ablatives gr§ti§, caus§, are used as quasi-prepositions with the geni-
tive, and resemble such English prepositional phrases as “in consequence of,” “in
spite of,” etc. (see 290, Note 2).
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330. (i) The following prepositions are used with the accusative only:
(Those marked with an asterisk are used also as adverbs.)

ante*, apud, ad, adversus*,
circum*, circ§*, citr§*, cis,
erg§, contr§*, inter, extr§*,
infr§*, intr§*, iuxt§*, ob,
penes, p«ne*, post* and praeter,
prope*, propter*, per, secundum,
supr§*, versus, ultra*, trans.

(ii) The following are followed by the ablative only:

§ (ab, abs), with cum and d¡,
c«ram*, pr«, with ex or ¡,
palam, sine, also prae.

(iii) The following are joined with the accusative when they express
motion towards; otherwise with the ablative:

in, sub, subter*, and super*.

331. Their meanings are so various that no attempt will be made to
illustrate more than some of the most important. The local meaning, how-
ever, is generally the earliest, and from it the other meanings have devel-
oped.

Prepositions with Accusative

1. Ad, “towards,” “to,” used after verbs of motion, and transferred to
various other uses. Ad t¡ scr¿ps¿, “I wrote to you”; ad haec respondit, “he
replied in answer to this”; ad Cann§s, “in the neighbourhood of (near)
Cannae”; hoc ad n«s c«nservand«s pertinet, “this tends to our preserva-
tion”; di¡s ad urbis interitum f§t§lis, “the day destined for the ruin of the
city”; ad »num, “to a man (= all)”; ad hoc, “moreover.”

2. Adversus, adversum, “opposite to.” Adversus castra nostra, “oppo-
site to our camp”; ad versus t¡ contendam (= contr§ t¡ or t¡cum), “I will
strive against (with) you.”

3. Ante, “before” (place and time). Ante aciem, “before the battle line”;
ante m¡, “before my time.” Often used adverbially (see 322, a).

4. Apud, “close by.” Apud Cann§s, “near (or at) Cannae.” But mostly
in such phrases as: apud m¡, “in my house”; apud Xenoph«ntem, “in the
writings of Xenophon”; apud v«s conti«n§tus est, “he made a speech in
your hearing”; apud m¡, “in my judgment”; apud v«s ille pl»s valet, “he has
more influence with you.”
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5. Circum, circ§, “round.” Circ§ tell»rem, “round the earth”; circ§
viam, “on both sides of (along) the road”; circ§ pr¿mam l»cem, “about
dawn.” Circ§ as a preposition (and circiter as an adverb) are used with
numerals to express “approximately.”

6. Cis, citr§, “this side,” in contrast to tr§ns (“the other side”). Cis
(citr§) fl»men Rh¡num, “on this side of the Rhine.”

7. Contra, “facing.” Contr§ urbem, “opposite the city.” But oftener =
“against”: contr§ rem p»blicam facere, “to act unconstitutionally”; contr§
n«s bellum gerit (= n«b¿scum), “he wages war against (with) us”; contr§
(praeter) spem (op¿ni«nem), “contrary to expectation.”

8. Erg§, “towards” (but not in a local sense in classical Latin). Erg§ m¡
benevolentissimus, “full of kindness towards me.”

9. Extr§, “outside of.” Extr§ urbem, “outside the city”; extr§ culpam,
“free from blame”; extr§ «rdinem, “out of his proper order,” “extraordinar-
ily.”

10. Inter, “amongst,” “between.” Inter hostium t¡la, “amid the
enemy’s weapons”; inter m¡ ac v«s hoc (or illud) interest, “this is the dif-
ference between me and you”; inter s¡ d¿ligunt (reciprocal), “they love each
other”; inter omn¡s c«nstat, “all are agreed.”

11. Infra, “below”: omnia ¿nfr§ s¡ esse i»dicat, “he holds that he is
superior to all things.”

12. Intr§, “within.” Intr§ t¡l¿ iactum, “within the cast of a javelin”;
intr§ diem decimum (325, Note 1), “within ten days.”

13. Iuxt§, “close to,” “near”: iuxt§ m»rum, “near the wall.” Often used
adverbially: iuxt§ c«nstit¿, “I stood nearby.”

14. Ob, “before, opposite to.” Ob ocul«s, “before one’s eyes.” Also =
“on account of,” ob d¡lictum, “because of his fault”; quam ob rem =
“wherefore (therefore).”

15. Penes, “in the power of.” Penes t¡ hoc est, “this depends on you”;
penes t¡ es? “are you in your senses?”

16. Per, “through” (place and time). Per pr«vinciam, “through the
province”; per h«s di¡s, “during the last few days” (325, Note 2); per m¡
licet, “you have my leave, you may (do it) as far as I am concerned”; per
specul§t«r¡s, “by means of spies” (267, Note 2); per vim, “by violence, vio-
lently.”

17. Post, p«ne, “behind,” “after.” Post tergum, “behind one’s back”;
post hominum memoriam, “since the dawn of history,” “within human
memory.” Prose writers generally use post rather than p«ne. (For the adver-
bial use of post, see 322, a.)
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18. Praeter, “past.” Praeter castra, “beyond the camp”; fortis praeter
c¡ter«s, “brave beyond the rest”; praeter spem, “contrary to hope”; praeter
t¡ »num omn¡s, “all except you alone.”

19. Prope (propius, proxim¡), “near to”: prope m¡, “near to me”;
propius urbem, “nearer to the city.” Often used adverbially.

20. Propter, “close to.” Propter m»rum, “hard by the wall.” Often =
“because of”: propter s¡, “for its own sake”; propter t¡ salvus sum (= tu§
oper§), “I am safe, thanks to you.”

21. Secundum, “along.” Secundum fl»men, “following the river”;
secundum n§t»ram, “in accordance with nature”; secundum pugnam, “next
to (immediately after) the fight”; secundum de«s, “next to the Gods.”

22. Supra, “above,” “beyond.” Supr§ terram, “above the earth”; supra
v¿r¡s, “beyond his strength.”

23. Tr§ns, “on the other side, across”; in contrast to cis: tr§ns Rh¡num,
“across the Rhine.”

24. Versus, only with domum and names of towns; placed after the sub-
stantive: R«mam versus, “in the direction of Rome.”

25. Ultra, “beyond.” Ultr§ fl»men; ultr§ v¿r¡s, “beyond his strength.”

In, sub, subter, super, with accusative

26. In, “into,” “to.” Ath¡n§s in Graeciam exsul§tum abiit, “he went into
exile at Athens in Greece” (315); exercitum in n§v¡s imp«nere, in terram
exp«nere, “to embark, disembark, an army”; in orbem s¡ colligunt, “form a
circle (for defence)”; in qu§rtum diem in hort«s ad c¡nam inv¿t§vit (326),
“he gave an invitation to supper in his grounds four days from that time”;
in praes¡ns, “for the present”; in di¡s, “daily” (328, c); in posterum, “for the
future”; in m¡ invectus est, “he inveighed against me”; in rem p»blicam
merita, “services to the nation” (but d¡ r. p. mer¡r¿); in hunc modum loc»tus
est, “he spoke in this way, after this fashion.”

27. Sub, “up to” (motion). Sub ips«s m»r«s adequitant, “they ride close
up to the walls.” Also used of time: sub l»cem, “just before dawn”; sub
haec, “just after this.”

28. Subter, “below, underneath.” Subter m»r«s ven¿re, “to come close
up to the walls.”

29. Super, “above.” Super ipsum, “(next) above the host at table”; ali¿
super ali«s, “one after another.”
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Exercise 43

1. Next to heaven,1 I ascribed this2 great favour mainly to you and your
children.

2. I hope that when once3 he has reached Rome he will stay in my house.

3. It seems that this year is destined for the ruin of the nation.

4. He is generally believed to be free from blame, and no one supposes
that such4 a good patriot would have5 done anything unconstitutionally.

5. He drew up his line on the other side of the Danube. Our men, who had
now for some time been6 marching along the river, halted close to the
other bank opposite the enemies’ camp.

6. You had my leave to return home to your friends in London. Whether7

you have gone away or not depends on yourself.

7. There is this difference between you and others: with them (339, iv) my
client has, thanks to his many8 services to the nation, great weight; with
you, for the same reason, he has absolutely none.

8. It seems that he invited your son to supper with him three days from
that time at his house. Since that date none of his friends has seen him
anywhere.

9. The enemy had now disembarked, and had come within the reach of
missiles. Our men hurled9 their javelins and tried9 to drive their oppo-
nents back to the ships.

10. Such was their joy for the present, such their hopes10 for the future, that
no one suspected the real state of affairs.11
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11. Having inveighed against me with the utmost fury, he sat down. In
answer to his long speech I made a very few1 remarks.

12. Having ridden past the many2 tall trees which stood along the road, I
halted at last close to the gate.

EXERCISE XLIV
PREPOSITIONS WITH THE ABLATIVE

332. Here also the local meaning is the earliest.

1. Ø, ab, “from.” (Before vowels and h, and sometimes before conso-
nants, ab is used. The form abs is rare.) Ab Øfric§, “from Africa”; § puer«,
“from boyhood”; ab urbe condit§,” from (after) the foundation of the city”;
§ dextr« corn», “from (on) the right wing”; § fronte, “in front”; § sen§t»
st§re, “to take the side of the senate”; s¡c»rus ab hoste, “free from care as
to the enemy”; § r¡ fr»ment§ri§ lab«r§re, “to be in distress for provisions”;
§ t¡ incipiam, “I will begin with you”; c«nfestim § proeli«, “immediately
after the battle.”

2. Cum, “with” (opposed to sine). T¡cum Romam redi¿, “I returned to
Rome in company with you”; cum gladi«, cum sordid§ veste, “having
(wearing) a sword, a squalid garment”; cum febr¿ esse, “to suffer from
fever”; cum imperi« esse, “to be invested with military power”; t¡cum mihi
am¿citia (cert§men) est, “I have friendship (rivalry) for (with) you”; t¡cum
(or contr§ t¡) bellum ger«, “I am waging war against you”; hoc m¡cum
comm»nic§vit, “he imparted this to me”; maxim« cum damn« me«, “to my
great loss.”

3. C«ram, “in the presence of”; c«ram popul«, “in the presence of the
people.”

4. D¡, “down from,” and various derived meanings. D¡ moenibus
d¡turb§re, “to drive in confusion from the walls”; d¡ sp¡ d¡icere, “to dis-
appoint”; hom« d¡ pl¡be, “a man of (taken from) the people”; d¡ t¡ §ctum
est, “it is all over with (concerning) you”; d¡ vi§ langu¡re, “to be tired after
a journey”; d¡ industri§, “on purpose”; bene mer¡r¿ d¡ n«b¿s, “to deserve
well of us”; poen§s s»mere d¡ aliqu«, “to punish someone.”

5. Ex (before all letters), ¡ (only before consonants), “out of,” and many
derived meanings. Ex equ« pugn§re, “to fight on horseback”; ¡ r¡bus
fut»r¿s pend¡re, “to depend upon the future”; ex sententi§, “according to
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one’s wish or views”; ¡ r¡p»blic§ (opposed to contr§ rem p.), “in accor-
dance with the constitution”; ex impr«v¿s«, “unexpectedly.”

6. Prae, “in front of”; but the commonest uses are metaphorical. Prae
s¡ ferre, “to avow,” “make no secret of”; prae cl§m«re vix aud¿r¿ potuit, “he
could scarcely be heard for the shouting”; prae n«b¿s be§tus est, “he is
happy compared with us.”

7. Pr«, “in front of.” Pr« trib»n§l¿ d¿cere, “to speak (in front of) from
the magistrate’s tribunal”; pr« §r¿s et foc¿s, “in defence of our altars and
hearths”; »nus ille mihi pr« exercit» est, “that one man is as good as (in
place of) an army to me”; pr« cert« hab¡re, “to feel sure of,” “to consider
as certain”; pr« merit¿s eius gr§tiam reddere, “to render thanks in propor-
tion to his deserts”; pr« pr»denti§ tu§, “in accordance with your prudence”;
pr« potest§te, “in virtue of your power”; caed¡s minor quam pr« tant§
vict«ri§, “slaughter small in proportion to the greatness of the victory.”

8. Sine, “without”: sine dubi«, “doubtless.” But sine is not used nearly
so often as the English preposition, which may be rendered by many con-
structions such as the following: N»ll« neg«ti«, “without trouble”; r¡
¿nfect§, “without result”; n»ll« repugnante, “without resistance”;
impr»d¡ns, “without being aware.” (See 425.) Stetit impavidus neque loc«
cessit, “he stood undismayed, without yielding ground”; n«n potes mihi
noc¡re qu¿n tibi ips¿ noce§s, “you cannot hurt me without injuring your-
self.”

In, sub, subter, super, with ablative

9. In, “in,” “among.” In bon¿s d»cere, “to reckon among blessings”; in
d¡l¿berand«, “whilst deliberating”; quae in ocul¿s sunt, “what is before our
eyes”; in arm¿s esse, “under arms”; quantum in m¡ est, “to the utmost of my
power”; satis ut in r¡ trepid§ impavidus, “with fair courage considering the
critical state of things”; in tant« discr¿mine, “in the face of such a crisis.”
(See 273, Note 2.)

10. Sub, “under.” Sub terr§, “under the earth”; sub arm¿s, “under
arms.” This preposition must never be used with the ablative after verbs of
motion towards. Its metaphorical use (e.g. “under a leader or king”) is rare
in Latin prose; thus: “under his guidance” is e« duce.

11. Subter, “beneath.” Subter l¿tore, “close to the shore.” This prepo-
sition is used with the ablative only in poetry.

12. Super, “upon”; super foc« “upon the hearth.” In the sense of “con-
cerning” (super h§c r¡) it is rarely used by Cicero, never by Caesar.
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333. Absque, “without,” is rare. It is used mostly in Early Latin in
phrases like: absque n«b¿s esset, “were it not for us …”

Clam, “secretly,” is most commonly used as an adverb. As a preposi-
tion “unknown to,” it is very rarely used with the ablative, and even with
the accusative (clam nostr«s, “unknown to our men”) it is not common in
prose.

Palam, “before, in the sight of” (palam omnibus), is used only as an
adverb by Cicero and Caesar.

Tenus, “as far as,” follows its noun. It is used with the ablative (partic-
ularly of words denoting a part of the body: pectoribus tenus, “as far as the
chest”) and (less frequently) with the genitive. The word is most frequent in
the compound adverbs: h§ctenus “to this extent,” aliqu§tenus “to some
extent.”

Exercise 44

1. In the midst of this dire confusion and tumult, the emperor was seen
with his staff on the left wing. He was now1 free from care about the
enemy’s cavalry, and his words of encouragement were drowned in
shouts of joy and triumph.

2. I fear that2 it is all over with our army; for3 ten successive days there
has been the greatest want of provisions. In front, in flank, in rear, ene-
mies are threatening (them). All the neighbouring tribes are in arms; on
no side is there any prospect of aid. Yet, for myself,4 in the face of these
great dangers, I am unwilling wholly to despair.

3. Immediately after the battle they bring out5 and slay the prisoners; they
begin with the general. None6 are spared; all are butchered to a man.

4. I will begin, then,7 with you. You pretend that your countrymen are
fighting for their homes and hearths; and yet8 you avow that they have
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repeatedly made raids upon our territory, and wasted our land with fire
and sword without provocation or resistance.

5. I have known this young man from a boy; both his father and he have
again and again in my father’s lifetime stayed under our roof. I esteem
him most highly.

6. In virtue of the power with which my countrymen have entrusted me, I
intend to reward all who have deserved well of the nation; the rest I
shall punish in proportion to their crimes.

7. I will aid you to the utmost1 of my power; but I fear that it is all over
with your hopes.

8. I should be sorry to disappoint you, but I fear that your brother has
returned without result.

9. Considering the greatness of the danger, he displayed great courage,
and we ought all to show him gratitude in proportion to his many serv-
ices to us and to the nation.

10. We should2 all of us look at what is before our eyes; to depend on the
future is useless.

EXERCISE XLV
PRONOUNS

Personal and Demonstrative
334. The termination of a Latin verb indicates whether the subject is

singular or plural and whether it is first, second, or third person. The nom-
inative of a personal pronoun is therefore used only for special reasons.
(See 11, a)

(i) Ego often begins a sentence in which the speaker is giving an
account of his own conduct or feelings.

Ego cum pr¿mum ad rem p»blicam access¿.
For myself, when first I entered on political life.

(ii) T» (especially) is often used indignantly.

An t» praet«rem acc»s§s?
Are you (one like you) bringing a charge against a praetor?
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(iii) Ego, t», and even ille are often inserted without any special empha-
sis side by side with the oblique case of the same or another pronoun. (Intr.
91.)

H¿s ego per¿cul¿s me obi¡c¿.
These were the dangers to which I exposed myself.

(iv) Ego, t», and ille are often joined closely with quidem and equidem,
and inserted in a clause where an admission is made in contrast with a state-
ment which follows.

Vir optimus t» quidem, sed mediocr¿ ingeni«.
You are an excellent man, but of moderate abilities.

Is, ille, hic, iste

335. Latin has many words which answer to our “he,” “she,” “they.” In
“he says that he has not done wrong,” the second “he” might be expressed
in Latin by s¡, eum, hunc, istum, or illum, according to the precise meaning
of “he” in the English sentence. The first “he” might be either unexpressed,
or translated by is, hic iste, ille, according to circumstances.

336. Is is the pronoun of mere reference. It is regularly used, especial-
ly in the oblique cases, for “he,” “she,” “him,” “her,” “it,” as an unemphat-
ic pronoun referring to some person or thing already mentioned, or to be
mentioned.

Is is, in all cases, the regular pronoun corresponding to qu¿. The other
demonstrative pronouns have each a special force of their own, in addition
to that of mere reference to some person or thing indicated.

337. Hic is the demonstrative of the first person. “This person, or thing,
near me” (the speaker or writer).

haec patriaÐthis our country
haec v¿taÐthis present life
haec omniaÐeverything around us
piget haec perpet¿Ðit is painful to endure the present state of things
h¿s sex di¡busÐin the last six days
h¿s cognit¿sÐafter learning this (which I have just related)

338. Iste on the other hand is the demonstrative of the second person
(the person addressed): “that near you.”

C»r ista quaeris?Ð Why do you put that question of yours?
op¿ni« istaÐthat belief of yours
Epic»rus isteÐyour friend Epicurus
c§sus isteÐyour present disaster
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Note 1.—In the language of the law-court hic is often opposed to iste. Hic then
means “the man near me,” “my client1 and friend here,” and is opposed to
iste, “the man near you,” “my opponent,” “the defendant.”

Note 2.—This meaning “that of yours” often, but by no means always, gives
iste a meaning of contempt: ista n«vimus, “we know that story”; ist¿, “those
friends of yours (whom I think lightly of).”

339. Ille is the demonstrative of the third person, “that,” “that out
there.” Hence come various uses.

(i) The remote in time as opposed to the present: Ill¿s temporibus, “in
those days”; ant¿quit§s illa, “the far-off past,” “the good old times.”

(ii) The “distinguished,” as opposed to the common: Cat« ille, “the
great Cato.”

(iii) The emphatic “he,” the “he” of whom we are all thinking or speak-
ing or whom we all know. Thus ille is used instead of is, where a
well-known person is meant, even when followed by qu¿: ill¿ qu¿,
“those (whom we all know) who,” not merely “men who.”

(iv) So, “he” in the sense of “the other” of two parties; often substitut-
ed for a proper name in a narrative.

340. Hic and ille are often opposed to each other.

(i) Of two persons or things already mentioned, hic relates to the near-
er, the latter; ille to the more remote, the former.

R«mulum Numa exc¡pit; hic p§ce, ille bell« melior fuit.
To Romulus succeeded Numa; the latter excelled in peace, the former in

war.

(ii) So, of persons or things already mentioned or implied.

neque hoc neque illudÐneither the one nor the other
et hic et ille (= uterque)Ð both one and the other

(iii) Sometimes they answer to “some … others.”

H¿ p§cem, bellum ill¿ volunt.
Some desire peace, others war.

341. Illud is often used to introduce a quotation or emphasise a follow-
ing clause.

N«tum illud Cat«nis… .
The well-known saying of Cato… .
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Illud vereor, n¡ fam¡s in urbe sit.
My real fear is (or what I fear is) lest there should be hunger in the city.

It sometimes answers to the English “this,” “the following.”

N¡ illud quidem intellegunt …
They do not even perceive this, that …

342. Is, as the pronoun of reference, is the regular correlative to qu¿,
and may refer to any one of the three grammatical persons. Read again 70-
76, and study the following examples:

(a) Qu¿ hoc f¡cerint (192), i¿ poen§s dabunt.

(b) D¡ e¿s qu¿ hoc f¡cerint, poen§s s»mam.

(c) Qu¿ «lim terr§rum orb¿ imper§vimus, i¿ hodi¡ serv¿mus.

(d) In e«s qu¿ d¡f¡cerant saev¿tum est.
The rebels1 (175) were treated with severity.

343. For the difference between cum e« r¡s est qu¿ n«s semper 
contempserit (subjunctive), and the same sentence with contempsit, see
504, Note. It will be enough to say here that

Is sum qu¿ f¡c¿, is “I am the man who did (it).”
N«n is sum qu¿ faciam, is “I am not such a person as to do it.”

344. Et is, isque, idque, etc., are often used to draw attention to some
important detail.

Decem capt¿ sunt, et i¿ R«m§n¿.
Ten men have been taken, and (what is more) those were Romans.

Litter¿s operam ded¿, idque § puer«.
I have been a student, and that from my boyhood.

345. A demonstrative pronoun is not qualified in Latin by a possessive
genitive; and care must be taken when translating the English “that of,”
“those of.”

“Our own children are dearer to us that those of our friends,” is nostr¿ n«b¿s
l¿ber¿ c§ri«r¡s sunt quam am¿c«rum; never quam i¿ am¿c«rum.

If, as in the above example, the pronoun (i¿) would be in the same case
as the noun (l¿ber¿) to which it refers, it is simply omitted; otherwise the
noun itself is repeated.

L¿ber¿ nostr¿ am¿c«rum l¿ber¿s c§ri«res sunt.
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346. So also it must again be noticed (see 74) that is and ille (unlike the
English demonstrative) cannot define a participle, adjective, or phrase.

“Those near him” is not e«s prope eum, but e«s qu¿ prope eum erant or
st§bant.

“To those questioning him” is not e¿s interrogantibus, but either 
interrogantibus, or e¿s qu¿ interrog§bant.

“Those like ourselves” is not e«s nostr¿ simil¡s, but nostr¿ simil¡s, or e«s qu¿
nostr¿ sunt simil¡s.

347. When a demonstrative or relative pronoun (is, hic, or qu¿, etc.) is
the subject of a copulative (linking) verb, it generally agrees with the pred-
icative noun in gender. (See 83, Note.)

Ea (not id) d¡mum est v¡ra f¡l¿cit§s.
This and this only is true good fortune.

Note—F¡l¿cit§s never means “happiness” (see 98, b), but “good luck” or “for-
tune.” Note also the use of d¡mum, which emphasises the word it follows.

348. Both ille and is sometimes represent the English the (which itself
is demonstrative in origin).

I remember the day on which …
Venit mihi in mentem di¡¿ ill¿us, qu« …

The friendship which existed between you and me.
Ea quae mihi t¡cum erat am¿citia.«

Exercise 45

1. Those friends of yours are in the habit of finding fault with the men, the
institutions, and the manners of the present1 day, and of sighing for, and
sounding the praises of, the good old times; possibly you yourself have
sometimes fallen into that mistake.

2. There is the greatest disagreement on2 political matters in my house;
some of us wish everything changed, others nothing. For myself, I
believe neither of the two parties to be in the right.

3. He3 always showed himself proof against these perils, these bugbears;
do4 not you then appear unworthy of your noble forefathers.
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4. Of this at least I am convinced, that that belief of yours as to1 the antiq-
uity of this custom is groundless; it is for you to consider2 its origins3

5. The saying of Caesar is pretty well known, that chance has the greatest
influence in war.

6. When just on the point of pleading his cause, my client was ready to be
reconciled with the defendant; and this design4 he accomplished.

7. To the question why he preferred being an exile to living in his own
home, the other replied that he could not return yet without violating the
law, (and) must5 wait for the king’s death.

8. This only, it is said,6 is true wisdom: to command oneself.

9. I value my own reputation more highly than you (do) yours, but I am
ready to sacrifice my freedom to that of the nation.

10. I who7 twenty years ago never quailed even before the bravest foe, now
in the face8 of an inconsiderable danger am alarmed for my own safety
and that of my children.

11. To those who asked why they refused to comply with the royal caprice,
they replied that they were not men9 to quail before pain or danger.

12. You have been praised by an excellent man, it is true,10 but by one most
unversed in these matters.
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EXERCISE XLVI

PRONOUNS

Reflexive and Emphatic Pronouns—S¡, Suus, Ipse

349. The third person Reflexive pronoun s¡ and the possessive adjec-
tive suus are used to refer:

(i) to the subject of the sentence or clause in which they stand:

Br»tus pugi«ne s¡ interf¡cit su«.
Brutus killed himself with his dagger.

(ii) to the subject of the main sentence, if the clause in which they stand
represents something in the mind of that subject:

M¿lit¡s exhort§tus est ut s¡ sequerentur.
He exhorted the soldiers to follow him.

(iii) to the subject of the verb of “saying, thinking,” etc., which intro-
duces «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse):

D¿xit s¡ su¿s am¿c¿s sua omnia dat»rum.
He said that he would give to his friends all his property.

Note 1.—S¡ is a third person pronoun only. For the first and second persons,
m¡ and t¡ are used as reflexives (sometimes emphasised by a case of ipse):
An t¡ (or t¡met) ipse (or ipsum, agreeing with t¡) contemnis? Is it that you
despise yourself?

Note 2.—Subordinate clauses which represent something in the mind of the
subject of the main verb are: indirect commands, prohibitions (negative
commands), and wishes; indirect questions; final (purpose) clauses.

Sc¿re voluit v¡rum falsumne sibi esset rel§tum.
He wished to know whether what had been reported was true or false.

Note 3.—Other types of adverbial clause and purely adjectival clauses do not
represent the thought or desire of the main verb.

M¿lit¡s, qu¿ s¡ suaque omnia host¿ tr§diderant, laud§re n«luit.
He was unwilling to praise soldiers who had surrendered themselves and

all that belonged to them to the enemy.

350. It is obvious from 349 that in some kinds of subordinate clause and
in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse), s¡ and suus may legitimately be used
to refer to any one of two or more different persons; but in a context
arranged with moderate skill, no ambiguity need arise.
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Ariovistus ad Caesarem l¡g§t«s mittit ut¿ ex su¿s (= Caesaris) aliquem ad s¡
(= Ariovistum) mitteret.

Ariovistus sent ambassadors to Caesar to ask that Caesar should send some
one of his (Caesar’s) men to him (Ariovistus).

In the above example su¿s refers to the subject of mitteret, whereas s¡
refers to the subject of the main verb mittit.

Note—Occasionally, to avoid possible ambiguity, the intensifying pronoun
ipse is used to refer to the subject of the main verb.

Rog§vit Caesar c»r d¡ su§ virt»te aut d¡ ips¿us d¿ligenti§ d¡sp¡r§rent.
Caesar asked why they despaired of their own valour or of his zeal.

In the above example, the genitive singular ips¿us makes it clear that the
reference is to the subject of rog§vit; and by contrast (as well as from the
context) su§ is taken to refer to the subject of d¡sp¡r§rent.

351. When translating into Latin, the following points should be
observed: (1) within a simple sentence or a subordinate clause, the subject
of that sentence or clause must be referred to by s¡; (2) within a subordinate
clause of the kind mentioned in 349, Note 2, the subject of the main verb
must be referred to by s¡; (3) within «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse), the
subject of the verb of “saying, thinking,” etc., must be referred to by s¡; (4)
ipse should be used only if there is some emphasis, and not simply because
the writer doubts whether s¡ or eum would be correct; (5) if ambiguity aris-
es from the application of these rules, the passage must be remodelled.

352. S¡ and suus are also used with the meaning “oneself, one’s own”
in sentences whose subject is undefined.

D¡f«rme est d¡ s¡ ipsum praedic§re. 
It is unseemly to brag about oneself.

Ali¡n¿s ini»ri¿s vehementius quam su¿s commov¡r¿.
Being moved more deeply by other men’s wrongs than by one’s own.

In the following common phrases, s¡ is used without reference to any-
thing but the nearest word: per s¡, “in itself”; propter s¡, “for its own sake”;
f¿d»cia su¿, “self-confidence”; quantum in s¡ fuit, “to the utmost of his abil-
ity”; su¿ compos, “master of himself.”

Tum illum vix iam su¿ compotem esse videt.
Then he sees that he (the other) is scarcely any longer master of himself.

Haec omnia per s¡ ac propter s¡ expetenda esse ait.
All these things, he says, are desirable in themselves and for their own sake.

353. S¡ is sometimes used as a third person reciprocal pronoun; and
inter s¡ is frequently so used.
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F»rtim inter s¡ aspici¡bant.
They would look stealthily at each other.

Note—For a similar use of alius alium, see 371, iv.

354. The following points in the use of suus should be noticed:

(i) It is often used as a possessive in reference to quisque even though
quisque is not the subject.

Suus cuique erat locus attrib»tus.
To each man his own place had been assigned.

(ii) Sometimes, when no ambiguity is likely to arise, suus refers in a
simple sentence to something other than the subject of the sentence.

Sen§tum ad suam sev¡rit§tem revoc§v¿.
I recalled the senate to its strictness.

(iii) Su¿ is often used for a man’s “friends,” “party,” “followers.”

Auct«rit§s Pausistrat¿, quae inter su«s maxima erat …
The influence of Pausistratus, which was predominant amongst his 

followers …

(iv) Suus corresponds to “his own” rather than to “his”; consequently it
is not used in many circumstances where we use the unemphatic
English “his.”

Animum adveritit “he turned his attention”
F¿li¿ mortem d¡pl«r§bat. “He was lamenting his son’s death.”

But suus is often used emphatically as opposed to ali¡nus: su« tempore,
“at the time that suited him”; and always in the phrase su§ sponte, “of his
own free will.”

355. The intensifying pronoun ipse emphasises the word to which it
refers.

Quid ips¿ senti§tis velim fate§min¿.
I would fain have you confess your own sentiments.

Note 1.—Observe from the following instances how ipse may be used to ren-
der various English expressions:

ips¿s sub moenibusÐclose beneath the walls
ill« ips« di¡Ð on that very day
Advent» ips« host¡s terruit.Ð He frightened the enemy by his mere arrival.
Ipse hoc v¿d¿.Ð I saw this with my own eyes.
Ipse f¡c¿.Ð I did it unaided.
Ips¿ venient.Ð They will come of their own accord.
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356. (i) Ipse is often inserted in Latin for the sake of clearness or con-
trast where we should hardly express it. 

D¿miss¿s su¿s ipse n§vem c«nscendit.
He dismissed his followers and embarked.

(ii) It very often denotes the leading person: the “host” as opposed to
the guests, “the master” as opposed to the disciples.

(iii) The genitive (singular or plural as the sense requires) of ipse is used
to emphasise a possessive adjective.

Me§ ips¿us culp§, vestr§ ips«rum culp§.
Through my own, or your own, fault.

Exercise 46

1. Many evils and troubles befall us through our own fault, and it1 is often
the lot of men to atone for the offences of their boyhood in mature life.

2. Having thus spoken, he sent back the officers to their several regiments.
Then, telling2 the cavalry to wait for his arrival under shelter of the ris-
ing ground, he started at full gallop and encouraged by voice and ges-
ture the infantry, who had retreated quite up to the camp, to turn back3

and follow him.

3. You are one whom your countrymen will entrust4 with office from the
mere impression of your goodness.

4. It is a king’s duty (291) to have regard not only to himself, but to his
successors.

5. I heard him with my own ears deploring the untimely death of his son,
a calamity which5 you pretend that he treated very lightly.

6. We ought, says he, to be scarcely more touched by our own sorrows
than by those of our friends.

7. Having returned to his countrymen, he proceeded6 to appeal to them not
to surrender him at the conqueror’s bidding to men who were7 his and
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their1 deadliest enemies, to his father’s murderers and their1 betrayers,
but rather to brave2 the worst, and perish in the field.

8. He intends, he says, to lead his men out to fight3 at his own time, not at
that of the Germans.

9. Any one4 may be dissatisfied with himself and his own generation; but
it requires4 great wisdom to perceive how we can retrieve the evils of
the past, and treat with success the national wounds.

10. To those who asked what advantage he had reaped from such numer-
ous friends, he replied that friendship was to be cultivated in itself5 and
for its own sake.

11. Taking6 his seat, he sent7 for the ambassadors of the allies, and asked
them why they were ready to desert him, and betray their own liberties
at such a crisis.

EXERCISE XLVII

PRONOUNS

Indefinite Pronouns—Quisquam, Aliquis, etc.

There are many indefinite pronouns in Latin. We may divide them into: 

(1) those that correspond to the English “any” and 
(2) those that correspond to the English “some.”

357. Quis (pronoun) and qu¿ (adjective), “any,” the least definite of the
pronouns, are used after s¿, nisi, num, n¡, qu«, quant«.

S¿ quis ita f¡cerit, poen§s dabit.
If any one does (192) so, he will be punished.
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Num quis ¿r§scitur ¿nfantibus?
Does anybody feel anger towards infants?

N¡ quis aed¡s intret, i§nuam claudimus.
We shut the door to prevent any one from entering the house.

Qu« quis vers»tior, e« suspectior.
The more shrewd a man (any one) is, the more is he suspected.

Note—The indefinite quis does not begin a sentence.

358. (i) Quisquam (pronoun) and »llus (adjective) “any at all,” are
used after a negative particle (nec, vix, etc.), or a verb of “denying, forbid-
ding, preventing,” or in a question, or in a s¿-clause where a negative is
implied.

Haec ai«, nec quisquam negat.
This I say, and no one denies it.

Negant s¡ cuiusquam imperi« esse obtemper§t»r«s.
They refuse to obey any one’s command.

Et est quisquam?
And is there any one? (It is implied that there is no one.)

Vetat l¡x »llam rem esse cuiusquam qu¿ l¡gibus p§r¡re n«lit.
The law forbids that anything should belong to any one who refuses to obey

the laws.

Note—Nec quisquam is always used for et n¡m«.

(ii) Since quisquam and »llus = “any at all,” they are naturally used in
comparisons.

Fortior erat quam am¿c«rum quisquam.
He was braver than any of his friends.

S«lis candor ill»strior est quam »ll¿us ignis.
The brightness of the sun is more intense than that of any fire.

359. Qu¿v¿s and qu¿libet, “any one (or thing) you please,” are used in
affirmative sentences.

Quodlibet pr« patri§, parentibus, am¿c¿s ad¿re per¿culum oportet.
We ought to encounter any danger (i.e. all dangers) for our country, our 

parents, and our friends.

Mihi quidv¿s satis est.
Anything is enough for me.

Note—Qu¿v¿s expresses a more deliberate, qu¿libet a more blind or capricious
choice (volunt§s contrasted with lib¿d«).
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360. “Some” is aliquis (aliqu¿), quispiam, qu¿dam, nescio quis. We
might say for “someone spoke,” loc»tus est aliquis, qu¿dam, nescio quis,
according to our precise meaning.

(i) Aliquis (pronoun) and aliqu¿ (adjective) represent “some,” “some-
one,” as opposed to “none,” “no one.”

D¿xerit aliquis.
Someone (no definite person thought of) will say (have said).

Sen¡s quibus aliquid r«boris supererat.
Old men who had still some strength remaining.

(ii) Quispiam, “someone,” is not so often used, and is vaguer.

D¿cet quispiam.ÐSomeone will say.

(iii) “Some,” when used in an emphatic and yet indefinite sense is often
to be rendered by sunt qu¿, erant qu¿, with a subjunctive verb (see 506).

Sunt qu¿ d¿cant.ÐSome say. 
Erant qu¿ d¿cerent.ÐSome said.

(iv) N«nn»ll¿ is “some few,” “more than one,” as opposed to “one” or
“none.”

Disert«s cogn«v¿ n«nn»ll«s, ¡loquentem n¡minem.
I have met with several clever speakers, but not a single man of eloquence.

361. Qu¿dam is “a certain one” or simply “a.” It indicates someone suf-
ficiently known to the speaker for the purpose in hand, but not further
described.

Qu¿dam ex (or d¡) pl¡be «r§ti«nem habuit.
A man of the commons made a speech.

Qu«dam tempore. At a certain time (I need not go on to give the date).
C¿vis qu¿dam R«m§nus. A (certain) citizen of Rome.

Note 1.—Qu¿dam also is very commonly used as an adjective to qualify a
strong expression, or to introduce some metaphorical language; it corre-
sponds in use to ut ita d¿cam. “so to speak.” (See 101, footnote.)

Erat in e« vir« d¿v¿na quaedam ingeni¿ v¿s. 
There existed in that man almost a divine, or a really heroic, force of

character. 

Pr«greditur r¡s p»blica n§t»r§l¿ qu«dam itinere et curs».
The state advances in a natural path and progress.

Note 2.—As English uses metaphorical expressions much more readily than
Latin, the Latin qu¿dam, or some qualifying phrase (tamquam, “as if,” etc.),
will often be used where no such phrase is required in English.
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362. Nescio quis and nescio qu¿, used as if they were single words,
play the part of indefinite pronouns. (See 169.) When used of a person
nescio quis is often contemptuous, and therein it differs from qu¿dam.

Alcidam§s qu¿damÐ“one Alcidamas (whom I need not stop to describe fur-
ther)”

But Alcidam§s nescio quis, “an obscure person called Alcidamas.”

363. The phrases nescio quid, nescio qu« mod«, nescio qu« pact« (also
qu«dam mod«), are used to indicate something that is not easily defined or
accounted for.

Inest nescio quid in anim« ac s¡ns» me«.
There is something (which I cannot define) in my mind and feelings.

Bon¿ sunt nescio qu« mod« tardi«r¡s.
Good people are somehow or other rather sluggish.

Nescio qu« pact« ¡v¡nit ut … 
Somehow or other it happened that …

364. Qu¿cumque, quisquis, “whoever,” are indefinite relatives, and as
such introduce clauses whose verb is indicative, unless there is some partic-
ular reason for the subjunctive.

Cr§s tibi quodcumque vol¡s d¿cere lic¡bit.
Tomorrow you may say whatever you like.

Quisquis h»c v¡nerit, v§pul§bit.
Whoever comes here shall be beaten.

Exercise 47

1. Do not,1 says he, be angry with any one, not to mention2 your own
brother, without adequate grounds.

2. Scarcely any one3 can realise the extent and nature of this disaster, and
perhaps4 it can never be retrieved.

3. Your present disaster might have5 befallen any one, but it seems to me
that you have been somehow more unlucky than any of your contem-
poraries.
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4. No one ever attained to any such goodness without, so1 to speak, some
divine inspiration, and no one ever sank to such a depth of wickedness
without any consciousness of his own guilt.

5. Some believed that after the defeat of Cannae the very name of Rome2

would disappear, and no one imagined that the nation would have3 so
soon recovered from so crushing a calamity.

6. It seems to me, to express4 myself with more accuracy, that this nation
has long been advancing in learning and civilisation, not of its own
impulse, but by what I may call5 divine aid.

7. Some one of his countrymen once said that my client was naturally dis-
posed to laziness and timidity; to me it seems that he is daily becoming
somehow braver, firmer, and more uncomplaining under any toil or
danger.

8. In the6 army that was investing Veii was a7 Roman citizen who had
been induced to have a conference with one or other of the townsmen.
He8 warned him that a terrible disaster was threatening the army and
people of Rome, and that scarcely a soul would return home in safety.

EXERCISE XLVIII A

PRONOUNS

Idem, Alius, Alter, C¡ter¿

365. ‡dem, “the same.” It has been already said (84) that “the same as”
is usually expressed in Latin by ¿dem qu¿, occasionally by ¿dem atque (or,
before consonants only, ac).

‡dem sum qu¿ (or ac) semper fu¿.
I am the same as I have always been.
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Incidit in eandem invidiam quam pater suus.
He fell into the same odium as his father.

366. ‡dem also serves to join together two predicates or two attributes
applied to the same person or thing. It may then be translated by “also, at
the same time, yet, not withstanding.”

Quidquid honestum est, idem est »tile.
Whatever is right, is also expedient.

Acc»sat m¡ Ant«nius, ¿dem laudat.
Antonius accuses and at the same time praises me.

Note—‡dem generally precedes the second attribute or predicate; but some-
times it is used with both.

‡dem vir fortissimus, ¿dem «r§tor ¡loquentissimus.
At once a man of the highest courage and the most eloquent of 

speakers.

367. Alius, “another.” To express “different from,” alius ac (atque) is
used. (91.)

Ali« ac t» est ingeni«.
He is of a different disposition from you.

Note—The adverb aliter has a similar use.

Aliter atque sentit loquitur.
His language is different from his (real) sentiments.

368. Alius, “another” (of any number), should be distinguished from
alter, “the other of two,” or “second” or “one of two” (as opposed to the
other).

C«nsulum alter dom¿, alter m¿litiae, f§mam sibi par§vit.
One of the consuls won glory at home, the other in war. (312.)

Du«rum fr§trum alter mortuus est.
One of the two brothers is dead.

Am¿cus est tamquam alter ¿dem.
A friend is a second self. (361, Note 2.)

Di¡s »nus, alter, pl»r¡s intercesserant.
One, two, several, days had passed.

369. A repeated alius is used in four common constructions.

(i) In a distributive sense: “some … some … others.”

Tum ali¿ R«mam versus, in Etr»riam ali¿, ali¿ in Camp§niam, domum reliqu¿
d¿l§buntur.

Thereupon they disperse, some towards Rome, some, etc.
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Note—Of course, of two persons, alter … alter, or »nus … alter, will be used
for “one … the other,” and sometimes hic … ille. (See 340.)

370. (ii) When used as a predicate in separate clauses a repeated alius
marks an essential difference. (92.)

Aliud est maled¿cere, acc»s§re aliud.
There is a vast difference between reviling (94) and accusing.

Aliud loquitur, aliud facit.
His language is irreconcilable with his actions.

371. (iii) When alius is repeated in different cases in the same clause, it
answers to a common use of the English “different,” “various.”

H¿ omn¡s alius ali§ rati«ne rem p»blicam aux¡runt
All of these by different methods promoted the interests of the nation.

Note 1.—The cognate adverbs have a similar use: Ali¿ aliunde congregantur,
“they flock together from various quarters”; omn¡s alius aliter sent¿re
vid¡min¿, “all of you, it seems, have different views.”

Note 2.—When used in this sense, the repeated alius is generally singular,
even though the subject is plural. (See example in Note 1.)

Note 3.—Avoid using d¿versus or varius in this sense. D¿versus is rather
“opposite”; varius, “varying.”

D¿vers¿ fugiunt is “they fly in opposite directions.”

(iv) Sometimes a repeated alius (or of two persons alter) supplies the
place of the reciprocal “each other.” (Compare 353.)

Tum omn¡s alius alium intu¡b§mur.
Thereupon all of us began to look at each other.

At fr§tr¡s alter alterum adhort§r¿… . 
But the (two) brothers began (186) to encourage each other, etc.

372. C¡ter¿ and reliqu¿ mean “the rest.”

Reliqu¿ is opposed to “the mass,” those who (or that which) remain
after many have been deducted.

C¡ter¿ is “the rest,” as contrasted with some one or more already
named or indicated.

Thus either c¡ter¿ or alter will answer to our “others,” “your neigh-
bours,” “fellow-creatures,” as opposed to “yourself.”

Qu¿ c¡ter«s (or alterum) «dit, ipse e¿s (or e¿) odi« erit.
He who hates his neighbours will be hated by them.
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Note. C¡ter¿ has no singular masculine nominative; in other forms it may be
used in the singular, but only with collective nouns: c¡tera multit»d«.

Exercise 48 A

1. Human beings pursue various objects; of these brothers, the one devot-
ed himself to the same tastes and studies as his distinguished father, the
other entered political life in quite early manhood.

2. Your judgment in this matter has been quite different from mine. You
might1 have shown2 yourself a true patriot, and lived in freedom in a
free country; you preferred riches and pleasure3 to the toil and danger
which freedom involves.

3. All of4 these men in different ways did good service to the human race;
all of them preferred being of use to their neighbours to studying their
own interest.

4. We have different aims; some are devoted to wealth, others to pleasure;
others place happiness in holding5 office,3 in power, in the administra-
tion of the state, others again6 in popularity, interest, influence.

5. Hearing this, the soldiers began to look7 at each other, and to wonder
silently what the general wished them to do, and why he was angry with
them rather than with himself.

6. You pay me compliments in every other (377) word, at the same time
you tax me with the foulest treachery. I would like you to remember
that speaking the truth is one thing, speaking pleasantly another.

7. The enemy now fled7 in opposite directions. Of the fugitives the greater
part were slain, the rest threw down their arms8 and were taken prison-
ers to a man. Few asked for quarter, none obtained it.
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2 240, Note 1.
3 Plural; so also for “toil,” “danger,” “office”; why? Latin uses abstract terms

much less than English. (See 174.)
4 297.
5 Gerundive.
6 D¡nique = lastly; used often in enumerations.
7 Historic inf. (See 186.)
8 Abl. abs.



8. We, most of us, came to a stand, looking silently at each other, and
wondering which of us would be1 the first to speak. But Laelius and I
held our peace, each waiting for the other.

9. After raising2 two armies, they attack the enemy’s camp with one; with
the other they guard the city. The former returned without success, and
a sudden panic attacked the latter.

EXERCISE XLVIII B

PRONOUNS

Quisque, Uterque, Singul¿, etc.
373. Quisque is “each one,” as distinct from omnis “every one.” It is

associated particularly with relative, interrogative, and reflexive pro-
nouns, with superlatives and comparatives, and with ordinal numerals;
and it is generally placed after such words.

Note 1.—It is very rarely used in the plural in prose, but often stands in the sin-
gular in apposition to a plural noun. (Cf. alius and alter, 371, iii, Note 2, and
371, iv.)

R«m§n¿ domum, cum su§ quisque praed§, redeunt.
The Romans return home, each with his own booty.

Note 2.—It is sometimes emphasised by prefixing »nus: »nus quisque, “each
and every one.”

Note 3.—In the neuter, the form quidque is substantival, quodque adjectival.

374. In association with pronouns its use is simple, if its proper place
in the sentence is remembered.

M¿lit¡s, quem quisque v¿derat, truc¿d§bant.
The soldiers would butcher whomever any of them saw. (193, Note 1.)

N«n meum est statuere quid cuique d¡be§s.
It is not for me (291, Note 2) to determine your debt to each.

Suum cuique tribuit«.
Give to every one his due. (Cf. 354, i.)

QUISQUE, UTERQUE, SINGUL‡, ETC. Exercise XLVIII BÐ Ð219

1 173, Note 2, and 62.
2 Abl. abs.



375. It is used in agreement with superlative adjectives, almost always
in the singular,1 to express “all,” or “every.”

Haec optimus2 quisque sentit.
These are the views of all good men, or of every good man.

Beware of writing bonus quisque, or optim¿ qu¿que.

376. Latin frequently expresses the idea of proportion by using quisque
with a superlative as the subject and another superlative in the predicate.

Optimum quidque r§rissimum est.
Things (or all things) are rare in proportion to their excellence.

Quisque with a superlative is also used in one of a pair of coordinate
sentences connected by ut and ita, to express proportion:

Ut quisque est sollertissimus, ita ferm¡ lab«ris est patientissimus.
In proportion to a man’s skill is, as a rule, his readiness to endure toil. (See

497, a.)

When qu« (quant«) and e« (tant«) are used to indicate proportion
quisque is used with a comparative adjective or adverb:

Qu« quisque est sollertior, e« est lab«ris patientior.

377. Quisque is also used with ordinal numerals; qu¿nt« qu«que ann«,
“each fifth year = every five years”; decimus quisque, “every tenth man”;
quotus quisque, “how few.” (See 157, Note 4.)

Pr¿mum quidque vide§mus.
Let us look at each thing in turn, take each (in turn) as first.

Pr¿m« qu«que tempore.
At the earliest opportunity possible.

378. (i) Uterque is “both,” in the sense of “each of two,” and denotes
two things or persons looked on separately.

Propter utramque causam.
For both reasons, i.e. for each of the two.

Amb« is “both,” but it is used of two individuals as forming one whole;
“both together.”3

220Ð ÐExercise XLVIII B QUISQUE, UTERQUE, SINGUL‡, ETC.

1 In the neuter the plural is occasionally used: fortissima quaeque c«nsilia 
t»tissima sunt, “the bravest plans are always the safest.”

2 This phrase is generally used in a political sense: “all good patriots, all the
well-disposed.”

3 For example, in an election in which there are three candidates, the victor who
has a bare majority has more votes quam uterque; if he has an absolute majority,
he has more votes quam amb«.



Qu¿ utrumque probat, amb«bus d¡bet »t¿.
He who approves of each of these (separately) is bound to use them both

(together).

Note 1.—Alter amb«ve is “one or both.”

Note 2.—Uterque (like n¡m«) used with the genitive of pronouns; but in appo-
sition to nouns.

H«rum uterque, “each of these”; but f¿lius uterque. Compare: h«rum
n¡m«, but n¡m« p¿ctor.

Note 3.—Uterque is used in Latin with interest, where we should use “the
two.”

Quantum inter rem utramque intersit, vid¡s.
You see the great difference between the two things.

Note 4.—Uterque can be used in the plural only where it denotes not two sin-
gle things or persons, but each of two parties or classes already represented
by a plural word.

St§bant ¿nstr»ct¿ aci¡ R«m§n¿ Samn¿t¡sque; p§r utr¿sque pugnand¿ studium
(each felt the same ardour for the fight).

379. As uterque unites two and = »nus et alter, so uterv¿s and 
uterlibet disjoin them and = »nus vel alter, “whichever of the two you
like,” i.e. excluding the other. (See 359, Note.)

Uter is generally interrogative, “which of two?”; but it is also used as
a relative “whichever of two.” Different cases of uter are often used in the
same sentence.

Uter utr¿ pl»s nocuerit, dubit«.
I am doubtful which of the two injured the other most.

380. Singuli (-ae, ~a) is only used in the plural, and has two main uses.

(a) As a distributive numeral, “one apiece,” “one each.” (See 532.)

Cum singul¿s vest¿ment¿s exeant.
Let them go out each with one set of garments.

Eius mod¿ homin¡s vix singul¿ singul¿s saecul¿s n§scuntur.
Such men come into the world scarcely once in a century (one in each 

century).
(b) As opposed to »nivers¿, “the mass,” “all,” looked on as forming,

one class, singul¿ denotes “individuals,” “one by one.”

R«m§n«s singul«s d¿ligimus, »nivers«s §vers§mur.
While we feel affection for individual Romans, we loathe the nation, or them

as a nation.
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Nec v¡r« »nivers« s«lum hominum gener¿, sed etiam singul¿s pr«v¿sum est.
Nor is it only mankind in general (as a whole), but the individual that has

been cared for.

381. “A single person,” where “single” is emphatic, may be turned by
»nus aliquis: ad »num aliquem r¡gnum d¡tul¡runt, “they offered the crown
to a single person.” “Not a single,” = an emphatic “no one,” is n¡ »nus 
quidem.

Note—Singul§ris is generally used of qualities, and denotes “rare,” “remark-
able.”

Exercise 48 B

1. As a nation we praise the poet whom as individuals we neglected.

2. All true patriots and wise men are on our side, and we would fain have
those whom we love and admire hold the same sentiments as ourselves.

3. Men are valued by their countrymen in proportion1 to their public use-
fulness. This man was at once a brave2 soldier and a consummate
statesman; for both reasons therefore he enjoyed the highest praise and
distinction.

4. It is often the case that men are talkative and obstinate in exact3 propor-
tion to their folly and inexperience.

5. It is a hackneyed saying that all weak characters4 crave for different
things at different times.

6. It now seemed that the enemy would attack our camp at the first possi-
ble opportunity, but that at the same time they were afraid of losing
many men.

7. We are one by one deserting and abandoning the man who saved us all.

8. All good patriots are, I believe, convinced of this,5 that it is quite impos-
sible for us to effect anything by hesitation (94, 99), procrastination,
and hanging back. I therefore feel sure that there is need of haste rather
than of deliberation.

222Ð ÐExercise XLVIII B QUISQUE, UTERQUE, SINGUL‡, ETC.

1 May be done in two ways. (See 376.)
2 57, a.
3 Use quant« … tant«. (See 376.)
4 “Characters” is of course not to be expressed literally in Latin: it = “men.”
5 341.



9. He found a difficulty in persuading his countrymen that1 their enemies
and allies were powerless separately, most powerful in combination.

10. Thereupon all, each in turn, answered the consul’s questions; and the
greater part besought the senate, appealing2 to the whole body and to
individuals, that one or both the consuls should at the earliest opportu-
nity bring them relief.

EXERCISE XLIX
GERUND AND GERUNDIVE

382. The Gerund is a verbal noun, active in meaning: ad faciendum
“for the doing.” Its nominative is not used, and it has no plural.

Note—The infinitive, which is also a verbal noun, has different forms for dif-
ferent tenses (see 35); the gerund simply denotes the verbal activity without
specific reference to time.

383. Because of its verbal nature, the gerund (a) may be qualified by
adverbs; (b) is followed by the same case as the verb from which it is
derived.

ad bene v¿vendumÐ“for living well”
parcend« hostibus Ð“by sparing the enemy”
orbem terr§rum subigend« Ð“by conquering the world”

384. The infinitive is used only as a nominative and as an accusative
(without a preposition); the gerund supplies the other cases, and its accusa-
tive is used instead of the infinitive when a preposition is required.

Doc¡re mihi i»cundum est Ð“teaching is pleasant for me.”

But: 

ars docend¿Ð “the art of teaching”
hom« ad agendum n§tus est Ð“man was born for action.”

385. The use of the gerund with a direct object is, in general, avoided
unless the object is a neuter pronoun or adjective; in its place the gerundive
is preferred. (See 395.)

GERUND AND GERUNDIVE Exercise XLIXÐ Ð223

1 See 124.
2 past (i.e. perfect) participle of obtestor. (See 416.)



Cupidit§s pl»ra habend¿Ð “the desire to possess more.”

But: 

Ad p§cem petendam v¡n¡runtÐ“they came to seek peace”
rather than: ad p§cem petendum v¡n¡runt.

386. The Gerundive is a verbal adjective, passive in meaning1: vir lau-
dandus, “a man to be praised.”

387. In the nominative (and sometimes in the accusative) the gerundive
is used to express obligation and necessity; in the oblique cases it is used as
a passive participle.

Carth§g« d¡lenda est.
Carthage ought to be (must be) destroyed.

Studi«sus est p§cis petendae.
He is eager to seek peace (for peace being sought).

Caesare interficiend« rem p»blicam restituere c«n§t¿ sunt.
They tried to restore the republic by slaying Caesar (by Caesar being slain).

Ill¿ violand¿s l¡g§t¿s interfu¡re.
They took part in the outrage on the ambassadors (in the ambassadors being

harmed).

388. The nominative of the gerundive of a transitive verb is used as a
predicative adjective in agreement with the subject to express obligation
and necessity.

Am¿c¿ tibi c«ns«land¿ sunt.
You must console your friends.

ømnia »n« tempore erant agenda.
Everything had to be done at one and the same time.

224Ð ÐExercise XLIX GERUND AND GERUNDIVE

1 The commonly accepted view of the origin of the gerund and gerundive and of
the relation between them is as follows. The gerundive was at first an adjective
which implied a vague connection with the verbal activity and was not distinctive-
ly passive in meaning. The idea of a vague connection, however, gave rise, espe-
cially when a transitive verb was involved, to the idea of “fit to be, bound to be.”
So vir laudandus “a man with whom one associates the idea of praise, a man for
praising,” was felt to imply “a man fit to praise, fit to be praised, bound to be
praised, who ought to be praised.” Thus was evolved the idea of obligation which,
in classical Latin, the gerundive may be used to express. The gerund is either the
neuter of the gerundive, retaining an active sense, or (less probably) it originated
from a form in ~d« (= to, at). On this latter theory, agen-d« would mean original-
ly “towards doing, in doing”; and when this form was felt to be a dative or abla-
tive case, other case-forms would be analogically evolved. 



389. But if the verb is intransitive or is used intransitively, the nomina-
tive neuter of the gerundive is used with a tense of esse in an impersonal
construction.1

Hostibus parcendum est.
One must spare the enemy.

Occ§si«ne »tendum fuit.
The opportunity ought to have been used.

Note 1.—The gerundive thus used impersonally takes the same case as the
verb to which it belongs.

Note 2.—The two types of gerundive construction with transitive and intransi-
tive verbs are well illustrated by c«nsul«. Since c«nsul« Gaium means “I ask
Gaius for advice,” and c«nsul« Gai« means “I consult the interests of
Gaius,” we must say: Gaius c«nsulendus est for “Gaius must be consulted,”
and Gai« c«nsulendum est for “the interests of Gaius must be consulted.”

390. When the gerundive is used to express obligation and necessity the
person on whom the duty lies is in the dative. (See 258, i.)

Host¡s tibi vincend¿ sunt.
You must overcome your enemies.

Su« cuique i»dici« »tendum est.
Each man must use his own judgment.

391. But when the verb whose gerundive is being used itself takes a
dative, the agent is indicated by the ablative with § (or ab).

C¿vibus § t¡ c«nsulendum est.
You must consult the interests of the citizens.

Hostibus § n«b¿s parcendum erat.
We ought to have spared the enemy.

392. The gerundive with the various tenses of sum forms a periphrastic
conjugation expressing duty and necessity. (This is often called the passive
periphrastic.)

Mihi, tibi, e¿, etc., scr¿bendum est, fuit, erit.
I, you, he, etc., must write, should have written, shall have to write.
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1 The neuter gerundive of a transitive verb is sometimes, but very rarely, found
with an accusative object: agitandumst vigili§s “one must keep watch”; aetern§s
poen§s in morte timendum est “one must fear eternal punishment in death.”

On the other hand the gerundives of »tor, fruor, fungor, potior, and v¡scor (see
281) sometimes have a personal construction, because in early Latin these verbs
were often used as transitives: haec »tenda (fruenda) sunt “these things must be
used (enjoyed).”



Host¡s tum d¡belland¿ fu¡re.
The enemy should have been conquered then.

D¿xit sibi scr¿bendum esse (fuisse)
He said that he had (had had) to write.

D¿xit rem perficiendam fuisse.
He said that the matter should have (= ought to have) been finished.

393. The gerundive is sometimes used as an attributive adjective with
a sense of necessity, fitness, etc., even in the oblique cases.

Cum haud irr¿dend« hoste pugn§v¿.
I have fought with no despicable foe (no fit object for ridicule).

394. Caution.—Neither gerund nor gerundive denotes possibility. The
English “is to be” requires caution, as it may mean either possibility or duty.

“Your son was not to be persuaded” is not f¿li« tu« n«n fuit persu§dendum 
(= your son should not have been persuaded), but f¿li« tu« persu§d¡r¿
n«n potuit.

But sometimes in association with a negative word the gerundive
approaches the idea of possibility.

calamit§s vix tolerandaaÐscarcely endurable calamity.

Exercise 49

The gerundive to be used exclusively for “ought,” “should,” etc.

1. He ought voluntarily to have endured exile, or else died on the field of
battle, or done anything1 rather than this.

2. Ought we not to return thanks to men to whom we are under an obliga-
tion?

3. The soldiers should have been ordered2 to cease from slaughter, and to
slay no unarmed person; women at least and children ought to have
been spared, to say nothing3 of the sick and wounded.

4. I do not object to your exposing your own person to danger, but you
ought in the present emergency to be careful for your soldiers’ safety.

5. This is what one so sensible4 as yourself should have done, and not left
that undone.

226Ð ÐExercise XLIX GERUND AND GERUNDIVE

1 359.
2 Do in two ways, i.e. use both iube« and imper«. (See 120.)
3 Use n¡ d¿cam (101, footnote) parenthetically; see Ex. 47, Note 2.
4 224, Note 3.



6. Seeing1 that he must either retreat, or come into collision on the mor-
row with a far from contemptible enemy, he decided on forming line
and fighting at once.

7. Nor should we listen to men (72) who tell us that we ought to be angry
with a friend who refuses2 to flatter and fawn upon us.

8. Your son was wise enough3 not to be persuaded to think that the matter
should or could be forgotten.

9. We shall all have to die one day: when4 and how each will have to meet
the common and universal doom, is beyond5 the power of the wisest of
mankind to foresee or to foretell.

10. It seems that you have one and all come to me in6 the king’s palace
from two motives, partly for the sake of consulting me, partly to clear
yourselves7; you must therefore seize the opportunity, and plead your
cause while the king is present (abl. abs.).

EXERCISE L
GERUND AND GERUNDIVE

Oblique Cases
395. The gerundive construction is, in general, preferred to a gerund

with an accusative. Epistulae scr¿bendae studi«sus is more frequent than
epistulam scr¿bend¿ studi«sus.

(i) The gerund with a direct object is especially avoided if the gerund
would itself be governed by a preposition or would be dative.

Ad Gall«s ¿nsequend«s, “for pursuing the Gauls”; 
not ad Gall«s ¿nsequendum.

Ûtile bell« gerend«, “useful for waging war”; 
not »tile bellum gerend«.

GERUND AND GERUNDIVE Exercise LÐ Ð227

1 Cum vid¡ret. (See 430, Note.)
2 Mood? (See 77, Note.)
3 Turn: “your son, being most wise, was not,” etc. (224, Note 2.)
4 Not cum. (See 157, Note 7.)
5 “Not even the wisest of mankind can,” etc.
6 See 315.
7 See 399, Note 1.



(ii) To avoid ambiguity, however, the genitive or ablative of the gerund
is used when the object is a neuter pronoun or adjective.

Studium pl»ra cogn«scend¿.
Zeal for learning more.

Honestum petend« gl«riam c«nsec»tus est.
He won glory by pursuing virtue.

Pl»rium cogn«scend«rum and honest« petend« might be taken 
for masculines.

(iii) To avoid the repetition of the endings ~§rum, ~«rum, an accusative
object is used with the genitive of the gerund.

Arma capiend¿ facult§s…. 
The chance of taking arms… .

396. The accusative of both the gerund and gerundive is chiefly used
with ad, but rarely with other prepositions. When used with ad it is a sub-
stitute for a final (purpose) clause.

Gerund Ad c«nsultandum h»c v¡nimus.
We have come here to deliberate.

Gerundive Ad p§cem petendam miss¿ sumus. 
We have been sent for the purpose of asking for peace.

Note 1.—The genitive of the gerund and gerundive dependent on caus§ or
gr§ti§ is also used to express purpose: c«nsultand¿ caus§; p§cis petendae
gr§ti§.

Note 2.—Do not imitate such rare uses as: inter l»dendum, ob i»dicandum, “in
the midst of play,” “for the sake of giving a verdict.”

397. The dative of the gerund and gerundive is used after a few verbs
and adjectives such as praeficere, praeesse, dare operam, imp§r, etc., and
occasionally to express aim or purpose.

Gerund Legend« dabat operam.
He was giving his attention to reading.

Gerundive Bell« gerend« m¡ praef¡cistis.
You put me in control of the conduct of the war.

Gerundive Comitia c«nsulibus creand¿s.
The meeting for the election of consuls.

Note—Solvend« n«n esse, “not to be able to pay one’s debts,” is a common
technical phrase.
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398. The ablative of the gerund and gerundive is mainly used to denote
instrument (means) and cause; or is dependent on the prepositions §, d¡, ex,
and in.

Ûnus hom« n«b¿s c»nctand« restituit rem.
One man restored our fortunes by his delays.

ør§t«ribus legend¿s d¡lector.
I find delight in reading orators.

Ex discend« capiunt volupt§tem.
They gain pleasure from learning.

Note—The ablative of the gerund and gerundive is not used with pr« and sine
to represent our “instead of,” “without,” followed by the verbal substantive;
you cannot say pr« sequend«, sine sequend« for “instead of,” or “without
following.” (See 332, 8.)

399. The genitive of the gerund and gerundive is frequently used with
nouns and adjectives in an objective (300) or in an appositional sense (304),
and in dependence on caus§ and gr§ti§ (396, Note 1).

Cupidus urbis videndae.
Desirous of seeing the city.

Qu¿ hic m«s obsidend¿ vi§s?
What sort of a way is this of blocking up the roads? (For vi§s, see 395, iii.)

Note 1.—The genitive singular of the gerundive is used with su¿, nostr¿, vestr¿,
even to denote a number of persons: su¿ purgand¿ caus§ adsunt, “they are
here to clear themselves.” The reason is that these words were regarded as
neuter singulars: suum “his (their) self.”

Note 2.—Notice such phrases as resp¿rand¿ spatium, a breathing space; su¿
colligend¿ facult§s, an opportunity of rallying; p§cis faciendae auctor et
pr¿nceps fu¿, I suggested and was the leader in making peace. The rare con-
struction hoc c«nservandae l¿bert§tis est, “this tends to the preservation of
freedom,” has been noticed above. (292, 10.)

400. After some verbs, such as d«, c»r«, tr§d«, the gerundive is used
predicatively in agreement with the object to indicate that something is
caused to be done.

Obsid¡s Aedu¿s cust«diend«s tr§dit.
He hands over the hostages to the Aedui, to keep in guard.

Agr«s e¿s habitand«s dedit.
He gave them lands to dwell in.

Caesar pontem faciendum c»r§vit.
Caesar had a bridge made.
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Exercise 50

1. These men came, it is said, to our camp for the purpose of praising
themselves1 and accusing you (pl.); they are now intent on pacifying
you, and clearing themselves of a most serious indictment.

2. The matter must on no account be postponed; you must on this very day
come to a decision, as to whether your actions will destroy or preserve
your ancient constitution.

3. Such gentleness and clemency did he show in the very hour of triumph,
that it may be questioned whether he won greater2 popularity by par-
doning his enemies or by relieving his friends.

4. There can be no question that in point3 of consulting his country’s inter-
ests rather than his own, of sacrificing his own convenience (pl.) to that4

of his friends, of keeping in check alike his temper and his tongue, this
young man far outdid all5 the old.

5. All the spoil which the defendant had obtained by sacking temples, by
confiscating the property of individuals, and by levying contributions
on so many communities, he secretly had6 carried out of the country.

6. It was by venturing on something, he said, and by pressing on, not by
delay and hanging back, nor by much7 discussion and little action, that
they had effected what they had hitherto achieved.8

7. It was I who suggested following up the enemy (sing.), in order to
leave9 him no breathing space, no10 opportunity of rallying or of ascer-
taining the nature11 or number of his assailants.

230Ð ÐExercise L GERUND AND GERUNDIVE

1 399, Note 1.
2 Pl»s. (See 294.)
3 Simply abl. of limitation. (274.)
4 See 345.
5 Use quisque. (375.)
6 C»r«. (400.)
7 “Much,” “little,” with gerund. (See 53.)
8 Repeat the same verb; mood? (See 77, Note.)
9 Use the passive. (216, Note.)
10 Use »llus after n¡, as more emphatic than qu¿ (adj.). (See 357, 358.)
11 See 174.



EXERCISE LI
THE SUPINES

401. The Supines in ~um and ~» are oblique cases of a verbal substan-
tive of the fourth declension.

402. The Supine in ~um (accusative) is used only with verbs of motion
to express the purpose of the motion. It is thus one of the various Latin ways
of expressing purpose or design mentioned in 101, Note 1.

It so far keeps its verbal nature as to govern the same case as the verb
from which it is formed.

P§cem n«s fl§git§tum v¡n¡runt (230).
They have come to importune us for peace.

Note 1.—This supine is one of the few instances of motion towards being
expressed by the accusative without a preposition. (See 235.)

Note 2.—This supine is used most frequently with the verbs ¿re and ven¿re.

403. This supine, in association with the impersonal (passive) form ¿r¿,
is sometimes used by the Romans as a way out of the difficulties caused by
the lack of a future passive infinitive.

R»mor v¡nit datum ¿r¿ gladi§t«r¡s.
The rumour came that a show of gladiators was going to be given.

In the above example, datum is the accusative of motion after ¿r¿ (“that
a movement is being made”); and gladi§t«r¡s is the direct object after
datum.

But most commonly the future active infinitive fore with a dependent
clause containing a passive subjunctive is preferred. (See 38.)

R»mor v¡nit fore ut gladi§t«r¡s darentur.

404. The Supine in ~» is used to qualify adjectives denoting “ease, dif-
ficulty, pleasure, displeasure, belief,” (e.g. facilis, difficilis, i»cundus,
cr¡dibilis), and the nouns f§s, nef§s.

Difficile est dict» quant« s¿mus in odi«.
It is hard to say how hated we are.

Nef§s est dict» t§lem senect»tem miseram fuisse.
It is sacrilege to say that such an old age was wretched.

Note 1.—Only a few supines in ~» are in common use; i.e. those derived from
verbs of “speaking” (dict», memor§t») and verbs denoting the five senses
(aud¿t«, t§ct», etc.).

Note 2.—Unlike the supine in ~um, the supine in ~» does not take a noun as its
direct object. “It was easy to hear him” is not eum aud¿t» facile erat, but
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facile audi¡b§tur or eum aud¿re facile erat. But, as in the examples given
above, an indirect question or statement may be associated with it.

Note 3.—It is uncertain whether the supine in ~» was originally a dative or an
ablative. As a dative, its use is analogous to that of the dative with adjec-
tives (see 254); as an ablative it is one of Respect (see 274).

Exercise 51

1. Ambassadors came from the Athenians to Philip at Olynthus1 to com-
plain of wrongs done to their countrymen.

2. He set out to his father at1 Marseilles from his uncle at1 Narbonne to see
the games; but within the last2 few days has been killed, either by an
assassin or brigands, while3 on his journey.

3. Do you (pl.) remain within the camp in order to take food and rest and
all else that you require; let us, who are less exhausted with fighting for
did we not arrive fresh and untouched immediately after the contest?—
go out to get food and forage.

4. We have come to deprecate your (pl.) anger, and to entreat for peace;
we earnestly hope that we shall obtain what (pl.) we seek.

5. He sent ambassadors to the senate to congratulate Rome4 on her victo-
ry.

6. It is incredible how repeatedly and how urgently I have warned5 you to
place no reliance in that man.

7. It is not easy to say whether this man should be spared and be sent away
with his companions, or whether he should at once be either slain or
cast into prison.
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EXERCISE LII
PARTICIPLES

General Remarks
405. Participles are verbal adjectives. Like finite verbs, they express

tense and voice, they may be qualified by adverbs, and some of them may
govern a case. As adjectives, they are inflected and may be attached to a
noun (or pronoun) attributively or (as in the compound tenses) predicated
of it.

R¡s abstr»sa ac recondita (attribute).
A deep and mysterious question.

Mult¿ occ¿s¿ sunt (predicate).
Many were slain.

406. (i) The most characteristic use of a participle is to stand in appo-
sition to some noun or pronoun and so form a substitute for a subordinate
clause, either adjectival or adverbial. Thus,

Caesar haec veritus.
Caesar fearing (= who, or as he, feared) this.

Haec scr¿b¡ns interpell§tus sum.
I was interrupted while I was writing this.

Urbem oppugn§t»rus c«nstitit.
He halted when he was on the point of assaulting the city.

N«bil¡s, imperi« su« iamdi» repugnant¡s, »n« proeli« oppressit.
He crushed in a single battle the nobles, who had long been contesting his

sovereignty.

Note—Remember that the conjunctions dum, cum, etc., introduce a subordi-
nate clause which has a finite verb. The English “when coming, while writ-
ing,” cannot therefore be translated into Latin by cum veni¡ns, dum
scr¿b¡ns.

Sometimes the Latin participle represents not a subordinate, but a
coordinate, clause.

M¿litem arreptum trah¡bat.
He seized the soldier and began to drag him off. (See 15.)

Patrem sec»tus ad Hisp§naiam n§vig§vit.
He followed his father and sailed to Spain.

407. (ii) Participles may also be used precisely as adjectives, and as
such admit of comparative and superlative degrees.
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(a) Past (i.e. perfect) participles such as doctus, ¡rud¿tus, par§tus,
¡r¡ctus, etc., are constantly so used.

(b) So also present participles such as abstin¡ns, am§ns, appet¡ns,
f¿d¡ns, fl«r¡ns, noc¡ns, sapi¡ns, etc. The present participle of a transitive
verb, however, when used as an epithet, takes an objective genitive in place
of an accusative: patriae amantissimus. (See 302.)

(c) Some participles are even compounded with the negative prefix in-
(which is never joined with the verb): innoc¡ns, impot¡ns, ¿nsipi¡ns,
indomitus, invictus, int§ctus.

Note—Although this use of the participle as an epithet is common in both lan-
guages, we must be cautious in translating English participial adjectives lit-
erally: “a moving speech” is «r§ti« fl¡bilis; “a smiling landscape,” aspectus
amoenus; “burning heat,” aestus fervidus.

408. (iii) Some participles are frequently used as nouns. (See 51.)

Such are—Adul¡sc¡ns, “a youth”
¿nf§ns, “a child”
sen§t»s c«nsultum, “a decree of the senate”
candid§tus, “one in a white toga, a candidate”
praefectus, “a governor”
¿nstit»tum, “a fixed course, a principle” (sing.), “institutions” (pl.)
§cta, “measures, proceedings”
facta, “deeds”
merita (in), “services (towards)”
pecc§tum, d¡lictum, “wrong-doing, crime.”

Note—The variety of construction which this substantival use of participles
makes possible has been mentioned in 55.

409. Latin verbs have three participles only: Present, Future, and Past.
The present and future participles are always active; the past is passive
except when it is derived from a deponent or semi-deponent verb. (See 14.)

Present Participle
410. The present participle (always active), when used as a participle

(not as a mere adjective), denotes incompleted action contemporaneous
with that of the verb of the sentence in which it is used.

Haec d¿xit mori¡ns.
He said this while dying.

Pr«vinci§ d¡c¡d¡ns1 Rhodum praetervectus sum.
In the act of (or while) returning home from my province, I sailed past Rhodes.
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Ad mortem eunt¿ obviam factus sum.
I met him as he was going to death.

Note—After audi« and vide« the accusative of a present participle is used
(instead of an infinitive) when emphasis is laid on the actual presence of the
one who hears or sees.

Aud¿v¿ t¡ d¿centem.1

I heard you say.

Aed¡s flammant¡s v¿dit.
He saw the house blaze.

411. Hence its use is far more limited than that of the English present
participle, which is often used vaguely, as regards even time, and widely to
represent other relations than those of mere time. Thus,

“Mounting (i.e. after mounting) his horse, he galloped off to the camp”;
“arriving (i.e. having arrived) in Italy, he caught a fever”; “hearing this
(i.e. in consequence of hearing), he ordered an inquiry.”

In all these cases the Latin present participle would be entirely wrong;
equum c«nscend¡ns would mean that he galloped to the camp while in the act
of mounting; in Italiam perveni¡ns, that the fever was caught at the moment
of reaching Italy; haec audi¡ns, that the inquiry was ordered while he was lis-
tening to a story—all of which would of course be wrong or absurd.

In these three instances cum should be used with the pluperfect sub-
junctive: cum equum c«nscendisset; cum perv¡nisset; cum haec aud¿visset
(or h¿s aud¿t¿s).

412. The Latin present participle, unlike the English, should not be used
as a substitute for a causal clause.

“Caesar, hoping soon to win the day, led out his men,” should be: Caesar,
cum s¡ brev¿ vict»rum esse sp¡r§ret (or quod … sp¡r§bat), su«s ¡d»xit;
not Caesar sp¡r§ns, etc. (See Exercise LXI.)

Though this rule should be strictly observed, it is not without excep-
tions, especially in Caesar.

Note—The present participle is sometimes used instead of a concessive clause.
(See Exercise LX.)

R¡ c«nsentient¡s, verb¿s discrep§mus.
Though we agree (while agreeing) in substance, we differ in words.

413. But the oblique cases (especially the dative and genitive) of pres-
ent participles are also used to indicate a whole class of persons or a mem-
ber of a class, without any stress on contemporaneous activity. (See 73.)
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V¡rum (or v¡ra) d¿centibus semper c¡dam.
I will always yield to those who speak the truth; or to men if they speak the

truth (not merely “while they are speaking”).

Pugnantium cl§m«re perterritus.
Alarmed by the shouts of the combatants, or of those who were fighting.

Nescio quem prope adstantem interrog§v¿.
I questioned some bystander, or one who was standing by (not simply “while

he was …”).

Note—The nominative of a present participle, however, is not to be used in this
way. “Men doing this,” or “those who do this,” should be translated by qu¿
hoc faciunt. Hoc facient¡s laudantur would mean, not “men who do this are
praised,” but “they are praised while doing this,” and i¿ hoc facient¡s, “those
doing this” (@Ê J"ØJ" B@4@Ø<J,H) is not Latin at all. (See 346.)

414. This freer use of the genitive and dative of a present participle
often affords a neat rendering of an English noun.

Interrogant¿ mihi respondit.Ð He replied to my question.
L»gentium lacrimae, tears of mourning; gr§tulantium cl§m«r¡s, shouts of

congratulation.
V«x eius morientis, his dying voice or words; adhortantis verba, his cheering

words, or words of encouragement.

Note—Beware of translating “tears of grief” by l»ct»s lacrimae, or “cries of
pain” by v«c¡s dol«ris; for l»ct»s and dol«ris do not conform to any of the
normal uses of the possessive genitive or the genitive of quality.

Past (i.e. Perfect) Participle

415. The past (i.e. perfect) participle, which is passive in meaning
(except when derived from a deponent or semi-deponent verb), denotes an
action which is prior to that of the verb of the sentence in which it stands.

Haec loc»tus aciem ¿nstr»xit.
Having spoken (when he had spoken) thus, he drew up his battle line.

Urbem captam incendit.
He burned the city which he had taken.

Note 1.—Special care should be taken when translating into Latin not to use
the past (i.e. perfect) participle passive as if it were active. Aud¿tus can never
mean “having heard.”

Note 2.—The ways in which Latin surmounts the difficulties caused by the
lack of an active past (i.e. perfect) participle are mentioned in 14.

416. But the past (i.e. perfect) participles of deponent and semi-
deponent verbs, such as veritus, ratus, ausus, c«nf¿sus, diff¿sus, »sus,
pr«gressus (advancing), §vers§tus (expressing disgust at), indign§tus (feel-
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ing indignation at), and those of verbs whose passives are used in a reflex-
ive sense, as conversus (turning), pr«iectus (throwing himself), hum¿
pr«vol»tus (rolling on the ground), often denote an action which is partly
prior to and partly contemporaneous with the action of the verbs of the sen-
tence.

Metellum esse rat¿, port§s claus¡re.
Having thought (and still thinking) it was Metellus, they closed the gates.

417. Latin sometimes uses a (concrete) noun qualified by a past (i.e.
perfect) participle, where English uses an abstract noun connected with
another noun by the preposition “of.”

Post urbem conditam
After the foundation of the city

Viol§t¿ foederis poen§s dabis
You shall be punished for the violation of the treaty.

N»nti§ta cl§d¡s
The news of the disaster

Note—This usage, together with those noticed in 54, 174, 387, and 414, illus-
trates how Latin is able to overcome its comparative poverty in abstract
nouns.

Future Participles

418. The future participle (always active) denotes an action which is
subsequent to that of the verb of the sentence in which it stands. It is most
frequently used with a tense of sum to form periphrastic tenses, e.g.
loc»t»rus eram “I was about to speak.” The following examples will recall
some of its uses.

Hoc s¡ umquam fact»rum fuisse negat.
He says he would never have done this. (36.)

Numquam fut»rum fuisse ut urbs caper¡tur respondit.
He replied that the city would never have been taken. (38, 472.)

Ade« territ¿ sunt ut arma facile tr§dit»r¿ fuerint.
They were so terrified that they would have easily delivered up their arms.

(115, 474.)

N«n vereor n¡ domum numquam s¿s redit»rus.
I am not afraid that you will never return home. (138.)

Note—In poets, and in prose writers after Cicero, the future participle is used
not only in the sense of “about to,” but also in the sense of “intending to” or
even “destined to.” This latter usage should not be imitated when translat-
ing from English.
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Exercise 52

The asterisk* means that a participial construction is to be used.

1. Are we1 then to spare those who * resist (us) and hurl darts at us?

2. Are we to spare these men even though * they resist (us)?

3. I heard you ask more than once whether we were going to return to2 my
home, or to see your father in London.

4. I heard the whole city ring with the shouts of joy3 and triumph.

5. Returning in his old age from India, he died in his own house; his sons
and grandsons stood round his sick-bed, gazed sadly on his dying coun-
tenance, and retained in their memories his prophetic words.

6. To my complaint that he had broken his word, he said that he had done
nothing of the kind, but was ready to pay the penalty of having caused4

such a loss.

7. I saw the soldiers brandishing their weapons throughout the city; I
heard the voices of joy and triumph; I recognised the clear proofs of the
announcement of a victory.

8. Throwing themselves at the king’s5 feet, they solemnly appealed to him
not to give over to certain destruction men who * were not guilty up to
that time, and who * would be of the utmost value to the nation one day.

9. Embarking at Naples, and fearing for the safety of himself and his fam-
ily,6 he took refuge with my father at Marseilles.

10. His words alike of praise3 and of rebuke3 were drowned in shouts of
indignation, and in groans and outcries of disapproval.

11. Distrusting my own sense of hearing, I asked some7 one who * was
standing nearer you whether I had heard aright; he answered my ques-
tion in the affirmative.8
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12. Are you not ashamed and sorry for the abandonment of your undertak-
ing, the desertion of your friend, and the violation of your word?

EXERCISE LIII
THE ABLATIVE ABSOLUTE

419. One of the commonest uses of the Latin present and past (i.e. per-
fect) participles is in a construction called the Ablative Absolute.

The ablatives of a participle and a noun (or pronoun) together form a
substitute for a subordinate clause. Caesar, accept¿s litter¿s, profic¿sc¿
c«nstituit, “Caesar, letters having been received, decided to set out.”
Accept¿s litter¿s is here the equivalent in meaning of such a clause as cum
litter§s acc¡pisset.

Note—This construction is called ablative absolute because the words in the
ablative seem to stand apart, as if set free (absol»tus) from the main con-
struction of the sentence. These ablatives were originally ablatives of
accompaniment (263) indicating the attendant circumstances. In classical
Latin the construction is widely used to indicate such ideas as cause or time.

420. This ablative absolute construction may be translated into English,
sometimes by an active participle in apposition to some word in the sen-
tence; sometimes by such phrases as “on,” “after,” “in consequence of,” “in
spite of,” “without,” “instead of,” followed by a verbal substantive in ~ing;
sometimes by a subordinate clause introduced by “after,” “when,” “while,”
“because,” “although,” “if,” etc.; and sometimes by a coordinate clause
(406, ii). Thus,

H¿s aud¿t¿s rediit, having heard (or hearing) this he returned; t¡ praesente, in
your presence; h«c compert« scelere, in consequence of discovering this
crime; t¡ repugnante, in spite of (in the teeth of) your resistance; ill«
manente, as long as he remains; Ant«ni« oppress«, if Antony is crushed;
patefact§ port§ ¡r»pit, he had the gate opened and sallied forth.

421. Owing to the absence of a past (i.e. perfect) participle active in
Latin, the use of this construction is exceedingly frequent. (See 14.)

422. Cautions.—The ablative absolute, however, is not always admis-
sible.

(a) Care must be taken not to use a past (i.e. perfect) participle passive
as if it were active. We cannot say Caesare pervent« for “Caesar having
arrived”; instead we must write: Caesar cum perv¡nisset.

(b) Since transitive verbs alone have a personal passive construction,
the ablative of the perfect passive participle of an intransitive verb cannot
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be used with the ablative of a noun in this construction. “Caesar having
been persuaded” cannot be translated by Caesare persu§s«, but by Caesar¿
cum persu§sum esset.

(c) The construction must never be used if the person or thing involved
is either the subject or object of the verb of the sentence.

“Caesar having taken the enemy massacred them” is not capt¿s hostibus
Caesar e«s truc¿d§vit, but Caesar capt«s host¡s truc¿d§vit. “As I was read-
ing this I saw you” is not: m¡ haec legente t¡ v¿d¿, but haec leg¡ns t¡ v¿d¿.

423. (d) A participle forming part of an ablative absolute may take the
normal case construction of the verb to which it belongs: haec m¡ d¿cente;
but for so long a combination as Caesare § m¿litibus imper§t«re sal»t§t«, a
cum-clause should be substituted.

(e) The past (i.e. perfect) participle of a deponent or semi-deponent
verb, being active in meaning, often affords an alternative mode of expres-
sion. Haec loc»tus rediit is as good Latin as h¿s dict¿s rediit.

(f) The future participle is very rarely used in the best prose in the abla-
tive absolute construction.

424. Since the verb sum has no present or past (i.e. perfect) participle,
an ablative absolute construction sometimes consists simply of a noun (or
pronoun) and a predicative adjective or noun.

M¡ inv¿t«, against my will; t¡ duce, with you for leader, under your leader-
ship (332, 10); m¡ auct«re, at my suggestion; salv¿s l¡gibus, without vio-
lating the law; honest¿s i»dicibus, if the judges are honourable men.

Note—Sometimes the place of a noun in the ablative absolute construction is
taken by a clause.

Miss¿s qu¿ rog§rent.
Having sent people to ask.

Compert« eum aegr«t§re.
Having ascertained that he was ill.

425. When the ablative absolute involves a negative, it may be translat-
ed by the English “without” and a verbal noun. (See 398, Note.) Thus,

T¡ n«n adiuvante, without your assistance; n»ll« exspect§t« duce, with-
out waiting for any guide; r¡ ¿nfect§, without success; n»ll« respondente,
without receiving an answer from any one; caus§ incognit§, without hear-
ing the case; indict§ caus§ condemn§tur, he is being condemned without
pleading his cause.

426. The proper place for the ablative absolute is early in, or at the very
beginning of, a sentence.
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Exercise 53

1. Thereupon, after saluting the enemy’s general, he turned to his compan-
ions, and setting spurs to his horse, rode past the ranks of the Germans
without either waiting for his staff or receiving an answer1 from any
one.

2. It was at my suggestion, to prevent your voice and strength failing you,
that you suspended for a while the speech which you had begun.

3. For myself, fearing that glory and the pursuit of honour had but little
effect with you, I abandoned such topics2 and tried to work upon your
feelings by a different method.

4. All this he did at the instigation of your brother, without either receiv-
ing or hoping for any reward.

5. It was most fortunate for me that, fighting3 as I did against your wish-
es and advice, not to say in spite of your opposition and resistance, I
gained the victory without the loss of a single4 soldier, and with few
wounded.

6. After attacking the camp for several hours, the barbarians were so
exhausted by the heat and overcome by fatigue, that having lost more
than 1200 men they abandoned the attempt and returned home without
success.

7. It was at your suggestion, not only against my will, but in spite of my
opposition, resistance, and appeals to heaven and earth, that your
countrymen were persuaded to condemn a whole people without a hear-
ing.

8. This I am persuaded of, that you will not pass this law without violat-
ing the constitution.

9. As I was thus speaking, the news of the enemies’ arrival, and the hand-
ing in of a dispatch from the king, filled my audience s with mingled
rage and panic; but some,6 judging that haste was necessary, seized
their arms and hastened to go down to meet the foe.
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10. So long as you survive and are unharmed, I feel sure that my children
will never be orphans.

11. Under your leadership I would have taken up arms; but hearing1 that
you were ill, I resolved to remain behind at home without2 taking part
in that contest.

EXERCISE LIV
TEMPORAL CLAUSES

427. Temporal clauses are adverbial clauses which qualify the state-
ment made by the verb in the main sentence in respect of time. They are
introduced by temporal conjunctions.

Note—One or other of the participial constructions given in the last two exer-
cises may often be used as an alternative to a temporal clause, e.g. haec
loc»tus, his dict¿s are exactly equivalent to haec cum d¿xisset.

428. Ubi, ut “when,” postquam “after,” simul ac, cum pr¿mum “as
soon as,” quoti¡ns “as often as,” introduce temporal clauses whose verb is
indicative.

Quae ubi (postquam, simul atque3) aud¿vit, abiit.
When (after, as soon as) he heard (or had heard) this he took his departure.

Quae postquam audierit (192), ab¿bit.
After he hears this, he will go away.

Note 1.—The perfect indicative, and not the pluperfect, is generally used in a
temporal clause introduced by the conjunctions mentioned above if a single
act in the past is referred to; but the pluperfect indicative is used after ubi,
ut, simul ac, quoti¡ns to express the repeated occurrence of an act; and
sometimes after postquam if a definite interval is mentioned.

Host¡s, ubi aliqu«s ¡gredient¡s c«nspexerant, adori¡bantur.
Whenever the enemy saw (had seen) any soldiers disembarking, they

attacked them.

Ûndecim« di¡ postquam § t¡ discesseram, litter§s scr¿ps¿.
Ten days after I (had) left you, I wrote a letter.

Note 2.—The subjunctive, of course, is used in such clauses when they form
part of «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse).
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Note 3.—Quoti¡ns is used only when the idea of “every time that” is strongly
emphasised.

Cum

429. Special attention must be paid to temporal clauses introduced by
cum “when,” which is the commonest of the temporal conjunctions.

(1) When the clause introduced by cum refers to a present or to a future
action, the verb in the cum-clause is indicative.

Cum vid¡bis, tum sci¡s.
When you see, you will know.

Poenam lu¡s, cum v¡nerit (192) solvend¿ di¡s.
You will pay the penalty when the day of payment comes.

Note—Observe expressions like decem sunt ann¿ (or decimus hic est annus)
cum haec facis, “You have been doing this (181) for the last ten years.”

430. (2) When the clause introduced by cum refers to a past action the
verb is generally subjunctive.

Caesar, cum haec vid¡ret, m¿lit¡s impetum facere iussit.
Caesar, seeing this, ordered his troops to charge.

L¡g§t¿, cum haec n«n impetr§ssent, domum redi¡runt.
The ambassadors having failed to obtain this, returned home.

Note—Whereas the other temporal conjunctions introduce clauses which
express only a relation of time, clauses introduced by cum and referring to
a past action are felt to express, in addition to the relation of time, the cir-
cumstances which led up to and even accounted for and caused the fact stat-
ed by the verb of the main sentence.

431. But in some circumstances a cum-clause referring to a past action
has an indicative verb.

(a) When the relation between the clause and the main sentence is sole-
ly one of time. This relation is often impressed on the reader by the pres-
ence of tum or e« tempore in the main sentence.

Cum t» ibi er§s, tum ego dom¿ eram.
At the time you were there, I was at home.

Note—As the cause must come before the effect, the presence of tum excludes
from the cum-clause any notion of cause, and underlines, as it were, the
purely temporal meaning.

432. (b) When cum is used in the sense of “whenever” and the action of
the clause is frequentative.
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If the principal verb is past, the verb in the cum-clause is pluperfect; if
the principal verb is present, the verb in the cum-clause is perfect.

Cum rosam v¿derat, tum v¡r esse arbitr§b§tur (185).
Whenever he saw the rose in bloom (i.e. year after year), he judged that it

was spring-time.

Cum ad v¿llam v¡n¿, hoc ipsum nihil agere m¡ d¡lectat.
As often as I come to my country-house, this mere doing nothing (94) has a

charm for me.

Note—The indicative is also used in frequentative clauses introduced by s¿
quand«, ubi, ut quisque, and the relatives qu¿, qu¿cumque.

Ut quisque h»c v¡nerat, haec loqu¡b§tur.
Whenever any one came here, he would use this language.

Qu«s cess§re v¿derat, verb¿s cast¿g§bat.
Whomever he saw hanging back, he made a point of rebuking.

But in Livy often, in Tacitus regularly, the subjunctive is used in such
clauses.

Id f¡ti§lis ubi d¿xisset, hastam immitt¡bat.
As soon as (in every case) the herald had uttered this, he would launch a

spear.

433. (c) The indicative is also used where, by an inverted construction,
what would otherwise be the principal assertion is stated in a subordinate
clause introduced by cum.

Iam v¡r appet¡bat, cum Hannibal ex h¿bern¿s1 m«vit.
Spring was already approaching, when Hannibal left his winter quarters.

Note 1.—The same sense could be expressed by: Cum v¡r iam appeteret,
Hannibal ex h¿bern¿s m«vit; or by: V¡re iam appetente Hannibal ex h¿bern¿s
m«vit.

Note 2.—The cum which introduces such a clause is sometimes called cum
inversum. It generally follows the main sentence.

434. A cum-clause in which the idea of cause predominates over the
idea of time has a subjunctive verb, no matter whether the action is present
or past.

Quae cum ita sint, R«mam ¿b«.
Seeing that these are the circumstances, I will go to Rome.

Similarly, a cum-clause which expresses a concession always has a sub-
junctive verb.
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Cum l¿ber esse possit, serv¿re m§vult.
Although he might be free, he prefers to be a slave.

Cum d¿cere d¡b¡ret, conticuit.
Although he ought to have spoken (or instead of speaking), he held his

peace.

435. When tum appears in the main sentence, a cum-clause often differs
little in meaning from a coordinate sentence. Cum … tum then mean “both
… and,” “not only … but also,” “on the one hand … but on the other.”

(i) If the verb is common to both clauses, the indicative is used.

C«nsilia cum patriae tum sibi inim¿ca capi¡bat.
He conceived plans that were harmful both to his country and to himself.

(ii) If there is not a common verb, the verb of the cum-clause is indica-
tive if it denotes an action contemporaneous with that of the main verb.

Cum t¡ semper am§v¿, tum me¿ amantissimum cogn«v¿.
Not only have I always felt affection for you, but I have found you most

affectionate towards myself.

(iii) But when the action of the cum-clause is prior to that of the main
sentence, an idea of concession is often present, and the verb of the cum-
clause is subjunctive.

Cum t¡ semper d¿l¡xerim, tum hodi¡ mult« pl»s d¿lig«.
Not only I have always loved you, but I love you far more now; or although

… yet …

Exercise 54

The asterisk * means that one of the various constructions of cum is to
be used.

1. This * being the case, he was reluctant to leave the city, and openly
refused,1 in the governor’s presence, to do so.

2. As * I was wearied with my journey, I determined (45) to stay at home
the whole day and do nothing.

3. No sooner was he made aware, by the hoisting of a flag from the sum-
mit of the citadel, that the advance guard of the enemy was approach-
ing, than, taking advantage2 of the darkness3 of the night, he caused a
gate to be thrown open and sallied out boldly into their midst.
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4. No sooner had he heard of the landing of the enemy’s forces, than,
instead of remaining quietly at home, he determined to take up arms
and do his utmost1 to repel the invasion.

5. Seeing* that his prayers and entreaties were of no avail with the king,
he brought his speech to an end. No sooner was he (qu¿) silent, than the
door was opened and two soldiers entered, each2 armed with a sword.

6. At the moment when * the enemy was entering the gates of your
crushed and ruined city, not one of you so much as heaved a groan;
when * even worse than this (pl.) befalls you, who will3 pity you? You
will bewail, I fear, your4 destiny in vain.

7. Whenever * he heard anything of this kind, he would instantly say that
the story was invented by some neighbour.

8. Whomever he saw applauding the conqueror he would blame, and
exhort not to congratulate their country’s enemies.

9. For the last five years the enemy has been5 sweeping in triumph through
the whole of Italy, slaughtering our armies, destroying our strongholds,
setting fire to our towns, devastating and ravaging our fields, shaking
the allegiance of our allies, when * suddenly the aspect of affairs is
changed, and he sends ambassadors, and pretends to wish for peace,
tranquillity, and friendship with6 our nation.

EXERCISE LV
TEMPORAL CLAUSES

Dum, d«nec, priusquam, etc.

436. The other temporal conjunctions will cause little difficulty, if the
remarks on Tenses are carefully read, especially those in 190-2.

The general rule is that the indicative is used unless (a) the clause forms
part of «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse), or (b) some other idea, than that
of time is introduced.
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1 See 332, 9.
2 Why not quisque? (378.)
3 309.
4 Iste. (338.)
5 429, Note.
6 Genitive. (288.)



437. When dum (d«nec) “while,” quamdi» or quoad “as long as” intro-
duces a clause whose action is co-extensive in time with that of the main
verb, the indicative is used in the subordinate clause.

Haec, f¡c¿, dum licuit.
I did this as long as I was permitted.

V¿vet eius memoria, dum erit haec c¿vit§s.
His memory will live as long as this country exists.

Note 1.—Quamdi» implies a long period; quoad means “to the last point,” and
is not limited to time: quoad potu¿, “to the utmost extent of my power” =
quantum in m¡ fuit. (332, 9.)

Note 2.—D«nec in the sense of “while” is rare in Caesar and Cicero.

438. But the verb in a dum-clause which denotes a longer period, dur-
ing part of which something else has happened, is a historic present (180),
even when past time is referred to.

Dum haec geruntur, host¡s discess¡runt.
While these things were being done, the enemy departed.

Note 1.—The historic present indicative is retained in such a clause even in
«r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse).

All§tum est praed§t«r¡s, dum l§tius vagantur, ab hostibus intercept«s.
News was brought that the plunderers, while they were wandering too far,

had been cut off by the enemy.

Note 2.—”While” is constantly used in English without any idea of time, sim-
ply to place two statements side by side, generally with the idea of contrast:
“while you hate him, we love him.” Dum is never used in this sense in Latin:
we must write either t» quidem eum «dist¿, n«s v¡r« am§mus; or simply t»
eum «dist¿, n«s am§mus. (See also 406, Note.)

439. Dum sometimes introduces a clause which, although related in
time to the main sentence, itself contains a jussive subjunctive (negative
n¡). Dum then means “so long as” in the sense of “if, provided that,” and
the clause is sometimes called a clause of proviso.

øderint, dum metuant.
Let them hate, let them fear the while (i.e. provided they fear).

Veniant igitur, dum n¡ n«s interpellent.
Let them come then, provided they don’t interrupt us.

Note—Clauses of proviso are also introduced by modo and dummodo.

Maneant ingenia senibus, modo permaneat studium et industria.
Let the aged retain their faculties provided their zeal and industry persist.
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440. When dum, d«nec, quoad mean “until,” their mood is determined
by the rule in 436. If nothing more than time is indicated they take the
indicative (except in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)).

Man¡ h¿c, dum ego redier« (red¿b«).
Remain here till I return. (191-2.)

In sen§t» fuit quoad (or d«nec) sen§tus d¿missus est.
He was in the senate till the moment when it was adjourned.

441. But if some further idea of purpose or expectation is involved, the
subjunctive is used.

Num exspect§tis dum testim«nium d¿cat?
Are you waiting till he gives his evidence? i.e. with a view to hearing him.

Note 1.—Thus in Epam¿n«nd§s ferrum in corpore retinuit, quoad ren»nti§tum
est v¿cisse Boe«ti«s, “Epaminondas retained the spear in his body, till it was
reported to him that the Boeotians were victorious,”—the two facts are
related in time, but by nothing else. Esset in place of est would indicate that
he retained the spear with the purpose of waiting till the news should be
(have been) brought.

Differant, d«nec ¿ra d¡ferv¡scat.
Let them put off till their anger cools; i.e. let them put off with the purpose

that their anger may cool.

D¡ferv¡scet would mean simply “till the time when their anger shall be
cooling”; d¡ferbuerit,” has (shall have) cooled.” (191-2.)

Note 2.—The subjunctive in these clauses is jussive in origin. But since the
idea of purpose is weaker than it is, for example, in final (purpose) clauses,
such subjunctives are sometimes called Prospective or Anticipatory.

442. Similarly, when antequam and priusquam “before” introduce a
clause denoting simple priority of time, the indicative is used.

Qu§rt« ante di¡ quam h»c v¡n¿ litter§s acc¡p¿.
I received the letter four days (323, b) before I came here.

But when the idea of an end in view, motive, or result prevented, is
added to that of time, the subjunctive is invariably used.

Priusquam ¡ pav«re reciper¡mus anim«s, impetum f¡c¡runt host¡s.
The enemy made a charge before we should recover from the panic, i.e. to

prevent us from recovering (end in view).

Note—The subjunctive is also used when the second person (used in an indef-
inite sense) is the subject of a priusquam clause.

Priusquam incipi§s, c«nsult« opus est.
Before men begin, they require deliberation.
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443. Priusquam and antequam are compound conjunctions whose two
parts may be placed in separate clauses; prius (or ante) may be placed in the
main sentence if it precedes (and especially when it is negative), leaving the
quam to introduce the following subordinate clause. See also 322, Note.

(i) So used, they are often equivalent to not … until.

N«n prius respond¡b« quam tacueris.
I will not answer until you are silent.

(ii) They may also sometimes be used to translate “without.” (See 425.)

N«n prius abiit quam i»dicum sententi§s aud¿vit.
He did not go without hearing the verdict of the jury.

Note—”Not until” may often be expressed by tum d¡mum (or d¡nique).

Tum d¡mum respond¡b«, cum tacueris.
I will not answer till you are silent.

Exercise 55

The asterisk * means that dum is to be used in one of its various con-
structions. ** Antequam or priusquam is to be used.

1. I am ready to pay you the greatest possible honour, so * long as you are
ready to estimate at its proper value all the slander and detraction of my
rivals.

2. The1 launching of this handful of cavalry against the enemy’s left wing
caused such universal panic that,while * the king was inquiring of his
staff what was happening, even the centre began2 to fall into confusion.
Before worse3 befell us, night intervened, so that fighting ceased4 on
both sides.

3. And now before we could reap the fruit of a contest which had cost us
so much bloodshed, a second army came on the scene, so that, while *
our general was sleeping in his tent, the battle had to be5 begun anew.

4. He will be dear to his countrymen as long * as this nation exists, nor
will his memory die out of the hearts of men till ** all things are (192)
forgotten.
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5. He did not enter political life till1 by the death2 of his father he was able,
as3 he had long desired, to join the ranks4 of the aristocratic party.

6. Let them venture on anything,5 provided * they do not injure the influ-
ence and authority of those with whom rests the administration of the
nation.

7. As long6 as I believed you were studying these matters for their own
sake, so long6 I honoured you highly; now I estimate you at your true
value.

8. As long * as those who are to command our armies are chosen either by
chance or on grounds of interest, the nation can never be served suc-
cessfully.

EXERCISE LVI
øRØTIø OBL‡QUA (INDIRECT DISCOURSE)

444. In reporting another person’s language two methods may be used.

(i) The historian may name the speaker, and give the words he used in
the precise form in which he spoke them, e.g.:

To this Caesar replied, “I will come if you are ready to follow.”

Such professedly verbatim reports are spoken of as being in «r§ti«
r¡cta (direct discourse), as coming, as it were, directly from the lips of the
speaker.

This method is used in Latin, sometimes in a formal report of long
speeches in the senate or elsewhere, sometimes in reporting a short saying,
if very memorable or striking. In the latter case particularly, inquit “he says,
he said” is inserted after the first or second word of the speech or saying.
(See 40.) Such speeches, being in «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse), should
never be preceded by verbs like d¿xit, respondit.
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2 Abl. abs.; use mortuus.
3 67.
4 Why not «rdin¡s? (See 17.)
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(ii) But the more usual method in Latin, more common even than it is
in English, is not to profess to give the speaker’s words in the form in which
they were spoken, but to prefix1 a verb of saying (d¿xit, respondit), and then
to report the substance of what was said in the third person, that is, in «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse.) All the principal verbs will now be depend-
ent on a verb of saying, expressed or understood; and the personal and
demonstrative pronouns and possessive adjectives are adjusted to the point
of view of the person making the report. Thus, instead of Caesar’s own
words: “I will go, if you are ready to follow,” we have in English «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse): “Caesar replied that he would go, if he were
ready to follow.”

445. In «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) all simple sentences and
main sentences of «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) become noun clauses.
(Intr. 71.)

(i) Statements which were in the indicative become dependent state-
ments in the accusative and infinitive. (See 31.) The use of the tenses of the
infinitive in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) has been explained in 35.

ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse)

R«mulus urbem condidit.
Romulus founded a city.

(ii) Direct commands, prohibitions (negative commands), real ques-
tions, and wishes become dependent commands, prohibitions (negative
commands), questions, and wishes; and their verbs become subjunctive.

ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse)

Cre§te c«nsul¡s.
Elect consuls.

446. An accusative and infinitive construction of «r§ti« r¡cta (direct
discourse) is retained in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse); but all2 other
subordinate clauses have a subjunctive verb in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course).
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1 An actual verb of “saying,” such as d¿c«, is often omitted when it is implied in
the immediate context.

L¡g§t«s ad Caesarem mittunt: s¡s¡ par§t«s esse port§s aper¿re.
They send ambassadors to Caesar (who said:) “We are ready to open the gates.”

Col«n¿s tr¿ste resp«nsum redditum est: facesserent proper¡ ex urbe.
The colonists received a severe answer: “Begone at once from the city.”
2 The verb in a dum-clause of the type mentioned in 438 is an exception to this

rule.

ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)

(D¿cunt): R«mulum urbem condidisse.
They say that Romulus founded a city.

ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)

(Hort§tus est): cre§rent c«nsul¡s.
His advice was that they should elect

consuls.



ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse)

C«nstat t¡ patriam am§re.
It is agreed that you love your 

country.

Stultus est qu¿ hoc facit.
He who is doing this, is foolish.

Simul atque hostem v¿d¡runt, 
f»g¡re.

As soon as they saw the enemy, 
they fled.

447. The tense of a subjunctive verb in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course) in general follows the rule for normal sequence (105), and is deter-
mined by the tense of the verb of “saying” which introduces the «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse.)

ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse)

Qu¿ hoc f¡cerint, poen§s dabunt.

Those who do (shall have done) 
this, will pay the penalty.

Note 1.—Observe that a future perfect of «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) is rep-
resented in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) after a past verb of “saying”
by a pluperfect subjunctive.

Note 2.—For exceptions to the normal sequence of tenses see 524, 525.

Virtual ør§ti« Obliqua (Indirect Discourse)

448. Even when there is no verb of “saying” expressed or clearly
implied in the context, the subjunctive is frequently used instead of the
indicative in an adjectival, or adverbial clause which the writer wishes to
present, not as his own statement, but as the reported statement of someone
else.

Supplic§ti« d¡cr¡ta est, quod Italiam bell« l¿ber§ssem.
A thanksgiving was decreed because (as they said) I had saved Italy from

war.

Such clauses are said to be in virtual «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course); and in translating them we can insert some such words as “as he
said.”

Note—This is a convenient way of distinguishing what the writer or speaker
(A) states on his own responsibility, from that for which he declines to be
responsible, and which he tacitly shifts to (B).
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ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)

(D¿x¡runt): c«nst§re illum patriam am§re.
They said that it was agreed that you

loved your country.

(D¿c«): eum stultum esse qu¿ hoc faciat.
I say that he who is doing this, is foolish.

(D¿cunt): e«s simul atque hostem v¿derint,
f»gisse.

They say that as soon as the others saw
the enemy, they fled.

ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)

(D¿xit): e«s qu¿ illud f¡cissent, poen§s
dat»r«s esse.

He said that those who did this, would pay
the penalty.



Thus in the fable: “The vulture invited the little birds to a feast which
he was going to give them,” quod ill¿s dat»rus erat would mean that he
really was going to give them the feast and the narrator vouched for the
fact; but quod ill¿s dat»rus esset would mean that the vulture only said he
was going to do so, and the writer does not vouch for the truth of the state-
ment.

So with the verbs of accusing, the charge is often expressed by a quod-
clause with a subjunctive verb, because the accusers alone are made to
assert that the crime has been committed; the indicative would make the
historian or speaker assert, and be responsible for, the truth of the charge.
Thus,

S«crat¡s acc»s§tus est quod corrumperet iuvent»tem.
Socrates was accused of corrupting the young men.

Quod corrumperet throws the responsibility for the charge on the
accuser. Corrump¡bat would imply that the historian agreed with the
charge.

(See below, 484.)

449. Sometimes a subordinate qu¿-clause is introduced in the midst of
«r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) by a writer as an explanatory parenthe-
sis of his own; and since such a clause is not part of what the writer is
reporting, the verb is indicative.

Themistocl¡s certi«rem eum f¡cit, id ag¿, ut p«ns, quem ille in Hell¡spont«
f¡cerat, dissolver¡tur.

Themistocles sent him word that the intention was to break down the bridge,
which he (Xerxes) had made over the Hellespont.

The words quem ille in Hell¡spont« f¡cerat are inserted by the histori-
an; they do not belong to the words reported as used by Themistocles.

Similarly, in such a sentence as: “he ordered him to send for the troops
who were in the rear,” the who-clause would, in Latin, have a subjunctive
verb if it were part of the order given, but an indicative verb if a mere def-
inition of the troops were meant, and inserted as such by the historian.

Exercise 56

1. Then turning to Cortes, he made a vehement attack upon the Spaniards,
who, without any adequate justification, were invading his territory,
and were either inviting or compelling his subjects to rebel.

2. He gave orders not to spare a single (358) person who had been present
at the massacre of the prisoners or the outrage on the ambassadors.
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3. Then the gallant and undaunted chief, though surrounded on all sides
by armed men, turned to the conqueror and denounced the cowardice of
his countrymen, who by surrendering him to the Spaniards had flung
away the priceless possessions1 of freedom and of honour.

4. He promised not to leave the city till they had brought safely within the
walls all who had survived from the massacre of yesterday.

5. He asked the many2 bystanders whether those who wished for their
king’s safety were ready to follow him, and, using3 all speed, to inflict
chastisement on those who had violated their allegiance and their oath.

6. On reaching the summit of the mountain he called to him his staff, and
pointed out the streams which (he said) flowed down towards Italy.

7. He said that he would not allow himself to put faith in men who had not
only showed themselves cowardly and disloyal, but were still, in the
face of such a political emergency, on the point of sacrificing every-
thing to their own comfort and interest.

EXERCISE LVII
CONDITIONAL CLAUSES

450. Conditional (or conditioned) statements consist of two parts: (1)
a subordinate clause, called the Protasis, which is introduced by s¿ “if” or
nisi “unless,” and contains a condition; and (2) a main sentence, called the
Apodosis, which expresses what is (was, will be, would be, or would have
been) true if the condition of the protasis is (or was, will be, etc.) fulfilled.

S¿ hoc d¿cit, errat.
If he says this, he is making a mistake.

S¿ hoc d¿cat, erret.
If he should (were to) say this, he would be wrong. (The British are more

likely to use “were to” in the protasis whereas Americans use “should.”)

Note—In “If it has lightened there will be thunder,” that “there will be thun-
der” is dependent, as an inference, on whether or not “it has lightened.” But
grammatically “there will be thunder” is the main sentence, qualified by the
subordinate clause “if it has lightened.”
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1 See 223, Note 1.
2 See 69.
3 Abl. abs.; use adhibe«.



451. Conditional statements can be divided into three main types
according to the kind of condition expressed in the protasis.

Type I. The condition may be so expressed that there is no implication
about its fulfilment or probability of fulfilment. Such conditions are said to
be Open Conditions.

(These conditions are also called Simple Fact Conditions: Present
and Past.)

S¿ sp¿rat, v¿vit. If he is breathing, he is alive.
S¿ ¡m¿, meum est. If I bought it, it is mine.

Note—A sentence like: s¿ val¡s, gaude« “if you are well, I am glad,” simply
expresses a logical relation between (A) val¡s and (B) gaude«; if (A) is true,
then (B) is true; but not the slightest hint is given whether (A) is, in fact, true
or not. Similarly when Cicero says: Parcite Lentul¿ dignit§t¿, s¿ ipse f§mae
suae umquam pepercit, “Show respect for the rank of Lentulus, if he ever
showed respect for his own reputation,” the orator does not assert or deny
the truth of pepercit; he merely makes it a necessary antecedent to parcite.
Both Cicero and his hearers knew that, in fact, pepercit was not true; but it
is ironically made an open condition.

452. In Open Conditions (Simple Fact Conditions) the verb of the pro-
tasis is indicative; the verb of the apodosis may be either indicative, imper-
ative, or a subjunctive of will (volitive, hortatory or iussive) or desire (opta-
tive).

S¿ eum occ¿d¿, r¡ct¡ f¡c¿.
If I slew him, I did rightly.

Excit§te eum, s¿ potestis, ab ¿nfer¿s.
Raise him from the underworld, if you have the power.

Moriar, s¿ v¡ra n«n loquor.
May I die, if I am not speaking the truth.

453. When translating a subordinate clause of condition into Latin, spe-
cial attention must be paid to the use of the future and future perfect indica-
tive where English uses a present indicative (see 191, 192). (Take care
when rendering a future more vivid condition into Latin.)

Note 1.—”If you do this, you will be punished” is: Hoc s¿ f¡ceris, poen§s
dabis; because the “doing this” will be a completed action in the future time
at which the punishment is applied. S¿ facis would mean “if you are now
doing” and in some circumstances might be a logical condition; s¿ faci¡s “if
you shall be doing” could scarcely be logical since the “doing” must be
prior to the punishment and the simple future does not express that priority;
s¿ faci§s “if you were to do” would be a wholly illogical condition to an apo-
dosis in the future indicative.
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Note 2.—If a command in the apodosis does not have reference to the imme-
diate moment, the future indicative must be used in the protasis. “Give me
the cup, if you have it” is: d§ mihi p«culum, s¿ hab¡s; but “Come tomorrow,
if you can” is: ven¿ cr§s, s¿ poteris.

454. When the apodosis is an Imperfect indicative, and the action of the
protasis is prior to it, the verb of the protasis is Pluperfect indicative. (See
also 193, Note 1, and 432.)

S¿ quem cess§re v¿derat, n«n verb¿s s«lum sed etiam verberibus cast¿g§bat.
If he saw that any one was hanging back, he would correct him, not with

words only, but with a flogging.

455. Type II. The condition may be conceded only as a (future) suppo-
sition, which may or may not be fulfilled. Such conditions are sometimes
called Ideal Conditions. (These conditions are also called Future Less
Vivid or Vague Future Conditions or Future Remote Conditions.)

Note—A sentence like: S¿ veni§s, gaudeam, “If you should (were to) come, I
would be glad,” not only expresses a logical relation between (A) veni§s and
(B) gaudeam, but also implies a doubt about the fulfilment of (A).

456. In Ideal Conditions (Future Less Vivid/Vague Future Conditions),
the verb of both protasis and apodosis is generally Present subjunctive.

Hanc viam s¿ asperam esse negem, mentiar.
If I should (were to) deny that this road is hard, I would (should) lie.

Note—But sometimes a Perfect subjunctive is used in the protasis to denote an
act as hypothetically completed and prior in time to the apodosis.

S¿ gladium quis apud t¡ s§n§ mente d¡posuerit, repetat ¿ns§ni¡ns, reddere
pecc§tum sit, officium n«n reddere.

If a man in sound mind were to have deposited a sword with you and reclaim
it when mad, it would be wrong to return it, right not to return it.

457. Type III. The condition may be one which is represented as being
contrary to known facts, or as impossible of fulfilment. Such are called
Unreal Conditions (Contrary to Fact Conditions).

Note—A sentence like: S¿ v¡niss¡s, g§v¿sus essem, “If you had come, I would
(should) have been glad,” not only expresses the logical relation between
(A) v¡niss¡s and (B) g§v¿sus essem, but also implies that (A) v¡niss¡s has
not taken and cannot now take place. (The British are more likely to use
“should” in the apodosis whereas Americans use “would.”)

458. In Unreal Conditions (Contrary to Fact Conditions) the verb of
both protasis and apodosis is subjunctive. The Imperfect expresses some-
thing continuing even into the present time, the Pluperfect expresses some-
thing completed in the past.
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S¿ am¿c¿ adessent, c«nsili¿ n«n indig¡rem.
If my friends were here to help, I would (should) not be in need of a plan.

S¿ ibi t¡ esse sc¿ssem, ad t¡ ipse v¡nissem.
If I had known you were there, I would (should) have come myself. 

(In the apodosis, the British are more likely to use “should” whereas
Americans use “would.”)

Note—When the meaning and context require it, the Imperfect can be used in
one clause and the Pluperfect in the other.

S¿ ad cent¡nsimum annum v¿xisset, senect»tis eum suae paenit¡ret?
If he had lived to his hundredth year, would he be regretting his old

age?

Nisi ante R«m§ profectus ess¡s, nunc eam cert¡ relinquer¡s.
If you had not previously left Rome, you would certainly leave it now.

459. Caution.—Remember that s¿ is never used in Latin as an interrog-
ative particle. “He asked him if he was well,” is: ex e«, num val¡ret,
quaes¿vit. (167.)

Note. S¿ begins a sentence less commonly in Latin than “if” does in English. S¿
often follows a name or pronoun: Caesar s¿, etc., Ego s¿, etc. Often quod is
prefixed to a s¿-clause to connect it with the previous sentence: quod s¿ =
“but if,” sometimes “and if”; literally it means “as to which, if.”

Exercise 57
A

1. If you love me, be sure to send a letter to me at Rome.

2. I am not yet sure whether1 you have returned; but if you are at home I
hope soon to receive a letter from you.

3. Were your countrymen to use this language to2 you, would they not
expect a favourable answer? (Substitute “should use” for “were to
use.”)

4. If I am speaking falsely, Metellus, refute me; if I am speaking the truth,
why do you hesitate3 to put confidence in me?

5. Were virtue denied this reward, yet she4 would be satisfied with her
own self.
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6. Time1 would fail me should I try to reckon up all his services to the
nation.

7. If ever any2 one was indifferent to empty fame and vulgar3 gossip, it4 is
I.

8. If any one should make this request of you, he would be justly
ridiculed.

9. If you are desirous of entering political life, do not5 hesitate to count me
among your friends.

10. Had he been a man of6 courage, he would never have declined this con-
test.

11. If you have any regard, either for your own safety or your private prop-
erty, do not7 delay your reconciliation with the conqueror.

12. But if you are aiming at the crown, why do you use the language of a
citizen,8 and pretend to sacrifice everything to the judgement and incli-
nation of your countrymen? 

B

1. If the enemy had with a veteran army invaded our territory, and routed
our army of recruits, no9 German would have survived today.

2. If I either decline the contest or show10 myself a coward and a laggard,
then you may11 taunt me if you will, with my lowly birth, then call12 me,
if you choose, the basest and meanest of mankind.
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3. If once1 the enemy throws his army across the Rhine, I am afraid that2

no one will be able to stand in his way on this side of the Vistula.

4. If we have had3 enough of fighting today, let us recall the soldiers to
their several (354, i) standards, and hope for better things for4 the mor-
row. If tomorrow resistance5 is manifestly no longer possible, let us
yield, however6 reluctantly, to necessity, and bid each take care7 of him-
self.

5. If, when you have got to Rome, you care8 to receive a letter from me,
mind you are the first9 to write to me.

6. When once Italy is reached,10 I will either lead you (pl.), said he, at once
to Rome, if you wish, or having let you sack such11 wealthy cities as
Milan and Genoa, will send you home, if you prefer it, laden with plun-
der and spoil.

7. If they saw any of our soldiers running forward from (ex) the line of
march, or left behind by his comrades, they would all hurl their darts at
him.

8. It is haste,12 said he, not deliberation, that we need; had we used it13 ear-
lier, we would have had14 no war today.

9. These men, had you permitted it, would have been alive today, and
been maintaining with the sword the national cause.
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10. Had you asked me yesterday if I feared so worthless a person as your
brother, I should (would) have answered no; today the news of this
defeat makes1 me so anxious, that, were you to ask the same question,
I should answer yes. (Substitute “should ask” for “were to ask.”)

EXERCISE LVIII
CONDITIONAL CLAUSES

460. In the apodosis of conditional statements of Types II and III an
indicative, and not a subjunctive, is sometimes used.

461. (i) If the verb of the apodosis is one of “possibility, obligation or
necessity,” the indicative is generally used.

D¡l¡r¿ t«tus exercitus potuit, s¿ fugient¡s persec»t¿ vict«r¡s essent.
The whole army might have been destroyed, if the victors had pursued the

fugitives (which they did not do).

Bonus v§t¡s poter§s esse, s¿ voluiss¡s.
You might have been a good prophet, if you had cared to be one.

Hunc hominem, s¿ »lla in t¡ esset piet§s, colere d¡b¡b§s.
If you had had any natural affection (as you had not), you ought to have

respected this man.

Note—The reason for such apparent exceptions to the general rule is that what
is contrary to fact (see 457) is not the possibility or the obligation, but the
fulfilment of d¡l¡r¿, bonus esse, and cotere. The verbs potuit, poter§s,
d¡b¡bas superimpose upon the contrary to fact d¡l¡tus esset, bonus fuiss¡s,
coluiss¡s a statement of a possibility or obligation which is in no way con-
ditioned by the protasis; and it is this statement alone which finds expres-
sion in such sentences.

Similarly, erat and fuit are used in the apodosis with a gerundive,
expressing obligation.

S¿ »num diem mor§t¿ ess¡tis, moriendum omnibus fuit.
If you had delayed a single day, you must all have died.

H«s nisi man» m¿sisset, torment¿s etiam d¡dend¿ fu¡runt.
If he had not set these men free, they must have been given up to torture.

462. (ii) In place of the logical apodosis expressed by a verb in the sub-
junctive, an indicative statement of an allied fact is sometimes substituted.

(a) Quod n¿ ita sit, quid vener§mur de«s?
And if this were not so, why do we honour the gods?
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(b) P«ns iter paene hostibus dedit, n¿ »nus vir fuisset.
The bridge almost gave a passage to the enemy, had it not been for one
man.

(c) S¿ fr§ctus ill§b§tur orbis, impavidum ferient ru¿nae.
If the vault of heaven should break and fall, its crash will smite him
unafraid.

Note—In example (a) above, the logical apodosis would be n«n vener¡mur
de«s “we should not honour the gods.” In its place we have a question about
a fact which is true apart from the condition. In (b) the logical apodosis
would be p«ns iter dedisset, “the bridge would have afforded a passage.” In
its place we have a statement concerning the event which was actually pre-
vented by the fulfilment of the condition. In sentences of this type the apo-
dosis generally contains some adverb like paene or vix. In (c) the logical
apodosis would be impavidum feriant, “would strike him unafraid.” In its
place we have a prophecy enunciated with an illogical disregard of the con-
dition.

463. When the predicate of an apodosis consists of a future participle or
a neuter adjective with sum, the indicatives est, erat, and fuit are common-
ly used instead of a subjunctive.

Relict»r¿ agr«s erant, nisi Metellus litter§s m¿sisset.
They were about to abandon the territory had not Metellus sent a message.

Aliter s¿ f¡ciss¡s, idem ¡vent»rum fuit.
Had you acted otherwise, the result would have been the same.

Melius erat, s¿ numquam v¡niss¡s.
It would have been better if you had never come.

Note—In such sentences, the apodosis is suppressed in favour of a statement
of an allied fact which (like the substitution in 462, a) is true apart from the
condition.

464. Nisi “if not,” “unless,” negatives a protasis as a whole; the nega-
tive in s¿ … n«n applies to a single word.

Mori¡tur, nisi medicum adhibuerit.
Unless he calls in (or if he does not call in) a physician, he will die.

Mori¡tur, s¿ medicum n«n adhibuerit.
He will die, if he fails to call in a physician.

Note 1. S¿ n«n is regularly used if

(a) the apodosis contains tamen, at … tamen, or cert¡:

Dol«rem s¿ n«n potuer« frangere, tamen occult§b«.
If I cannot suppress my sorrow, yet I will hide it.
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s¿ n«n f¡cerit,
s¿ minus,

(b) the positive of the same verb precedes:

S¿ f¡ceris, hab¡b« gr§tiam, s¿ n«n f¡ceris, ign«scam.
If you do it, I shall thank you; if not, I shall pardon you.

Note 2.—N¿ is sometimes used (but rarely by Cicero) for nisi. See examples in
462.

465. S¿n “but if” has only a restricted use. When two conditions
exclude each other and each has its own apodosis, the first is introduced by
s¿ and the second by s¿n.

S¿ l»na cl§ra est, dom« exeunt, s¿n obsc»rior, dom¿ manent.
If the moon is bright, they leave their houses, but if it is at all dim (57, b),

they stay at home.

Note—But if the second condition is merely the negative of the first, either s¿
n«n, with the verb, or s¿ minus without the verb is used.

S¿ haec f¡cerit, gaud¡b«, aequ« anim« feram.

If he does this, I shall be glad; if he does not (or if not), I shall take it 
quietly.

466. S¿, nisi, s¿ n«n, s¿ minus sometimes connect single words.

(a) Nihil aliud discere est, nisi record§r¿.
Learning is nothing else than recollecting.

(b) Cum sp¡, s¿ n«n optim§, at aliqu§ tamen v¿vit.
He lives with some hopes, if not the highest.

(c) I»r§vit s¡, nisi vict«rem, numquam redit»rum.
He swore never to return, unless victorious.

Note—This usage originated with the omission of a verb. In (a) we could write
discere nihil aliud est, nisi record§r¿ est; and in (b) cum sp¡ v¿vit, s¿ n«n cum
optim§ sp¡ v¿vit. But in (c) nisi vict«rem is used for nisi victor esset, and the
omission of the verb has led to an adjustment of the case of victor.
(Compare 494, Note 2.)

467. S¿ve (seu) “or if” introduces two or more alternative conditions
which have a common apodosis.

S¿ve adhibueris medicum, s¿ve n«n adhibueris, conval¡sc¡s.
You will get well, whether you call in a physician or not.

Note—Great care must be taken to distinguish s¿ve … s¿ve (seu … seu) from
utrum … an, and aut … aut.

(a) S¿ve … s¿ve introduce adverbial clauses (alternative conditions).

(b) Utrum … an introduce substantival clauses (alternative questions).

(c) Aut … aut introduce coordinate clauses.
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(a) Seu legit, seu scr¿bit, nihil temporis terit.
Whether he reads or writes, he wastes no time.

(b) Utrum legat an scr¿bat nescio.
I do not know whether he is reading or writing.

(c) Aut legit aut scr¿bit.
He is either reading or writing.

The manner, therefore, in which “whether” and “or” are to be translat-
ed into Latin depends entirely on the sense in which they are used, that is,
on the nature of the clause which they introduce.

468. The English “on condition that” generally introduces, not a condi-
tional clause, but a clause of proviso or a restrictive clause.

(a) øderint, dum metuant (see 439).
Let them hate provided (on condition that) they fear.

(b) Maneat, modo taceat (see 439, Note).
Let him remain provided he holds his tongue.

(c) Ita maneat, ut mihi p§reat (see 111).
Let him remain provided (on condition that) he obeys me.

Exercise 58
A

1. Had he listened to your warnings, had he endured everything in silence,
the result would have been the same then as today.

2. Had you been in office during the same year as my father, had you
encountered the same political storms as he did, you would have
shown,1 if not2 as great self-control, yet as much good sense as he did.

3. Had I said this with the intention of being of use to him and pleasing
him, yet I would have had to put up with his abuse and insults.

4. Had your father said this with the intention of displeasing you, yet you
would have remembered that he was your father, and have endured his
angry mood calmly and in silence.

5. This is the course, which, had I been born in the same position as you,
I would have had to take; but happily I have never had to undertake
such a task.
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6. Had the son been of the same character as the father, I might have
touched his heart by prayer1 and entreaty; but in truth he is so inhuman
and cruel, that, had all mankind endeavoured to soften him, no one
would2 have prevailed.

7. If you wish to see me before I leave the city, I would have3 you write
to your father not4 to summon me to the army till you have come to
Rome.

8. If you had been persuaded4 to pardon him his offences, and not to exact
punishment for so many crimes, would any5 one impute that to you as
a fault, or taunt you with your clemency and gentleness? It might per-
haps have been6 better not to have listened to him; but error is one thing,
wrongdoing another.

B

1. If you fail to return at the end of a week, you will greatly injure your
own7 cause.

2. I would not have written thus8 had I not been convinced that your father
took the same view on this question as I.

3. He was a man of the highest ability and character, and of respectable,
if humble, origin.

4. If I obtain my request, I shall be most grateful; if not, I will do my best9

to bear it with resignation.

5. In the morning he10 promised and bound himself by oath never to return
from the field, unless victorious; yet11 in the evening I saw him with
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my1 own eyes walking in the park, with countenance unmoved and
calm, if not cheerful.

6. Let him speak out his whole mind, his whole wishes; provided that he
is silent for the future, it matters little what he says at present.

7. You shall obtain your request, but only on2 condition that you depart at
once, and never more return.

8. Whether you were absent intentionally, or by chance, concerns your-
self, and is of no small importance to your own reputation; what3 we
have to decide is whether you were absent or present. If you were
absent during the battle, whether it happened by design or by mere
chance, you will be condemned, and that4 deservedly, by a unanimous
verdict; for you ought never to have5 left the camp.

9. Whether you will do me this favour or not, I do not yet know, but
whether you consent to do it or not, I shall always be grateful to you
for6 your many kind deeds, and will show my gratitude if I can.

10. Whether this bill is constitutional or unconstitutional may be ques-
tioned; but whether it is constitutional or unconstitutional, I venture to
say this, that if not indispensable, it is so beneficial, so useful to the
nation in the face7 of the present crisis, that it has been approved of by
every patriot.

EXERCISE LIX

CONDITIONAL CLAUSES in ør§ti« obl¿qua

(Indirect Discourse), etc.

469. When a Conditional Statement forms part of «r§ti« obl¿qua (indi-
rect discourse) in dependence on a verb of “saying”: (i) the main sentence
becomes a dependent statement in the accusative and infinitive construction
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(see 31); and (ii) the verb of the subordinate conditional clause, no matter
whether the sentence is of Type I, II, or III (see 451-7), is subjunctive.

470. Little difficulty should arise in converting sentences of Type I
(451), provided the meanings of the tenses of the infinitive (35) are kept
clearly in mind. The tense of the verb in the protasis depends on that of the
verb of “saying,” in accordance with the rule for normal sequence of tens-
es (105).

(1) Thus after a verb of “saying” in the present or future

ør§ti« r¡cta ør§ti« obl¿qua
(Direct Discourse) (Indirect Discourse)

(a) S¿ hoc faci«, err« becomes (d¿cit): s¡, s¿ hoc faciat, err§re.

(b) S¿ hoc faci¡bam, err§bam ” [See Note 1.]

(c) S¿ hoc f¡c¿, err§v¿ ” (d¿cit): s¡, s¿ hoc f¡cerit, err§visse.

(d) S¿ hoc faciam (fut.), err§b« ” (d¿cit): s¡, s¿ hoc faciat,
err§t»rum. esse.

(e) S¿ hoc f¡cer«, err§b« ” (d¿cit): s¡, s¿ hoc f¡cerit,
err§t»rum esse.

(2) After a verb of “saying” in a past tense:

ør§ti« r¡cta ør§ti« obl¿qua
(Direct Discourse) (Indirect Discourse)

(f) S¿ hoc faci«, err« becomes (d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc faceret, err§re.

(g) S¿ hoc faci¡bam, err§bam ” (d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc faceret, 
err§visse.

(h) S¿ hoc f¡c¿, err§v¿ ” (d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc f¡cisset, 
err§visse.

(i) S¿ hoc faciam (fut.), ” (d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc faceret, 
err§b«„ err§t»rum esse.

(k) S¿ hoc f¡cer«, err§b«„ ” (d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc f¡cisset, 
err§t»rum esse.

Note 1.—In converting (b), it is clear that since err§bam is prior to d¿c«, it
must be represented by err§visse. But the treatment of faci¡bam is not so
obvious. If it is converted to f¡cerit, the distinction between (b) and (c) is
submerged; yet faciat would be illogical and meaningless; and faceret
would violate the normal sequence of tenses. The Roman writers them-
selves wrote faceret when they felt it essential to preserve the distinction
between (b) and (c); but actual instances are rare.

Note 2.—The Future Perfect in a protasis is represented by the Perfect
Subjunctive after a present verb of “saying” and by the Pluperfect
Subjunctive after a past verb of “saying”: see (e) and (k) above.
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Note 3.—The periphrasis of fore ut and a subjunctive (see 38) must be used in
the apodosis of sentences like (d), (e), (i), and (k) above, if the verb has no
future participle, and is generally used instead of the supine with ¿r¿ (see
403) if the verb is passive. Thus: Nisi Caesar subv¡nerit, urbs capi¡tur
“unless Caesar comes to help, the city will be captured” becomes: (D¿xit):
nisi Caesar subv¡nisset, fore ut urbs caper¡tur (rarely urbem captum ¿r¿).

471. The verb in the apodosis of an Ideal Condition (Future Less
Vivid/Vague Future) (Type II, 455) becomes a Future Infinitive in «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse); and the protasis, in accordance with the rule
for normal sequence (105), is Present Subjunctive after a present or future
verb of “saying,” and Imperfect Subjunctive after a past verb of “saying.”

Thus:

S¿ hoc faciam, errem 
“If I should (were to) do this, I would (should) be wrong,”

becomes:

(a) (D¿cit): s¡, s¿ hoc faciat, err§t»rum esse;
(b) (D¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc faceret, err§t»rum esse.

Note 1.—Observe that in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) both (i) S¿ hoc 
faciam (fut.), err§b« and (ii) S¿ hoc faciam (subj.), errem are represented by
(D¿cit): s¡, s¿ hoc faciat, err§t»rum esse or by (D¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc faceret,
err§t»rum esse; and consequently the distinction between them is obliterat-
ed.

Note 2.—The periphrasis of fore ut and a subjunctive must be used in the apo-
dosis of a sentence of Type II if the verb has no future participle, and is gen-
erally used instead of the supine with ¿r¿ (see 403) if the verb is passive.
Thus,

S¿ hoc f¡cer«, p»niar 

becomes: 

(D¿xit): s¿ hoc f¡cisset, fore ut p»n¿r¡tur.

472. The verb in the apodosis of an Unreal Condition (Contrary to Fact
Condition) (Type III, 457) is represented in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect dis-
course) by fuisse with the accusative of the future participle; and the tense
of the subjunctive verb in the protasis is unchanged (even if the verb of
“saying” is present or future).

(a) S¿ hoc facerem, err§rem becomes (D¿cit or d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc faceret,
err§t»rum fuisse.

(b) S¿ hoc f¡cissem, err§v¿ssem “ (D¿cit or d¿xit): s¡, s¿ hoc f¡cisset,
err§t»rum fuisse.
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Note—The use of err§t»rum fuisse in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) to
represent err§vissem is something of a compromise. Err§re would express
neither the past idea nor contingency; err§visse would express only the past
idea; and err§t»rum esse only an idea of futurity nearly allied (within such
a context) to that of contingency. The future participle with fuisse, therefore,
is as near as Latin could possibly get to combining the two ideas in an infini-
tive form.

Notice however that a future participle with erat and fu¿ is a common sub-
stitution of an allied fact for the real apodosis in «r§ti« r¡cta (direct dis-
course) (see 463); and err§t»rum fuisse is the form which err§t»rus fu¿
would properly take in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse).

Note 2.—The use of err§t»rum esse to represent err§rem is very rare.

473. If the verb of the apodosis of a sentence of Type III has no future
participle or is passive, the periphrasis fut»rum fuisse ut with an imperfect
subjunctive is used.

(D¿cit or d¿xit): s¿ hoc f¡cisset, fut»rum fuisse ut p»n¿r¡tur.

(D¿cit or d¿xit): nisi Caesar subv¡nisset, fut»rum fuisse ut urbs caper¡tur.

Note—Distinguish between this periphrasis and that used when the sentence
belongs to Type II (see 471, Note 2).

474. When a Conditional Statement of Type III is itself a Result clause,
an Indirect Question, or dependent on n«n dubit« qu¿n, the tense of the pro-
tasis is unchanged (even in violation of the rule for sequence). In the apo-
dosis also the subjunctive is unchanged except that an Active Pluperfect
becomes ~»rus fuerim.

(a) Honestum t§le est ut, vel s¿ ign«r§rent id homin¡s, esset laud§bile. 
Virtue is such that it would be worthy of praise even if men did not 

know of it.

(b) D¿c mihi quidnam fact»rus fuer¿s, s¿ e« tempore censor fuiss¡s. 
Tell me what you would have done if you had been censor at 
that time.

(c) Nec dubium erat qu¿n, s¿ tam pauc¿ simul ob¿re omnia possent, terga 
dat»r¿ host¡s fuerint. 

There was no doubt that, if it were (and had then been) possible for so 
few to manage everything, the enemy would have fled.

Note—The use of a future participle with the perfect subjunctive fuerit in such
circumstances is a compromise analogous to the use of ~»rum fuisse in
«r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) (see 472).

475. Sometimes a protasis without any expressed apodosis is used in
Virtual «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) (448).
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(a) Mortem mihi d¡n»nti§vit pater, s¿ pugn§ssem.
My father threatened me with death if I fought.

(b) Exspect§bat Caesar s¿ host¡s posset opprimere.
Caesar was waiting in the hope of crushing the enemy.

Note—In (a), s¿ pugn§ssem is the protasis, not to d¡n»nti§vit (which is quite
unqualified), but to an apodosis implied in mortem: (d¡n»nti§vit) fore ut
per¿rem (s¿ pugn§ssem). The father’s words were: s¿ pugn§veris, mori¡re;
and pugn§veris is represented by pugn§ssem.

In (b), s¿ posset is the protasis, not to exspect§bat (which is quite unquali-
fied), but to an unexpressed apodosis that was in Caesar’s mind: “I will
seize every chance (if I can crush the enemy).” S¿-clauses of this kind are
frequently associated with verbs of expectation and endeavour (e.g. c«nor);
after such verbs English uses a clause introduced by “in case that, in the
hope that.”

476. Some additional examples are added for careful observation.

1. D¡buist¿ enim, etiam s¿ fals« in susp¿ci«nem v¡nisses, mihi ign«scere.
You ought to have forgiven me (it would have been your duty to forgive

me), even if you had been falsely suspected. (461.)

2. Atr«x cert§men aderat, n¿ Fabius rem exped¿visset. 
A desperate contest was at hand (would have taken place), had not 

Fabius solved the difficulty. (462.)

3. Ibi erat m§ns»rus, s¿ ¿re n«n perr¡xisset. 
It was there he would have stayed, had he not continued his journey.

(463.)

4. Quid enim fut»rum fuit, s¿ r¡s agit§r¿ coepta esset? 
What would have happened, if once the question had begun to be 

discussed? (463.)

5. Neque hostem sustin¡re poterant, n¿ cohort¡s illae s¡ obi¡cissent. 
And they could not have maintained themselves against the enemy, 

but for those cohorts’ exposure of themselves. (461.)

6. Virgin¡s s¿ eff»gissent, impl¡t»rae urbem tumult» erant. 
Had the maidens escaped, they would have spread disorder through the 

whole city. (463.)

7. Praecl§r¡ v¿cer§mus, nisi host¡s s¡ rec¡pissent. 
We would (should) have won a splendid victory, had not the enemy 

retreated. (462.)

8. S¿ in h«c err§v¿, id mihi velim ign«sc§s. 
If I have blundered in this, I beg you to forgive me. (452.)

9. Circumfunduntur host¡s s¿ quem aditum reper¿re possent. 
The enemy swarm (historic pres.) round, in hopes of finding some 

means of approach. (475.)
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10. Praemium pr«posuit, s¿ quis ducem interf¡cisset. 
He offered a prize (i.e. said that he would give a prize) in case any one 

should kill the leader. (475.)

11. N»ntium ad t¡ m¿s¿, s¿ forte n«n aud¿ss¡s. 
I sent you a messenger, in case you had not heard. (We must supply 

ut aud¿r¡s.) (475.)

12. N«n rec»s§vit qu«minus vel extr¡m« sp¿rit», s¿ quam opem re¿ p»blicae 
ferre posset, exper¿r¡tur. 

He did not flinch from trying even with his latest breath whether he 
could not give some aid to his country (lit. from making the 
experiment in hopes that he could). (475.)

Exercise 59
A

1. Did you imagine that, if all the rest were cut off either by the sword or
by famine, you alone would be saved?

2. He feared, he said, that unless he consented to do everything that the
king should command, he would never be allowed to return to his
native land.

3. He will cheerfully bear, he says, his own destitution and that1 of his
family, if once he be freed from this degrading suspicion.

4. He warned them of the extent2 and suddenness2 of the crisis, saying that
they could win if they were ready to show themselves brave men and
worthy of their forefathers; but that if they hesitated or hung back, all
the neighbouring tribes would soon be in arms.

5. He felt convinced of this, that if once he crushed the barbarians who
had long been3 infesting the mountains, the way to Italy would be open
to himself and his soldiers.

6. He said that he would never have imparted this story to you, had he not
when4 leaving home promised his father to conceal nothing from such
dear friends as5 yourselves.
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7. He felt convinced, he said, that unless they had placed so experienced
a general as yourself at the head of a veteran army, the city would have
been stormed within a week.

8. He said he would never have pardoned you so monstrous a crime, had
not your aged father thrown1 himself at his feet and implored him to
spare you.

B

1. I scarcely imagine that you are at Rome; but if you are, please write to
me at once.

2. If the enemy reaches the city, there will be reason2 to fear a dreadful
massacre.

3. I sent you a letter of Caesar’s, in case you wished to read it.

4. He declared that it was absolutely impossible for the Germans to win
the day, if they engaged in battle before the new moon.

5. If you are ready to make some exertion, you will take the city.

6. If you once exert yourselves, you will take the city.

7. He said that if they once exerted themselves, they would take the city.

8. As the neighbouring tribes were all jealous of his fame, he felt that if he
and his people surrendered their arms, their doom3 was certain.

9. If anything falls out amiss,4 we shall make you responsible.

10. He threatened him with violence and every kind5 of punishment, if he
entered the senate-house.

11. It was certainly6 a wonderful speech; I could not imitate it if I would;
perhaps I would not if I could.

12. The Dictator announced a heavy penalty in case any one should fight
without his permission.
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13. They feared that if they once departed without success, they would lose
everything for the sake of which they had taken up arms.

14. They now at last perceived that if, at his suggestion, they had consent-
ed to abandon the popular party and join the nobles, they would have
lost all their privileges and their freedom, if not their lives.

15. If you do this, you will possibly incur some loss; if you do not, you will
undoubtedly have acted dishonourably; it is for1 you to decide which of
the two you prefer to do.

16. If any one evades military service, he shall be declared infamous; if any
one has fears for his own safety, let him at once lay down his arms, and
leave his native land safe and sound.

EXERCISE LX
Concessive Clauses

Quamquam, quamv¿s, etc.

477. By concessive clauses we mean such adverbial clauses as are
introduced in English by “although” and the like, in Latin by the conjunc-
tions ets¿, tamets¿, etiams¿ “even if”; quamquam, quamv¿s, licet “although.”

Such clauses are called concessive because they admit or concede
something, in spite of which the statement made in the main sentence is
true; its truth is emphasised by the contrast.

478. Ets¿, tamets¿, etiams¿ are compounds of s¿ and introduce a partic-
ular kind of conditional clause (protasis) which, in its context, amounts to a
concession. The use of mood and tense in such clauses is therefore gov-
erned by the principles given in 452, 456, 458.

Etiams¿ n«n adiuv¡s, haec facere possim. 
Even if you should (were not to help) not help, I would be able to do this.

V¡ra loqu¿, ets¿ meum ingenium n«n mon¡ret, necessit§s c«git. 
Even if my disposition did not bid me, necessity compels me to speak the

truth.

Note—Ets¿ is also used in the sense of “although.”

Ets¿ m«ns Cevenna iter impedi¡bat, tamen ad f¿n¡s Arvern«rum perv¡nit.
Although the Cevennes were in the way of his march, he reached the 

territory of the Arverni.
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479. Quamquam (a double quam, “to what extent so ever”) is used to
introduce a clause expressing what is admitted as a fact; the verb of such a
clause is therefore indicative.

R«m§n¿ quamquam itinere et aest» fess¿ erant, tamen obviam hostibus
pr«c¡dunt. 

Though the Romans were fatigued with the march and the heat, yet they
advanced (historic present) to meet the enemy.

Note 1.—Tamen, “yet,” “still,” is often inserted in the main sentence to mark
the contrast.

Note 2.—Quamquam is often used to introduce an entirely fresh sentence in
contrast with what precedes it, and is then = “and yet.”

Note 3.—The verb in a quamquam-clause is sometimes subjunctive in writers
later than Cicero; but this usage should not be imitated.

480. (i) Quamv¿s introduces a clause whose verb is a subjunctive of
will (volitive, hortatory or iussive). (See 149, b.)

Quamv¿s sit magna exspect§ti«, tamen eam vinc¡s. 
Although expectations are great, you will surpass them.

Note 1.—Quamv¿s = quam v¿s, “as you will,” was originally a separate clause,
and the force of the above sentence is “Let expectations be as great as you
please, you will surpass them.”

Note 2.—Quamv¿s, like nisi (466), is sometimes closely associated with a sin-
gle word (adjective or adverb): quamv¿s aud§x, “however bold,” “whatever
his boldness.”

Note 3.—In the poets the verb in a quamv¿s-clause is often indicative; but this
usage should not be imitated. (Compare 479, Note 3.)

(ii) Licet “although” is simply the impersonal verb, “it is granted,” and
is followed by a subjunctive clause without a conjunction. (See 121.)

Licet undique per¿cula impendeant, tamen sub¿b«. 
Though dangers threaten me on every side, I will face them.

481. Observe the following ways in which concession may also be
expressed. “Though he is an excellent man, he does wrong sometimes,”
may be translated not only by: Quamquam hom« optimus est, tamen inter-
dum peccat, but by Hom« optimus ille quidem, sed interdum peccat (334,
iv); or Ita hom« optimus est ut interdum peccet, i.e. “so far only,” etc. (111);
or Sit (jussive) hom« ille optimus, tamen interdum peccat. Very commonly
concession is indicated by the use of s§n¡ in one clause, and an adversative
particle in the other,—r¡s s§n¡ difficilis, sed tamen invest¿ganda, “though
a difficult question, yet still one that demands investigation”; or by a par-
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ticiple,—h«c cr¿mine absol»tus, f»rt¿ tamen condemn§tus est, “though
acquitted on this charge he was found guilty of theft.”

For the use of a qu¿-clause to express concession, see 510, b.

For the use of a cum-clause to express concession, see 435.

For the use of a s¿cut … ita to express concession, see 492 (i).

Exercise 60

1. Though he feels neither remorse nor shame for this deed, yet he shall
pay me the penalty of his crime.

2. Even though it were quite impossible to pardon his fault, yet you ought1

to have taken into account his many services to the nation.

3. Whatever his guilt,2 whatever his faults, no one has a right to accuse
him in his absence and to condemn him unheard.

4. Entirely guilty as he is, and absolutely deserving of condign punish-
ment, yet I cannot help comparing his present fallen and low condition
with his former good fortune and renown.

5. Miserable as it is for an innocent man to be suspected and charged, yet
it is better for the innocent to be acquitted than for the guilty not to be
accused.

6. However criminal he had been, however worthy of every kind of pun-
ishment, yet it would have3 been better for ten guilty persons to be
acquitted, than for one innocent man to be found guilty.

7. In spite of having had the sovereignty and supreme power offered and
entrusted to him by the unanimous vote4 of his countrymen, he long
refused to take any part in politics, and was the only person in my day
who attained to the highest distinctions against his will, and almost
under compulsion.
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8. Though1 freed from this apprehension, I was soon suspected of a dark-
er2 crime, and perhaps, had you not come to my aid, I might have fall-
en a victim3 to the hatred and schemes of my enemies.

9. Many4 as are the evils that you have endured, you will one day, I still
believe,5 not only enjoy good fortune, but a rarer gift,6 happiness.

EXERCISE LXI

CAUSAL AND EXPLANATORY CLAUSES

482. Clauses which give a reason or explanation for the statement,
etc., made by the verb in the main sentence are introduced in English by
“because,” “inasmuch as,” “seeing that,” “whereas,” “considering that,”
etc.

483. In Latin, the conjunctions quod, quia, “because,” quoniam,
quand«, “since,” introduce an adverbial clause whose verb is indicative
when the speaker or writer vouches for the reason.

Host¡s, quoniam iam nox erat, domum discess¡runt.
The enemy, since it was now night, departed homewards.

Note 1.—A demonstrative particle or phrase in the main sentence often points
to the causal clause.

Idcirc« (e«, hanc ob causam, etc.) ad t¡ scr¿b« quod m¡ id, facere 
iussist¿. 

The reason of my writing is that you told me to do so.

N»llam aliam ob causam … quam quod, etc. 
The one and only cause or motive … is that, etc.

Note 2.—Other examples of the way in which Latin likes to bind together the
parts of a complex sentence will be found in 108, 479, Note 1.

484. All these conjunctions however introduce a subjunctive clause of
Virtual «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) (see 448) if the speaker does not
himself vouch for the reason.
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Discess¡runt, quoniam fess¿ essent.
They departed because (as they alleged) they were tired.

Note—This use of the subjunctive in a quod-clause is exceedingly common after
words of praising, blaming, accusing, admiring, complaining, wondering.

R¡x c¿vibus odi« erat, quod l¡g¡s viol§visset.
The king was hated by his subjects, because (they felt that) he had bro-

ken the law.
Viol§verat would be a statement made and accredited by the historian: “for

having (as, in fact, he had) broken the law.”

Mihi ¿r§scitur, quod cum negl¡xerim. 
He is angry with me because (as he says or fancies) I have neglected

him.

In negl¡xerim the responsibility for the statement is shifted from the
speaker or writer to the subject of the principal verb.

485. A reason which is mentioned only to be set aside, is introduced by
n«n quod, n«n qu«, “not that,” n«n qu¿n, “not but what,” and the verb is
always subjunctive.

Sometimes the accepted reason follows in a clause introduced by sed
quod and having an indicative verb.

Haec f¡c¿, n«n qu« tu¿ m¡ taedeat (or n«n qu¿n m¡ am¡s) sed quod ab¿re
cupi«. 

I did this, not that I am tired of you (or not but what you love me), but
because I am anxious to depart.

486. When a causal clause is introduced by cum, the verb is always sub-
junctive. (See 434.)

Cum s¿s mort§lis, quae mort§lia sunt, c»r§.

Since you are mortal, look to the things that are mortal.

Note—For the use of a qu¿-clause to express reason, see 510.

487. Quod “that” often answers to the English “the fact that,” and intro-
duces a noun clause whose verb is indicative. Such clauses are used (a) as
the subject of impersonal verbs or phrases where a fact is stressed, (b) as the
object of verbs like add«, mitt«, omitt«, praetere«, and verbs of “rejoicing”
and “grieving,” and (c) in apposition to a preceding demonstrative. 

(a) Magnum est quod victor vict¿s pepercit. 
It is no small thing that he spared the vanquished when victorious.

Peropport»n¡ accidit quod v¡nist¿.
Your coming was very fortunate.

Acc¡dit quod dom¿ n«n est.
There is the additional reason that he is not at home.
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(b) Adde quod ¿dem n«n h«ram t¡cum esse potes. 
Besides, you cannot keep your own company for an hour.

Omitt« illud, quod r¡gem patriamque pr«didit. 
I pass over the fact of his having betrayed his king and country.

Gaud¡ quod spectant ocul¿ t¡ m¿lle loquentem. 
Rejoice that a thousand eyes behold you as you speak.

(c) H«c proest§mus maxim¡ fer¿s, quod loquimur. 
We excel beasts most in this respect, that we speak.

Note 1.—Such quod-clauses will be found very useful in translating the
English verbal substantive of the present or perfect tense, e.g. “your saying
or having said this,” and such abstract nouns as “circumstance,” “fact,”
“reason,” “reflection.”

Of course it cannot be used for “that” after verbs sentiend¿ et d¡cl§rand¿.
(See 32, a.) Illud d¿c«, quod patriam pr«didist¿ would mean, not “I say that
you have betrayed your country,” but, “I mean the fact of your having
betrayed,” etc.

Note 2.—An indicative quod-clause is used with accidit only if this verb is
qualified by an adverb. See example in (a) above.

Note 3.—With verbs of rejoicing, etc., there is no perceptible difference
between the infinitive (41, c) and the quod-clause: T¡ rediisse gaude« =
quod rediist¿ gaude«.

Exercise 61

1. The reason of my somewhat disliking in my youth one so attached to
me as1 your excellent relative, was that I was unable to bear his want of
steadiness and principle.

2. I am hated by every2 bad citizen for having been the very last to uphold
the national cause, and because I have constantly disdained to flatter the
conqueror.

3. I received3 the thanks of parliament and the nation for having been
alone4 in not despairing of the commonwealth.
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4. It was scarcely possible1 for you not to incur the hatred2 of your coun-
trymen,—not that you had been guilty of betraying your country, but
because you had the courage to be the advocate of a burdensome and
distasteful, though3 necessary, peace.

5. All honoured your gallant father for having sacrificed the unanimous
offer4 of a throne to the true and more substantial glory of giving4 free-
dom to his country.

6. Though the whole world is angry with me for having pardoned (as they
say5) my father’s murderers, yet I shall never be ashamed of the fact
that I spared the vanquished in the hour of victory.

7. As for your having still a grudge against me, under the impression5 that
six years ago I injured you in your absence and sacrificed your interests
to my own gain (pl.), my only motive in wishing to refute such a charge
is that I count your friendship worth seeking.

8. And now, in spite of his being incapable of any such baseness, he was
the object of universal unpopularity, as having5 supplied the enemy
with funds, and treated the office with which the nation had entrusted
him as a source of disgraceful gain.

EXERCISE LXII

COMPARATIVE CLAUSES

Proportion

488. Comparative clauses are adverbial clauses which express like-
ness, agreement, or the opposite, with what is stated, asked, or ordered, in
the main sentence.

Instances of such clauses in English are: 

He acted as I had ordered him; 
Why was he treated worse than he deserved? 
Do as I bid you; 
He behaved as though he were mad.
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In Latin the number of conjunctions or conjunctional phrases used to
introduce such clauses is very large: ut, s¿cut, quem ad modum, atque (ac),
quam, quasi, velut, velut s¿, tamquam, tamquam s¿, ac s¿. (Intr. 51.)

They correspond also to a number of demonstrative adverbs or phras-
es, such as ita, s¿c, pr« e«, perinde, pariter, potius, aliter, secus, etc., which
stand to them in the same relation as is to qu¿, tantus to quantus, idcirc« (or
ade«) to ut, tamen to quamquam, etc.

489. All such clauses, both in English and Latin, fall naturally into two
classes.

Class I.—Those in which the comparison made in the subordinate
clause is stated as something real; for example:

He was punished as he deserved.
Perinde ac meritus est, poen§s persolvit.

Class II.—Those in which such comparison is introduced as a mere
conception of the mind, something imaginary or unreal, not stated as a fact;
as

He was punished as though he had deserved it.
Perinde ac s¿ (ut s¿, quasi) merilus esset, poen§s persolvit.

In Class I the indicative is the rule (except in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect
discourse)), in Class II the subjunctive.

Class I.—Comparative Clauses (Indicative)

490. Observe that in Latin, as in English, the ideas of likeness, equali-
ty, difference, etc., which are often expressed by adverbial clauses, may
also be expressed in other ways.

(i) In Latin we often have an adjectival (correlative), instead of an
adverbial, clause.

Tanta est tempest§s, quantam numquam ante§ v¿d¿.
The storm is greater than I ever saw before, or is unparalleled in my 

experience. (See 84, 85.)

(ii) In Latin (though not as frequently as in English) an adverbial phrase
within a simple sentence expresses the same meaning as an adverbial clause
of comparison.

Thus the comparison between a man’s punishment and what he
deserves may, in both languages, be expressed in three different ways: 

(1) by an adverbial clause;
(2) by an adjectival clause; 
(3) by an adverbial phrase or an adverb.
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(1) Perinde ac meritus est, poen§s persolvit. 
He was punished as he deserved.

(2) Poen§s qu§s d¡buit persolvit. 
He paid the penalty which he merited.

(3) Pr« merit¿s (merit«, pr« scelere) poen§s persolvit. 
He was punished in accordance with his guilt, or deservedly.

General Rule

491. In Class I, “likeness” and “difference” are expressed by using in
the main sentence an adjective or adverb of likeness or difference and intro-
ducing the (indicative) comparative clause by ut, atque, or quam. Thus:

Ut sunt, ita n«minantur sen¡s.
Their title “old men” corresponds to the fact.

Pr« e« ac (perinde ac) d¡bu¿, f¡c¿.
I have acted in accordance with my duty.

Aliter ac (n«n perinde ac) merit¿ sumus, laud§mur.
We are not praised in proportion to our deserts.

Contr§ quam pollicitus es f¡cist¿.
You have acted in violation of your promises.

Pei«r¡s sumus quam fu¡runt mai«r¡s.
We are worse than our ancestors.

Note—A very strong contrast may be marked by a double aliter.

Aliter tum loc»tus es, aliter t¡ geris hodi¡.
Your behaviour today is most inconsistent with your language at that time.
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Special Usages

492. A comparative clause introduced by ut “as” may have various
shades of meaning:

(i) Sometimes the clause marks a contrast with the main sentence:
“as or while (see 438, Note 2) one fact is true, so, on the other hand, is
another,” and is virtually concessive.

Ut fortasse honestum est hoc, s¿c parum »tile.
Though this is perhaps right, yet it is scarcely expedient.

(ii) Sometimes such a clause is used in a restrictive sense, and is virtu-
ally conditional.

Ita v¿vam, ut t¡ am«.
May I live so far only as I love you, i.e. may I die if I do not love you.

(iii) Or it may make a general remark in accordance with which a par-
ticular fact is noticed.

Tum r¡x, ut erat n§t»r§ benignus, omnibus veniam dedit.
Thereupon the king, in accordance1 with the kindness of his nature, forgave

them all.

(iv) Or it may be parenthetic: ut fit, “as (often) happens”; ut aiunt, “as
the proverb says.”

But such parentheses as: ut cr¡d«, ut arbitror, ut vid¡tur, are far rarer
in Latin than in English, and are used in an apologetic and self-depreciato-
ry sense, “I think,” or else are ironical, as is almost invariably the paren-
thetic cr¡d«. (See 32, b.)

(v) Sometimes the verb of such a clause is not expressed when either of
the two following ideas is involved:

(a) “As you would expect”:

Magnus pavor, ut in r¡ impr«v¿s§, fuit.
The panic was great, as was natural in so unexpected an occurrence.

(b) “So far as could be expected”

Satis intrepid¡, ut in r¡ impr«v¿s§, s¡ gessit.
He showed considerable presence of mind, considering the unexpected

nature of the occurrence.
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493. Quam regularly introduces an indicative clause of comparison
when the main sentence contains a comparative adjective or adverb or a
word involving the idea of comparison. (See 275.)

Nec ultr§ saeviit quam satis erat.
Nor did he show more severity than was necessary (i.e. any needless 

severity).

Note 1.—Frequently the verb of the comparative clause is understood from
that of the main sentence.

T»tior est certa p§x quam sp¡r§ta vict«ria.
A definite peace is safer than an anticipated victory.

Note 2.—When the point of the comparison is the degree to which two adjec-
tives (or adverbs) are applicable to a common noun (or verb), the compar-
ative of one adjective (or adverb) is used in the main sentence and the com-
parative of the other in the quam-clause.

Pestilentia min§cior fuit quam pernici«sior.
The pestilence was more alarming than fatal.

Hoc bellum fortius quam f¡l¿cius gessistis.
You have carried on this war with more courage than good fortune.

Note 3.—Equality of degree is expressed by using tam with the positive of one
adjective (or adverb) in the main sentence, and the positive of another adjec-
tive in the quam-clause.

Tam timidus hodi¡ est quam tum fuit aud§x.
He is as cowardly today as he was then bold.

Class II.—Comparative Clauses (Subjunctive)

494. To Class II belong comparative clauses of three different types:

(i) The comparative clause is itself the protasis of a conditional state-
ment whose apodosis is suppressed. Such clauses are introduced by quasi,
quam s¿, ut s¿, tamquam s¿, velut s¿ (or simply by tamquam or velut); and the
main sentence contains some word which looks forward to the comparison.

Ita s¡ gessit quasi c«nsul esset.
He behaved as though he were consul (i.e. as he would behave if he were

consul).

Note 1.—The tense of the subjunctive in such clauses is usually determined by
the rule for normal sequence (105), and not by the principles which apply to
conditional sentences of Types II and III (456, 458). But sometimes normal
sequence is abandoned: eius neg«tium s¿c velim suscipi§s, ut s¿ esset r¡s
mea, “I wish you would undertake his business just as if it were my affair.”
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Note 2.—Tamquam, velut, and quasi are often associated with a single word
(noun or adjective) or phrase when the verb can be inferred from the con-
text.

Eum tamquam pater am«.
I love him as (though I were) his father.

But in: eum tamquam hostem od¿ “I hate him as a public enemy,”
tamquam hostem is used for tamquam s¿ hostis sit, and the omission of the
verb has led to an adjustment of the case of hostis. (Compare 466, Note.)

These conjunctions are constantly so used in Latin to qualify a strong
expression or metaphor, and must often be inserted when there is nothing
answering to them in English (where metaphors are much more freely
used). (See 17.)

“The soul flies forth from the prison-house of the body.”
“Ê corpore, velut ¡ carcere, ¡volat animus.

“Do not suffer yourself to be overwhelmed by the tide of business.”
“N¡ve t¡ obru¿, tamquam fl»ct», s¿c magnit»dine neg«ti¿, sinas.

Remember that qu¿dam (361, Notes 1, 2), qu«dammodo, and ut ita
d¿cam are often used to qualify a metaphor.

495. (ii) The comparative clause sometimes refers to an action which is
mentioned only to be rejected. Such clauses are introduced by quam and
have a subjunctive verb; and some such word as potius, prius in the main
sentence draws attention to the action which is preferred.

D¡pugn§ potius quam servi§s.
Fight to the death rather than be a slave.

N«s potius hostem aggredi§mur quam ips¿ cum pr«puls¡mus.
Let us take an aggressive, rather than a merely defensive, attitude.

Note—The subjunctive in such quam-clauses is prospective (see 441, Note 2).

496. (iii) Sometimes the comparative clause itself involves the result of
the action of the main sentence. Such clauses follow a comparative adjec-
tive or adverb in the main sentence and are introduced by quam ut.

‡socrat¡s mai«re ingeni« est quam ut cum Lysi§ compar¡tur.
Isocrates is too great a genius to be compared with Lysias.

Nihil ultr§ comm«tus est quam ut ab¿re e«s iub¡ret.
He was only so far moved as to bid them depart.

Note—Such clauses afford a convenient rendering for English expressions
containing “too … to …”

497. Proportion. The ideas expressed in English by a clause introduced
by “in proportion as,” by the phrase “in proportion to,” or by a double “the”
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with the comparative (“the more … the more”), may be best translated into
Latin by one of two constructions:

(a) By the use of two coordinate sentences which are connected by ut
… ita, and each of which contains a superlative (see 376).

Ut quisque est vir optimus, ita difficillim¡ ali«s esse improb«s suspic§tur. In
proportion to a man’s excellence is his difficulty in suspecting others to
be evil-minded, or: the better a man is, the greater his difficulty in, etc.,
or: those whose character is the highest will find most difficulty, etc.

(b) By the use of two coordinate sentences which are connected by e«
… qu« or tant« … quant«, and each of which contains, a comparative.

Qu« d¡lictum maius est, e« poena est tardior.
The greater the fault, the slower the punishment.

Note—The ablatives e«, qu«, etc., express the measure of difference (see 279).

Exercise 62

The asterisk * indicates that the phrases are to be translated by a Latin
clause. (See 490, ii.)

1. The soldiers having now reached the summit of the, mountain, and see-
ing a vast level plain, fertile territory, and rich cities spread beneath
their eyes, crowded round their leader, and as though they had already
triumphed over every obstacle, congratulated him on the conquest1 of
Italy.

2. He behaved differently from what I hoped and you expected. For in vio-
lation * of his repeated promises,2 as though he made no account of the
ancient tie which had long existed between his own father and mine,
instead3 of coming to my aid in my adversity, he has rejected up to this
day my friendship, and has paid no attention to my more than once
repeated and solemn appeals.4

3. May each and every one of you, when the hour of battle arrives, con-
duct himself in accordance * with his duty, and may each fare in accor-
dance * with his deserts.

4. Let us endure everything rather than act in this matter contrary to * our
promises.
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5. We should1 abide by the most oppressive conditions, rather than break
our word and brand our country with dishonour.

6. Then, with his usual2 passion and want of self-control, he ordered the
ambassadors to be brought before him. As though their mere sight had
added fuel to his3 fury, after declaring that their king had acted in defi-
ance * of his promise and oath, he ordered them to be dragged to prison.
The next day he showed more gentleness than was consistent4 with the
ferocity of his language of the day before, and, after apologising for his
outrage on the rights of hospitality, invited them to a banquet on5 the
next day as though he had done nothing strange6 or unusual. Their
answer showed7 more daring than caution, considering the8 perilous
ground on which they stood.

7. Then, putting spurs to his horse, he dashed, with his usual9 eagerness
for battle, into the thick of the contest, as though it were the part of a
good general to act with spirit10 rather than with deliberation.

8. The longer the war is protracted, the more oppressive will be the con-
ditions of peace which will be imposed upon us. Do not wonder then
why the truest patriots are always the most ardent advocates of peace.

9. The more hidden a danger is, the greater will be the difficulty11 in
avoiding it, and those12 among our enemies (gen.) are likely to be the
most formidable who are readiest in dissembling their ill-will.

10. And it seemed to me that, considering the importance13 of the matter,
he spoke with some want of energy, as though he were ashamed to
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speak in the presence of the conqueror with greater warmth and emo-
tion than became1 either his former rank or his recent disaster.

EXERCISE LXIII

Qu¿-CLAUSES WITH SUBJUNCTIVE VERB

498. (i) Recapitulatory.—It has been already said that when the rela-
tive qu¿ introduces a clause which states a fact about the antecedent, the
verb is indicative. (See 77.)

Qu¿ bon¿ sunt, ¿dem sunt be§t¿.
Those who are good are also happy. (366, i.)

(ii) It has been also pointed out that if such a clause forms part of «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse), the verb must be subjunctive. (446.)

(iii) Remember also that a qu¿-clause in virtual «r§li« obl¿qua (indirect
discourse) (448) has a subjunctive verb.

Omnia, quae pater suus rel¿quissset, mihi l¡g§vit.
He bequeathed to me everything which his father had left.

L¡g§vit means: “he bequeathed in the terms of his will,” quae rel¿quis-
set, “which the will spoke of as left by his father.”

499. The verb of a coordinating qu¿-clause (see 78) is indicative if it
states a fact.

Fr§trem tuum, virum praecl§rissimum, vald¡ adm¿ror, qu¿ brev¿ c«nsul f¿et,
“I profoundly admire your distinguished brother who (= and he) will
soon be made consul”; but qu¿ utinam brev¿ c«nsul f¿at, “and may he
soon be made consul.”

500. But qu¿ often introduces clauses which do not simply state a fact
about the antecedent, but express some purpose, result, cause, or conces-
sion.

RULE.—The verb of a final (purpose) or consecutive (result) qu¿-clause
is invariably subjunctive; the verb of a causal or concessive qu¿-clause is
generally subjunctive.
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Final (Purpose) qu¿-Clauses

501. When a qu¿-clause expresses a purpose, the verb is always sub-
junctive; and the relative is equivalent to ut is.

L¡g§t«s m¿sit, qu¿ p§cem peterent.
He sent ambassadors to sue for peace (lit. who were to sue for peace).

Equit¡s in castr¿s rel¿quit, qu¿ ¡rumperent.
He left cavalry behind in the camp, to make a charge.

Note 1.—If the verb in the qu¿-clause were indicative, the meaning would be
quite different.

L¡g§t«s m¿sit, qu¿ p§cem peti¡runt.
He sent ambassadors, who sued for peace.

Equit¡s in castr¿s rel¿quit, qu¿ ¡r»p¡runt.
He left cavalry behind in the camp, who made a charge.

Here qu¿ is equivalent to et i¿, “and they.”

Note 2.—Qu«, the ablative of the relative, is used (as the equivalent of ut e«)
to introduce final (purpose) clauses when the main sentence contains a com-
parative adjective or adverb. (See 102.)

Consecutive (Result) qu¿-Clauses

502. When a qu¿-clause expresses a consequence, the verb is always
subjunctive.

Hab¡tis eum c«nsulem qu¿ p§r¡re vestr¿s d¡cr¡t¿s n«n dubitet.
You have a consul such as does not hesitate to obey your decrees.

503. Especially common are consecutive (result) qu¿-clauses which
define a quality of the antecedent.

Is est qu¿ haec d¿cat
He is the sort of man to say this.

Note—Such clauses are sometimes called (relative) clauses of characteristic.
The action expressed by the verb is not presented primarily as a fact (though
it may be one) but as a result of the antecedent’s being the sort of person he
is.

504. Such clauses are used:

(i) After a demonstrative, especially is.

Ea est R«m§na g¡ns quae victa qui¡scere nesciat.
The race of Romans is one (of a kind) that knows not how to rest under

defeat.
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Note—A qu¿-clause following is has an indicative verb if it states a fact, a sub-
junctive verb if it defines a quality. Compare Is sum qu¿ f¡c¿, “I am the man
who did it,” with n«n is sum qu¿ haec f¡cerim, “I am not the sort of person
to have done this.”

505. (ii) When one of the negatives n¡m«, nihil, n»llus, or an indefinite
or interrogative pronoun, or s«lus, or »nus, is the subject of a verb indicat-
ing “existence.”

N¡m« est (quis est?) qu¿ haec faciat.
There is no one (who is there?) who would do this.

Nihil est quod magis deceat quam c«nstantia.
Nothing is more becoming than consistency.

S«lus es, Caesar, cuius in vict«ri§ ceciderit n¡m«.
You are the only one, Caesar, in whose victory no one has fallen.

Quotus quisque est (inven¿tur) qu¿ haec facere audeat.
How few there are (are met with) who venture to do this.

Note 1.—A characterising qu¿-clause is inevitable after n¡m« (nihil) est; for a
statement of fact cannot be made about what does not exist: n¡m« est qu¿
haec facit “there is no one and he does this” is nonsense. Nor do indefinite
and interrogative pronouns refer to any definite person about whom a qu¿-
clause containing a statement of fact could be made. S«lus and »nus call for
a clause which should define the quality in which a person is unique.

Note 2.—Qu¿n is often used instead of qu¿ n«n after n¡m« est, quis est?
(Compare 134.)

N¡m« est qu¿n sciat.
All the world knows, i.e. there is no one of such a kind as not to know.

Note 3.—When the est in n¡m« est, quis est, etc., is used as a linking verb and
not to indicate “existence,” a following qu¿-clause is not necessarily one of
characteristic. Compare nihil est bonum quod gl«riam minuat, “no good
thing exists which lessens glory,” with nihil est bonum quod gl«riam minu-
it, “nothing is good which lessens glory (i.e. if it lessens glory).” Compare
also quis est qu¿ haec d¿cat, “who is there (= exists) who says this?” with
quis est qu¿ haec d¿cit, “what is the name of the man who says this?”

506. (iii) After est (sunt) “there exists,” used of an indefinite subject.

Erant qu¿ put§rent.
Some fancied (there were people of such a kind as to fancy).

Note 1.—Mult¿ sunt also is often followed by a (relative) clause of 
characteristic.

Multa sunt quae mentem acuant.
There are many things to sharpen the wits.
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Note 2.—But est qu¿, sunt qu¿ introduce an indicative clause if they refer to
definite antecedents.

Mult¿ (trecent¿, duo, qu¿dam) sunt qu¿ haec d¿cunt.
There are many (three hundred, two, certain) persons who say this.

507. A consecutive (result) qu¿-clause is also used:

(i) After dignus, indignus, id«neus:

Dignus est qu¿ am¡tur.
He deserves to be loved (lit. He is worthy that he should be loved).

Indignus erat cui summus hon«s tribuer¡tur.
He was not a proper person to receive the highest mark of distinction.

(ii) After comparatives followed by quam:

Quae beneficia mai«ra sunt quam quibus gr§tiam referre possim.
These favours are greater than I can requite (too great for me to requite).

508. A consecutive (result) qu¿-clause is sometimes used in a corrective
or limiting sense. (Compare 111.)

N¡m«, quod sciam, no one to my knowledge
n¡m«, qu¿ quidem paul« pr»dentior sit, no one, at all events no sensible 

man. (57, b.)

509. The relatival adverbs ubi, unde, can also be used to introduce final
(purpose) and consecutive (result) clauses.

Massiliam ¿vit ubi exsul§ret.
He went to Marseilles to live in exile there.

Cupit hab¡re unde solvat.
He wishes to have means to pay.

Note—Contrast: Miassiliam ¿vit, ubi di» v¿xit, “he went to Marseilles and lived
long there.”

Exercise 63

1. Caesar, seeing that the tide of battle1 was turning, and that he must take
advantage of the critical2 moment, sent forward all his cavalry to attack
the enemy’s infantry in the rear. He himself, with the rest of his sol-
diers, whom wounds, heat, and fatigue left3 scarcely capable of support-
ing their arms, hastened to charge them in front.
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2. He was one who was worthy of every kind of distinction; for no one,
within my knowledge, has governed the nation in this generation,
whose public services have been equal to his, and who has been satis-
fied with so moderate a reward for his exertions. How few there are
who have been, or will be, like him.

3. The chiefs of the enemy easily perceived that in the recent rebellion and
mutiny their offences had been too great1 to be pardoned. At the same
time (366), in spite of this great defeat, they were too high-spirited to
ask for mercy, and too powerful to obtain it.

4. He is not, so far as I know, one who hesitates to follow his own line in
a discussion, or prefers to bow to the opinion2 of others.

5. Who is there in the whole world so stony-hearted as not to be ashamed
of having, in order to please his worst enemies, abandoned his friends,
and of having betrayed his country to win the favour of its most ancient
foes?

6. We have3 to carry on war with an enemy who has no respect for any
treaty, or armistice, or promise, or agreement; unless we conquer him
in the field, there will be nothing which can keep him back from our
shores, or repel him from our walls and homes.

EXERCISE LXIV

Qu¿-CLAUSES: CAUSAL AND CONCESSIVE

510. Qu¿ is also used to introduce causal and concessive clauses in
which the verb is generally subjunctive.

(a) M¡ miserum, qu¿ haec n«n v¿derim!
Unhappy that I am in not having seen this!

Here the qu¿-clause is obviously causal = quod haec n«n v¿d¿.

(b) Ego, qu¿ s¡rus adv¡nissem, n«n tamen d¡sp¡randum esse arbitr§tus sum.
For myself, though I had arrived late (or in spite of my having, etc.), yet 

I did not think I need despair.
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Here the qu¿-clause is obviously concessive = quamquam s¡rus
adv¡neram.

511. Sometimes, however, a writer uses an indicative in such a clause
because he prefers to emphasise the reality of the statement which qu¿
introduces, and to leave the reader to infer the relation of cause or contrast
in which it stands to the other clause.

Gr§tiam tibi habe«, qu¿ v¿tam meam serv§vist¿, is as good Latin as,
though less usual than, gr§tiam … serv§ver¿s, for: “I am grateful to you for
having saved my life.”

So: Caesar fertur in caelum, qu¿ contr§ t¡ bellum compar§vit, “Caesar
is extolled to the skies (by you), although he (or, and yet he) levied war
against you.” Compar§verit would be more usual, but the indicative
emphasises the fact, and leaves the reader to draw the contrast.

512. An exceedingly common use of causal or concessive qu¿-clauses
is to represent the circumstances in which, or in spite of which the action
of the principal verb takes place.

Tum Caesar, qu¿ haec omnia expl«r§ta hab¡ret, red¿re statuit.
Then (or thereupon) Caesar, having full knowledge of all this (though he

had, etc.), decided to return.

Tum ille, qu¿ hom« esset i»stissimus, etc.
Then he (the other) being a just man (because he was), etc.

Note—When a qu¿-clause is concessive, this is generally made clear by a
tamen in the main clause.

Tum Caesar, qu¿ hoc intellegeret, tamen red¿re statuit.
Then Caesar, in spite of his being aware of this, yet, etc.

513. The causal force of a qu¿-clause is sometimes made more clear by
prefixing quippe, sometimes utpote, or ut.

Eum semper pr« am¿c« habu¿, quippe quem sc¿rem me¿ esse amantissimum. 
I always looked on him as a friend, for I knew that he bore me the warmest

affection.

Note—Cicero always uses the subjunctive in a clause introduced by quippe
qu¿; Livy uses either the indicative or the subjunctive with quippe qu¿, but
is particularly fond of using ut qu¿ to introduce a subjunctive clause.

Nec c«nsul, ut qu¿ id ipsum quaes¿visset, moram cert§min¿ f¡cit.
Nor did the consul, as this was the very object at which he had aimed,

delay the contest.
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Exercise 64

The asterisk * indicates that a causal or concessive qu¿-clause is to be
used.

1. Thereupon the messenger, seeing* that it was impossible by fair1 words
to succeed in persuading the Spaniards not to advance further, aimed at
producing2 the same effect by menaces (gerund) and appeals to fear.
The forces, he said,3 which were gathering and concealed on the other
side of the mountain, were too numerous (507, ii) to be counted, while4

those who were already assembled, and were visible close at hand, were
veteran soldiers, too brave and well trained to be routed, as5 the
Spaniards seemed to hope, in the first onset of a single fight.

2. Who is there of you, who in any way is worthy of this assembly and this
nation, that does not cherish and value highly the memories6 of the
heroes7 of the past, even though he has never seen them?*

3. There are things which I fear still8 more. In your absence your brother,
since* his influence with your faction is unrivalled, will be still more
formidable; as long as he lives, will the party9 of disorder, do you10 sup-
pose, ever lack a standard round which to rally?

4. Thereupon he dismissed the council and ordered the Indian11 chiefs to
be brought before him. The unhappy men, as * they had no suspicion
of his intentions,12 hurried in joyfully13; for there was none among14
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them who had any fears either for1 his freedom or his safety, or was
aware of the extent2 of the danger which threatened them, or of the2

character of the host with whom they were to have an interview. Even
he, though he blushed at no treachery, and felt remorse for no crime,
was, it seemed, somewhat touched by the confidence and friendliness
of those whom he (felt3 that he) was on the point of betraying.

EXERCISE LXV

REPORTED SPEECHES IN øRØTIø OBL‡QUA

(INDIRECT DISCOURSE)
514. The general principles of «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) have

been explained in Exercises V and LVI. The present Exercise will recapit-
ulate what has already been given, and will introduce some new points not
previously mentioned.

Pronouns

515. Personal and demonstrative pronouns and possessive adjectives
are adjusted to the point of view of the person making the report. In most
contexts, therefore, pronouns and possessive adjectives of the third person
must be substituted for those of the first and second persons. So,

ego, n«s, become s¡.

meus, noster, “ suus.

t», v«s, “ ille, ill¿ (or accusative if the subject of an infinitive).

tuus, vester, “ ill¿us, ill«rum.

hic, iste, “ ille or is (or accusative if the subject of an infinitive).

Suppose Caesar met Pompey and said: “I am on your side,” (ego) tibi
fave«. This might be “reported” in various ways: (i) when C. reminded P.
of the incident: d¿x¿ m¡ tibi fav¡re; (ii) when P. reminded C.: d¿xist¿ t¡ mihi
fav¡re; (iii) when C. reported it to X.: d¿x¿ m¡ ill¿ fav¡re; (iv) when P.
reported it to X.: d¿xit s¡ mihi fav¡re; (v) when X. reminded C.: d¿xist¿ t¡ ill¿
fav¡re; (vi) when X. reminded P.: d¿xit s¡ tibi fav¡re; and (vii) when X. told
Y.: d¿xit s¡ ill¿ fav¡re. Of all these reports, (vii) is that which is most fre-
quently required by the circumstances.
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Note 1.—The insertion of the s¡ will often be necessary where no pronoun is
required in «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse): compare tibi parc« with d¿xit s¡
e¿ parcere.

Note 2.—Latin has here an advantage over English; “I” and “you” have, in
English «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse), both to be expressed by he;
hence constant obscurity. In Latin the “I” generally becomes s¡, the “you”
ille.

Note 3.—Ille will be in very constant use in place of is, as it is more distinc-
tive, and opposes the other party to the speaker; sometimes, as in English,
a proper name will be introduced.

Adverbs

516. When (as is usually the case) a reported speech depends on a past
verb of “saying,” adverbs of present time must be changed into those of
past time, and adverbs of place must be accommodated to the sense. So,

nunc becomes tunc. h¿c becomes ibi.

hodi¡ “ ill« die. h»c “ ill»c.

heri “ pr¿di¡. hinc “ ex e« loc«.

cr§s “ poster« di¡.

Note—There are similar changes in English. “I say that I will speak to you now
and here” would in English be converted into “He said that he would speak
to them then and there.”

Main Sentences

517. In all of these the indicative will entirely disappear.
Statements and denials will be expressed by the accusative and infini-

tive. Nihil dole« “I feel no pain,” will become nihil s¡ dol¡re “he felt no
pain”; hoc faciam will become id s¡ fact»rum esse, etc. For the use of the
tenses of the infinitive, see 35.

Note—A coordinate qu¿-clause also becomes accusative and infinitive.

Adsunt host¡s, ¿nstat Catil¿na., qu¿ brev¿ scelerum poen§s dabit.
Adesse host¡s, ¿nst§re Catil¿nam, quem brev¿ scelerum poen§s dat»rum esse.

518. The verb in the apodosis of a Conditional Statement of Types II
and III, which in «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) is a subjunctive of condi-
tioned futurity, becomes an infinitive with subject accusative in «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse). (See 469-73.)
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519. Real Questions (i.e. those to which an answer is expected) are
expressed by the subjunctive; and if, as is usual, the narrative is in past
time, the necessary adjustment of tense is made.

N«nne aud¿tis? will become: n«nne aud¿rent?

Quid vultis? quid opt§tis? will become: Quid vellent? quid opt§rent?

520. Deliberative Questions (see 149, Note 2) remain in the subjunc-
tive; but the tense is altered if, as is usual, it is necessary.

Quid faciam? “what am I to do?” after d¿xit will become:
Quid faceret? “what was he to do?”

Qu« e§mus? “whither are we to go?” will become:
Qu« ¿rent? “whither were they to go?”

Note—In «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) the distinction between “what am
I doing” (quid faci«) and “what am I to do” (quid faciam) is obscured, since
both become quid faciam or quid facerem. But see 521, Note.

521. But Rhetorical Questions (i.e. those that do not expect an answer)
are expressed by the accusative and infinitive.

Ecquis umquam eius mod¿ m«nstrum v¿dit? 
“Did any one ever see such a monster?” will become: 
Ecquem umquam eius mod¿ m«nstrum v¿disse?

Num haec toler§re d¡b¡mus? will become: 
Num illa s¡ toler§re d¡b¡re?

Note—A deliberative question of «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) may be repre-
sented in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) by a rhetorical question con-
taining a gerundive (388, 389). Qu« e§mus “where are we to go” may
become: qu« sibi eundum esse? (See 520, Note.)

522. Commands, prohibitions (negative commands), and wishes,
expressed in «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) by the imperative or subjunc-
tive, will be expressed by the subjunctive with the necessary alteration of
tense and person.

ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)
(after d¿xit)

Fest¿n§te; utinam salv¿ s¿tis. Fest¿n§rent; utinam salv¿ essent.
N«l¿te c»nct§r¿; n¡ d¡spexer¿s. N¡ c»nct§rentur; n¡ d¡spiceret.

Note—The hortative (hortatory) 1st person (and even other forms of com-
mand) is often represented by a dependent statement in which the obligation
is expressed by the gerundive (388, 389).

Nihil temere ag§mus, may become: nihit sibi temere agendum esse.
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Subordinate Clauses

523. Moods.—An accusative and infinitive construction of «r§ti« r¡cta
(direct discourse) is retained in «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse); but the
verb of all other subordinate clauses is subjunctive. (See 446.)

Note 1.—Remember that a qu¿-clause which is equivalent to a coordinate sen-
tence becomes an accusative and infinitive. (See 517, Note.)

Note 2.—A historic present indicative in a dum-clause is retained in «r§ti«
obl¿qua (indirect discourse). (See 438, Note 1.)

Note 3.—Explanatory parentheses of the writer, such as are mentioned in 449,
form no part of «r§ti« obliqua (indirect discourse).

524. Tenses.—The tenses of the subjunctive depend, in general, on
that of the verb of “saying,” according to the rule for normal sequence
(105).

Note 1.—But an imperfect or pluperfect subjunctive in the protasis of a
Conditional Sentence of Type III (458) is retained even though the verb of
“saying” is present. (See 472.)

Note 2.—The future perfect indicative becomes perfect subjunctive after a
present verb of “saying,” and pluperfect subjunctive after a past. (See 470,
Note 2.)

525. After a past verb of “saying,” the exclusive use of imperfect and
pluperfect subjunctives is grammatically correct, and conforms to the prac-
tice of Cicero. But (in Livy especially) a present subjunctive is frequently
used (instead of an imperfect) when the «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) had
a present indicative, and a perfect subjunctive (instead of a pluperfect)
when the «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) had a perfect indicative. This usage,
which gives a greater liveliness to the reported speech by retaining at least
the tenses used by the speaker, is called repraesent§ti«.

D¿x¡runt indignum vid¡r¿ ab e¿s s¡ obsid¡r¿ qu«rum exercit»s saepe f»derint.
They said that it seemed degrading to be besieged by men whose armies they

had (lit. have) often routed.

In «r§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse) the word used would have been
f»dimus—”we have routed.”

526. The following example of «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)
should be carefully studied:

Away then with such follies! Do you not see that your liberty and lives are at
stake today! Why do you obey a few centurions, still fewer tribunes, who can
do nothing against your will? When will you dare to demand redress? It is of
the utmost importance what you do. Awake at last, and follow me! Remember
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the ancestors from whom you are sprung. If you let slip this opportunity, you
will deservedly be slaves, and no one will give you a thought, or feel compas-
sion for your present condition.
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ør§ti« r¡cta (direct discourse)

Pellantur igitur, inquit, ineptiae
istae; n«nne vid¡tis d¡ l¿bert§te d¡
v¿t¿s vestr¿s, ag¿ hodi¡? C»r pauc¿s
centuri«nibus, pauci«ribus trib»n¿s,
qu¿ nihil inv¿t¿s v«b¿s facere pos-
sunt dict« audient¡s estis? quand«
remedia exposcere aud¡bitis?
Maxim¿ quid faci§tis r¡fert.
Experg¿scimin¿ aliquand«, et m¡
sequimin¿. Mai«rum quibus ort¿
estis remin¿scimin¿. Hanc
occ§si«nem si praeterm¿seritis,
merit« servi¡tis, nec quisquam vel
rati«nem vestr¿ hab¡bit, vel ist¿us
fort»nae miser¡bitur.

ør§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse)

(D¿xit): Pellerentur igitur ineptiae
illae; n«nne ill«s vid¡re d¡ l¿bert§te
ips«rum, d¡ v¿t¿s, e« di¡ ag¿? C»r
pauc¿s centuri«nibus, pauci«ribus
trib»n¿s, qu¿ inv¿t¿s ill¿s nihil facere
possent, dict« audient¡s essent?
quand« remedia exposcere aus»r¿
essent? Maxim¿ referre quid facer-
ent. Experg¿scerentur aliquand«, et
se sequerentur. Mai«rum quibus
ort¿ essent remin¿scerentur. Eam
occ§si«nem si praeterm¿sissent,
merit« serv¿t»r«s esse, nec
quemquam vel rati«nem e«rum
habit»rum esse vel fort»nae ill¿us
miserit»rum.

Exercise 65
A

The following sentences are all to be converted into «r§ti« obl¿qua
(indirect discourse); the tenses to be altered throughout from primary to
historic.

It may be well to begin by converting the sentences into English «r§ti«
obliqua (indirect discourse).

1. Can any1 one endure this? Ought we to abandon this great undertaking?
It would have been better to fall on the field with honour, than to sub-
mit to such slavery.

2. Do not delay then; a few soldiers will suffice. We have no other allies
anywhere, no other hopes; whither can we turn if you should abandon
us? But if you wish for our safety, you must away2 with all niceties of
argument3; it is haste, not deliberation, that is needed.

1 Use ecquis.
2 Use Pell«. (See 526.)
3 Gerund.



3. What are you doing? what are you wishing for? Are you waiting till the
enemy is at hand, till you hear their shouts, till you see their standards?
Even now1 resistance is possible, provided you do not linger or hesitate.

4. It is possible that I on my part2 have made the same mistake as you; if
the case is so, I pray, forget the past,3 and in union with your king con-
sult the national interests. Is there any thing in the world which we
ought to value more highly?

5. What am I to do in this crisis? Do you bid me to go to meet the enemy?
I would do so most gladly, if it could be done without ruin to the nation.
But what could be more foolish, what more fatal, than with an army of
recruits to engage in conflict with veteran soldiers trained in twenty
years4 of battle?

6. How many of you are there, whence do you come, and what do you
demand or hope for? When do you expect to be allowed to enjoy free-
dom, (and) to return home? Possibly the time is even now at hand, pro-
vided you do not let slip the opportunity or injure your cause by putting
off the contest. But if you refuse to take up arms till5 I assist you, you
will ruin the common cause, and sigh in vain for the6 freedom which
brave men assert by arms.

B

To be translated into «r§ti« obl¿qua (indirect discourse) after d¿xit.

In vain therefore do you appeal to Spain.7 It makes no difference
whether you intend to make an alliance with the rebels, or to threaten them
with war. I shall neither rely on your friendship, nor dread your enmity. For
what could be more despicable than your policy and schemes, seeing that
within the last five years you have thrice abandoned your allies, twice
joined your enemies like8 deserters, and have not sent ambassadors to me to
sue for a peace of which you are unworthy, until9 you have made sure that,
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unless you can get over this danger with our aid, you are doomed to
inevitable destruction? Would any one have put trust in such allies? Would
any one in the future feel gratitude to such friends? If you wish to find a
remedy and shelter against1 your present2 dangers, return home, lay down
your arms, throw open the gates of your cities and strongholds, and place
yourselves at the mercy of the sovereign against whom you have been so
long waging an unnatural war. Possibly I may be touched by your prayers;
I shall pay no attention to your envoys and orations.

EXERCISE LXVI

NUMERALS

527. Numerals are in Latin, as in English, mainly adjectives and
adverbs.

Cardinal numerals answer the question “how many?” quot?

Ûnus, duo, tr¡s, quattuor; »ndecim, duodecim, tredecim (decem et tr¡s);
duod¡v¿gint¿ (decem et oct«), »nd¡v¿gint¿ (decem et novem); v¿gint¿, »nus
et v¿gint¿ (v¿gint¿ »nus), duod¡tr¿gint§ (28), quadr§gint§, n«n§gint§ oct«
(oct« et n«n§gint§), centum (et) »nus (101); ducent¿ (-ae, ~a), trecent¿ 
(-ae, ~a), quadringent¿, qu¿ngent¿, sescent¿, septingent¿, octingent¿,
n«ngent¿, m¿lle, duo m¿lia, »num et v¿gint¿ m¿lia, centum m¿lia, 
qu¿ngenta m¿lia, deci¡ns cent¡na m¿lia (1,000,000).

The full list will be found in any Grammar.

528. The first three are (as in many kindred languages) declinable
adjectives; the rest, including v¿gint¿, are indeclinable up to ducent¿ (-ae,
~a): this, and the series of hundreds, are plural declinable adjectives; m¿lle
is an indeclinable adjective in the singular (exercitus m¿lle m¿litum, “an
army of 1000”), but it is declined in the plural and is used as a noun (cum
du«bus m¿libus m¿litum).

As in English, so in Latin, a compound number from 20 to 100 may be
arranged in two ways, “one-and-twenty” or “twenty-one”; above 100 the
higher number stands first; 28,455 is duod¡tr¿gint§ m¿lia quadringent¿
qu¿nqu§gint§ (et) qu¿nque.

529. Notice the following uses of »nus:
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(a) It often represents the English “one of” (a class) without any stress
on the numeral: 

»nus ex capt¿v¿sÐ“one of the prisoners”

(b) In the predicate it often answers to our “belonging to the class of”: 

Ûnus ex fort»n§t¿s hominibus esse vid¡tur.
He seems to be one of (i.e. to belong to the number of) fortune’s favourites.

(c) “One or two” is »nus vel (aut) alter, »nus alterve.

(d) Ûnus is often used emphatically for s«lus: 

Ûnus mai«ra f¡cist¿ quam c¡ter¿ omn¡s. 
You by yourself have done greater things than all the rest.

(e) It is used to strengthen quisque; 

»nus quisqueÐeach one, each and every (373).

(f) It emphasises superlatives.

Ducem praestantissimum §m¿simus.
We have lost one of our best leaders, or a distinguished leader.

but 

Ducem »num praestantissimum §m¿simus 
We have lost the very best of our leaders.

(g) N«n »nus is not the equivalent of n»llus; it means “more than one”;

N«n »n« proeli« d¡victus sum.
I have been overcome in several battles.

“Not one” is n¡ »nus quidem.

530. Ordinal numerals answer the question “in what order?” quotus?

They are all declinable adjectives; only a few will be enumerated.
Pr¿mus (or prior); secundus or alter; tertius decimus (13th),
duod¡v¿c¡nsimus (oct§vus decimus) (18th), »nus (pr¿mus) et v¿c¡nsimus
(21st), »nd¡tr¿c¡nsimus (29th), alter (secundus) et tr¿c¡nsimus
(tr¿c¡nsimus alter) (32nd), quadr§g¡nsimus (40th), q»intus et
n«n§g¡nsimus (n«n§g¡nsimus qu¿ntus) (95th), cent¡nsimus pr¿mus
(pr¿mus et cent¡nsimus) (101st), m¿ll¡nsimus, bis m¿ll¡nsimus (2000th),
deci¡ns mill¡nsimus (10,000th), semel et v¿ci¡ns m¿ll¡nsimus (21,000th),
etc.

531. Notice that: 

(a), as in English, the two first ordinals are not derived from the corre-
sponding cardinals; and that alter is largely used for “second.” Secundus is
rather “following” next in time or in rank.
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Alter ¿dem is “a second self”; alter« tant«, “by as much again.”

(b) Ûnus often takes the place of our “first” in enumerating.

Huius re¿ tr¡s sunt causae, »na, altera (or alia), tertia: “first, second, third.”

(c) The ordinal is often used in reckoning a period of time.

Ûnd¡v¿c¡nsimum iam annum bellum ger¡b§tur.
The war had now been going on for 19 years. (See 321, Note 2.)

(d) The ordinal is always used in giving dates; and the point from which
the reckoning commences is expressed by the ablative with §.

Ann« ab urbe condit§ m¿ll¡nsim«.
In the 1000th year after the foundation of the city.

532. The Distributive numerals answer the question “how many at a
time?” quot¡n¿? or “how many each?” Among these are:

Singul¿, b¿n¿, s¡n¿ (6); tern¿ d¡n¿ (13); v¿c¡n¿ singul¿ (21); cent¡n¿, sin-
gula m¿lia, cent¡na m¿lia.

(a) Ex singul¿s (or b¿n¿s) famili¿s singul«s (b¿n«s, tern«s) obsid¡s ¡ligimus. 
We selected one (two, or three) hostages from each separate household 

(or each pair of households).

(b) They are also used instead of cardinal numerals with words that
have no singular; but »n¿ (-ae, ~a) takes the place of singul¿ in such circum-
stances.

In »n¿s aedibus b¿nae fu¡re n»ptiae.
There were two weddings in one house.

(c) For the special uses of singul¿ as opposed to »nivers¿ and singul§ris,
see 380, 381.

533. The numeral adverbs answer the question, “how often?” “how
many times?” quotiens? Such are:

Semel, once; bis, twice; ter, thrice; sexi¡ns, 6 times; ter deci¡ns, 13 times;
v¿ci¡ns, 20 times; bis et v¿ci¡ns, 22 times; tr¿ci¡ns, 30 times.

Sexi¡ns c«nsul factus est.
He was made consul six times (but sextum, for the sixth time; see 534.)

(a) They are coupled with distributives in the multiplication table.

Bis b¿na sunt quattuor.ÐTwice two is four.

(b) Distinguish between bis “twice,” “on two occasions,” and iterum “a
second time.” “Once or twice” is semel et iterum; “once and again,” “more
than once,” is semel ac saepius; “again and again,” is saepissim¡.
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534. Ordinal adverbs of time are pr¿mum, iterum, tertium, etc., “for
the first, second, third, time,” etc. Except iterum, they are the neut. acc. of
ordinal numerals (530).

Iterum (qu§rtum) c«nsul factus est.
He was made consul for the (second or fourth) time.

Tum pr¿mum i»st« proeli« interfuit.
That was the first occasion on which he took part in a regular engagement.

Note—“In the first place,” “secondly,” “lastly,” are expressed in a narrative or
argument by: pr¿m« (or pr¿mum); deinde (deinceps), tum, or post; d¡nique,
postr¡m«, ad extr¡mum.

535. Fractions are expressed thus:

(a) One-half, d¿midium or d¿midia pars.

(b) Others, where the numerator is 1, by ordinals with pars:1/3, tertia
pars, 1/1000, m¿ll¡nsima pars; “tithes,” decumae (i.e. part¡s).

(c) 2/3, duae part¡s;3/4, tr¡s part¡s; 3/5, tr¡s qu¿ntae (i.e. part¡s).

(d) D¿midio pl»r¡s, “half as many again”; dupl« pl»r¡s “twice as
many.”

D¿midium exercit»s quam quod acc¡perat, red»xit.
He brought back half the army which he had received.

536. (a) The cardinal numerals, like many adjectives, can be used as
nouns and be defined by a partitive genitive or by the ablative with ex.

Ducent¿ m¿lit¡s “two hundred soldiers,” and ducent¿ m¿litum (or ex m¿litibus)
“two hundred of the soldiers.”

(b) M¿lia is sometimes used in apposition; so either nost«rum duo m¿lia
or nostr¿ duo m¿lia.

(c) When m¿lia refers to men, a predicative adjective or participle is
sometimes masculine: pedit¡s duo m¿lia caes¿ sunt.

(d) Approximation to a number is expressed by ad with the accusative.

Cum ann«s ad quadr§gint§ n§tus esset… . 
When he was about forty years old….

But sometimes ad is used adverbially with a numeral: occ¿s¿s ad
hominum m¿libus quattuor (Caesar); ad duo m¿lia et trecent¿ occ¿s¿ (Livy).

(e) In comparisons involving numerals, quam is often omitted after
pl»s, minus, amplius, and longius. (See 275, Note.)

(f) Sescent¿ is often used for any large indefinite number.
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Exercise 66
A

1. In his ninety-second1 year he was still2 able to answer those who3 asked
his opinion.

2. I ask first whence you come, secondly, whither you are going, thirdly,
why you are armed, lastly, why you are in my house.

3. The generals met at the river side, each with an interpreter and ten sol-
diers.

4. One, two, three days had now passed, yet4 no agreement had been come
to as regards the conditions of peace.

5. In prosperity I thought your father one of Fortune’s favourites; in these
dark5 days I see that he belongs, and always has belonged, to the class
of great men.6

6. He stayed at Milan, one of the richest and most populous of cities, one
or two days; yet out of 100,000 citizens, not one thanked him for the
preservation7 of the city and the repulse of the enemy from its walls;
and perhaps8 not one single soul felt the gratitude which he owed.

7. There has been a disastrous9 battle; 250010 of our men have been slain.
It is said that half as many again are taken prisoners, and that one or two
of11 the four generals are missing.

8. We have lost an excellent man, if not the very best of his class, yet at
all events one of those who come but once12 in a generation.
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1 Either:… ann« aet§tis, or as in 327.
2 “Still” need not be expressed.
3 Part. pres. (413.)
4 Nec tamen quidquam.
5 Simply tempora.
6 Use vir with summus. (See 224, footnote 3.)
7 See 417.
8 Use haud scio an. (169.)
9 Impersonal, 218.
10 536, c.
11 Ex, ¡.
12 380, a.



9. I have received two1 letters from you today, one yesterday; the rest I
have looked for in vain, though I have waited for them one or two days,
and sent to enquire,2 not once,3 but twice.

10. This is the nineteenth day from the commencement of the siege. The
commander of the garrison is demanding two hostages from every4

household, to prevent5 any rising on the part of the townspeople, who
are mostly6 armed and who outnumber his troops by two to one.

B

At the age of scarcely nineteen he had again and again taken part in reg-
ular engagements, and had more than once slain an enemy in single com-
bat, and was now7 on the point8 of engaging an army half as large again as
that which he9 commanded. Yet in the face of such a crisis, he did not hes-
itate to detach more than 1600 infantry to defend10 his allies against an
irruption of the Indians, although two-thirds of his army consisted of
recruits,11 who12 were now to fight their first battle. But he preferred to die
a thousand13 deaths, rather than turn his back on barbarian foes, who if once
they won the day would, he well14 knew, afflict his country with every kind
of wrong.
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13 536, f.
14 32, b.



EXERCISE LXVII
THE ROMAN CALENDAR

537. The Roman months consisted (after the reform of the Calendar by
Julius Caesar) of the same number of days as the English months; but the
days were numbered quite differently.

538. The first day of the month was called Kalendae (the Kalends); the
Nones (N«nae) fell on the fifth or seventh; the Ides (‡d»s, ~uum, f.) were
always eight days after the Nones, that is, the thirteenth or fifteenth.

“In March, July, October, May,
The Nones were on the seventh day.”

(The Ides therefore on the 15th.)
To these three names of days, the names of the months were attached

as adjectives1: ad Kalend§s Mai§s, “by the 1st of May” (326); in N«n§s
I»ni§s, “for the 5th of June,” ‡dibus M§rti¿s, “on the 15th of March.”

539. The other days of the month were indicated by reckoning back-
wards, and inclusively, from these three fixed points, i.e. both days were
counted in.

Days between the Kalends and the Nones were reckoned by their dis-
tance from the Nones; those between the Nones and the Ides by their dis-
tance from the Ides; those after the Ides by their distance from the Kalends
of the following month.

To suit this Roman way of reckoning, we must subtract the given day
from the number of the day on which the Nones or Ides fall increased by
one. If the day be one before the Kalends, we must subtract from the last
day of the month increased by two, as the Kalends fall within the next
month.

Thus take the 3rd, 9th, 23rd of June:

(1) In June the Nones are on the fifth; therefore three must be subtract-
ed from six (5+1); and the remainder being 3, the day is “the third day
before the Nones of June.”

(2) In June, the Nones being on the fifth, the Ides are on the thirteenth,
and the subtraction must be from fourteen. Hence, subtract 9 from 14; the
remainder being 5, the day is the fifth day before the Ides of June.
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(3) Since June has thirty days, we must subtract from thirty-two. Hence
subtract 23 from 32; the remainder being9, the day is the ninth day before
the Kalends of July.

So December 30th is not the second, but the third day before the
Kalends of January.

540. A date such as “on the 29th of April” may be expressed in sever-
al ways:

(a) by the ablative of time: terti« di¡ ante Kal. Mai§s.
(b) as in (a) except for the conventional omission of di¡ and ante: terti«

Kal. Mai§s.
(c) most commonly in Cicero and Livy by: ante diem tertium Kal.

Mai§s, shortened to a. d. iii Kal. Mai.1

This ante-diem phrase came to be treated as an indeclinable substan-
tive, and the prepositions ad, in, ex were prefixed to it, as to other substan-
tives of time: ad a. d. iv Kal. Oct. “up to the 28th of September.”

The last day of the month is pr¿di¡ Kalend§s.

The following are examples.

1. N§tus est Augustus ix Kal. Oct. (n«n« Kalend§s Oct«br¡s), i.e. on the
23rd of September.

2. Kalend¿s August¿s n§tus est Claudius, iii Id. Oct. (terti« ‡d»s Oct«br¡s)
excessit. (1st of August and October 13th.)

3. Meminist¿ me a. d. xii Kal. Nov. sententiam d¿xisse in sen§t»? Do you
remember my speaking in the Senate on the 21st of October?

4. Quattuor di¡rum supplic§ti« indicta est ex a. d. v ‡d. Oct. A four days’
public thanksgiving has been proclaimed from the 11th of October.

5. C«nsul comitia in a. d. iii N«n. Sext. ¡d¿xit. The consul fixed the 3rd of
August for the elections.

6. In ante di¡s oct§vum et septimum Kalend§s Oct«br¡s comiti¿s dicta di¡s.
The dates fixed for the elections are the 24th and 25th of September.
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Exercise 67

1. We have been looking for you day1 after day from the third of March
to the tenth of April. Your father and I2 begin to fear that something has
happened amiss.

2. Your father parted from us at3 Rhodes on the 14th of July; he seemed
to be suffering seriously both from seasickness and home-sickness. We
have not4 yet received any letter from him, but we hope that he will
reach home safe and sound by5 the twelfth of August. The day after6 he
left us we heard that he ought to have started three days earlier7 if he
wished8 to be at home in good time.

3. You promised six months ago to stay in my house9 from the 3rd to the
21st of April. I hope that you will do your utmost to keep your word;
you have been looked for now these ten10 days.

4. Instead of keeping his word by starting to his father at Rome on the last
day of August, he preferred to linger in the fair city11 of Naples for over
twenty days. He scarcely reached home by the 25th of September; a cir-
cumstance12 of which he repented, I believe, from that day to the latest
day of his life.
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11 317.
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Appendix

CONTINUOUS PROSE COMPOSITION

PRELIMINARY HINTS

The sentences contained in the preceding Exercises have been intend-
ed, in the main, to provide the student with opportunities for practice in
those grammatical points with which a particular Exercise was concerned.
The student’s chief task, therefore, has been to apply the grammatical
knowledge recently acquired, and he has been in no doubt about the prob-
lem he had to solve. Furthermore, the footnotes often gave additional help
and warnings and frequently reminded him about other matters which he
had previously learned but might have forgotten.

The continuous passages of English given in this Appendix differ from
the earlier Exercises in two important ways. Firstly, the student is offered
no guidance about the constructions he should use; he has now to decide for
himself what Latin constructions will best express the meaning of the
English; and when, as sometimes is the case, there are two or more possi-
ble ways of expressing what is required, he must make his own choice.
Secondly, the sentences are not detached from one another in thought. Each
passage is a unity and must be rendered into Latin in a way which will not
obscure the sequence of ideas. The manner in which the first sentence of
such a passage is rendered may influence the manner of rendering the fol-
lowing sentences. Not infrequently it will be found that more satisfactory
Latin will be written if several English sentences are combined into a sin-
gle period. Consequently it may be taken as a golden rule, never to be bro-
ken, that before commencing to translate any continuous passage of
English, we should read it through carefully to grasp the full meaning of the
whole and the relation between the separate sentences; and before writing a
single word of Latin, we should consider how far we intend to combine the
English sentences into periods, and what constructions we propose to use.
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When translating a continuous passage of English into Latin, the stu-
dent should set before himself, as his ideal, the writing of a piece of Latin
which would have been intelligible, and perhaps even pleasing, to a Roman.
To achieve this aim, constant attention must be paid to three things:

(i) correctness of expression;

(ii) lucidity of thought; 

(iii) elegance of style.

Correctness in accidence, in syntax, and in choice of words is obvious-
ly of fundamental importance; and the previous Exercises will already have
helped the student to make progress in this direction. But it is possible to
compose a series of sentences in none of which there is anything contrary
to the rules of syntax or unusual in vocabulary, and yet to leave the passage
obscure and difficult to understand as a whole. Such obscurity arises, for
example, when the sequence of thought and the relation of one sentence to
another have been neglected, or when the separate clauses of a compound
sentence have not been arranged harmoniously. The lucidity of a Latin ren-
dering can often be tested by asking oneself whether one would have been
able to translate it easily into English if it had been set as an exercise in
Latin unseen translation.

Elegance of style is a virtue which comes only with practice and expe-
rience, and it can be built only on the sure foundation of correctness and
lucidity. Remember that elegance is not synonymous with over-elaboration;
and a false elegance which is achieved at the expense of correctness or
lucidity is to be avoided at all costs. From the very first, however, the stu-
dent should endeavour to avoid such obvious faults of style as the follow-
ing:

(i) an unrelieved series of simple or coordinate sentences; 

(ii) the monotonous use of one or two constructions;

(iii) combinations of words which would give an ugly sound;

(iv) needless changes of subject in neighbouring clauses or sentences;

(v) strings of relative clauses all relating to the same antecedent or
depending one upon another;

(vi) ill-balanced sentences in which some trailing subordinate clause
makes the reader lose the thread of the main sentence.

When you have finished a Latin composition, ask yourself whether a
listener could reasonably be expected to understand it if you read it aloud
to him; that will provide a simple test both of lucidity and of elegance.
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The following paragraphs contain a number of hints and warnings
arranged under a few general headings. The student will find it well worth
while to read them through before commencing a continuous prose passage;
it will be worth his while to glance at them again before putting the finish-
ing touches to a composition; and he should not cease to read them until he
can trust himself to apply them automatically.

(i) AVOID ERRORS OF SYNTAX.

No one would deliberately contravene the rules of Latin syntax; but
when one is occupied with all the little problems which arise in rendering a
piece of English into Latin, it is very easy to forget some of the most ele-
mentary matters and to neglect some of the most striking differences
between English and Latin syntax. Preoccupation with the meaning of the
English often causes slips in Latin grammar, and no piece of Latin compo-
sition should be regarded as finished until the work has been checked, word
by word, for possible grammatical blunders. The errors which most fre-
quently occur are those which arise from a temporary forgetfulness of the
following ten points:

(i) Many Latin verbs take a dative though their English equivalents
are transitive (see 5; 242-8). The verbs faveo, ignosco, irascor,
parco, and servio are frequent pitfalls.

(ii) Verbs which take a dative are not used personally in the passive
(see 217).

(iii) Verbs of “saying” and “thinking” are used personally in the pas-
sive (see 43).

(iv) Latin frequently employs the imperfect indicative, the future, and
the future perfect where English does not (see 183-5; 189-92).

(v) Present participles, especially when in the nominative case, gen-
erally have a definite temporal significance and are not used
vaguely like the English present participle (see 410-12).

(vi) Past (perfect passive) participles are not active in meaning unless
they are derived from deponent verbs; and future participles are
not passive in meaning (see 415-18).

(vii) The uses of sive … sive, utrum … an, and aut … aut are quite
distinct (see 467 Note).

(viii) The presence of an indirect question is not always obvious from
the English (see 166).
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(ix) Oratio Obliqua (Indirect Discourse) is often introduced into a
narrative passage, even in English, without any introductory verb
of “saying” (see 444, footnote).

(x) The poets use a number of constructions which are not found in
the best Latin prose writers and should not be imitated.

You will find it useful to keep a small book in which to make a note of
words, phrases, and constructions which your own experience indicates as
stumbling-blocks.

(ii) AVOID POETIC, UNUSUAL, OR LATE WORDS. 

(i) In the course of reading Latin poetry the student becomes
acquainted with a number of words which are not commonly
used, if at all, in the best prose writers. The poets, for example,
use ensis where prose writers use gladius; sonipes for equus;
pontus, pelagus, or aequor for mare; inclutus for praeclarus;
longaevus for senex. The poets select such words because they do
not carry with them the commonplace associations of prose; and
if we introduce them into a Latin prose passage we create as stilt-
ed an effect as we should by using “steed,” “aged sire,” or “trusty
blade” in a piece of English.

(ii) Unusual words like iactator “a boaster,” and late words like
politicus, sometimes find their way into a composition when the
student has had recourse to an English-Latin dictionary or some
similar aid (see x below). So far as possible, the student should
confine himself to the vocabulary he has acquired in his reading
of Latin prose authors; and he should never use a word which is
not familiar to him unless he has taken the trouble to ascertain
that it is employed by Caesar, or by Cicero (in his speeches), or
by Livy. These three great prose writers had occasion to describe
every human emotion and almost every kind of human experi-
ence; and they consequently provide a vocabulary which is suffi-
cient for all the ordinary needs of prose composition.

(iii) It sometimes happens that a piece of English deals with some
modern concept such as “bullets” or “House of Lords” for which
the Romans had no word at all. Do not waste time inventing a
word or trying to evolve some descriptive periphrasis, but use
your knowledge of Roman civilisation and adopt a word which
will be a reasonable equivalent. There are few contexts in which
sagittae will not be an adequate rendering for “bullets” or sena-
tores for “House of Lords” (see iv below).
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(iii) USE WORDS IN THEIR NORMAL LATIN MEANING. 

(i) The poets not only use words not found in prose; they also
employ prose words with special meanings, as when they use
ratis “a raft” or puppis “a poop” instead of navis, or use carba-
sus “linen” for velum “a sail.” Such usages are to be avoided in
prose.

(ii) Special care needs to be taken to avoid the fallacy that English
derivatives can be translated by their Latin originals. Two impor-
tant paragraphs (18-19) have already been devoted to this topic.
They should be carefully studied, and in the course of reading
Latin every opportunity should be taken to add to the list of
examples given in those paragraphs.

(iii) No type of Latin noun needs more care than those of the third
declension that end in ~io. Some of them like legio, oratio, ratio,
are in common use. But some like amissio are rare and others like
fractio are used only by late authors. Furthermore, all except the
most common correspond to English nouns in ~ing; they indicate
an activity and not the result of an activity. Thus petitio is not “a
petition” but “the act of seeking,” and in particular “a candida-
ture”; possessio is not “a thing which one owns” but is “the act
of taking possession” or “possessing” in the abstract; solutio is
not “the solution of a problem” but “an act of freeing” or “the
paying out of what one owes.”

(iv) It should be remembered also that for many English words there
is no single Latin word exactly equivalent. The use of a relative
clause is sometimes the best way of rendering such English
words. Thus, for “audience” we can use qui audiunt; for “politi-
cians” qui rei publicae operam dant. Look again at the examples
in 175 where this point was mentioned.

(v) It is a very useful plan to collect in a notebook groups of words
which are likely to be wrongly used or confused with one anoth-
er. Here are examples of such groups:

Acies, agmen, exercitus
augeo, cresco
bellum, proelium, pugna
caedes, clades
calidus, callidus
diligo, deligo, delego
error, culpa
expers, expertus, peritus
honor, pudor
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ignavus, ignarus, ignotus
ignoro, ignosco
interdum, interea
invidus, invisus
magis, maius, plus, potius
memini, memoro
post, postea, postquam
religio, cultus deorum
securus, tutus.

(iv) TRANSLATE THOUGHTS, NOT WORDS.

(i) In all languages there are many words which have various shades
of meaning; and the way an English word is to be rendered into
Latin depends upon the shade of meaning it has in a particular
context. Nothing leads so easily to the writing of grotesque and
unintelligible Latin as the neglect of this simple fact. In 16 the
various meanings of “country” and of “world” have been exam-
ined, and in 20-5 there are some important remarks on the trans-
lation of English verbs into Latin. These paragraphs should be
studied carefully and the student should constantly ask himself
whether he is allowing himself to be deluded by the superficial
meaning of the English.

(ii) A special warning may be given about adjectives which in
English are often applied figuratively to nouns to which they
could not apply literally. An “angry speech” is not oratio iracun-
da, since a speech is neither angry nor black nor white; in Latin
it would be oratio irascentis; and a “treacherous plan” is consil-
ium perfidorum rather than consilium perfridum.

(iii) Neglect of this principle of translating thoughts rather than words
almost inevitably leads to the use of Latin words in wrong sens-
es, as when “public men” is rendered by viri publici (which
would mean “men owned by the state”).

(iv) Some English expressions verge on redundancy and should not
be translated literally. In most contexts “I succeed in doing” does
not differ from “I do”; “I am occupied in besieging the city”
means that I am besieging it; “I find it impossible” is simply non
possum; and a “sinister threat” is generally no more than a threat.

(v) Nevertheless, though English is sometimes not as economical as
it might be, do not rush to the other extreme of omitting some
detail of importance. Prune English verbiage, but prune it judi-
ciously.
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(v) PREFER THE CONCRETE TO THE ABSTRACT.

(i) Latin is very far from being devoid of abstract words like ardor,
ignavia, magnitudo, odium, prudentia, virtus; but it has fewer
abstract words than English and those which it does possess it
uses less frequently than English. It is consequently a safe prin-
ciple to think carefully before you translate an English abstract
noun by a Latin one. “The obscurity of his origin prevented his
elevation to the consulship” is not obscuritas originis eleva-
tionem eius ad consulatum impedivit; but rather ille quod loco
obscuro natus erat ad consulatum pervenire non potuit. “Bravery
and consideration for others characterised him” will be fortem se
praestitit, aliis semper consuluit. “There was a widespread
impression that …” is simply multi opinabantur. “The enemy
made only a faint show of resistance” is hostes vix restiterunt.

(ii) A heedless rendering of English abstract nouns will often lead
you into the use of rare and late words like impossibilitas or even
into the invention of words like incertitudo.

(iii) Some useful hints which will help you to avoid abstract expres-
sions will be found in 54 (the use of neuter plural adjectives:
multa mentitus est “he told many falsehoods”); in 98 (the use of
infinitives: beate vivere “happiness”); in 174 (the use of clauses:
qualis sit videtis “you see the sort of man he is”); in 414, 417 (the
use of participles: querentibus satisfecit “he attended to their
complaints”; nuntiata clades “the news of the disaster”); and in
420 (the use of an ablative absolute: me praesente “in my pres-
ence”).

(vi) BEWARE OF ENGLISH METAPHORS.

(i) English abounds in metaphors, many of which are used so com-
monly that we no longer recognise them as such. If we render
them literally into Latin we shall often be guilty of translating
words instead of meanings and even of using Latin words in
unusual senses. Think carefully about the English, extract its
plain meaning and translate that. Here are a few English
metaphors and simple renderings of them into Latin:

This blow of fortune plunged them into despair:
Haec res omnem spem eis ademit.

Bowing to the stern law of necessity, he adopted an entirely
new plan.

Necessitate coactus, novum cepit consilium.
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He cast amorous eyes on her.
Eam amare coepit.

This task bristles with difficulties.
Hoc opus difficillimum est or difficile erit hoc opus perficere.

Many of the enemy bit the dust.
Multi interfecti sunt.

(ii) Latin has its own metaphors, especially such as are derived from
natural phenomena, from war, and from navigation. Some of
them do in fact correspond to English metaphors, as:

Oratio libere fluebat.
His style flowed freely.

Accusatorem rebus armo.
I equip the prosecutor with facts.

Ad gubernacula rei publicae sedere debet.
He ought to be seated at the helm of state.

Naufragium fortunarum
The shipwreck of one’s fortune.

Others, however, do not correspond so closely to common
English usage:

Illum neque periculi tempestas neque honoris aura potuit de
suo cursu demovere.

Neither danger nor the allurement of public honours could
deflect him from his course.

Tempestas invidiae nobis impendet.
A wave of prejudice confronts us.

Virtutibus et beneficiis floruit.
He was eminent for his virtues and his good deeds.

Odium incendit.
He arouses hatred.

Omnium animi ad ulciscendum ardebant.
All were eager for vengeance.

Infamiam exstinguo.
I wipe out the disgrace.

To draw up a long list of Latin metaphors would only tempt the
student to use stereotyped phrases in a haphazard fashion. He
should make a note of all the metaphors with which he becomes
acquainted in his own reading of Latin authors and then introduce
them judiciously into his composition.
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(iii) Though the Romans had metaphors of their own, they were less
liberal in the use of them than English; and they often soften the
metaphor into a simile or apologise for it by ut ita dicam, quasi,
tamquam; thus: 

Philosophia artium omnium quasi parens est.
Philosophy is the mother of all the arts.

Hinc, tamquam a fonte rivus, omnia mala oriuntur.
All evils flow from this source.

(vii) OBSERVE THE RULES OF LATIN WORD ORDER.

(i) A separate paragraph is devoted to this point because English
word order differs so greatly from that of Latin that special care
is continually needed if we are to avoid an order of words which
would have puzzled a Roman. The rules for Latin word order
have been given in the Introduction 79-91. There is no need to
repeat them here; but constant reference should be made to them
until the student has developed so strong a sense of Latin word
order that he adopts it automatically.

(ii) Deviations from the normal Latin word order have been dis-
cussed in the Introduction 83-4. It is worth pointing out that such
deviations can be of great service in the cause of lucidity if they
are sparingly used and are designed to secure appropriate empha-
sis. Deviations from the normal which are dictated by a mistak-
en striving after false elegance should be avoided.

(viii) LINK YOUR SENTENCES TOGETHER. 

(i) Any writer who knows the first elements of his art, no matter
whether he is composing a speech, a historical narrative, or a
philosophical treatise, will arrange his sentences in a logical
order and will make the sequence of thought clear to his reader.
In English, however, the relation between one sentence and
another is frequently left, quite legitimately, to the intelligence of
the reader; in Latin such relationships are generally made explic-
it by the use of connecting words or by subordinating one sen-
tence grammatically to another. When translating into Latin
therefore we must frequently introduce distinctive connecting
words where none is expressed in the English, or combine two or
more English sentences into a single Latin one.

(ii) The English “and” is often used as a vague connective and joins
sentences which are not really parallel in thought. “He spared the
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soldiers and sent them back to their country” could be translated
by militibus pepercit et in patriam dimisit; but “he spared the sol-
dier and killed the general” needs a different connective: mil-
itibus pepercit sed ducem interfecit. Frequently one of two sen-
tences connected in English by “and” must be made subordinate
in Latin; thus: “the king summoned his friend and gave him the
command of the army” will be rex, cum amicum ad se vocavis-
set, exercitui praefecit or rex amicum quem ad se vocaverat
exercitui praefecit.

(iii) Sometimes Latin dispenses with connectives for special empha-
sis or to point a contrast: veni, vidi, vici; pepercit militibus,
ducem intefecit. Bear in mind that the effectiveness of this stylis-
tic device depends upon its sparing use.

(iv) Latin writers are particularly fond of long compound sentences,
called periods, in which a number of various circumstances log-
ically related to the main sentence are expressed by subordinate
clauses. Thus an English writer might say:

Servius had already gained an undoubted hold on the crown by
exercising its functions. The young Tarquin, however, boastfully
declared at times that the rule of Servius had not been approved by the
people. The king heard of this and first won the goodwill of the people
by dividing amongst them the land won from the enemy. He then took
the bold step of submitting to them the question whether they desired
and approved of his kingship.

In Livy, however, all the circumstances are related and subordi-
nated to the single main idea: Servius ausus est ferre ad populum,
thus:

Servius quamquam iam usu haud dubie regnum possederat,
tamen, quia interdum iactari voces a iuvene Tarquinio audiebat se
iniussu populi regnare, conciliata prius voluntate plebis agro capto ex
hostibus viritim diviso, ausus est ferre ad populum, vellent iuberentne
se regnare.

Considerable skill is needed before one can write such a period;
but if the student aims from the first at a periodic style in Latin,
he will be well repaid by a growing sense of mastery over the lan-
guage and by the satisfaction which accompanies all intellectual
achievement.
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(ix) OBSERVE THE PRACTICE OF LATIN AUTHORS.

In several of the previous paragraphs stress has been laid on careful
observation of the way Latin writers use their own language.

Such advice cannot be too often repeated; for more can be learned by
the patient reading of authors such as Cicero and Livy than can be taught
by any number of hints. It is only from the Romans themselves that we can
learn how to use words correctly, what metaphors are appropriate to Latin,
and how a period is constructed. Such knowledge cannot be gained at sec-
ond-hand. Furthermore, this minute study of the great Latin writers, under-
taken to improve a mere facility in writing Latin prose, is likely to bring
other and still more valuable rewards. It will widen and deepen our appre-
ciation of the writers themselves; it will compel us to think carefully about
the many problems of literary expression, in English no less than in Latin;
and it will help us to realise that the proper use of language is one of the
most delicate and subtle of human faculties.

(x) BEWARE OF THE ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY. 

No English–Latin dictionary has ever been compiled which can offer a
student more than the most elementary equipment for Latin composition;
and the General Vocabulary at the end of this book does not profess to do
more than recall to mind words which may be useful in the Exercises for
which it was compiled. There are three main objections to the use of an
English-Latin dictionary. 

(i) It often gives poetic, unusual, or late Latin words as renderings
of the English, and so induces the student to violate the principles
mentioned in §iii above. 

(ii) Even when it gives normal Latin words, it does not and cannot
possibly help the student to decide which of those words is the
most suitable for the context he is translating. 

(iii) It is a direct incentive to the student to neglect his own powers of
memory, and so makes him less able to read Latin authors with
ease.

If, in an emergency, you have recourse to any such aid, the information
offered should at once be checked in the best Latin-English dictionary
available; and no effort should be spared to reduce those emergencies to a
minimum.
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PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

1. The story has often been told of how the Romans, soon after the
foundation of the city, seized by force a number of Sabine maidens. The
Sabines did not immediately try to rescue their daughters but waited until
they had gathered an army, and then marched towards the city with the
intention of destroying it. Outside the city a fierce battle took place in which
neither side was victorious; and both armies were making ready for a sec-
ond encounter when they were prevented by a strange spectacle. The
women who had been carried off came running in great confusion from the
city and with piteous cries placed themselves between the rival forces.
“What have we done,” they shouted to the Sabines, “that we should suffer
so? The Romans took us by violence; but we are now their wives and they
are the fathers of our children. You did not save us when we most needed
your help; do not now try to separate wives from their husbands and moth-
ers from their children.” Thereupon the Sabines laid down their arms and,
after a truce had been made, it was agreed that Romans and Sabines should
dwell together in peace in a single city.

2. About the end of Romulus nothing is known for certain. It happened
that, as he was addressing the people on the Nones of July outside the city,
a great storm suddenly arose. The face of the sun was darkened and day was
turned into night; there were terrible thunderings and the winds blew from
all quarters. At this, the common people dispersed and fled, but the senators
kept close together near Romulus. When the tempest was over and light
returned, the people gathered together again and, noticing that the king was
no longer there, anxiously enquired for him. The senators, however, would
not permit them to make any search or to busy themselves about the mat-
ter; Romulus, they said, must now be honoured as one taken up to the gods;
he who had been a good prince to the Roman people would for the future
be a propitious deity. The multitude hearing this went away, rejoicing in
hopes of the prosperity Romulus would now bestow upon them. But there
were some who refused to believe this account of the matter and secretly
accused the senators of having murdered Romulus through jealousy of his
popularity with the people.

3. Numa was about forty years of age when ambassadors came to the
town of Cures to offer him the kingship at Rome. They made only a short
speech, supposing that anyone would be easily persuaded to accept an hon-
our so exalted. But, contrary to their expectations, they found that they had
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to use many entreaties to prevail upon one who had always lived peaceably,
to accept the government of a city whose greatness had been won by mar-
tial prowess. “Unlike Romulus,” said Numa, “I am the son of a mortal
father. I dislike all warlike occupations; and I find my greatest pleasures in
the society of pious men whose sole concern is the tilling of their lands.
Would it not indeed be madness for me to abandon the simple life to which
I am accustomed?” To this the ambassadors replied: “Even though you do
not desire riches or authority, will you not consider that government is itself
a duty you owe to the gods? Will you not consent to guide the Romans in
the arts of peace now that they are satiated with war?” Moved by these
words and influenced by certain favourable omens, Numa at last deter-
mined to accompany the ambassadors to Rome.

4. During the reign of Numa a terrible pestilence traversed the whole of
Italy and ravaged even the city of Rome, so that many died and the citizens
were reduced to the depths of despair. When the malady was at its height,
a shield of unusual shape is said to have fallen miraculously from the sky
into the hands of the king. Numa declared that it had been sent for the cure
and safety of the city and that the gods had commanded him to have eleven
others made like it; in that way no thief would be able to distinguish the
original and steal it. Within a short space the pestilence did indeed cease;
but when Numa showed the shield to the most skilled workmen, all except
Mamurius Veturius confessed that they could not make others like it.
Veturius, however, was so successful that when he had completed his task
not even Numa was able to say which was the true shield. The keeping of
the twelve shields was then entrusted to certain priests, called Salii; and
from that time onwards it was the custom for these priests, during the month
of March, to dance through the streets of the city, carrying the sacred
shields and smiting them with short daggers.

5. The third king of Rome, Tullus Hostilius, being of a warlike nature,
devoted all his energies to extending the power of the city. Above all, he
was ill-disposed towards the neighbouring city of Alba Longa, which had
been founded many years before Rome itself, and deliberately provoked her
to war. But when the two armies were already facing each other in battle
array, Tullus agreed that the issue should be decided by the combat of three
of the best warriors on each side. So in the presence of both armies three
brothers named Horatii fought for Rome and three brothers named Curiatii
for Alba. At first the contest seemed to favour the Albans, who succeeded
in killing two of the Horatii. But the remaining Horatius who was unharmed
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resolved to win a victory for Rome by a trick. He pretended to flee and then,
when the three wounded Curiatii were separated from one another in their
pursuit, he turned and slew them one by one. Thereafter the people of Alba
were loyal for a time to Rome; but when they began to give aid secretly to
the enemies of Rome, Tullus removed all the citizens of Alba to Rome and
completely destroyed their ancient city.

6. In the midst of this distress, when King Porsena was sending in his
demands to the Romans, as though to a people unable to resist, there
occurred a deed of daring which brought hope to the besieged. A young
man named Mucius, with the assent of the senate, swam the Tiber and made
his way into the enemy’s camp with a dagger concealed in the folds of his
dress. Seeing a man clad in purple transacting business on a high tribunal,
Mucius had no doubt that he was Porsena; and seizing a favourable oppor-
tunity, stabbed him to the heart. The man thus slain was not the king and
Mucius was at once arrested. When he was brought before Porsena, he
boldly declared that his intention had been to kill the king himself; but he
promised, on condition of being spared the tortures with which he was
threatened, to impart to the king important information. The assurance
being given, he told Porsena that three hundred youths in Rome, no less
bold than himself and equally careless of their lives, had sworn to slay him;
and though he who had been chosen first had failed, the king must expect a
similar danger day and night.

7. The Romans under Valerius marched forth to meet the Etruscans and
a fierce battle took place a few miles outside the city; but before either side
could rout their opponents, a violent storm arose and separated the two
armies. Neither general was harsh enough to call upon his weary troops to
renew the fight that day; and as Valerius surveyed the scene he was as much
dismayed by the sight of his own dead as he rejoiced at the losses of the
enemy; for the slaughter on either side seemed to have been equal. During
the night, after the armies had laid themselves down to rest, it is said that a
strange voice was heard declaring that the Etruscans had lost one man more
than the Romans. This divine pronouncement was received by the Romans
with shouts of joy; but the Etruscans, in fear and amazement, deserted their
tents and most of them dispersed to their own land. The Romans fell upon
the remainder, amounting to nearly five thousand, took them prisoners, and
plundered the camp. They then counted the dead lying upon the field of bat-
tle and found, as they expected, that what they had heard the previous night
was nothing but the truth.
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8. After Coriolanus had many times led the Roman armies to victory,
the tribunes determined to bring him to trial on the ground that he wished
to establish himself as a despot. They also accused him of having distrib-
uted unfairly the booty which had been taken from the enemy and ought to
have been handed over to the public treasury. The tribunes so worked upon
the passions of the populace that he was condemned and the penalty of ban-
ishment was pronounced. At this calamity all his friends were as deeply dis-
tressed as the populace was joyful; but Coriolanus alone seemed to be
unmoved. He returned home from the forum and after saluting his mother
and his wife, who were full of loud lamentations, he exhorted them not to
make his lot more painful by their expressions of grief. He then proceeded
to the city gates, and taking only a few dependants with him, retired to the
country where for a few days he debated with himself how best he might
satisfy his desire for revenge against his countrymen. In the end he resolved
to offer his services to the Volscians and lead them, if they so desired,
against the Romans.

9. Coriolanus arrived at Antium, one of the chief towns of the
Volscians, about evening; and though several met him in the streets, he
passed along without being noticed and went directly to the house of Tullus
Aufidius. He entered with his head covered and seated himself without a
word. Those who were present could not but wonder, yet they were afraid
to question him. But when Tullus had been summoned and had asked him
who he was and for what business he had come, Coriolanus uncovered his
countenance and said: “If you cannot call me to mind, Tullus, I must be my
own accuser. I am Gaius Marcius, the author of so much mischief to the
Volscians. The one recompense I have received from my countrymen for all
the hardships I have undergone is the name Coriolanus which proclaims my
former enmity to you and your nation. Of all other honours I have been
deprived by the envy of the Roman people. Driven out as an exile I have
become a humble suppliant at your hearth, not so much for safety as to seek
vengeance. If I can be of help to your cause, make what use of me you think
best; for I consider myself a Roman no longer.”

10. Coriolanus was sitting in the camp of the Volscians when he noticed
a number of women approaching, with Volumnia his mother and Vergilia
his wife at their head. After he had come to meet them and embraced them,
Volumnia addressed him. “Though we should say nothing, you may judge
from our dress and from our faces how miserably we have lived since your
banishment. Are we not the most unfortunate of women, that I should see
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my son and Vergilia her husband in arms against Rome? We know not for
what we should entreat the gods, who cannot grant both your safety and a
Roman victory. But if I cannot prevail upon you to forget your enmity and
be the benefactor of both Romans and Volscians rather than the destroyer
of one of them, I am resolved that you shall not enter Rome unless you
trample first on the corpse of her who gave you life. Never will I see the day
when a child of mine shall be either led in triumph by his countrymen or tri-
umph over them.” Thereupon she threw herself down at his feet. But
Coriolanus raised her up saying: “Fortunate it is for the city that you came;
for of all the Romans you alone have been able to overcome me.”

11. When the Romans wished to appoint Camillus as tribune for the
sixth time, he refused the honour on the ground of ill-health. But the peo-
ple protested that they did not want his strength for service on horse or foot,
but only his wise guidance; and moved by their entreaties, he at last agreed
to accompany another of the tribunes who was to lead an army against the
Volscians. It was the plan of Camillus to avoid a pitched battle and wear out
the enemy by waiting; but his colleague, Lucius Furius, carried away by the
desire for glory, was impatient to give battle. Camillus therefore, fearing
lest he should seem through envy to be robbing a younger man of a chance
of gaining distinction, finally consented. Leaving Camillus behind in the
camp with a few men, Lucius engaged the enemy with the main part of the
forces so rashly that he was all but defeated and could not prevent his men
from running in disorder back towards the camp. When he heard of this,
Camillus, despite his sickness, rose from his bed, ran to the gate of the
camp, rallied the fugitives, and led them victoriously against the foe.

12. When the Gauls under their leader Brennus were besieging the
Etruscan city of Clusium, the Romans sent ambassadors to the barbarians to
enquire why they were making war against a neighbouring city. Brennus
received them courteously; but he laughed at their question and said: “We
consider that the Clusians do us an injury because, while they themselves
are able to till only a small domain, they possess much territory and will not
yield any to us who are many in number and poor. In former times you
Romans made war upon those who would not share their possessions with
you. Like you, we do but follow the most ancient of laws which declares
that the feeble shall bow before the strong. Cease therefore to pity the
Clusians.” The ambassadors, perceiving that the Gauls were intent upon
conquest, entered Clusium and persuaded the inhabitants to attack the
besiegers. In the fight one of the Romans was slain; and when Brennus
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recognised his dead body, he was so angry that a man who had so recently
come as an ambassador should take up arms against him, that he drew off
his men from Clusium and marched against Rome itself.

13. Appius Claudius was much distressed when he heard that the sen-
ate was ready to make peace with King Pyrrhus. Because of his great age
and the loss of his sight he had given up the fatigue of public business; but
he now commanded his servants to carry him in his chair to the senate
house. “I bore,” he said, “until this time the misfortune of my eyes with
some patience; but now, when I hear of these dishonourable proposals of
yours, I wish I were deaf also. When I was young we Romans used to boast
that if the great Alexander had dared to cross over to Italy, he would not
have been invincible but would have made Rome more glorious. Is Pyrrhus,
a general much inferior to Alexander, to come to Italy and be allowed unde-
feated to leave our shores? Do not persuade yourselves, either, that if you
make him your friend you will save yourselves; that is rather the way to
bring over other invaders from Greece who will despise you if he is not
punished for his outrages on you.” These words of Appius so moved the
senate that they sent messages to Pyrrhus telling him that never, so long as
he remained in Italy, would they make peace with him.

14. During the second war which the Romans waged against the
Samnites they suffered the worst disgrace in their history at a place called
the Caudine Forks. The leader of the Samnites, who were encamped near
Caudium, caused the Romans to be informed that he and his army had
marched to besiege Luceria, the chief town of Apulia. The loss of this town
would have been a severe misfortune for the Romans; and the consuls,
believing the news they had received, determined to march in pursuit. Their
way lay through a valley closed at both ends by narrow passes; and since
they had no reason to fear danger at this point, they marched boldly
onwards. But no sooner they had entered the valley than they discovered
that the exit was blocked by felled trees and other obstacles; and when they
tried to retrace their steps they found that the entrance too was now guard-
ed by the forces of the enemy. To fight would have been useless and the
consuls were compelled to surrender. The whole army passed under the
yoke as a sign of their submission and six hundred hostages were handed
over to the Samnites.

15. After the death of Hasdrubal, Hannibal, the son of Hamilcar,
became the leader of the Carthaginian forces in Spain. Though he was at
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this time only twenty-six years of age, he was well experienced in the arts
of warfare and had long since been inspired by his father’s example to wage
war relentlessly against Rome and her possessions. His first action after he
was put in charge of the army was to attack the town of Saguntum which
was an ally of Rome. The Saguntines immediately sent messengers to
Rome imploring aid; but the Romans were too busily occupied with their
own affairs to do more than remind Hannibal that the Carthaginians had
promised not to cross the river Ebro, and warn him of the danger of injur-
ing their allies. Hannibal, however, paid no heed to the Roman ambassadors
who were sent to him, but conducted the siege of the town with the utmost
vigour and skill. As for the Saguntines, when they realised that they could
expect no assistance from Rome, they set fire to their own houses, since
they preferred to perish by their own hands rather than become the victims
of the Carthaginians’ cruelty.

16. When Hannibal, on his journey from Spain to Italy, arrived at the
Rhone, he found that barbarian forces were gathered on the other side of the
river to hinder his passage. It seemed impossible to cross the river and yet,
if he waited where he was, he might be surprised and even defeated by the
Roman army which was marching towards him. In this situation of consid-
erable danger he resolved upon a plan which proved successful. He sent a
detachment ten miles higher up stream, where there was a small island, and
instructed them to construct rafts on which they might reach the other side
of the river. Then, when he thought sufficient time had passed for the
detachment to have carried out their orders, he himself, with the main body
of the army, prepared to cross from the spot where he was encamped. As
the first companies began to cross, the barbarians raised a shout of triumph;
for they felt sure that the Carthaginians would fall easy victims as they tried
to land. But just at this moment the other detachment fell upon their rear,
burned their camp, and drove them off in such confusion that Hannibal was
able to reach the other bank unmolested.

17. Hannibal, realising that a battle with the forces of Scipio was immi-
nent, called together his soldiers and brought before them some Roman cap-
tives who had been recently taken in a skirmish. He then asked these poor
wretches in the presence of his army whether they wished to undergo
imprisonment in fetters and endure a grievous slavery, or fight in single
combat with one another on condition that the victors should be released
without ransom. When they had chosen the second alternative and had
fought bravely with each other, Hannibal turned and addressed his men. “Is
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it not shameful,” he said, “when these men who have been captured are so
brave as to prefer even death to slavery, that we should shrink from incur-
ring a little toil and danger in order to win power and rule for ourselves? All
the sufferings that we have ever endured when defeated by the enemy we
will inflict upon them if we are victorious. For you can be well assured that
by conquering we shall obtain many benefits; but if conquered we, who are
now so far from our native land, shall not have even a safe means of
escape.”

18. While in Spain, Scipio fell ill; and one of the legions under his com-
mand, complaining that their pay had been delayed, drove away their trib-
unes and elected leaders for themselves. When he heard of this, Scipio sent
a letter to the mutinous legion, in which he affected to pardon them for
revolting and actually praised those who, by accepting the leadership, had
been able to prevent the troops from doing unnecessary violence. The sol-
diers thereupon made no further trouble and willingly accepted Scipio’s
command that they should come to his own camp. When they arrived,
Scipio arranged that they should be generously supplied with provisions,
but only the bolder spirits amongst them were allowed to enter the camp,
where they were immediately arrested. On the following morning, howev-
er, Scipio addressed the rest of the legion. “You all deserve to die for your
past conduct; yet I will not put you all to death, but will punish only the few
whom I have already arrested.” The prisoners were then brought out, bound
to stakes, and scourged to death; and though the remainder were indignant
at the trick which had been played on them, they made no further attempt
at rebellion.

19. While the Syracusans were celebrating a feast of Diana and were
entirely given over to wine and revelry, Marcellus gained possession of a
tower which was carelessly guarded, and posted his men on the walls.
When day broke the inhabitants perceived what had happened; and in the
tumult which resulted Marcellus had no difficulty in making himself mas-
ter of the principal points in the city. As he looked down from an eminence
upon the spacious city below him he is said to have wept; for he realised
that in a few hours it would all be sacked, and the riches which had been
gathered during many years of prosperity would become the prey of the sol-
diers. But by nothing was he more moved than by the death of the mathe-
matician Archimedes. It so happened that this man, whose knowledge was
the admiration of all who knew him, was engaged upon certain calculations
so intently that he did not notice that the Romans had entered and taken the
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city. While he was thus occupied, a Roman soldier commanded him to
come to Marcellus and, when he asked to be allowed to complete his task,
drew his sword and slew him on the spot.

20. In all the arts of warfare Hannibal was the undoubted superior of
every Roman general; but his army was small, it contained many Gauls, and
it was left in Italy without any support from home. On the other hand, Rome
had great reserves of men, especially if the allies remained faithful to her.
This difference between the rival powers was well understood by Fabius,
who urged that Hannibal should not be encountered in pitched battles, in
which his skill would almost certainly decide the result; he was rather to be
followed, harassed, and kept, so to speak, in a state of perpetual anxiety.
Furthermore, if he were compelled to live on plunder and devastation, the
allies would feel no sympathy for him and would remain faithful to Rome.
His army too would grow more restless the longer they were kept away
from their native lands; and by continually pursuing an enemy who refused
to stay and fight, their spirits would become depressed. “Wear out the
enemy by patience” was the whole plan of Fabius; and if we remember that
a daring offensive had always been the tradition of Rome in war, we may
realise what courage he needed to give such unusual advice.

21. In gratitude for the many benefits Fabius had conferred in peace and
in war on the state, the Romans appointed his son to the consulship. Shortly
after he had entered upon his office and had invited some of the chief men
in the city to consult with him about military matters, his father, either by
reason of age and infirmity or in order to test him, approached him on
horseback. The young consul observed this while he was still at a distance,
and sent one of his lictors to command his father to alight and show the
respect which was due to a consul by coming to him on foot. The bystanders
seemed offended at the imperiousness of the son towards a father so vener-
able, and turned their eyes in silence towards Fabius. He, however, instant-
ly descended from his horse, and with open arms came up, almost running,
and embraced his son, saying: “Yes, my son, you act rightly and understand
well what authority you have received and over whom you are to use it. I
should have thought the worse of you had you done otherwise. This was the
way by which we and our forefathers advanced the dignity of Rome, pre-
ferring always her honour and service even to our own fathers and chil-
dren.”
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22. While the elder Cato was engaged in Spain in reducing some of the
tribes to allegiance by force and others by pleading with them and offering
them good advice, a large army of barbarians fell upon him, and there was
serious danger that he would be overwhelmed and even driven out of the
country. He therefore called upon some of the neighbouring tribes to help
him. When they demanded two hundred talents for their assistance every-
one thought it intolerable that Romans should be willing to pay it; but Cato
said there was no disgrace for if they were victorious they would pay out of
the booty taken from the enemy, and if they were overcome there would be
no one left to demand the payment or make it. However, he won the ensu-
ing battle decisively, and for the rest of his time in Spain he suffered no
reverse, and took many cities by storm. In the fighting the soldiers secured
much plunder, yet Cato gave in addition a pound of silver to every man,
saying that it was better that many of the Romans should return home with
silver than a few with gold. But for himself he refused to benefit in any way
from his successes.

23. Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus were brought up by their mother
Cornelia, who was unwilling to entrust their training to any of her servants;
and though in natural ability they were the first amongst the Romans of
their time, they seemed to owe more to their education than to their birth.
There were, however, many differences between them. Tiberius, who was
the elder by nine years, was of a mild temperament and his countenance
was gentle; he dressed plainly and lived frugally; and when he addressed
the people, his voice was quiet and he preferred to persuade them by reason
rather than move them by appealing to their emotions. Gaius, on the other
hand, was of a much more vehement nature; and it is related that when mak-
ing a speech he would walk about in his excitement and even pull his cloak
off his shoulders. Though, as compared with other men, he was temperate
at table, he was fonder of good fare than his brother, and he was notewor-
thy for his ready acceptance of new fashions in dress. Yet the two brothers
showed an equal valour in war against their country’s enemies, an equal
justice and industry in office, and the same deep desire to serve their coun-
try in the way they thought best for her welfare.

24. The conduct of the war against Numantia was entrusted to the con-
sul Mancinus, and Tiberius Gracchus was appointed as quaestor. After a
number of unsuccessful battles, Mancinus abandoned his camp and was so
closely pursued by the Numantines that he was forced into difficult ground
from which there could be no possibility of escape. Tiberius was sent to the
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Numantines, at their own request, to discuss with them the arrangements for
a truce and the terms of peace; and he showed so reasonable a spirit that
there is no doubt that to him not less than twenty thousand Romans owed
their safety. The Numantines naturally retained possession of all the prop-
erty they had taken in the Roman camp, and amongst it were the account
books of Tiberius. These he was anxious to recover so that he should be
able to prove that he had wisely and properly spent the money entrusted to
him for the campaign. He accordingly went to Numantia himself, accompa-
nied by only a few friends, and asked for the return of his books. Admiring
his courage and remembering the skill with which he had conducted the
recent negotiations, the Numantines received him courteously and gladly
granted his request.

25. The opponents of Tiberius Gracchus, observing that his supporters
on the Capitol were already armed, hastened to the senate house and
declared that he wished the people to bestow a crown upon him. This news
created great consternation amongst the senators and Nasica at once called
upon the consul to defend the constitution and punish the tyrant. The con-
sul mildly replied that he would not be the first to do any violence; and just
as he would not suffer any freedman to be put to death before sentence had
been lawfully passed upon him, so he would resist any unlawful action on
the part of Gracchus; but nothing had happened as yet which called for his
intervention. But Nasica, rising from his seat, cried out “Since the consul
has no regard for the safety of the commonwealth, let every one who will
defend the law follow me.” Then he and his friends and their attendants
armed themselves with clubs and staves, rushed to the Capitol, and made
towards Tiberius. In the struggle which ensued, many of the party of
Gracchus were killed and he himself received a fatal blow from the hand of
one of the tribunes who was his colleague in that office.

26. When Gaius Gracchus came forward as a candidate for the tribune-
ship, many of the nobles opposed his election; but so many came from all
parts of Italy to vote for him that lodgings could scarcely be found for them
in the city. The nobility were successful to this extent that Gaius was elect-
ed not as the first but as the fourth tribune. Yet when he entered on his
office it was at once seen which of the tribunes was the most important; for
he was by far the best orator of them all and the resentment he felt at his
brother’s murder made him all the bolder in his speeches. He used on all
occasions to remind the people of what happened on that terrible day. “The
nobles,” he was wont to say, “slew my brother and dragged his slaughtered
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body through the city to be cast into the river. His friends too were put to
death without a trial, in defiance of all our ancient customs. In this way the
rights of freeborn citizens of Rome are being trampled upon; and if we take
no steps to defend them we shall soon be no better than slaves. But if I can
rely on your support, the power of the nobles can and shall be broken and
our freedom saved.”

27. The Teutones soon came in sight, in numbers beyond belief, terri-
ble to look on, and uttering strange cries. Taking up a great part of the plain
with their camp, they challenged Marius to battle; but he refused to be
enticed into an encounter before he judged the time was suitable. Instead,
he placed his men by turns on the ramparts of his camp that they might
become familiar with the appearance of the enemy and observe what kind
of arms they possessed and how they used them. After a while the soldiers’
fears diminished and they became so used to seeing their foes that they
complained of their commander’s inaction. When small bands of the bar-
barians even dared to approach the camp of Marius with taunts and threats,
some of the Romans could not endure it but ventured outside and were
involved in skirmishes. Marius, however, severely censured them for their
conduct. “You who now thus needlessly risk your lives,” he said, “are no
better than traitors to your country. It is our duty to fight, not at the first
opportunity, but at a time when the enemy is least prepared for it. In that
way alone shall we be able to save Italy from the invasion of these barbar-
ian hordes.”

28. Sulla was especially eager to take the city of Athens because some
of the citizens had written jeeringly about him and had mocked at his wife
Metella. Traitors within gave him warning of intended sorties and of the
plans for obtaining provisions, so that he had no difficulty in warding off
attacks upon his siege works or in reducing the city to starvation. Finally he
heard that the walls were weakly defended at one point and determined to
take the place by assault. The few sentries fled on the approach of the
Roman soldiers and a sufficient breach was made in the walls for Sulla to
march in at the head of his troops. For a while the city was given over to
plunder; the streets flowed with blood, and the air resounded with the
screams of the dying. Some of the citizens, however, who had previously
helped Sulla now threw themselves at his feet and implored him to spare the
town. Their entreaties were supported by many Romans, too, who were
moved by the fame of a city in which they themselves had studied in their
youth; and after a time Sulla yielded to their pleas, saying that he granted
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the present inhabitants their lives only because of the glory of their ances-
tors.

29. The morning after the battle at the Colline gate, which had made
him master of Rome, Sulla summoned the senate to the temple of Bellona.
Since he was an imperator commanding a military force, the law forbade
him to enter the city and it was thus necessary for the senators to meet out-
side the walls. While Sulla was addressing them and explaining his plans
for the government of the city, loud and piteous cries were heard in the dis-
tance. “Do not be alarmed,” he said to his audience; “it is only some rascals
whom I have found it necessary to punish.” In actual fact, the noise which
the senators heard came from the eight thousand Samnite prisoners whom
Sulla had brought to be butchered by his soldiers in the Campus Martius.
Nor was it long before he turned his blows from the Italians upon the
Romans themselves; for as soon as he realised that his position was secure,
he made his intentions plain in a speech from the rostra. After boasting of
his own greatness and power, he assured the people that he would be good
to them if they obeyed him; but to his foes he would give no quarter, no
matter whether they were of lowly rank or were praetors, quaestors, or trib-
unes.

30. After his victory, Sulla, who seemed to be wholly bent on slaugh-
ter, caused many men within the city to be killed. In the senate a certain
Metellus was bold enough to ask him when these evils would come to an
end. “We do not ask you,” he said, “to pardon any whom you have resolved
to destroy, but to free from doubt those whom you are pleased to save.” In
reply Sulla said that he did not yet know whom to spare and immediately
published a list of eighty persons whom he had determined to proscribe.
Despite the general indignation, he announced the names of two hundred
and twenty more on the next day, and in an address to the people he
declared that he had put up as many names as he could think of and those
which had escaped his memory he would publish at a future time. Many of
those who were killed had committed no offence against Sulla or his friends
but were slain simply for the sake of their riches. Amongst such was
Quintus Aurelius, who, coming into the forum to read the list and finding
his own name there, cried out “It is my Alban farm that causes my death”;
and he had not gone far before he was despatched by a ruffian sent on that
errand.
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31. Of all those who tried to withstand the power of Rome, one of the
most remarkable was Spartacus. This man, a Thracian by birth, put himself
at the head of a number of gladiators who escaped from Capua where they
were being kept in custody. When they had encamped upon the slopes of
Vesuvius and had been joined by a great number of run-away slaves, the
military forces in Capua found it impossible to dislodge them and the troops
sent from Rome were no more successful. As his adherents increased,
Spartacus became bolder and marched over a great part of Italy, plundering
wherever he went; but, though he gradually acquired a stock of arms and
ammunition, he was wise enough to avoid a pitched battle. For more than a
year he inspired terror in the countryside and might have continued to do so
had not his followers insisted at last on his attacking a Roman army. In the
battle Spartacus fought fiercely and fell amongst such heaps of slain that his
body was never recovered. Many of his followers, too, were killed in the
battle; but no less than six thousand of them were captured and crucified
along the road that leads from Capua to Rome.

32. While Lucullus was conducting his campaigns against Mithridates
in Asia, he had with him in his army his wife’s brother, Publius Clodius by
name. This man, thinking that he had not as high a rank as he deserved and
feeling an enmity against Lucullus, began to stir up some of the soldiers by
professing sympathy with their hard lot. “Is there to be no end of wars and
toils for you,” he used to say to them, “and are you to wear out your lives
wandering over the world and fighting all nations? Is there to be no other
reward for you than to guard the wagons of Lucullus laden as they are with
gold and precious goblets? The soldiers of Pompey are living safely at
home, with their wives and children, on fertile lands or in towns. They have
served for but a brief while in Spain and have not overturned the royal cities
of Asia. Why should your rewards be less than theirs?” Such words as these
so influenced the soldiers that they refused to follow Lucullus any longer.
Even when he entreated them one by one to perform their duties faithfully,
they turned away from his salutes and threw down their empty purses, bid-
ding him engage alone with the enemy since he alone gained advantage
from it.

33. After his success in Africa, where his army had saluted him as
imperator, the young Pompey desired the honour of a triumph. But Sulla
was unwilling for it to be granted on the ground that if a man whose beard
was not yet fully grown and who was not of an age to be a senator should
have a triumph, many would be envious. Pompey, however, was not daunt-
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ed and bade Sulla remember that more men worshipped the rising than the
setting sun, as if to tell him that his own power was increasing whereas that
of Sulla was on the wane. Sulla did not hear these words clearly, but observ-
ing a look of amazement on the faces of those near him, he asked what it
was that Pompey had said. Then, astounded at Pompey’s boldness and
admiring his courage, he cried out: “Let him have his triumph.” As Sulla
had predicted, many expressed their disapproval; but to gall them the more,
Pompey announced his intention of having his triumphal chariot drawn by
four elephants which he had brought over with him from Africa. Nor is
there any doubt that he would have persisted in his plan had it not been for
the fact that the gates of the city were too narrow for such huge beasts to
enter.

34. It will perhaps seem strange to some that when Cicero had clear
information of Catiline’s treason, instead of seizing him in the city, he not
only permitted but even urged him to escape and so forced him, as it were,
to begin the war. But there were good reasons for what Cicero did. He him-
self had many personal enemies amongst the nobility, while Catiline had
many secret friends; and though he knew quite well the progress and extent
of the plot, he had not in his possession the kind of proof which could eas-
ily be laid before the people. If, therefore, he had imprisoned Catiline at this
time, as he deserved, there were many who would have blamed Cicero and
censured his actions as those of a despot. But by driving Catiline into open
rebellion, he made all men see the reality of their danger. He was well
aware of the number and kind of troops on which Catiline was relying, and
he believed that they were so inferior to the forces of the state that there was
no doubt of Catiline’s defeat in open battle. In this policy Cicero showed
true wisdom; for shortly after Catiline left Rome the whole plot was dis-
closed and the republic was saved from a most serious danger.

35. After Cicero had delivered the conspirators to the officer whose task
it was to execute them, he announced their fate to the people and returned
from the forum to his own house. As he passed along he was received with
applause and the citizens saluted him as the saviour of his country. He was
accompanied by a splendid train of the principal citizens, amongst whom
were many who had added to the possessions of the Roman empire by land
and sea. With one consent they agreed that though the Roman people was
indebted to many great commanders for riches and power, yet to Cicero
alone they owed thanks for rescuing them from an imminent danger at
home; and his service to the state was all the more remarkable because it
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had been accomplished with so little confusion. For a time nothing but grat-
itude for Cicero found expression; but there were some who thought the
action he had taken against the conspirators was illegal and they were deter-
mined to attack him. Nor had they long to wait; for Cicero speedily did
harm to himself by continually extolling his own merits whenever he had
occasion to speak in public.

36. When Pompey was returning from Asia there were many rumours
that he intended to march with his army into the city and establish himself
as the sole ruler. Crassus actually withdrew from the city, either because he
was really afraid or because he wished to create ill feeling against Pompey
by pretending that he believed the rumour. Pompey, therefore, as soon as he
reached Italy, called his men together and commanded them to depart each
to his own home. When the news was spread abroad that his army had been
thus disbanded, not only was the anxiety in Rome allayed, but a wonderful
result ensued. For when the cities through which he passed saw Pompey the
Great travelling unarmed and with a small train of friends only, as if he
were returning from a journey of pleasure and not from the conquest of
Asia, the inhabitants poured out to display their affection for him and
received him with every show of honour. Many of them indeed accompa-
nied him to Rome itself, and when he arrived there he had more men at his
disposal than he had disbanded; and if he had wished to overthrow the con-
stitution and set up a despotism, he could have done so without the aid of
his army.

37. Before he entered upon political life, Cato the Younger visited Asia
to observe the manners and customs and strength of the Roman provinces
there. His arrangements during his journey were as follows. Every morning
he sent his baker and cook towards the place where he intended to stay the
next night. They went quietly to the town, and if there happened to be no
friend or acquaintance of Cato there, they provided for him in an inn; but if
there was no inn, they then asked the assistance of the magistrates and took,
without complaint, any lodgings which were allotted to them. Since these
servants made as little trouble as possible and never used threats of any
kind, it often happened that when Cato arrived he found nothing had been
provided for him. Nor was any account taken of Cato himself; for the mag-
istrates, seeing him sitting on his baggage, put him down at once as a per-
son of no importance. Yet sometimes Cato would call them to him and say:
“Foolish people, lay aside this inhospitality. All your visitors will not be
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Catos. There are men enough who desire but a pretext to take from you by
force what you give with such reluctance.”

38. Soon after his return from Asia, Pompey desired the senate to post-
pone the elections for the consulship so that he could be present to assist a
friend who was a candidate. This request was successfully opposed in the
senate by Cato, who thought that Pompey’s expectations and designs
should be curbed. Consequently Pompey resolved to make an attempt to
win over Cato to his side by means of a marriage alliance; and he sent
Munatius to Cato, offering to marry one of Cato’s daughters himself and
wed the other to his son. Cato’s wife was present when Munatius brought
this proposal and was full of joy at the prospect of an alliance with so great
and important a person as Pompey. Cato, however, without reflecting,
formed his decision at once. “Go,” he said to Munatius, “and tell Pompey
that Cato cannot be won over on such terms. I am grateful indeed for the
intended kindness, and so long as Pompey’s actions are upright, I promise
him a friendship more sure than any marriage alliance; but I will not give
my daughters as hostages to Pompey’s glory nor will I pledge myself to
anything except the safety of the state and the defence of it against all foes.”

39. When Crassus saw that his army was almost surrounded by the
Parthians at Carrhae, he ordered his son Publius to lead an attack against
them, in the hope that he would gain a means of escape for the rest of his
forces. The Parthians who were facing Publius did not await his charge but,
designing to entice him as far away as possible from his father, turned and
fled. The young man, crying out that the enemy dared not withstand him,
pursued them. For a while he pressed forward, filled with hope and joy; for
he believed that he had won an easy victory. But when he had gone too far,
he perceived the trick as the fugitives halted, turned again, and began to
attack him. The Romans fought bravely, since they knew that they could
expect no mercy if they fell into the hands of so cruel an enemy. Some grap-
pled hand to hand with their opponents, pulled them off their horses, and
slew them; others struck at the horses who, maddened with pain, trampled
on friend and foe alike. Nevertheless, the Romans were overcome by an
enemy who greatly outnumbered them and against whom not even the
greatest courage could avail.

40. For a while Crassus felt confident that his son would be victorious;
but when no news came of the battle he was distracted and, scarcely know-
ing what counsel to take, he decided to move his forces. He had no sooner
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formed this resolution than some of the enemy came riding by with his
son’s head on the point of a spear. They approached so near indeed that they
could be heard asking who were the young man’s parents: for, they said, it
was impossible that so brave a warrior should be the son of so pitiful a cow-
ard as Crassus. This sight dismayed the Romans, but Crassus himself
showed an admirable fortitude. As he passed along the ranks he cried out to
them: “This, my countrymen, is my own peculiar loss; but the fortune and
glory of Rome is safe and untainted so long as you are safe. Yet if any one
is grieved at my loss of the best of sons, let him show it by revenging him
upon the enemy. Take away their joy, punish their cruelty, and do not be
downcast at what has happened. Our ancestors were not always victorious
at the first blow or in the first campaign; and Rome became pre-eminent not
by fortune but by virtue in confronting danger.” 

41. While Crassus was exhorting his men he saw but few that gave
much heed to him, and when he ordered them to shout for battle he could
no longer mistake the despondency of his army. Though it was clear to
every man how great was the danger, they resisted the assaults of the
Parthians with little vigour and they would have been utterly routed had not
night come on. The enemy camped nearby and, flushed with victory, boast-
ed that they would end the business on the morrow. But the Romans passed
the night in terror and despair. They neither buried their own dead nor cared
for the wounded; for each man bewailed his own fate. Crassus himself, who
was largely responsible for the disaster, wrapped his cloak round him and
hid himself in his tent. Octavius his lieutenant tried to comfort him; but
when he found that was impossible, he called the centurions and tribunes
together to discuss what had best be done. Seeing that their only hope lay
in flight, they ordered the army to steal away as silently as possible. The
wounded they did not dare take with them for fear of hindering their
progress; and when morning came the Parthians put no less than four thou-
sand helpless victims to the sword.

42. When the enemy had taken refuge on the top of the hill, all Caesar’s
officers gathered round him and urged him to fight at once. The soldiers,
they said, were ready and eager, the enemy was in despair, and even if he
shrank from storming the hill, want of water would soon force the enemy to
descend. Caesar calmly listened. He did not intend to fight at all; for he had
no doubt that having cut off the enemy’s supplies, he would be able to end
the campaign without bloodshed. “Why,” he exclaimed, “should I sacrifice
my men even to win a battle? Is it right for me to expose to wounds the sol-
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diers who have served me well? A general’s business is to conquer not by
the sword alone but by wisdom also. I am moved, too, by pity for my coun-
trymen who, though I am victorious, will probably be slain.” The soldiers,
however, complained and declared that if this chance was thrown away they
would not obey when they were commanded to fight. Caesar adhered to his
resolve, and by withdrawing his army from its position so reassured his
adversaries that they gladly seized the opportunity and returned to their
camp.

43. After the battle of Pharsalia and the defeat of the Republican forces,
Pompey resolved to flee to Egypt. He sent a messenger to acquaint the king
with his arrival and to crave his protection; but Ptolemy himself was young
and it was a council of the chief men, and not the king, who deliberated
whether this request should be granted. So Pompey, who had thought it dis-
honourable to live in subjection to Caesar, was forced to wait in his ship
some distance from the shore until the sentence of this tribunal was known.
Some were for receiving him in Egypt, others thought he should be sent
away; but one member of the council argued that neither course was safe
for them to pursue. If they received him, they would be sure to make Caesar
their enemy and Pompey their master; yet if they dismissed him, they would
incur the hatred of Pompey for their lack of hospitality and the anger of
Caesar for letting him escape. But if they had him brought ashore and slew
him, they would earn the gratitude of Caesar and would have no reason to
fear Pompey. This advice won general approval and the execution of the
dastardly plot was entrusted to a certain Septimius who had previously
served under Pompey.

44. As the Egyptian boat drew near to the ship of Pompey, Septimius
stood up and addressed him in Latin and called him by the title of impera-
tor; and an Egyptian, speaking in Greek, invited him to come aboard the
boat since the sea was too shallow for a large ship to approach nearer to
land. So bidding his wife farewell, Pompey entered the boat with two cen-
turions, a freedman, and a favourite slave. Though there was a considerable
distance between the ship and the shore, none in the boat addressed any
words of friendliness or welcome to Pompey; and when he asked Septimius
if he had not formerly been his fellow soldier, the latter only nodded his
head. When they drew nearer to the shore, a company of soldiers was seen
to be approaching as if to afford Pompey a more honourable welcome. But
as Pompey rose to step ashore., Septimius struck him from behind with his
sword and the Egyptians also drew their weapons. Realising too late that he
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had been betrayed, Pompey threw his cloak over his face and, groaning only
a little, endured the wounds they gave him. So he ended his life in the fifty-
ninth year of his age.

45. Late in the evening, news reached Utica that there had been a great
battle near Thapsus, that Caesar had taken his opponents’ camp, and the
Republican army had been destroyed. The inhabitants were so alarmed that
they were almost out of their wits and could scarce keep themselves within
the walls of the city. But Cato came forward and meeting the people in this
hurry and clamour, did all he could to comfort and encourage them; he even
appeased their fear by telling them that the report was in all probability
exaggerated. Next morning he assembled the three hundred Romans who
acted as his council and addressed them. He pointed out that they could not
hope for safety by separating from each other and trying to make their
escape; on the contrary, they must either consult together how best they
might oppose Caesar or make their submission in a body. Whichever course
they adopted, he would not blame them. If they thought fit to bow to for-
tune, he would not regard them as cowards; but if they resolved to stand
firm and undertake danger for the sake of liberty, he was ready to be their
leader and companion. 

46. When Brutus and Cassius were soliciting the help of friends whom
they could trust in their design of removing Caesar, the name of Antony
was mentioned. Most of the conspirators were in favour of including him
amongst their number, but Trebonius dissuaded them. He told them that
when he and Antony were travelling together to meet Caesar on some mat-
ter of business, he had cautiously let fall a few remarks to see how well or
how ill Antony was disposed to Caesar. It had been clear that Antony
understood the purpose of the remarks, but he had given Trebonius no
encouragement to continue or to speak more plainly. All that was in their
favour was that Antony had not divulged the conversation, as far as was
known, to Caesar himself. Some were then for killing Antony along with
Caesar; but Brutus would not give his consent, for he insisted that an action
undertaken in defence of right and the laws must not itself be marred by
injustice to any man. Consequently it was settled that, since Antony was
formidable not only for the high position he held as master of the horse but
also for his bodily strength, he should be deliberately detained outside the
senate house when the deed was to be done.
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47. After Brutus had been persuaded by Cassius to join the conspiracy
against Caesar, he betrayed no sign of uneasiness during the daytime when
he was engaged in the forum; but at night he would often start out of his
sleep and spend many hours in meditating on the difficulties which con-
fronted him and his friends. His wife Portia, as one might expect, was dis-
tressed by these signs of her husband’s anxiety; but though she well knew
that he could not be contemplating anything dishonourable, she resolved
not to enquire into his secrets until she had put her own courage to the test.
She therefore took a sword and made a deep gash in her thigh; and despite
the intense pain, she uttered no cry. When Brutus discovered what she had
done, Portia did not conceal the motive of her action but proudly declared
that she now had the right to share his counsels. “I know,” she said, “that
women seem to be of too weak a nature to be entrusted with secret matters.
But I am the daughter of Cato and from him I could not fail to learn that
pain is no evil; and if you will but trust me, you will find that in constancy
and fortitude I am inferior to none of your many friends.”

48. Everything happened in the senate house in accordance with the
plans of the conspirators; and Antony, who had been detained outside, has-
tened to hide himself when he heard of the murder of Caesar. Then, under-
standing that the conspirators had no further designs against anyone, he
showed himself willing to come to terms with them. Next day he spoke in
the senate, urging that no measures should be taken against those who
regarded themselves as the liberators of the state. Thereby he gained much
praise; for it was thought that he prevented a civil war by his reluctance to
avenge his dead friend. But, on the day of the funeral, when he was making
an oration in the forum over the body of Caesar, he perceived how great was
the affection of the common people for the dictator; and as he was ending
his speech he so aroused the passions of the crowd by showing to them the
clothes of Caesar, bloodstained and pierced by the holes of many daggers,
that they there and then made a pyre in the forum and burned Caesar’s body.
Brutus and the other conspirators saved themselves from the fury of the
mob only by leaving the city in which, for the time being, Antony was
undoubtedly the most influential man.

49. Octavius was at Apollonia when the news arrived that his uncle
Julius Caesar had been killed and that he himself had been named in the will
as his heir. He hurried as speedily as possible to Rome and went first to
Antony, whom he knew as his uncle’s friend. At first Antony laughed when
so young a man wished to discuss with him the money of Caesar which was
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now in his possession, and reminded him of the legacy which Caesar had
promised to every Roman citizen; and all the answer he gave was that he
hoped Octavius was in good health. No matter how much Octavius insisted
and demanded his rightful property, Antony opposed him and insulted him;
and there was nothing for the young man to do but to turn to others who
might help him. Thus it came about that he obtained the support of Cicero
and, through him, that of the senate. Furthermore, he grew popular with the
people and with the soldiers, many of whom had served under Caesar. As
his influence grew day by day, Antony became alarmed and feared that his
own power might be undermined by the young man whom he had so mis-
takenly despised. He therefore consented to satisfy the demand of Octavius
and treat him as his equal.

50. The estates of the proscribed found few purchasers and the prices
offered were so low that the Triumvirs received much less money than they
had expected. To supply the deficiency, they published an edict requiring
fourteen hundred wealthy ladies to declare the value of their properties and
to contribute whatever proportion they might demand. Any false declara-
tion was to be punished by a fine, and rewards were promised to informers.
The ladies induced the mother of Antony, and Octavia, the younger sister
of Octavian, to intercede for them; and as no man dared plead their cause,
Hortensia, a daughter of the illustrious advocate who had been the profes-
sional rival of Cicero, presented herself, accompanied by the ladies, before
the tribunal of the Triumvirs in the forum and made an indignant speech.
The Triumvirs ordered their attendants to remove the petitioners; but the
sympathetic crowd raised such a clamour that they thought it prudent to
postpone the matter till the following day; and when they had given more
consideration to the matter, they decided that the number of those required
to pay should be reduced to four hundred.

51. Of the many who suffered in that year of sorrow, there was only one
whose fate has touched the hearts of all mankind. Cicero, when he heard of
the proscription, was in his country house near Tusculum where he had
spent his happiest hours. Intending to sail for Macedonia and there join
Marcus Brutus, he hurried to the coast and embarked; but he soon landed,
after a stormy voyage, and took shelter in his villa at Formiae. Those who
have read his letters may well believe the story that he was heard to say: “I
will die in the Fatherland which I have so often saved.” Soon afterwards, as
he was being carried in a litter by slaves who were ready to fight for a kind
master, some soldiers, led by an officer, Popillius Laenas, whom he had
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defended in a trial for parricide, discovered him. Cicero forbade his slaves
to resist, and met death as those who revered him would have wished. His
head and the hand with which he had written the orations against Antony
were displayed by the order of his enemy upon the rostra from which he had
so often addressed the populace.

52. The next morning, while the soldiers were making their prepara-
tions for the oncoming battle, Cassius met Brutus and addressed him as fol-
lows: “It is your hope, no less than mine, Brutus, that we shall be victori-
ous this day and spend the rest of our lives in peace and happiness. But
human fortunes are always uncertain and especially so in war; and since we
may never meet again, if the battle should go against us, tell me your reso-
lution concerning flight and death.” “In my youth,” Brutus replied, “I held
that it was cowardly to take one’s own life and that a man should fearless-
ly undergo any evil that befalls him and not try to evade the divine course
of things. But now I am of a different opinion; and if our cause is destined
not to prevail this day, I am resolved, whether I perish by the sword of an
enemy or by my own, to live no longer. We are fighting to defend the lib-
erty of our country and her laws; should we fail, only slavery or death
awaits us.” Cassius thereupon embraced Brutus, saying: “I too am deter-
mined not to be a suppliant for life at the hands of our foe. Let us then lead
our forces out to battle; for either we ourselves shall conquer or have no
cause to fear those that do.”

53. During the rout, a certain Lucilius, seeing some horsemen pursuing
Brutus, resolved to stop them even at the risk of his own life. Placing him-
self in their way, he persuaded them that he himself was Brutus and plead-
ed to be taken alive to Antony. When he was brought before Antony, who
had come with a great crowd to receive the prisoner, the trick was discov-
ered; but the courage of Lucilius did not fail him. “Be assured,” he said to
Antony, “none of his enemies has either taken or will ever take Marcus
Brutus alive; and as for me, I am ready to suffer on his behalf any severi-
ties you may inflict upon me.” Antony, however, so far from being angry,
turned to those who had captured Lucilius and said “I perceive that you take
it ill that you have been thus deceived; but you have met with a booty bet-
ter than you sought. You were in search of an enemy, but you have brought
me, I hope, a friend. I am uncertain how I should have treated Brutus if you
had captured him alive; but of this I am sure, it is better to have loyal men
like Lucilius as our friends than as our enemies.” Indeed, he treated Lucilius
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with such kindness that in later years he counted him amongst his most
trustworthy supporters.

54. Antony, who for some time had felt that he had not received, dur-
ing his campaigns in Asia, the assistance he expected from Cleopatra, now
summoned her to meet him and explain her conduct. The story is told that
Antony’s envoy, his friend and comrade, Dellius, assured her that she need
not fear: she would find the general the most chivalrous of men, who would
treat her with due honour. Indeed, many years before, when she was a girl
of fourteen, Antony, as a young cavalry officer, had cast amorous eyes upon
her in her father’s court; she must have met him also while she was living
with Caesar in his suburban villa; and she doubtless knew his temperament
by repute. Fresh from the victory which his skill had won, he was the fore-
most man in the Roman world and with his aid she might well hope to
secure and exalt her dynasty. Even if she had lost a little of the beauty which
had delighted Caesar, she had gained much in knowledge of men. The result
of her interview was that not only was her explanation accepted but Antony
hastened to join her in Alexandria for the winter. There she not only kept
him constantly amused but, what is more important, even shared his coun-
sels when his mood was serious.

55. Plancus and Titius, who both had reasons of their own for detesting
Cleopatra, immediately went to Rome, called upon Octavian, and informed
him that Antony’s will, which they had themselves witnessed and sealed,
and with the contents of which they acquainted him, was in the custody of
the Vestal Virgins. When Octavian requested the Virgins to deliver it to
him, they flatly refused, and added that, if he insisted, he must come and
take it. He did so, and read it aloud, first in the senate and then in the forum.
His hearers in this way learned that Antony had bequeathed large legacies
to the children whom Cleopatra had borne to himself, and that he had
directed that his body should be interred side by side with hers. If some
were scandalised by the violence which Octavian had done to the Vestals,
the disclosure which it enabled him to make strengthened his hands. Such
was the general indignation at the un-Roman conduct of Antony that a
rumour found credence that he intended to make Cleopatra Queen of Rome
and to transfer the seat of Roman government to Egypt; and the senate,
amid popular approval, deprived Antony of the consulship to which he had
been designated.
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56. The fortune of the day was still undecided when Cleopatra’s sixty
ships were suddenly seen to hoist sail and make out to sea in full flight; and
as the first part of their course lay through the midst of Antony’s ships, they
caused much confusion and contributed to the victory of Octavian. Antony
now showed to all the world that he was no longer a great commander, and
what was once said in jest, that a lover’s soul lives in another’s body, he
proved to be a truth. For as soon as he saw her ships sailing away, he aban-
doned the men that were fighting and spending their lives for him, and put
himself aboard a galley to follow Cleopatra. When he reached her ship he
was taken aboard; but without seeing her or letting himself be seen by her,
he went forward to the prow and sat there alone, covering his face with his
hands. For three days he refused to meet the queen; either, as some thought,
because he was angry with her for leaving in the midst of the battle, or
because he was overwhelmed by the downfall of his hopes. At the end of
that time, however, he was reconciled to her and began to plan how they
could recover what they had lost.

57. Accompanied by two of her women, Cleopatra had shut herself up
in a mausoleum which she had recently built. Dreading the resentment of
Antony, she sent a messenger to tell him that she was dead, in the hope that
he would commit suicide. When he heard this, Antony called in vain upon
a faithful servant to fulfil a long-standing promise and despatch him,
plunged a sword into his own body, collapsed upon a couch, and begged
bystanders to put him out of his misery. Almost at that very moment anoth-
er messenger from Cleopatra entered the room and told Antony that the
queen wished to see him. Rising, but unable to walk, he had himself carried
to the mausoleum. Cleopatra, who would not allow the gate to be opened,
caused a rope to be lowered through the window of her room, and when it
had been fastened round his body, she and her two women with desperate
efforts hauled him up and laid him upon a bed. He asked for wine, and
while the queen stood beside him and called him by endearing names, he
tried, so long as he remained conscious, to console her; and with his dying
breath he urged her, in any dealings she might have with the followers of
Octavian, to put her trust in Proculeius alone.

58. Some few days after the death of Antony, Octavian himself came to
visit Cleopatra and console her. At his entrance she flung herself at his feet,
her hair disordered and her voice quivering; and then, when she was more
composed, she tried to justify her actions on the ground that whatever she
had done had been through the persuasions of Antony. Her old charm had
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not entirely left her and other men might have accepted her excuses; but
Octavian showed, by the way he refuted all her arguments, that he was no
easy victim for a woman’s wiles. Perceiving this, the queen resorted once
more to entreaties, as if she desired nothing more than to prolong her life.
She handed to him a list of her treasure and explained that the few articles
which she had omitted were intended to be sent as presents to his wife and
sister in the hope that they would intercede for her. Octavian told her that
she might dispose of such things as she saw fit, and that he himself pro-
posed to treat her with more honour than she perhaps expected. Indeed, he
went away from the interview very well satisfied, little suspecting that in
expressing a desire to live the queen had completely deceived him.

59. When Cleopatra had gained permission from Octavian to visit the
tomb of Antony, she had herself carried there and spoke in this manner: “O
dearest Antony, it is not long since that with these hands I buried you; now
I am a captive and pay these last duties to you under the eyes of a guard; for
my enemies fear that my grief may make my servile body less fit to appear
in their triumph. These are the last honours I can pay to your memory, for
I am to be hurried away far from you. Nothing could part us while we lived,
but death threatens to divide us. You, a Roman born, have found a grave in
Egypt; I, an Egyptian, am to seek that favour, and none but that, in your
own country. But if the gods below, with whom you now are, either can or
will do anything, suffer not your living wife to be abandoned, let me not be
led in triumph to your shame, but hide me and bury me here with you.”
Then having wept for a time, she returned and wrote a letter to Octavian in
which she entreated him to permit her burial within the same tomb as
Antony. When he read this letter Octavian guessed that she designed to take
her own life, and sent messengers to keep a closer watch upon her; but they
arrived too late.

60. When Varus became governor of Germany he issued orders to the
inhabitants as if they were slaves of the Roman people, and exacted money
from them as he would from subject nations. To this they were in no mood
to submit, for their leaders longed for their former ascendancy and the
masses were oppressed by the burden of taxation. Nevertheless they did not
openly revolt but pretended to do all Varus demanded of them and led him
to believe that they would live submissively without the presence of sol-
diers. Consequently Varus did not keep all his legions together in one place,
and became so confident that he not only refused to believe all those who
suspected treachery and advised him to be on his guard, but actually
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rebuked them for slandering a friendly people. Then there came an uprising
in the furthest part of the province, deliberately so arranged that Varus
should march through what he supposed was friendly territory; and when he
was already in the midst of almost impenetrable forests and could obtain no
help from his scattered legions, the Germans fell upon him and inflicted one
of the worst defeats that Roman arms ever suffered.

61. The body of Augustus was borne forth from his house to the forum
on a couch adorned with coverings of purple and gold. Behind it were car-
ried the images of his ancestors and of his deceased relatives; but there was
no image of Caesar because he had already been numbered amongst the
gods. When the couch had been placed on the rostra, in full view of the peo-
ple, Tiberius delivered an oration in which he praised the character of the
dead emperor and recounted the many benefits he had conferred on the
Roman people. The couch was then carried to the Campus Martius, fol-
lowed by the senate, the equestrian order, the praetorian guard, and practi-
cally every man and woman who was in the city at the time. There it was
placed on the pyre, around which first marched the priests and then the
knights. The infantry too ran round it, and as they did so they cast upon it
all the triumphal decorations that any of them had ever received from him
for any deed of valour. Next the centurions took torches and lighted the
pyre from beneath; and as it was consumed, an eagle was seen to fly aloft,
appearing to bear his spirit to heaven.

62. When the troops of Germanicus reached the town they did not meet
with immediate success; for the enemy set fire of their own accord to the
encircling wall and to the houses adjoining it, but contrived to keep it from
blazing up at once so that it was unnoticed for some time. After doing this,
they retired to the citadel, and the Romans rushed in after them, expecting
to sack the whole place without striking a blow. Thus they got inside the
circle of fire, and, with their minds intent upon the enemy, saw nothing of
it until they were surrounded by it on all sides. Then they found themselves
in the direst peril, being pelted by the men from above and injured by the
fire from without. They could neither remain where they were safely nor
force their way out anywhere without danger. For if they stood out of the
range of the missiles, they were scorched by the fire; or, if they leaped back
from the flames, they were destroyed by the missiles; and some who got
caught in a tight place perished from both causes at once. The majority of
those who had rushed into the town met this fate; but some few escaped by
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casting corpses into the flames and made a passage for themselves by using
the bodies as a bridge.

63. When Caligula had resolved to set up his own statue in the Temple
at Jerusalem, he entrusted Petronius, the governor of Syria, with the task of
seeing that his commands were carried out. As soon as the Jews heard of
this they sent a deputation of their leading men to plead with Petronius.
They had come with no warlike intentions, they declared; but nevertheless
they would rather die than permit this terrible injury to be done to their
ancestral land, which would immediately be struck by a curse and never
recover if the Temple were thus defiled. They said that as men they
acknowledged their allegiance to Rome; there could be no complaints
against them for any disloyalty to the emperor or for failure to pay all the
taxes that were demanded of them. But their principal allegiance was to the
God of their fathers, Who had always preserved them in the past, as long as
they had obeyed His laws, and had strictly forbidden the worship of any
other gods in His domain. In the face of such obstinacy Petronius could not
do otherwise than lead his troops into Judaea and hope that he would not
have to employ them.

64. When Petronius had moved his forces into Judaea, he told the Jews
that it was his duty to keep the oath he had sworn to the emperor and obey
him in every particular. They could see, he said, that with the armed forces
at his disposal he was perfectly capable of fulfilling the orders he had
received. Nevertheless, he praised the Jews for their firmness and for their
abstention from any act of violence. He confessed, too, that though as gov-
ernor of Syria he knew where his duty lay, yet as a humane man he found
it next to impossible to carry out his instructions. It was not a Roman act to
kill unarmed old men merely because they persisted in worshipping their
own god. He said further that he would write to Caligula and present their
case in as favourable a light as possible. It was more than likely that the
emperor would reward him with death, but if, by sacrificing his own life, he
could save the lives of many thousands of inoffensive provincials, he was
willing to do so. He did indeed keep his promise to write to Rome; and the
emperor himself relented when he learned that the Jews were determined to
abandon the cultivation of their land rather than submit to the violation of
their Temple.

65. When Gaius reached the ocean and had drawn up all the soldiers on
the beach as if he were going to lead a campaign into Britain, he embarked
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on a ship and then, after putting out a little from the land, sailed back again.
Next he took his seat on a lofty platform and gave the soldiers the signal for
battle, bidding the trumpeters urge them on; then of a sudden he ordered
them to gather up the shells on the shore. Having secured these spoils– for
he needed booty for his triumphal procession–he became greatly elated as
if he had enslaved the very ocean and gave his soldiers many presents. The
shells he took back to Rome to exhibit to the people as the booty he had
gained in his conquest. The senate knew not how it could remain indiffer-
ent to these acts of a madman, nor yet how it could bring itself to praise him
as he expected. For if anyone bestows great praise or extraordinary honours
for a trivial exploit, he is suspected of making a mockery of the affair.
Nevertheless, when Gaius entered the city he came very near destroying the
whole senate because it had not voted him divine honours; but on the
assembled populace he showered quantities of silver and gold.

66. There was one occasion in which the senate, after seventy years of
patience, made an ineffectual attempt to re-assume its long-forgotten rights.
When the throne was vacant by the murder of Caligula, the consuls con-
voked that assembly in the Capitol, condemned the memory of the Caesars,
gave the watchword “liberty” to the few cohorts who adhered to their stan-
dard, and during eight-and-forty hours acted as the independent chiefs of a
free commonwealth. But while they deliberated, the praetorian guards had
resolved. The stupid Claudius, brother of Germanicus, was already in their
camp and prepared to support his election by arms. The dream of liberty
was at an end; and the senate awoke to all the horrors of inevitable servi-
tude. Deserted by the people and threatened by a military force, that feeble
assembly was compelled to ratify the choice of the praetorians, and to
embrace the benefit of an amnesty which Claudius had the prudence to offer
and the generosity to observe.

67. Towards the end of his reign, the Emperor Claudius, in order to
amuse himself and his friends, conceived the idea of exhibiting a naval bat-
tle on a certain lake not far from Rome. He had seats erected for the spec-
tators and assembled an enormous throng of people there. He himself, as
was appropriate for the occasion, was arrayed in military dress; but the rest
of the spectators wore whatever pleased their fancy and the scene was one
of unusual gaiety and splendour. The combatants, who were condemned
criminals, were divided into two squadrons, each of which manned fifty
ships. As the unfortunate men passed in front of the emperor before taking
their places, they implored him to have pity on them; but since such great
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preparations had been made for the spectacle, no attention could be paid to
their appeal and they were ordered to begin the fight at once. When the
fleets approached each other from opposite sides of the lake, the spectators
were amazed to see that they did not engage but sailed harmlessly past their
opponents. Several times this happened, until the emperor angrily declared
that the men should all be soundly flogged if they continued to make such
a mockery of his plans.

68. During the reign of Nero a terrible disaster occurred in Britain; two
important cities were sacked and eighty thousand of the Romans and of
their allies perished. An excuse for the uprising was found in the fact that
the governor of the island demanded the repayment of money which the
Emperor Claudius had given to the foremost inhabitants. But it was a
woman of the royal family, Boudicca by name, who was chiefly responsi-
ble for rousing the natives and persuading them to fight the Romans. She
was a person of great intelligence and so highly respected that she was
thought worthy to direct the conduct of the entire war. She assembled an
army of a hundred and twenty thousand whom she led fearlessly against any
Roman forces that came to meet her. For a time she was able to wreak inde-
scribable slaughter, and those who were taken captive were subjected to
every known outrage. But at last, when her army had already suffered a sig-
nal defeat, she herself fell sick and died. The Britons mourned her deeply
and gave her a costly burial; but the Romans were bitterly ashamed that so
much ruin had been caused by a woman.

69. When Paulinus heard of the rebellion of Boudicca he hurried with
his troops from Mona and within a short time he was able to confront the
barbarian hordes. Before the battle began he arranged his men and recalled
to their minds the duty of a Roman soldier. “Up, Romans,” he cried; “show
these accursed wretches how far we surpass them even in the midst of our
evil fortune. It would be shameful, indeed, for you now to lose inglorious-
ly what but a short time ago you won by your valour. Many a time have
both we ourselves and our fathers, with far fewer numbers than we have at
present, conquered far more numerous antagonists. Fear not, then, their
numbers or their spirit of rebellion; for their boldness rests on nothing more
than headlong rashness unaided by arms or training. Do not fear them
because they have burned two cities; for they did not capture them by force
nor after a battle, but one was betrayed and the other abandoned to them.
Exact from them now, therefore, the proper penalty for these deeds, and let
them learn the difference between us, whom they have wronged, and them-
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selves. If you show yourselves brave men today, you will recover all you
have lost.”

70. “You have heard,” said Paulinus, “what outrages these men have
committed against us; nay more, you have even witnessed some of them.
Choose, then, whether you wish to suffer the same treatment yourselves as
our comrades have suffered, or whether you will avenge those that have
perished and at the same time furnish to the rest of mankind an example of
severity towards the rebellious. For my part, I hope, above all, that victory
will be ours; first, because the gods are our allies and they almost always
side with those who have been wronged; secondly, because of the courage
that is our heritage, since we are Romans and have triumphed over all
mankind by our valour; thirdly, because of our experience, since we have
defeated and subdued these very men who are now arrayed against us. But
if the outcome should prove contrary to our hope, it would be better for us
to fall fighting bravely than to be captured and suffer as though we had been
thrown to wild beasts. Let us therefore either conquer or die on the spot.
Britain will be a noble monument for us, even though all the other Romans
should be driven out; for our own bodies in any case shall for ever possess
this land.”

71. Ascending a tribunal which had been constructed of earth in the
Roman fashion, Boudicca addressed her troops in words well calculated to
rouse their warlike spirit. “You have learned,” she said, “by actual experi-
ence how different freedom is from slavery. Since these Romans made their
appearance in Britain, what shameful treatment have we not suffered? We
have been robbed entirely of most of our possessions, and those the great-
est; while for what remains we are compelled to pay the heaviest taxes. Yet
it is we who have made ourselves responsible for these evils by allowing
these men to set foot on the island instead of expelling them at once as we
did their famous Julius Caesar. Although we inhabit so large an island and
are so separated by the ocean from all the rest of mankind that we have been
believed to dwell on a different earth, yet, notwithstanding all this, we have
been despised and trampled underfoot by men who know nothing else than
how to secure gain. However, even at this late day, let us do our duty while
we still remember what freedom is, that we may leave to our children a land
in which no oppressor can have a home.” 

72. Nero now set his heart on accomplishing what had doubtless always
been his desire, namely to make an end of the whole city during his lifetime.
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Accordingly he secretly sent out men who set fire to one or two or even sev-
eral buildings in different parts of the city, so that the people were at their
wits’ end, not being able to find any beginning of the trouble nor having the
means to put an end to it. Extraordinary excitement laid hold on all the cit-
izens in all parts of the city, and they ran about in all directions distracted.
Some, while assisting their neighbours, would learn that their own premis-
es were afire; others, before word reached them that their own houses were
in danger, heard that they were destroyed. Many who were carrying out
their goods and many, too, who were stealing the property of others, kept
running into one another and falling over their burdens, so that many were
suffocated or trampled underfoot. While the whole population was in this
state of mind, Nero ascended to the roof of the palace from which there was
the best view, and assuming the lyre-player’s garb sang the “Capture of
Troy.”

73. Pactus Thrasea was noteworthy for his fearless opposition to Nero
and his refusal to approve of the emperor’s evil deeds. “If,” he used to say,
“I were the only one that Nero was going to put to death, I could more eas-
ily pardon the rest who load him with flatteries. But since even amongst
those who praise him to excess there are many whom he will destroy, why
should I degrade myself to no purpose and then perish like a slave?” Never
did he show more courage than in the events which followed the death of
Nero’s mother Agrippina. Almost as soon as he learned of it, Nero sent a
letter to the senate in which he enumerated the various offences of which,
in his opinion, his mother had been guilty, and even declared that she had
committed suicide because her plots against him had been detected.
Scarcely a single senator doubted that Nero himself had planned his moth-
er’s murder; but as a body they pretended to rejoice at what had taken place
and congratulated the emperor on his escape from such a peril. Thrasea,
however, at once rose from his seat when the letter had been read and left
the senate house, thereby boldly expressing his anger and disgust.

74. When Nero perceived that he had been deserted even by his body-
guard, he sought to flee. Putting on shabby clothing, and mounted on a
horse no better than his attire, he rode while it was yet night towards the
estate of one of his freedmen. Being recognised in spite of his disguise and
saluted as emperor by someone who met him, he turned aside from the road
and hid himself in a place full of reeds. There he waited till daylight, lying
flat on the ground so as to run the least risk of being seen. Everyone who
passed he suspected had come for him; he started at every voice and was
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terrified if a dog barked anywhere. After a long time, as no one was seen to
be searching for him, he went over to a cave where in hunger he ate bread
such as he had never before tasted. But it was inevitable that his hiding-
place should be discovered, and when he saw horsemen approaching he
commanded his companions to kill him. As no one seemed willing to do
him even this service, and to avoid a worse fate, he tried to put an end to his
own life. “Jupiter,” he cried as he was dying, “what an artist perishes in
me.”

75. After his forces had been defeated, a horseman brought word of the
disaster to Otho. When the bystanders refused to credit his report, he
exclaimed “Would that this news were false, Caesar; for most gladly would
I have died hadst thou been victor. As it is, I shall perish in any case, that
no one may think that I fled hither to secure my own safety.” With these
words, he slew himself. This act caused all to believe him and they were
ready to renew the conflict, but Otho restrained them. “Enough,” he said,
“quite enough has already happened. I hate civil war, even though I con-
quer; I love all Romans, even though they do not side with me. Let Vitellius
be victor, since this has pleased the gods; and let the lives of his soldiers
also be spared, since this pleases me. Surely it is far better and far more just
that one should perish for all than many for one. Betake yourselves, there-
fore, to the victor and pay your court to him. As for me, let all men learn
that you chose for your emperor one who would not give you up to save
himself, but rather himself to save you.”

76. Vitellius entrusted the conduct of the war against the forces of
Vespasian to Alienus, who marched towards Cremona and successfully
occupied the town. But seeing that his soldiers, as a result of their luxurious
life in Rome and their lack of military drill, were not yet fitted for the con-
flict which probably lay before them, he felt afraid. Consequently, when
friendly proposals came from the leader of Vespasian’s troops, he called his
men together, and by pointing out to them the weakness of Vitellius and the
strength of Vespasian and by contrasting the characters of the two men, he
persuaded them to change sides. With the briefest delay the soldiers
removed the images of Vitellius from their standards and took an oath that
they would serve Vespasian. But after the meeting had broken up and the
men had retired to their tents, they again changed their minds and, sudden-
ly rushing together in great haste and excitement, they once more saluted
Vitellius as their emperor. But for Alienus, even though he was of consular
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rank, they showed no respect and of their own accord threw him into prison
for having attempted to seduce them from their duty.

77. Though the Romans under Titus had made a breach in the inner wall
of the city, Jerusalem did not immediately fall into their hands. On the con-
trary, the defenders killed great numbers who tried to crowd through the
opening, and they set fire to some buildings nearby, hoping thus to check
the further progress of the Romans. In this way they not only damaged still
further the inner wall, but at the same time unintentionally burned down the
barrier around the sacred precinct so that the entrance to the temple was
now laid open. Nevertheless, the soldiers, because of their superstition, did
not immediately rush in; but at last, under compulsion from Titus, they
made their way inside. Then the Jews defended themselves much more vig-
orously than before, as if they had discovered a piece of rare good fortune
in being able to fight near the temple and fall in its defence. Though they
were but a handful fighting against a far superior force, they were not over-
come until a part of the temple was set on fire. Then they met death will-
ingly, some throwing themselves on the swords of the Romans, some slay-
ing one another, others taking their own lives, and still others leaping into
the flames.

78. While Trajan was in Antioch a terrible earthquake occurred. Since
the emperor himself was passing the winter there with part of his army—
and civilians had flocked thither from all sides for law-suits, business, or
sight-seeing, there was no nation that went entirely unscathed. First there
came, on a sudden, a great roar, and this was followed by a tremendous
quaking. The whole earth seemed to be upheaved, buildings leaped into the
air, wreckage was spread out over a great extent even of the open country,
and an inconceivable amount of dust arose so that it was impossible for one
to see anything or to speak or hear a word. Human beings were tossed vio-
lently about and then dashed to the earth as if falling from a cliff, and many
of those who were not killed outright were maimed. The number of those
trapped in the houses was past finding out; those who lay with a part of their
body buried under the stones or timbers suffered terribly. Trajan himself
made his way out through a window of the room in which he was staying;
and the story became current that a being of greater than human stature had
come to him and miraculously led him forth to safety.

79. At Jerusalem, Hadrian founded a new city in place of the one which
had been razed to the ground; and on the site of the holy temple of the Jews
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he raised a new one to Jupiter. This brought on a war of no slight impor-
tance nor of brief duration; for the Jews deemed it intolerable that foreign
races should be settled in their city and strange religious rites planted there.
So long, indeed, as Hadrian was close at hand they remained quiet, save in
so far as they purposely made of poor quality such weapons as they were
called upon to furnish, in order that the Romans might reject them and they
themselves might thus have the use of them. But when the emperor went
further away, they openly revolted. To be sure, they did not dare try conclu-
sions with the Romans in pitched battles; but they occupied advantageous
positions in the country as places of refuge. Julius Severus, who was
despatched from Britain to quell the outbreak, did not venture to attack his
opponents in the open; but by intercepting small groups and by cutting off
supplies of food he was able, rather slowly but with comparatively little
danger, to crush, exhaust, and exterminate them.

80. One evening as Commodus was returning to his palace, an assassin
awaited him and rushed upon him with a drawn sword, loudly exclaiming:
“The senate sends you this.” The menace prevented the deed; the assassin
was seized by the guards and immediately revealed the authors of the con-
spiracy. But the words of the assassin sank deep into the mind of
Commodus and left an indelible impression of fear and hatred against the
whole body of the senate. Those whom he had dreaded as importunate min-
isters, he now suspected as secret enemies. The informers, a race of men
discouraged and almost extinguished under the former reigns, again became
formidable as soon as they discovered that the emperor was desirous of
finding disaffection and treason in the senate. Distinction of every kind
soon became criminal; suspicion was equivalent to proof, trial to condem-
nation. The execution of a considerable senator was attended with the death
of all who might lament or revenge his fate; and when Commodus had once
tasted human blood, he became incapable of pity or remorse.

81. A spirit of desertion began to prevail among the troops; and the
deserters, instead of seeking their safety in flight or concealment, infested
the highways. Maternus, a private soldier, collected these bands of robbers
into a little army, set open the prisons, invited the slaves to assert their free-
dom, and plundered with impunity the rich and defenceless cities of Gaul
and Spain. The governors of the provinces, who had long been the specta-
tors and perhaps the partners of his depredations, were at length roused
from their supine indolence by the threatening commands of the emperor.
Maternus found that he was encompassed, and foresaw that he must be
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overpowered. A great effort of despair was his last resource. He ordered his
followers to disperse, cross the Alps in small parties and various disguises,
and to assemble at Rome during the licentious tumult of the festival of
Cybele. To murder Commodus and to ascend the vacant throne was the
ambition of no vulgar robber; and his measures were so ably concerted that
his concealed troops filled the streets of Rome. But the envy of an accom-
plice discovered and ruined the enterprise in the moment when it was ripe
for execution.

82. On the twenty-eighth of March, eighty-six days only after the death
of Commodus, a general sedition broke out in the camp of the Praetorian
guards, which the officers wanted either power or inclination to suppress.
Two or three hundred of the most desperate soldiers marched at noon-day,
with arms in their hands and fury in their looks, towards the Imperial
palace. The gates were thrown open by their companions on guard there,
who had already formed a secret conspiracy against the life of the emperor.
On the news of their approach, Pertinax, disdaining either flight or conceal-
ment, advanced to meet his assassins, and recalled to their minds his own
innocence and the sanctity of their recent oath of allegiance. For a few
moments they stood in silent suspense, ashamed of their atrocious design
and awed by the venerable aspect of their sovereign. But at length one of
their number, despairing of pardon, levelled the first blow against Pertinax,
who was instantly despatched with a multitude of wounds. His head, sepa-
rated from his body and placed on a lance, was carried in triumph to the
Praetorian camp in the sight of a mournful and indignant people.

83. After the murder of Pertinax, Sulpicianus the prefect of the city
thought that by offering bribes to the Praetorians he could obtain the empire
for himself; but the more prudent of them ran out upon the ramparts of their
camp and proclaimed that the Roman world was to be disposed of to the
highest bidder. This infamous offer at length reached the ears of Didius
Julianus, a wealthy senator, who, regardless of the public calamities, was
indulging himself in the luxury of the table. His wife and daughter easily
persuaded him that he deserved the throne and earnestly conjured him to
embrace so fortunate an opportunity. Hastening to the camp, where
Sulpicianus was still in treaty with the guards, he began to bid against him
from the foot of the rampart. The unworthy negotiation was transacted by
faithful emissaries who passed alternately from one candidate to the other
and acquainted each of them with the offers of his rival. Within a short time
Julianus named a price which Sulpicianus could not equal; the gates of the
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camp were thrown open and he was declared emperor and received an oath
of allegiance from the soldiers.

84. The army of Pannonia was at this time commanded by Septimius
Severus, a native of Africa, whose ambition was never diverted by the
allurements of pleasure, the apprehension of danger, or the feelings of
humanity. On the first news of the murder of Pertinax, he assembled his
troops, told them of the crime which had been committed, and exhorted
them to arms. He concluded his speech by promising to every soldier a
reward; and the total sum which he thus offered them was greater than that
by which Julianus had purchased the empire. Remembering the saying of
Augustus that a Pannonian army might in ten days appear in sight of Rome,
he set forth in the hope that he might receive the homage of the senate and
people as their lawful emperor before his competitors were even aware of
his movements. During the whole expedition he scarcely allowed himself
any moments for sleep or food; marching on foot and in complete armour
at the head of his columns, he won the confidence and the affection of his
troops and was content to share the hardships of the meanest soldier. He had
no need, however, to employ force; for when he reached Rome he entered
the city without opposition and won power without bloodshed.

85. The news of war in Britain and of the invasion of the province by
the barbarians of the North was received with pleasure by Severus.
Notwithstanding his advanced age (for he was above threescore) and his
gout, which obliged him to be carried in a litter, he transported himself in
person to that remote island, attended by his two sons and a formidable
army. He immediately passed the walls of Hadrian and Antoninus and
entered the enemy’s country with a design of completing the conquest of
the island. He penetrated to the northern extremity without meeting an
enemy. But the ambuscades of the Caledonians, who hung unseen on the
rear and flanks of his army, the coldness of the climate, and the severity of
a winter march across the hills and morasses of Scotland are reported to
have cost the Romans above fifty thousand men. The Caledonians at length
yielded to the powerful and obstinate attack and surrendered a part of their
arms and a large tract of territory. But their apparent submission lasted no
longer than their present terror. As soon as the Roman legions had retired,
they resumed their hostile independence.

86. While the emperor Alexander Severus was at Antioch, the punish-
ment of some soldiers excited a sedition in the legion to which they
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belonged. Alexander faced the armed multitude and, despite their clamour,
insisted on addressing them. “Reserve your shouts,” he said, “till you take
the field against your enemies. Be silent in the presence of your sovereign
and benefactor, who bestows upon you the corn, the clothing, and the
money of the provinces. Be silent or I shall no longer call you soldiers, but
citizens, if those indeed who disclaim the laws of Rome deserve to be
ranked even amongst the meanest of the people.” His menaces inflamed the
fury of the legion and their brandished arms already threatened his person.
“Your courage,” resumed the intrepid Alexander, “would be more nobly
displayed in the field of battle; you may destroy, but you cannot intimidate
me; severe justice would punish your crime and revenge my death.” The
legion still persisted in clamorous sedition when the emperor pronounced
with a loud voice: “Citizens, lay down your arms.” The soldiers, suddenly
filled with grief and shame, yielded up their arms and retired in confusion
not to their camp but to the city. 

87. The partial success with which the besieged had repelled the attack-
ers made them a little presumptuous and careless. The watchmen deserted
their posts on the walls and went to warm themselves in neighbouring hous-
es, being driven in by a bitterly cold wind. Their opponents saw this, and
promptly took advantage of it. They crept up, without noise or clamour, till
a sufficient number was collected to begin the attack. They then detached
some of their body to the work of forcing the gates of the castle, against
which their opponents had heaped quantities of stones. One gate which they
found without this obstruction they soon burst open; and immediately a
surging multitude rushed in, some to fight, and some to plunder whatever
they could find. Those in the castle were as yet ignorant that the courtyard
was in the possession of their enemies; but the noise and tumult soon
revealed to them the loss they had sustained. Some yielded at once; others,
hoping for no quarter, flung themselves from the walls and were dashed to
pieces; but others, seizing their arms, prepared to offer a stout resistance.
The invaders, however, speedily proved their superiority and compelled an
unconditional surrender.

88. At last, when he felt that he was strong enough to launch an attack,
Zenghis laid siege to Edessa with a force of chosen warriors. He invested
the town on every side, so as to cut off all relief from the besieged, even if
any were sent. He erected battering-rams to demolish the walls and he
undermined the towers. The inhabitants, including the women, showed the
greatest courage, serving the soldiers with stones and other missiles, and
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bringing them food and water. But Zenghis’ archers sent such a constant
shower of arrows into the town that the defenders had scarcely any rest by
day or night. Terms were offered to the inhabitants, if they would capitu-
late; but they rejected the proposals with scorn, being convinced that help
would soon come. No help came; and on the twenty-eighth day after the
commencement of the siege Edessa was successfully stormed. The troops
of Zenghis poured into the city uttering their ferocious battle-cry, and for
three whole days the carnage and devastation continued. But the prudent
Zenghis saw the advantages that Edessa offered as a fortification; he caused
the walls to be repaired and ordered his officers to treat the surviving inhab-
itants with mercy and justice.

89. After a short rest, the Latins began their long journey to Attalia. The
intricate defiles of the Phrygian mountains had to be passed and they knew
that they were surrounded both in front and rear by hostile Greeks who had
become more open in their enmity as the Latins grew weaker. On the sec-
ond day of their march they came to a pass by which they hoped to emerge
from the valley in which they were. A picked band was sent forward to
secure the summit of the mountain so that the main army could ascend in
safety; but, unfortunately, they either misunderstood or disobeyed their
orders, and instead of taking possession of the summit they pushed onwards
until they had reached the other side. When the steep and rocky sides of the
mountain were already covered with the Latin squadrons, the enemy, who
had been cleverly concealed, rushed down upon them. A scene of awful
confusion followed. The packhorses fell on the slippery rocks and rolled
with increasing velocity down the mountain sides; men and animals were
hurled into the abyss below; and the Greeks, leaving their safe elevation,
now rushed in upon the bewildered Latins and slaughtered them like sheep.

90. When the king, alone, exhausted, and splashed with blood, got back
to the main body of the army, he had no need to explain what had happened.
His knights saw at a glance that his escort had been cut to pieces, and that
he had escaped only by his own prowess. With silent grief they mourned
over their lost comrades. They burned with a desire to avenge them; but the
enemy had retired to the fastnesses of his own mountains, quite out of
reach. Few slept that night. Some in anxious watchfulness expected a friend
whom they were destined never to see again; others experienced all the
ecstasy of joy in the return of one for whom they had lost all hope. Sorrow
for the dead was soon replaced by anger against the living; for the small
advance party, whose excessive zeal and disobedience had contributed not
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a little to the disaster, overhearing the clamour of the battle, had retraced
their steps, and now at last regained the camp. The general opinion was that
they should be hanged. But when the morning dawned and revealed the
opposite hill-sides crowded with the enemy, the imperative necessity of tak-
ing active measures to save the remainder of the army dispelled all feelings
of anger and of sorrow.

91. The voyages of Prince Henry to the coasts of Africa were not under-
taken, in the first instance, for the purpose of securing slaves, but to discov-
er what lands there were in the southern seas. Such captives as were brought
back to Spain were treated, under his orders, with all kindness; and his own
wish seems to have been to civilise the natives and to win over whole tribes
to friendship by the education of a few prisoners. But his captains and later
explorers had not such noble motives; hardly a capture was made without
violence and bloodshed and the destruction of entire villages; and the
natives, whatever they might gain when they reached Spain, did not give
themselves up very readily to be taught but, whenever they had the chance,
killed the men who pretended to have come to do them good. It was not
long before many realised that the trade in slaves was a profitable business
and they stopped at no cruelty, provided they could obtain a large cargo. It
is hardly wonderful then that the natives, who believed that the explorers
carried off their people to cook and eat them, put up a determined resistance
to any who tried to land on their shores.

92. The next morning at dawn, Cortes divided his forces into three divi-
sions of one hundred men, each under the command of a captain, provided
a rear-guard of one hundred more, and so marched out towards the village
where a multitude of Indian warriors were waiting. The Indians rushed
courageously to the fray and, by sheer force of numbers, overwhelmed the
invaders in such a manner that it was hardly possible to distinguish friend
from foe, and the battle became a hand-to-hand fight at the closest possible
quarters. Though fighting against a civilised force for the first time, the war-
riors showed little fear of the strange weapons that dealt death amongst
them. But when a cavalry squadron, which Cortes had concealed in a wood,
suddenly fell upon the rear of the enemy, the appearance of the horses,
which the Indians beheld for the first time, struck terror amongst them. For
the horse and rider seemed to them to be one irresistible creature; they were
amazed at their quick movements and at the glancing armour of the cava-
liers. Within a few moments they began to retreat and the horsemen pursued
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the fugitives across the plain until the survivors disappeared into the impen-
etrable forests.

93. The early career of Montezuma was that of a successful soldier;
from which he passed into the priesthood, rising to the high rank of pontiff.
At that time he was held in great veneration by the people as one who
received revelations from the gods, and his strict life was a model to his fel-
lows. It is related that, when the news of his election to the imperial throne
was brought to him, he was found sweeping the steps of the temple whose
altars he served. He ruled sternly, and ill brooked opposition or even coun-
sel; but he was princely in recompensing faithful service. He had greatly
embellished his capital; but the liberality that built an aqueduct or new tem-
ples in the city cost the subject provinces dear, and Montezuma was more
feared than loved by his people. He understood the science of government;
but his finer qualities were marred by his inordinate pride, and most of all
by superstition, which finally lost him his throne and his life. The news of
the approach of the Spaniards seemed to him to be the fulfilment of an old
prophecy whose effect he tried to avoid by putting to death all those divin-
ers who confirmed his forebodings.

94. Amongst the officers in Cortes’ camp there were some who were
unwilling to acquiesce in his bold designs. They claimed that the expedition
had been sent out by those in authority for the definite purpose of discover-
ing whether there was any gold in the Indians’ territory or not. They had
achieved that purpose, and not only had they established trading relations
with the natives but they had amassed an imposing quantity of treasure
which it was now their duty to carry back to Cuba. They urged that thirty-
five men were dead of wounds and the pestilential climate, that others were
ill, while all were without provisions and exposed to the certainty of an
attack by the Indians. Cortes replied to these representations with great
moderation. His opinion was that they would be ill-advised to abandon the
country now that they had obtained a foothold in it; it was necessary to
explore further, so as to make a satisfactory report concerning the land, its
resources, and its inhabitants. As for the loss of thirty-odd men, he remind-
ed his opponents that this was a surprisingly small number, since in all war-
fare some must fall.

95. When his invitation to a parley was rejected and it was clear that the
Indians were determined not to listen to reason, Cortes gave the order to
charge and the Spaniards plunged into the fray. After some hours of sharp
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fighting, the Indians began to draw off in an orderly fashion, while the
Spaniards, pressing after them, were artfully drawn into a narrow defile
intersected by a water-course, where the ground rendered the cavalry
unavailable. The crafty Indians had decoyed them into an ambush; for, all
of a sudden, their astonished eyes beheld a countless multitude of warriors
whose number was estimated at one hundred thousand. With shrill cries this
vast host which, by its numbers alone, might well hope to engulf the little
group of Spaniards, rushed to the attack. Many would doubtless have been
killed had it not been for the fact that the Indians in this, as in countless later
battles, were determined to capture them alive for sacrifice to their native
gods. When all seemed lost, however, Cortes managed to shift the action to
more level ground where he brought his cavalry into action and so dispersed
the enemy.

96. During their first days in Montezuma’s capital, the Spaniards were
the object of every attention and were visited daily by the great nobles of
the country. Despite such outward appearances, however, the Spanish cap-
tains were disquieted by reports that treachery was brewing. It was assert-
ed that they had finally been allowed to enter the city because it would be
more easy to annihilate them there than elsewhere. Surrounded as they were
by innumerable hordes of Montezuma’s warriors and vassals, to whom his
word was law, the gravity of their situation became daily more evident.
Their stay could not be indefinitely prolonged, but it was not clear how it
was to terminate felicitously. If it had been difficult to get into the capital,
it seemed even more of an undertaking to get out of it alive. The city was
so planned that exit from it could be cut off by raising bridges; and once this
were done, the little handful of Spaniards would find themselves isolated.
The imminence of their danger prompted their leader to put into operation
the daring plan of seizing Montezuma himself and holding him as a hostage
for the good conduct of his subjects. 

97. Despite the success which had attended his military operations,
there were some of the followers of Cortes who were so opposed to his
plans of conquest that they formed a conspiracy to kill him. Whether too
many men were involved in this plot, or too much time was allowed to
elapse between its conception and its execution, is not clear; in any case,
one of the men privy to it repented, and the day previous to that fixed for
carrying it out, he revealed everything to the commander. Calling his offi-
cers together, Cortes related what he had just heard, and then going all
together to the quarters of the ringleader they surprised him there with sev-
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eral confederates. Realising that he was discovered, the traitor attempted to
destroy a slip of paper that lay on the table; but Cortes was too quick for
him; and glancing down the list of names written on it, he was pained to
find some whom he had considered his friends inscribed amongst his
would-be assassins. The chief conspirator was immediately tried, found
guilty, and punished with such promptness that the sight of his dead body
hanging from his own doorway was the first intimation to his associates that
the conspiracy had been discovered.

98. Under the leadership of their young sovereign, who kept his seren-
ity throughout, these naked barbarians, weakened by famine and confront-
ed by inevitable defeat, fought fearlessly. Never did they so much as name
surrender, even though Cortes daily renewed his offer of honourable terms
for the emperor and his people if they would submit. Time after time,
Cortes wasted hours in waiting for better counsels to prevail; but nothing he
could say or do sufficed to allay the distrust of the enemy. Their choice was
made; they had had enough of the Spaniards, in whose semi-divine charac-
ter they no longer believed, and whose presence in the land they so deeply
detested. Cortes protested throughout the greatest reluctance to destroy the
city, and repeatedly declared that the necessity of so doing filled him with
inexpressible grief. The fate known to be in store for every Spaniard taken
alive, and stories of the hideous rites of sacrifice followed by cannibal
feasts, were certainly sufficient to arouse the Spaniards to a frenzy; yet
never, so far as we know, did the spirit of vengeance prompt reprisals on
the prisoners who fell into their hands.

99. The execution of the Duke of Somerset was fixed for the morning
of the 22nd of January. Since an attempt at rescue was anticipated, all
inhabitants of the city were commanded to keep to their houses and a thou-
sand men-at-arms were brought in from the country. But as the day dawned,
despite the proclamation, the great square and every avenue of approach to
it were thronged with spectators, pressing on all sides against the circle of
armed men. A little before eight o’clock Somerset was led out by the guard.
He stepped forward, said a short prayer, and bowing to the people,
addressed them bareheaded. “I am come hither to die; but as true and faith-
ful a man as any unto the King’s Majesty and to his realm. I am condemned
by a law whereunto I am subject, as are we all; and therefore to show obe-
dience I am content to die.” Many in the crowd expected that at the very last
moment the king would send a pardon, and there was a rumour that a mes-
senger had indeed arrived. But such hopes were groundless; and within a
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few minutes of Somerset’s first appearance, the executioner had completed
his grim task.

100. On the day after the expiration of the truce an enterprising officer
performed a service of great importance by surprising the castle of
Dumbarton. This was the only fortified place in the kingdom of which the
queen had kept possession ever since the commencement of the civil wars.
Its situation, on the top of a high and almost inaccessible rock, rendered it
extremely strong and, in the opinion of that age, impregnable. As it com-
manded the river, it was of great importance, and was deemed the most like-
ly place for the landing of any foreign troops that might come to Mary’s aid.
It was this fortress which a small but gallant band determined to assault.
Arriving at midnight, when the moon was already set, they attempted to
climb the rock where it was highest and where there were few sentinels.
Many were the difficulties they encountered, as their ladders proved to be
insecure and the darkness prevented them from seeing each other clearly. It
was indeed nearly daybreak before they were at the top of the steep ascent;
but fortunately, as they had expected, the sentinels were lulled into a false
sense of security, and after a short conflict they made themselves masters
of the castle.

101. Next morning the messengers delivered a letter from their sover-
eign to Mary in which, after the bitterest reproaches and accusations, she
informed her that regard for the happiness of the nation had at last rendered
it necessary to make a public enquiry into her conduct. She was therefore
required, as she had so long lived under the protection of the laws of
England, to submit to trial. Mary, though surprised at this message, was nei-
ther appalled at the danger nor unmindful of her own dignity. She protest-
ed in the most solemn manner that she was innocent and had never counte-
nanced any attempt against the life of the queen of England; but, at the same
time, she refused to acknowledge the right of English judges to try her. “I
came into the kingdom,” she said, “an independent sovereign, to implore
the queen’s assistance, not to subject myself to her authority. My spirit is
not broken by past misfortunes, nor so intimidated by present dangers as to
stoop to anything unbecoming the majesty of a crowned head or to anything
that will disgrace the ancestors from whom I am descended and the son to
whom I shall leave my throne. If I must be tried, princes alone shall try me.” 

102. Information soon reached the colonists in America that a scheme
was on foot for enforcing their subjugation by means of a body of troops
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who did not speak their language, and who came from countries where the
idea of liberty, as Anglo-Saxons understood it, was totally unknown. The
tidings were everywhere received with surprise, indignation, and anxiety.
Those feelings were strongest in the well-ordered homesteads in districts
which, ever since the Indians had retreated westwards, had been exempt
from the terror of rapine, conflagration, and outrage. The German officers
who were to be sent against them and a great majority of their men might
be respectable and law-abiding, in so far as military law was any protection
to the inhabitants of a rural district which had been proclaimed rebellious;
but a considerable percentage of the rank and file in some of the regiments
was composed of refuse from all the barrack-rooms in Europe. The near
future proved only too well that the apprehensions entertained by the
dwellers in the sea-board were not exaggerated.

103. When Charles Fox rose to oppose the measure which the govern-
ment proposed, he spoke with the ease of private conversation and all the
charm and force of oratory. “I have always said that the war is unjust, and
the object of it unattainable. But, admitting it to be a just and practicable
war, I now say that the means employed are not such as will secure the
desired ends. In order to induce the Americans to submit, you pass laws
against them, tyrannical and cruel in the extreme. When they complain of
one law, your answer is to pass another more rigorous than the former. You
tell us that you have no choice in the matter, because they are in rebellion.
Then treat them as rebels are wont to be treated. Send out your fleets and
armies, and subdue them; but show them that your laws are mild, just, and
equitable, and that they therefore are in the wrong. The very contrary of this
has been your wretched policy. I have ever understood it as a first principle
that in rebellion you punish the individuals but spare the country. In a war
against a foreign enemy you spare individuals and do your utmost to injure
and impoverish the country. Your conduct has in all respects been the
reverse of this.”

104. Colonel Markham served until the end of the war, and at different
times was entrusted with the command of a brigade. We are told that some
singularities appeared in his character, but all tending to his honour. When
at the head of his regiment, he always made some tired soldier ride his
horse, and he himself marched on foot through every kind of bad ground
and partook of every awkwardness of situation to which his men were
exposed. His cool courage and contempt of personal danger were almost
proverbial in the army. On one occasion, when under a heavy fire, he heard
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talking in the ranks. He turned his back upon the enemy, commanded
silence, and harangued the men upon the discipline of the Lacedaemonians.
Upon another occasion his regiment, while advancing amid a shower of
bullets, was brought up short by a wooden fence. Colonel Markham went
up to the palings, pulled at them and found that they might be forced. After
the action, some of his officers represented to him the imminent danger to
which he had exposed himself unnecessarily, as he might have sent a pri-
vate upon the same service. He answered with warmth: “Good God! Do you
suppose I would send any man on a service of danger where I would not go
myself?”

105. Toulon still appeared secure. Not one of the great fortresses which
protected it was seriously threatened and, judging from the distance at
which the Republican forces still remained from the walls, the inhabitants
might have believed in the indefinite duration of the siege. But the English
fleet began to withdraw from the harbour and the inhabitants learned with
dismay that vessels were offered for those who wished to fly. A multitude,
struck with despair and beside themselves with terror, rushed to the ships to
escape from Republican vengeance. More than fifteen thousand inhabitants
thus abandoned their homes; the town was soon deserted and given up to
the convicts who had broken their chains. Night came on and increased the
confusion. All at once a flame rose from the arsenal, and soon after, a sud-
den blaze shot into the air from the middle of the harbour; it was the ves-
sels of the Republicans which the English set on fire before leaving. Next
day the besieging troops entered the mute and terror-stricken town. Many
hundreds of those who had not supposed it needful to take to flight, were
publicly shot without any other form of trial than the simple denunciation
of their fellow-citizens.

106. Bonaparte’s proclamation on taking the field was utterly opposed
to the spirit which had hitherto animated the Republican armies. It was an
appeal to their ambition, and no longer to their patriotism; it was a war of
conquest and not a war of liberty that his words announced. “Soldiers,” he
said, “you are hungry and nearly naked. The government owes you much,
but it can do nothing for you; your patience and courage do you honour, but
cannot procure for you either profit or glory. I am come to lead you into the
most fertile plains in the world. There you will find rich provinces and great
towns; there you will find glory, honour, and riches.” These seductive
promises, so often to be repeated in his later proclamations, were then heard
for the first time. The Republican soldiers had often listened to addresses
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about tyranny to destroy, about liberty to avenge, about chains to break; but
no one had yet thought of inflaming their valour by kindling their cupidity.
In reading these first words addressed to the army of democrats by this
powerful tempter, we think with sadness of the subsequent mad adventures
into which he was destined to draw them. 

107. After the battle of Lodi, Bonaparte received despatches informing
him that he was henceforth to share the command of the army with
Kellermann. Nothing could have been more galling to a man of his pride
and ambition; but with the decision of one who knows that he is indispen-
sable, he did not hesitate to send in his resignation, fully convinced that it
would not be accepted. His letter was firm, but full of deference and cour-
tesy. He began by announcing the news of his victory and the conquest of
a fertile province of Italy, which was certainly the best introduction he
could have chosen to give weight to his words. “But,” he continued, “if I
have to refer everything to Ministers at home, if they have the right to
change my movements, to send me troops or withdraw them at their pleas-
ure, do not expect any further success. In the present state of affairs it is
indeed necessary that you should have one general who has your entire con-
fidence. If it is not I, I shall not complain; I shall only redouble my zeal in
order to deserve your esteem. General Kellermann has had more experience
and will make war better than I; but both together we shall make it ill.”

108. After he had made himself master of the plain of Lombardy,
Bonaparte addressed his soldiers in words which later generations have
thought too full of boasting and bombast. “Much,” he said, “you have done,
my soldiers; but is there nothing more to do? Shall it be said of us that we
knew how to conquer, but not how to profit by victory? Shall posterity
reproach us with having halted before our final goal is won? No! I see you
ready to fly to arms; for you know that every day lost for glory is lost too
for your happiness. Let us be stirring, then! We still have forced marches to
make, enemies to subdue, laurels to win, and wrongs to avenge. But the
people through whose land we shall pass have nothing to fear. We are the
friends of them all; we are especially friendly towards the descendants of
the Brutuses and Scipios, and those great men whom we have taken for our
models. To rebuild the Capitol, and place there with all honour the statues
of heroes of renown, to rouse the Roman people, whom so many centuries
of bondage have enthralled, such will be the fruit of your victories. And you
will have the glory of having changed the face of the most beautiful coun-
try in Europe.”
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109. From eight to ten thousand peasants had shut themselves up in
Pavia and manned the ramparts, when the French column led by Bonaparte
came in sight. The summons of the general, calling upon the besieged rab-
ble to surrender, produced no effect, and the order was given to take the
ramparts, if possible, by storm and to batter down the gates of the city with
axes. Within a short space the peasants, realising that resistance was hope-
less, dispersed precipitately into the country, where many of them fell easy
victims to the pursuing cavalry. The soldiers, finding themselves masters of
the town, loudly demanded permission to pillage, and Bonaparte granted it,
thus yielding to a barbarous tradition long proscribed by the code of
civilised nations. He also gave orders that those who had been responsible
for leading the peasants in their ill-fated defence should be immediately
executed; but fortunately for his memory, the order was not carried out at
once, and the general was glad enough a few days later to show them a
mercy which was no more than justice.

110. The French army was in a most critical situation, but by a rapid
concentration of its forces it could regain its lost advantages; for if it was a
third less in number than the whole of the troops which surrounded it, it was
stronger than each of the enemy detachments taken separately, and could
beat them one after another before they had effected their junctions.
Bonaparte saw at a glance the necessity of following this plan, and he car-
ried it out with that incomparable decision which in these difficult moments
astonished the most resolute and made people say that a god was in him. As
he required all his forces, he did not hesitate to raise the siege of Mantua on
which he was engaged. This sacrifice has undoubtedly gained him more
praise than it deserved, for it was a matter of necessity; but it was a sacri-
fice that none but he would have made with the same promptitude. Indeed,
the besiegers retired with such speed that the enemy leader, who had been
hastening by forced marches to bring assistance, found no one to fight with
when he arrived; and because of this well-planned but wasted effort he was
absent from a battle which decided the fate of his principal army.

111. Mantua had for some time been reduced to the severest extremi-
ties; the garrison had eaten all the horses and were now on half rations. It is
not surprising that they were compelled to ask for terms; for the resistance
could not in fact be prolonged. Nevertheless, the deputation from Mantua
to the French camp enumerated, with the exaggeration usual in such cases,
the means of defence which the garrison still possessed. While they were
conducting their negotiations with the officer in charge of the blockade,
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they scarcely noticed a stranger wrapped in a large cloak who was writing
at a table without saying a word. When he had finished he rose, and extend-
ing a paper to the leader of the deputation he said “Here are my conditions.
If your general still had provisions for twenty-five days and spoke of sur-
render, he would be unworthy of honourable terms; but I respect his age, his
courage, and his misfortunes. If he opens his gates tomorrow, or if he waits
three months, the conditions will be the same.” The Mantuans now recog-
nised Bonaparte and, after admitting that they had provisions for only three
days more, they agreed to surrender. 

112. If the king had been a despot, he might at least have controlled the
petty chieftains and kept the right of plundering in his own hand; but his
selfish indifference was worse than any tyranny. No regular government
existed. Those who nominally governed the various districts, were in fact
collectors of revenue, who had to pay a fixed sum to the king and reim-
bursed themselves as best they could. This revenue was collected by armed
force and no land-owner ever dreamed of paying unless he was compelled.
The strong gathered their clansmen around them, shut themselves up in
their forts, and received the chieftain and his army with a discharge of
artillery. The weak were mercilessly plundered, sometimes killed, and
sometimes forced to take to brigandage for a living. The soldiers too were
let loose upon the country to realise their pay, so that peasants and small
traders never felt secure for a single night. No pen could faithfully describe
the sins of the oppressors or the miseries of the oppressed; and, if the pic-
ture could be painted, no humane man would suffer himself to look upon it.
For the worst of Roman proconsuls would have blushed at the iniquities.

113. Maddened by repeated taunts, and suffering from a sense of injus-
tice, the Indian soldiers plotted to murder their officers in the dead of night,
seize the fortress, and hold it while their brethren in the south were follow-
ing their example. The English were taken wholly by surprise. Some were
shot down at their posts, others were murdered in their beds; and all must
have been overpowered if there had not been a solitary officer outside the
fort who heard the tumult and hurried to Arcot for help. Fortunately the
commandant of that station was a man equal to any emergency. In less than
a quarter of an hour after he had heard the news, he was galloping at the
head of a squadron towards the scene of the mutiny. Finding the gate closed
against his force, he had himself drawn up alone by a rope over the walls,
assumed command of the remnant of the garrison, and kept the mutineers
at bay until his men forced their way in, completed the rescue, and took ter-
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rible vengeance upon all the delinquents, except those who escaped or who
were reserved for more formal punishment.

114. When it was known in the government camp that a battle was to
be fought on the morrow, even the sick rose painfully from their beds and
swore that they would remain there no longer. Before daybreak the troops
were led out to meet the enemy, but it was not until midday that the rebels,
unable any longer to hold their ground, were forced to retreat towards the
city. The victors, though fearfully exhausted, were still eager for more
blood and their general resolved to follow up his success lest the enemy
should have time to rally; consequently it was evening before the victorious
army laid aside its weapons. Their losses had been severe; but the victory
was worth the price paid for it; for the enemy had sustained a crushing
defeat. They had been forced to surrender to their conqueror a commanding
position from which he would attack them to the greatest advantage while
keeping open his communications; and they had been driven ignominious-
ly, by a force far smaller than their own, to take refuge within the walls of
the very city from which they had but lately expelled every inhabitant
whom they had not destroyed. No wonder then that the victors lay down to
rest with light hearts.

115. Then the commander, seeing no hope of succour, and reflecting
that his ammunition was fast failing, that many of his best men had fallen,
and that the survivors were worn out by the sleepless labour of defence,
resolved to attempt an escape. In the river which ran beneath the walls of
the fort there were three boats moored, and into these the garrison were
ordered to descend. Night was almost over when the men had taken their
places, and there was already enough light for the enemy to see that their
prey was escaping. With fierce yells they started in pursuit on foot; but the
current carried the fugitives away so swiftly that their pursuers, stumbling
along the uneven bank, could not gain upon them. But by an unfortunate
mischance, two of the boats grounded and only a few of their occupants
could be transferred to the remaining boat, which was now uncomfortably
loaded. Those who were left behind made their way as best they could to
the bank, where they fell easy victims to the enemy. Yet their fate was no
worse than that of those in the third boat, which capsized and precipitated
them into the river. Of the eighty-five who set out from the fort only three
survived to tell the tale.
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116. Meanwhile the women in the city had been anxiously waiting for
the issue of the battle upon which they believed their safety depended. The
distress of those whose husbands were in action was terrible; and after lis-
tening for three long hours to the confused noise of the battle, some of them
hurried to an eminence within the city, from which they knew they would
be able to discern the movements of the two armies. Then their suspense
was terminated indeed, but by despair; for they could plainly see their coun-
trymen retreating, hotly pursued by the enemy’s cavalry. Within a short
time a disorderly mob of their own soldiers, covered with dust and stained
with the blood of their wounds, came rushing into the city, clamouring for
water. Now that they knew the worst, the women forgot their own sorrows.
Some of them went about ministering to the needs of the defeated and
exhausted troops; others watched over the bedsides of the wounded and the
dying; and there were many who showed a more than womanly fortitude
and shared the task of barricading the gates against the enemy, who were
now clamouring outside as if they expected to take the city as easily as they
had won the battle outside its walls.

117. Grant, whose career had been one of unbroken success, was now
called upon to command an army and suppress a rebellion. But he declined
the honour which was thrust upon him. If he had believed that he was not
the fittest man that could be found, his resolve would have been worthy of
respect. But there is no evidence to show that he thought so humbly of his
own powers. He declared that he could best serve his country by remaining
at headquarters and thence directing the movements of the troops whose
glory he refused to share in the field. Others, he said, might have ability
enough for crushing a rebellion; he had to meditate for the future. No mat-
ter how gloomy were the messages that came from the scene of the conflict,
he was never dismayed; for he alone failed to realise how serious was the
situation. Indeed, the one great service he conferred on his country came
about more by accident than design; for the officer whom he carelessly
selected to quell the trouble proved to be a man of genius whose military
exploits in later years were destined to win the gratitude of a whole nation.

118. Never since wars began had a besieged garrison been called upon
to do or to suffer greater things than were appointed for the garrison of
Cawnpore. The besieging army numbered some three thousand trained sol-
diers, well fed, well lodged, well armed, supplied with all the munitions of
war, and supported by the sympathies of a large portion of the civil popu-
lation. The besieged were few in number, and had to contend against almost
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every disadvantage that could have been arrayed against them. They could
only muster about four hundred fighting men, more than seventy of whom
were invalids. Wholly insufficient in itself, this small force was encum-
bered by the charge of a helpless throng of women and children.
Furthermore, combatants and non-combatants alike experienced now for
the first time the unmitigated fierceness of a tropical summer; without the
most ordinary comforts, they were huddled together in two stifling build-
ings which offered them their only shelter. In such circumstances, it is a
matter for wonder and surprise that the defenders did not at once despair of
holding the town against the overwhelming numbers of their enemy.

119. The most trying period of the siege had now begun. There was so
little food left that the daily ration of each person had to be reduced to a
handful of flour; and whereas fresh hosts of rebels were daily swarming to
swell the ranks of the enemy, the numbers of the defenders were greatly
diminished. Some were struck down by fever; others pined away from
exposure, from hunger, or from thirst. More wretched still was the fate of
the wounded; for there were no longer any medical supplies of any kind;
and death, which came too slowly, was their only healer. But most to be
pitied were those women who still survived. Their only resting place was
the hard earth, their only protection a crumbling wall; they were begrimed
with dirt and their dresses were in rags. A skilful pen might describe the
acuteness of their bodily sufferings; but who can imagine the intensity of
their mental tortures? They lacked the consolation of fighting against des-
perate odds, which may even then have sustained the heart of the soldier.
Yet they never despaired and they cheered all by their uncomplaining spir-
it and their tender, gracious kindness.

120. Two battles had now been won; but there was no rest for the vic-
tors; for before noon news was brought that the enemy had rallied near an
unfordable river six miles distant and were preparing to destroy the bridge.
Knowing that if they succeeded in their design his progress would be retard-
ed, the general called upon his troops for a fresh effort. Exhausted by a five
hours’ march, they were lying down waiting for breakfast; but full of con-
fidence in their leader and inspired by his self-denying example, they
sprang to their feet at the word of command and marched forward. When
they reached the river they found the enemy massed on its banks; but the
bridge was still intact. Undaunted by the numbers confronting them, they
rushed into the conflict and after a sharp hand-to-hand encounter they suc-
ceeded in driving the enemy in confusion over the bridge. Satisfied that the
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road was now clear, the general had not the heart to call upon his men to
pursue the bewildered foe. The soldiers indeed were so overcome by fatigue
that they threw themselves on the ground; and many of them, caring for
nothing but rest, even rejected the food which was offered them.

121. It is generally agreed that if Campbell had known how to use his
opportunities, or if he had accepted the counsel of one of his lieutenants, he
might have gained a far more splendid and decisive success; he might
indeed have achieved at one stroke the subjugation not only of a single city
but of a whole province. Outram, his second in command, was eager to
strike another blow at the rebels while they were confused and demoralised
by the loss of their citadel; and in pursuit of this aim he applied for permis-
sion to cross the river and attack them. If he had been allowed to do so he
might have cut off their retreat. Campbell’s answer was one which, if it had
proceeded from a less sagacious man, might have been regarded as a symp-
tom of insanity. Influenced by his almost miserly reluctance to expend the
lives of his soldiers, even for the attainment of a great object, he forbade
Outram to execute his plan if he thought that by doing so he would lose a
single man. Others might have dared to disobey so absurd an order. Outram,
however, was not a man to act in opposition to his instructions; and thus a
great opportunity was lost. 

122. After the destruction of his stronghold, Kunwar Singh pursued the
career of a freebooter far away from the land of his birth. In the spring,
however, he saw an opportunity of proving his claim to rank amongst the
heroes of his race. He knew that the British garrison in the province of Oudh
had been seriously weakened by the necessity of concentrating troops else-
where: now was the time for him to strike a crushing blow at the
Government. At first his venture was attended by signal successes; he sur-
prised and captured several villages and eventually blockaded an important
town where several detachments of British troops were stationed. The lack
of provisions in the town made the plight of the defenders serious in the
extreme; yet after several weeks the town was still in British possession,
and there were many rumours that a strong force was marching rapidly to
its relief. Though Kunwar Singh now suspected that he must abandon his
designs against the garrison, his presence of mind did not forsake him. He
posted the flower of his troops to oppose the relieving force, and there is no
knowing what the issue would have been had not old age ended the career
of this redoubtable warrior.
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123. When Lord Dalhousie proclaimed that the state of Jhansi had now
become the possession of the British, the widow of the late ruler protested
against his action. She might in time have learned to reconcile herself to a
not uncommon fate, if the Government had not called upon her to pay debts
which her husband had left. At first she could not conceal her indignation
at such meanness; but when she found that her remonstrances were disre-
garded, she cunningly resolved to wear a smiling face in the presence of her
masters, while secretly waiting for an opportunity to gratify the bitter
resentment which she harboured against them. She was indeed a woman
whom it was dangerous to provoke. Tall of stature and comely in person,
she was capable of pursuing a policy with an unconquerable resolution.
Moreover, while brooding over her own grievances, she knew how to avail
herself of the discontent which British rule had awakened in the minds of
all her former subjects; and when news reached her that the peoples in other
parts of the peninsula had risen against their oppressors, she felt that her day
had come at last and speedily organised a revolt in the territory where her
husband had once ruled.

124. The besieged had no thought of yielding without a struggle; but
they could not hide from themselves or their enemies that ammunition and
supplies of every kind were almost entirely lacking. Their assailants, how-
ever, were led by a man who was not trained in warfare and who was
unwilling to ask his subordinates what course he ought to pursue; opportu-
nities which a more skilful general would have turned to advantage were let
slip. Day after day passed by, and the plight of those in the city was grow-
ing more desperate when messengers arrived from the besiegers to say that
if the garrison would surrender the city they would be conducted to a place
of safety. Trusting to the solemn oaths which the messengers swore, the
garrison walked out of the city. It would have been better if they had
remained within, destroyed their women and children with their own hands,
and then died at their posts. Then at least they would have sold their lives
dearly; for the moment they had quitted the city, the enemy fell treacher-
ously upon them, dragged them off to a garden close by, and there murdered
nearly every man, woman, and child among them.

125. At three o’clock in the morning the columns marched silently to
their positions. The moon was very bright and the men, fearful of being dis-
covered, waited for some time in suspense for the signal. At length the order
to advance was whispered along the ranks and the troops moved on. As they
approached the city gate, they heard a warning cry from the walls and
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immediately they were assailed by a shower of missiles of every kind.
Undaunted, they pushed on and within a brief space they had gained the
rampart where the enemy, paralysed by their opponents’ courage, fell back
in confusion. Then began a grim struggle for the possession of the streets of
the city. House after house was desperately defended and resolutely
stormed. Many of the defenders whose retreat was cut off jumped down
into the shallow wells rather than face their foes; but the infuriated soldiers
dragged them out and slew them on the spot. The fiercest struggle took
place round the palace until the rebels, realising that their chief had aban-
doned them to their fate, broke and fled. Before dawn every street was in
the hands of the attackers and there was scarcely a house that was not
ablaze.
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abandon, (a person) d¡ser-«1 (3, ~u¿,
~tum); d¡-sum (|esse, ~fu¿; with dat.;
251); d¡stitu-« (3, ~¿); d¡-sc¿sc« (3,
~sc¿v¿; with ab = withdraw from a
party).

abandon (a thing or work), omitt« (3,
~m¿s¿, ~missum; see note under
undone, I leave); d¡-sist« (3, ~stit¿;
with ab or abl.).

abandoned = wicked, perditus.

abandonment of, use o-mitt« (3,
~m¿s¿, ~missum). (417.)

abide by, st« (1, stet¿; with abl.).

ability, or abilities, ingenium, n. (See
note under character.)

able, possum (posse, potu¿).

abound in, abund« (1), circum-flu« 
(3, ~fl»x¿). (284.) 

about (adv.), circ§, circiter; fer¡,
ferm¡.

about (prep. = concerning), d¡. (332,
4.)

about (prep. = near), circum, circ§.
(331, 5.)

absence, in my. (61, and 420.)

absent, absum (abesse, §fu¿); from, §,
ab.

absolutely, pl§n¡; or superl. of adj.

absolutely impossible. (127.)

abstain from. (264.)

abundance of, pl»rimum. (294.)
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Caution—It should be understood that the Latin words given in this Vocabulary
are not necessarily equivalent to the English words when the latter are used with a
meaning different from that which they have in the Exercises. (See 17-19.)

N.B.—The references given in brackets to the various sections of the book are
intended to supplement the information given in the Vocabulary. The student
should therefore not neglect to make use of such references.

Figures in heavy type refer to sections. Figures in ordinary type refer to declen-
sions and conjugations, except where p. (= page) or Ex. (= Exercise) or Intr. (=
Introduction) is prefixed.
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1 Relinqu«, I abandon, in a neutral and general sense of “leaving behind”; d¡ser«,
I quit a place or person where or with whom duty bids me stay; d¡stitu«, I leave
“in the lurch” one who without me will be unaided; d¡sum, I fail to be present
where my presence is desirable or right; d¡fici« (with ab or, when the subject is not
a person, with the acc.), “I fall” or “fall off from,” those whom I have hitherto
stood by.



abuse, maledicta, n. pl. (51, b.)

accept, ac-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum).

acceptable to, gr§tus. (See note under
delightful.)

accident, c§sus. 4, m.

accident, by, c§s»; forte; fortuit«.

accomplish, ef- or c«n-fici« (3, ~f¡c¿,
~fectum).

accordance with, in, perinde ac, etc.
(491); pr« (332, 7).

account of, on. propter (with acc.).

account, on no, n»ll« mod«; minim¡.

account, take into, rati«nem habe« (2;
with gen.).

accuracy, with more, v¡rius. (64.)

accuse, acc»s«, 1.

accuser, = he who accuses. (76.)

accustomed, am, sole« (2, solitus
sum).

achievements, r¡s gestae.

achievements, perform, r¡s ger« (3,
gess¿, gestum).

acquire, ad-ip¿scor (3, ~eptus sum).
(19.) 

acquit, absol-v« (3, ~v¿, ~»tum). (306.)

across, tr§ns (with acc.).

act (= behave), m¡ ger« (3, gess¿).

act rightly, r¡ct¡ faci« (3, f¡c¿).

act thus, haec faci« (3, f¡c¿).

action, by, agend« (398); nom. agere
(95, 99).

acts, facta, n. pl. (51, b.)

address (= speech), «r§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

address (the people), verba (apud
populum) faci« (3, f¡c¿).

adequate, i»stus.

administering the government, re¿
p»blicae pr«c»r§ti-«, ~«nis, f.; rem-
p»blicam gubern§re.

administration, pr«c»r§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

admire, adm¿ror, 1.

advance, pr«-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿, ~ces-
sum); pr«-gredior, (3, ~gressus sum).

advance in learning, doctior f¿«.

advanced age, pr«vecta aet§s. (303,
Note (i).)

advanced in life or years. (303, Note
(i).)

advance guard, primum ag-men,
~minis, n.

advantage, ¡molumentum, n. (294.)

adverse, adversus (adj.).

adversity. r¡s adversae.

advice, against your, use pres. part. of
dis-su§de« (2, ~su§s¿). (420.)

advise, mone«, 2.

advocate of (peace). auctor (p§cis).

advocate of, am an, su§de« (2, su§s¿,
su§sum); with acc. of thing. (See
248.)

advocate, am your, t¡ d¡fen-d« (3,
~d¿).

affair, r¡s, 5, f.

affected (= agitated), am, 
com-moveor (2, ~m«tus sum).

affirmative, to reply in the. (162.)

afflict with, af-fici« (3, ~f¡c¿). (283.)

afraid, am, time«, 2.

afraid of, am, = fear (25), per-
tim¡sc« (3, ~timu¿; with acc., or n¡,
ut, 137).

after (prep.), post (with acc.). (322.)

after (with verbal subst.), use cum.

again, r»rsus. (328, g.)
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again (with neg.), posth§c; poste§.

again and again, saepe, saepissim¡.
(57, a; see also 533, b.)

against, contr§ (with acc.).

against (my wishes) = in spite of.
(420.)

age (= time of life), ae-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

age (= of things), vetus-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

age, old, senec-t»s, ~t»tis, f.

age, of that. (238, iii.)

age, those of his own, aequ§l¡s. (51,
a.)

age of, at the. (327.)

aged, ex§ctae aet§tis (gen.). (303,
Note (i).)

aggressive, take the, ultr« arma (or
bellum) ¿n-fer« (|ferre, ~tul¿,
ill§tum).

agitation, there is, trepid§tur. (218.)

ago. (324.)

agree with, do not, parum (= but
little) c«n-senti« (4, ~s¡ns¿) cum
(with abl.).

agreed by (all), it is, c«nstat inter
(omn¡s).

agreed on by, it is, convenit inter
(with acc.).

agreement, pactum, n.

agreement is come to, an, convenit
(impers.).

agreement with, am in, c«n-senti« (4,
~s¡ns¿) cum (with abl.)

aid, auxilium, n.

aid, opem fer« (ferre, tul¿; with dat.).

aid, come to, sub-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿,
~ventum; with dat.). (See also 259.)

aid, by your, oper§ tu§.

aim at, pet-« (3, ~¿v¿, ~¿tum); ap-pet«.
(23.)

aim at (doing, etc.), id ag« (3, ¡g¿) ut
… (118.)

alarmed, am, time«, 2.

alarmed (= anxious) for, time«, 2
(with dat.; 248).

Alexander, Alexan-der, ~dr¿.

alien (adj.), externus.

alien (noun), peregr¿nus, m.

alike (adv.), pariter.

alive, am, v¿v« (3, v¿x¿).

all, pl. of omnis; also c»nctus, »niver-
sus.1

all (things), n. pl. of omnis.

all is lost, d¡ summ§ r¡ §ctum est.

allegiance, fid¡s, 5, f.

alliance with, make, societ§tem in-e«
(|¿re, ~¿v¿) cum …

allow (= let), per-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿, 
~missum; with dat.; 123).

allow (= grant), con-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿,
~cessum).

allow (= confess, admit), fateor (2,
fassus sum), con-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿).

allow myself to, will not, n«n com-
mittam ut …

allowed, am, licet mihi. (198.)

allowed, it is (= admitted, or agreed
on), c«nstat (impers.); allowed by,
c«nstat inter (with acc.).

ally, socius, m.
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1 Univers¿, all as a body, opposed to singul¿; omn¡s, all without exception,
opposed to n¡m« or to »nus; c»nct¿ is stronger than omn¡s, “all together.”



almost, fer¡,1 paene, prope.

aloft, alt¡.

alone in doing this, am, s«lus (or »nus
529 d) hoc faci«. (62.)

along (331, 5 and 21.)

already, iam.

also, quoque (Intr. 89); or
(sometimes) ¿dem, ¿demque. (366.)

altars and hearths, §rae atque foc¿.

altering, am (intrans.), m»tor, 1. (21,
a.)

always, semper.

ambassador, l¡g§tus.

ambush, ambuscade, ¿nsidiae, f. pl.

amiss, secus.

among, inter (with acc.).

ancestors, mai«r¡s. (51, a.)

ancient, pr¿stinus2; vetus (gen. vet-
eris); vetustus (superl. vetustis-
simus); ant¿quus. (See note.)

and, et, ~que, atque, ac (Intr. 48; see
also 110).

anew, d¡ integr«. (328, g.)

anger, ¿ra; cherish anger, succ¡nse«
(2; with dat.).

angry with, am, ¿r§-scor (3, ~tus sum;
with dat.).

angry mood, ¿r§cundia, f.

angry outcries. (See outcries.)

annihilate, d¡l-e« (2, ~¡v¿, ~¡tum).

announcement, use n»nti«, 1. (417,
i.)

another (= a second), alter (gen.
alter¿us). (368.)

answer, re-sponde« (2, ~spond¿,
~sp«nsum).

answer, make no = answer nothing.

answer to, in. (331, 1.)

antiquity (of a thing existing),
vetust§s, ~t§tis, f.

anxiety, sollicit»d-«, ~inis, f.

anxiety, free from, s¡c»rus.

anxious for, feel, dif-f¿d« (3, ~f¿sus
sum; with dat.).

anxious to, am, cup-i« (3, ~¿v¿; with
inf.).

any (after negat.), quisquam,
quidquam; »llus. (See 358.)

any? (impassioned interrogative),
ecquis; (adjectival) ecqu¿.

any longer, ultr§. (See also 328, a.)

any man may, cuiusv¿s est. (292, 4.)

any one (in final [purpose] and con-
sec. [result] clauses). (109.)

anything (you please), quidv¿s. (359.)

anywhere (after negat.), »squam.

Apiolae, Apiolae, ~§rum, pl. f.

apologise for, veniam pet-« (3, ~¿v¿;
with quod-clause or gen. of noun).
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1 Fer¡ (ferm¡ often in Livy) is “more or less,” “about”; paene, prope, “less than,
but bordering on.” Hence quod fer¡ fit, “as generally happens”; but, prope d¿v¿nus,
“all but divine,” “heroic.”

2 Ant¿quus is “old and no longer existing”; vetus and vetustus “old and still exist-
ing.” Thus domus ant¿qua, “what was long ago my home”; domus (vetus or) vetus-
ta, “what has long been my home”; m«s ant¿quus, “an old custom now obsolete”;
vetere m«re, “in accordance with long-established custom.” Ant¿quus = “of the
good old times,” often used in praise. Pr¿scus = “old-fashioned,” “rarely seen
now”; pr¿stinus, simply “earlier” as opposed to “the present.”



apparently. (64.)

appeal to, obtestor, 1 (with acc.); to
you not to, t¡ obtestor (1) n¡ …
(See 118.)

appeal to, solemnly, fidem tuam
impl«r« (1) ut or n¡ …

appeal to fear, d¡terre«, 2. (25.)

appear (= seem), videor (2, v¿sus
sum). (43.)

applaud, plau-d« (3, ~s¿, ~sum; with
dat.).

apprehension, metus, 4, m.

approach, advent«, 1 (intrans.);
appropinqu«, 1 (with dat.).

approval for this, get your, hoc tibi
prob«.

approved of (by you), it is, (tibi)
prob§tur.

apt to, am = am wont, sole«, 2, soli-
tus sum.

ardently, vehement-er, ~ius, ~issim¡.

ardour for, studium, n. (with gen.).
(300.)

argue, dis-ser« (3, ~seru¿).

aright, r¡ct¡.

aristocratic party, optim§t-¡s, m. pl.
(gen. ~um or ~ium). (See 51, a, and
note.)

arm, bracchium, n.

armed, arm§tus. 

armistice, ind»tiae, f. pl. 

arms, arma, n. pl. 

army, exercitus, 4, m.

arrival, adventus, 4, m.

arrive, per-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿, ~ventum)
ad (with acc.).

arrow, sagitta, f.

art, ars (gen. artis), f.

as, or as … so, s¿cut (with ita in main
clause); et … et.

as (= as though), tamquam … (494.)

as (= while), dum. (180.)

as often as, quoti¡ns; cum. (See 193,
432.)

as regards, or as to (= about), d¡
(with abl.). (332, 4.)

as to (e.g. free from care as to), ab.
(332, 1.)

ascend the throne, (see 17), r¡x f¿«, or
r¡gnum accipi«.

ascertain, cog-n«sc« (3, ~n«v¿,
~nitum); certior f¿« (factus sum).

ascribe to you, tibi acceptum refer«.
(See indebted to you.)

ask (a question), rog«, interrog«, 1
(with acc.); quaer« (3, quaes¿v¿;
with ex or §). (See 231.)

ask (= request, beg), rog«, «r«, l, ut
…; pet-« (3, ~¿v¿, ~¿tum; with ab) ut
… (See 122.)

ask for, posc« (3, poposc¿).

ask your opinion, t¡ c«nsul-« (3, ~u¿,
~tum). (248.)

aspect of affairs, r¡rum faci¡s, 5, f. 

assailants = those who assail (ag-
gredior). (See 175.)

assassin, s¿c§rius, m.

assault. (See attack.)

assemble (intrans.), conven¿re.

assembly, conventus, 4, m.

assert (= pretend), dictit«, l.

assert (as a fact), affirm«. l.

assert (= maintain), vindic«, 1.

assert my country’s freedom, patriam
in l¿bert§tem vindic«.

assertors of (freedom) = those who
have asserted, etc. (175.)
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assist, ad-iuv« (l, ~i»v¿, ~i»tum). (246.)

assistance, bring you, tibi opem fer«
(ferre, tul¿).

assistance, come to his, e¿ sub-veni«
(4, ~v¡n¿).

assured, am. (240.)

Athenians, Ath¡ni¡ns¡s.

Athens, Ath¡nae, pl. f.

atone for, lu« (3, lu¿; with acc.);
poen§s d« (with gen.).

attached to me, me¿ amantissimus.
(302.)

attack (in general sense), ag-gredior
(3, ~gressus sum; with acc.); (a city
or place), oppugn«, 1 (see 24);
(suddenly), ad-orior (4, ~ortus sum).

attack (in words), in-vehor (3, ~vectus
sum; with in and acc.).

attack (of a pestilence, panic),
in~v§d« (3, ~v§s¿, ~v§sum).

attain to (= arrive at), per-veni« (4,
~v¡n¿) ad. (19.)

attain to (= obtain), ad-ip¿scor (3,
~eptus sum). (19.)

attempt, c«nor, l; id ag« ut …

attempt (noun), inceptum, n.; c«n§tus,
4, m.

authority, potes-t§s, ~t§tis, f. (See
influence, note.)

avail myself of, »tor (3, »sus sum;
with abl.).

avail with, am of no, nihil vale« apud.
(331, 4.)

avarice, av§ritia, f.

avert from, prohibe« (2) ab …

avoid (a burden, etc.), d¡-fugi« (3,
~f»g¿).

avoid (a danger), v¿t«, l.

avoid, to (= in order not to, etc.). (See
101.) 

avow, prae m¡ fer« (ferre, tul¿).

aware of, am, or become, senti«, (4,
s¡ns¿, s¡nsum).

backs, they turn their, terga dant.

band (of soldiers, etc.), manus, 4, f.

banish, c¿vit§te pell«, expell«; in 
exsilium pell« (3, pepul¿, pulsum)
or exig« (3, ex¡g¿, ex-§ctum).

banishment, exsilium, n.

bank, r¿pa, f.

banquet, a, epulae, pl. f.

barbarian, a, barbarus, m.

barbarous, use superl. of cr»d¡lis.
(57, a.)

base (adj.), turpis.

baseness, turpit»d-«, ~inis, f.; the
baseness of = how base it is. (174.)

battle, proelium, n.

battle, in, in aci¡.

bear, fer« (ferre, tul¿, l§tum).

beautiful, pulch-er, ~rior, ~errimus.1

because, quia, quod.

become, f¿« (fier¿, factus sum).

becomes (us), it, (n«s) decet (234); or
gen. with est. (291, Note 3.).

befalls, it, accidit. (247, 487, a.)

before (adv.), ante§; anteh§c; ante
(322).
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1 Pulcher is “beautiful” in a general sense; amoenus, “lovely to look on,” is
applied to natural objects such as a landscape.



before (prep.), ante (with acc.)

before long = soon or shortly.

beg, rog«, «r«, etc. (See ask.)

begin, in-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum);
coep¿ (coeptum est; 219); often
expressed by imperf. tense (185);
begin anew, redintegr«, 1 (with
acc.).

begin with. (332, l.)

beginning, initium, n.

behalf of, on, pr« (with abl.).

behave, m¡ ger« (3, gess¿, gestum).
(See 241, Notes 1, 2.)

behold, a-spici« (3, ~spex¿, ~spectum).

belief, op¿ni-«, ~«nis, f.

believe, cr¡-d« (3, ~did¿, ~ditum). (See
248.)

belong to the class of, »nus sum ex
… (529, a.)

beneficial, sal»t§ris; »tilis.

benefit you, tibi pr«sum (pr«desse,
pr«fu¿). 

beseech, «r«, l. (118.)

besiege (blockade), ob-side« (2, |s¡d¿,
sessum); (by actual attack),
oppugn«, 1.

best, the very. (529, f.)

bestow (these things on you), haec tibi
larg-ior (4, ~¿tus sum).

betake myself to, m¡ c«n-fer« (|tul¿)
ad …

betray, pr«-d« (3, ~did¿, ~ditum);
betrayers = those who had
betrayed. (See 175.)

better, for the, in melius.

better, it would have been, satius or
melius fuit. (153.)

between. (331, 10.)

bewail, compl«r«, 1.

bid, iube« (2, iuss¿, iussum). (120.)

bidding, at the, iuss». (270, Note 3.)

bill (= proposal for a law), rog§ti-«,
«nis, f.

bind myself, m¡ ob-string« (3,
~str¿nx¿).

black (metaph. of crime), simply tan-
tus; or tam atr«x.

blame, culpa, f.

blame, vituper«, l; reprehen-d« (3, ~d¿,
~sum).

blessing, bonum, n. (51, c).

blind, caecus.

blockade, (See besiege.)

blood, sangui-s, ~nis, m.; cru-or, «ris,
m.; so much, (295, c).

bloodshed, caed-¡s, ~is, f.

bloody, cruentus.

blow, a (metaph.), calami-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

blunder, err-or, ~«ris, m.

blush at, or for, m¡ pudet, with inf. or
gen. (309 and Notes.)

boast, make a, gl«rior, l. (282, Note.)

body, the whole, »nivers¿. (380, b.)
(See note under all.)

body-guard, satell-es, ~itis, m.

boldly, aud§cter; fer«citer; or use adj.
(61) fer«x.1

book, lib-er, ~ri, m.

born, n§tus (from n§scor).
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1 Fer«x is not used in the sense of “ferocious” (which is rather cr»d¡lis or 
saevus); it denotes “high spirit” carried to excess.



born and brought up, n§tus
¡d»c§tusque.

both, uterque; amb«. (See 378.)

both … and, et … et, vel …vel
(Intr. 48, 49).

bound (in duty) (p. 123, note).

bow to (metaph.), ob-sequor (3,
~sec»tus sum; with dat.).

boy, pu-er, ~er¿.

boy, from a, or from boyhood, §
puer«; when used of more than one,
§ puer¿s.

boyhood, in. (63.)

brand (you) with dishonour,
ign«miniae notam (tibi) in-»r« (3,
~uss¿, ~ustum).

brandish, iact«, 1.

brave (adj.), fortis; adv. fortiter.

brave the worst, ultima ex-perior, (4,
~pertus sum).

break (metaph.), viol«, l.

break my word, fidem fall« (3, fefell¿,
falsum).

break up (trans.), dissip«, l.

break up (intrans.), dissipor, l.

breathing space. (399, Note 2.)

bribery, ambitus, 4, m.1

brigand, latr-«, ~«nis, m.

bring, d»c« (3, d»x¿, ductum).

bring (you this), hoc tibi af-fer«
(|ferre, attul¿, allatum.) 

bring back word, ren»nti«, 1.

bring (a person) before you, ad t¡ ad-
d»c« (3, ~d»x¿, ~ductum).

bring credit to = be creditable to.
(260.)

bring forward (a law), fer« (ferre,
tul¿, l§tum).

bring help, opem fer« (ferre, tul¿).

bring loss on you, tibi damnum ¿n-
fero (|ferre, ~tul¿, ill§tum).

bring out (persons), pr«-d»c« (3,
~d»x¿, ~ductum).

bring to an end, f¿nem faci« (3, f¡c¿)
with gen.

bring under, faci«, with gen. of i»s
(i»ris) or arbitrium. (See 290, Note
3.)

bring up (supplies, etc.), subveh« (3,
~v¡x¿, ~vectum); support«, l; of sol-
diers, ad-d»c« (3, ~d»x¿, ~ductum).

broad, l§tus.

brother, fr§t-er, ~ris.

brought up (= bred), ¡d»c§tus (from
¡d»c«, 1).

bugbears, terr«r¡s, m. pl.; terricula, n.
pl. (Livy).

burden (e.g. of administering), use
r¡s lab«ri«sissima in appos. (223,
Note l.)

burdensome, molestus; gravis.

business, r¡s, 5, f.

but, sed; v¡rum (emphatic). 

butcher, truc¿d«, 1.

bystander, use adst« or circumst«.
(See 71, 73, 175.)

calamity, calami-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

call away, §voc«, 1.

call to me, ad m¡ voc«, convoc«, 1.
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1 From ambi«, lit. “I go round,” “I canvass”; hence both verb and noun are used
for “illegal canvassing” or “bribery.”



call to mind, see recall.

called, am, vocor, 1. (7.)

calm, (adj.) tranquillus.

calmly, aequ« anim«.

camp, castr-a, ~«rum, n. pl. 

campaign = year, annus, m. 

campaign was disastrous, was pros-
perous, r¡s ¿nf¡l¿citer (or superl.),
prosper¡, gesta est.

can, possum (posse, potu¿).

candid, l¿ber.

candidate for, am a, pet-« (3, ~¿v¿,
~¿tum). (22, 23.)

cannot, nequ-e« (|¿re, ~¿v¿).

caprice, lib¿d-«, ~inis, f. 

care, c»ra, f.

care, free from, s¡c»rus.

care to, vol« (velle, volu¿).

careful for (your safety), tibi cave«
(2, c§v¿). (248.)

carry across, tr§nsport«, 1. (229, Note
3.)

carry on = wage, ger« (3, gess¿, ges-
tum).

carry out (= perform), ex-sequor (3,
~sec»tus sum); c«n-fici« (3, ~f¡c¿).

carry out (of the country), export«, 1.

Carthage, Karth§g-«, (loc. ~in¿).

case, in our, in n«b¿s.

case, it is the, fit ut …; accidit ut …
(126.)

cast, con-ici« (3, ~i¡c¿, ~iectum).

catch, capi« (3, c¡p¿, captum).

cause, causa, f.

cause (loss), (damnum) ¿n-fer« (|ferre,
~tul¿).

cause (panic) (pav«rem) in-ici« (3,
~i¡c¿).

cause of, am the, per m¡ fit ut …; per
m¡ stat qu«minus … (131.) 

caution, want of, temeri-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

caution, with, caut-¡, ~ius.

cavalry, equit-¡s, ~um, m. pl.

cease, d¡-sin« (3, ~¿v¿, ~itum), or d¡-
sist« (3, ~stit¿).

certain (= definite), certus.

certain (= sure, e.g. victory),
expl«r§tus.

certain, consider as, pr« cert« habe«.
(240, Note 2.)

certain, am, cert« (adv.) sci«, 4.

certainly (= I grant that), s§n¡.

centre of, the. (60.)

centre (of army), media (60) aci¡s, 5,
f.

centurion, centuri-«, ~«nis, m.

chain (general term), vinculum, n.,
and see fetters.

Chance (personified), Fort»na, f.

chance, by mere, forte ac c§s». (270,
Note 1.)

change (trans.), m»t«, comm»t«, 1,
(see 20, 21); (intrans.), m»tor, 1.

change (of purpose), inc«nstantia, f.

change (of sides), tr§nsiti-«, ~«nis, f. 

channel, fretum, n. 

character, often turned (as in Ex. 22)
by a dependent clause. (See 174.)
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character (natural), ingenium,1 n. 

character (good), vir-t»s, ~t»tis, f.
(See note.)

character (mode of life), m«r-¡s, ~um,
pl. m. (See note.)

character, highest, optim¿ m«r¡s;
virt»s summa.

character, of the same, as, t§lis, …
qu§lis. (See 84.)

characteristic of, it is the. (291.)

charge (of troops), impetus, 4, m.

charge, make a, inv§-d« (3, ~s¿, ~sum)
in …; impetum faci« (3, f¡c¿) in …

charged, am (with), in cr¿men veni«
(4, v¡n¿; with gen.).

charm (noun), dulc¡d-«, ~inis, f.

chastisement on, inflict, animadvert-«
(3, ~¿; with in and acc.).

check, keep in (temper, etc.),
moderor, 1 (249); (troops), con-
tine«, 2.

cheer, cl§m-or, ~«ris, m.

cheer, am of good, bon« anim« sum.
(303, Note ii.)

cheer on, hortor, adhortor, 1.

cheerful, hilaris.

cheerfully, facile.

cherish, tueor, 2.

choose to (or like), mihi libet. (247.)

choose (as), ¡-lig« (3, ~l¡g¿, ~l¡ctum)
(See 259, Note 3.)

chief (chieftain), r¡gulus.

chief (chief man), pr¿n-ceps, ~cipis.

child, pu-er, ~er¿.

children (offspring), l¿ber-¿, ~«rum.

circumstance, r¡s, 5, f. 

circumstances, temp-us, ~oris, n.
(292, 7.)

citadel, arx (gen. arcis), f.

city, urb-s, ~is, f.

civilisation, advance in, h»m§nior f¿«
(fier¿, factus sum).

clamour for, fl§git« (l, with acc.).

class, gen-us, ~eris, n.

clear, certus; manif¡stus; cl§rus.

clear, it is, app§ret (2; see 46, c); or
manif¡stum est.

clear (myself of) (m¡) p»rg«, 1, with
d¡ (306, Note), or with abl. simply.

clemency, cl¡mentia, f.

clement, cl¡m¡ns.

client, my, hic. (338, Note l.)

Clitus, Cl¿tus, 2.

close (friend), superl. of am¿cus. (55.)

close (shut up), inter-cl»d«, 3, ~cl»s¿,
~cl»sum.

close at hand, is, prope (or haud
procul) est.

close to, (331, 13 or 19).

closely resembling, use superl. of sim-
ilis.
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1 Ingenium is “one’s inborn disposition or natural gifts.” It often = “abilities,”
but is never used in the plural of a single person. Ingenium m«r¡sque may be used
to express the whole idea of “character” as natural and acquired by habit. Indol¡s
(a rarer word) also denotes “one’s natural disposition,” but it has reference more
to moral qualities and less to intellectual ones than ingenium. Cicero joins the two
words: summa ingen¿ indol¡s, “the highest natural gifts.” When “character” =
”good character,” virt»s should be used.



clothing, vest¿tus, 4, m.

coast along, (n§ve) praeter-vehor, 3,
~vectus sum (acc.); but n§ve is often
omitted.

cold (noun), fr¿g-us, ~oris, n.

colleague, coll¡ga, m.

collision (with), come into, c«n-fl¿g«,
3, ~fl¿x¿, ~fl¿ctum (cum).

colony, col«nia, f.

combination, in, coni»nct¿.

comfort, commoda, n. pl.

command (an army), praesum (dat.
251); d»c«, 3, d»x¿ (acc.).

command myself, mihi imper«, 1.

commander (of garrison, etc.), prae-
fectus. (408.)

commanders (general sense) = those
who lead (d»c«).

commencement of, initium, n.; or
part. pass. of incipi«. (See 417.)

commit (a crime), com-mitt« (3,
~m¿s¿, ~missum); faci« (3, f¡c¿, fac-
tum).

commit a fault, pecc«, l. (25.)

common (belonging to many),
comm»nis; common to you and me,
comm»nis tibi m¡cum.

commonwealth, r¡sp»blica or r¡s
p»blica.

communicate to (= impart to),
comm»nic«, 1, cum. (253, v.)

community (civil), c¿vi-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

companions, his, su¿. (354, iii.)

compare, c«n-fer«, ~ferre (cum).

compassion, misericordia, f.

compel, c«g« (3, co¡g¿, co§ctum).

competent, am = am able.

competition for, contenti-«, ~«nis, f.
(with gen., 300.)

complain, make complaints, queror
(3, questus sum); conqueror.

compliments to, pay, collaud«, l.
(25.)

comply with, ob-sequor (3, sec»tus
sum; with dat.). (See 253, i.)

compulsion, under, co§ctus.

comrades, his. (See companions.)

conceal, c¡l«, l. (See 230.)

concerning (prep.), d¡ (with abl.).

concerns, it, pertinet (253, ii). ad;
interest, r¡fert (310).

condemn, condemn«, l. (306, 307.)

condemnation, condemn§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

condign (punishment), gravissimus.

condition (= lot), fort»na, f.; (= term,
agreement), condici-«, ~«nis, f.; con-
dition of slavery, (58.)

conduct myself (of soldiers), rem
ger« (3, gess¿).

conference (with), have a, col-lo-
quor, 3, ~loc»tus sum (cum).

confess, fateor (2, fassus sum); c«n-
fiteor (2, ~fessus sum).

confidence, f¿d»cia, f.; put confidence
in, c«n-f¿do (2, ~f¿sus sum; see 282,
Note); fidem (tibi) habe«.

confiscate, p»blic«, 1.

confusion, trepid§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

confusion reigns, etc.; use impers.
pass. of trepid«, l. (See 218.)

congratulate you on this, hoc (acc.),
hanc rem, or ob hanc rem, or d¡ h§c
r¡, tibi gr§tulor, 1.

conquer, vinc«, 3, v¿c¿, victum.

conqueror, vict-or, ~«ris.

conscience, with a good. (See 64.)
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consciousness, s¡nsus, 4, m.

consent (noun), c«ns¡ns-us, 4, m.

consent to, vol«, velle, volu¿.

consider, arbitror, 1. (See note under
fancy.)

considerations, all = everything. (53,
54.)

considering, ut in (332, 9; 492, v, b);
considering the greatness of, ut in
tant« …

consist of, c«n-st« (l, ~stit¿, with ¡,
ex).

consolation, is a great, magn« est
s«l§ci« (dat.). (260.)

conspire (against), coni»r« (l, with
contr§ and acc.).

conspirator, turn by qu¿-clause.
(175.)

Constantinople, C«nstant¿nopol-is,
acc. ~im, loc. ~¿.

constantly, semper or numquam n«n.

constitution, the, r¡sp»blica. (See
292, 10, and footnote.)

constitutional; unconstitutional, ¡ r¡-
p»blic§ (332, 4); contr§ rem p»bli-
cam.

consul, c«n-sul, ~sulis, m.

consulship, c«nsul§tus, 4, m.

consult (= ask the opinion of), c«nsul-«
(3, ~u¿, ~tum; with acc.). 

consult the good or interest of, c«n-
sul«, with dat. (See 248.)

consummate. (See statesman.)

contemporary, a, aequ§lis. (51, a.)

contempt for, contemptus, 4, m. (with
gen., 300.)

contemptible, far from, haud (169,
footnote) contemnendus (393).

content with, am, contentus sum
(abl.).

contest, a, cert§m-en, ~inis, n.; or use
impers. pass. of cert«, 1. (218.)

continent, contin-¡ns, ~entis (i.e.
terra).

contrary (adj.), contr§rius.

contrary to, contr§ quam. (491.)

convenience, commoda, n. pl.

conversation, have, col-loquor (3,
~loc»tus sum).

converse (with), colloquor (cum); (of
two or more, inter s¡, 353).

convinced, am = am persuaded (See
124.)

convinced of this, am, or feel, hoc
mihi persu§sum habe«. (240.)

corn, fr»mentum, n.

Cortes, Cortesius.

cost, c«n-st« (1, ~stit¿; see 280, Note
2); costs too much, it, nimi« c«nstat.

council, c«nsilium, n. 

count (= number), numer«, 1.

count (= hold, consider as), habe«, 2;
d»c« (3, d»x¿).

count among. (240, Note 2.)

countenance, vultus, 4, m.

country (one’s), patria, f. (see 16, a);
(the), r¡sp»blica.

country (= territory), f¿n-¡s, ~ium, m.
(See 16, a.)

country (as distinct front the town),
r»s (gen. r»ris), n. (see 16, a); in the
country, r»r¿.

countryman (fellow), c¿v-is, ~is.
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courage, vir-t»s, ~t»tis, f.; c«nstantia,
f.; fortit»d-«, ~inis, f.

courage, a man of. (58, Note.)

courage, show. (240, Note 1.)

courage to, have the = venture (25);
aude« (2, ausus sum).

course, take this, haec faci«; hanc
rati«nem ine« (in¿re, in¿v¿.)

course which, id quod. (67.) 

court, i»dicium, n.

cover (with armies or fleets), ¿nf¡stum
habe«. (240.)

coward, timidus, ign§vus; cowards,
ign§v¿.

cowardice, ign§via, f.; timidi-t§s,
~t§tis, f.

cowardly, ign§vus; timidus.

crave for, d¡s¿der«, 1 (acc.) (mostly
for what I have had and have lost);
in Ex. 48 B use appet-« (3, ~¿v¿,
~¿tum).

craving for, appet¡ns (partic.) (with
gen.). (302.)

credible, it is scarcely, vix cr¡d¿
potest. (197.)

credit, a, or creditable, it is. (260.)

crime, facin-us, ~oris, n.; fl§gitium, n.;
scel-us,1 ~eris, n.; d¡lictum, n. (See
note.)

criminal, sceler§tus.

criminally, nef§ri¡.

crisis, discr¿m-en, ~inis, n.; tempus,
~oris, n.

critical moment (such a), use simply
temp-us, ~oris, n., or occ§si-«, ~«nis,
f.

cross, tr§-ici«, 3, ~i¡c¿, ~iectum.

crowd, a, multit»d-«, ~inis, f.

crowd, to (intrans.), congreg§r¿, 1. 

crowds, in. (61.)

crown (kingly), r¡gnum, n. (See 17.)

crown (= circlet), cor«na, f.

cruel, cr»d¡lis.

cruelly, cr»d¡l-iter, ~ius, ~issim¡.

cruelty, cr»d¡li-t§s, ~t§tis, f.; show,
saevi«, 4.

crush, op-prim«, 3, ~press¿, ~pressum;
crushed (pass. part.), oppressus.

crushing (e.g. calamity), use tantus or
tantus tamque gravis.

cry, raise a, concl§m«, 1.

cultivated, to be (= sought for), expe-
tendus.

custom, m«s (gen. m«ris), m.

cut off (destroy), ab-s»m«, 3, ~s»mps¿
~s»mptum.

cut off (destroyed), am, inter-e«, ~¿re.

dagger, pugi-«, ~«nis, m. (not f.).

daily, cott¿di¡ or cot¿di¡; with com-
paratives and certain verbs, in di¡s.
(See 328, c.)
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1 Scelus, a crime; offence against a fellow-creature (q*\60:"); also the guilt
which causes overt crimes (q*46\"); vitium, a fault, that which marks imperfec-
tion; pecc§tum, a sin or offence which deserves blame or punishment; d¡lictum, an
omission, or contravention, of some duty; fl§gitium, a crime as a breach of duty
towards oneself; facinus, an act of heinous crime (sometimes a great exploit);
n¡quitia, wickedness in the sense of “worthlessness.”



danger, per¿culum, n. (See also 137-
8.)

dangerous, per¿cul«sus.

Danube, D§nuvius, m.

dare, see venture; daring (adj.),
aud§x.

daringly, aud§cter.

dark (metaph. applied to crime),
atr«x.

dark, keep you in the, t¡ c¡l« (l, with
acc., 230, or d¡; 231).

darkness, tenebrae, f. pl.

dart, iaculum, n.; t¡lum, n.

dash (of), a, n«n nihil. (294.)

dash into, m¡ im-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿) in.

dash over, (intrans., see 20, 21), ¿n-
fundor, (3, ~f»sus sum; with dat.).

date, temp-us, ~oris, n.

day, di¡s, 5, m.

day after day. (328, c.)

day before, pr¿di¡.

day before, of the, hesternus.

day, for the, in diem.

day, in my = in my time (pl.).

daybreak, pr¿ma l»x (gen. l»cis).

deadly (= hostile), ¿nf¡nsus.

dear, c§rus.

dear friends, homin¡s am¿cissim¿.
(224, Note 2.)

death, mor-s, ~tis, f.; after his, (61.)

debt, aes ali¡num; gen. aeris ali¡n¿, n.

deceive, d¡-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum).

decide (= resolve) to, or on, c«n-
stitu« (3, ~stitu¿, ~stit»tum). (45.)

decide (= pass judgment), i»dic«, l;
on (a fact), d¡.

decide (let others, etc.). (146.)

decision, come to a, d¡-cern« (3,
|cr¡v¿, ~cr¡tum).

decision, depends on my. (292, 9.) 

declare (war), (bellum) in-d¿c« (3,
~d¿x¿, ~dictum). (253, iii.)

decline, (trans.) d¡trect«, 1.

decline (to), n«l«, n«lle, n«lu¿.

decree, d¡-cern«, 3, cr¡v¿, ~cr¡tum.

decree, a, d¡cr¡tum, n. (See 51, b.)

deed. (See 51, b.)

deep (of feelings), gravis.

deeper (impression). See impression.

defeat, cl§d-¡s, ~is, f.; of Cannae,
Cann¡nsis (adj., 58).

defend, d¡fen-d«, 3, ~d¿, ~sum.

defendant, iste. (338, Note l.)

defiance of, in, contr§, contr§ quam.
(491.)

defile, saltus, 4, m.

degrading, indignus (= unmerited);
humilis (= abject).

delay, c»nctor, 1.

delay, by, gerund of c»nctor. (99.)

delay, without, c«nfestim.

deliberate, d¡l¿ber«, 1.

deliberation, need of. (286.)

deliberation, with, c«nsult«, (adv.).

delightful, i»cundus.1
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1 I»cundus, that which causes joy or delight; gr§tus, what is acceptable, deserves
gratitude; ista v¡rit§s etiams¿ i»cunda n«n est, mihi tamen gr§ta est.—(CICERO.)



demand, postul«,1 1.

demand (= exact) this from you, hoc
tibi imper« (1).

demeanour, habitus, 4, m. (i.e. cor-
poris).

denied this, am, h«c (abl.) care«, 2.

denounce (= upbraid), in-crep«, (1,
~crepu¿).

deny, neg«, 1.

depart (= go away), ab-e« (|¿re); dis-
c¡d« (3, ~cess¿).

departure, take my. (25.)

depend on, pende«, (2, pepend¿) ¡,
with abl.

depends on you, this. (331, 15.)

deplore, d¡pl«r«, 1.

deprecate, d¡precor, 1.

deprive of, pr¿v«, l, (264); ad-im«, 3,
~¡m¿, ~¡mptum (244, Note 2.)

depth. (318, Note.)

depth of, such a, use tantus; or e«
with gen. (294, Note.)

descend, d¡scend-« (3, ~¿).

desert, d¡ser-« (3, ~u¿, ~tum); d¡stitu-«
(3, ~¿). (See note under abandon.)

deserter, tr§nsfuga, m.

desertion, d¡ser«. (417.)

deserts, in accordance with his, (490,
ii. 3).

deserve, mereor (2, meritus sum);
also mere-« (2, ~u¿).

deserve well of. (332, 4.)

deservedly, merit«.

deserving of, dignus. (285.)

design (noun), c«nsilium, n.; by
design, or designedly, c«nsult«.

desire; am desirous to, cupi« (3,
cup¿v¿) or stude«, 2 (with inf.).

desire (noun) = that which (you)
desire. (76.)

desire for, with little, parum appet¡ns
(with gen., 302).

despair, d¡sp¡r«, 1; of, d¡ (abl.).

despatch (See dispatch.)

desperately, atr«citer. 

despicable. (See 276.)

despise, contem-n«, 3, ~ps¿, ~ptum; d¡-
spici«, 3, ~spex¿, ~spectum2

despot, dominus.

despotism, r¡gnum, n.; domin§ti-«,
~«nis, f.

destitution, eges-t§s, ~t§tis, f. 

destined, f§t§lis; for or to, ad. (331, l.)

destiny, f§tum, n.

destroy, ex-scind« (3, ~scid¿, ~scis-
sum).

destruction (general sense), exitium,
n.; pernici¡s, 5, f.; (= massacre),
interneci-«, ~«nis, f.

destruction of (tends to the). (See
292, 10.)

detach (troops) = send.

detain, retine«, 2. 

determine on. (45.)
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1 Posc«, I call for, make a sharp, peremptory demand; often used of what is
unjust; postul«, I claim in accordance with, or as though in accordance with, what
is right.

2 D¡spici«, I look down on as beneath myself; contemn«, I think lightly of in
itself, = parv¿ faci«; spern«, I put from me; aspernor, the same, with idea of strong
dislike; repudi«, I put from me with contempt; negleg«, I am indifferent to.



detraction, obtrect§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

detrimental, it is. (260.)

devastate, vast«, 1.

devote myself to, operam d« (with
dat.); or (stronger), in-cumb« (3,
~cubu¿) in …

devoted to, studi«sus (gen., 301, ii.).

dictate terms to you, l¡g¡s tibi im-
p«n« (3, ~posu¿).

dictator, dict§t-or, ~«ris.

die, morior (3, mortuus sum); v¿t§ ex-
c¡d« (3, ~cess¿).

die out (metaphor), ex-cidere (3, -cid¿)
¡ (ex).

difference between, there is this,
(331, 10); there is all the, (92).

difference, it makes no, nihil interest
(310).

different, alius; to, ac. (91; see also
92, and 370, 371.)

different times, at, alius ali« tempore.
(371.)

differently from, aliter ac. (491.)

diff¿cult, difficilis.

difficulty in persuading, find a = per-
suade this (illud) with difficulty
(aegr¡).

difficulty, with, aegr¡; vix; difficulter,
comp. difficilius.

din, strepitus, 4, m.

dire, use tantus.

directions, in both, utrimque; in dif-
ferent, opposite, d¿vers¿. (61; and
see also 371, and Note 3.)

disaffected, male senti« (4, s¡ns¿).

disagree with, dis-senti« (4, ~s¡ns¿) ab
or cum.

disagreement on, diss¡nsi-«, ~«nis, f.
(with gen., 300).

disappear (= am destroyed), ex-stin-
guor, 3, ~st¿nctus sum. 

disappoint (332, 4.)

disapproval (expressed by clamour),
accl§m«,1 l.

disaster, c§sus2 4, m.; calami-t§s,
~t§tis, f.

disastrous, most, use the adv.,
¿nf¡l¿citer. (218, Note.)

discharge the duties of, fungor (3,
f»nctus sum). (281.)

discipline, discipl¿na, f. 

discontinue, inter-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿).
(See note under undone.)

discussion, by (in), gerund of dis-ser«,
3, ~seru¿- (99.)

disdain to, use n«l«, n«lle, n«lu¿.

disease, a, morbus.

disembark. (331, 26.)

disgrace, ign«minia, f.

disgraceful, turpis. (See 57.)

disgraceful, it is. (260, and Note l.)

disheartened, am. (See 118,
example.)

dishonour (noun), ign«minia, f.

dishonourable, inhonestus.

dishonourable, it is. (260.)

dislike, haud multum am«.

disloyal, ¿nf¿dus.

dismayed, am, perterreor, 2.
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1 Accl§m« always in Cicero of disapproval; in later writers, of approval.
2 C§sus, properly an accident, that which falls out, is mostly used in a bad sense,

as misfortune or disaster; but is not so strong a word as calamit§s.



dismiss, d¿-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿, ~missum).

dispatch, a, litterae, f. pl.

dispense with, care«, 2 (284); or
car¡re vol« (velle, volu¿).

disperse (intrans.), d¿-l§b¿ (3, ~l§psus
sum). (See 20.)

displease, displice« (2; with dat.).

disposed to (a quality), use compara-
tive of adj. (57, b.)

dissatisfied with oneself, one is, su¿
paenitet.

dissemble (= hide), dissimul«, 1.

distance, from a, ¡ longinqu«.

distance from, am at a, absum §.
(318.)

distant, longinquus.

distasteful, ingr§tus.

distinction (= mark of difference),
discr¿m-en, ~inis, n.

distinction (honourable), hon-«s,
~«ris, m.

distinguished (adj.), praecl§rus.
(224.)

district, ag-er, ~r¿, m.

distrust, dif-f¿d« (3, ~f¿sus sum). (245.
c.)

ditch, fossa, f.

divine, d¿v¿nus.

do, faci« (3, f¡c¿, factum).

doom, f§tum, n.

doomed to, am, d¡stinor,1, with dat.
or ad.

doors, for-¡s, ~um, pl. f.

Doria, Doria, f.

doubt, dubit«, l.

down from, d¡ (with abl.).

down-trodden, affl¿ctus.

drag (to prison), trah« (3, tr§x¿, trac-
tum) in vincula or carcerem.

draw (= drag), trah«.

draw up (a law), scr¿b« (3, scr¿ps¿).

draw up (soldiers), ¿n-stru« (3,
~str»x¿, ~str»ctum).

dread, reform¿d«, l.

dreadful, atr«x.

dress, vest-is, ~is, f. (303, ii.)

drive from, ex-ig« (3, ~¡g¿, ~§ctum);
pell« (3, pepul¿, pulsum).

drive on shore, ¡-ici« (3, ~i¡c¿, ~iec-
tum).

drowned (metaph., of words). (332,
6.)

dull, hebet«, l.

duration (its future) = how lasting
(di»turnus) it will, or would, be.
(174.)

duty, it is my, d¡be«. (199.)

duty of, it is the, use gen. (291.)

duty (as opposed to expediency),
hones-t§s, ~t§tis, f.; or honesta, n. pl.
(51, c.)

dwelling, domicilium, n.

each and every, »nus quisque. (529 e.)

each other, one another, alius alium;
of two, alter alterum (see 371, iv.);
inter s¡ (353).

eager for, cupidus (gen., 301, ii.).

eager to, gesti«, 4.

early manhood. (See manhood.)

earlier (adv.), m§t»rius.

earlier than (= before), ante. (331, 3.)

earliest = first.

earnestly, magnopere.

earnestly implore, «r« atque obsecr«.
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ears, with my own. (355, Note l.)

earth, the, tell-»s, ~»ris, f. 

easy, facilis.

easily (readily), facile; n»ll« neg«ti«
(without effort).

echo with, person-« (l, ~u¿; with abl.).

effect, ef-fici« (3, ~f¡c¿, ~fectum). 

effect on, have but little, parum vale«
apud.

eight, oct« (indecl.). 

eighteenth. (530.)

either … or, aut … aut; vel … vel
(Intr. 49).

elected, f¿«, fier¿, factus sum. 

eloquence, ¡loquentia, f.

else, or, aut.

embark (intrans.), n§vem c«nscend-«
(3, ~¿).

emergency, temp-us, ~oris, m.; in the
present, see (for in) 273, Note 2.

Emperor, r¡x (gen. r¡gis) or pr¿nceps,
~cipis.

empire, imperium, n.

empty, in§nis.

enacted, get (a law), per-fer«, ~ferre,
~tul¿.

encamp, castra p«n« (3, posu¿).

encounter (death), op-pet« (3, ¿v¿,
~¿tum); (evil), exper-ior (4, ~tus
sum).

encourage, co-, or ad-hortor, 1, (acc.
and ut, 118).

encouragement, words of, adhortantis
v«x. (414.)

end, f¿n-is, ~is, m. 

endanger, per¿clitor, l. 

endeavour, c«nor, l.

endure, per-fer« (|ferre, ~tul¿). 

enemy (private), inim¿cus.

enemy (public), host-is, ~is. 

energy, with some want of, paul«
(279) remissius.

engage (an enemy), con-gredior (3,
~gressus sum) cum.

engage in (= take part in), intersum
(251); in battle, proelium com-mitt«
(3, ~m¿s¿, ~missum); in conflict,
man»s c«nser-« (3, ~u¿, ~tum).

England (the people), Angl¿. (See
319.)

engrafted, ¿nsit¿vus.

enjoy, fruor (3, fr»ctus sum; see 281);
the friendship of, am¿c« »tor (3,
»sus sum; see 282); praise, etc.,
fl«re«, 2 (with abl.).

enjoy happiness, be§tus sum. 

enmity, inim¿citia, f.

enormity, fl§gitium, n. (See note
under crime.)

enormous, such, tantus.

enough and to spare, satis superque
(with gen., 294).

enquire, quaer« (3, quaes¿v¿) § or ex;
(t¡) rog«, inter-rog«, l, (231);
perc»nctor, 1 (with acc.).

entail this upon you, hoc tibi ¿n or af-
fer« (252).

enter, in-gredior (3, ~gressus sum);
veni« (4, v¡n¿) in.

enter political life. (See political life.)

enterprise. (See 54.) 

enthusiasm, alacri-t§s, ~t§tis, f. 

entire innocence. (See innocence.)

entirely, t«tus (with verbs, 61); for
adjs., use superl.

entreat, «r«, l. (122.)

entreat for, earnestly, fl§git«, l. (122.)
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entreaty, obsecr§ti-«, ~«nis, f. 

entrust, per-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿, ~missum);
mand«, 1. (See 123.) 

enumerate, ¡numer«, l.

envoy (embassy), l¡g§ti-«, ~«nis, f. 

envy, in-vide« (2, ~v¿d¿, ~v¿sum; with
dat.). (See 5.)

equal to, use tantus … quantus. (490,
i.)

err, err«, 1.

error, err-or, ~«ris, m.; or err§re.1 (94,
99.)

escape, ef-fugi« (3, ~f»g¿). 

establish, stabili«, 4. 

estimate, aestim«, 1. (305.) 

eternal, sempiternus.

evade (= shirk), subter-fugi« (3, ~f»g¿;
with acc.); a law, l¡g¿ fraudem faci«
(3, f¡c¿).

even, etiam; quoque; before adj., vel;
not even, n¡ … quidem. (Intr. 90.)

even now (i.e. at the present time),
hodi¡.

evening, in the, vesper¿.

events, at all, cert¡. (See note under
least.)

ever (= always), semper; with negat.
(= at any time), umquam.

every (= all), pl. of omnis; everything,
omnia, n. pl. (53.)

evident, it was, (satis) app§r¡bat. (46,
c.)

evil, an, incommodum, n.; malum, n.
(51, b.)

exact from (= make requisition of),
imper« (l; with acc. and dat.; see
248, 253, iii).

exact (punishment), s»mo (3, s»mps¿)
ab, d¡, or ex.

exasperate, irr¿t«, l.

excellent, optimus (see 57, a); for use
with proper noun or person, see
224.

except to, nisi ut.

exception, without, = all.

excessive, nimius.

exchange for, m»t«, l; perm»t« l. (See
280.)

exclaim, ex- or con-cl§m«, l. 

execrable (by), considered,
exsecr§bilis (with dat.).

execution (= punishment), supplici-
um, n.

exertion, make (some), (paulum) ad-
n¿tor (3, ~n¿sus sum).

exertions = toils.

exhausted, fat¿g§tus; c«nfectus; am,
or become, fat¿gor, 1.

exhort, hortor, 1. (118.)

exile, an, ex-sul, ~sulis.

exile, am driven into, in exsilium pel-
lor (3, pulsus sum). (See banish.)

exile, am in, or endure, exsul«, 1.

exist, sum, esse, fu¿. (Intr. 35, Note.)

existence, use sum (no Latin noun);
est Deus = God exists.

expect, exspect«, 1.

expedient, »tilis.

expediency, »tili-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

experience, exper-ior (4, ~tus sum).

experience of life, r¡rum per¿tia, f.

experienced (adj.), (r¡rum) per¿tus.
(301, ii.)
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explain, ex-p«n« (3, ~posu¿).

exploit, r¡s gesta.

expose (to danger, etc.), ob-ici« (3,
~i¡c¿).

expose (= confute), coargu-« (3, ~¿).

express myself, to, ut (ita) d¿cam.

extent. (174, b.)

extortion, (r¡s) repetundae, f. pl.

extreme, extr¡mus.

extremely, use superl. of adj.

extremity of, extr¡mus (adj.). (60.)

exult in, exsult«, l. (With abl.).

eye, oculus, m.

eyes, with my own, ipse (355, Note);
before our, (332, 9).

face (= meet), obviam e« (¿re, ¿v¿;
with dat.).

face (= put to the proof), ex-perior (4,
~pertus sum).

face, faci¡s, 5, f.; in the face of, in
(with abl., 273, Note 2).

fact, r¡s, 5, f.

faction, facti-«, ~«nis, f.

fail (= am wanting to), d¡fici« (used
absolutely or with acc.); d¡sum
(dat., 251). (See note under aban-
don).

fain, would; or would fain have
(done), velim, vellem. (See 152, c.)

fair (adj.), pulcher; amoenus. (See
note on beautiful.)

fair (= fair amount of), satis. (294.)

faith, good, fid¡s, 5, f.

faith in you, put, fidem tibi habe«.

faithful, fid¡lis.

fall (in battle), per-e«, ~¿re, ~i¿.

fall into, in-cid« (3, ~cid¿) in (acc.); or
praecipit«, 1 (fall headlong); into
ruin, cor-ru« (3, ~ru¿).

fallen, affl¿ctus.

falls out, it, accidit ut.

falls to (my) lot. (See lot.)

false (of persons), mend-§x, ~§cis; (of
things), falsus; f¿ctus.

false to, d¡sum (dat., 251). (See note
under abandon.)

falsehood, mend§cium, n.

falsehood (abstract), ment¿r¿. (98, a.)

falsehood, tell a; speak falsely, men-
tior, 4. (54.)

fame, gl«ria, f.

family, me¿; tu¿; su¿. (354, iii.)1

family (adj.), domesticus.

famine, cib¿ inopia, f.

famous, praecl§rus. (19.)

fancy, puto,2 1; op¿nor, 1.

far, by, mult«. (279.)

far from (adv.), parum.
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1 Familia means the household establishment, the domestic slaves; not the blood
relations of the paterfamili§s.

2 Puto, “I incline to think,” “I fancy,” “I suspect,” I think without having as yet
any full clearly reasoned grounds for thinking; op¿nor, “I conjecture,” with still
less clear grounds; reor, rather “I calculate,” “I come to a conclusion”; arbitror, I
form my own personal judgement; c¡nse«, I form and express a clear view or
judgement.



far removed from, ali¡nus (superl.)
ab.

fare (noun), v¿ctus, 4, m.

fare, mihi ¡venit (impers.).

farmhouse, v¿lla, f.

fatal, pernici«sus; f»nestus.1

Fate, Fort»na (personified).

father, pat-er, ~ris.

fatigue, lassit»d-«, ~inis, f.

fault, culpa, f.

fault, commit a, pecc«, l. (25.)

favour (= kindness), beneficium, n.

favour, fave« (2, f§v¿, fautum; with
dat., 5).

favour, do you this, hoc (acc., 237)
tibi gr§tificor, 1.

favour, win your, apud t¡ gr§tiam in-
eo (|¿re, ~¿v¿).

favourable (= suitable), id«neus.
(255, 507.)

fawn upon, ad»lor, 1. (With acc.)

fear, metus, 4, m.; tim-or, ~«ris, m.

fear, metu-« (3, ~¿); vereor, 2; (see
138, 139)2; have fears for, time« (2)
with dat. (248.)

fear for my safety, sal»t¿ meae dif-
f¿d«, (3, ~f¿sus sum).

feasting (noun), epulae, f. pl.

features, vultus, 4, m. sing.

feel, senti« (4, s¡ns¿, s¡nsum).

feelings, animus, m.

fellow-subject, c¿v-is, ~is, m.

ferocity (of an act), atr«ci-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

fertile, fertilis.

fetters, cat¡nae, f. pl.

few, pauc¿; perpauc¿ (very few).

fickle, levis.

fictitious, f¿ctus.

field of battle, aci¡s,3 5, f.

field, in the (in war), m¿litiae,
opposed to dom¿. (312, Note 1.)

fiercely (boldly), fer«citer; §criter.

fifth, qu¿ntus.

fight, pugn«, 1; a battle, proelium
com-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿, ~missum).

fill with (panic), in-cuti« (3, ~cuss¿,
~cussum).

find, reperi« (4, repper¿, repertum) (by
search); in-veni« (4, ~ven¿, ~ventum)
(by chance).

find fault with, vituper«, l.

fine, pulcher. (See note on beautiful.)

finish, c«n-fici« (3, ~f¡c¿, ~fectum).

fire and sword, ferrum et ign-is (abl.
~¿).

firm, c«nst§ns.

first (adv.); first … then; first … sec-
ondly, etc. (534, and Note.)

first of June, Kalendae I»niae (538);
by the, (326).

first to; first who. (62.)

five, qu¿nque.

fix (my eyes) on, d¡f¿g« (3, ~f¿x¿,
~f¿xum) in (acc.).
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1 F§t§lis means destined, fated.
2 Tim¡re, the feeling of fear, causing a wish to flee; metuere, the sense of dan-

ger, causing us to take precautions; ver¡r¿, often, to look on with respect or awe.
3 Aci¡s, the edge or line of battle, often answers to the English “field,” or even

“battle.”



flag, signum, n.

flank, lat-us, ~eris, n.

flatter, assentor, 1. (253, i.)

fleet, class-is, ~is, f.

flight, fuga, f.

fling away, pr«- or ab-ici« (3, ~i¡c¿,
~iectum).

flock (noun), grex (gen. gregis), m.

flock together, congreg§r¿, 1.

flourishing, opulentus (use superl.,
57, a).

flow down, d¡-flu« (3, ~fl»x¿).

fly, fugi« (3, f»g¿).

foe, host-is, ~is, m.

follow, sequor (3, sec»tus sum); fol-
low up, ¿nsector, 1 (acc.).

follow that, it does not, n«n idcirc«.

folly, stultitia, f.; or use adj. stultus.

food, v¿ctus, 4, m.

food, get (of soldiers), fr»mentor, 1.

food, take, cibum capi«.

food, want of, (= fasting), inedia, f.

foolish, ¿nsipi¡ns; it is foolish. (291,
Note 1.)

foot of (a mountain) ¿mus. (60.)

foot-soldier, ped-es, ~itis.

for (prep.), pr«. (With abl. See 6 and
332, 7.)

for (conj.), nam; enim (Intr. 89);
quippe.

for some time (past), iamd»dum.
(181.)

forage, get, p§bulor, 1.

force, v¿s, f. (abl. v¿).

force of arms, by, v¿ et arm¿s.

force from, d¡turb« (1) d¡ (abl.); force
out of (= wrench from), extor-que«,
2, ~s¿, ~tum. (257.)

forces (= troops), c«piae, f. pl.

forefathers, mai«r-¡s, ~um. (See 51,
footnote 3.)

foreign, externus.

foreigner (opposed to c¿vis),
peregr¿nus, m.

foremost, pr¿mus.

foresee, prae-senti« (4, ~s¡ns¿,
~s¡nsum); pr«-spici« (3, ~spex¿,
~spectum); pr«-vide« (2, ~v¿d¿,
~v¿sum). (248.)

forest, silva, f.

foretell, prae-d¿c« (3, ~d¿x¿, ~dictum);
praes§gi«, 4.

forget, obl¿v¿scor (3, obl¿tus sum;
with gen., 308).

forgive, ig-n«sc« (3, ~n«v¿, ~n«tum;
dat., see 5); veniam d« (dat. of per-
son, gen. of thing); or cond«n«, 1
(dat. of person, acc. of thing).

forgotten, become, or am, in
obl¿vi«nem veni« (4, v¡n¿).

form line (of battle), aciem ¿n-stru«
(3, ~str»x¿, ~str»ctum).

former, pr¿stinus (see note under
ancient), often joined with ille. (339,
i.)

formidable, form¿dandus (393);
comp. magis form¿dandus.

fortress, arx (gen. arcis), f.

fortunate, f¡l-¿x, ~¿cis.

fortunate, it was most, peropport»n¡
accidit ut. (126.)
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fortune, fort»na, f.; fortunes, fort»nae,
pl.

fortune, good, f¡l¿ci-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

Fortune’s favourites. (529, b.)

foul, foedus.

foully, nef§ri¡.

found (a colony), d¡-d»c« (3, ~d»x¿,
~ductum).

fourteen, quattuordecim.

fourth, qu§rtus.

free (adj.), l¿ber; free from, vacuus
(265); free from blame, extr§ cul-
pam (331, 9); free from care,
s¡c»rus (19).

free; give freedom to; or set at liberty
(from), l¿ber« (1) ab or abl. (264);
freed from, am, l¿beror, 1.

freedom, l¿ber-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

freedom, in, l¿ber. (61.)

fresh, rec¡ns.

friend, am¿cus (51 a, and 55, 256);
close friend, am¿cissimus.

friend here, my; your friend there.
(338, Notes 1 and 2.)

friend, make my, am¿c«rum in numer«
habe«, 2. (240, Note 2.)

friendliness, benevolentia, f.

friendship, am¿citia, f.; friendship of,
enjoy the, am¿c« »tor. (282.)

from, §, ab (with abl.). (332, 1.)

front, in, § fronte, (332, 1); adversus,
adj. (see 61); in the front of (=
before), ante (with acc.; 331, 3).

fuel, add (metaph.), fac¡s sub-ici« (3,
~i¡c¿; with dat.).

fugitives, use pres. part. of fugi«.

full (= the whole of), t«tus. (60.)

full of, pl¡nus (abl.).

funds, pec»niae, f. pl.

funeral, f»n-us, ~eris, n.

further, ultr§.

fury, ¿ra,1 f.

fury, with the utmost, vehementis-
sim¡.

future, the, fut»ra, n. pl. (52, 408.)

future, in, or for, the, in fut»rum; in
posterum. (331, 26.)

gain, ¡molumentum, n.; »tili-t§s,
~t§tis, f.; (for) a source of gain,
quaestu¿. (260.)

gain by = it is profitable to me, (260.)

gained, partus (from pari«, peper¿, I
produce).

gallant, fortis (use superl.); for usage
with proper noun or word denoting
a person, see 224.

gallantly, fortiter.

gallop, at full, equ« concit§t«.

games, l»d¿, m. pl.

garrison, praesidium, n.

gate, porta, f.

gather (together) (intrans.), con-veni«
(4, ~v¡n¿, ~ventum). (20.)

Gauls, the, Gall¿.

gaze on, intueor, 2.

general, dux (gen. ducis).
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general (adj.) = of all. (59.)

generally (believed) = by most men.

generation, ae-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

Genoa, Genua, f.

gentle, m¿tis; m¿tissim¿ ingen¿ (gen.;
303, Note, ii.); so gentle as (224,
Note 3.)

gentle, l¡niter.

gentlemen of the jury, i»dic¡s.

gentleness, l¡ni-t§s, ~t§tis, f.; show
gentleness (240, Note 1); such, tam
or ade« m¿tis, etc.

German, a, Germ§nus.

Germany, Germ§nia, f.

gesture, gestus, 4, m.

get over (danger), fungor (3, f»nctus
sum) or d¡fungor. (281.)

get ready for, m¡ par« (1) ad with
gerund. (396.)

get to. (See reach.)

give, d«, dare, ded¿, datum; a verdict,
sententiam d¿c« (3, d¿x¿); a name,
nomen in-d« (3, ~did¿, ~ditum); my
word (formally), fidem inter-p«n«
(3, ~posu¿).

gladly, libenter; or use adj., lib¡ns.
(61.)

globe, the, orbis terr§rum, m.

glorious, praecl§rus.

glory, gl«ria. f.

gluttony, gula, f. (lit. the gullet).

go away, ab-e«, ~¿re, ~i¿, ~iturus.

go down to meet, obviam d¡scend-«
(3, ~¿; with dat.).

go out, ex-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿); ex-e«, ~¿re,
~¿v¿, ~i¿ (abl., with or without ¡, ex.)

God, Deus; nom. pl. D¿.

gold, of, aureus.

good fortune, enjoy, f¡l¿x sum.

good name, ex¿stim§ti-«, ~«nis, f.;
f§ma, f.

good old times. (339, i.)

good sense, pr»dentia, f.

good-will, benevolentia, f.

goodness, vir-t»s, ~t»tis, f.

gossip, r»m«r¡s, m. pl.

govern, praesum. (251.)

government, the. (175.)

governor (of city), praefectus.

gradually, paul§tim.

grandfather, avus.

grandson, nep«-s, ~tis.

grateful, gr§tus; am most grateful,
maximam habe« gr§tiam. (98, b.)

gratitude, show, gr§tiam re-fer«,
~ttul¿; feel, habe«. (98, b.)

great, magnus, comp. maior, superl.
maximus; great men, summ¿ vir¿;
vir¿ praestantissim¿.

greater (= more of), pl»s. (294.)

greatly, magnopere; vehementer;
maxim¡; with comparatives, mult«.
(279.)

greatness of (your) debt = how much
(you) owe (d¡be«). (174.)

Greeks, the, Graec¿.

greet, sal»t«, 1.

groans (angry), conv¿cium, n. (sing.).

ground, on the, hum¿. (312.)

ground, perilous, on which they
stood, tale tempus; tantum
per¿culum.

groundless, falsus.

grounds (= reason), causa, f.; on
grounds of, propter. (331, 20.)

grow = become.
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grudge against you, have a, tibi
succ¡nse«, 2.

guard, cust«-s, ~dis, m.

guard, off his, incautus. (61.)

guard, cust«di«, 4; guard against,
cave« (2, c§v¿, cautum). (248.)

guest, hosp-es, ~itis.

guide, dux (gen. ducis).

guilt, scel-us, ~eris, n. (See note under
crime.)

guilty, noc¡ns.

guilty deed, facin-us, ~oris, n. (See
note under crime.)

guilty, find, condemn«, 1; am found,
condemnor.

guilty of, am (not), (n«n) id committ«
(3, ~m¿s¿) ut.

habit of, am in the, sole« (2, solitus
sum; with inf.).

hackneyed, tr¿tus, lit. “well worn”
(ter«).

hair, white, c§n¿ capill¿ (pl.).

half as many, as large, again. (535,
d.)

halt, come to a halt, c«n-sist« (3,
~stit¿).

hand, manus, 4, f.

hand, am at, ad-sum, ~esse, ~fu¿.

hand in, affer«, afferre, attul¿,
all§tum.

hand over to, per-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿).

handful of = so small a band of.

hang back, cess«,1 1.

happens, it, accidit. (126.)

happily (see 64), de«rum benefici«
(or peropport»n¡) accidit.

happiness, v¿ta be§ta; be§t¡ v¿vere;
be§tum esse (98, b); enjoy h., be§tus
sum.

happy, be§tus.

hard pressed, am, premor (3, pressus
sum).

hard to say, difficile dict». (404.)

hardly, vix.

hardship, incommodum, n.; hard-
ships, molestiae, pl.

harm, do. (See injure.)

harsh, asper, asperior, asperrimus.

harvest, mess-is, ~is, f.

haste (noun), celeri-t§s, ~t§tis, f.; there
is need of haste, proper§t« opus est.
(See 286 and 416.)

hasten, proper« (1; absolutely or with
inf.); contend-« (3, ~¿).

hate, «d-¿ (perf. with pres. meaning),
~isse, ~eram; am hated, odi« sum.
(260, Note 2.)

hatred, odium, n.

haughty, superbus. (57, a.)

have you, would. (152, c.)

he himself, ipse (355); he (11, a, d.)

head, cap-ut, ~itis, n.

head of, am the, prae-sum. (251.)

headlong, prae-ceps, ~cipitis (adj.).

health, am in good, vale«, 2.

heap (abuse) on you, t¡ (maledict¿s)
oner«, 1.
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1 Cess«, I hang back from something which I have begun or have to do; differ«,
I put off action, adjourn it to another time; c»nctor, I delay from caution or inde-
cision.



hear; hear of, audi«, 4; ac-cipi« (3,
~c¡p¿).

heard of by, have been. (258, ii.)

hearing, in my, use abl. abs. (pres.
partic.) (420); without a hearing
(425).

hearing, sense of, aur-¡s, ~ium, f. pl.

heart (affections, spirit), animus, m.;
(disposition), ingenium, n.

heat, aestus, 4, m.

heave a groan, ingem-¿sc« (3, ~u¿).

Heaven (metaph.), D¿ immort§l¡s.
(See 17.)

heaven and earth, appeal to, de«rum
hominumque fidem impl«r«.

heavy, gravis; or, in metaphorical
sense only, lab«ri«sus (use superl.
57, a).

height of, summus. (60.)

heir, h¡r-¡s, ~¡dis.

help, can (not). (134.)

help you, auxili« tibi sum. (259.) tibi
opem fer«.

helplessness, in, in-ops, ~opis (adj.).
(See 61.)

henceforth, iam.

herdsman, bubulc-us, ~i, m.

here, h¿c.

here, ad-sum, ~esse, ~fu¿.

hesitate to, dubit«, 1 (with inf.; but
see 136); c»nctor, 1 (with inf.)

hidden, occultus.

hide (by silence),1 dissimul«, 1.

high, altus; high hopes, (see 54).

high-spirited, fer«x. (See note under
boldly.)

highest, summus.

hill, coll-is, ~is, m.

himself, ipse. (355.)

his, eius; ill¿us; suus. (See 11.)

his own (enemy), sibi or su¿ (55) ipse
(inim¿cus).

historian, r¡rum scr¿pt-or, ~«ris.

hoist (a flag), ¡-d« (3, ~did¿, ~ditum).

hold, obtine«, 2; (19); habe«, 2.

hold (= think), d»c« (3, d»x¿, duc-
tum); hold (= count) as, habe«
(240); habe« pr« (240, Note 2).

hold my peace, contic-¡sc« (3, ~u¿).
(See 17.)

home, at, dom¿ (312); at his own
home (316, iii.); from home (with
verb of motion), dom« (9, b); home
(return), domum (9, b).

home-sickness, su«rum d¡s¿derium.

homes and hearths, for, pr« §r¿s et
foc¿s.

honest, probus.

honesty, probi-t§s,2 ~t§tis, f.

honour (= good faith), fid-¡s, 5, f.

honour (= distinction), hon-«s, ~«ris,
m.

honour (= self-respect), digni-t§s,
~t§tis, f.

honour (as opposed to expediency),
hones-t§s, ~t§tis,2 f. (51, c).

honour, pay (you), or honour (you),
hon«rem (tibi) habe«; t¡ in hon«re
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1 Dissimul« is used of a person who tries to conceal something which exists;
simul« of one who pretends that something exists which does not.

2 Honest§s is not “honesty,” but the abstract term for what is honourable
(honestum) in a general sense.



habe«; honour highly, in summ«
hon«re habe«.

honour (with) (publicly), «rn« (1,
with abl.); or pr«-sequor (3,
~sec»tus sum).

honourable, honestus; to be hon-
ourable (creditable) to, hon«r¿ esse.
(260.)

hope for, sp¡r«, 1. (23.)

hopes, sp¡s,1 5, f.; form hopes, sp¡r«.
(54.)

horrified at, perhorr¡sc« (3, perhor-
ru¿).

hospitality, rights of, i»s hospit¿.

host (opp. to guest), hosp-es, ~itis, m.

host, multit»d-«, ~inis, f.

hostage, obs-es, ~idis.

hour, h«ra, f.; of victory, (63).

house, in my, apud m¡ (331, 4); dom¿
meae (316, iii.).

household, familia, f.

how. (See 157, ii.)

how (disgraceful, etc.) (260, Note 1.)

how much (adv.), quantum.

how much (with comparat.), quant«.

how often, quoti¡ns. (157, ii.)

human, h»m§nus; or gen. pl. of
hom«. (59.)

human beings, homin¡s.

humble means, tenuis fort»na.

humble origin, of, humil¿ loc« n§tus.

humour, gr§tificor, 1 (with dat.).

hundred thousand. (527.)

hurl, con-ici« (3, ~i¡c¿, ~iectum); at, in
(with acc.).

hurry away from, §vol«, 1.

hurry to, conten-d« (3, ~d¿); fest¿n«,
1.

husband, vir (gen. vir¿).

I, ego. (See 11, a and b; also 334.)

idle (= vain, groundless), v§nus.

if, s¿. (See Conditional Clauses and
171.)

if not … yet. (466, c.)

ignorant of, ign«r«,2 1 (trans.);
nescio, 4. (174, e.)

ill, am, aegr«t«, 1.

ill-starred, ¿nf¡l¿x, comp. ¿nf¡l¿cior.
(57, b.)

illustrious, praecl§rus; praest§ns. (57,
a.)

ill-will, malevolentia, f.

imagine, (= think), puto, 1. (See note
under fancy.)

imagine (= conceive), anim« con-
cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿).

imitate, imitor, 1.

immediately after. (332, 1, or 331,
21.)

immensely, quam pl»rimum.

impart to, comm»nic«, 1 (cum). (253,
v.)

impiety, impie-t§s, ~t§tis, f.
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1 Sp¡s is rarely used in the plural of the “hopes” of a single person, or even of
many. Cf. ingenium, memoria.

2 Nescio, “I am absolutely ignorant of,” opposed to sci«; ign«r«, “I have not
made myself acquainted with,” opposed to n«v¿; illum ign«r« (not nescio), “I do
not know him.”



implore, obsecr«, 1.

importance of the matter, tanta r¡s.

importance to me, it is of, me§ inter-
est (310).

important, gravis.

impose upon you (conditions), tibi im-
p«n« (3, ~posu¿).

impossible, it is (quite). (127.)

impress (affect) you; make an impres-
sion on you, t¡, or oftener animum
tuum, move« or com-move« (2,
~m«v¿, ~m«tum); where more than
one person is implied, pl. anim«s.

impression (of), op¿ni-«, ~«nis, f.

imprisonment, vincula, n. pl.

improvident, impr«vidus.

impulse, of its own, su§ sponte. (See
note under voluntarily.)

impunity, with, imp»ne (adv.).

impute this to you as a fault, hoc tibi
viti« ver-t« (3, ~t¿, ~sum); culpae d«
(dare, ded¿, datum). (260.)

in; in a time of, in (with abl.). (See
332, 9; 273, Note 2.)

incapable of (morally), abhorre« (2)
ab; ali¡nissimus sum ab. (See
unable.)

inclination, volun-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

incline. (See 152, Note 2, and 169.)

incompetence (ignorance), ¿nsc¿tia, f.

inconsiderable (of danger), parum
gravis.

inconsistent with, ali¡nus ab.

incorruptibility, integri-t§s,-t§tis, f.

increase (trans.), auge« (2, aux¿, auc-
tum).

increase (intrans.), cr¡sc« (3, cr¡v¿).

incur, in-curr« (3, ~curr¿) in (with
acc.); incur loss, damnum capi« (3,
c¡p¿).

indebted to you for this, hoc tibi
acceptum re-fer« (|ferre, ~ttul¿;
metaph. from account-book).

indecisive, an-ceps, ~cipitis.

India, India, f.; an Indian, Indus.

indict, reum faci«; acc»s«, 1. (306.)

indictment, cr¿m-en, ~inis, n.

indifferent to, negleg¡ns (with gen.,
301); am indifferent to, parv¿ or
nihil¿ (305) faci«.

indignation, use indignor, 1. (416.)

indispensable, necess§rius.

individuals; as individuals, singul¿.
(380, b.)

induced, am, mihi persu§d¡tur.

indulge, indul-ge« (2, ~s¿, with dat.).

indulgence (= forgiveness), venia, f.

inexperience, use adj., imper¿tus.

infallible, certissimus.

infamous, am declared, ign«mini§
notor, 1.

infant, ¿n-f§ns, ~fantis.

infantry, pedit-¡s, ~um, m. pl.

inferior to. (278.)

infest, ¿nf¡stum habe«. (240.)

inflict loss on you, damn« (abl.) t¡ af-
fici« (3, ~f¡c¿; 283).

inflict death on you (judicially), morte
t¡ mult«, 1.

inflict punishment on, poen§s s»m-«
(3, ~ps¿, ~ptum) d¡ (abl.).
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influence, auct«ri-t§s,1 ~t§tis, f.

influence with, have (much, etc.), pos-
sum apud. (331, 4.)

information, give, doce« (2, docu¿.)
(231.)

inhuman, inh»m§nus.

injure, noc-e« (2; dat.)

injury (= harm), damnum, n. (See
note under wrong.)

innocence, entire, use superl. of
innoc¡ns.

innocent, extr§ culpam sum. (331, 9.)

innocent, the, innocent¡s. (50.)

inspiration, affl§tus, 4, m.

instantly, continu«.

instead of (doing, etc.), ade« n«n …
ut; n«n modo … sed; tantum §fuit
ut … ut (128); or cum posset (or
d¡b¡ret), (434).

instigation, use auctor (424), or
su§de«, mone« (420).

institution, ¿nstit»tum. (51, b.)

instrumentality, by your. (267, Note
2.)

insult, contum¡lia, f.

intellect, m¡ns (gen. mentis), f. 

intend to, use fut. tense, or in anim«
habe« with infin.

intent on, d« operam. (397.)

intention of, with the. (108.)

intentionally, c«nsult«; c«nsili«,
(270.)

interest, gr§tia, f. (See note under
influence.)

interest (advantage), »tili-t§s, ~t§tis, f.
(51, c.)

interest or interests of, consult,
c«nsul-« (3, ~u¿, ~tum) with dat.
(See 248.)

interest of, in the, caus§. (290, Note
1.)

interfere with, inter-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿;
with dat.).

interpose (intrans.) = interfere.

interposition, miraculous. (64.)

interpreter, interpr-es, ~etis.

intervene, inter-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿; with
dat.).

interview with, have an, con-veni« (4,
~v¡n¿; trans.; 24 and 229); col-
loquor (3, ~loc»tus sum) cum.

intimate terms with, live on. (282.)

into, in. (331, 26.)

intolerable (to), almost, vix ferendus.
(394 and 258, i.)

invade, bellum, or arma, ¿n-fer«
(|ferre, ~tul¿, ill§tum) in (with acc.).

invasion, use bellum ¿nfer« (and see
417.)

inveigh against. (331, 6.)

invent (= fabricate), fing« (3, f¿nx¿,
f¿ctum).

inventor, invent-or, ~«ris: fem. form
invent-r¿x, ~r¿cis.

invest (a city), circum-sede« (2, ~s¡d¿,
~sessum; trans.; 229).
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1 Auct«rit§s, moral influence as distinct from authority in the sense of power;
potest§s, legal or legitimate authority or power; imperium, military authority or
power; potentia, “power,” “might,” in a more general sense; r¡gnum, kingly or
despotic power; gr§tia, “interest” with the powerful; favor, “popularity” with the
masses.



invite, inv¿t«, 1. (331, 26.)

involved in, versor (1) in (with abl.).

involves, it (= implies), habet.

irruption, incursi-«, ~«nis, f.

island, ¿nsula, f.

issue, the, ¡ventus, 4, m.; but see 174,
d.

Isthmus, the, Isthm-us, ~¿, m.

Italy, Italia, f.

itself, ipse. (355.)

January, I§nu§rius.

javelin (Roman soldier’s), p¿lum, n.

jealous of you, tibi in-vide« (2, ~v¿d¿).

jewel (metaph.), use r¡s. (223, Note
1.)

join (you), m¡ (tibi, or ad t¡) ad-iung«
(3, ~i»nx¿, ~i»nctum); join the ranks
of, m¡ adiung« ad.

journey, it-er, ~ineris, n.; am on a
journey, iter faci«.

joy, laetitia, f.; shouts of joy, laetan-
tium (gen. pl. of part. pres. of lae-
tor) cl§mor. (See 414 and Note.)

joyful, laetus.

judge (= think), reor, 2, ratus sum.
(See note under fancy.)

judgement (= decision), i»dicium, n.

judgement (= will), arbitrium, n.

judgement (good), c«nsilium, n.

judgement is different, my, aliter
i»dic«, 1. (54.)

June (month of) (m¡nsis) I»nius; first
of, Kalendae I»niae. (538.)

juniors, i»ni«r¡s; n§t» min«r¡s.

jury (judges), i»dic¡s.1

just (adj.), i»stus.

just (lately), n»perrim¡.

just (then), iam tum.

justification, causa, f.

justly, i»re. (See note under rightly.)

keenness, aci¡s, 5, f. (lit. edge).

keep (promises), st«, st§re, stet¿ (with
abl.).

keep (within), contine«, 2, intr§.

keep anxious about, sollicitum habe«
d¡. (240.)

keep back from, prohibe«, 2; arce«, 2
(abl.).

keep in the dark, or secret, c¡l«, 1.
(230, 231.)

keep my word, fidem prae-st« (|st§re,
~stit¿).

kill, inter-fici«2 (3, ~f¡c¿, ~fectum); oc-
c¿d« (3, ~c¿d¿, ~c¿sum).

kind deed, beneficium, n.; officium,
n.

kind of, every, omnis.

kind of man, the, use qu§lis. (174, c.)

kind, of this, huius mod¿;3 of that
kind, that kind of, eius mod¿.3 (See
87.)

kindly (adj.), benignus; h»m§nus.
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1 Plural because each i»dex gave h¿s own sententia, “opinion” or “vote.”
2 Interficere, general word for to kill; occ¿dere, to kill with a weapon, as in war;

nec§re, to put to death cruelly; truc¿d§re, to murder inhumanly, to butcher.
3 Huius mod¿ and eius mod¿ are often used contemptuously; t§lis rarely so.



kindly disposed to, bene-volus
(|volentior) in. (255.)

kindness, boni-t§s, ~t§tis, f.; (act of),
beneficium, n.; return k. (see grati-
tude).

king, r¡x (gen. r¡gis); king’s, r¡gius
(adj., 58).

know (a fact), sci« (4, sc¿v¿); (a per-
son), n«v¿, n«sse, n«veram (n«ram);
n«tum habe« (188).

knowledge (= learning), doctr¿na, f.

knowledge, to (or within) my. (508.)

lack, mihi d¡est. (251.)

laden, onustus.

laggard, ign§vus.

lamentations, make, l§mentor, 1.

land, terra, f.: ag-er, ~r¿, m.

land, our (= territory), agr¿ nostr¿.
(See country and 16 a.)

land on, (trans.) ex-p«n« (3, ~posu¿,
~positum) in (with abl.).

landing of, use partic. of exp«n«.
(417.)

language (= conversation), serm-«,
~«nis, m.

language, use this, haec loquor. (See
25 and 54.)

large. (See great.)

last (to), the, ultimus. (62.)

last (of past time), proximus; for (or
within) the last (days, etc.) (325,
Note 2).

last, at, tandem.

lasting, di»turnus.

late (= recent), rec¡ns.

late in life, iam senex (63); pr«vect§
iam aet§te (abl. abs.).

late, too (adv.), s¡r«.

lately, n»per, superl., n»perrim¡; but
lately, paul« ante. (279, Note.)

launch against, im-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿) in
(acc.).

law, l¡x (gen. l¡gis), f. (See p. 55, n.
1.)

lawful, l¡gitimus.

lay before, d¡-fer« (|ferre, ~tul¿) ad.

lay down my arms (= disband or sur-
render), ab arm¿s dis-c¡d« (3,
~cess¿).

lay violent hands on myself. (253, iii.)

lay waste. (See waste.)

lazy, ign§vus.

lead, d»c« (3, d»x¿, ductum).

lead a life. (237.)

lead across, or through, tr§ns-d»c« (3,
~d»x¿). (229, Note 3.)

lead back, re-d»c« (3, ~d»x¿, ~duc-
tum).

lead out, ¡d»c«.

leadership. (424.)

learn, disc« (3, didic¿).

learn fresh (additional), ad-disc« (3,
~didic¿).

learning, doctr¿na, f.; but advance in
learning, doctior f¿«; and see 279
for superior in learning.

least, at, saltem; I at least, ego cert¡.1

leave; leave behind, re-linqu« (3,
~l¿qu¿, ~lictum; see note under aban-
don); (a place), ex-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿;
with abl. or ex); pro-fic¿scor (3,
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1 Cert¡, when it follows a word, means “at least,” and is equivalent to saltem;
more emphatic than quidem.



~fectus sum; with abl., see 314);
leave my country (264).

leave you (free) to. (198, Note 4.)

leave alone, missum faci«. (240.)

leave nothing (298, b); leave nothing
undone, nihil praeter-mitt« (3,
~m¿s¿) qu¿n.

leave, you have my. (331, 16.)

left (adj.), sinist-er, ~ra, ~rum.

legion, legi-«, ~«nis, f.

leisure, «tium, n.; at leisure, «ti«sus
(adj.).

Lemnos, L¡mn-os, gen. ~i; f.

less (adv.) minus; less than (with
numerals), (275, Note).

let (you), (tibi) tr§-d« (3, ~did¿, ~ditum
with gerundive). (400.)

let slip (an opportunity), d¡sum.
(251.)

letter, litter-ae, ~§rum, f. pl.; from, §,
ab.

level plain, pl§niti¡s, 5, f.

levy (noun), d¡l¡ctus, 4, m.; hold a
levy, d¡l¡ctum habe«, 2.

levy contributions on you, pec»ni§s
tibi imper«, 1.

liar, mend-§x, ~§cis (adj.).

liberties, l¿ber-t§s, ~t§tis, f. (sing.); =
exemptions, imm»nit§t ~ ¡s, ~ium, f.
pl.

life, v¿ta, f.

lifetime, in his (61); in your father’s
= your father being alive (v¿vus),
abl. abs. (424).

like (adj.), similis. (254, 255.)

likely to, use fut. tense, or fier¿ potest
ut.

line (of battle), aci¡s, 5, f. (see note
under field); line of march, agm-en,

~inis, n.; lines (fortified),
m»n¿menta, n. pl.; line (metaph. for
“opinion”), i»dicium, n.

linger, c»nctor, 1.

list of, write a, per-scr¿b« (3, ~scr¿ps¿;
trans.).

listen to, audi«, 4. (23.)

listen to (= comply with or obey)
obtemper«, 1, (dat.). (See obey,
note.)

literature, litterae, f. pl.

little (see 53); little of, parum (294).

live, v¿v« (3, v¿x¿, v¿ctum).

load, oner«, 1.

load (noun), on-us, ~eris, n.

locality, loc-a, ~«rum, n. pl.

lofty, praealtus.

London, Londinium, n.

long (in distance), longus; in time,
di»tinus, di»turnus.

long (adv.), di», or iam di»; long ago,
iam pr¿dem; long continued,
di»tinus; long tried, spect§tus, (57,
a).

longer (adv.), di»tius; no longer, or
any longer (after a negative), n«n
iam or n«n di»tius (328, a); how
much longer? quo»sque, or
quo»sque tandem? (157, Note 5.)

look at, spect«, 1 (see note under see);
intueor, 2 (perf. rare).

look down on, d¡-spici«, 3, ~spex¿,
~spectum (trans.).

look for (= wait for), exspect«, 1.
(23.)

look for (in vain), d¡s¿der«, 1.

look forward to, pr«-vide« (2, ~v¿d¿;
with acc.).

look round for, circum-spici« (3,
~spex¿. (22, 23.)
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look up at, suspici«, 3.

looked for, than I had, sp¡, or
exspect§ti«ne, me§. (277.)

lose, §-mitt« (3, ~mis¿, ~missum).

lose (opportunity), d¡-sum, ~esse.
(251.)

lose heart, anim« d¡fici«, 3; of more
than one person, anim¿s.

lose my labour, (= effect nothing),
nihil ag« (3, ~¡g¿).

lose time, tempus ter« (3, tr¿v¿,
tr¿tum).

lose the day, (= am conquered), vincor
(3, victus sum).

loss, damnum, n.; d¡tr¿mentum, n.

loss of, without the, use §-mitt«, 3.
(425.)

loss what to do, at a. (172.)

lost, all is, d¡ summ§ r¡ §ctum est.

lot (metaph.), lot in life, fort»na, f.

lot, it falls to (my), (mihi) contingit:1 it
is men’s lot to, hominibus contingit
ut. (123.)

love, d¿-lig« (3, ~l¡x¿, ~l¡ctum); am«,2

1.

lovely, pulcherrimus.

low, abiectus; very low, ¿nfimus. (57,
a.)

low (or lowly) birth, ign«bili-t§s,
~t§tis, f.

lowest part of, ¿mus. (60.)

loyal, fid¡lis.

loyalty, fid¡s, 5, f.

luxury, luxuria, f.

mad, am (quite), fur« (3; perf. rare).3

made, am being, f¿«, fier¿, factus sum.

magnificent, praecl§rissimus.

magnitude, use quantus. (174, a.)

mainly, potissimum.

maintain, sustine«, 2.

make, faci« (3, f¡c¿, factum); make
war, bellum ¿nfer« (253, iii.); make
my way, iter faci«.

make fast (= bind), c«n-string« (3,
~str¿nx¿, ~strictus).

malice, malitia;4 malevolentia.

Malta, Melita, f.

man, vir; hom-«, ~inis (for the differ-
ence see p. 132, footnote 3); to a
man, (331, i.).

management, pr«c»r§ti«, ~«nis, f.

manhood, in quite early, admodum
adul¡sc¡ns. (63, and p. 48, footnote
3.)

manifestly = obviously, (64.)
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1 Contingit, “happens” by a natural process; oftener, but not always, of what is
desirable; accidit, “happens,” “falls out,” by chance; often, but not always, of what
is undesirable; »s» venit. “falls within my experience”; ¡venit, “happens,” “turns
out,” as the result of previous circumstances.

2 Am§re expresses greater warmth of feeling than d¿ligere: it is “to love passion-
ately,” “to be enamoured of.”

3 Fur« is a stronger term than ¿ns§ni«. See note on “fury.”
4 Malevolentia, ill-will; malitia, the same feeling shown in underhand attacks or

schemes; malignit§s, ill-will shown in a desire to defraud, niggardliness.



mankind, homin¡s; or genus
h»m§num.

manliness, with, vir¿liter.

manner, in this. (See 270, Note 3.)

manner of life. (174, c.)

manner, m«r-¡s, ~um, m. pl.

many, mult¿.

marble (adj.), marmoreus.

march (noun), it-er, ~ineris, n.

march, iter faci«.

Marseilles, Massilia, f.

marsh, pal-»s, ~»dis, f.

mass, m«l-¡s, ~is, f.

mass (of the people), vulgus, ~¿, n.;
see p. 149, footnote.

massacre, caed-¡s, ~is, f.; am present
at the, use gerundive. (387.)

massacre, truc¿d«, 1. (See kill.)

master, dominus, m.

matter, r¡s, 5, f.

matters little, it, parv¿ r¡fert (310); it
matters not, nihil r¡fert (ibid.).

mature life, in, iam adultus. (63.)

May (month of) (m¡nsis) Maius. (538,
footnote.)

may. (198, Note 3.)

mean (adj.), sordidus; abiectus.

means, by no, n¡qu§quam; handqu§-
quam; n»ll« mod«; minim¡.

means, by this. (268.)

means, humble, tenuis fort»na.

meantime, intere§.

meddle with, at-ting« (3, ~tig¿).

Medes, the, M¡d¿, ~«rum.

meditate on, c«git«, 1, d¡ (abl.).

meet, obviam f¿« (with dat.); come
(go, go down) to meet, obviam
veni« (e«, d¡scend«). 

meet (= endure), ex-perior (4, ~pertus
sum).

meet (doom), ob-e« (|¿re, ~i¿; with
acc.).

meet (together) at, conven¿re ad.
(331, i.)

member of the nation (or state), c¿v-
is, ~is, m.

memory, memoria, f.

menace with, d¡n»nti«, 1 (acc. of
thing, dat. of person).

mention, menti«nem faci« (with
gen.).

mention, not to, n¡ d¿cam. (100, foot-
note 3.)

merchant vessel, n§vis oner§ria.

mercy, misericordia, f.; place myself
entirely at your, t«tum m¡ tibi tr§d«
ac permitt«.

mere (from the), ipse (use abl. of
cause, or propter: see also 355);
“mere” and “merely” are often
expressed by emphatic order simply.

message, n»ntium, n.

messenger, n»ntius, m.

method, rati-«, ~«nis, f.

mid-day, mer¿di¡s, 5, m.

middle of, midst of. (60.)

midst of, in the. (332, 5.)

mighty, superl. of magnus.

Milan, Medi«l§num, n.

mile, m¿lle, pl. m¿lia (i.e. passuum;
1000 paces of 5 feet).

mind, animus, m.; (= intellect), m¡ns
(gen. mentis), f.; his whole mind, =
all that he thinks (senti«). 
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mind (verb imperat.), fac (or c»r§) ut.
(141.)

mind, am out of my, ¿ns§ni«, 4. (See
25.)

mind, am of one (with), c«n-senti« (4,
~s¡ns¿) cum.

mingle with (intrans.), im-misceor (2,
~mixtus sum; with dat.).

mingled … and, et … et.

miraculous interposition. (See 64.)

miserable, mis-er, ~era, ~erum.

mislead, d¡cipi«.

missile, t¡lum, n.

missing, am, d¡s¿deror, 1.

mistake, a, err-or, ~«ris, m.; mistake
in, use gen. (300).

mistake, make a; am mistaken, err«,
1.

Mithridates, Mithrid§t-¡s, ~is.

mob, multit»d-«, ~inis, f.

mode, rati-«, ~«nis, f.

moderate (not too great), modicus;
mediocris (“middling”).

moment when, at the. (431.)

money, pec»nia, f.

monstrous (= wicked), nef§rius.

monument, monumentum, n.

moon, l»na, f.

morals, m«r-¡s, ~um, m.

more (adv.), pl»s (of quantity); magis
(of degree). As noun (294), pl»s, n.
pl. (54) pl»ra; more than (= rather
than), magis quam; more than once,
see once.

moreover, praetere§.

morning, in the, mane (adv.).

morrow, the (still in future), di¡s
cr§stinus; on the morrow (of a past
date), di¡ poster«.

mortal (e.g. wound), morti-fer, ~fera,
~ferum. (18, 19.)

most (used loosely in comparing two
only), pl»s. (See more.)

most men, pl¡r¿que.

motive, from, or with, a, use ob with
acc. (331, 14); my only motive is,
(483, Note 1).

mount up, ascend-« (3, ~¿).

mountain, m«ns (gen. montis), m.

mournfully, maestus. (61.)

move (intrans.), moveor (2, m«tus
sum). (20.)

much, multus; as noun (see 53); much
of, (294); with comparat., mult«
(279).

multitude, multit»d-«, |inis, f.

murder, caed-¡s, ~is, f.

murder, nec«, 1.

murderer. (See 175.)

must be, use gerundive (200).

mutiny, s¡diti-«, ~«nis, f.

my, meus. (See 11, c.)

myself (emphatic), ipse (355); (reflex-
ive), m¡, m¡ ipsum; for myself, ego
or equidem (11, a, and 334, i. and
iv.).

name, n«m-en, ~inis, n.; in name
(nominally), (274, Note).

name, good, f§ma, f.

Naples, Ne§pol-is, ~is, loc. ~¿. 

Narbonne, Narb«, ~«nis, m.

nation, populus, m.; c¿vi-t§s, ~t§tis, f.,
or c¿v-¡s, ~ium; r¡s p»blica. (See
19.)
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national, comm»nis; or gen. of r¡s
p»blica. (58.)

national cause, the, r¡s p»blica;
comm»nis re¿ p. causa.

natural powers, n§t»ra, f., and see
note under character.

naturally (by nature), n§t»r§.

nature, use qu§lis or quis. (174, b.)

native land, or country (see 16, a);
leave my, patri§ c¡d« (264).

nearly, prope, paene. (See note under
almost.)

necessary, necess§rius; is necessary,
(see 286).

necessaries (of life). (286.)

necessity (= emergency), temp-us,
~oris, n.

need of; is needed, etc., opus. (286.)

needs must, necesse est. (201.)

neglect, neg-leg« (3, ~l¡x¿, ~l¡ctum).

neighbour (actual), v¿c¿nus; in sense
of “fellow man” or “men,” alter;
c¡ter¿. (372.)

neighbouring, f¿nitimus.

neither … nor, neque … neque.

neither of the two. (340, ii.)

never, numquam; and never, nec
umquam. (110.)

new, novus.

news of, use n»nti«, 1 (417); news has
been brought, (46, a).

next, proximus; ¿nsequ¡ns; next (day),
posterus; or (on the), postr¿di¡
(adv.).

next to (prep.). (331, 21.)

niceties (of argument), arg»tiae, f. pl.

night, nox (gen. noctis), f.

nineteen, »nd¡v¿gint¿. (527.)

ninety-second. (See 530 and 531.)

no (162); say or answer “no,” neg«,
1.

no, none (adj.), n»llus.

no (not) more (adv.) than, nihil«
magis quam.

no one, none, n¡m«, gen. null¿us (see
223, Note 2); and no one, none, nec
quisquam (110).

no sooner … than, ubi pr¿mum; simul
atque. (428.)

noble (morally), praecl§rus (p. 48,
footnote 4); pulcherrimus (57, a);
for usage with proper nouns and
persons, see 224.

nobles. (51, a, and note.)

noon, noon-day. (See mid-day.)

nor, neque; in final (purpose) clauses,
neu.

not yet, n«ndum.

nothing, nihil.

now, iam (= by this time; can be used
of the past); nunc (at the present, at
the moment of speaking); hodi¡
(today).

now … long, iamdi»; iampr¿dem.
(181.)

now … now, modo … modo.

number (proportion or part), par-s,
~tis, f.

number of, the (interrog.). (174, a.)

numbers, great, mult¿; compl»r¡s;
superior, multit»d-«, ~inis, f.

numerous, more, pl»r¡s; such numer-
ous, tot.

oath, i»si»randum, gen. i»risi»rand¿,
n.

obedient to = obey.
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obey, p§r-e«,1 2 (dat., 5); obtemper«,
1 (dat.); the orders of, dict« audi¡ns
sum (with dat. of person).

object, rec»s«, 1 (130).

object (noun), objects (see 54); object
of unpopularity with you, invidi§
flagr« (1) apud v«s.

obligation, am under, gr§tiam d¡be«.
(98, b.)

obstacle, (id) quod obstat.

obstinate, pertin-§x, comp., ~§cior.

obtain, adip¿scor2 (3, adeptus sum;
c«n-sequor (3, ~sec»tus sum; 18,
19); a request, impetr«, 1.

obviously. (64.)

occasion, on that, tum.

occupy (= hold), tene«, 2.

ocean, «ceanus, m.

off (= am at a distance of), absum.
(318.)

offence, pecc§tum, n. (408.)

offensive, take the, see aggressive.

offend (annoy), offen-d« (3, ~d¿, ~sum;
with acc.).

offer, d¡-fer« (|ferre, ~tul¿, |l§tum);
offer (terms), fer«.

office, magistr§tus, 4, (18, 19); am in,
in magistr§t» sum; hold, m. habe«,
obtine«.

officers (military), trib»n¿ (m¿litum)
centuri«n¡sque.

often, saepe; so often, toti¡ns.

old. (See ancient, and note.)

old age, senec-t»s, ~t»tis, f.; in my.
(63.)

old man, sen-ex, ~is.

old-world, old-fashioned, priscus;
ant¿quus. (See note under ancient.)

oldest, n§t» maximus.

once, semel; often exp. by tense of
verb; more than once, semel ac
saepius. (533, b.)

once (= formerly), quondam; «lim3

once, at (= immediately), statim.

once, at (= at the same time), use
¿dem. (366.)

one (numeral), »nus; of, ex (529, a);
one of the best, (529, f); one or two;
one, two, several, (529, g).

one (indefinite), one who, (see 72);
one so, (224, Note 3).

one, not, n¡m« (223, Note 2); n¡ »nus
quidem (529, g).

one, … the other. (368.)

one and all, c»nct¿ (see under all);
omn¡s (placed last).

one by one, singul¿. (380, b.)
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1 P§re«, the general word for “I obey,” applied often to habitual obedience of
any kind; obtemper«, I obey as from a sense of reason and right; oboedi«, I obey
a single command; obsequor, “I comply with,” “I suit myself to”; dict« audi¡ns
sum, I render implicit obedience, as that of a soldier.

2 Nanc¿scor, I obtain, often without effort, by circumstances or chance; c«nse-
quor, I obtain a thing which I follow after as a good; adip¿scor, I obtain after effort;
impetr«, by entreaty.

3 ølim, at a distant point, in the past or (sometimes) in the future; quondam, only
of the past, and generally during some space of time in the past; aliquand«, at some
time or other, past, present or future, opposed to “never.”



one day (= at some time or other), ali-
quand«. (See note under once.)

one thing … another, it is. (92.)

only, s«lum, modo, tantum (placed
after the word qualified); this and
only this, (347, example); not only,
n«n s«lum, n«n modo.

onset, impetus, 4, m.

open; throw open; open wide; cause
to be opened, pate-faci« (3, ~f¡c¿,
~factum).

open, to be, pat¡re (no fut. in ~rus).

open to question, is = can be doubted,
dubit§r¿ potest.

opening, first possible. (377.)

openly, palam.

opinion, good, ex¿stim§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

opinion on, your = what you think of
(c¡nse« d¡).

opponent. See oppose.

opportunity, occ§si-«, ~«nis, f.; facul-
t§s, ~t§tis, f.; first possible, (377.)

oppose, adversor, 1 (dat., 245, b); ob-
st«, 1, ~stit¿ (253, i.).

opposite to. (331, 2.)

opposition, in spite of your, use par-
tic. of adversor, 1 (420.)

oppress, vex«, l. (19.)

oppressive, in¿quus.

or, aut, vel (see Intr. 49); in final
(purpose) and consec. (result)
clauses, 103, 110; interrog., 159,
160; 168, and Note.

orator, «r§t-or, ~«ris.

order, iube«, 2, iuss¿, iussum. (120.)

orders, iussa, n. pl. (51, b.)

orders, give, imper«, 1; ¡-d¿c« (3,
~d¿x¿, ~dictum). (122.)

origin (= extraction), gen-us, ~eris, n.;
of humble origin, humil¿ loc« n§tus.

originally (sprung). (See sprung.)

orphan, orbus.

other, the, ille (339, iv.); (of two),
alter (368); others, ali¿, or (= other
men, the rest) c¡ter¿ (372).

other men’s, or persons’, ali¡nus
(adj., 58).

ought. (199.)

our, nost-er, ~ra, ~rum.

our men, nostr¿. (50.)

out of, ¡, ex (332, 5), or d¡ (abl.).

outcries, angry, maledicta, n. pl.
(408.)

outdo (far) (facile) vinc« (3, v¿c¿),
super«, 1.

outnumber, we, pl»r¡s sumus quam.

outrage on, use gerundive or partic.
of viol«, 1. (417.)

outside (the city). (313, Note.)

outstrip = outdo.

over (= more than), pl»s. (275, Note.)

over with, all. (332, 4.)

over-reach, circum-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿).
(229.)

overwhelm, ob-ru« (3, ~ru¿, ~rutum)
op-prim« (3, ~press¿, ~pressum).

owe, d¡be«, 2.

owing to, propter (acc., 331, 20).

own, his, suus (11, e); my own, meus.

pacify, pl§c«, 1.

pain, dol-or, ~«ris, m.

painful, is. (260.)

palace, domus (decl. 2 and 4; gen.
dom»s), f.; the king’s, domus r¡gia.
(58.)
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panic, pav-or, ~«ris, m.

pardon, ig-n«sc« (3, ~n«v¿, ~n«tum;
dat., 5); pardon (you) for (this), hoc
tibi cond«n«, 1; wish you pardoned;
tibi ign«tum vol« (240); by pardon-
ing, gerund of ign«sc« (99).

parent, par¡ns.

park (= pleasure grounds), hort¿, m.
pl.

Parliament = Senate.

part, for my, equidem. (See also 334,
i.)

part, it is our. (291, Note 3.)

part, the greater, pl¡r¿que.

part from, dis-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿) ab.

part in, take, m¡ im-misce« (2,
~miscu¿, ~mixtum; with dat.); a bat-
tle, intersum (dat.); politics, at-ting«
(3, ~tig¿).

part in, without, exper-s, ~tis (gen.,
301, ii.).

partly, partim.

party, pars, ~tis, f.; and see popular
and aristocratic.

party, one … the other. (340, iii.)

pass (a law), per-fer«, ~ferre, ~tul¿.

pass (time), d¡g« (3, d¡g¿); ag« (3,
¡g¿, §ctum).

pass, (intrans., of intervals of time),
inter-c¡dere (3, ~cessit).

pass by, praeter-e«, ~¿re, ~i¿.

passion (= anger), ¿ra, f.

passionate, ¿r§cundus.

passionateness, ¿r§cundia, f.

past (adj.), praeteritus; the past, prae-
terita, n. pl., (52); tempus praeteri-
tum.

pathless, invius.

patience, with, aequ« anim«, or
patienter.

patriot; true patriot, bonus c¿vis, c¿vis
optimus; patriots, every patriot, all
true patriots, optimus quisque
(375); best patriot, optimus c¿vis.

pay attention to, rati«nem habe« (with
gen.); pay (you) honour; hon«rem
(tibi) habe«, 2; pay my respects to,
sal»t«, 1 (acc.); pay the penalty (see
penalty).

peace, p§x (gen. p§cis), f.

peace (of mind), s¡c»ri-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

peculiarity, special, proprium, n.
(255.)

penalty, poena, f.; supplicium, n.; pay
the penalty of, poen§s d« (with
gen.). (See note under punishment.)

people (= men), homin¡s; a people (=
nation), populus, m.

perceive, intel|leg« (3, ~l¡x¿, ~l¡ctum.)
(19.)

perhaps, nescio an (see 169, i.), or
haud sci« an (the latter should
always be used before an adj. when
no verb is expressed); fortasse; for-
sitan (169, ii.).

perilous, per¿cul«sus. (57, a.)

period, at that. (294, Note.)

perish, per-e«, ~¿re.

permission, with your kind; without
his, (270, Note 3).

permit, per m¡ licet (331, 16); am
permitted, mihi licet (198).

perpetrate, com-, or ad-, mitt« (3,
~m¿s¿, ~missum); faci« (3, f¡c¿, fac-
tum).

perpetrator (of) = he who perpetrat-
ed. (175.)

persecute, ¿nsector, 1.

persevere or persist, persev¡r«, 1.
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person, hom-«, ~inis. (224, Note 3.)

person, a single (after a negat.),
quisquam. (358, i.)

person (your own), caput, n.

personal appearance, corporis (59)
habitus, 4, m.

persuade, persu§-de« (2, ~s¿, ~sum)
(5); cannot be persuaded, persu§d¡r¿
mihi n«n potest. (219, i.)

pestilence, pestilentia, f. 

philosopher, philosophus.

philosophy, philosophia, f.

pierce, c«n-fodi« (3, ~f«d¿, ~fossum). 

pitch of, to such a, e« (with gen., 294,
Note).

pity for, feel, m¡ miseret (gen., 309).

place, locus, m. (pl. generally loca,
n.); in the place (where), ibi; to the
place (whence), e«. (89.) 

place, p«n« (3, posu¿, positum). 

plain, campus, m.

plain (adj.), manif¡stus. 

plan, c«nsilium, n.

plead (as excuse), exc»s«, 1; my
cause, causam «r« (1), or d¿c« (3,
d¿x¿), or ag« (3, ¡g¿). 

pleasantly (speak), i»cunda, n. pl.

please (e.g. you), place«, 2 (dat., 5).

please (= it pleases me), mihi libet
(libuit or libitum est) (247); if you
please, s¿ libet.

pleasing to, gr§tus (dat.).

pleasure, volup-t§s, ~t§tis, f. (often in
pl., when used for pleasure in the
abstract).

pledge myself, sponde« (2, spopond¿).

plunder, praeda, f.

poet, po¡ta, m.

point (in every), r¡s (pl.).

point of, on the, use fut. in ~»rus;
(418, d).

point (whence), to the, e«. (89.) 

point out, m«nstr«, 1; ostend-« (3, ¿,
ost¡nsum).

poison, ven¡num, n. 

policy, c«nsilia, n. pl.

political, use gen. of r¡s p»blica (see
59).

political life, r¡s p»blica; I enter polit-
ical life, ad rem p. m¡ c«nfer«
(|ferre, ~tul¿) or ac-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿).

politicians. (175.)

politics, r¡sp»blica (never pl.).

poor, paup-er, ~eris; the poor, pauper-
¡s, ~um. (51, a.)

popular (party), popul§ris; or the
popular party, popul§r|¡s, ~ium, m.
pl. (p. 48, footnote 4).

popularity, fav-or, ~«ris, m. (See note
under influence.)

populous, frequ¡ns. 

position, locus, m.

possible (with superlatives), vel. 

possible, it is. (127.)

possibly, use fier¿ potest ut. (64 and
127.)

post up, f¿g«, 3, f¿x¿, f¿xum. 

posterity. (See 51, a, and footnote 5.)

postpone, dif-fer« (|ferre, distul¿).
(See note under hang back.)

poverty, pauper-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

power, potentia, f.; potes-t§s, ~t§tis, f.
(See note under influence.)

power, under his own, gen. of dici«
sua, arbitrium suum. (290, Note 3.)
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powerful, pot¡ns; the powerful, poten-
tissimus quisque (sing., 375); am
most powerful, pl»rimum possum.

powerless, am, nihil possum. 

praise (noun), lau-s, ~dis, f.

praise, laud«, 1.

praised, to be (adj.), laudandus. 

praiseworthy, laud§bilis.

pray for (= desire much), opt«, 1
(acc.); make one prayer, »num opt«.

prayers, prec-¡s, ~um, f.

preceding, proximus.

precious, preti«sus (superl., 57, a.)

predecessors. (175.)

prefer, m§l« (m§lle, m§lu¿; with inf.).

prefer (him to you) (eum tibi) prae-,
or ante-p«n« (3, ~posu¿, ~positum)
(253, iii.); or prae-fer«, (|ferre,
~tul¿).

preparations, make, par«, l. (54.)

prepare (trans.) (for or against you)
(tibi) in-tend« (3, ~tend¿)

preparing to (= about to), use partic.
in ~»rus.

presence, in his, my, etc., praes¡ns.
(61, or 420.)

presence of, in the, in (273, Note 2);
c«ram (abl. of persons).

present (adj.), hic (337); but your
present, iste (338).

present, am, ad-sum (|esse, ~fu¿);
present at, intersum. (251.)

present, at, or for the, in praes¡ns.
(331, 26.)

present, as a. (260.)

present you with this, h«c (abl.) t¡
(acc.) d«n«, 1.

presently, mox; brev¿.

preservation of, the, use c«nserv«, 1.
(292, 10.)

preserve, serv«, 1; c«nserv«, 1.

press on, ¿n-st« (1, ~st§re, ~stit¿; with
dat.); by pressing on, gerund. (99.)

pretend, simul«, 1; (= assert) dictit«,1

I; fing«, 3, f¿nx¿, f¿ctum.

pretty (adv.); pretty well, satis.

prevail by prayer, impetr«, 1, upon,
ab. (122.)

prevent (from), ob-st« (1, ~st§re, ~stit¿
(with dat.) qu«minus. (129.)

prevent, to (in order that … not), n¡.
(101.)

priceless, preti«sissimus.

prince, r¡x (gen. r¡gis).

principle, want of, levi-t§s, ~t§tis, f. 

prison, vincula, n. pl., car-cer, ~ceris,
m.

prisoner, capt¿vus, m.; am being
taken, capior (3, captus sum).

private (person), pr¿v§tus; private
property, r¡s famili§ris.

privilege, i»s (gen. i»ris), n.

procrastinate, differ« (differre, dis-
tul¿.) (See note under hang back.)

procrastination, c»nct§ti-«, ~«nis, f.;
or use verb, c»nctor, 1 (98, a.)

profess, pro-fiteor (2, ~fessus sum).
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1 Simul« = I pretend something exists which does not; dissimul« = I try to con-
ceal something which does exist. When the pretence ¿s applied to words rather than
to conduct, dictit« (a frequentative form of d¿c«) is common ¿n the sense of “I
assert, allege.” Fing«, and still more mentior, emphasises the falsehood of the alle-
gation.



progress in, make (much, more),
(multum, pl»s) pr«fici« in (abl.).

project (noun), c«nsilium, n. 

prolonged, di»tinus.

promise, pollic-eor (2, ~itus sum);
pr«-mitt« (3, m¿s¿, ~missum). (37.)

promise, pr«missum, n. (51, b); make
promises = promise.

proof, iudicium, n.; is a proof (260.)

proof against, invictus ab (with abl.)
or adversus (with acc.).

proper (= one’s own), suus.

property, bona, n. pl. (51, b);
fort»nae, f. pl.; r¡s, 5, f.

prophet, v§t-¡s, ~is, m.

prophetic = of him foretelling the
future.

proportion to, in (332, 7; 376); exact
proportion to (with verbs of
valuing), tant¿ … quant¿.

prosecuted for, am, reus f¿« (factus
sum); acc»sor, l (306). 

prospect, or prospects, sp¡s, 5, f.
(sing.). (See note under hope.)

prosperity, r¡s prosperae, or secun-
dae.

protect your interests, tibi (248)
cave« (2, c§v¿, cautum).

protest against. (130.)

protract (war), trah« (3, tr§x¿).

proud, superbus.

proud of, gl«rior, 1. (282, Note.)

prove (intrans.). (259, Note 1.)

provide against, cave« (2, c§v¿, 
cautum) n¡, or with acc. of noun.

provide for, pr«-vide« (2, ~v¿d¿,
|v¿sum). (248.)

provided that, modo, modo n¡. (468.)

provision, make no, nihil pr«vide«.

provisions (for army), fr»mentum, n.;
r¡s fr»ment§ria, f.

provocation, without = no one pro-
voking, abl. abs. (See 332, 8.)

provoke, lacess-« (3, ~¿v¿, ~itum),
irr¿t«, (l).

prudence, pr»dentia, f.

prudence, want of, impr»dentia, f.

public (services) = to the people;
public interest, r¡sp»blica; public
life, see political life.

punish, poen§s s»m« (3, s»mps¿) d¡
(332, 4); am punished for, poen§s
d«, with gen. of the crime.

punishment, poena,1 f.; supplicium, n.
(heavy).

purpose, pr«positum, n. (51, b);
c«nsilium, n.

purposely, c«nsult«.

pursue, sequor (3, sec»tus sum). 

pursuit, studium, n.

put off, differ« (differre, distul¿). 

put to death, caed« (3, cec¿d¿, cae-
sum). (See also under kill.)

put to the test, per¿clitor, 1. 

put up with, toler«, 1 (with acc.).

Pyrrhus, Pyrrhus.

quail before, pertim-¡sc« (3, ~u¿; with
acc.).

qualities, good, virt»t-¡s, ~um, f. pl. 

quantity, v¿s (acc. vim). (See also
174.)
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quarter, ask for, ut mihi parc§tur pre-
cor, 1; mortem or vict«ris ¿ram
d¡precor; I obtain, ut mihi parc§tur
impetr«, 1; or mihi parcitur.

question (ask), interrog«, 1; it is ques-
tioned (doubted), dubit§tur; may be
questioned, dubit§r¿ potest.

question, my, his, the; to my, etc.,
pres. part. of interrog« (346); the
real question (see real).

question (= matter), r¡s, 5, f.

quiet (noun), tranquilli-t§s,-t§tis, f. 

quietly, use adj. (61), s¡c»rus.

quit, ex-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿) (with or with-
out ¡, ex, 314).

quite, not, parum; vix.

race (= nation), g¡ns (gen. gentis), f.;
the human race, hominum (or
h»m§num) gen-us, ~eris, n.

rage, ¿ra, f.

raid upon, make a, incursi«nem faci«
in (acc.).

raise, toll« (3, sustul¿, subl§tum); (an
army) (exercitum) compar«, 1; (a
cheer) (cl§m«rem) toll«.

raise up, attoll« (3, sustul¿, subl§tum).

rally (intrans.), m¡ col-lig« (3, ~l¡g¿);
to rally (of a number), concurrere.

rank (= position), status, 4, m.; (of
army), «rd-«, ~inis, m.; ranks
(metaph. of a party), part-¡s, ~ium, f.
pl.; high rank, digni-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

rare (= remarkable), singul§ris.

rarely, r§r«, comp. r§rius.

rash, temer§rius.

rashness, temeri-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

rather (adv.), potius.

rather, had, or would, m§l« (m§lle,
m§lu¿).

ravage, populor, 1.

reach, perveni« ad (253, ii.); reach
such a pitch of, e« pr«-c¡d« (3,
~cess¿) (294, Note); to reach (of let-
ters), perferr¿ ad.

reach (of darts), the, iactus, 4, m.

read through, per-leg« (3, ~l¡g¿,
~l¡ctum).

ready to, vol« (velle, volu¿; with inf.).

real (question) is, the, illud (341)
quaeritur (218).

realise (= conceive), anim« (or
mente) con-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~cep-
tum).

reality, in; really, r¡; r¡ ips§; r¡ v¡r§.
(274.)

reap (= gain), per-cipi« (3, ~cep¿,
~ceptum); the fruit of, fr»ctum per-
cipi« (gen.).

rear, tergum, n.; in the, § terg« (332,
1), or §versus. (See 61.)

reason, causa, f.; for (both) reasons
(378, i.); the reason (of), qu§s ob
caus§s or c»r (174); the reason (of)
… was (483, Note 1).

rebel,1 qu¿ contr§ r¡gem arma
s»mpsit. (175.)

rebel to (invite) = to rebellion.

rebellion (renewal of war after sub-
mission), rebelli-«, ~«nis, f.; (revolt),
d¡fecti-«, ~«nis, f.

rebuke (noun), use increp-«, (1, ~u¿),
(414, Note).

recall (to), revoc«, 1 (ad); to mind, in
animum.
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1 A “rebel” might also be “qu¿ § fid¡ d¡sc¿vit or d¡f¡cit”; or rem p»blicam might
be substituted for r¡gem, according to the context.



receive, ac-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum)
(19); without receiving (425, 420.)

recent, rec¡ns.

reckon up, ¡numer«, 1.

recognise, cog-n«sc« (3, ~n«v¿,
|nitum).

reconciled with you, t¡cum in gr§tiam
red-e« (|¿re, ~i¿). 

reconciliation (you delay your) = to
be reconciled with.

recover (trans.), recuper«, 1; re-cipi«
(3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum); recover myself,
m¡ recipi«; recover (intrans.) from,
¡mer-g« (3, ~s¿) ¡ (ex).

recruit, t¿r-«, ~«nis; army of recruits,
(223, Note 2).

reflect on, recordor, 1.

refrain (from), facere n«n possum
(qu¿n).

refuge with, take, c«n-fugi« (3, ~f»g¿)
ad.

refuse, n«l« (n«lle, n«lu¿).

refute (an opponent), redargu-« (3,
~¿); a charge, d¿lu-« (3, ~¿); § m¡ re-
move« (2, ~m«v¿).

regard for or to, have, rati«nem habe«
(2, with gen.).

regiment, use cohor-s, ~tis, f. 

regret, m¡ pud-et (2, ~uit). (309.) 

regular engagement, i»stum proelium,
n.

reign, r¡gn«, 1. 

reinforcements, subsidia, n. pl. 

reject, repudi«, 1.

rejoice, gaude« (2, g§v¿sus sum). 

rejoicing (noun), laetitia, f.

relates to, spectat ad.

relation, propinquus, m. (256.) 

reliance on (you), place, fidem (tibi)
habe«, 2.

relief, bring you, tibi succurr-« (3, ¿).

relieve, sublev«, 1 (acc.); relieve of,
lev«, 1 (abl. of thing).

relinquish, o-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿, ~mis-
sum). (See note under undone.)

reluctant, n«l« (n«lle, n«lu¿). 

reluctantly; with reluctance. (61.)

rely on, c«n-f¿d« (3, ~f¿sus sum; 282,
Note, 245, Note 4); fidem habe« (2,
with dat.).

relying on (adj.), fr¡tus. (285.)

remain behind, re-mane« (2, ~m§ns¿).

remain firm, permane«.

remains, it, restat ut. (See 126.) 

remarkable, singul§ris.

remember, memin-¿ (|isse; imperative
mement«; for pres. subj., meminer-
im).

Remi, the, R¡m-¿, ~«rum.

remorse for, feel, m¡ (234) paenit-et
(2, ~uit; gen., 309).

remove (my home), commigr«, 1
(intrans.).

removed from, far. (264, Note.)

renown, gl«ria, f.

repeatedly, saepe; saepissim¡ (57, a);
persaepe.

repel, pr«puls«, 1; from, ab. 

repent of, m¡ paenit-et (2, ~uit). (309.)

reply, respond-e« (2, ~¿).

repose, «tium, n.; enjoy, «ti«sus sum.

reproach, it is a. (260.) 

reputation, ex¿stim§ti-«, ~«nis, f.;
f§ma, f.; reputation for, lau-s, ~dis,
f. (with gen.).
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request, make a, pet« (3, pet¿v¿)
(122), posc« (3, poposc¿) (231).
(See note under demand); make this,
hoc (acc.) pet«; my request, quae
pet«. (175.)

require, use opus. (286.)

resemble (closely), similis (superl.)
sum. (255.)

resentment, dol-or, ~«ris, m.

resident, am, domicilium habe«; at
(see 312).

resignation, with, aequ« anim«. 

resist, repugn«, 1 (dat.).

resistance, use inf. pass. of re-sist«,
(3, ~stit¿); in spite of resistance,
(420).

resolution (= design), c«nsilium, n.

resolution, pass a, d¡cern« (3,
d¡cr¡v¿).

resolve, statu-« (3, ~¿); d¡cern« (3,
~cr¡v¿, ~cr¡tum). (45.) 

resources, op-¡s, ~um, f.

respect, observantia, f.

respectable, honestus.

responsible (for), make you, rati«nem
§ t¡ reposc« (with gen.).

rest, qui-¡s, ~¡tis, f.

rest (of), the, c¡ter¿; or (372) reliquus
(in agreement, 60, or with gen.);
rest of the world, (see world).

rest on, n¿-tor (3, ~sus sum) (abl., 282,
Note).

rest with, penes (331, 15) esse. 

restore (strength, etc.), redintegr«, 1.

restrained from, cannot be, retin¡r¿
n«n possum qu¿n.

result, r¡s, 5, f.; (of toil), fr»ctus, 4,
m.; the result is, was, etc., ¡venit
(¡v¡nit, ¡vent»rum); without result,
(332, 8).

retain, retine«, 2.

retake, re-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum).

retire from, ab-e« (|¿re, ~i¿). (264.)

retreat, m¡ re-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿); pedem
re-fer« (|ferre, rettul¿). 

retrieve, s§n«, 1.

return (noun), reditus, 4, m.

return (intrans.), red-e« (|¿re, ~i¿). 

return kindness, gr§tiam refer«
(referre, rettul¿). (98, b.)

revolt, d¡fecti-«, ~«nis, f.

reward (= prize), praemium, n.; 
(= pay, fee), merc-¡s, ~¡dis, f.; 
(= fruit), fr»ctus, 4, m.

reward, praemi¿s affici« (3, aff¡c¿). 

rich (of persons), d¿v-es, ~itis; of
cities, opulentus; the rich (51, a).

riches, d¿vitiae, pl. f.

ride past, (equ«) praeter-vehor (3,
~vectus sum) (trans., 24); cf. coast
along.

ridge, iugum, n.

ridiculed, am, irr¿deor (2, irr¿sus
sum). (253, iv.)

right (noun), i»s (gen. i»ris), n.; am in
the right, v¡r¡ (or r¡ct¡) senti« (4,
s¡ns¿).

right hand, dextra, f.

rightly, rightfully, i»re1 (270, Note 1.)

rigour, s¡v¡ri-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

ring with, (= echo with), person-« (1,
~u¿; with abl.).
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1 I»re is “rightly” in the sense of “rightfully,” “deservedly”; r¡ct¡, “correctly,”
“accurately”; r¿te, in accordance with religious usage or ceremonial.



rising, s¡diti-«, ~«nis, f.

rising ground, tumulus, m. (use pl.).

rival, invidus, m.

river, fl»m-en, ~inis, n.; fluvius, m.

road, via.

roar out, v«ciferor, 1; magn§ v«ce
concl§m«, 1.

rock, saxum, n.

roll (intrans.), volvor (3, vol»tus
sum). (21, a.)

Rome (the city), R«ma, f.; (the
nation) populus R«m§nus. (319.)

roof, under my. (331, 4.)

round (prep.), circ§ or circum (acc.,
331, 5).

rout, fund« (3, f»d¿, f»sum). 

royal, r¡gius.

ruin, interitus,1 4, m.; exitium, n.; per-
nici¡s, 5, f.; cl§d-¡s, ~is, f.; calami-
t§s, ~t§tis, f.; without ruin to, use
salvus (abl. abs., 424).

ruin, pessum d«; ruined, affl¿ctus.

ruler of, imper«, 1 (dat.).

rumour, r»m-or, ~«ris, m.

run forward, pr«-curr« (3, ~curr¿). 

run, into, incurr« in (with acc.).

rural, r»sticus.

rustic (adj.), agrestis.

sack (a city), d¿-ripi« (3, ~ripu¿, ~rep-
tum).

sacrifice to (metaph.) = place behind,
posthabe«, 2. (253, iii.)

sad, maestus.

safe, t»tus; incolumis (safe and
sound); salvus (of things as well as
persons). For adv. “safely” use
tutus or incolumis. (61.)

safety, sal-»s, ~»tis, f.; in safety, t»t«
(adv.); incolumis (adj., 61); wish for
your safety, t¡ salvum vol« (velle,
volu¿). (240.)

sail, n§vig«, 1; sail round, cir-
cumn§vig«, 1 (trans.)

sailor, nauta, m.

sake of, for the, caus§ or gr§ti§, with
gen. or pronominal adj. (289); or ad
with gerund (396); for its own sake,
propter s¡ (331, 20).

sally, ¡rupti-«, ~«nis, f.; make a,
¡rupti«nem faci«.

sally out, ¡-rump« (3, ~r»p¿).

salute, sal»t«, 1. 

same as, the. (84, 365.) 

satisfactory, use ex sententi§ “in
accordance with one’s views.”

satisfied with, contentus (abl., 285).

save you, tibi sal»tem affer« (afferre,
attul¿).

say, d¿c« (3, d¿x¿, dictum); said he
(parenthetic) (40); it is said (43).
(See also under speak.)

saying, a, dictum (see 51, b; 55); the
saying, illud (341).

scale, c«nscen-d« (3, ~d¿). 

scanty, exiguus. 

scarcely, vix.

scatter (intrans.), dissip§r¿, 1 (20, 21,
a.)

scene, come on the, inter-veni« (4,
~v¡n¿)
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scenes (= places), loc-a, ~«rum, n. 

schemes, ¿nsidiae, f.; art-¡s, ~ium, f.

science of war, r¡s m¿lit§ris.

scout, expl«r§t-or, ~«ris.

sea, mar-e, ~is, n.; by sea and land,
terr§ mar¿que (note the order).

sea-sickness, nausea, f.

second, alter (531, a); (for) a second
time, iterum (533, b).

secondly, deinde (534, Note.)

secret from, keep, c¡l«, 1 (230); make
a secret of, dissimul«, 1. (See foot-
note on pretend.)

secretly, s¡cr¡t« (adv.). 

secure (= safe), t»tus. (19.) 

secure; make secure; c«nfirm«, 1. 

see, vide«1 (2, v¿d¿, v¿sum); (as a
spectator) spect«, 1; (in sense of
perceive), intel|leg« (3, ~l¡x¿,
~l¡ctum); am seen, c«n-spicior (3,
|spectus sum).

seek for, pet-« (3, ~¿v¿, ~¿tum). 

seem, videor (2, v¿sus sum) (43, Note
2).

seize, comprehen-d« (3, ~d¿, ~sum);
(an opportunity), »tor (3, »sus sum).
(281.)

seldom, r§r¡

self, ipse (355, 356). 

self-confidence, su¿ f¿d»cia, f. (300.) 

self-control, modestia; (anim¿)
moder§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

self-control, want of, impotentia, f.;
adj. impot¡ns, adv. impotenter. 

Senate, sen§tus, 4, m.

Senate house, c»ria, f.

send, mitt« (3, m¿s¿, missum); to, ad
(6); send back (to), remitt« (ad);
send for, arcess-« (3, ~¿v¿, ~¿tum)
(acc.).

sense, good, pr»dentia, f.

sensible, or of sense, pr»d¡ns; one so
sensible as (224, Note 3); adv.,
pr»denter.

sentenced to, multor, 1. (307.)

sentiments, hold the same, eadem
(365) senti« (4, s¡ns¿) (54). 

separately, singul¿. (380, b.)

serious, grav-is (|ior, ~issimus). 

serpent, serp¡ns (gen. serpentis), f.

service, military, m¿litia, f.

service to, do (good, the best, such
good) (bene, optim¡, tam bene)
mereor (2, meritus sum) d¡ (332, 4);
but services to, merita (51, b) in
(331, 26).

set (e.g. spurs), sub-d« (3, ~did¿)
(dat.).

set at liberty, l¿ber«, 1.

set at naught, con-temn« (3, ~temps¿,
~temptum); parv¿ (minim¿, nihil¿)
faci« or habe« (305).

set before (you), (tibi) ex-p«n« (3,
~posu¿, ~positum).

set fire to, incen-d« (3, ~d¿, ~sum)
(acc.).

set out, pro-fic¿scor (3, ~fectus sum).

settle, c«nstit-u« (3, ~u¿) (trans.).

several (= some), aliquot (indecl.); =
respective, suus with quisque. (354,
i.).
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1 Vid¡re, the general word, to see; spect§re, to look long at, to watch as a spec-
tacle; cernere, to see clearly, to discern; c«nspicere, to get sight of; aspicere, to
turn the eye towards; intu¡r¿, to gaze at earnestly or steadfastly.



severe, gravis. 

sex, sexus, 4, m.

shake (trans.), labefact«, 1. 

shamelessness, impudentia, f.

share (with), comm»nic«, 1 (cum;
253, v.).

shatter, quass«, 1.

shelter, teg« (3, t¡x¿, t¡ctum).

shelter, perfugium, n.; under shelter
of, t¡ctus (with abl. of instrument).

shew. (See show.) 

shield, sc»tum, n.

ship of war, a, n§vis longa; merchant
ship, n§vis oner§ria. 

short, in, d¡nique.

short-lived (panic) = of the shortest
time. (303, Note 1.)

shortly, brev¿.

shout, cl§m-or, ~«ris, m.

show (= point out), m«nstr«, 1; show
(= display) clemency, etc., or show
myself (= prove), (see 240. Note 1);
show such cruelty to, ade« saevi«
(4) in (abl.); show gratitude, (98, b).

shrewd, ac»tus (superl., 57, a).

shrink from, d¡trect« (1) (acc.). 

sick, aeg-er, ~ra, ~rum; am sick,
aegr«t«, 1; his sick-bed = him whilst
sick and failing.

side (of a river), r¿pa, f.

side, by your, tibi praest« (adv.) sum;
on your, § t¡ st« (1, stet¿). (332, i.)

side, on no, n»squam; nec »squam; on
this side (of), prep., cis (331, 6); on
the other, ultr§ (331, 25); on all
sides, undique.

sigh for (metaph.), d¡s¿der«, 1, (trans.,
22, 23).

signal, signum, n. 

silence, in. (61.)

silent, am, tace«, 2. 

sin, pecc«, 1.

since (adv.), poste§; as prep. (= from),
ex or ab. (326.)

single combat, in, comminus. 

single, a, »nus; not a single; not one,
n¡ »nus quidem. (529, g.)

sink (trans.), d¡mer-g« (3, ~s¿, ~sum);
intrans. (metaph.), d¡scend-« (3, ~¿);
am sinking (fainting) under, exani-
mor, 1, (abl., 268, Note 2).

sister, sor-or, ~«ris.

sit, sede« (2, s¡d¿); sit down, c«n-s¿d«
(3, ~sed¿).

situation, situs, 4, m.

six, sex; sixth, sextus.

size, magnit»d-«, ~inis, f.; and see 174.

slander, maledicta, n. pl. (51, b.)

slaughter, use oc-c¿d« (3, ~c¿d¿,
~c¿sum).

slave, servus, m.; am a slave, servi«,
4.

slavery, servi-t»s, ~t»tis, f.

slay. (See kill.)

sleep, dormi«, 4; in his sleep, use
pres. partic.

sleep, somnus, m.

sleep, want of, vigiliae, f. pl.

so, ita: with verbs, ade«; so little, ade«
n«n: with adjs. and advs. only, tam:
so = accordingly, itaque: so great,
so many, (84): so small, tantulus: so
far from, tantum abest ut (128): so,
or as long as, (420).

society, as a. (380, b.) 

soften (metaph.), ex«r«, 1. 

soldier, m¿l-es, ~itis.
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solemnly appeal. (See appeal.)

solitude (of a place), ¿nfrequentia, f. 

Solon, Sol-«n, ~«nis.

some one, aliquis (360); nescio quis
(362); some … others, ali¿ … ali¿
(369).

some (amount of), aliquantum (gen.,
294); for some time, aliquantum
temporis.

somehow. (363.)

something (opposed to nothing),
aliquid (360).

sometimes, n«nnumquam;1 interdum.

son, filius.

soon, mox; brev¿; iam (328, b); sooner
than he had hoped = quicker
(celerius) than his own hope (277).

sore (of famine), gravis.

sorrows, incommoda, n. pl., aerum-
nae, f. pl., (stronger).

soul (not) a, quisquam (358, i.); in
Livy »nus is sometimes added; n¡
»nus quidem. (529, g.) 

sound your praises, laudibus t¡ fer«
(ferre, tul¿).

sounds incredible, it, incr¡dibile dict»
est. (404.)

source of (metaph.), the, use unde
(174, e); a source of (gain) (260). 

sovereign, r¡x (gen. r¡gis).

sovereignty, pr¿ncip§tus, 4, m.

Spaniard, a, Hisp§nus; Spain (= the
nation), Hisp§n¿. (319.)

spare, parc« (3, peperc¿; dat.); for
perf. pass., use temper§tum est
(249.)

speak, loquor2 (3, loc»tus sum); d¿c«
(3, ~d¿x¿); speak out, ¡loquor; in
speaking, abl. of gerund.

special peculiarity of. (See peculi-
arity.)

speech, «r§ti-«, |«nis, f.; if to soldiers
or multitude, conti-«, ~«nis, f.; my
speech is over; I have done my
speech, d¿x¿. (187.)

speed, celeri-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

spirit, animus, m.; of more than one
person, anim¿; with spirit, fer«citer.
(See note under boldly.)

spite of, in, in (273, Note 2); of your
resistance, etc., abl. abs. (420); in
spite of his innocence (224, Note 2).

spoil, praeda, f.

spotless, integer, innoc¡ns; or use
superl.

spread beneath (trans.), sub-ici«, (3,
~i¡c¿, ~iectum); intrans., subicior.
(20.)

spring, the, v¡r (gen. v¡ris), n.

spring (= am sprung), orior (4, ortus
sum); sprung from, ortus (abl.);
originally sprung from, oriundus ab.

spur, calc-ar, ~§ris, n.; put spurs to,
calc§ria sub-d« (3, ~did¿) (dat.).

spy, specul§t-or, ~«ris, m.

staff (military), l¡g§t¿, m. pl.
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1 N«nnumquam, “fairly often”; approaches saepius. Interdum, “now and then,”
more rarely than n«nnumquam. Aliquand«, “on certain occasions,” opposed to
“never,” almost = r§r«.

2 D¿c«, I “speak” or “say,” i.e. I give expression to thoughts or views which I
have formed; loquor, I “speak,” use the organs of speech to utter articulate words.
Hence d¿c« = I make a formal speech, loquor = I utter informal or casual words.



stand, st« (st§re, stet¿); stand by, ad-
st« (1, ~stit¿) (dat.); stand round, cir-
cum-st« (1, ~stet¿) (acc.).

stand for (= am a candidate for), pet«
(3, pet¿v¿) (acc.).

stand in need of, indige«, 2. (284,
Note 1.)

stand in your way, tibi ob-st« (1,
~stit¿). (253, i.)

standard, signum, n.; vexillum, n. 

start (= set out), pro-fic¿scor (3, ~fec-
tus sum).

state (= condition), status, 4, m. 

state (adj.), p»blicus.

statesman, a consummate, re¿p»bli-
cae gubernandae per¿tissimus. (301,
ii.)

stay with (= visit), commoror (1) apud
(331, 4); stay at home, dom¿ mane«
(2, m§ns¿). 

steadily, turn by, did not cease to (d¡-
sist«, 3, ~stit¿).

steadiness, want of, inc«nstantia, f.

steal away (intrans.), d¿-l§bor (3,
~l§psus sum).

stern, s¡v¡rus.

sternly, act, saevi«, 4. (25.)

still (adv.), adh»c; etiam nunc (of the
present); etiam tum (past or fut.).

stony-hearted, ferreus. 

storm, tempes-t§s, ~t§tis, f.

storm (= take by storm), expugn«, 1. 

story, r¡s, 5, f.; and see 54; there is a
story, ferunt (44).

strangely, nescio qu« pact«. (See 169,
v.)

stream, r¿vus, m. (See river.) 

strength, v¿r-¡s, ~ium, f. pl.; strength
of mind, c«nstantia, f.

stretch forth, por-rig« (3, ~r¡x¿,
~r¡ctum).

strike off, ex-cuti« (3, ~cuss¿, ~cus-
sum).

strikingly, graviter.

strive (to), c«nor, 1 (with inf.).

stronghold, arx (gen. arcis), f. 

struck (partic.), ictus; am struck, per-
cutior (3, ~cussus sum). 

study, a, ar-s, ~tis, f.; study (of), cog-
niti-«, ~«nis, f.

study, operam d« (dat.); study my own
interest, mihi (248) c«n-sul« (3,
~sulu¿).

subject, a, c¿v-is, ~is, m.

submit to, per-fer« (|ferre, ~tul¿)
(acc.).

substantial, solidus, comp., magis
solidus.

succeed in, (a design, etc.), per-fici«
(trans.); effici« ut. (125.) 

succeed to (the throne), (r¡gnum) ex-
cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~ceptum) (17); suc-
ceed you, tibi suc-c¡d« (3, ~cess¿,
~cessum).

success (98, a); without success, 
¿nfect§ r¡ (332, 8; 425). 

successfully, prosper¡. 

successive, continuus.

successors (his) = those who reigned
after (him); or those who will suc-
ceed (him). (See 175; and p. 197,
footnote.)

succour, sub-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿) (dat.). 

such (= of such a kind), t§lis; (= so
great), tantus; as, qu§lis or quantus
(see 86): such … as this, huius
mod¿ (87), or hic t§lis, hic tantus
(88, Note): such as to, of such a
kind that (108): such (adv.), such a
(with adj.), tam, t§lis (or tantus)
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tamque (88): where English subst. is
expressed by Latin verb, use ade«; I
show such cruelty, ade« saevi« (4). 

sudden, subitus; repent¿nus (un-
expected.)

suddenly, subit«.

suddenness of, the = how sudden it
was. (174, e.)

suffer from,, lab«r«, 1 (abl.).

suffering (adj.), affl¿ctus (from
affl¿g«).

suffices, it, satis est. 

sufficient, satis, with gen.

suggest, auctor sum (399, Note 2);
admone«, 2.

suggestion, at (my), (m¡) auct«re (abl.
abs., 424).

suicide (commit), mortem mihi c«n-
sc¿sc« (3, ~sc¿v¿). (253, iii.) 

summer, aes-t§s, ~t§tis, f. 

summit. (60.) 

summon, voc«, 1; to, ad. 

sun, s«l (gen. s«lis), m.

sunlight, l»x (gen. l»cis), f. (s«lis may
be added).

superior to = surpass; (in courage,
etc.), use comparat. of adj. (278,
279); superior numbers (see num-
bers).

superstition, superstiti-«, ~«nis, f.

supper, c¡na, f.; to, ad.

supplies, comme§tus, 4, m. (sing. and
pl.).

supply with, suppedit«, 1. (244.) 

support (noun), subsidium, n. 

suppose, puto, 1. (See note under
fancy.)

supreme power, imperium, n.

sure, am or feel, cert« sci«; pr« cert«
habe«, 2; have made sure of, com-
pertum habe« (188); be sure to, fac
(or c»r§) ut. (See 141.)

surpass, supero, 1.

surprise (as a foe), op-prim« (3,
|press¿).

surrender (trans.), d¡-d« (3, ~did¿,
~ditum); (intrans.), m¡ d¡d« (see 21,
b); surrender my arms, arma tr§d«
(3, tr§did¿). 

surround, circum-veni« (4, ~v¡n¿)
(trans.); surrounded, use pres.
partic. of circum-st« (1, ~stet¿) (abl.
abs., 420); surrounded (by
defences), c¿nctus (from cing«): to
be surrounded (as by water), 
circum-fund¿ (3, ~f»sus sum).

survive, supersum; from, ¡ (ex); so
long as you survive, t¡ superstite
(abl. abs., 424).

suspect, suspicor, 1; (= I think), puto,
1 (see note under fancy); am
(become) suspected of, in sus-
p¿ci«nem veni« (4, v¡n¿) (gen.). 

suspend, inter-mitt« (3, ~m¿s¿,
~missum). (See note under undone.)

suspicion, susp¿ci-«, ~«nis, f.; have no
= suspect nothing. 

sustain (onset), sustine«, 2.

swallow, a, hirund-«, ~inis, f.

swarm out of, ef-fundor (3, ~f»sus
sum) (abl.).

swear, i»r«, 1.

sweep (metaph.), volit«, 1.

sword, gladius, m.; in metaphorical
sense, arma, n. pl.; ferrum, n.; with
fire and sword, ferr« et ign¿; by
sword and violence, v¿ et arm¿s:
note the order.

Syracuse, Syr§c»sae, f. pl.
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take (a city), capi« (3, ~c¡p¿, captum);
by assault, expugn«, 1.

take advantage of, »tor (3, »sus sum).
(281.)

take care that, faci« ut. (125.)

take from you, tibi ad-im« (3, ~¡m¿,
~¡mptum). (244, Note 2.)

take part in. (See part in.) 

take place, to, fier¿.

take prisoner, capi« (3, c¡p¿, captum).

take the same view. (See view.)

take up (arms), s»m-« (3, ~ps¿, ~ptum;
(= spend), c«ns»m«. 

talk, loquor (3, loc»tus sum). 

talkative, loqu-§x, comp., ~§cior. 

tall, pr«c¡rus.

task, op-us, ~eris, n.

taste, a (metaph.), studium, n. 

taunt you with this, id tibi ob-ici« (3,
~i¡c¿). (253, iii.)

tax with, inc»s«,1 1, ¿nsimul«, 1 (acc.
of person, gen. of thing).

teacher, magist-er, ~r¿: fem. form,
magistra.

teaching, the, praecepta, n. pl.

tear, lacrima, f.

tedious, longus. 

teeth of, in the. (420.)

tell (= bid), iube« (2, iuss¿). (120.) 

tell (a story), n§rr«, 1.

temper, animus, m.

temperament, indol-¡s, ~is, f. (See
note under character.)

temple, templum, n.

ten, decem; (a-piece), d¡n¿. (532.) 

tenacious of, ten§x. (301, i.) 

tends to, use gen. with est. (291, Note
3.)

tent, tabern§culum, n.

terms, condici«n-¡s, ~um, f. pl.

terrible, so, tantus.

territory, f¿n-¡s, ~ium, m.

terror, am in such, ade« pertim-¡sco
(3, ~u¿).

testify (= show), d¡cl§r«, 1. 

than, quam; or abl. (275, 493.) 

thank you (for), gr§ti§s (tibi) ag« (3,
¡g¿) ob (or pr«).

thanks, return, gr§ti§s ag« (98, b);
thanks to, propter (331, 20, b). 

that (demonstrative), ille (339). 

that, after verbs of saying, see ør§ti«
Obl¿qua (Indirect Discourse); (= in
order that, so that), see Final
(Purpose), Consecutive (Result),
Clauses.

themselves (reflexive), s¡ (349). 

then, tum, tunc; then and there, ¿lic«.
(See also therefore.) 

thence, inde.

there, ibi; ill¿c; after verb of motion,
e«, ill»c.

therefore, igitur; in narrative, itaque.

thereupon, tum.

thick of, the = the midst of. (60.) 

think (= reflect), c«git«, 1.

third, tertius (adj.).

thirst, sit-is, ~is, f., abl. sit¿. 
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thirty, tr¿gint§ (indecl.).

this, hic, haec, hoc. (337.) 

thoroughly (with adj.), use superl. 

though, use pres. part. (412, Note.)

thousand, m¿lle, pl. mil¿a; to die a
thousand deaths = a thousand
times, m¿li¡ns (adv.).

threaten, ¿n-st« (1, ~stit¿); (of things),
immine«, 2; impend-e« (2, ~¿) (253,
i.); threaten with, minor (1; see 244,
Note 1); d¡n»nti« (1), (244, Note 1);
threaten to, minor, 1. (See 37.) 

threats, minae, f. pl.; make threats (=
threaten), (minor).

three, tr¡s, tria; three days (space of),
tr¿duum, n.; three years, triennium,
n.

thrice, ter.

throne, r¡gnum, n., or imperium, n.;
am on the throne, r¡gn«, 1. (See
17.)

throng, multit»d-«, ~inis, f.

throughout, per (acc.); throughout
(the city) = in the whole, use abl.

throw, con-ici« (3, ~i¡c¿, ~iectum);
into, in (acc.); myself (at the feet of),
m¡ pr«ici« (257, ii.); throw across,
tr§ici«; throw away, pr«ici«; throw
down (arms), abici«.

tie (noun), necessit»d-«, ~inis, f.

till, col-« (3, ~u¿, cultum).

till (440, 441); not till (443, Note).

time, temp-us, ~oris, n.; at that time,
tum; e§ tempest§te; tum temporis
(294, Note); at his own time, (354,
iv.); in good time, ad tempus (326).

timid, timidus.

to, ad (331, 1); in (331, 26). (See 6.)

today, hodi¡.

toil, lab-or, ~«ris, m. 

toilsome = of such toil. (303, i.) 

tomb, sepulcrum, n. 

tomorrow, cr§s. 

tongue, lingua, f. 

too (also), quoque. (Intr. 89.)

too, with adjectives. (See 57, b.)

too little (of), parum. (294.)

too much, 294; nimi« (280, Note 2).

torture, cruci§tus, 4, m.

touch (his heart) (animum eius) flect«
(3, flex¿); am touched by, moveor
(abl.).

towards, ad (331, 1). 

town, oppidum, n.

townsman, oppid§nus.

traditions, hand down, tr§d« (3,
tr§did¿, tr§ditum); there is a tradi-
tion. (44.)

train, exerce«, 2; exercit«, 1; trained
in, exercit§tus (with abl.).

training, discipl¿na, f.

traitors, c¿v¡s impi¿.

transact, ag« (3, ¡g¿, §ctum). 

tranquillity, «tium, n.

transported, am (metaph.), ex-ar-
d¡sc« (3, ~ars¿) (lit. become hot).

travel, iter faci«; (= go abroad), pere-
gr¿nor, 1; travel over, perl»str«, 1
(acc.).

treachery, perfidia, f.

treat as a source of gain. (260.) 

treat lightly, parv¿ faci«. (305.)

treat with success (heal), medeor, 2
(dat.).

treaty, foed-us, ~eris, n.

tree, arb-or, ~oris, f.
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tribe, n§ti-«, ~«nis,1 f.; g¡ns (gen. gen-
tis), f.

trifling (adj.), levissimus (57, a);
inc«nst§ns, inc«nstantissimus.

triumph (= success), vict«ria, f.; (a
Roman general’s), triumphus; in tri-
umph, victor (63); in the very hour
of, in ips§ vict«ri§; shouts of tri-
umph, exsultantium cl§mor (414).

triumph (metaph.), exsult«,2 1; tri-
umph over, super«, 1 (acc.).

troops, c«piae, f.; m¿lit-¡s, ~um, m.

trouble, without, n»ll« neg«ti« (270,
Note 3); troubles, molestiae, f. pl;
troublesome, molestus.

truce, ind»tiae, f. pl.

true, v¡rus; it is true, use ille (334,
iv.); truest patriot (see patriot).

trust (that), c«n-f¿d« (3, ~f¿sus sum);
trust your word, fidem tibi habe«.

truth, the, v¡ra, n. pl. (53); but in
truth (opposed to a supposition),
nunc v¡r«.

try (to), c«nor, 1 (with inf.).

trying (adj.), difficilis. (57, a.) 

tumult, tumultus, 4, m.

turn (trans.), vert-« (3, ~¿); my back
on you, tergum tibi vert«.

turn (intrans.), vertor (3, versus sum);
convertor (20); to, ad; turn back,
revertor.

turn, each in, pr« s¡ quisque.

turn out (= prove), ¡v§-d« (3, ~s¿); it
turns out, ¡venit; »s» venit (see note
under lot); turns out so, e« ¡v§dit.

twelve hundred, m¿lle ducent¿. (527,
528.)

twentieth, v¿c¡nsimus.

twenty, v¿gint¿ (indecl.).

twice over, semel atque iterum; twice
two, bis b¿na.

two, du-o, ~ae, ~o; two a-piece, b¿n¿
(532, a); two-thirds, duae part¡s
(535, c); two years (space of),
biennium, n.

tyrant, tyrannus.

tyranny, domin§ti-«, ~«nis, f.

unable to, nequ-e« (|¿v¿); n«n possum
(posse, potu¿). 

unanimous; unanimously, use omnis.
(59.)

unarmed, inermis.

unawares, impr»d¡ns (adj., 61). 

uncertain, it is, incertum est.

uncle, avunculus.

uncomplaining under, pati¡ns (57, a),
with gen. (302). 

unconstitutional, unconstitutionally,
contr§ remp»blicam. (331, 7.) 

uncultivated, rudis.

undaunted, intrepidus (for usage with
proper nouns and persons, see 224.)

under (e.g. disgrace), cum. (269.) 

understand, intel-leg« (3, ~l¡x¿,
~l¡ctum).

undertake, sus-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿, ~cep-
tum).

undertaking, an, inceptum, n. (51, b.)
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c¿vit§s); it means a people or tribe and carries with it an implication of contempt.

2 Triumph« is rarely used metaphorically, or in any other sense than that of cele-
brating a triumphus, i.e. of a general entering the city in triumphal procession.



undeserved, immeritus.

undiminished = the same as before.
(84.)

undone, leave, o-mitt«1 (3, ~m¿s¿,
|missum). 

undoubtedly = indisputably. (64.) 

unequalled, tantus … quantus (fol-
lowed by n¡m« etc.). (See 490, i.)

unhappy, mis-er, ~era, ~erum.

unharmed, incolumis. 

unhealthy, pestilentus.

unheard, indict§ caus§ (abl. abs.).

union, in, coni»nct¿. 

universal, use omnis. (59.) 

unjust, in¿quus.

unlucky, ¿nf¡l-¿x (comp., ~¿cior).

unmoved, imm«tus. 

unnatural, nef§rius.

unpatriotic, the, mal¿ (or improb¿)
c¿v¡s. (50, footnote.)

unpopularity, invidia, f.; object of
(see object).

unprincipled, n¡qu-am (|ior, ~issi-
mus) (lit. worthless). (See 224.) 

unquestionable, it is = it cannot be
doubted. (See 135.)

unrivalled. (358, ii., or 490, i.) 

until. (See till.) 

untimely, imm§t»rus. 

untouched, integ-er, ~ra, ~rum. 

unusual, in»sit§tus.

unversed in, imper¿tus (301, ii.). 

unwilling, use n«l« (n«lle, n«lui).

unwillingly. (61.) 

unwise, ¿nsipi¡ns.

unworthy of, indignus. (See 274.)

unwounded, integ-er, ~ra, ~rum. 

up to, ad; up to this day, »sque ad
hunc diem.

uphold, sustine«, 2. 

uproar, tumultus, 4, m.

urge (to do), su§-de« (2, ~s¿), ¿n-st«
(1, ~stit¿) (both with dat. and ut or
n¡ clause): urge to (crime), ad
(scelus) im-pell« (3, ~pul¿); urge this
upon you, hoc tibi su§de«; huius re¿
auctor tibi ac su§sor sum.

urgently, vehementer.

use of, make, »tor (3, »sus sum). (282.)

use to, am of, pr«sum (pr«desse,
pr«fu¿). (251.)

usefulness, public, use verb: re¿ p»bli-
cae (pl»s, maxim¡) pr«sum. 

useless, is, nihil pr«dest.

utmost (to), will do my, quantum in
m¡ est or erit (332, 9), with fut.
indic.

utmost value. (See value.)

vain, in, fr»str§,2 n¡qu¿quam. 

valley, vall-is, ~is, f.

value (to), of (the utmost) (maxim¡)
pr«sum. (251.)

value highly (more highly), magn¿
(pl»ris) aestim«, 1 (or faci«); am
highly valued by, magn¿ f¿« apud;
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1 Omitt« is I give up, or do not begin, something, designedly; intermitt«, I leave
alone for a time; praetermitt«, I pass by, omit, undesignedly.

2 Fr»str§, “in vain,” of the person who fails in his object; n¡qu¿quam, “in vain,”
of the attempt which has produced no result.



estimate you at your proper value,
tant¿ t¡ quant¿ d¡be« faci« (see 305):
value above = prefer to (253, iii.). 

vanquish, vinc« (3, v¿c¿, victum). 

variance with, to be at, pugn§re (1)
cum (abl.).

various. (371.)

vast, maximus; ing¡ns.

vehement, use adv. vehement-er
(superl., ~issim¡).

Veii, Vei¿, m. pl.

venture, aude« (2, ausus sum; 152,
Note 2); by venturing on something,
audend« aliquid. (99, 360, i.)

verdict, sententia, f. (use pl.: see foot-
note on jury); give my, d¿c«. 

versed in, per¿tus (gen., 301, ii.). 

very, this, hic ipse (see 355): for
“very” with adjs. see 57, a.

veteran (adj.), veter§nus. 

victorious, when he was, victor (noun,
63).

victory, vict«ria, f.; vincere. (See 98,
a.)

view (= opinion), sententia, f. 

view, take the same, idem (eadem)
senti« quod (quae), or ac (365); a
different, aliter senti« ac (367).

vigour (spirit), fer«cia, f.; (force), v¿s
(acc. vim), f.

vile, turpis, |e. (19.) 

vileness, turpit»d-«, ~inis, f.

violating, without, use salvus (424). 

violation of, partic. of viol«, 1 (417);
in violation of, contr§ quam (491).

violence, v¿s (abl. v¿), f.

virtue, vir-t»s, ~t»tis, f.; in virtue of,
pr« (332, 7.)

virtuously, honest¡. 

visible, am, app§re«, 2. 

visit, v¿s-« (3, ~¿).

voice, v«x (gen. v«cis), f. 

voluntarily, ultr«.1

vote (of elector), suffr§gium, n.; (of
judge or senator), sententia, f. 

voyage, n§vig§ti-«, ~«nis, f., have or
make, a, n§vig«, 1.

wage, ger« (3, gess¿, gestum); with,
cum or contr§.

wailing, pl«r§tus, 4, m.

wait (for), exspect«, 1 (acc., 22); wait
to see, (174, d).

walk in, inambul«, 1 (abl.).

wall (general term), m»rus, m.; walls
(of city or fortress), moenia, n. pl.,
3rd decl.

want (to), vol« (velle, volu¿). 

wanting to, am (= fail), d¡-sum,
(|esse, ~fu¿) (251); wanting in (noth-
ing), (nihil) mihi deest.

war, bellum, n.; make war against,
bellum (or arma) ¿nfer« (253, iii.);
declare, ind¿c« (ibid.); ship of war
(see ship).

warfare, m¿litia, f.

warmth, with, vehementer. 

warn, mone«, 2; admone«, 2.

waste, lay, populor, 1; vast«, 1; waste
(time), ter« (3, tr¿v¿). 

wave, fl»ctus, 4, m.

way, via, f.; in this way (270, Note 3).
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weak (morally), levis.

weakness, ¿nfirmi-t§s, ~t§tis, f.; in his
weakness, imb¡cillus (adj., 61).

wealth, d¿vitiae, f. pl.

wealthy (of cities), opulentus. 

weapon, a, t¡lum, n. 

weariness, lassit»d-«, ~inis, f. 

weary (trans.), fat¿g«, 1: am wearied
with, langue« (2) d¡ (332, 4) or ¡
(ex).

weary of, am, m¡ taedet (2, pertaesum
est). (309.)

weather, the, tempes-t§s, ~t§tis, f. 

week, substitute approximate number
of days; at the end of a, within a, =
after, before, the 7th day.

weep over, illacrim«, 1 (dat.).

weight, have great or no, multum or
nihil vale« (apud.) (331, 4.) 

welfare, sal-»s, ~»tis, f.

well (adv.), bene; well enough, satis:
know well, cert« sci«; well known,
satis n«tus. 

well-disposed to, bene-volus (|volen-
tior) in (or erg§). (255.) 

well-earned, meritus. 

well-trained, exercit§tus. 

well-wishers. (175.)

what. (157, Note 1; and see who.) 

when (interrogat.), quand« (157, Note
7); conj., cum. (See Temporal
Clauses, I.)

whence, unde; interrogat., (157, ii.);
correlat., (89).

whenever. (432.) 

where, ubi; where … from (=
whence), unde; (= whither), qu«;
where in the world? ubi gentium?
(294, Note.)

whether … or. (168; see also 171
and 467.)

which (see who); which of two, uter
(157, i.).

while (conj.), dum. (180.) (See also
Temporal Clauses, II.) 

while, for a, paulisper.

whither, qu«. (157, ii.)

who, which (that), what (relat.), qu¿,
quae, quod. (See Relative.)

who, which, what (interrogat.), quis,
quae, quid (noun); qu¿, quae, quod
(adj.). (See 157, i.) 

whoever, qu¿cumque.

whole, t«t-us, |a, |um; whole of. (60.)

wholly (61); wholly despair, d¡
summ§ r¡ d¡sp¡r«, i.e. of our most
important interests.

why, c»r, quam ob rem (157, ii.). (See
also 174.)

wicked, the, improb¿. (50, and foot-
note.)

wickedness, n¡quitia, f. (See note
under crime.)

widow, vidua.

will, against my, m¡ invit«, abl. abs.
(420.)

willing, use vol« (velle, volu¿).

win (= obtain), c«n-sequor (3,
~sec»tus sum); win the day, vinc«
(3, v¿c¿).

wind, ventus, m.

wing (of army), corn», n.; on the,
(332, 1).

winter (adj.), h¿bernus.

winter (= pass the winter), hiem«, 1. 

wisdom, sapientia, f.

wise, sapi¡ns; all the wisest men.
(375.)
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wish, vol« (velle, volu¿): could have
wished (153); do not wish, n«l«
(n«lle, n«lu¿).

wish for this, hoc opt« (1), vol«
(velle, volu¿).

wishes (against your). (424.)

with (see 332, 2); weight with (see
weight).

withdraw from, m¡ re-cipi« (3, ~c¡p¿)
¡ (ex).

within, intr§ (331, 12); of time, 325;
within memory, post (331, 17); with-
in a little of (134). 

without (prep.), sine; more often exp.
by abl. abs. (332, 8, and 425); ita ut
(111); qu¿n (134, Note).

withstand, ob-st« (1, ~stit¿) (dat.,
253).

woman, muli-er, ~eris. 

wonder, m¿ror, 1. 

wonderful, m¿rificus.

word, verbum, n.; words, dicta. (55.)

word (of honour), fid¡s, 5, f. 

work, a, op-us, ~eris, n.

work upon (your feelings), flect« (3,
flex¿, flexum).

world (see 16, b); all the world, n¡m«
est qu¿n (80); in the, in the whole,
world, »squam; the rest of the,
c¡ter¿ homin¡s; c¡terae gent¡s.

worse, peior; d¡terior; for the worse,
in d¡terius.

worst foe, enemy, superl. of inim¿cus
(dat., 256).

worth seeking, gerundive of appet«, 3.
(393.)

worthless, n¡qu-am (|ior, ~issimus). 

worthy of, dignus. (285, Note 2.)

would that. (150.) 

wound, vuln-us, ~eris, n.; national,
re¿p»blicae. (58.)

wound, vulner«, 1; wounded, saucius
(adj.); am wounded, vulneror, 1;
saucior, 1 (severely).

wrench from (you), (tibi) extorque«
(2, ~tors¿, ~tortum). (257.) 

write, scr¿-b« (3, ~ps¿, ~ptum); write
you word, ad t¡ scr¿b«. 

wrong, a, ini»ria,1 f.; do wrong,
pecc«, 1; wrongdoing, pecc§re (98,
a).

year, annus, m.; (space of) two, three,
years. (See two, three.)

yes (see 162); say yes, ai«.

yesterday, heri; of yesterday, hes-
ternus (adj.).

yet (nevertheless), tamen; v¡r«
(emphatic).

yet, not, n«ndum.

yield to, c¡d« (3, cess¿) (dat.).

you, t», pl. v«s. (See 11, a, b; 334.)

young, iuvenis, i»nior. (51, a, note.)

your, your own (sing.), tuus; (pl.),
vester (see 11, c); that of yours, iste
(338).

yourself, t¡, pl. v«s.

youth (time of), adul¡scentia, f.; in
my, (63). (See also 51 a, footnote.)

zeal, studium, n.
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Ablative, main use of, 212; syntax of,
262-86; ablative absolute, 14, 419-26;
of accompaniment, 269; with certain
adjectives, 265, 285; of agent, 8, 267,
391; of cause, 268 n 2; of comparison,
276; of gerund and gerundive, 398; of
instrument, 8, 268, 280-1, 282 n, 284 n
2, 286; of limitation, 274; local, 272 n,
312, 320; of manner, 270; of means
(see of instrument) of measure of
dif;ference, 279, 318, 322; with opus,
286; of origin, 266 n; of place (at
which), 272-3, 311, 316; of place
(from which), 9, 314-15; of price, 280;
of quality, 271, 303 n; of respect, 274;
of separation, 264-6, 276 n 1, 284 n 2,
314; of time (when), 9, 272-3, 320; of
time (within which), 9, 325; with usus,
286; with certain verbs, 281-4.

Abstract, see Noun.

Accusative, main use of, 209; syntax of,
228-41; with abhinc, 324; adverbial
use, 238; cognate, 236-8; of direct
object, Intr. 20, 4, 228; of exclama-
tion, 241; of extent, i.e. space covered,
dimension, 318, 324; with impersonal
verbs, 309; and infinitive, 31-41, 96,
445-6, 517; of motion towards, 9, 235,
313, 402, 402 n 1; with natus, 327;
predicative, 239; retained with passive
voice, p. 135 footnote; of specification
or respect, 233; of time (during or for
which), 9, 238, 321.

Active, see Verbs.

Adjectival clauses, Intr. 72; and see
Relative clauses.

Adjectives, Intr. 8-12, 47-62; in ablative
absolute, 424; with ablative of manner,
270; with ablative of quality, 271; with
cognate accusative, 237; with predica-
tive dative, 259 n 2; attributive, Intr.
10, 49; use of comparative, 57, 493 n
2, 507; used where English has adverb,
61; used where English has of, 60;
used where English has relative clause,
62; with genitive of quality, 303; with
names of towns, 317; how combined
with proper names, 224; used as
nouns, 50-55; of number, Intr. 9, 527-
36; possessive, 11, 290 n 1, 291 n 2,
515; predicative, Intr. 11, 47-8; of
quality, Intr. 9; of quantity, Intr. 9;
use of superlative, 57, 69, (with
quisque) 375-6, (with unus) 529; of
third decl., 291 n 1, 295.

Adverbs, Intr. 38-9, 87, 516; correlative,
89; interrogative, 157; numeral, 533-4;
in oratio obl¿qua (indirect discourse),
516; of time, 328.

Adverbial clauses, Intr. 73-6, 94; partici-
ple as substitute, 406; see Final (pur-
pose), Consecutive (result) clauses, etc.

Adverbial phrases, 64.

Adversative clauses, Intr. 74 conjunc-
tions, Intr. 47.
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Affirmative answer, 162.

Age, how expressed, 327.

Agent, see Ablative and Dative; second-
ary, 267 n 2; words denoting agent in
English, 76, 175, p. 204 footnote 1.

Agreement, of adjectives and pronouns,
2, 47-9, 83 n.; of nouns in apposition,
3, 221-2; of relative, 12, 65-6, 83; of
verb, 1, 26-30, 226. 

Ambiguity, rare in Latin, 52; avoided by
change of voice, 216 n; in use of
gerund and gerundive, 395.

Answers to questions, 162. 

Antecedent, Intr. 72, 12. 

Apodosis, 450, 475, 494. 

Apposition, 3, 221-7, 317, 406. 

Approximation, in numbers, 536. 

Article, English, Intr. 3, 348. 

Assertions, modest, 152 n 2. 

Attraction, of gender, 83, 227, 347. 

Attributive use of adjectives, Intr. 10.

Auxiliary, see Verbs.

Calendar, the Roman, 537-40.

Cases, remarks on, Intr. 41, 203-7, 329;
see also Nominative, etc.

Causal clauses, Intr. 74, 482-6; intro-
duced by cum, 430 n, 434; introduced
by qui, 500, 510-13.

Characterising clauses, 503 n-506.

Clauses, subordinate, defined, Intr. 69;
types of, Intr. 71-4; see also Final,
Consecutive, etc.

Commands, 140-2, 149; indirect, Intr.
71, 117-19, 149 n 1, 349 n 2; in orat.
obl., 522.

Commanding, see Verbs.

Comparative clauses, Intr. 74, 108 n 2,
488-97.

Comparative degree, 57, 275-8, 507; in
final (purpose) clause, 102; with
quisque, 376; double, 493 n 2.

Compound, see Verbs.

Concessive clauses, Intr. 74, 412 n, 477-
81; introduced by cum, 434; intro-
duced by qui, 500, 510-12.

Conditional clauses, Intr. 74, 450-468,
494; Open (Simple Fact), Type 1, 451-
454; Open in orat. obl., 470; Ideal
(Future Less Vivid, Vague Future),
Type II, 455-6; Ideal in orat. obl., 471;
Unreal (Contrary to Fact), Type III,
457-8; Unreal in orat. obl., 472-3;
Unreal, which are also clauses of
result, etc., 474; indicative in apodosis
of Types II and III, 153, 460-3.

Conjunctions, Intr. 44-5; 2 coordinating,
Intr. 45, 47; subordinating, Intr. 46,
51; see also et, aut, ut, ne, cum, etc., in
Latin Index.

Consecutive (Result) clauses, Intr. 74,
106-116, 126 n 1, 134; used in a limit-
ing sense, 111, 134 n; negatives used
in, 109; introduced by qui, 500, 502-9;
sequence of tenses, in, 112-15.

Contrast, how indicated, Intr. 83, 91;
marked by place of relative clause, 75;
by use of personal pronoun, 334; by
idem, 366; by repeated alius, 370.

Coordinate sentences, Intr. 66-8.

Copulative, see Verbs.

Correlatives, 84-93.

Dates, how expressed, 531, 537-540.

Dative, main use of, 211; syntax of, 242-
61; with adjectives and adverbs, 254-5;
of agent, 258; of gerund and gerun-
dive, 397; with gerundive, 390; of
indirect object, Intr. 23, 5, 242-4; of
possessor, 257; predicative, 259; of
purpose, 259; with certain classes of
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verbs, 245, 248, 251; with compound
verbs, 252-3.

Demonstrative, see Pronouns.

Deponent, see Verbs.

Difference, how expressed, 91-2, 367,
370-1; measure of, 279, 318, 322; and
see Comparative clauses.

Discourse, Indirect, see Oratio Obliqua.

Duty, how expressed, 195, 199-200.

Emphasis, expressed by use of pronouns,
11; see also Order of Words.

Enclitics, Intr. 89.

Entreaties, see Commands. 

Explanatory clauses, 487.

Factitive, see Verbs.

Final (Purpose) clauses, Intr. 74, 100-3,
106 n, 117 n 2, 149 n 1, 349 n 2, 396;
negative used in, 101, 103, 109; intro-
duced by qui, 101 n 1, 500, 501, 509;
introduced by quo, 102.

Fractions, 535.

Frequentative action, how expressed,
432.

Future, see Tenses of Indicative.

Genitive, main use of, 10, 214; syntax of,
287-9; and adjectives, 58-60; apposi-
tional, 304; of characteristic, 291; of
charge, 306; of definition, 304; of
gerund and gerundive, 399; objective,
300-2, 407; partitive, 290 n 3, 293-8,
536; possessive, 290, 345; of punish-
ment, 307; of quality, 58 n, 303, 318 n,
327 n 3; subjective, 299; of value, 305;
with certain verbs, 305-10; with imper-
sonal verbs, 234, 309.

Geographical expressions in Latin, 223,
304 n; and see Place.

Gerund, 382-5, 395-9; ablative of, 398;
with ad, 396; dative of, 397; and direct
object, 385, 395; genitive of, 399; ori-
gin of, p. 224 footnote 1; supplies
cases to substantival infinitive, 99,
384.

Gerundive, 386-400; with dative of
agent, 258, 390; expresses duty, obli-
gation, 149 n 3, 200-201, 392-3; in
impersonal construction, 389; in indi-
rect questions, 172; substitute for final
(purpose) clause, 101 n 1; expresses
possibility, 394; with indicative of
sum, 153, 461.

Historic tenses, see Tenses of Indicative
and Subjunctive. 

Historic present, 179-80. 

Historic infinitive, 186.

Imperative, 140-1, 143 n 4, 147; future
imperative, so-called, p. 93 footnote 1.

Imperfect, see Tenses of Indicative and
Subjunctive.

Impersonal construction of intransitive
verbs, Intr. 28, 5, 208, 217, 217 n; of
coepi, desino, possum, 198 n 2, 219; of
verbs of saying, etc., avoided, 43, 43 n
1 and n 2, 46.

Impersonal verbs, see Verbs.

Indicative mood, 147; in conditional sen-
tences, Types II, III, 153, 460-3; in
dum-clauses in orat. obl., 438 n 1; used
parenthetically in orat. obl., 449.

Indirect Discourse, see Oratio Obliqua.

Infinitive, 94-9, 382 n, 384; never used in
final sense, 101; future without esse, p.
40 footnote 1; so-called future passive,
403; English infinitive turned by a
Latin noun clause, 117; historic, 186;
prolative, as object of certain verbs,
possum, etc., Intr. 34 footnote, and see
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42; after some verbs of commanding
and wishing, 120; tenses of, 35.

Interjections, Intr. 53.

Interrogative, particles and pronouns,
156-7; clauses distinguished from
adjectival, 176; for English abstract
nouns, 174; see also Questions.

Intransitive, see Verbs.

Latin and English usage compared:
abstract nouns, 98, 174-5, 218, 417;
accusative and infinitive construction,
31; adjectives, 54 n, 56, 58-62, 81;
adverbs, 63-4; ambiguity, 52, 216 n,
515 n 2; English “it,” 82, 96 n, 156 n;
meanings of words, 16-25; metaphors,
17, 361 n 2; noun clauses, 117; partici-
ples, 14, 407 n, 411-12, 414 n; person-
ification, 319; indirect questions, 166;
relative clauses, 13, 78; result clauses,
107 n; tense of dependent infinitive,
153 n 2; verbs of fearing, 137 n 2;
verbs, transitive and intransitive, Intr.
24; use of voices, 43, 216 n; words
denoting agent, 76, 175; word order,
Intr. 77, 82, 155.

Locative, 213, 272 n, 312-16.

Metaphors, English, 17; qualified by
quidam, 361; qualified by tamquam,
etc., 494 n 2.

Moods, 147; see also Indicative,
Subjunctive, Imperative.

Motion, from, 9, 314-15; to, 9, 235, 313.

Necessity, how expressed, 195, 201, 387-
93.

Negative, after say expressed by nego,
33; in final (purpose) clauses, 101; in
consecutive (result) clauses, 109; sec-
ond negative, 103, 145; negative
answer, 162; virtual negative, 132.

Neuter adjective for English abstract
nouns, 51.

Nominative, 208, 216-21; with infinitive,
42-5.

Nouns, Intr. 5-7; classified, Intr. 7;
adjective in agreement with, 48; adjec-
tive used as noun, 50-5, 256; collective
with singular verb, 30; English
abstract, 98, 174-5, 218, 417; predica-
tive, Intr. 64; English verbal, 94 n,
131 n, 218; in ~tor, ~sor, p. 204 foot-
note 1.

Noun clauses, Intr. 71; introduced by ut,
ne, 117-28; by quominus, quin, 129-
35; by interrogatives, 163-9, 174; and
see Oratio Obliqua. 

Numerals, 293 n, 296, 373, 377, 527-36;
cardinals, 527-9. 536; distributive,
532-3; ordinal, 321 n 2, 325 n 1, 530-
1, 534; numeral adverbs, 533; omis-
sion of quam, 275 n; with quisque,
377.

Object, direct, Intr. 20, 4, 228; indirect,
Intr. 23. 5, 242-4.

Obligation, how expressed, 195, 199-
200.

Oratio Obliqua (Indirect Discourse), 31-
4, 444-7, 514-526; commands in, 522,
conditional clauses in, 469-75; prohi-
bitions in, 522; coordinate qui clause
in, 79 n, 517 n; subordinate clauses in,
523; wishes in, 522; virtual, 448-9,
475, 484.

Order of words in Latin sentences, Intr.
77-91, 82, 156 n; of personal pro-
nouns, p. 38 footnote 5; of clauses,
Intr. 92-8; of qui|clauses, 75; of cor-
relative clauses, 85 n.

Parataxis, 129 n, 149 n 1.

Participles, 14, 346, 405-18; oblique
cases of, 73-4; used as adjectives, 407;
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for finite verb, 15, 406; present, 302,
407, 409-14; present of sum, 224 n 2
and p. 281 footnote 1; past (perfect
passive), 407, 409, 415-17, 422;
future, 409, 418, 423; future, with sum
in conditional clauses, 463.

Parts of Speech, Intr. 1-4.

Passive Periphrastic, 392.

Perfect, see Tenses of Indicative and
Subjunctive.

Periphrastic construction, see fore in
Latin Index.

Permission, how expressed, 195, 198.

Personification of country, avoided, 319.

Place, how expressed, 311-17; see also
Ablative and Accusative.

Pluperfect, see Tenses of Indicative and
Subjunctive.

Possessive, see Adjective, Genitive,
Dative.

Possibility, how expressed, 195-7, 394.

Predicate, Intr. 55, 61.

Predicative adjective, Intr. 11; noun,
Intr. 64.

Prepositions, Intr. 40-3; list of, 330;
assist case-system, 205, 329; with
accusative, 331; with ablative, 332;
origin of, Intr. 42.

Present, see Tenses of Indicative and
Subjunctive.

Price, see Ablative and Genitive.

Primary, see Tenses.

Prohibitions (Negative Commands), 143-
5, 149; in orat. obl., 522; see also
Commands, indirect.

Pronouns, Intr. 13-16; demonstrative,
290 n 4, 335-48, 504; demonstrative in
orat. obl., 515; intensifying, 355-6;
indefinite, 357-64, 505; interrogative,
505; personal, Intr. 55, 11, 26 foot-

note, 34, 225, 291 n 2, 334, 515; recip-
rocal, supplied by inter se, 353, or by
repeated alius, 371; reflexive, 349-53;
relative, see Relative; and predicative
noun, 83 n; in orat. obl., 515.

Pronominal adjectives, Intr. 9.

Proportion, 376, 497.

Protasis, 450; suppressed, 152.

Proviso, clauses of, 439, 468.

Purpose clauses, see Final clauses.

Questions, 154, 176; deliberative, 149 n
2, 520, 521 n; direct single, 154-7,
direct alternative, 158-61; distin-
guished from relative clauses, 176;
indirect, Intr. 71, 163-6, 173-4, 349 n
2; indirect single, 167; indirect alterna-
tive, 168-9; in orat. obl., 519-21;
rhetorical, 521.

Qui-clauses, see Relative clauses. 

Quotation introduced by illud, 341.

Relative clauses, Intr. 72, 77-83, 500-13;
instead of coordinate sentence, 13, 78,
499; coordinate in orat. obl., 79 n, 517
n; explanatory, 487.

Relative pronoun, Intr. 14-15; gender
attracted, 83; has is as its antecedent,
84, 336, 342; coordinating use, Intr.
50, 13; prefixed to conditional clause,
459 n; introducing final (purpose)
clause, 102, 501, 501 n 2; introducing
explanatory clause, 487; introducing
consecutive (result) clause, 502-8;
introducing causal clause, 510-13;
introducing concessive clause, 510-12.

Repraesentatio, 525.

Restrictive clause, 11, 134 n, 468, 492,
508.

Result clauses, see Consecutive clauses.
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Sentence, defined, Intr. 54; simple, Intr.
54-64; complex, Intr. 69-76; com-
pound, Intr. 65-68; coordinate, Intr.
66; main, Intr. 69.

Space, how expressed, 318-19.

Statement, indirect, Intr. 71; and see
Oratio Obliqua.

Subject, Intr. 55, 58; compound, Intr.
59, 26-8.

Subjunctive mood, 147-52; anticipatory,
441 n 2; of conditioned futurity, 151-2,
154; deliberative, 149 n 2, 154; of
desire (optative), 150; jussive (hortato-
ry, volitive), 149, 439; potential 152,
prospective 441 n 2, 495 n; and indef-
inite second person, 442 n.

Substantives, Intr. 6; and see Nouns.

Superlative degree, 57; of adjective in
relative clause, 69; with quisque, 375-
6; with unus, 529.

Supines, 101 n 1, 235, 401-4; in ~um with
iri, 470 n 3, 471 n 2.

Temporal clauses, 427-43.

Tenses, primary, 104, 177 n 2; second-
ary, 104, 177 n 2; normal sequence of,
104-5; unusual sequence, 112, 173 n 1,
470 n 1, 474, 494 n 1; sequence in
orat. obl., 524-5.

Tenses of the Indicative, 177-94; present,
177-82; historic present, 179-80, 438,
523 n 2; imperfect, 177, 183-5; future,
177, 189-91, 453; future perfect, 177,
189-90, 192, 447 n 1, 453, 470 n 2;
perfect, 104 n, 105 n 1, 177, 181, 187-
8, 428 n; pluperfect, 177, 181, 193,
428 n.

Tenses of the Infinitive, 35.

Tenses of the Subjunctive: present, 105,
112, 142, 143 n 3, 144, 151, 456;
imperfect, 105, 151, 458; perfect, 105,
113, 143, 151, 456 n, 470 n 2; perfect
with future participle, 474, 474 n; plu-
perfect, 105, 151, 458, 470 n 2.

Time, expressions of, 320-8; at which, 9,
and see Ablative; during which, 9, and
see Accusative; adverbs of, 328.

Transitive, see Verbs.

Verbs, Intr. 17-37; with ablative, 281-4;
auxiliary, Intr. 33; of commanding,
118; compounded with preposition,
Intr. 43, 24, 252; copulative, Intr. 35,
7, 239 n; with dative, 245, 248, 251-3;
deponent, Intr. 29, 415-16, 423;
desiderative, p. 43 footnote 1; of
doubting, 135-6; factitive, Intr. 36, 95,
239; of fearing, 137-9, 150 n; finite,
Intr. 37; with genitive, 234, 305-10;
of hoping, promising, 37; impersonal,
Intr. 32, 95, 126, 247, 309; inchoative,
p. 43 footnote 4; intransitive, Intr. 22-
4, 5, 20, 229, 252, 422; linking, see
copulative, modal, p. 6 footnote 1; of
preventing, hindering, 129-31; of say-
ing, thinking, 31, and see Oratio
Obliqua; semi-deponent, Intr. 30,
415-16, 423; of teaching, concealing,
230-1; transitive, Intr. 19-21, 27, 4,
20, 229, 252; of will and wish, 118;
with two constructions, 124, 165 n;
used absolutely, Intr. 21, 20.

Vocative, 215.

Voice, active, Intr. 25; passive, Intr. 26;
middle, 233.

Wishes, 150; indirect, Intr. 71, 137, 349
n 2.
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§, ab, 8, 264-7, 314, 326,
332, 391.

abe«, 264.

abest (tantum), 128. 

abhinc, 324. 

abhorre«, 264 n.

abs, 332.

absolv«, 306. 

absque, 333. 

abstine«, 264.

absum, 251; see abest. 

abund«, 284.

ac (Intr. 48), 90, 91, 488,
491.

acc¡dit, 487.

accidit, 126, 247, 487,
487 n. 2; see Vocab.,
lot. 

aci¡s, see Vocab., field. 

accipi«, 19.

accl§m«, see Vocab., dis-
approval.

acc»s«, 306, 448 n.; see
Vocab., tax with.

acqu¿r«, 19.

§cta (n. p1.), 408.

ad, 235 n, 313 n, 326,
331; used adverbially,
536. 

add«, 487.

ade« (adverb), 108 n,
128. 

adh»c, 328.

adim«, 244 n 2.

adip¿scor, 19; see
Vocab., obtain.

adiuv«, 246. 

adm¿ror, 484 n.

admone«, 308.

adsum, 251; see p. 146,
footnote 5.

adul¡sc¡ns, 51, 63, 408;
see p. 48, footnote 3. 

adversor, 245.

adversus, ~um (prep.),
331. 

aegr¡, 132.

aequ§lis, 51, 256.

aestim«, 305. 

affici«, 283. 

aff¿nis, 255-6, 301. 

ag« (id), 118.

ai«, 40.

ali¡nus, 255, 265, 354. 

aliquand«, see Vocab.,
once, sometimes.

aliqu§tenus, 333. 

aliquis, 360, 381. 

aliqu¿ (adj.), 360.

aliter, 91, 371 n 1, 488,
491, 491 n 2. 

aliunde, 371 n 1.

alius, 91-2, 367-71. 

alloquor, 253.

alter, 368, 369 n, 378 n
1, 530-1.

amb«, 378.

am¿cus, 256.

am«, see Vocab., love.

amoenus, see Vocab.,
beautiful.

amplius, 275 n. 

an, 159-61, 169.

anim¿ pende«, 312 n 2.

anne, 159, 168. 

ann«n, 159.

ante, 320 n 1, 322, 331,
443. 

antep«n«, 253. 

antequam, 322 n, 442-3. 

ant¿quus, see Vocab.,
ancient.
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app§re« (Intr. 35 n). 

app§ret, 31.

appellor (Intr. 36).

Apr¿lis, see p. 305, foot-
note 1.

aptus, 255.

apud, 331; see p. 42,
footnote 3.

arbitror, 492; see Vocab.,
fancy.

arg»mentum, 260.

argu«, 306; see Vocab.,
tax with.

aspernor, see Vocab., de-
spise.

aspici«, see Vocab., see. 

assentor, 253. 

assu¡sc«, 42. 

assu¡factus, 255. 

assu¡tus, 255. 

at, 464 n 1. 

atque, see ac.

attine«, 19.

atting«, 19, 253. 

auct«rit§s, see p. 290,
footnote 2, and Vocab.,
influence.

aude«, 42, 416.

audi« (Intr. 35 n), 23,
410 n.

auge«, 21.

Augustus, see p. 305,
footnote 1.

ausim, 152 n 2.

aut (Intr. 49), 29, 171,
467 n.

autem (Intr. 89). 

auxili« (dat.), 259. 

auxilior, 245. 

§versor, 253, 416.

av¿, see p. 48, footnote 5.

be§t¡ v¿vere, be§tum
esse, 98.

bell¿ (locative), 312 n 1.

bene, 252.

benevolus, 255. 

b¿n¿, 532. 

bis, 533.

bona (n. p1.), 51.

bon¿, 50; see p. 48, foot-
note 1, and p. 292,
footnote 9.

calamit§s, see Vocab.,
disaster.

candid§tus, 408. 

cap§x, 301. 

care«, 284.

c§sus, 206; see Vocab.,
disaster.

c§s», 270 n 1.

causam ob eam, 108 n 1. 

caus§ (abl.), 290 n 2, 329
n, 396 n 1, 399.

cave«, 118, 143, 148 n 2,
248.

c¡d« (patri§), 264. 

c¡l«, 230-1.

c¡nse«, 118; see Vocab.,
fancy.

cern« see Vocab., see. 

cert¡, 464 n 1; see
Vocab., (at) least.

certi«rem faci«, 301 n 2. 

cess«, see Vocab., hang
back.

c¡ter¿, 372. 

circ§, 331. 

circiter, 331. 

circum, 331. 

circumd«, 250. 

circumsede«, 229 n 1. 

circumveni«, 229 n 1.

cis, 331.

citr§, 331.

c¿vit§s, 19; see Vocab.,
tribe.

clam, 333.

cli¡ns, see p. 203, foot-
note 1.

coep¿, 42, 219. 

cogn«men, 224 n 1, 261. 

collig«, 21.

comitia, 397. 

commodum, 51. 

commonefaci«, 308. 

comm»nic«, 253. 

comm»nis, 255. 

comple«, 284, 284 n 1. 

conc¡d«, 118, 122. 

condemn«, 306. 

cond«n«, 244 n l.

c«nf¿d«, 245 n 4, 253,
282 n, 416.

c«nor, 42, 475 n.

c«nsc¿sc«, 253.

c«nsequor, 19; see
Vocab., obtain.

c«nsili« (abl.), 270 n 1;
e« c«nsili«, 108 n 1. 

c«nspici«, see Vocab,
see.

c«nstat, 31.

c«nstitu«, 42, 45, 118. 

c«nst«, 280 n 2. 
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c«nsu¡v¿, 42. 

c«nsul«, 248, 389 n 2. 

c«nsult« (abl.), 270 n 1. 

c«nsultum (sen§t»s), 408. 

contemn«, see Vocab.,
despise.

contingit, 247; see
Vocab., lot.

contr§, 91, 331. 

conveni«, 21, 24, 229 n
1. 

conversus (participle),
416.

c«ram, 332.

cor«na, 19. 

cottidi§nus, 328. 

cott¿di¡, 328. 

cr§s, 516. 

cr¡dibilis, 404. 

cr¡diderim, 152. 

cr¡d«, 248, 492. 

creor (Intr. 36). 

cr¡sc«, 21.

cr¿mine, see p. 180, foot-
note 1.

cr»d¡lis, see Vocab.,
boldly.

culpa, 260.

cum (prep.), 8, 332;
~cum, 8 n.

cum (conjunction), 157 n
7, 406 n, 429-35, 486;
cum pr¿mum, 428;
cum inversum, 433 n
2.

cumul«, 283-4. 

c»nct¿, see Vocab., all.

c»nctor, 98; see Vocab.,
hang back.

cupidus, 301. 

cupi«, 41-2, 118, 120,
150 n. 

c»r, 157, 174. 

c»r«, 118, 121, 141, 246,
400.

damn«, 306.

damnum, 260; see
Vocab., wrong.

d¡, 206 n, 332. 

d¡ integr«, 328.

d¡be«, 42, 153, 199, 461. 

d¡c¡d«, see p. 234, foot-
note 1.

December, see p. 305,
footnote 1. 

d¡cern«, 118. 

decet, 234. 

d¡cl§ror (Intr. 36). 

d¡cl¿nati«, 206. 

decumae, 535. 

d¡decet, 234.

d¡decus, 260.

d¡d«, 21.

d¡fector, see p. 204, foot-
note 1.

d¡fici«, see Vocab.,
abandon.

deinceps, 534 n.

deinde (Intr. 88), 534 n, 

d¡lect«, 246.

d¡lictum, 408; see
Vocab., crime.

d¡mum, 347, 443 n. 

d¡nique, 534 n; see p.
218, footnote 6.

d¡ser«, see Vocab.,
abandon.

d¡s¿der«, 23.

d¡sin« (Intr. 34), 42, 219. 

d¡sist«, 42, 264.

d¡spici«, see Vocab., de-
spise.

d¡stitu«, see Vocab.,
abandon.

d¡sum, see Vocab.,
abandon.

d¡terre«, 129. 

d¡tr¿mentum, 260. 

d¡volv«, 21.

dextr§ (abl.), 273 n. 1. 

d¿cat aliquis, 152. 

dici«nis faci«, 290 n 3. 

d¿c«, 244, 444; see
Vocab., speak.

dictit«, see Vocab., pre-
tend.

d¿cunt, 44.

differ«, see Vocab., hang
back.

difficilis, 404. 

diff¿d«, 245, 416.

dignus, 274, 285, 285 n
2, 507.

diem d¡ di¡, 328; in di¡s,
328.

d¿lig«, see Vocab., love.

d¿midium, 535. 

discern«, 264 n.

disc«, 42.

displice«, 245. 

diss¡nsi«, 300.

dissimul«, see Vocab.,
hide, pretend.

dissip«, 21. 

diurnus, 328. 
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di»tius, 328. 

d¿versus, 371 n 3.

d«, 400; operam d«, 118,
397; v¡num d«, 235. 

doce«, 42, 230-1. 

doctus, 407. 

documentum, 260. 

dole«, 487.

dolor, 260.

domus, 9, 235; domum
(accus.), 313; dom¿
(loc.), 312 n 1, 316;
dom« (abl.), 314. 

d«nec, 437, 440, 441. 

d«n« (verb), 250.

dubit«, 42, 135-6; see p.
43, footnote 5.

dubium (non est), 135. 

ducent¿, 527-8. 

d»c«, 245 n 3, 259. 

dum, 180, 406 n, 437-41. 

dummodo, 439 n. 

duo, 527-8.

e§ (abl.), 89.

ecquis, 157. 

¡d¿c«, 118, 122-3. 

effici«, 125.

ege«, 284, 284 n 1.

ego, 334, 515.

eius mod¿, 87; see
Vocab., kind.

¡lig«, 259. 

em«, 305.

enim (Intr. 89).

e« (verb), 402 n 2;
¿nfiti§s e«, 235; obvi-
am e«, 253.

e« (abl.), 279 n, 483 n 1;
(adverbial), 89; e«
…qu«, 376, 497, e«
tempore, 431.

equidem, 334. 

¡r¡ctus, 407. 

erg§, 255, 331. 

¡rud¿tus, 407.

est, 505 n 3; est qu¿ (sunt
qu¿), 360, 506.

et (Intr. 48); see p. 56
footnote 9.

etiam, 162. 

etiams¿, 477-8. 

ets¿, 477-8.

¡venit, 126; see Vocab.,
lot.

ex, 326, 332. 

exhortor, 118, 122. 

expedit, 247. 

expers, 301. 

expugn«, 229 n 1. 

exspect§ti«ne, 277. 

exspect«, 22, 23. 

extr§, 331. 

extr¡mum, 534 n.

fac, 141.

facilis, 404.

facinus, see Vocab.,
crime.

faci«, 125, 305; see certi-
«rem and fac.

facta (n. pl.), 408. 

f§ma, 277.

familia, see Vocab., fam-
ily.

f§m«sus, 19.

f§s, 404.

f§t§lis, see Vocab., fatal. 

fave«, 5, 245.

favor, see Vocab., in-
fluence.

Febru§rius, see p. 305,
footnote 1.

f¡l¿cit§s, 347 n.

fer¡, ferm¡, see Vocab.,
almost.

feror (Intr. 36).

fer«x, see Vocab., boldly.

ferunt, 44.

fest¿n«, 42. 

f¿d«, 245. 

f¿d»cia, 300.

fing«, see Vocab., pre-
tend. 

f¿nitimus, 256.

fi« (Intr. 36), 42, 305 n;
fit, 126; fier¿ potest,
126, 197.

fl§gitium,122; see
Vocab., crime.

fl§git«, 230. 

for§s, 235.

fore, 38, 403, 470 n 3,
471 n 2.

forsitan, 169, 170, 197. 

fortasse, 170.

forte (abl.), 170, 270 n 1. 

fraude, 270 n 1. 

fraud«, 284. 

fr¡tus, 285.

fruor, 281; see p. 216,
footnote 1.

fr»str§, see Vocab., vain. 

fungor, 281; see p. 225,
footnote 1.
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fur«, see Vocab., mad.

gaude«, 41, 487.

ger«, 240 n 1. 

gl«rior, 282 n.

gr§tia, see Vocab., in-
fluence; gr§ti§ (abl.),
290 n 2, 329 n, 396 n
1, 399; gr§tiam hab¡re,
etc., 98.

gr§tus, 254; see Vocab.,
delightful.

gubern§tor, see p. 204,
footnote 1.

habe«, 188, 240, 259,
305; p¡ns¿ habe«, 298.

h§c, 89. 

h§ctenus, 333.

haud (Intr. 90); see p.
109, footnote 1.

haud sci«, 169, 170, 197. 

heri, 516.

h¡r«s, see p. 292, foot-
note 7.

h¿berna, see p. 244, foot-
note 1.

hic, 325 n 2, 337, 338 n
1, 340, 515; see p.
203, footnote 1.

h¿c, 89, 516. 

hinc, 89, 516. 

hodi¡, 516.

hom«, 52, 224; see p.
132, footnote 3.

honest§s, 51; see Vocab.,
honesty.

honestus, 51. 

honor, 260. 

horre«, 232.

hortor, 118, 122, 246.

hostis, see p. 25, footnote
2.

h»c, 89, 516; see p. 58,
footnote 4.

huius mod¿, 87; see
Vocab., kind. 

hum¿, 312 n 1.

iam, 328.

iamd¿u, 181. 

iamd»dum, 181, 328. 

iampr¿dem, 181, 328. 

I§nu§rius, see p. 305,
footnote 1.

ibi, 89, 516.

id aet§tis, 294 n. 

id ag«, 118.

id loc«rum, 294 n.

id temporis, 238. 

idcirc«, 108 n 1, 483 n 1. 

¿dem, 84, 90, 365-6. 

‡d»s, 538,

id«neus, 255, 507. 

ign§rus, 301.

ign«r«, see Vocab.,
ignorant.

ign«sc«, 5, 245.

ille, 11, 70, 325 n 2, 334,
339, 340-1, 346, 348,
515, 515 n 3.

ill¿c, 89.

ill»c, 89, 516. 

immemor, 301. 

immine«, 253. 

imp§r, 397. 

imped¿ment« (dat.), 260. 

impedi«, 129. 

impell«, 118, 122, 253. 

imper¿tus, 301.

imperium, see Vocab.,
influence.

imper«, 118, 121-23,
245, 245 n 2.

impetr«, 118, 122; see
Vocab., obtain.

improb¿, see p. 48, foot-
note 1, and p. 292,
footnote 9.

¿mus, 60.

in, 255, 273 n 2, 320 n 2,
326, 330, 331, 332.

in-, 407. 

incipi«, 42.

inc»s«, 306; see Vocab.,
tax with.

inde, 89.

ind¿c« (bellum), 253. 

indige«, 284 n 1. 

indign§tus (participle),
416. 

indignus, 274, 507. 

indol¡s, see Vocab.,
character. 

indulge«, 245. 

indu«, 233. 

¿nf§ns, 408. 

¿nfer«, 253. 

¿nf¡stus, 254. 

¿nfiti§s e«, 235. 

¿nfr§, 331.

ingenium, see Vocab.,
character.

inim¿cus, 256, 290 n 2. 

ini»ria, 270 n 1; see
Vocab., wrong.

iniuss». 270 n 3. 
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inquam, inquit, 40. 

inr¿de«, 253.

¿ns§ni«, see Vocab., mad.

¿nsimul«, see Vocab., tax
with.

¿nsist«, 253.

¿nstit»tum, 408. 

¿nst«, 253. 

¿nsu¡tus, 255, 301. 

¿nsula, 304 n. 

¿nsum, 251. 

intelleg«, 19.

inter, 306 n, 331; inter
s¡, 353.

interc¡d«, 253. 

interd¿c«, 129.

interdum, see Vocab.,
sometimes.

interest, 310, 378 n 3. 

interfici«, see Vocab.,
kill.

interitus, 19.

intermitt«, see Vocab.,
undone.

interrog«, 230-1.

intersum, 251; see inter-
est. 

intr§, 331.

intueor, see Vocab., see.

invide«, 245.

ipse, 349 n 1, 350 n, 355-
6. 

¿r§scor, 245.

is, 11, 67, 70-6, 84, 336,
339, 342, 346, 348,
504, 515, 515 n 3.

isque, 344.

iste, 338 and n 1 and n 2,
515.

ist¿us mod¿, 87.

ita, 108 n 1, 488, 491,
497; ita …ut, 376; ita
v¡r«, 162.

iterum, 328, 533-4.

iube«, 41, 120, 123, 246. 

i»cundus, 404; see
Vocab., delightful.

i»dex, see Vocab., judge. 

I»lius, see p. 305, foot-
note 1.

I»nius, see p. 305, foot-
note 1.

i»re, 270 n 1; see Vocab.,
rightly.

i»ris c«nsultus, 302 n 2. 

i»ris su¿, 290 n 3. 

i»r«, 37.

iuss», 270 n 3.

i»st« (abl.), 277.

iuvenis, see p. 48, foot-
note 3. 

iuv«, 246.

iuxt§, 331, 491.

Kalendae, 538.

laed«, 246.

laev§ (abl.), 273 n 1.

laud«, 484 n.

legor (Intr. 36).

l¡x, see p. 55, footnote 2. 

l¿ber (adj.), 265. 

l¿ber«, 264 n.

libet, 31, 247.

licet, 198, 202, 247, 261,
478, 480.

longum est, 153; longius
(quam), 275 n.

loquor, see Vocab.,
speak.

magistr§tus, 19.

magn¿ (gen.), 305;
magn« (abl.), 280 n 2.

mai«r¡s, 51; see p. 48,
footnote 5.

Maius, see p. 305, foot-
note 1. 

male, 252.

maled¿c«, 253.

malevolentia, malignit§s,
malitia, see Vocab.,
malice.

m§l«, 41, 42, 120, 188;
m§lim, 121.

mand«, 122-3, 188, 244
n 1. 

manif¡stum (est), 31. 

M§rtius, see p. 305, foot-
note 1.

m§t»r«, 42. 

maxim¿ (gen.), 305. 

m¡, 349 n 1. 

medeor, 245. 

medius, 60, 295. 

melius est, 153.

memin¿, 228 n, 308, 308
n 1. 

memor, 301.

memoria, see p. 292,
footnote 6.

mentior, 98; see Vocab.,
pretend.

merita (n. pl.), 408. 

metu«, 137, 165 n; see
Vocab., fear.
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meus, 515.

m¿litiae (loc.), 312 n 1.

m¿lle, m¿lia, 527-8, 536. 

minim¡, 162. 

minim¿ (gen.), 305. 

minor (verb), 37, 244 n
1. 

min«ris (gen.), 305.

min«r¡s, see p. 48, foot-
note 5.

minus (quam), 275 n.

m¿ror, 41, 484 n. 

misereor, 308. 

miser¡sc«, 308. 

miseret, 234, 309. 

miseror, 308, n 5. 

moderor, 249. 

mod« (abl.), 270 n 3. 

modo, 439 n.

mone«, 118, 121, 124,
165 n.

m«nstr«, 244.

m«r¡s, see Vocab., char-
acter.

mort§lis, 19.

mortifer, 19. 

move«, 21.

mult¿, 293 n, 296.

mult¿ sunt qu¿, 506 n 1. 

mult« (abl.), 279 n.

mundus, 19. 

m»nus, 260. 

m»t«, 21.

nanc¿scor, see Vocab.,
obtain.

n§ti«, 19; see Vocab.,
tribe.

n§t» (maior, minor), 274
n. 

n§tus (participle), 266,
327. 

n§vis longa, 56.

n¡, 101, 117, 119, 129-
31, 137, 149, 150, 357.

n¡ dicam, see p. 73, foot-
note 1.

n¡ … n«n (= ut), 137 n
3.

n¡ … quidem (Intr. 90). 

-ne (Intr. 89), 156, 159-
60. 

nec (Intr. 90), 29, 110. 

necdum, 328. 

necesse est, 118, 121,
201, 202.

necne, 168.

nec«, see Vocab., kill. 

nef§s, 404.

negleg«, see Vocab., de-
spise.

neg«, 33.

neg«ti« (abl.), 270 n 3. 

n¡m«, 223 n 2, 293 n,
296, 358 n, 505; see p.
132, footnote 1.

nep«t¡s, see p. 48, foot-
note 5.

n¡qu§quam, 162. 

neque, see nec. 

neque« (Intr. 34), 42. 

n¡qu¿quam, see Vocab.,
vain.

n¡quitia, see Vocab.,
crime.

nescio, see Vocab., igno-
rant.

nescio quis (and qu¿),
169, 362-3.

n¡ve (and neu), 103, 119
n, 145.

n¿, 464 n 2.

n¿hil, 294, 505; nihil¿
(gen.), 305.

nimi«, 280 n 2. 

nimis, 294.

nisi, 357, 450, 464, 466. 

n¿tor, 282 n.

n«bil¡s, see p. 48, foot-
note 4.

noce«, 245.

n«l«, 41, 42, 118, 120;
n«l¿, 143, 145 n;
n«lim, 121.

n«men, 261; n«mine, 274
n; see p. 180, footnote
1.

n«n (Intr. 90), 109, 149,
151, 162; see p. 30,
footnote 2.

n«n modo n«n, 128. 

N«nae, 538.

n«n di»tius, n«n iam,
328.

n«ndum, 328. 

n«nne, 156, 167. 

n«n n»ll¿, 360.

n«n numquam, see
Vocab., sometimes.

n«n qu¿n, 485.

n«n qu«, 485; n«n quod,
485.

n«s, 515. 

noster, 515.

November, see p. 305,
footnote 1.
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nov¿ homin¡s, see p. 48,
footnote 4.

novissimus, 60. 

n»b«, 245 n 3.

n»llus, 505, 529; see p.
132, footnote 1.

num, 156, 157 n 2, 161,
167, 357. 

nunc, 328, 516.

ob, 268 n 3, 331.

obici«, 253. 

obl¿v¿scor, 308. 

oboedientia, 300.

oboedi«, 245; see
Vocab., obey.

obsecr«, 118, 122, 141. 

obsequor, 245, 253; see
Vocab., obey.

obside«, 24, 229 n 1. 

obsist«, 129. 

obst«, 129, 245, 253. 

obtemper«, see Vocab.,
obey.

obtine«, 19. 

obviam e«, 253. 

occ¿d«, see Vocab., kill.

occurr«, 253.

Oct«ber, see p. 305, foot-
note 1.

«d¿, 260 n 2.

odium, odi« (dat.) sum,
260. 

offend«, 246. 

officium, 18, 19. 

«lim, see Vocab., once.

omitt«, 487; see Vocab.,
undone.

omn¡s, 297, 373; see
Vocab., all.

oner«, 284.

oper§ (abl.), 267 n 2.

operam d«, 118, 397. 

opere (abl.), 270 n 3. 

op¿ni«, 300; op¿ni«ne,
277. 

op¿nor, see Vocab.,
fancy. 

opitulor, 245. 

oportet, 31, 118, 121,
122, 199.

oppidum, 223, 226 n,
304 n, 316-17.

opprim«, 19.

opprobrium, 260. 

oppugn«, 229 n 1. 

optim§t¡s, 51; see p. 48,
footnote 4.

optimus quisque, see p.
220, footnote 1.

opt«, 23, 42, 118, 150 n.

opus, 286, 286 n

orbis terr§rum, 16. 

orb«, 284.

«r«, 118, 122. 

ortus, 266.

pact« (abl.), 270 n 3. 

paene, see Vocab.,
almost.

paenitet, 31, 234, 309;
see p. 173, footnote 5. 

palam, 333. 

p§r, 255.

par§tus, 407. 

parc«, 5, 245.

p§re«, 5, 228 n, 245; see
Vocab., obey.

pariter, 488, 491. 

pars, 535. 

particeps, 301. 

parum, 294.

parv¿ (gen.), 305; parv«
(abl.), 280 n 2.

patior, 41, 120.

patr¡s, see p. 48, footnote
5. 

patria, 16; patri§ c¡d«,
264.

pauc¿, 293 n, 296. 

paul«, 279 n.

pecc§tum, 408; see
Vocab., crime.

pell«, 264.

pende« anim¿, 312 n 2. 

penes, 331.

p¡ns¿ habe«, 298.

per, 267 n 2, 321 n 1,
331. 

percipi«, 19.

perg«, 42. 

perhorr¡sc«, 232. 

perinde, 488, 491. 

per¿tus, 301.

permitt«, 118, 122-3, 244
n 1.

pernici¡s, 19. 

persev¡r«, 42.

persu§de«, 5, 122, 124,
188, 245.

perveni«, 19, 253. 

pet«, 23, 118, 122, 231. 

piget, 31, 234, 309. 

place«, 5, 245. 
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placet, 247.

plac¡re sibi, 98.

pl¡nus, 285 n 1, 301 n 1. 

pl¡r¿que, see p. 304, foot-
note 6.

pl»s, 275 n, 294; pl»ris
(gen.) 305.

poena, see Vocab.,
punishment.

polliceor, 37, 244. 

p«ne, 331.

popul§r¡s, see p. 48,
footnote 4.

populus, 19.

posc«, 122, 230-1; see
Vocab., demand.

possum (Intr. 34), 39, 42,
153, 196, 219, 461. 

potest (impersonal), 196
n 2.

post, 320 n 1, 322, 331,
534 n.

poster¿, 51. 

posthabe«, 253. 

postquam, 428. 

postr¡m« (adverb), 534
n.

postul«, 118, 122, 231;
see Vocab., demand.

potentia, potest§s, see
Vocab., influence.

potior (verb), 281-2; see
p. 225, footnote 1. 

potius, 488, 495. 

prae, 332.

praecipi«, 118, 122-3,
245. 

praecl§rus, 19. 

praeditus, 285. 

praefectus, 408. 

praefici«, 253, 397. 

praest« (verb), 240 n 1;
see p. 139, footnote 1. 

praesum, 397. 

praeter, 331. 

praetere«, 487. 

praetermitt«, see Vocab.,
undone.

praetervehor, 24. 

precor, 118, 122, 231. 

pr¿di¡, 516.

pr¿mus, 62, 530-1;
pr¿mum (adverbial),
328, 534; pr¿m«
(adverb), 534 n.

prior, 62, 530-1.

pr¿scus, pr¿stinus, see
Vocab., ancient.

prius, 443, 495. 

priusquam, 442-3. 

pr¿v«, 284.

pr«, 6, 332, 398 n. 

pr« e«, 488, 491. 

prob«, 244 n 1.

pr«gressus (participle),
416.

prohibe«, 41, 129, 130. 

pr«iectus, 416. 

pr«mitt«, 37.

prope, 331; see Vocab.,
almost.

proper«, 42.

propinquus, 256. 

propius, 331. 

proprius, 255.

propter, 268 n 3, 331; see
p. 193, footnote 6. 

pr«sequor, 283. 

pr«spici«, 248. 

pr«vol»tus, 416. 

proxim¡, 331. 

proximum est, 127. 

pr»d¡ns, 301 n 1.

pudet, 31, 234, 309.

puer, 63.

pulcher, see Vocab.,
beautiful.

p»rg«, 306.

puto, see Vocab., fancy;
putor (Intr. 38).

qu§, 89.

quaer«, 167. 

quaes«, 141. 

quaestus, 260.

qu§lis, 84, 86, 157, 174. 

quam, 91, 157, 275, 443,
488, 491, 493, 495,
507; (omitted), 275 n,
536. 

quam ob rem. 157. 

quam s¿, 494. 

quam ut, 496. 

quamdi», 157, 437. 

quamquam, 478, 479.

quamv¿s, 478, 480. 

quand«, 157, 174, 483-4.

quantus, 84, 86, 157,
174, 294; quant¿
(gen.), 305; quant«
(abl.), 280 n 2, 357,
376, 497. 

quantopere, 157. 

qu§r¡, 157. 

quasi, 488, 494. 

-que (Intr. 48, 89).
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quem ad modum, 157,
488. 

queror, 484 n 1. 

qu¿ (rel. pronoun), (Intr.
50), 12, 78, 84, 336,
339, 342, 432 n, 498-
513.

qu¿ (pronominal adj.),
157, 157 n 1, 357.

qu¿ (abl.), 127, 157 n 5. 

quia, 483-4. 

qu¿cumque, 364, 432 n.

qu¿dam, 361-2. 

quidem, 334. 

qu¿libet, 359.

qu¿n, 80, 129-35, 505 n
2. 

Qu¿nt¿lis, see p. 305,
footnote 1.

quippe, 513.

quis (interrogative), 157,
157 n 1, 174; (in-
definite), 357.

quisnam, 157. 

quispiam, 360. 

quisquam, 293 n, 358. 

quisque, 157 n 4, 293 n,
354, 373-77, 432 n,
529. 

quisquis, 364. 

qu¿v¿s, 359.

qu« (abl.), 357, 376, 497;
(= ut e«), 102, 501 n 2. 

qu« (adverb of place),
89, 157.

quoad, 437, 440.

quod (conjunction), 32,
459 n, 483-4, 487.

qu«minus, 129-31. 

qu«modo, 157.

quondam, see Vocab.,
once.

quoniam, 483-4.

quoque (Intr. 89). 

quot, 84, 157, 174, 527. 

quot¡n¿, 532.

quoti¡ns, 157, 428, 533. 

quotus, 157, 157 n 4,
377, 530. 

quo»sque, 157.

rati«ne, 270 n 3.

ratus, 416.

re-, 252. 

recipi«, 19. 

recordor, 308 n 3.

r¡ct¡, see Vocab., rightly.

rec»s«, 129, 130. 

referci«, 284. 

r¡fert, 310.

r¡gnum, see Vocab.,
influence.

relinqu«, see Vocab.,
abandon.

reliqu¿, 372. 

reliquum est, 127. 

remedium, 300.

reor, see Vocab., fancy.

reple«, 284 n 1.

repudi«, see Vocab., de-
spise.

repugn«, 245, 253.

r¡s, 52, 67, 223 n 1; r¡
ips§, 274 n.

responde«, 444. 

r¡sp»blica, 19; see p.
170, footnote 1.

restat, 127. 

retine«, 129. 

reum faci«, 306.

r¡x, see p. 132, footnote
2. 

r¿te, see Vocab., rightly.

rog«, 118, 121-2, 230-1. 

rudis, 301, 301 n 1.

ru¿na, 19; see Vocab.,
ruin.

r»rsus, 328.

r»s, 9, 235; r»s (accus.),
313; r»re (abl.), 314;
r»r¿ (loc.) 312 n 1.

saepe, 328.

saepissim¡, 533. 

s§n¡, 162, 481. 

satis, 252, 294. 

satisfaci«, 253. 

satius est, 153.

scelus, see Vocab.,
crime.

sci«, 42; see p. 43, foot-
note 6, and Vocab.,
ignorant.

scr¿b«, 124.

s¡, 11, 34, 349-53, 515. 

secundus, 530-1. 

secundum (prep.), 331. 

s¡c»rus, 19.

secus, 488, 491. 

semel, 328, 533.

senex, 63.

sententia, see p. 135,
footnote 1.

s¡par«, 264 n.

September, see p. 305,
footnote 1.
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sequitur, 127. 

servi«, 245. 

sescent¿, 536. 

seu, see s¿ve.

Sext¿lis, see p. 305, foot-
note 1.

s¿, 167 n, 171, 357-8,
450, 459, 459 n, 465-
6; see p. 109, footnote
2.

s¿ minus, 465 n, 466.

s¿ n«n, 464, 464 n 1, 465
n, 466.

s¿ quand«, 432 n.

s¿c, 488, 491. 

s¿cut, 488.

silenti« (abl.), 270 n 1.

similis, 254-5, 290 n 2. 

simul ac, 428.

simul«, see Vocab., hide,
pretend.

s¿n, 465.

sine, 332, 398 n.

singul§ris, 381 n.

singul¿, 380, 532. 

sin«, 41, 120, 123. 

s¿s (= s¿ v¿s), 141. 

siti«, 232.

s¿ve, 171, 467, 467 n.

sole«, 42.

solium, 17. 

solv«, 264.

solvend« n«n sum, 397
n. 

s«lus, 62, 505, 529. 

speci¡, 274 n.

spect«, see Vocab., see.

spern«, see Vocab.,
despise.

sp¡r«, 23, 37. 

sp¡s, see p. 197, footnote
10, and Vocab., hope;
sp¡, 277.

sponte, see Vocab.,
voluntarily.

statu«, 42. 

stude«, 245. 

studi«sus, 301. 

studium, 300.

su§de«, 118, 121-2, 245. 

sub, 330, 331, 332. 

subsidi« (dat.), 259. 

subter, 330, 331, 332. 

subveni«, 245. 

succ¡nse«, 245.

sum (Intr. 33, 35 n, 81),
195 n, 251, 292, 305 n,
424; see est, fore. 

summus, 60.

super, 330, 331, 332. 

superstes, 255. 

suppedit«, 244. 

supplicium, see Vocab.,
punishment.

supr§, 331.

suspici« (verb), 23.

suus, 11, 349-54, 515.

su¿ (nom. pl.), 354; suum
(neut.), 399 n 1.

taedet, 31, 234, 309.

t§lis, 84, 86, 88, 108 n 1;
see p. 159, footnote 7,
and Vocab., kind.

tam, 88, 108 n 1.

tamen, 464 n 1, 479 n 1,
512 n.

tamets¿, 477-8.

tamquam, 361 n 2, 488,
494.

tamquam s¿, 488, 494. 

tandem, 157 n 5.

tantus, 84, 86, 88, 108 n
1; see p. 65, footnote
1; tant¿ (gen.), 305;
tant« (abl.), 279 n,
376, 497.

tell»s, 16.

temper«, 249.

tenus, 333; see p. 193,
footnote 6.

ter, 533.

terr§ mar¿que, 273 n 1. 

tertium (adverbial), 534.

time«, 137, 248; see
Vocab., fear.

t¿r«, 223 n 2. 

tot, 84.

t«tus, 295.

tr§d«, 400; tr§dunt, 44. 

tr§ns, 331.

tr§ns-, 229 n 3. 

tr§nsd»c«, 229 n 3. 

tr§ici«, 229 n 3. 

tr¡s, 527-8.

triumph«, see Vocab.,
triumph.

truc¿d«, see Vocab., kill.

t», 334, 515; t¡, 349 n 1. 

tum (Intr. 88), 294 n,
328, 431, 435, 534 n.

tunc, 516.

turpis, 19. 
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t»tus, 19. 

tuus, 515.

ubi, 89, 157, 428, 432 n,
509; ubi gentium, 294
n.

»llus, 358.

ultimus, 62. 

ultr§, 331.

ultr«, see Vocab., volun-
tarily.

umquam, 328. 

unde, 89, 157, 509. 

»nivers¿, 380; see
Vocab., all.

»nus, 62, 293 n, 296, 373
n 2, 381, 505, 527-9,
531; »n¿ (pl.), 532. 

urbs, 223, 226 n, 304 n,
316-17.

»squam, 16.

»sus (participle), 416.

»sus (noun), 286; see
Vocab., lot.

ut (introducing subj.
clause), 101, 107, 108
n 1, 117, 137; (intro-
ducing indic. clause),
108 n 2, 376, 428, 432
n, 488, 491-2, 497;
(omitted), 121, 125 n;
ut ita d¿cam, see p. 73,
footnote 1.

ut qu¿, 513.

ut quisque, 376, 432 n.

ut s¿, 494.

uter, 157, 379. 

uterlibet, 379.

uterque, 293 n, 298, 378-
9. 

uterv¿s, 379.

»tilis, 254-5; »tile,
»tilit§s, 51.

utinam, 150.

»tor, 228 n, 281-2; see p.
225, footnote 1. 

utpote, 513.

utrum, 159-61, 467 n.

vac«, 248 n, 284.

vacuus, 265. 

varius, 371 n 3. 

-ve (Intr. 49, 89).

vel (Intr. 49, 89), 171. 

velim, 121, 141, 150 n,
152. 

velut, velut s¿, 488, 494. 

venia, 270 n 3. 

veni«, 402 n 2. 

v¡num d«, 235. 

v¡nd«, 305.

vereor, 137; see Vocab.,
fear.

veritus, 416.

v¡r« (Intr. 89); ita v¡r«,
162.

versus (prep.), 331; see
p. 193, footnote 6.

vert«, 259.

v¡scor, 231; see p. 225,
footnote 1.

vester, 515.

vet«, 41, 130.

vetus, vetustus, see
Vocab., ancient.

vex«, 19.

v¿, 270 n 1. 

vicem tuam, 238. 

v¿c¿nus, 256.

vide«, 118, 143, 410 n;
see Vocab., see; videor
(Intr. 35 n), 43 n 2;
v¿deris, 146; vid¡tur,
46, 492.

v¿gint¿, 527-8. 

v¿lis, 19.

vir, 52, 224; see p. 132,
footnote 3.

vitium, 260; see Vocab.,
crime.

vix, 132, 358.

vocor (Intr. 36).

vol« (Intr. 34), 41-2, 45,
118, 120; see velim. 

v«s, 515.

vulgus, see p. 149, foot-
note 1.
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